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IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS (the basis of the SARIS self-assessment questionnaires)

Under the terms of Article III of its Statute, the IAEA is authorized to establish standards of safety for protection 
against ionizing radiation and to provide for the application of these standards to peaceful nuclear activities.

The regulatory related publications by means of which the IAEA establishes safety standards and measures are 
issued in the IAEA Safety Standards Series. This series covers nuclear safety, radiation safety, transport safety 
and waste safety, and also general safety (that is, of relevance in two or more of the four areas), and the 
categories within it are Safety Fundamentals, Safety Requirements and Safety Guides:

Safety Fundamentals (blue lettering) present basic objectives, concepts and principles of safety and 
protection in the development and application of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

Safety Requirements (red lettering) establish the requirements that must be met to ensure safety. These 
requirements, which are expressed as 'shall' statements, are governed by the objectives and principles 
presented in the Safety Fundamentals.

Safety Guides (green lettering) recommend actions, conditions or procedures for meeting safety 
requirements. Recommendations in Safety Guides are expressed as 'should' statements, with the implication 
that it is necessary to take the measures recommended or equivalent alternative measures to comply with 
the requirements.

The IAEA's safety standards are not legally binding on Member States but may be adopted by them, at their own 
discretion, for use in national regulations in respect of their own activities. The standards are binding on the 
IAEA in relation to its own operations and on States in relation to operations assisted by the IAEA.

Information on the IAEA's safety standards programme (including editions in languages other than English) is 
available at the IAEA Internet site:

www-ns.iaea.org/standards/

Or on request to the Safety and Security Coordination Section, IAEA, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria.

OTHER RELEVANT SAFETY RELATED PUBLICATIONS

Under the terms of Articles III and VIII.C of its Statute, the IAEA makes available and fosters the exchange of 
information relating to peaceful nuclear activities and serves as an intermediary among its Member States for 
this purpose.

Reports on safety and protection in nuclear activities are issued in other series, in particular the IAEA Safety 
Reports Series, as informational publications. Safety Reports may describe good practices and give practical 
examples and detailed methods that can be used to meet safety requirements. They do not establish requirements 
or make recommendations.

Other IAEA series that include safety related publications are the Technical Reports Series, the Radiological 
Assessment Reports Series, the INSAG Series, the TECDOC Series, the Provisional Safety Standards 
Series, the Training Course Series, the IAEA Services Series, the Computer Manual Series, and Practical 
Radiation Safety Manuals and Practical Radiation Technical Manuals. The IAEA also issues reports on 
radiological accidents and other special publications.

mailto:www-ns@iaea.org/standards/
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SELF-ASSESSMENT OF THE NATIONAL REGULATORY 
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SAFETY

BACKGROUND
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is responsible for the development of standards for 
the safety and protection of health, environment and property against ionizing radiation and for 
assisting their application in States through appropriate mechanisms such as peer review, appraisal 
and training. The IAEA applies the standards to its own operations and wherever it is supporting 
Member States. In addition, at the request of third parties, the IAEA applies the standards to 
operations under bilateral or multilateral arrangements or, at the request of a State, to any of that 
State's activities concerning nuclear energy.

IAEA standards and guidance are based on the presumption that a national infrastructure is in place to 
enable a government to discharge its responsibilities for radiation protection, safety and the security of 
radioactive sources. 

A national infrastructure for nuclear and radiation safety includes all persons, organizations, qualified 
experts, systems, documents, facilities and equipment, and technical services that are, in whole or in 
part, dedicated to nuclear and radiation safety.

The IAEA offers a range of reviews, appraisals and advisory services to help States' verify that 
standards and international undertakings are adequately applied at the national level and to evaluate 
the effectiveness and sustainability of State regulatory infrastructure. In particular, the IAEA offers 
the Integrated Regulatory Review Service (IRRS) covering all aspects of nuclear, radiation, transport 
and waste safety and emergency planning. The IRRS is a comprehensive and modular service 
addressing all components of a national regulatory infrastructure for safety. It comprises an internal 
self-assessment phase, followed by an external expert team review. 

To facilitate States' regular and routine self-assessment of national regulatory infrastructure for nuclear 
and radiation safety, the Agency has developed the IAEA Self-Assessment Methodology and its 
associated software, the Self-Assessment of Regulatory Infrastructure for Safety (SARIS). The SARIS 
is a stand-alone system; however, it is fully compatible with the IRRS Guidelines and may also be 
used in preparation for IRRS.

This Report contains factual answers to the SARIS questions (themselves derived from the IAEA 
standards and international undertakings). In addition, it incorporates appended documentary evidence 
to support the answers given and an analysis of the responses, both by SARIS Module and collectively 
for all Modules addressed in this self-assessment cycle. Within this report there is also an 
electronically generated 'Priority Assignment' (PA) value for each Module and for the whole self-
assessment, providing an indication of where the most immediate needs for improvement may lie.

The SARIS and this report are structured in such a way to facilitate action planning for the continuous 
improvement of regulatory infrastructure in accordance with identified priorities and realistically 
achievable objectives. 

The Report is freely editable, but once agreed as a complete and accurate record, it can be archived in 
unchangeable form, thus serving as an important record of the status of the regulatory infrastructure at 
a particular point in time. 
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REPORT FOR THE JAPAN

Introduction 
This electronically-generated SARIS Report documents findings against each completed 
SARIS Module, together with an overview and the basis for any findings. It also provides a 
Priority Assignment (PA) value for each completed Module and for the national regulatory 
infrastructure as a whole. Both the electronically-generated report and the PA values are for 
guidance only. In the analysis phase of a self-assessment cycle (performed in accordance with 
the IAEA methodology) it is expected that the content of the SARIS Report will be modified 
manually to reflect extensive internal discussion and consensus on the findings, conclusions 
and recommendations for improvement. 

The SARIS Report and the PA values contained within it are not an alternative to a properly 
conducted peer review or appraisal. The IAEA self-assessment methodology and the SARIS 
provide a comprehensive process of self-assessment and indicate priority areas for 
improvement. It is recommended that the outcomes of any such internal assessment are 
occasionally verified by an external review process (such as the IRRS).

The SARIS report and PA values may be used to objectively inform discussions with IAEA 
and other organisations with regard to advice, guidance, support and assistance as 
appropriate, in all areas addressed during a self-assessment.

FINDINGS

This section presents your responses to the questionnaire, which is arranged in a number of 
core and thematic SARIS Modules. An electronically-generated conclusion and PA value is 
provided for each completed SARIS Module. 

ANALYSIS 

When the question-answering (response phase) for each SARIS Module is completed, the 
analysis phase begins for that Module. The SARIS is structured to enable the SARIS 
questionnaire responses to be reviewed and analyzed. The Analysis Team's output for each 
Module and for the overall scope of the self-assessment, are presented in terms of the 
regulatory infrastructure's identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, 
culminating in the Analysis Team's overall conclusions and recommendations, as 
incorporated in this SARIS Report.
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OUTCOMES OF THE SELF-ASSESSMENT FOR FACILITIES AND ACTIVITIES AND 
EXPOSURE SITUATIONS

Module: Safety Requirements for Transport of Radioactive Material

Findings

Question 11.1

In the context of paragraph 802 of SSR-6,  does the Competent Authority for 
transport issue the necessary approval or validation certificates as appropriate?

Answer

Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport issues issue the necessary approval or validation 
certificates as appropriate

Response

〇Plural Competent Authorities have responsibility for the safety regulations for the 
transport of radioactive materials in Japan, depending on the type of material to be 
transported (nuclear source materials, nuclear fuel materials, radioisotopes and 
radiopharmaceuticals) and mode of transport (land transport, sea transport, air transport or 
postal transport). The matters described in paragraph 802 of the IAEA Safety Standards on 
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (SSR-6) are divided between the 
Competent Authorities and all transport modes are considered without duplication in a 
framework. Based on the graded approach, among those matters, validation certificates are 
issued only to those which are necessary to prevent disaster or radiation hazard.

〇In divided duties of Competent Authorities for transportation, NRA issues certificates for 
package of land transportation of nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes, and Ministry of 
Land, Infrastructure and Transport and Tourism (MLIT) issues certificates of sea and air 
transportation of radioactive materials (including nuclear source materials, nuclear fuel 
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materials, radioisotopes and radiopharmaceuticals). MLIT is responsible for the issue of 
certificate for transportation methods in all transportation modes, except land 
transportation of radiopharmaceuticals and nuclear source materials *.

*：MHLW is responsible for the package and transport method of radiopharmaceuticals on 
land, and NRA is responsible for the package and transport method of nuclear source 
materials on land.

〇The scope of evaluation related to the transportation of radioactive materials in this IRRS 
follow-up mission covers only land transportation among all transport modes. Furthermore, 
among land transportation, the matters related to the regulations of land transportation of 
nuclear fuel materials, nuclear source materials, and radioisotopes regulated by NRA (for 
nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes, limited to regulations pertaining to package), 
matters related to the regulations of land transport of radiopharmaceuticals regulated by 
MHLW, matters related to the regulation of the transportation of radioactive materials by 
mail etc. regulated by MIC, and matters requiring  cooperation with related organizations, 
such as emergency response (matters related to interfaces) are covered. Therefore, only 
responses within evaluation scope are described in this document.

[Nuclear Regulation Authority(NRA)]

〇Based on the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and 
Reactors (Act No.166 of 1957) (hereinafter referred to “the Reactor Regulation Act”) and the 
Act on Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc. (Act No.167 of 1957) (hereinafter referred to “the RI 
Act”), NRA is responsible for confirming the standard conformity of package for land 
transportation of nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes. In addition, NRA is responsible 
for the regulations of package and transportation method related to land transportation of 
nuclear source materials based on the Reactor Regulation Act, however, issue of approval 
certificates is not required according to the graded approach of SSR-6, so NRA does not issue 
certificates.

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇Regarding the land transportation of nuclear fuel materials, when nuclear operators 
(including those entrusted to transport by nuclear operators, etc. The same shall apply 
hereinafter) transport nuclear fuel material or materials contaminated with nuclear fuel 
materials (hereinafter referred to as “nuclear fuel material, etc.”) outside the sites, package 
confirmation by NRA is required prior to transportation under the Reactor Regulation Act, if 
there is a particular need to prevent disasters caused by the nuclear fuel materials (in case 
of transporting of nuclear fuel package containing 0.1kg or more of uranium hexafluoride, 
Type B (U) package or Type B (M) package, fissile package outside the sites). NRA confirms 
the package and issues “package certificate” when it finds that the package conforms to the 
technical standards as described below.
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Regarding package confirmation, it is possible to obtain the package design approval and 
the packaging approval of nuclear fuel package step by step based on the Reactor 
Regulation Act. For this reason, NRA examines whether the design of the nuclear fuel 
package conforms to the technical standards stipulated in the NRA regulations, based on 
the application from the nuclear operator. If the conformity is recognized, “Nuclear fuel 
material package design approval” is issued (corresponding to 802 (a) (iv) (v) (vi)). 
Furthermore, NRA issues “packaging approval” for packaging consist of package, if the 
packaging is manufactured in accordance with the design and manufacturing methods that 
have been approved for the design of nuclear fuel packages, and if NRA approves that the 

packaging conform to technical standards. 【Article 59(2) and (3) of the Reactor Regulation 
Act, Article 48 of the Reactor Regulation Enforcement Cabinet Order, Articles 18 to 22 of the 
NRA Ordinance on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (Cabinet Order 
No.57 of 1978) (hereinafter referred to as “the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance”, 
Article 41(1) and (2) of the Notice on Technical Details for Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear 
Fuel Materials, etc. (Notice of Science and Technology Agency No.5 of 1990) (hereinafter 

referred to as “the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice”)】

〇Regarding the land transportation of nuclear fuel materials, if it is extremely difficult to 
transportation in accordance with the regulations of the Reactor Regulation Act, NRA issues 
an approval for special arrangements (limited to the matters related to the package) if NRA 
approves that the necessary measures are taken to ensure safe transportation and that 
there is no safety problem even if transportation is not carried out in accordance with these 
provisions, after reviewing the measures that are extremely difficult to take in accordance 
with the provisions and the reasons based on applications from nuclear operators. 

(equivalent to 802 (b)) 【Article 14 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 

34 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice】

〇Regarding the land transportation of nuclear fuel materials, when nuclear fuel package 
with the original certificate issued by the competent authority of the country of origin of  
design and shipment, since the Reactor Regulation Act does not have the provision to 
validate the certificate issued by foreign authorities, nuclear operators are required to apply 
the confirmation regarding transportation under the Reactor Regulation Act, then after the 
review of the application, “transportation certificate” relating to the package is issued when 
conformity with the technical standards is confirmed, as with domestic transport 
procedures.

《Nuclear source materials》

〇Regarding the land transportation of nuclear source materials , based on the Reactor 
Regulation Act, users of nuclear source materials are required to transport in accordance 
with technical standards established by the competent authorities based on the graded 

approach according to radiation risks.【Article 57-7(4) of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 
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2(xii) of the NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials (Cabinet Order No.46 of 

1968) (hereinafter referred to as “the Nuclear Source Materials Use Ordinance”)】

《Radioisotopes》

〇Regarding the land transportation of radioisotope, under the RI Act, users etc. (including 
those entrusted with transportation by users, etc.) are required to take necessary measures 
against package to prevent radiation hazards according to technical standards when they 

transport radioisotopes outside the plant. 【Article 18 (1) of the RI Act】

〇Regarding the Type B (U) and Type B (M) packages that are specifically required by NRA 
to prevent radiation hazards, the measures taken by the users etc. for the package must be 
confirmed by the competent authority before shipment (package confirmation) whether it 
conforms to the technical standards stipulated in the NRA Ordinance for Enforcement of the 
Act on Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc.(hereinafter referred to as “the RI Ordinance”.). 

【Article 18 (2) of the RI Act】

〇Prior to the package confirmation, the user, etc. can obtain approval (packaging 
approval) from NRA in advance for conformity to the technical standards of the packagings 

used for transportation. 【Article 18 (3) of the RI Act】

Prior to packaging approval, regarding the design of packagings included in a part of 
packaging approval, approval by NRA (package design approval) for compliance with 

technical standards can be obtained in advance. 【Article 18(2) of the RI Act, Article 18-
17(4) of the RI Ordinance, Article 25 of the Notification on Technical Details for Off-Site 
Transportation of Radioisotopes, etc. (hereinafter referred to as the RI Off-Site 

Transportation Notice)】

〇Regarding the land transportation of radioisotopes, etc., when a radioactive package 
with the original certificate issued by the competent authority in the country where the 
design or transportation occurred is transported on land, NRA must conduct package 
confirmation in the same manner as the procedures for domestic transportation, without 
the validation of original certificate specified in paragraph 840 of IAEA SSR-6.

[Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW)]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇The competent authority for the land transport of radiopharmaceuticals is MHLW. 
Regarding the land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, MHLW sets regulations and 
standards to incorporate IAEA safety standards such as SSR-6, as with the RI Act, based on 
the provisions of the “Act on Securing Quality, Efficacy and Safety of Products Including 
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Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices” (Act No.145 of 1960) (hereinafter referred to as the 
“Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act”).

Regarding the transport of radiopharmaceuticals, nothing falls under Type B (U) package, 
Type B (M) package, or special form radioactive materials, etc. and land transport of 
radiopharmaceuticals is usually carried out in according to the “Standards for Transport of 
Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005). In such a case, the package is not 
required to be approved or certificated. In Article 2(6) and (7) of the "Regulations on 
Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals" (MHLW Ordinance No.4 of 1966) 
(including the case of applying to Article 15), it is stipulated that the shipment is specifically 
approved by the regulatory authority of medicine on the condition that there is no safety 
hindrance, when it is extremely difficult to transport radiopharmaceuticals on land in 
accordance with the “Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice 

No.491 of 2005). However, no case has required such approval to date. 【Article 2(6) and 
(7) of the Regulations on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals (including the 

case of applying to Article 15)】

[Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC）]

《Postal mail》

〇Based on the Postal Act (Act No.165 of 1947) and the Act on Correspondence Delivery by 
Private Business Operators(Act No.99 of 2002) (hereinafter referred to as “the Postal Act 
etc.”), MIC is responsible for regulations related to transportation of radioactive materials 
by mail etc. Currently, under the Postal Act, postal services are only provided by Japan Post 
Co., Ltd., and the letter service is licensed. Under the Postal Act, etc., in principle, handling of 
radioactive materials by mail is prohibited. However, transportation is possible as long as it 
is carried out in accordance with regulations/standards established by 
regulations/notifications established by ordinances/notifications based on the Postal Act 
etc., (radioactive substances with a radioactivity amount not exceeding 1/10 of Type L 
package are submitted in conformity with certain conditions). Approvals or certificates for 
the transportation of the radioactive materials are not required.

〇The application status of each item in paragraph 802 of SSR-6 is as follows.

802(a)(i) Approval of designs for Special form radioactive material

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

・If the special form nuclear fuel materials etc. exceed the limit of the radioactivity 
stipulated by the same regulations (A1 value), or they fall under packages containing 0.1 kg 
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or more of uranium hexafluoride or fissile package stipulated in the Notice, when the 
package is transported, the package design for special form nuclear fuel materials, etc. is 
examined for conformity with technical standards according to the classification of nuclear 
fuel package stipulated in the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, in line with graded 
approach according to radiation risk. If the conformity is recognized, the “Nuclear Fuel 

Package Design Approval Certificate” is issued. 【Article3(1)(i) , Article 4 and appended 

form 1 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice】

《Radioisotopes》

・“Special form radioisotopes etc.” mean solid radioactive isotopes, etc. that are not easily 
dissipated, or capsules that seal radioactive isotopes, etc. and meet the standards stipulated 

in the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice. 【Article 18(1) of the RI Act, Article 18-3 of the RI 

Ordinance, Article 2 of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice】

《Nuclear source materials》

・N/A

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・N/A

[MIC]

《Postal mail etc.》

・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention and Convention Regulations 
(hereinafter referred to as “Universal Postal Convention etc.”), and the Act on 
Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators, these kinds of radioactive materials 
cannot be handled by mail or letter service, approval certificates are not issued.

802(a)(ii) Approval for design of Low dispersible radioactive materials

・Since NRA, MHLW, and MIC are not responsible for package design approval for low 
dispersible radioactive materials, it is not covered in the evaluation this time.
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802(a)(iii) Approval for design of fissile material excepted under para. 417 (f)

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

・The requirement of nuclear fuel packages that are not fissile packages is stipulated in the 
Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice. The design of fissile materials excepted under para. 
417 (f) is excluded from nuclear fissile packages if it is designated (approved) by NRA. 

【Article 11 of the Nuclear  Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 23(vi) of the Nuclear 

Off-Site Transportation Notice】

《Nuclear source materials》、《Radioisotopes》

・N/A

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・N/A

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, these kinds of radioactive materials cannot be 
handled by mail or letter service. Therefore, approval certificates are not issued.

802(a)(iv) Approval for design of packages containing 0.1 kg or more uranium hexafluoride

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

・Regarding packages containing 0.1 kg or more of uranium hexafluoride, NRA examine 
whether the design complies with the technical standards for nuclear fuel packages related 
to uranium hexafluoride specified in the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, in 
response to applications from nuclear operators. If the conformity is recognized, a “Nuclear 
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Fuel Package Design Approval” is issued. 【Article 59(2) of the Reactor Regulation Act, 
Article 48 of the Reactor Regulation Enforcement Cabinet Order, Article 12 and 21(2) of the 
Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 41(1) and (2) of the Nuclear Off-Site 

Transportation Notice】

《Nuclear source materials》、《Radioisotopes》

・N/A

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・N/A

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, these kinds of radioactive materials cannot be 
handled by mail or letter service. Therefore, approval certificates are not issued.

802(a)(v) Approval for Packages containing fissile material

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

・Regarding Design approval for fissile package, NRA examines whether the design 
complies with the technical standards for nuclear fuel packages related to fissile package 
specified in the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, in response to applications from 
nuclear operators, etc. If the conformity is recognized, a “Nuclear Fuel Package Design 

Approval” is issued. 【Article 59(2) of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 48 of the Cabinet 
Order for Enforcement of the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material and Nuclear 
Fuel Materials and Reactors(hereinafter referred to as “the Reactor Regulation Enforcement 
Cabinet Order”), Article 11 and 21(2) of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, 

Article 41(1) and (2) of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice】
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《Nuclear fuel materials》,《Radioisotopes》

・N/A

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・N/A

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, these kinds of radioactive materials cannot be 
handled by mail or letter service. Therefore, approval certificates are not issued.

802(a)(vi) Approval for design of Type B(U) packages and Type B(M) packages

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

・Regarding Design approval for Type B(U) packages and Type B(M) packages, NRA 
examines whether the design complies with the technical standards for Type B(U) packages 
and Type B(M) packages specified in the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, in 
response to applications from nuclear operators. If the conformity is recognized, a “Nuclear 

Fuel Package Design Approval” is issued. 【Article 59(2) of the Reactor Regulation Act, 
Article 48 of the Reactor Regulation Enforcement Cabinet Order, Article 6, 7, and 21(2) of 
the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 41(1) and (2) of the Nuclear Off-Site 

Transportation Notice】

《Radioisotopes》

・Regarding Design approval for Type B(U) packages and Type B(M) packages, NRA 
examine whether the design complies with the technical standards for Type B(U) packages 
and Type B(M) packages specified in the RI Ordinance, in response to applications from 
nuclear operators, etc. If the conformity is recognized, a “Radioactive Package Design 
Approval” is issued. “Radioactive Package Design Approval” is generally issued in the 
method in accordance with paragraph 838 of IAEA SSR-6, however, for the identification 
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number of the “Radioactive Package Design Approval”, an identification number specific to 
the RI Act (RI Design No. 0001 to 0003) is assigned instead of the general format defined in 

paragraph 832. 【Article 18(1) of the RI Act, Article 18-6, 18-7, 18-17(4) of the RI Ordinance, 

Article 25 of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice】

《Nuclear source materials》,

・N/A

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・N/A

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, these kinds of radioactive materials cannot be 
handled by mail or letter service. Therefore, approval certificates are not issued.

802(a)(vii) Approval for design of Type C packages

・NRA, MHLW, and MIC are not responsible for design approval of Type C packages, 
therefore, it is not covered in the evaluation this time.

802(b) Approval for Special arrangements

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

・Regarding the approval for special arrangements, if it is extremely difficult to transport 
the package in accordance with the transport regulations of the Reactor Regulation Act, 
NRA shall, in response to the application by nuclear operators, examine the measures and 
reasons that is difficult to be taken. In case where NRA recognized the necessary measures 
are taken to ensure safe transportation and there should be no safety problems even if 
transportation is carried out not under these provisions. In this case, it is stipulated that the 
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maximum value of the 1 centimeter dose equivalent rate of the package must not exceed 10 
mSv per hour on the surface. When the approval is given, NRA issue an “Approval for the 

Special arrangements” (limited to the part related to the package). 【Article 14 of the 
Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 34 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation 

Notice】

《Nuclear source materials》

・The approval procedure of the Special arrangements for land transport of nuclear source 
materials is not stipulated.

《Radioisotopes》

・When it is extremely difficult to transport in accordance with the technical standards for 
each radioactive package specified in Article 18-3 of the RI Ordinance, users can transport 
radioisotopes if they receive approval from NRA in the effect that necessary measures to 
secure safe transportation are taken and there is no safety problem even if they are 
transported not under provisions for each radioactive package. In this case, it is stipulated 
that the maximum value of the 1 centimeter dose equivalent rate of the package must not 

exceed 10 mSv per hour on the surface. 【Article 18(1) of the RI Act, Article 18-12 of the RI 

Ordinance, Article 21 of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice】

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・Regarding land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, Article 2(6) and (7) of the "Regulations 
on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals" (MHLW Ordinance No.4 of 1961) 
(including the case of applying to Article 15), stipulate that the shipment is specifically 
approved by the regulatory authority of medicine on the condition that there is no safety 
hindrance, when it is extremely difficult to transport radiopharmaceuticals on land in 
accordance with the “Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice 

No.491 of 2005). However, no case has required such approval to date. 【Article 2(6) and 
(7) of the Regulations on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals (including the 

case of applying to Article 15】

[MIC]

《Postal mail》
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・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, these kinds of radioactive materials cannot be 
handled by mail or letter service. Therefore, approval certificates are not issued.

802(c) Approval for certain shipments

・Since NRA, MHLW, and MIC are not responsible for approval for certain shipments, it is 
not covered in the evaluation this time.

802(d) Approval for radiation protection program for special use of vessels

・Regarding approval for radiation protection program for special use of vessels, since NRA, 
MHLW, and MIC are not responsible for approval for certain transport, therefore, it is not 
covered in the evaluation this time.

802(e) Approval for calculation of radionuclide values that are not listed in Table 2

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

・Regarding land transportation of nuclear fuel materials, radionuclide values are not listed 
in SSR-6 Table 2, based on the adoption of SSR-6 Table 3 and the provisions of TS-G-1.1, the 
calculation method is stipulated with detailed conditions in the Nuclear Off-Site 
Transportation Notice. In addition, if the package requires confirmation by NRA for 
transportation, in response to the application by nuclear operators, NRA evaluates the 
adequacy of the value in the examination process whether the design of the package 
confirms with the technical standards according to the classification of nuclear fuel package 
specified in the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance.

If the conformity is approved, NRA issues “Nuclear Fuel Package Design Approval”. 【Article 
59(1) of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 3 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation 
Ordinance, A1 value and A2 value: Article 4 and Appended Table 1–6 of the Nuclear Off-Site 

Transportation Notice】

《Nuclear source materials》

・Not applicable since there are no radionuclides that are not listed in SSR-6 Table 2 for 
nuclear source materials.
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《Radioisotopes》

・Regarding radionuclide values not listed in SSR-6 Table 2, based on the incorporation of 
SSR-6 Table 3 and the provisions of TS-G-1.1, the calculation method is stipulated with 

detailed conditions, etc. in the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice etc. 【Article 18(1) of the RI 
Act, Article 18-3 of the RI Ordinance, A1 value and A2 value: Article 2 and Appended Table 
1–6 of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice, Activity concentration limit for exempt material 
and Activity limit for an exempt consignment: Appended Table 1–6 of the Notification on the 

Details of Standards Concerning the Carriage of Radioactive Material by Ships】

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・Radiopharmaceuticals are only those listed in Appended Table 1 in the "Regulations on 
Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals " (MHLW Ordinance No.4 of 1961) and 
they don’t contain radionuclides not listed in SSR-6 Table 2. Regarding radionuclide activity 
not listed in SSR-6 Table 2, in the case where licensees that manufacture or handle 
radiopharmaceuticals transport radioactive materials or substances contaminated with 
radioactive materials (hereinafter referred to as “radioactive materials”) on land, based on 
the incorporation of SSR-6 Table 3 and the provisions of TS-G-1.1, the calculation method is 
stipulated with detailed conditions in the “Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials” 
(MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005) under the provision of Article 2(6) and (7) of the Regulations 
on Manufacturie and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals (MHLW Ordinance No. 4 of 1961) 
(including the case of applying to Article 15). Land transportation of radioactive materials, 
etc. is usually conducted in accordance with the “Standards for Transport of Radioactive 
Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005) and the transport is not required to obtain 

approval. 【Article 2(6) and (7) and Appended Table 1 of the Regulations on Manufacture 
and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals (including the case of applying to Article 15), A2 
value: Article 2 and Appended Table 1–6 of the Standards for Transport of Radioactive 
Materials, Activity concentration limit for exempt material and Activity limit for an exempt 

consignment: Appended Table 1 of the Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials】

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, these kinds of radioactive materials cannot be 
handled by mail or letter service. Therefore, approval certificates are not issued.
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802(f) Approval for calculation of alternative activity limits for an exempt consignment of 
instrument or articles

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》,《Nuclear source materials》

・The Reactor Regulation Act does not prescribe regulatory exemption values themselves, 
nor approval procedures for calculation of alternative activity limits for exempt consignment 
of instrument or articles. However the applicable instrument or articles are not assumed and 
particular problem has not occurred.

《Radioisotopes》

・The RI Act does not prescribe approval procedures for calculation of alternative 
radioactivity limits for regulatory exempt consignment of instrument or articles fall under 
paragraph 403 (b) of IAEA SSR-6, and there are no special considerations for radioactivity 
limits. 

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

・N/A

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

・Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, radioactive materials to be approved for calculation 
value cannot be handled by mail or letter service, therefore, approval certificates are not 
issued.

Attachments

A01_the Reactor Regulation Act

A02_the Reactor Regulation Act (amended)

A03_the Cabinet Order for Definition
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A04_the  Reactor Regulation  Enforcement  Cabinet Order

A05_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance

A07_the Commercial Reactors Ordinance

A08_the NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials

A09_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

B03_the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice

B04_the Notification on Carriage Standards by Ships

C01_Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act

C02_Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals

C03_Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials

C04_Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials

D01_the Postal Act

D02_the Notice on Designation of Dangerous Goods under the Postal Act

D03_the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators

D04_the Notice on Designation of Dangerous Goods under the Correspondence Delivery Act

D06_Regulation for Enforcement of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business 
Operators

D07_Universal Postal Convention

D08_Convention Regulations

Question 11.2

Does the competent authority for transport register serial numbers of transport packaging 
manufactured to an approved design?

Answer
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Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport registers serial numbers of

transport packaging manufactured to an approved design

Response

[NRA]

〇Under the Reactor Regulation Act and RI Act, NRA adequately register and manage 
transport packagings used for packages that require confirmation (approval) for land 
transportation of nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes. In the land transportation of 
nuclear source materials, there is no package that requires confirmation (approval), so the 
transport packaging is not registered.

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇Regarding the transport packaging for nuclear fuel materials and transport packaging 
used for packages that require confirmation (approval) (packages containing 0.1 kg or more 
of uranium hexafluoride, Type B (U) packages or Type B (M) packages, fissile packages), it is 
possible to obtain approval (packaging approval) by NRA in advance that packagings that 
have obtained package design approval are manufactured and maintained as designed and 
conform to technical standards. In the procedures, NRA issues a “packaging approval” 
assigned with a series of “approved packaging registration numbers” that can be 
individually identified for transport packagings that have received packaging approval. NRA 

manages “approved packaging registration numbers”. 【Article 59(3) of the Reactor 
Regulation Act, Articles 18, 21, and 22 of the Nuclear Fuel Materials Off-Site Transportation 

Ordinance】
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《Nuclear source materials》

N/A

《Radioisotopes》

〇Regarding land transport of radioisotopes, etc., users can obtain packaging approval 
from the NRA in advance for all Type B (U) packages and Type B (M)packages in advance. A 
series of “approved packaging registration numbers” that are individually identifiable are 
issued to transport packagings that have been approved for compliance with technical 
standards. “Approved packaging registration numbers” are managed appropriately at NRA. 

【Article 18(3) of the RI Act, Article 18-7 to 18-20 of the RI Ordinance】

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇Regarding the land transport of Radiopharmaceuticals, nothing falls under Type B (U) 
packages, Type B (M) packages, and special form radioactive materials, etc. In addition, for 
the land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, transport packagings comply with the package 
standards stipulated in the “Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials” (MHLW 
Notice No. 491 of 2005) are usually used. In such cases, it is not necessary to obtain 

approval and registration for the  packaging. 【Standards for Transport of Radioactive 

Materials】

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

〇Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business, radioactive materials whose amount of radioactivity does not 
exceed 1/10 of Type L package only can be handled. In addition, it is not required in SSR-6, 
therefore, transport packagings are not registered.

Attachments

A01_the Reactor Regulation Act
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A05_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

C03_Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials

Question 11.3

Does the competent authority for transport perform review and assessment of relevant 
information for determining whether the applicant for authorization or the authorized party 
complies with applicable regulatory requirements?

Answer

Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport performs review and assessment of relevant 
information for determining whether the applicant for authorization or the authorized party 
complies with applicable regulatory requirements.

Response

[NRA]

〇Under the Reactor Regulation Act and RI Act, NRA is responsible for confirmation of 
standard conformity of packages among regulations relating to land transportation of 
nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes. NRA requires applicants to submit application 
describing matters to explain safety and necessary attached documents for each license of 
activities regulated by the Reactor Regulation Act and RI Act to ensure that the activity 
meets the regulatory requirements and the conditions necessary for the permission and 
authorization. In this connection, since the review and evaluation related to land 
transportation of nuclear source materials are not required even in SSR-6, NRA does not 
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conduct review and evaluation. In addition, NRA publishes the matters to be confirmed in 
reviews in Acts and ordinances, examination standards, and notification to determine that 
application meets the criteria, so applicants could recognize the information to be submitted 
at the time of application in advance.

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇When nuclear operators, transport nuclear fuel materials or materials contaminated with 
nuclear fuel materials on land outside the sites, they are required to take necessary 
measures for safety in accordance with the technical standards stipulated in the Ordinance 

of the NRA, etc. based on the Reactor Regulation Act. 【Article 59(1) of the Reactor 

Regulation Act】

〇Regarding packages that are particularly necessary for disaster prevention (Type B (U) 
packages  and Type B (M) packages, fissile packages, nuclear fuel packages containing 0.1 
kg or more of uranium hexafluoride), NRA confirms them with the following documents 
attached to the application form or on-site inspection by NRA staff before transportation, in 
response to the package confirmation application by nuclear operators under the Reactor 
Regulation Act. When it is confirmed that the  measures for transportation conform to the 
technical standards, NRA issues “package confirmation”.

(1) Explanatory documents on nuclear fuel materials to be transported 

(2) Explanatory documents on structure and material (packaging design) of the packaging 
to store nuclear fuel materials (transport packaging), and safety of the nuclear fuel 
packages when the nuclear fuel material is stored in the transport packaging

(3) Explanatory documents on how to manufacture the transport packaging

(4) Explanatory documents indicating that the transport packaging is manufactured 
according to the design and manufacturing method

(5) Explanatory documents indicating that the transport packaging is maintained in 
conformity with the design and manufacturing method

(6) Explanatory documents on inspection before shipment of nuclear fuel packages

【Article 59(2) of the Reactor Act, Article 48 of the Reactor Regulation Enforcement Cabinet 
Order, Article 18, 19, 20 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, “Operational 
Guidelines for Confirmation of Transport of Nuclear Fuel Packages Outside Plants” (No. 
1402263 of Gen Kan Hai Hatsu, Feb. 26, 2014, Decision by Secretary-General of the 
Secretariat of NRA)(hereafter referred to as “the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Operation 

Guide”) 】

〇 In addition, prior to the application for confirmation of package, NRA can approve the 
design of the transport packaging, the safety of package containing nuclear fuel materials, 
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manufacturing method of transport packaging, and that the transport packaging is 
manufactured and maintained according to the design and manufacturing method 
stepwise. Based on the nuclear fuel package design approval application and packaging 
approval application from nuclear operators, NRA reviews compliance with technical 
standards and when the conformity is confirmed, it issues “Nuclear Fuel Package Design 

Approval” and “Packaging Approval”. 【Article 59(3) of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 
21 and 22 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 41(1) and (2) of the 

Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice】

〇NRA evaluates the safety analysis document prepared by the applicant as well as the test 
data and technical data for nuclear fuel package design approval. At that time, the evidence 
of analysis or additional analysis may be requested, if necessary. For these reviews, NRA has 
a internal mechanism that can seek opinions from a specialized perspective in each field. 
When reviewing packaging approval, NRA confirms that the transport packaging is 
manufactured according to the design approved in the nuclear fuel package design approval 
based on various inspection results such as material inspection and welding inspection by 

nuclear operators. 【“Procedure for describing the explanatory documents appended to 
application documents for approval of vehicle transport, application documents for 
approval of packaging and application documents for approval of nuclear fuel package 
design” (June 1, 2011, NISA No. 8 dated March 7, 2011, Nuclear and Industrial Safety 
Agency Notice) “3. Explanatory documents on how to manufacture transport packaging” 

Chapter B】

〇In addition, NRA requires nuclear operators to describe explanations on the quality 
management system related to the design, manufacturing, maintenance and handling of 
transport packagings in the nuclear fuel package design approval application according to 
the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice and “Procedure for describing the explanatory 
documents appended to application documents for approval of vehicle transport, 
application documents for approval of packaging and application documents for approval of 
nuclear fuel package design” (Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency Notice) upon design 
approval. When approving packagings, NRA requires nuclear operators and designer, 
manufacturer, and parts supplier to provide explanations on quality management systems 
related to transport packaging manufacturing in accordance with the guidelines based on 
“Procedure for describing the explanatory documents appended to application documents 
for approval of vehicle transport, application documents for approval of packaging and 
application documents for approval of nuclear fuel package design” (Nuclear and Industrial 
Safety Agency Notice) and “Guidelines for Quality Management of Manufacturing Method 
of the Packaging”. Based on the application, NEA reviews establishment and proper 
functioning of overall quality management system for the design, manufacturing, 
maintenance and handling of transport packagings in the review through document 

confirmation and on-site inspection. 【Article 41 and Form 1 Note 1 of the Nuclear Off-Site 
Transportation Notice, “Procedure for describing the explanatory documents appended to 
application documents for approval of vehicle transport, application documents for 
approval of packaging and application documents for approval of nuclear fuel package 
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design” (June 1, 2011, NISA No. 8 dated March 7, 2011, Nuclear and Industrial Safety 
Agency Notice) “2. Explanatory documents on the design of the transport packaging and the 
safety of the nuclear fuel package when containing nuclear fuel material, etc.” Chapter C, 
and “3. Explanatory documents on how to manufacture transport packaging” Chapter D, 
“Guidelines for Quality Management of Manufacturing Method of the Packaging” (June 20, 

2008, NISA No. 1 dated June 10, 2008, Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency Notice)】

《Radioisotopes》

〇Regarding the shipment of radioisotopes, etc., users are required to take necessary 

measures to prevent radiation hazard according to technical standards. 【Article 18(1) of 

the RI Act】

〇Among the above, regarding the B (U) type package and B (M) type package that are 
specifically required by the administrative authorities for the prevention of radiation 
damage, NRA, in response to the package confirmation application by users according to 
the RI Act, issues “certificate of shipment” if the measures related to transportation comply 
with the technical standards by confirming with the documents attached to the application 
form or confirming the actual package at the shipping location.

(1)Explanatory documents on radioisotopes shipped

(2)Explanatory documents on structure and material of the packaging to store 
radioisotopes, and safety of the radioisotopes when the radioisotopes are stored in the 
transport packaging

(3)Explanatory documents that the packaging is manufactured according to the package 
design

(4)Explanatory documents indicating that the transport packaging is maintained in 
conformity with the design and manufacturing method

(5)Explanatory documents on inspection before shipment of radioactive packages

【Article 18(2) of the RI Act, Article 18-15, 18-16 of the RI Ordinance】

〇Prior to the confirmation of the above-mentioned package, users can obtain the 
packaging approval for conformity to the technical standards of the packaging used for 
transportation in advance. In response to an application for packaging approval by users 
under the RI Act, NRA issues “packaging approval” when users submit the attached 
Explanatory documents for the following items and NRA approves that packaging for 
shipment meet technical standards.

(1)Explanatory documents on radioisotopes that are scheduled to be transported in 
packagings
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(2)Explanatory documents on the design of the packaging and the safety of radioactive 
packages when the radio isotopes are stored in the packaging

(3)Explanatory documents that the packaging is manufactured according to the packaging 
design

(4)Explanatory documents indicating that the transport packaging is maintained in 
conformity with the design of (2)

     When transport is conducted using approved packaging, (2) and (3) can be omitted 
among Explanatory documents submitted for application for package 

confirmation.【Article 18(3) of the RI Act, Article 18-17 of the RI Ordinance】

〇In addition, design approval can be obtained in advance for compliance with technical 
standards for packaging design included as part of packaging approval. NRA issues 

“radioactive package design approval” when design approval is given. 【Article 18-17 of the 

RI Ordinance, Article 25 of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice】

〇For the review of packaging approval prior to package confirmation, safety analysis 
documents prepared by users, and test data and technical data related to them are 
independently evaluated and verified for the technical standards stipulated in the RI Act and 
RI Ordinance, etc. At that time, the basis of the analysis or additional analysis may be 
required. In addition, NRA confirms that it is manufactured according to the design based on 
various inspection results such as material inspection and welding inspection by users. 

【Article 18(3) of the RI Act, Article 18(6) of the RI Ordinance, (Type B(M) package), Article 
18-7 of the RI Ordinance (Type B(U) package), Article 11 of the RI Off-Site Transportation 
Notice (Type B(M) package), Article 16 of RI Off-Site Transportation Notice (Type B(U) 

package) 】

〇In addition, NRA requires users to establish and implement a quality management system 
for transport packagings in accordance with the “Quality Control Review Guidelines for the 

Manufacturing of Nuclear Fuel Material Transport Packagings”.  【"Quality Control Review 
Guidelines for the Manufacturing of Nuclear Fuel Material Transport Packagings" (18 SNS 

Notice No. 139 of January 11, 2007) 2. Appendix 2】

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇Regarding the land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, nothing falls under Type B(U) 
package and Type B(M) package or special-form radioactive materials. In addition, land 
transport of radiopharmaceuticals is usually carried out in accordance with the “Standards 
for Transport of Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005) and approval or 
certification is not required for the land transport. In order to manufacture 
radiopharmaceuticals, manufacturing license under Article 13(1) of the “Pharmaceuticals 
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and Medical Devices Act” is required and in order to distribute radiopharmaceuticals, 
Marketing license under Article 12(1) of the “Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act” or 
wholesale distribution license under Article 25(iii) of the Act is required. In addition, a 
pharmacy proprietor licensed under the provisions of Article 4(1) may also be a consignee of 
a radiopharmaceutical. The regulatory authority of medicine regularly confirms compliance 
with laws related to land transport of radiopharmaceuticals when renewing the licenses of 
each licensees. Other than that, MLHW conducts on-site inspection under Article 69(1) of 

the “Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act” as necessary. 【Article 4(1), Article 12(1), 
Article 13(1), Article 25(iii), and Article 69(1) of the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices 

Act】

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

〇Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, radioactive materials whose amount of radioactivity 
does not exceed 1/10 of Type L package only can be handled. In addition, it is not required in 
SSR-6, therefore, review or evaluation is not carried out.

Attachments

A01_the Reactor Regulation Act

A04_the  Reactor Regulation  Enforcement  Cabinet Order

A05_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance

A10_the Nuclear Dose Limit Notice

A11_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Operation Guide

A13_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportaion Describing Procedure Guide

A14_the Manufacturing Quality Management Guide

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

B03_the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice

B06_Quality Control Review Guidelines

C01_Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act
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Subsidiary Question 11.3.1

Does the competent authority for transport continue to review and assess as necessary, 
relevant information associated with the transport approvals during the validity period of 
the transport approvals?

Subsidiary Response

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇NRA stipulates that the validity period of the nuclear fuel package design approval 
certificate and the packaging approval certificate is 5 years under the Reactor Regulation 
Act, in principle. When nuclear operators intend to transport nuclear fuel materials that 
require confirmation regarding transportation outside the sites during the period of validity, 
NRA confirms that the packagings used are properly maintained and managed so that they 
meet the technical standards, and that inspections before shipping are properly conducted 
in the process of review based on the application for confirmation of package 
transportation. NRA also conducts review and evaluation during the valid period of nuclear 

fuel package design approval and packaging approval. 【Article 19 of the Nuclear Off-Site 

Transportation Ordinance】

〇Packages that have obtained a nuclear fuel package design approval certificate and a 
packaging approval certificate can update the validity period by showing that there is no 
change in its design. In addition, the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice stipulates that 
nuclear fuel package design approval must be obtained if change the design of an approved 
nuclear fuel package is intended, regardless of the period of validity of the package. 

【Article 23 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 41(1) (3) (4)and(5) of 

the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice】

〇The technical standards and evaluation standards that NRA use as a bases of the 
confirmation on transportation of nuclear fuel materials are, basically, made in the form 
that incorporating SSR-6 into the Reactor Regulation Act, related ordinances and notices. 
Along with the revision of SSR-6, if these Acts, ordinances or notices are revised, unless 
otherwise required, immediate retrospective application to nuclear fuel shipments within 
the validity period is not required. However, when nuclear operators renew the validity 
period of the latest design approval for nuclear fuel packages, they need to check for 
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compliance with the latest technical standards and see if any changes need to be made to 
the design.

《Nuclear source materials》

N/A

《Radioisotopes》

〇NRA stipulates that users take necessary measures for the prevention of radiation 
damage in accordance with technical standards based on the RI Acts and regulations 
regarding the transport of radioisotopes.

The effective period for packaging approvals that are included in the measures is described 
in the packaging approval application form. Although legal standards do not exist, it is 
described in the packaging approval form in consideration of the useful life of the packaging 
itself. 

In addition, for the renewal of packaging approval, update of use period can be obtained by 
showing that the packaging is maintained to conform to the design of the 

packaging.【Article 18-19 of the RI Ordinance】

In addition, regarding the application for renewal of design approval, the Off-Site 
Transportation Notice stipulate that it is also possible to receive a renewal of the validity 
period by showing that there is no change in the design of the radioactive package. 

【Article 25 of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice】

〇Regarding transportation of radioisotopes, users are required to take necessary measures 
to prevent radiation damage according to technical standards based on RI Acts and 
regulations. Among the measures, when users try to transport using packagings that have 
obtained a packaging approval certificate, they are supposed to receive package 
confirmation of the package by the administrative authorities. At that time, in addition to 
the matters that have been approved in advance in the packaging approval, instructions for 
inspection prior to shipping of radioactive packages are required, and at the same time, the 

validity period of the packaging approval form is also confirmed. 【Article 18(2) of the RI 

Act, Article 18-15 of the RI Ordinance】

〇NRA has the authority to conduct on-site inspections for users. In the on-site inspection, 
NRA can enter the office or plant or business office and inspect the books of the user to the 
extent necessary to enforce the RI Act. When users transport all radioisotopes, they are 
required to enter the date and method of transport, the name of the consignee or shipper or 
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the name of the shipper, etc., and the name of the shipper in the book, and keep it for 5 

years. 【Article 43-2(1) of the RI Act, Article 24 of the RI Ordinance】

〇In addition, NRA has the authority to collect information from users based on the RI Act. 
Users have the obligation to report the status of transportation of radioisotopes carried out 

outside of the plant within a period, if the report is required. 【Article 31-2 of the RI Act, 

Article 39(3)(iii) of the RI Ordinance】

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇Regarding the land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, nothing falls under Type B(U) 
package and Type B(M) package or special form radioactive material. In addition, land 
transport of radiopharmaceuticals is usually conducted in accordance with the “Standards 
for Transport of Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005) and approval or 
certification is not required for the land transport. In Article 2(7)(ii) of the "Regulations on 
Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals" (MHLW Ordinance No.4 of 1961) 
(including the case of applying to Article 15), it is stipulated that the operators prepare and 
store the record each time radiopharmaceuticals are transported on land. If necessary, the 
competent authority will inspect the records in accordance with Article 69(1) of the 
“Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act”, in order to see whether the land transport of 
radiopharmaceuticals was conducted in accordance with the “Standards for Transport of 

Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005). 【Standards for Transport of 
Radioactive Materials, Article 2(7)(ii) of Regulations on Manufacture and Handling of 
Radiopharmaceuticals (including the case of applying to Article 15), Article 69(1) of the 

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act】

[MIC]

《Postal mail》

〇Under the Postal Act, Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on Correspondence 
Delivery by Private Business Operators, radioactive materials whose amount of radioactivity 
does not exceed 1/10 of Type L package only can be handled. In addition, it is not required in 
SSR-6, therefore, review or evaluation is not carried out.

Subsidiary Attachments

A05_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance
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A09_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

B03_the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice

C01_Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act

C02_Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals

C03_Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials

Question 11.4

Prior to issuance of approval of special arrangement shipments, is it required that the 
competent authority for transport is satisfied that conformity with some of the provisions of 
the regulations is impracticable and that the requisite standards of safety established by the 
regulations have been demonstrated?

Answer

Yes

Finding

Approval of special arrangements takes place only if the regulatory restrictions are met.

Response

[NRA]

〇Among the approval procedures for land transport by Special arrangements, NRA has 
jurisdiction over the approval procedures for Special arrangements relating to the packages 
of nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes. On the other hand, the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism has jurisdiction over the approval procedures for 
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Special arrangement relating to the transportation method of nuclear fuel materials and 
radioisotopes, and it is not covered in the evaluation this time.

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇If it is extremely difficult to transport in accordance with the Reactor Regulation Act, the 
NRA examines measures and the reasons that are difficult to take in accordance with the 
regulations based on applications from nuclear operators, and if the NRA approves that 
there are no safety hazards even if the measures are taken to ensure safe transportation 
and transportation is not carried out according to these regulations, it can be transported. 
In this case, it is stipulated that the maximum value of the 1 centimeter dose equivalent rate 

of the transported object must not exceed 10 mSv per hour on the surface.【Article 14 of 
the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, Article 34 of Nuclear Off-Site Transportation 

Notice】

《Nuclear source materials》

〇There are no special arrangements approval procedures for land transport of nuclear 
source material.

《Radioisotopes》

〇The NRA has decided that users, etc. shall take necessary measures to prevent radiation 
hazards in accordance with technical standards based on the RI Act and regulations 

regarding the transport of radioisotopes, etc.【Article 18 of the RI Act】.

〇Among the necessary measures mentioned above, the pre-approval procedure for 
transport by Special arrangements is included in the approval procedure for transported 

goods such as radioisotopes, etc. and is under the jurisdiction of the NRA【Article 18-12 of 

the RI Ordinance, Article 21 of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice】.

〇When it is extremely difficult to carry in accordance with the provisions for each 
radioactive package under the RI Act, and when necessary measures are taken to ensure 
safe transportation, and approval from the NRA is obtained based on an application from 
the user, etc., that there are no safety problems even if these rules are not followed, it can 
be transported. In this case, it is stipulated that the maximum value of the 1 centimeter dose 
equivalent rate of the transported object must not exceed 10 mSv per hour on the surface. 

The NRA has not yet received any application. 【Article 18-12 of the RI Ordinance, Article 21 

of the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice】
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[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇In Article 2(6) and (7) (including the cases of applying to Article 15.) of the “Regulations 
on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals” (Ministry of Health and Welfare 
Ordinance No.4 in 1961), in cases where it is extremely difficult to transport 
radiopharmaceuticals on land in compliance with the “Standards for Transport of 
Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005), it is stipulated that the regulatory 
authority of medicine gives special approval for the land transport, provided that there are 

no safety hindrance. However, no cases has required such approval to date.【Article 2(6) 
and (7) (including the cases of applying to Article 15.) of the Regulations on Manufacture 

and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals, Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials】

[MIC]

《Postal mail etc.》

〇No special arrangements have been approved since the only radioactive materials that 
can be handled under the Postal Act, the Universal Postal Convention etc. and the Act on  
Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators are radioactive materials that do 
not exceed 1/10 of the Type L package.

Attachments

A05_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance

A09_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

B03_the RI Off-Site Transportation Notice

C02_Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals

C03_Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials

Question 11.5
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Does the competent authority for transport carry out inspections of facilities and activities 
related to transport of radioactive materials to verify compliance with regulatory 
requirements and the conditions specified in any approvals?

Answer

Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport carries out inspections of facilities and activities 
related to transport of radioactive materials to verify compliance with regulatory 
requirements and the conditions specified in any approvals.

Response

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇The NRA has the authority to conduct on-site inspections for nuclear operators, and it has 
the authority to exercise its authority when a serious nonconformity event related to the 

transportation of nuclear fuel is detected.【Article 68(1) of the Reactor Regulation Act】

〇In addition, regarding land transportation of nuclear fuel materials, etc., it is supposed to 
take necessary measures for safety in accordance with the technical standards based on the 
Reactor Regulation Act, and, among them, when nuclear operators transport Type B 
packages or fissile packages containing 0.1 kg or more of uranium hexafluoride outside the 
site, the application requires confirmation of the packages by the NRA. In the examination 
based on the application for confirmation of the packages, confirmation is made by the 
submitted documents that the application conforms to technical standards. Under the 
concept of graded approach, when an application for confirmation of packages related to 
Type B packages departure  from Japan, NRA staff members witness the pre-shipment 
inspections conducted by nuclear operators, and confirm the appropriateness of the 
inspection contents. In addition, in the examination based on the application for packaging 
approval or nuclear fuel package design approval, which is the procedure before the 
confirmation of package, conformity to technical standards of the application content is 
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usually confirmed by the submitted documents. However, based on the idea of a graded 
approach, NRA staff members may visit nuclear operators or manufacturers that 

manufacture packagings to check directly, if necessary.【Article 59(2) of the Reactor 
Regulation Act, Article 19 of the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance, the Nuclear Off-

Site Transportation Operation Guide】

〇Based on the authority to confirm applications from nuclear operators based on the 
Reactor Regulation Act, the above confirmation has been carried out as a part of 
comprehensive confirmation including audits of management systems of the concerned 
nuclear operators, packaging designers, manufacturers, parts suppliers, etc., attending 
various tests and on-site confirmation, concerning transportation measures complying with 
the technical standards stipulated by the Act.

〇On the other hand, in the package confirmation, including access to offices, factories, 
place of activity by persons other than the applicant, the scope of legal authority  was 
unclear, so the confirmation related to transportation was incorporated into the 
amendment of the Reactor Regulation Act taking the opportunity to review the inspection 
system for all nuclear facilities *, so that it could be carried out as part of a systematic 

inspection,.【Article 61-2-2 and Article 68(2) of Amended Reactor Regulation Act】

*：It is not yet implemented at this time and is scheduled to be implemented in April 2020.

〇Making it clear that nuclear operators themselves have an obligation to carry out 
inspections and have a primary responsibility for ensuring safety, nuclear regulatory 
inspections structured as a mechanism that allows the NRA to monitor and evaluate the 
implementation status of measures that should be taken by nuclear operators based on 
laws and regulations, deciding inspection samples according to risk, without restrictions on 
time and scope. Among them, legal authority is also granted when an inspector of the NRA 
enters and confirms a factory or a place of activity of a nuclear operator. Therefore, even 
when nuclear operators transport  nuclear fuel materials outside the sites and place of 
activity, the framework enables the NRA to monitor and evaluate the safety measures taken 
by the nuclear operator in accordance with technical standards without restrictions on time 
and scope.

〇The scope of the on-site inspection based on the Reactor Regulation Act has been limited 
to those who welded nuclear facilities in addition to nuclear operators, however, it has been 
newly clarified that the design and construction of nuclear facilities, equipment 
manufacturers and other related parties are included in the scope. Therefore, using this 
framework, it is legally ensured that on-site inspections can be carried out for packaging 
designers, manufacturers, parts suppliers, etc. to the extent of  implementation of the 

Reactor Regulation Act.【Article 68(2) of Revised Reactor Regulation Act】

〇Currently, the necessary ordinances and guides are being prepared for the enforcement of 
the amended Reactor Regulation Act (scheduled for April 2020) incorporating nuclear 
regulatory inspections.
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〇The scope of current on-site confirmation conducted by the NRA is limited to what is 
necessary for the NRA to make an approval based on the application, because it is 
implemented as part of the examination based on the nuclear fuel package design approval 
application, packaging approval application and  package confirmation application from 
nuclear operators. On the other hand, the nuclear regulatory inspection * in the new 
inspection system will establish a legal framework that can inspect even package that does 
not require the issuance of package design approval. After the amended Reactor Regulation 
Act comes into force,  from the viewpoint of confirming that transport measures 
implemented by nuclear operators conform to technical standards, it will allows  NRA to 
monitor and evaluate the implementation status of measures that should be taken based on 

laws and regulations without restrictions on time and scope.【Article 61-2-2 of Revised 

Reactor Regulation Act】

*：It is not yet implemented at this time and is scheduled to be implemented in April 2020.

《Nuclear source materials》

〇When a user of nuclear source materials transports nuclear source materials, the Reactor 
Regulation Act stipulates that the type, amount, handling method, measures taken in the 
event of an accident, and other matters to be noted regarding transportation must be 
recorded. The NRA has the authority to conduct on-site inspections for users of nuclear 
source materials based on the Reactor Regulation Act, and on-site inspections can confirm 
records related to transportation. The NRA also follows up on nonconformity events that 
were revealed during the on-site inspection. The results of the on-site inspection are 

provided to the user after the inspection.【Article 57-7(6) and Article 68 of the Reactor 

Regulation Act, Article 3 of the Nuclear Source Materials Use Ordinance】

《Radioisotopes》

〇Regarding land transport of radioisotopes, etc., it is supposed to take necessary measures 
to prevent radiation damage according to technical standards based on Article 18 of the RI 
Act, in particular, when transporting Type B(M) packages and Type B(U) packages outside 
the sites, etc., it is necessary to receive a package confirmation. In the confirmation of 
transported objects, in addition to the contents approved in packaging approval, 
confirmation is made regarding the radioisotopes to be transported, that the packagings 
are maintained so as to conform to the design of the packagings, and that the inspections 

are related to the shipment before the shipment of the radioactive packages.【Article 18(2) 

of the RI Act】

〇NRA has the authority to conduct on-site inspections for users, etc., and in the on-site 
inspection, NRA can enter the office or factory or place of activity of the user, etc. to the 
extent necessary for the enforcement of the RI Act, and inspect the account books. When 
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transporting all radioisotopes, etc., users, etc. are obliged to write in the account books the 
date of transportation, method, and the name or name of the consignee or consignor, and 

to keep them for 5 years.【Article 43-2(1) of the RI Act, Article 24 of the RI Ordinance】

〇In addition, NRA has decided to collect reports based on RI Act from users, etc., and when 
NRA requests a report for a certain period of time regarding the status of transport of all 
radioisotopes, etc. that takes place outside the sites, etc., an obligation to report within that 

period is imposed.【Article 31-2 of the RI Act, Article 39(3) (iii) of the RI Ordinance】

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇The regulatory authority of medicine regularly confirms compliance with laws related to 
land transport of radiopharmaceuticals when renewing the license of each licensed 
company, furthermore, on-site inspections, etc., as stipulated in Article 69(1) of the 

“Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act” shall be conducted as necessary.【Articles 4(4) 

and 12(2), 13(3), 24(2), and 69(1) of the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act】

[MIC]

《Postal mail etc.》

〇In accordance with Article 16(1) of the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd. or Article 37(2) of the 
Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators, to the extent necessary for 
the enforcement of these laws, including proper transport of radioactive materials, it is 
possible to ask for a report from Japan Post Co., Ltd. or a letter service provider, and to give 

orders necessary for on-site inspection or supervision.【Article 16(1) of the Act on Japan 
Post Co., Ltd., Article 37(2) of the Act on  Correspondence Delivery by Private Business 

Operators】

Attachments

A01_the Reactor Regulation Act

A02_the Reactor Regulation Act (amended)

A08_the NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials

A11_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Operation Guide
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B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

C01_Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act

D03_the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators

D05_the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd.

Question 11.6

Does the competent authority for transport make arrangements for assessments of 
radiation doses to persons due to transport of radioactive material, to ensure the system of 
protection and safety for transport complies with GSR Part 3?

Answer

Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport has made arrangements for assessment of radiation 
doses of persons due to transport of radioactive material.

Response

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇Based on the Reactor Regulation Act, nuclear operators are obliged to measure the 
exposure dose of radiation workers who manufacturing package in the controlled area, 
manage the exposure dose not to exceed the exposure limit, and record and store the 
exposure dose. In accordance with Article 5 of the Notifications that Establish Dose limits in 
accordance with the Provisions of NRA Ordinance on Activity of Refining Nuclear Source or 
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Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (hereinafter referred to as ”the Notifications to Establish Dose 
Limits”), the maximum radiation exposure for radiation workers is 50 mSv per year and 100 
mSv per five years. In the case of exceeding this exposure, nuclear operators shall report to 
the NRA based on Article 62-3 of the Reactor Regulation Act. In addition, nuclear operators 
are require to  keep records of radiation doses of workers engaged in radiation work, and 

the NRA confirms the records during on-site inspections.【Article 43-3-21, Article 43-3-22 
and Article 62-3 of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 79 and Article 67(1) (v) (d) to (g) of 
the NRA Ordinance concerning the Installation and Operation of Commercial Power 

Reactors, Article 5 of the Notifications to Establish Dose Limits】

〇In addition, the assessment of the radiation dose to the carriers caused by land 
transportation of nuclear fuel materials falls under the category of transportation methods 
and it is not covered in the evaluation this time because it is under the jurisdiction of MLIT.

《Nuclear source materials》

〇Based on the Reactor Regulation Act, users of nuclear source materials are required to 
measure the exposure dose of radiation workers who manufacturing package within the 
controlled area, manage the exposure dose not to exceed the exposure limit, and record and 
store the exposure dose. In accordance with Article 5 of the Notification, which sets dose 
limits based on the rules and regulations concerning the refining business of nuclear source 
materials or nuclear fuel materials, the maximum radiation exposure for radiation workers 
is 50 mSv per year and 100 mSv per five years. In the case of exposure exceeding this, users 
of nuclear source materials shall report to the NRA based on Article 62-3 of the Reactor 
Regulation Act. In addition, users of nuclear source materials are to keep records of 
radiation doses of workers engaged in radiation work, and the NRA confirms the records 
during on-site inspections. Regarding land transport of nuclear source materials, there is no 
requirement to establish a radiation protection plan because of the low radiation risks, 
based on the current approach to transportation in line with the graded approach to meet 

radiation risks.【Article 57-7(4) and (6), and Article 62-3 of the Reactor Regulation Act, 
Articles 2(v), Articles 3 and 5 of the Nuclear Source Materials Use Ordinance, Article 5 of the 

Nuclear Dose Limits Notice】

《Radioisotopes》

〇Based on the RI Act, users, etc. are obliged to measure the exposure dose of radiation 
workers who produce transported goods in the controlled area, manage the exposure dose 
not to exceed exposure dose limit, and record and store the exposure dose. In accordance 
with Article 5 of the Notification to Specify Standards for Amount of Radioisotopes based on 
the provisions of the RI Act Enforcement Regulations, etc. (hereinafter referred to as “the 
Amount of RI Notice”), the maximum radiation exposure for radiation workers is 50 mSv per 
year and 100 mSv per five years. If there is more exposure than this, the users, etc. shall 
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report to the NRA in accordance with Article 31-2 of the RI Act. In addition, users, etc. are to 
keep records of radiation doses of workers engaged in radiation work, and the NRA is to 

confirm such records during on-site inspections.【Articles 20 and 31-2 of the RI Act, Article 

1(viii), Article 20 of the RI Ordinance, Articles 5 of the Amount of RI Notice】

〇The assessment of the radiation dose to the carriers caused by land transportation of 
radioisotopes falls under the scope of the transport method and is outside the scope of this 
evaluation because it is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism.

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇As with the RI Act, rules and standards have been established to incorporate IAEA safety 
standards for radiological protection in the land transport of radiopharmaceuticals by 
ministerial ordinance and notification based on the provision of the “Pharmaceuticals and 
Medical Devices Act”. Specifically, in order to appropriately prevent radiation hazards in the 
land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, require that licensed companies that manufacture 
or handle radiopharmaceuticals, in Article 6(iv) (including the cases of applying to Article 
15.) of the “Regulations on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals” (Ministry 
of Health and Welfare Ordinance No. 4 in 1961), to establish preventive rules in order to 
prevent the occurrence of hazards due to radiation exposure in relation to the land 
transport of radiopharmaceuticals, and in Article 12 (including the cases of applying to 
Article 15.), licensed companies that manufacture or handle radiopharmaceuticals appoint 
the manager to prevent hazards and require them to supervise for the prevention of hazards 
caused by radiation exposure. In addition, in Article 26 of the “Standards for Transport of 
Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005), in order to prevent hazards from 
radiation exposure, the shipper and consignee are obliged to establish a radiation 
protection programme that includes matters related to radiation dose measurement 
methods and dose assessment, as well as matters related to segregation and protection 
from packages, and Article 9 of the “Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials” 
(MHLW Notice No. 399 of 2000) stipulates that the dose limit for persons engaged in the 

land transport of radioactive materials, etc. is 1 mSv per year.【Article 6(iv) and Article 12 
of the Regulations on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals (including cases 
where it is applied mutatis mutandis in Article 15.), Article 26 of the Standards for Transport 

of Radioactive Materials, Article 9 of the Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials】

[MIC]

《Postal mail etc.》
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〇The regulatory authority may request a report from Japan Post Co., Ltd., which provides 
the mail, as to whether proper transport of radioactive materials, etc. has been conducted 
in accordance with Article 16 of the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd., and in addition, from a letter 
service provider providing a letter service, may request a report in accordance with the rules 
of Article 37 of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators. 
Furthermore, letter service operators are required to implement education and training for 
letter service workers, as a condition for approval of the Letter Service Management 
Regulations of Article 31(2)(iv) of the Enforcement Regulations of the Act on 

Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators.【Article 31(2)(iv) of the 
Enforcement Regulations of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business 

Operators, Article 37 of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators】

Attachments

A01_the Reactor Regulation Act

A07_the Commercial Reactors Ordinance

A08_the NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials

A10_the Nuclear Dose Limit Notice

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

B05_the Amount of RI Notice

C02_Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals

C03_Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials

C04_Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials

D03_the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators

D06_Regulation for Enforcement of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business 
Operators

Question 11.7

Does the competent authority for transport require appropriate action to be taken on 
discovery of a non-compliance?
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Answer

Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport ensures that appropriate action is taken in the event 
of a non-compliance.

Response

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇According to the regulations of the Reactor Regulation Act, nuclear operators must report 
the situation and measures for accidents to the NRA when transporting nuclear fuel 
materials outside the site,(1) when the nuclear fuel material is stolen or lost, (2) when the 
nuclear fuel material leaks abnormally, and (3) when a person's fault occurs or is likely to 

occur.【Article 62-3 of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 25 of the Nuclear Off-Site 

Transportation Ordinance】

〇When non-conformances that affect transportation occur when transporting nuclear fuel 
packages, the information will be promptly shared among the parties concerned in 
accordance with the system of communication to the relevant organizations established 
within the framework of the “Interagency Coordination Meeting for the Safe Transport of 
Radioactive Material”.

〇When it is found that the transportation measures taken by the nuclear operators do not 
conform to the technical standards stipulated in the Reactor Regulation Act, the NRA may 
order nuclear operators to stop transportation or take other measures necessary for safety 

and protection.【Article 59(4) of the Reactor Regulation Act】

〇In addition, when there is an urgent danger of a disaster due to nuclear fuel materials, 
when it is recognized that there is an urgent need to prevent a disaster, based on the 
Reactor Regulation Act, the NRA may order nuclear operators to changes in the location of 
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nuclear fuel materials or take other necessary measures to prevent disasters.【Article 64(3) 

of the Reactor Regulation Act】

〇Furthermore, in case of violation of regulations and violation of an order, the NRA may 

order a nuclear operators to revoke license or to stop the business within one year.【Article 

43-3-20, etc. of the Reactor Regulation Act】

〇Depending on the event that occurred and its necessity, the NRA that has received the 
above report or ordered to take action seeks investigation of the cause and 
formulation/implementation of recurrence prevention measures, etc., from the relevant 
nuclear operator, etc. with the authority to collect reports based on the Reactor Regulation 
Act, and the NRA may conduct on-site inspections to confirm the implementation 

status.【Articles 67 and 68 of the Reactor Regulation Act】

・Report to the competent minister（Article 62-3 of the Reactor Regulation Act）

・Order to stop transportation of nuclear fuel materials and other necessary 

measures（Article 59(4) of the Reactor Regulation Act）

・Order for measures in case of danger（Article 64(3) of the Reactor Regulation Act）

・Cancellation of license or suspension of activity（Article 43-3-20, etc. of the Reactor 

Regulation Act）

・Collection of reports（Articles 67 of the Reactor Regulation Act）

・On-site inspection（Articles 68 of the Reactor Regulation Act）

〇In addition, after the revision of the Reactor Regulation Act, in the new inspection system 
that is currently considering implementation, when nuclear operators transport nuclear fuel 
materials outside the sites, the nuclear operators will be able to carry out nuclear regulatory 
inspections that monitor and evaluate the necessary measures for safety in accordance with 
technical standards, with no restrictions on time and scope *. When a nonconformity event 
is confirmed in this inspection, a comprehensive evaluation is performed according to the 
event, and the result can be notified to the nuclear operator and publicized.

In addition, packaging designers, manufacturers, and parts suppliers can be requested to 
investigate the cause and formulate and implement measures to prevent recurrence using 
the on-site inspection authority that has been strengthened through the revision of the 
furnace regulations, and it will be possible to conduct on-site inspections to confirm the 
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implementation status*.【Article 61-2-2 and Article 68 (2) of Revised Reactor Regulation 

Act】

*：It is not yet implemented at this time and is scheduled to be implemented in April 2020.

《Nuclear source materials》

〇According to the Reactor Regulation Act, each nuclear material user must report the 
situation and actions to the NRA as an accident failure event when each nuclear source 
materials are transported by land, (1) when the nuclear source materials are stolen or 
unidentified, (2) when the nuclear source materials or material contaminated with the 
nuclear source materials leak abnormally, and, (3) when radiation dose workers exceed the 
dose limit stipulated in the notification, or when there is an exposure that may 

exceed.【Article 62-3 of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 5 of the Nuclear Source 

Materials Use Ordinance, Article 5 of Nuclear Dose Limits Notice】

〇Moreover, in the Reactor Regulation Act, in the same case, when it is found that the 
transport measures taken by nuclear source materials users do not conform to the technical 
standards stipulated by the Act, the NRA may order nuclear source materials users to 

correct what they meet.【Article 57-7(5) of the Reactor Regulation Act】

〇Depending on the event that occurred and its necessity, the NRA that has received the 
above report or ordered to take action seeks investigation of the cause and 
formulation/implementation of recurrence prevention measures, etc., from the relevant 
nuclear source materials users with the authority to collect reports based on the Reactor 
Regulation Act, and the NRA may conduct on-site inspections to confirm the implementation 

status.【Articles 67 and 68 of the Reactor Regulation Act】

・Report to the competent minister (Article 62-3 of the Reactor Regulation Act)

・Order for correction (Article 57-7(5) of the Reactor Regulation Act)

・Collection of reports (Article 67 of the Reactor Regulation Act)

・On-site inspection (Article 68 of the Reactor Regulation Act)

《Radioisotopes》

〇Under the RI Act, when transporting radioactive isotopes, etc. outside the sites, users are 
required to take necessary measures to prevent radiation damage in accordance with 
technical standards stipulated in the RI Act Enforcement Rules, but if the NRA finds that this 
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standard is not met, it may order the necessary measures to stop transportation and 

prevent radiation hazards.【Article 18(4) of the RI Act】

〇In addition, if the transportation measures in Article 18(1) of the RI Act do not conform to 
technical standards, the NRA can order users to revoke permission to use radioisotopes, etc., 

or stop using radioisotopes within one year.【Article 26 of the RI Act】

〇In addition, in transporting radioisotopes, etc. outside the sites, etc., users are obligated 
to report to the NRA if there is an accident that may cause radiation damage or an accident 
that causes radiation damage (hereinafter referred to as “accidents that may cause 

radiation damage”).【Article 31-2 of the RI Act】

〇In addition, the NRA can collect reports based on the RI Act from users, etc., and when 
users are required to report on the state of transportation of all radioisotopes, etc. 

performed outside of the sites, etc., they are obliged to report within that period.【Article 

31-2 of the RI Act, Article 39(3)(iii) of the RI Act Ordinance】

〇For handling with accidents that may cause radiation damage, the NRA may enter the 
office or factory or place of activity of the user, etc. as necessary, and conduct on-site 
inspections of account books, documents, and other necessary properties. For accidents that 
may cause radiation damage, the investigation of the cause and prevention of recurrence 

can be confirmed through on-site inspections as necessary.【Article 43-2 of the RI Act】

・Report to the competent minister, etc.（Article 31-2 of the RI Act）

・Order to stop transportation of radioisotopes, etc. and other necessary measures (Article 
18(4) of the RI Act)

・Order for measures in case of danger (Article 33(3) of the RI Act)

・Cancellation of business permission, etc. or business suspension (Article 26 of the RI Act)

・Collection of reports(Article 42 of the RI Act)

・On-site inspection(Article 43-2 of the RI Act)

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇Based on the provisions of Article 72-4(1) of the “Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices 
Act”, the regulatory authority of medicine shall order the necessary improvements to 
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licensed companies that violate the “Regulations on Manufacture and Handling of 
Radiopharmaceuticals” (Ministry of Health and Welfare Ordinance No.4 in 1961), 
“Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.491 of 2005), and 
“Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials” (MHLW Notice No.399 of 2000). In 
addition, when there is an act that violates the order, based on the provisions of Article 
75(1) of the “Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act”, the license can be revoked, or the 

suspension of part or all of the business can be ordered by setting a period.【Article 72-4(1) 

and Article 75(1) of the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act】

[MIC]

《Postal mail etc.》

〇Reports are required by the regulations of Article 16(1) of the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd. 
or Article 37(2) of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators, and 

will be handled by orders required for on-site inspection or supervision.【Article 16(1) of the 
Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd., Article 37(2) of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private 

Business Operators】

Attachments

A01_the Reactor Regulation Act

A02_the Reactor Regulation Act (amended)

A08_the NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials

A10_the Nuclear Dose Limit Notice

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

C01_Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act

D03_the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators

D05_the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd.

Question 11.8
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Has the competent authority for transport established or adopted regulations and guides to 
specify the principles, requirements and associated criteria for safety upon which its 
regulatory judgements, decisions and actions are based?

Answer

Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport has established or adopted regulations and guides to 
specify the principles, requirements and associated criteria for safety upon which its 
regulatory judgements, decisions and actions are based.

Response

〇In Radioactive material transport safety regulations in Japan, as a basic policy, for land 
transport, make regulatory requirements in compliance with the IAEA Radioactive Material 
Safe Transport Regulations (SSR-6), and for marine transportation, in accordance with the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) International Maritime Dangerous Goods 
Regulations (IMDG Code), for air transport, in accordance with the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO) Technical Guidelines for Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods 
(ICAO-TI), and for postal mail, make regulatory requests in accordance with the Universal 
Postal Convention etc., taking into account the regulatory system based on domestic acts 
and the domestic situation concerning safe transport of radioactive materials, etc., it has 
been incorporated into laws and regulations, etc., which the competent authorities have 
jurisdiction over.

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》, 《Nuclear source materials》

〇Regarding land transportation of nuclear fuel materials, etc., the Reactor Regulation Act 
stipulates that nuclear operators, etc. must take necessary measures for safety in 
accordance with technical standards when transporting nuclear fuel materials, etc. outside 

the sites.【Article 59(1) of the Reactor Regulation Act】
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Regarding land transportation of nuclear source materials, the Reactor Regulation Act 
stipulates that nuclear source materials users must transport them in accordance with 

technical standards when transporting nuclear source materials outside the Sites.【Article 
57-7(4) of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 2 of the Nuclear Source Materials Use 

Ordinance】

〇Based on a graded approach to meet radiation risks, etc., it also stipulates that the NRA 
must be confirmed when transporting nuclear fuel shipments that are particularly necessary 
for the prevention of disasters caused by nuclear fuel materials, etc. and for the protection 

of specified nuclear fuel materials.【Article 59(2) of the Reactor Regulation Act, Article 48 of 

the Reactor Regulation Enforcement Cabinet Order】

〇In addition, the scope that requires confirmation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
on transportation is stipulated in the Ordinance on Enforcement of the Reactor Regulation 
Act, the technical standards required for each package are stipulated in the Nuclear 
Transport Regulations, and the details of each test condition performed on each package 
are stipulated in the Nuclear Transport Notification, a legal framework for the regulation of 

transportation of nuclear fuel materials, etc. has been established.【the Nuclear Off-Site 

Transportation Ordinance, the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice】

〇Furthermore, we have prepared a guide document indicating the interpretation and 
operational policy of these legal requirements, and supplementing the legal requirements by 
providing notifications and announcements to nuclear operators.

〇The rules and guides related to the transportation of nuclear fuel materials etc. are as 
follows.

・”Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors” 
(Act No.166 of 1957)

・“Cabinet order for the Definition of Nuclear Fuel Material, Nuclear Source Material, 
Nuclear Reactors and Radiation” (Cabinet Order No.325 of 1957)

・"Cabinet Order for Enforcement of the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, 
Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors" (Cabinet Order No. 324 of 1957)

・“The NRA Ordinance on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc.” 
(Ministerial Ordinance No. 57 of 1978)

・“The NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials” (Ministerial Ordinance No. 46 of 
1968)

・”The Notification on Technical Details for Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel 
Materials, etc.” (Notice of Science and Technology Agency No. 5 of 1990)
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・“The Notifications to Establish Dose limits in accordance with the Provisions of NRA 
Ordinance on Activity of Refining Nuclear Source or Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc.” (NRA 
Notification No.8 of 2015)

・“Operational Guide for Confirmation of Nuclear Fuel Packages for Off-Site 
Transportation” (No. 1402263 of Gen Kan Hai Hatsu, Feb. 26, 2014, Decision by Secretary-
General of the Secretariat of NRA)

・“Administrative Procedure Guide for Confirmation etc. of Nuclear Fuel Packages for Off-
Site Transportation” (METI NISA) (Notification Gen In NISA-316a-11-1, No.7 of March 7 of 
2011)

・“Procedure Guide for Describing the Explanatory Documents Appended to Application 
Documents for Approval of Vehicle Transport, Application Documents for Approval of 
Packaging, and Application Documents for Approval of Nuclear Fuel Package Design” (METI 
NISA) (Notification Gen In NISA-316a-11-2, No.8 of March 7 of 2011)

・“Guidelines for Quality Management of Manufacturing method of the Packaging” (METI 
NISA) (Notification Gen In NISA-316a-08-2, No.1 of June 10 of 2008)

《Radioisotopes》

〇For land transport of radioactive isotopes, etc., when transporting radioisotopes, etc. 
outside the sites, the RI Act stipulates that users must take necessary measures to prevent 
radiation damage in accordance with technical standards, in particular, the scope of 
technical requirements and the technical standards required for each package when 
confirmation by the NRA on transportation is required are stipulated in the RI Act 
Enforcement Regulations, in addition, technical standards for each package are stipulated in 
the outside transportation notice, a legal framework for the regulation of the transport of 
radioisotopes is established.

Furthermore, a notification document indicating the procedure of these legal requirements 
is an internal regulation of the administrative authority, and this is complemented by 
showing this to the notification user.

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇In addition to manufacturers of radiopharmaceuticals, marketing license holders, 
wholesale distributors, and pharmacy proprietors licensed under the “Pharmaceuticals and 
Medical Devices Act” are assumed to be shippers or consignees for land transport of 
radiopharmaceuticals. The MHLW has enacted the following ministerial ordinances and 
notifications based on the provisions of the “Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act” as 
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matters to be observed when licensed companies under the “Pharmaceuticals and Medical 
Devices Act” manufacture or handle radiopharmaceuticals.

・"Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals"(Order of the MHLW 
No. 4, 1961)

・"Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials"(Public notice of MHLW No. 491, 2005)

・"Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials"(Public notice of MHLW No. 399, 2000)

【Article 9(1), Article 18(1) and(2), Article 36-2 (1) of the Pharmaceuticals and Medical 

Devices Act】

[MIC]

《Postal mail etc.》

○Since Japan is a member of the Universal Postal Union (UPU), and the Universal Postal 
Convention etc., incorporates the IAEA regulations for safe transport of radioactive 
materials, the Postal Act, which is a domestic law, and notifications based on this Act are 
also stipulated in accordance with the Universal Postal Convention etc. In addition, the Act 
on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators complies with the notification of 
the Postal Act.

Attachments

A01_the Reactor Regulation Act

A04_the  Reactor Regulation  Enforcement  Cabinet Order

A05_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance

A08_the NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials

A09_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice

A11_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Operation Guide

A12_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Administrative Procedure Guide

A13_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportaion Describing Procedure Guide

A14_the Manufacturing Quality Management Guide

C01_Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act
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Subsidiary Question 11.8.1

How does the competent authority for transport establish or adopt transport regulations 
and guides?

Subsidiary Response

〇When revisions to the IAEA transport regulations, etc. are made, they will be incorporated 
into domestic laws as necessary. Information on revisions to the IAEA Transport Regulations, 
etc. will be shared at the Interagency Coordination Meeting for the Safe Transport of 
Radioactive Material established as a practical coordination site for government agencies 
related to the transport of radioactive materials in Japan. When revision of domestic acts is 
required due to revision of IAEA transport regulations, based on discussions at meetings 
with relevant industries, experts, etc., revisions, etc. will be considered by the competent 
authorities, and the requests and opinions of interested parties in the relevant industries will 
be taken into account during this process. In addition, the draft act amendment is submitted 
to the public opinion solicitation procedure (Public Comment) based on the Administrative 
Procedure Act, and the amendment procedure is conducted based on the opinions obtained. 
The revised domestic acts and regulations are communicated to the relevant industry from 
the regulatory authorities through official gazettes, notifications and workshops on safe 
transport of radioactive materials for businesses.

[NRA]

《Nuclear source materials》《Nuclear fuel materials》《Radioisotopes》

〇Regarding the regulations regarding the transport of nuclear source materials, nuclear 
fuel materials, etc., since consistency with international standards is important, the NRA 
participates in the IAEA Transport Safety Standards Committee (TRANSSC) every time and 
collects and analyzes information, including differences between domestic and international 
standards, and it reflects the latest knowledge.

〇The NRA has established a TRANSSC Study Committee consisting of participants including 
external experts in various fields related to relevant industries and transportation 
regulations, and is following up on the revision cycle of the IAEA Transport Regulations (SSR-
6) in the IAEA Transport Safety Standards Committee (TRANSSC). Based on the domestic 
transport regulations operation, experience, and lessons learned (including requests and 
opinions of interested parties.), this Study Committee will compile Japan's proposals for the 
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IAEA transport rules revision at TRANSSC, and conduct various examinations related to the 
revised regulations.

〇In addition, when the IAEA Transport Regulations are revised, the necessity of revision of 
domestic acts accompanying the revision and the revision policy, etc. when revision is 
required will be reviewed and compiled. In this process, the requests and opinions of 
interested parties in related industries are also considered. This information will be shared 
at the “Interagency Coordination Meeting for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material” 
established as a place for practical coordination by government agencies related to the 
transport of radioactive materials in Japan. As a result of examination, when revision of 
domestic acts is required, a revision plan etc. will be examined by the competent authority, 
the amendments drafted through this procedure are, after obtaining approval at a public 
NRA meeting, submitted to the public opinion solicitation procedure (Public Comment) 
based on the Administrative Procedure Act, depending on the amendment contents, and 
based on the opinions obtained, the NRA decides on the amendment procedure. These 
amendments will be incorporated into domestic acts, regarding the latest SSR-6, in 
conjunction with the timing of importation into the technical standards for the transport of 
dangerous goods (ICAO-TI) based on the ICAO convention required by the convention and 
the technical standards for the transport of dangerous goods (IMDG Code) based on the 
SOLAS convention. The revised domestic acts will be published in the official gazette and will 
be made public on the NRA website.

〇Additionally, amendment of the NRA Commercial Reactors Ordinance enacted in April 2 
of 2019 to add the cask used both for transport/storage of spent fuel within the nuclear 
power plant site (within site) as the specific equipment of type designation system. Due to 
this amendment, it is available to obtain approval of the compliance with the technical 
standard for storage and a part of the compliance with the technical standard for transport 
in advance, through the application for type designation of the cask used both for 
transport/storage by the manufacturer of the cask. Thus, NRA considers rationalization of 
the examination for the application of package design approval related to transport for the 
said cask used both for transport/storage.

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇The MHLW has established rules and standards for the land transport of 
radiopharmaceuticals, in the ministerial ordinances and notifications based on the 
provisions of the “Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act”, in order to incorporate IAEA 
safety standards such as SSR-6 as well as the RI Act. When the IAEA safety standards are 
revised, necessary revisions are considered for the relevant ministerial ordinances / 
notifications. In addition, when the relevant ministerial ordinances / notifications are 
revised, they are made known to related businesses and organizations.
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Question 11.9

Does the competent authority for transport require that persons engaged in transport 
receive adequate training?

Answer

Yes

Finding

The competent authority for transport ensures that persons engaged in transport receive 
adequate training

Response

[NRA]

《Nuclear fuel materials》

〇Nuclear operators are required to describe their plans, in the instructions attached to the 
nuclear fuel package design approval application to be submitted to the NRA under the 
Reactor Regulation Act, for education and training for personnel engaged in the design, 
manufacturing, handling and maintenance of nuclear fuel packages. This plan is confirmed 
to be comprehensive and sufficient in the process of review based on each application.

In addition, nuclear operators, etc. shall clarify the competence required for personnel 
(including those who have been commissioned to manufacture transport packagings and 
those who supply packaging parts to packaging manufacturers) engaged in work that 
affects the quality related to the manufacturing of transport packagings, educate and train 
them to have the necessary competence, and maintain their records, describing in the 
instructions attached to the packaging approval application submitted to the NRA under the 
Reactor Regulation Act. The NRA has confirmed that those involved in transportation are to 
receive sufficient education and training during the design approval and packaging approval 

reviews.【“Procedure Guide for Describing the Explanatory Documents Appended to 
Application Documents for Approval of Vehicle Transport, Application Documents for 
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Approval of Packaging, and Application Documents for Approval of Nuclear Fuel Package 
Design” (June 1, 2011, NISA No. 8 dated March 7, 2011, Nuclear and Industrial Safety 
Agency Notice) “2. Design of transport packaging and safety instructions for nuclear fuel 
transport when nuclear fuel material is stored in the transport packaging” C- (c)　and“3. 
Instructions on how to manufacture the shipping packaging” Chapter 2- (c) / “Guidelines for 
Quality Management of Manufacturing method of the Packaging”(2008/06/10 No. 1, NISA 

Notification)】

〇As part of the revision and establishment of related rules and guides associated with the 
implementation of the new inspection system, at present, the NRA explicitly requires nuclear 
operators, etc., who intend to transport nuclear fuel materials, etc., to establish quality 
control methods and record preservation related to the transportation of nuclear fuel 
materials, etc., and matters concerning education and training for personnel involved in 
transportation are also considered in the quality control method. (To be implemented in 

April 2020)【Article 17-2 of Revised Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Ordinance (in public 

comment)】

〇In addition, if necessary the NRA maintain internal rules regarding the application and 
interpretation of domestic laws and regulations, and will share necessary information by 
notifying nuclear operators, etc., and, in cooperation with the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, it is intended for nuclear operators, etc., to 
understand the regulations on safe transport of radioactive materials and to improve the 
safety of radioactive materials, regularly hold transportation classes, in this way, the NRA 
strives to increase awareness and understanding of the regulations.

《Nuclear source material》

◯The NRA, if necessary, share necessary information on the application and interpretation 
of domestic laws and regulations concerning the use of nuclear material including 
transportation, by notifying users of nuclear material, etc., and it hold briefing sessions for 
users of nuclear materials, and endeavor to raise awareness of and understand the contents 
of regulations.

《Radioisotopes》

〇Regarding education and training for persons engaged in transportation (including 
shippers and consignees), in the case of users, etc., education and training are required by 
the RI Act and RI Act Enforcement Rules for workers engaged in radiation work or those 

handling radioisotopes, etc., where the shipper works in the controlled area. 【Article 22 of 

the RI Act, Article 21-2 of the RI Ordinance】
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《Nuclear source materials》《Nuclear fuel materials》《Radioisotopes》

〇Regarding the capacity building of NRA regulatory agency personnel, the NRA establishes 
a basic policy for human resource development, and in addition to capacity evaluation as 
part of personnel evaluation (Appointment Qualification), define the qualifications required 
for those who are appointed to jobs that require highly specialized knowledge and 
experience, it grants qualifications to employees engaged as safety examiners and 
inspectors after evaluating the competence of individual employees through training and 
oral examinations corresponding to each appointment qualification. Since then, the NRA 
continues to improve through various training programs including OJT.

In addition, radiation protection is set as a common basic training item for all Appointment 
Qualifications.

〇In the NRA, it is not specialized in transportation, but desktop training and reporting 
training are conducted as emergency response training resulting from the disaster of 
nuclear facilities.

[MHLW]

《Radiopharmaceuticals》

〇Under Article 27 of the "Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials" (MHLW Notice 
No.491 of 2005), it is stipulated that radiopharmaceutical shippers and consignees should 
ensure that staffs engaged in land transport must be educated and trained to possess the 

knowledge and skills necessary for their work.【Article 27 of the Standards for Transport of 

Radioactive Materials】

〇In addition, the MHLW has ensured that the staff in charge has acquired the necessary 
knowledge by actively participating in workshops and study groups hosted by related 
organizations and organizations as the competent authority for the land transport of 
radiopharmaceuticals.

[MIC]

《Postal mail etc.》

〇According to the provisions of Article 16(1) of the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd., it is possible 
to request a report on whether or not appropriate training has been conducted on the 
transport of radioactive materials at Japan Post Co., Ltd.

Under the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators, education and 
training are required as a condition for approval of the Letter Service Management 
Regulations of Article 31(2)(iv) of the Enforcement Regulations of Act on  Correspondence 
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Delivery by Private Business Operators. In addition, from the point of view of whether or not 
the management regulations are complied with, it is possible to request a report service 
provider to report in accordance with Article 37 of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by 

Private Business Operators.【Article 16（1）of the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd., Article 31 (2) 
(iv) of the Regulations for Enforcement of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private 
Business Operators , Article 37 of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business 

Operators】

Attachments

A06_the Nuclear  Off-Site Transportation Oridinance (Amendment proposal in Public 
Comment)

A13_the Nuclear Off-Site Transportaion Describing Procedure Guide

A14_the Manufacturing Quality Management Guide

B01_the RI Act

B02_the RI Ordinance

C03_Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials

D03_the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators

D05_the Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd.

D06_Regulation for Enforcement of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business 
Operators

Question 11.10

Are adequate emergency arrangements in place for the transport of radioactive material?

Answer

Yes
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Finding

Adequate emergency arrangements are in place for the transport of radioactive material.

Response

〇Regarding emergency response in land transport of radioactive materials, based on the 
competent authorities’ laws and regulations related to land transport of radioactive 
materials including NRA, in the case where the accidents of transport of radioactive 
materials occur or are likely to occur, the nuclear operators are required to report to the 
competent authorities and take necessary measures etc. Additionally, based on the 
document about “Measures Regarding Safety Measures Against Accidents of Transport of 
Radioactive Materials” prepared by “Interagency Coordination Meeting for the Safe 
Transport of Radioactive Material” that composes of the departments and divisions in 
charge of the competent authorities related to safe transport of radioactive materials and 
the framework of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, 
the following matters are organized in advance by specifying the sharing of roles of the 
relevant organizations;

(1) Notification/liaison system

(2) Organizational system that consists of the relevant organizations

(3) Collecting/summarizing/sharing of information

(4) Dispatch of the staff and experts to the site

(5) Response on the site (lifesaving, fire extinguishing, contamination prevention, restricted 
entry etc.)

(6) Public relation

(7) Measures for restoration from nuclear emergency（termination of restrictions, 
evaluation of dose exposure, health consultation, measures against reputational damage 

etc.）

At the occurrence of the accidents, the relevant organizations will promptly respond in 
collaboration with these frameworks.

【Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Basic Plan for 
Emergency Preparedness, NRA Guide for  Emergency Preparedness and Response, Manual 

for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness and Response (transport version)】
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Attachments

E01_the Nuclear Emergency Act

E02_the Nuclear Emergency Enforcement Cabinet Order

E03_the Nuclear Off-Site Transport Notification Events Order

E04_the NRA EPR Guide

E05_the Manual for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness and Response (transport version)

E06_Basic Plan for Emergency Preparedness

E07_Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Facilities etc.

E08_the Nuclear Off-Site Transport Notification Procedures Order

Analysis
STRENGTHS FOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

S1

(The competent authority approval)

・Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes, in addition to 
the approval system of package design that competent authority is required to review 
and approve that package design as specified by the IAEA Regulations of safe transport 
of the radioactive material (SSR-6) meets the standards, the packaging approval system 
has been established in which the competent authority is required to review and 
approve that a packaging was fabricated as required by the approved design and has 
been adequately maintained since it started being used. And furthermore, the Package 
confirmation system has been introduced in which the competent authority is required 
to confirm before shipment that nuclear fuel material etc. or radioisotope etc. contained 
in the said package meets the standards. Therefore, these systems contribute to secure 
the compliance of the package with the standards. 

・Including the cases to handle radiopharmaceuticals, under the Pharmaceuticals and 
Medical Devices Act, manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, marketing authorization 
holders, wholesale distributors and pharmacy proprietors are respectively required to 
obtain prescribed License. Where and to the extent land transport of 
radiopharmaceuticals is performed pursuant to the Ministerial Ordinance/Notification 
based on the provisions of Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act, neither approval 
nor certificate is required related to the said transport.
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(Registration of packaging) 

・ Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel material etc. or radioisotope etc., a 
packaging approval system has been introduced in which the competent authority is 
required to review and approve that a packaging was fabricated as required by the 
approved design and has been properly maintained since it started being used in order 
to secure the registration and management of packaging to ensure the compliance of 
package with the standards. 

 (Review and Evaluation) 

・Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel materials etc. or radioisotopes etc., the 
Nuclear Regulation Authority has established a system which allows the said 
organization to request the assistance of research divisions as needed for implementing 
a review and evaluation on a package design to be confirmed in order to ensure the 
conformity review and evaluation. Furthermore, a review and evaluation is implemented 
on whether a packaging was fabricated and has been maintained as required by the 
design at the time of design approval application in order to ensure the review and 
evaluation of the compliance of packaging with the relevant standards. In respect to the 
shipment of a package to be confirmed, a review and evaluation is implemented before 
the shipment on whether each package is provided as required by the design to ensure 
the compliance of package with the relevant standards.  The package design approval 
and packaging approval are imparted with the validity terms (normally of 5 years), 
which provide the system to continuously review and evaluate whether a licensee 
conforms to latest criteria or reflects latest technical knowledge. 

・Regarding review and assessment on land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, 
pursuant to the Ministerial Ordinance/Notification based on the provision of 
Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act, MHLW performs necessary regulations 
appropriately by specifying rules/standard to incorporate IAEA safety standard. As long 
as land transport of radiopharmaceuticals is performed according to the said 
rules/standards, review and assessment in advance related to the said transport shall 
not be required. 

(Inspection) 

・ Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel material etc. or radioisotope etc., the 
package confirmation system has been introduced in which nuclear plant operators etc. 
or those who are involved in the use of nuclear fuel material etc. or radioisotope etc. are 
required to receive a confirmation for a package before the shipment from the Nuclear 
Regulation Authority if he/she intends to transport a Type B(U) package, a Type B(M) 
package, a package containing more than 0.1 kg of uranium hexafluoride or a fissile 
package. In some of these cases (Type B package), the Nuclear Regulation Authority 
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conducts an on-site confirmation before the shipment to ensure the compliance of the 
package with the standards. 

・ Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel materials etc., due to enforcement of 
amended Reactor Regulation Act (scheduled to enact in April of 2020), various 
inspections that had been conducted by NRA will be integrated to Nuclear Regulation 
Inspection, allowing NRA to monitor/evaluate the implementation status of the 
measures to be taken by the licensees pursuant to law by setting the inspection samples 
according to the risk without limit to the timing and objects. NRA will have authority to 
enter and confirm the sites such as the plants of the licensees, manufacturers and the 
persons concerned that conduct transport of nuclear fuel materials etc. as the nuclear 
regulation inspections as required for enforcement of the amended Act.

・Regarding land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, MHLW specifies the 
rules/standards in order to incorporate IAEA safety standard pursuant to the Ministerial 
Ordinance/Notification based on the provisions of the Pharmaceuticals and Medical 
Devices Act and conducts regular confirmation upon the renewal of the said permission 
for the Licensees including whether land transport of radiopharmaceuticals is performed 
in compliance with the said rules/standards. Furthermore, pursuant to the 
Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act, MHLW can conduct Inspection by entering 
into the site to handle radiopharmaceuticals for operation when it deems necessary as 
the regulatory authority.

( Enforcement) 

・Regarding land transport of nuclear source material, nuclear fuel material and 
radioisotopes, the system has been provided and established in which the authorities 
may request a business operator etc. to report in the event of non-compliance, execute 
an on-the-Spot inspection as needed to confirm the status and order to take necessary 
rectification measures.                 

・In the event of  non-compliance that may affect transport, a framework called 
“Liaison Meeting for Countermeasure of related to Accident Transport of Radioactive 
Material” has been provided to facilitate a quick communication and adjustment 
between the relevant organizations responsible for transport of radioactive material. A 
framework called “Interagency Coordination Meeting for Safe Transport of Radioactive 
Material” has been provided so that the relevant organizations responsible for transport 
of radioactive materials can share the information on accident cases (including cases 
which had a risk to result in an accident), which provides the means of the multilateral 
information sharing between the relevant organizations as needed. 

・Regarding land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, MHLW specifies the 
rules/standards in order to incorporate IAEA safety standard pursuant to the Ministerial 
Ordinance/Notification on Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act. In the case where 
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the Licensees that handle radiopharmaceuticals do not comply with the said 
rules/standards, MHLW can order necessary measures for improvement and the 
dispositions of suspension of all or part of the operation pursuant to Pharmaceutical 
Affairs Law as a regulatory authority. Furthermore, in the case of violation of the said 
dispositions, MHLW also can rescind the said License

(Regulations and Guidance) 

・Regarding the regulations etc. with respect to land transport of nuclear fuel materials, 
the role division between the relevant domestic organizations is being clearly defined 
without being overlapped or unallocated and the applicable Acts and Ordinances have 
been set based on the said regulations, which demonstrates how the IAEA transport 
regulation is reflected in the national safety transport regulations. 

・Associated with a formulation or revision of the IAEA Regulations of safe transport of 
the radioactive material (SSR-6) etc. and the relevant national Acts and Ordinances, a 
framework called “Coordination Committee for Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials” 
is provided to facilitate the information sharing and discussion etc. between the relevant 
organizations responsible for transport of radioactive material. The function of the 
framework has been appropriately maintained by being held on a regular basis at a 
coinciding timing with the TRANSSC meeting.

・Regarding the integration of a revision of the IAEA safe transport regulations etc. into 
the national Acts and Ordinances, the NRA draws up the proposals for the improvement 
jointly with the other relevant organizations, revises the said Acts and Ordinances based 
on the in-house discussions or public comments, and a revision is promulgated in the 
official gazette or published on the official HP. 

・Regarding land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, MHLW specifies the 
rules/standards in order to incorporate IAEA safe standard pursuant to Ministerial 
Ordinance/Notification based on the provision of Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices 
Act, similarly as the RI Act. In the case of amendment of IAEA safety standards etc., 
similarly as the RI Act, necessary amendment regarding the said the Ministerial 
Ordinance/Notification shall be considered. Additionally, in the case of amendment of 
the said the Ministerial Ordinance/Notification, such amendment shall be notified to the 
relevant operators/bodies etc. 

(Emergency Response)

・Based on the competent authorities’ laws and regulations related to land transport of 
radioactive materials including NRA, in the case where the accidents of transport of 
radioactive materials occur or are likely to occur, the nuclear operators are required to 
report to the competent authorities and take necessary measures etc. and furthermore, 
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the framework is provided in which the relevant competent authorities cooperate with 
one another called “Interagency Coordination Meeting for the Safe Transport of 
Radioactive Material” consisting of the departments in charge of the said organizations.

WEAKNESSES FOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

W1

(Review and Evaluation), (Regulations and Guidance)

・Some provisions of the application procedures of approval related to transport of 
nuclear fuel materials etc. specified by the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice by 
NRA and guides by Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) is not hierarchized. 

・There is room for NRA to consider rationalization of examination for package design 
approval related to transport, in case of examining the dual purpose cask which has 
obtained type designation for transport/storage (Specific Dual Purpose Cask) that is 
used for storage of spent fuel within the nuclear power plant site, by utilizing the 
submitted documents from the manufacturer upon application and examinations for 
type designation of the dual purpose cask.

(Training)

・Since there are plural regulatory organizations in charge of the approval of transport 
of radioactive materials etc., maintaining consistency and compliance in the 
management of authorization related to transport of radioactive materials is important. 
However, the Nuclear Regulation Authority provides not sufficient opportunities such as 
a study meeting related to their regulation to improve the efficiencies of personnels 
together with the personnels of the other relevant regulatory bodies. 

(Emergency Response) 

・The existing system of land transport of radioactive materials is developed in advance 
for the measures to be taken by the relevant organizations and sharing of roles based on 
the framework of the existing laws and regulations etc. However, the procedures for the 
initial response including collaboration with the relevant organizations for more 
appropriate response based on the framework of the existing laws and regulations etc. 
are not clear. 

・In the existing system in land transport of nuclear fuel materials, despite the results of 
risk assessment quoted in “Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear facilities etc.” 
determined by Nuclear Safety Commission in 2003, the said assessment has not been 
updated by NRA.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

O1

(Regulations and Guidance)

・The relevant regulatory organizations responsible for transport of radioactive 
materials may set an issuance of a revision of the IAEA Regulations of safe transport of 
the radioactive material (SSR-6) as an opportunity to review their regulatory 
requirements.

THREATS FOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

T1

(Regulations and Guidance)

・ The latest edition (2018 Edition) of the IAEA Regulations for safe transport of the 
radioactive material (SSR-6) has already been published, which the relevant regulatory 
authorities responsible for the transport of radioactive materials needs to adopted 
under national Acts and Ordinances by January 2021.

CONCLUSIONS FOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

C1

(The competent authority approval)

・ Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel material etc. and radioisotope etc., it finds 
that the Reactor Regulation Act and the RI Act provide the legal framework for 
authorizations appropriately. The requirements, formats and contents of applications 
for approval, and criteria for the review are well developed, tailored for each 
authorization stage, based on a graded approach according to radiation risk. Therefore, 
NRA identifies that the framework and measures for authorizations are in principle in 
accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements 

・Regarding land transport of nuclear source material, it finds that the Reactor 
Regulation Act provide the legal framework for authorizations appropriately based on a 
graded approach according to radiation risk. Therefore, in principle, it identified that the 
requirements such as the standards for authorization are in accordance with relevant 
IAEA safety requirements. 

・Regarding authorization on transport of radiopharmaceuticals, pursuant to 
Ministerial Ordinance/Notification based on the provisions of Pharmaceuticals and 
Medical Devices Act, similarly as the RI Act, it identifies that MHLW performs necessary 
regulations appropriately by specifying rules/standard to incorporate IAEA safety 
standards.  

・Regarding transport by post etc., pursuant to the Ministerial Ordinance/Notifications 
based on the Postal Act etc., it identifies that MIC performs necessary regulations 
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appropriately by specifying rules/standards regarding handling of radioactive materials 
etc., in compliance with IAEA safety standard. Additionally, under the Postal Act etc., 
handling of nuclear fuel materials that require authorizations etc. specified in IAEA 
safety standard is prohibited. It is specified that the transport of radioactive materials is 
acceptable only if radiation of the said radioactive materials does not exceed 1/10 of 
Type L package and satisfies specific conditions.

(Registration of packaging)

・N RA evaluates that, under the the Reactor Regulation Act and the RI Act, the 
packagings used for land transport of nuclear fuel material and radioisotope requiring 
the competent authority confirmation (approval) is appropriately managed. 

( Review and Evaluation)

・ It finds that the Reactor Regulation Act and the RI Act provide the legal framework 
requiring licensees to conduct safety assessment, and NRA conducts its review and 
assessment on the licensees’ applications before authorization. This legal framework 
(law, regulation, instruction) is well developed with consideration of a graded approach 
according to radiation risk. Therefore, it identifies that the framework and measures for 
review and assessment are in principle systematically in accordance with the relevant 
IAEA safety requirements, except for the factor identified as “weakness”. 

・Regarding review and assessment on land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, 
pursuant to Ministerial Ordinance/Notification based on the provision of 
Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Act, similarly as the RI Act, MHLW performs 
necessary regulations appropriately by specifying rules/standards to incorporate IAEA 
safety standard. As long as land transport of radiopharmaceuticals is performed 
according to the said rules/standard, review and assessment in advance related to the 
said transport shall not be required. 

・Under the Postal Act etc., handling of nuclear fuel materials that require 
authorizations etc. specified in IAEA safety standard is prohibited. Therefore, MIC 
identifies as compliance with IAEA safety standard.

( Special arrangement approval)

・Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel material etc. and radioisotope etc., it finds 
that the Reactor Regulation Act and the RI Act provide the legal framework for 
authorizations appropriately. The requirements, formats and contents of applications 
for approval, and criteria for the review are well developed, tailored for each 
authorization stage, based on a graded approach according to radiation risk. Therefore, 
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NRA identifies that the framework and measures for authorizations are in principle in 
accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements 

・Regarding authorization on transport of radiopharmaceuticals, pursuant to 
Ministerial Ordinance/Notification based on the provisions of Pharmaceuticals and 
Medical Devices Act, similarly as the RI Act, it identified that MHLW performs necessary 
regulations appropriately by specifying rules/standard to incorporate IAEA safety 
standards.

(Inspection)

・Regarding the inspection related to transport of nuclear fuel materials etc., similarly 
to the inspection system for commercial reactor facilities, it finds that the Reactor 
Regulation Act provide the legal framework for the inspection related to transport of 
nuclear fuel materials etc. appropriately. The framework to confirm the licensees’ 
appropriate response to the regulatory requirements related to transport of nuclear fuel 
materials etc. is well developed by on-site inspection in confirmation system of transport 
related to package. Therefore, NRA identifies that the framework is in principle in 
accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements.

・Regarding the inspection related to transport of nuclear source materials etc., it finds 
that the Reactor Regulation Act provides the legal framework to confirm that the 
permission users of nuclear source materials appropriately respond to regulatory 
requirements related to transport of nuclear source materials by on-site inspections for 
the permission users of nuclear source materials. Therefore, NAR identifies that the 
framework is in principle in accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements. 

・Regarding the inspection related to transport of radioisotopes etc., it finds that the RI 
Act provides the legal framework to confirm that the permission users of radioisotopes 
etc. appropriately respond to regulatory requirements related to transport of 
radioisotopes etc. by on-site inspections for the permission users of radioisotopes etc. 
Therefore, NRA identifies that the framework is in principle in accordance with relevant 
IAEA safety requirements.

・Regarding land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, pursuant to the Pharmaceuticals 
and Medical Devices Act, similarly as the RI Act, MHLW conducts confirmations and 
inspections required as a regulatory authority in order to incorporate IAEA safety 
standard.

・Regarding transport by post etc., pursuant to Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd. etc., to the 
extent necessary for enforcement of the act, the regulatory authority can require the 
report and can conduct on-site inspections. The framework to be well developed to 
confirm appropriate response. Therefore, MIC identifies that the framework is in 
principle in accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements.
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(Radiation Protection)

・ Regarding radiation protection associated with land transport of radioisotopes, 
nuclear source material and nuclear fuel material etc., it finds that the requirements 
such as standards are based on graded approach according to radiation risk under the 
Reactor Regulation Act and the RI Act. Therefore, it concludes that the framework for 
land transport of nuclear fuel materials etc. is in principle in accordance with relevant 
IAEA safety requirements. 

・Regarding radiation protection in land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, pursuant to 
Ministerial Ordinance/Notification based on the provisions of Pharmaceuticals and 
Medical Devices Act, similarly as the RI Act, MHLW performs necessary regulations 
appropriately by specifying rules/standard to incorporate IAEA safe standard

・Regarding transport by post etc., MIC can require reports regarding whether 
appropriate training is conducted pursuant to the regulations of Act on Japan Post Co., 
Ltd. etc. In addition, MIC requires the correspondence delivery operators to conduct 
education/training pursuant to the ministerial ordinance. Therefore, it is concluded that 
radiation protection in transport by post etc. is in accordance with relevant IAEA safety 
requirements.

(Enforcement ) 

・It finds that the Reactor Regulation Act and the RI Act clearly provide the 
requirements for the enforcement actions for land transport of radioisotopes, nuclear 
source materials and nuclear fuel materials etc. and the conditions for such enforcement 
actions and allow the NRA to decide on these enforcement actions for noncompliance 
and emergency measures. Therefore, NRA concludes that the framework and measures 
for enforcement are in principle in accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements. 

・Regarding land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, pursuant to the Pharmaceuticals 
and Medical Devices Act, similarly as the RI Act, it identifies that MHLW conducts 
enforcement required as a regulatory authority in order to incorporate IAEA safety 
standard

・Regarding transport by post etc., Regulations of Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd. etc. 
specifies that the regulatory authority can require reports and conduct on-site 
inspections or enforce the orders required for supervision (order for operation 
improvement for correspondence delivery operators) to the extent required for 
enforcement of laws and conduct necessary regulations appropriately. Thus, MIC 
identifies that enforcement in transport by post etc. is in compliance with IAEA safety 
standard
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(Regulations and Guidance) 

・, It finds that the Reactor Regulation Act and the RI Act requires the regulation 
according to the types of transport of radioisotopes, nuclear source materials and 
nuclear fuel materials etc. and specify and publish as the ordinances/instructions of 
NRA. Therefore, NRA concludes that the framework and measures for the regulations 
and guides are in principle in accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements, except 
for the factor identified as “Weakness”. 

・Regarding land transport of radiopharmaceuticals, pursuant to Ministerial 
Ordinance/Notifications based on the provisions of Pharmaceuticals and Medical 
Devices Act, similarly as the RI Act, MHLW conducts regulations/guides required by 
specifying regulations/standards in order to incorporate IAEA safety standards. 

・Regarding transport by post etc., MIC specifies the rules/standards by the Postal Act 
etc. or the regulations/notifications based on the said Act. These are specified in 
compliance with Convention of Universal Postal Union (UPU) etc. that incorporates IAEA 
safe standard. Therefore, it is identified that transport by post etc. is in compliance with 
IAEA safe standard.

(Training)

・ Regarding land transport of nuclear fuel material etc. and radioisotope etc., the 
training of personnel engaged in transport is required as part of the quality 
management, therefore the NRA evaluates that it is basically conformable to the IAEA 
safety standards.

・For improvement of the competence of the staff of regulatory body related to 
transport of nuclear fuel materials etc., NRA establishes the basic policy for human 
resource development and specifies the qualifications to the positions that require highly 
professional expertise and experience. Then it evaluates the competence of individual 
staff by conducting oral examination corresponding to each qualification for 
appointment to the staff engaged in the duties as safety examiners and assigned 
appropriate qualification for appointment. Subsequently, it has been improved 
continuously by implementing various kinds of training programs including OJT.　
Therefore, NRA evaluate that it is in principle in accordance with relevant IAEA safety 
requirements, except for the factor identified as “Weakness”.

・MHLW identifies that the appropriate education and training is practiced Regarding 
land transport of radiopharmaceuticals. 
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(Emergency Response)

・It found that the regulatory framework is well established in advance to regulate 
emergency response including collaboration with the relevant bodies. Therefore, MIC, 
MHLW and NRA identify that the framework and measures for emergency response is in 
accordance with relevant IAEA safety requirements, except for the factor identified as 
“Weakness”.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

R1

(Regulations and Guidance)

・Some provisions of the application procedures of approval related to transport of 
nuclear fuel materials etc. specified by the Nuclear Off-Site Transportation Notice by 
NRA and guides by Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) is not hierarchized. 
Therefore, NRA should modify the provisions in order to specify them appropriately.

・NRA should consider rationalization of examination for package design approval 
related to transport, in case of examining the dual purpose cask which has obtained 
type designation for transport/storage (Specific Dual Purpose Cask) that is used for 
storage of spent fuel within the nuclear power plant site, by utilizing the submitted 
documents from the manufacturer upon application and examinations for type 
designation of the dual purpose cask.

(Training)

・Maintaining consistency and compliance in the management of authorization related 
to transport of radioactive materials is important. Therefore, NRA should consider to 
improve the competence of the staff in cooperation with the staff of relevant regulatory 
authorities by utilizing the training programs.

 (Emergency Response) 

・In the existing system in land transport of nuclear fuel materials, despite the results of 
risk assessment, the said assessment has not been updated. NRA should consider 
accidents that can be reasonably assumed based on actual present situations of the 
transport and review the NRA Guide for Emergency Preparedness and Response etc.

・The existing system of land transport of radioactive materials is developed in advance 
for the measures to be taken by the relevant organizations and sharing of roles based on 
the framework of the existing laws and regulations etc. However, it is needed for NRA to 
clarify the procedures for the initial response including collaboration with the relevant 
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organizations for more appropriate response based on the framework of the existing 
laws and regulations etc.

REMARKS FOR SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

RM1

There are several responsible authorities for the regulation for safe transport of 
radioactive materials in Japan, according to the type of materials to be transported 
(nuclear fuel material, nuclear source materials, radioisotopes and 
radiopharmaceuticals) and mode of transport (land, sea, air and post). The responsibility 
division for each relevant organization is as follows:

・Regarding the safety regulations related to land transportation of nuclear fuel 
materials, based on the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel 
Material and Reactors (hereinafter referred to as “the Reactor Regulation Act”.), 
Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA) is responsible for the regulations on packages. 
Additionally, Ministry of Land Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) is 
responsible for the safety regulations on the transport methods. 

・Based on the Reactor Regulation Act, NRA is responsible for packages and transport 
method related to the safety regulations of land transportation of nuclear source 
materials. 

・Regarding the safety regulations related to land transport of radioisotopes, based on 
the Act on the Regulations on Radioisotopes etc.(hereinafter referred to as “the RI 
Act”.), NRA is responsible for the regulations of packages. Additionally, MILT is 
responsible for the regulations on the transport methods.

・Ministry of Health Labour and Welfare (MHLW) is responsible for the safety 
regulations for radiopharmaceuticals, both for packages and transport methods, based 
on the Act on Securing Quality, Efficacy and Safety of Products Including 
Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices (hereinafter referred to as “the Pharmaceuticals 
and Medical Devices Act”.). Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication (MIC) is 
responsible for the safety regulations for transport of radioactive materials by post etc., 
based on the Postal Act and the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business 
Operators (hereinafter referred to as “the Postal Act etc.”.). 

・Furthermore, MLIT is responsible for the safety regulations for sea transport and air 
transport of radioactive materials both for packages and transport methods, based on 
the Ship Safety Act and the Civil Aeronautics Act, respectively. Additionally, the National 
Police Agency and the Japan Coast Guard are responsible for the date and route of 
transportation to secure safety.

・The scope of the review related to transport of radioactive materials in the IRRS 
follow-up mission, will include only following part of land transportation among all the 
transport modes: the part related to regulations on land transport of nuclear fuel 
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materials and nuclear source materials and radioisotopes that NRA is responsible for 
(regarding nuclear fuel materials and radioisotopes, limited to the regulations related to 
packages), the part related the regulations on land transport of radiopharmaceuticals 
that MHLW is responsible for, and the part related to the regulations on transport of 
radioactive materials by post etc. that MIC is responsible for, and the part that requires 
liaison with the relevant bodies such as emergency response(interface related part only).
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ACTION PLANS FOR FACILITIES AND ACTIVITIES AND EXPOSURE SITUATIONS

Action Plan: Safety Requirements for Transport of Radioactive Material
Recommendation 

No
Action 

No
Action Required Responsible 

Person (s)
Start Date End Date Acceptance Date Remarks

A1

(See the Action 
Plan A1 in  the 
SARIS Summary  
Report for 
details.)

A2

(See the Action 
Plan A2 in  the 
SARIS Summary  
Report for 
details.)

A3

(See the Action 
Plan A3 in  the 
SARIS Summary  
Report for 
details.)

R1

A4

(See the Action 
Plan A4 in  the 
SARIS Summary  
Report for 
details.)
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A5

(See the Action 
Plan A5 in  the 
SARIS Summary  
Report for 
details.)
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ELECTRONICALLY GENERATED CONCLUSION FOR FACILITIES AND 
ACTIVITIES AND EXPOSURE SITUATIONS

Module: Safety Requirements for Transport of Radioactive Material
Good Compliance

Answers to this module suggest good compliance with the relevant IAEA standards and 
international undertakings. Thus, relative to other areas addressed during the self-
assessment, this topic area may have a lower priority for improvement actions.
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PRIORITIES ASSIGNMENT (PA) VALUES FOR FACILITIES AND 
ACTIVITIES AND EXPOSURE SITUATIONS

Priority Assignment (PA) value by Module PA

Safety Requirements for Transport of Radioactive Material 3

Overall Priority Assignment (PA) value for all completed Modules
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Appendix

Information
Enter the full name of your country Japan
Give the full name(s) of the national body or 
bodies having responsibility for the 
regulatory oversight of nuclear and/or 
radiation safety.

Nuclear Regulation Authority,
Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

To whom (or to which body within the 
governmental organisational structure) is the 
above-named regulatory body (or bodies 
collectively) accountable?

NRA, as an independent administrative 
authority, is accountable to the Japanese 
Diet. For example, presents to the Diet its 
annual report on the state of nuclear safety 
and radiation protection.

List the type and number of Nuclear facilities 
(e.g. Nuclear Power Plants, Research 
Reactors, Nuclear fuel cycle facilities, waste 
management facilities, etc)

Nuclear Power Plants:45
Commercial power reactors in the research 
and development phase: 2
Fabrication facilities:6
Research and test reactor facilities:22
Spent fuel interim storage facility:1
Reprocessing facilities:2
Category 2 waste disposal facilities:2
Waste interim storage facilities :2

List the type and number of radiation 
facilities. e.g. Medical 
(diagnostic/interventional radiology, dental), 
Waste management facilities, Industrial 
facilities (irradiation, well-logging, NDT), 
Mining and milling facilities, Research 
facilities, etc

Medical institution:1129
Research institute:439
Educational institution:515
Civilian agency:4593
Others:1045
(Including manufacturing site of 
radiopharmaceuticals: 23)

Enter the type and number of activities (e.g. 
transport of radioactive material, 
decommissioning, remediation activities, 
waste management activities such as 
discharge of effluents, etc

NRA requested the IAEA for IPPAS follow-up 
mission, which was completed in December 
2018.

List and describe any facilities and activities 
not otherwise addressed above

-

Enter the number of authorizations:
• Issued
• Renewed
• Suspended or revoked
in the last one year

(April 1, 2018~May 31, 2019)

From Nuclear Facility operator
•Issued:132
•Renewed:167
•Suspended or revoked:0

For Radiation operator
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•Issued:27
•Renewed:260
•Suspended or revoked:78

License for manufacturing site of 
radiopharmaceuticals (by MHLW)
•Issued: 1
•Renewed: 0
•Suspended or revoked: 0

Enter the number of:
• planned inspections 
• Completed planned inspections
• Unplanned inspections 
in the last one year

(April 1, 2018~May 31, 2019)

For Nuclear Facilities:
•planned inspections:437
•Completed planned inspections:437
•Unplanned inspections:91 topics

For Radiation Facilities:
•planned inspections: 257
•Completed planned inspections:257
•Unplanned inspections:0

For Manufacturing Sites of 
radiopharmaceuticals (by MHLW):
•planned inspections:1 
•Completed planned inspections: 0 
•Unplanned inspections:1

List and briefly describe the national and 
international safety reviews and/or appraisals 
received by the regulatory body or State over 
the last three years

NRA requested the IAEA for IPPAS follow-up 
mission, which was completed in December 
2018.

List and briefly describe the ranks, roles, 
relevant qualifications, experience and 
numbers of staff engaged in all activities 
assigned to the regulatory body.

NRA commissioners
Chairman:1
Commissioner:4

The secretariat of the nuclear Regulation 
Authority
Secretary-General:1
Deputy Secretary-General:1
Deputy Secretary-General for Technical 
Affairs:1
Director-General for Emergency Response:1
Director-General for Radiation protection 
Strategy and Security:1
Director-General:3
Director-General, Nuclear Regulation 
Department:1
Counsellor for Evidence-based 
policymaking:1
Director for Cybersecurity and Information 
Technology: 1
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Special Coordinator for International 
Collaboration on Nuclear Regulation:1
Director for Evidence-based Policymaking:4

Secretary-General’s Secretariat Policy 
Planning and Coordination Division:72
Public information office:12
International Affairs office:17
Accidents Response office:9
Litigation Office:24
Personnel division:25
Counsellor for Budget and Accounting:38
Division of Legal Affairs:12

Regulatory Standard and Research 
Department 
Regulatory Standard and Research 
Division:22
Division of Research for Reactor System 
Safety:45
Division of Research for Severe Accident:29
Division of Research for Nuclear Fuel Cycle 
and Radioactive Waste:35
Division of Research for Earthquake and 
Tsunami:39

Radiation Protection Department
Radiation Protection Policy Planning 
Division:19
Safeguards Office:20
Radiation Monitoring Division:34
Environment Radioactivity Office:11
Division of Nuclear Security:38
Division of Regulation for Radiation:34

Nuclear Regulation Department
Nuclear Regulation Policy Planning 
Division:17
Fire management office:2

Division of Licensing for Nuclear Power 
Plants:84
Division of Licensing for Research Reactors, 
Use of Nuclear Material and Specified 
Nuclear Facilities:33
Division of Licensing for Nuclear Fuel 
Facilities:23
Division of Licensing for Earthquake and 
Tsunami Measures:31
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Oversight Planning and Coordination 
Division: 10
Risk Management Office:6
Division of Oversight of Nuclear Power 
Plants:111
Division of Nuclear Fuel Related Facilities 
and Research Reactors:68
Division of Specified Oversight:72

NRA Human Resource Development 
Center:48

Relevant Qualifications
Nuclear Inspection(Basic, Middle, and Upper 
-level)
Safety Review(Basic, Middle, and Upper -
level)
Safeguard Inspection(Basic, Middle, and 
Upper -level
Emergency Preparedness(Basic, Middle, and 
Upper -level)
Radiation Regulation(Basic, Middle, and 
Upper -level)

Postal Services Policy Department, MIC
Director-General:1
Postal Policy Division:10
International Affairs Office:7
Correspondence Delivery Business 
Division:7

Pharmaceutical Safety and Environmental 
Health Bureau, MHLW
Director:1 
Councilor of Minister’s Secretariat (for 
pharmaceutical safety) :1
Compliance and Narcotics Division: 29

Use this field to enter any further information 
relating to the national regulatory 
infrastructure for safety

-

Project Manager Given Name Masakazu
Family name Shima
Job title Senior Coordinator
Department Regulatory Reform Office, Secretary-

Geneneral's Secretariat
Organisation Nuclear Regulation Authority
Enter the date of completion of this self-
assessment cycle.

01, Nov, 2019
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(Tentative Translation) 


1 


 


the Cabinet Order for the Definition of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material, 


Nuclear Reactors, and Radiation  


Issued: Cabinet Order No.325 of November 21, 1957 


Final Revision: Cabinet Order No.62 of March 29, 1988 


Contents of revision: Cabinet Order No.62 of March 29, 1988 [January 6, 2001] 


 


(Nuclear Fuel Material) 


Article 1 


Nuclear fuel material in Article 3 Item (ii) of the Atomic Energy Basic Act shall be the 


following material: 


(i) Uranium and its compounds with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 238 having the ratio 


of natural composition;  


(ii) Uranium and its compounds with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 238 not exceeding 


the ratio of natural composition;  


(iii) Thorium and its compounds;  


(iv) Material containing one or more of the material(s) in the preceding three Items that can 


be used as fuel at a nuclear reactor;  


(v) Uranium and its compounds with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 238 exceeding the 


ratio of natural composition;  


(vi) Plutonium and its compounds;  


(vii) Uranium 233 and its compounds; and  


(viii) Material containing one or more of the material(s) in the preceding three Items. 


 


(Nuclear Source Material) 


Article 2  


Nuclear material in Article 3 Item (iii) of the Atomic Energy Basic Act shall be material 


containing uranium, thorium, or its compounds other than nuclear fuel materials. 
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Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Excerpt) 
Issue : Extra Act No.156 of December 17, 1999 


 (Purpose) 


Article 1 The purpose of this Act is to strengthen nuclear disaster control measures, in cooperation 


with the Act on Regulation of Nuclear Source Materials, Nuclear Fuel Materials and Reactors (Act 


No. 166 of 1957; hereinafter referred to as the "Reactor Regulation Act"), the Basic Act on 


Disaster Control Measures (Act No. 223 of 1961) and other Acts concerning nuclear disaster 


prevention, by providing special measures for the obligations, etc. of nuclear operators concerning 


nuclear disaster prevention, the issuance of a declaration of a nuclear emergency situation and 


the establishment, etc. of nuclear emergency response headquarters, and the implementation of 


emergency response measures and other matters relating to a nuclear disaster, taking into 


consideration the particularity of a nuclear disaster, thereby protecting the lives, bodies and 


properties of citizens from a nuclear disaster. 


 (Definitions) 


Article 2 In this Act, the meanings of the terms listed in the following items shall be as prescribed 


respectively in those items: 


(i) "nuclear disaster" means damage caused to the lives, bodies or properties of citizens due to a 


nuclear emergency situation; 


(ii) "nuclear emergency situation" means a situation in which radioactive materials or radiation at 


an abnormal level has been released outside the nuclear site of a nuclear operator (in the case 


of the transport of radioactive materials outside the nuclear site (hereinafter referred to as 


"transport outside the nuclear site"), outside a vessel which is used for said transport) due to the 


operation of the reactor, etc. by said nuclear operator (which means the operation of the reactor, 


etc. prescribed in Article 2, paragraph 1 of the Act on Compensation for Nuclear Damage (Act 


No. 147 of 1961); the same shall apply hereinafter); 


(iii) "nuclear operator" means a person or an organization that falls under any of the following 


(excluding a person or an organization that has been designated, pursuant to the provisions of a 


Cabinet Order, by Nuclear Regulation Authority as a person or an organization that does not 


plan to use a facility for the operation of the reactor, etc. over a long period of time):  


(a) a person or an organization that has obtained permission for a fuel processing business 


pursuant to Article 13, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act (including recognition given 


to the State under the provisions of said paragraph applied by replacing the terms pursuant to 


the provisions of Article 76 of the Reactor Regulation Act); 


(b) a person or an organization that has obtained permission for the establishment of a reactor 


pursuant to Article 23, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act (including recognition given 


to the State under the provisions of said paragraph applied by replacing the terms pursuant to 


the provisions of Article 76 of the Reactor Regulation Act, but excluding permission for a 


reactor established on a ship); 


(c) a person or an organization that has obtained permission for reactors for electricity 


generation pursuant to Article 43-3-5, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act (including 


recognition given to the State under the provisions of said paragraph applied by replacing the 
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terms pursuant to the provisions of Article 76 of the Reactor Regulation Act); 


(d) a person or an organization that has obtained permission for a storage business pursuant to 


Article 43-4, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act (including recognition given to the 


State under the provisions of said paragraph applied by replacing the terms pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 76 of the Reactor Regulation Act); 


(e) a person or an organization that has been designated in terms of a reprocessing business 


pursuant to Article 44, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act (including recognition given 


to the State under the provisions of said paragraph applied by replacing the terms pursuant to 


the provisions of Article 76 of the Reactor Regulation Act); 


(f) a person or an organization that has obtained permission for a disposal business pursuant to 


Article 51-2, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act (including recognition given to the 


State under the provisions of said paragraph applied by replacing the terms pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 76 of the Reactor Regulation Act); 


(g) a person or an organization that has obtained permission for using nuclear fuel materials 


pursuant to Article 52, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act (including recognition given 


to the State under the provisions of said paragraph applied by replacing the terms pursuant to 


the provisions of Article 76 of the Reactor Regulation Act) (limited to a person or an 


organization that is deemed to have to put into place an operational safety program pursuant to 


the provisions of Article 57, paragraph 1 of the Reactor Regulation Act); 


(iv) "nuclear site" means a factory or an operating site where a nuclear operator conducts the 


operation of the reactor, etc.; 


(v) "emergency response measures" means temporary measures that should be implemented in 


order to prevent the progression (expansion) of a nuclear disaster (including the probability of 


the occurrence of a nuclear disaster) during the period from the issuance of a declaration of a 


nuclear emergency situation under the provisions of Article 15, paragraph 2 to the issuance of a 


declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation under the provisions of 


paragraph 4 of said Article; 


(vi) "measures to prevent nuclear emergency" means measures that should be implemented to 


prevent the occurrence of a nuclear disaster; 


(vii) "measures for restoration from nuclear emergency" means measures that should be 


implemented to prevent the progression (expansion) of a nuclear disaster (including the 


probability of the occurrence of a nuclear disaster) or to promote nuclear disaster recovery 


efforts (excluding compensation by a nuclear operator for nuclear damage prescribed in Article 2, 


paragraph 2 of the Act on Compensation for Nuclear Damage pursuant to the provisions of said 


Act) after the issuance of a declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation 


under the provisions of Article 15, paragraph 4; 


(viii) "designated administrative organ" means a designated administrative organ prescribed in 


Article 2, item (iii) of the Basic Act on Disaster Control Measures; 


(ix) "designated local administrative organ" means a designated local administrative organ 


prescribed in Article 2, item (iv) of the Basic Act on Disaster Control Measures; 


(x) "designated public institution" means a designated public institution prescribed in Article 2, 
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item (v) of the Basic Act on Disaster Control Measures; 


(xi) "designated local public institution" means a designated local public institution prescribed in 


Article 2, item (vi) of the Basic Act on Disaster Control Measures; and 


(xii) "disaster prevention plan" means a disaster prevention plan prescribed in Article 2, item (vii) 


of the Basic Act on Disaster Control Measures and a disaster prevention plan for petroleum 


industrial complexes and other petroleum facilities prescribed in Article 31, paragraph 1 of the 


Act on the Prevention of Disasters in Petroleum Industrial Complexes and Other Petroleum 


Facilities (Act No. 84 of 1975). 


 (Responsibilities of a Nuclear Operator) 


Article 3 A nuclear operator shall be responsible for taking full-scale measures for the prevention of 


the occurrence of a nuclear disaster pursuant to the provisions of this Act or any other relevant Act 


and for taking, in good faith, necessary measures with regard to the prevention of the progression 


(expansion) of a nuclear disaster (including the probability of the occurrence of a nuclear disaster) 


and nuclear disaster recovery efforts. 


 (Responsibilities of the State) 


Article 4 (1) The State shall, pursuant to the provisions of this Act or any other relevant Act, fulfill its 


responsibilities under Article 3, paragraph 1 of the Basic Act on Disaster Control Measures 


concerning a nuclear disaster by establishing nuclear emergency response headquarters, giving 


necessary instructions to local governments and taking other measures necessary for the 


implementation of emergency response measures and those necessary for the implementation of 


measures to prevent nuclear emergency and measures for restoration from nuclear emergency. 


(2) The head of a designated administrative organ (in the case where said designated 


administrative organ is a committee or any other agency based on the council system, said 


designated administrative organ; the same shall apply hereinafter except in Article 17, paragraph 


7, item (iii)) and the head of a designated local administrative organ shall, for the purpose of 


ensuring the smooth implementation of measures to prevent nuclear emergency, emergency 


response measures and measures for restoration from nuclear emergency by a local government 


under the provisions of this Act, make recommendations and give advice to said local government 


and take other appropriate measures with regard to the affairs under the jurisdiction of said local 


government. 


(3) In addition to exercising his/her authority under the provisions of this Act appropriately, the 


Prime Minister and Nuclear Regulation Authority shall, for the purpose of ensuring the smooth 


implementation of measures to prevent nuclear emergency, emergency response measures and 


measures for restoration from nuclear emergency by a nuclear operator under the provisions of 


this Act, give guidance and advice to said nuclear operator and take other appropriate measures. 


Article 4-2 The State shall also suppose the occurrence of nuclear disasters caused by large-scale 


natural disasters and terrorism and other criminal acts, and from the viewpoint of minimizing 


damage caused by this, the enhancing of security systems, thorough defense in depth at a 


nuclear site, shall be responsible for taking all possible measures for the establishment of the 


response measures in accordance with the status of damage and other prevention of nuclear 


disasters. 
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 (Responsibilities of a Local Government) 


Article 5 A local government shall, pursuant to the provisions of this Act or any other relevant Act, 


fulfill its responsibilities under Article 4, paragraph 1 and Article 5, paragraph 1 of the Basic Act on 


Disaster Control Measures concerning a nuclear disaster by taking measures necessary for the 


implementation of measures to prevent nuclear emergency, emergency response measures and 


measures for restoration from nuclear emergency. 


 (Coordination and Cooperation among Relevant Organs) 


Article 6 The State, local governments, nuclear operators, and designated public institutions and 


designated local public institutions shall, for the purpose of ensuring the smooth implementation of 


measures to prevent nuclear emergency, emergency response measures and measures for 


restoration from nuclear emergency, cooperate with each other through the promotion of mutual 


coordination. 


(Obligation to Notify, etc. of a Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Manager) 


Article 10 (1) When a nuclear emergency preparedness manager has been notified that a radiation 


dose above the limit specified by a Cabinet Order 


Cabinet Office Order/Nuclear Radiation Authority Ordinance(in the case of the occurrence of an 


event pertaining to transport outside the nuclear site, Cabinet Office Order/Nuclear Radiation 


Authority Ordinance/Ordinance of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism) has 


been detected, pursuant to the provisions of a Cabinet Order, near the border of an area where 


the nuclear site is located or has discovered such fact for him/herself, he/she shall, pursuant to the 


provisions of an ordinance of the competent ministry and the nuclear operator emergency action 


plan, immediately notify the Prime Minister, Nuclear Regulation Authority, the competent 


prefectural governor, the competent mayor of a municipality and the related surrounding 


prefectural governors (in the case of the occurrence of an event pertaining to transport outside the 


nuclear site, the Prime Minister, Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Minister of Land, Infrastructure 


and Transport and a prefectural governor and the mayor of a municipality who have jurisdiction 


over the place where said event has occurred) to that effect. In this case, the competent 


prefectural governor and the related neighboring prefectural governors shall notify the mayors of 


related surrounding municipalities to that effect. 


(2) A prefectural governor or the mayor of a municipality who has received a notification pursuant to 


the provisions of the first sentence of the preceding paragraph may, pursuant to the provisions of 


a Cabinet Order, request the Prime Minister and Nuclear Regulation Authority (in the case of the 


occurrence of an event pertaining to transport outside the nuclear site, 


 the Prime Minister, Nuclear Regulation Authority and the Minister of Land, Infrastructure and 


Transport. Hereinafter the same shall apply in this paragraph and Article 15 paragraph 1 item 1) to 


dispatch expert officials for the purpose of understanding the situation. In this case, the Prime 


Minister and Nuclear Regulation Authority shall dispatch officials who are found to be qualified. 


 (Declaration of a Nuclear Emergency Situation, etc.) 


Article 15 (1) In the case of falling under any of the following items, Nuclear Regulation Authority 


shall, when he/she finds that a nuclear emergency situation has occurred, immediately report 


necessary information concerning the situation to the Prime Minister, and submit a draft of a public 
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notice under the provisions of the next paragraph and a draft of an instruction under the provisions 


of paragraph 3 to the Prime Minister: 


(i) where the detected radiation dose pertaining to a notification which the competent minister has 


received pursuant to the provisions of the first sentence of Article 10, paragraph 1 or the 


radiation dose detected at a radiation measurement facility and by a measuring method, both of 


which are specified by a Cabinet Order, exceeds the radiation dose specified by a Cabinet Order 


as the condition of an abnormal level of a radiation dose; 


(ii) in addition to what is listed in the preceding item, where an event specified by a Cabinet Order 


as an event that indicates the occurrence of a nuclear emergency situation has occurred. 


(2) When there has been a report or submission under the provisions of the preceding paragraph, 


the Prime Minister shall immediately give public notice of the occurrence of a nuclear emergency 


situation and the following matters (hereinafter referred to as the "declaration of a nuclear 


emergency situation"): 


(i) the area where emergency response measures should be implemented; 


(ii) the outline of the nuclear emergency situation; 


(iii) in addition to what is listed in the preceding two items, the matters which need to be known by 


residents, visitors and other persons, and public and private organizations (hereinafter referred 


to as "residents, etc.") in the area listed in item (i). 


(3) When there has been a report or submission under the provisions of paragraph 1, the Prime 


Minister shall immediately instruct mayors of municipalities and prefectural governors who have 


jurisdiction over the area listed in item (i) of the preceding paragraph to make a recommendation 


or give instructions for eviction in order to evacuate the area or to take shelter under the provisions 


of Article 60, paragraphs 1 and 6 of the Basic Act on Disaster Control Measures applied by 


replacing the terms and phrases pursuant to the provisions of Article 28, paragraph 2, or give such 


mayors of municipalities and prefectural governors other instructions concerning emergency 


response measures. 


(4) The Prime Minister shall, when he/she finds, after he/she has issued a declaration of a nuclear 


emergency situation, that it is no longer necessary to implement emergency measures in order to 


prevent the progression (expansion) of a nuclear disaster, promptly give a public notice to the 


effect that said declaration of a nuclear emergency situation is cancelled and the following matters 


(hereinafter referred to as a "declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation"). 


(i) the area where Measures for Restoration from Nuclear Emergency should be implemented 


(ii) in addition to what is listed in the preceding item, the matters which need to be known by 


residents, etc. in areas listed in the same item. 


 (Emergency Responses to be Implemented by a Nuclear Operator) 


Article 25 (1) When an event specified by a Cabinet Order under Article 10, paragraph 1 has 


occurred at the nuclear site managed by a nuclear emergency preparedness manager, the 


nuclear emergency preparedness manager shall, pursuant to the provisions of a nuclear operator 


emergency action plan, immediately have the on-site organization for nuclear emergency 


preparedness of said nuclear site implement the emergency responses necessary for preventing 


the occurrence or progression (expansion) of a nuclear disaster. 
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(2) In the case prescribed in the preceding paragraph, a nuclear operator shall, pursuant to the 


provisions of its nuclear operator emergency action plan, report the outline of the measures 


implemented under the provisions of said paragraph to the Prime Minister, Nuclear Regulation 


Authority, the competent prefectural governor, the competent mayor of a municipality and the 


related neighboring prefectural governors (in the case of the occurrence of an event pertaining to 


transport outside the nuclear site, the Prime Minister, Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Minister of 


Land, Infrastructure and Transport and a prefectural governor and the mayor of a municipality who 


have jurisdiction over the place where said event has occurred). In this case, the competent 


prefectural governor and the related surrounding prefectural governors shall notify the mayors of 


related surrounding municipalities of the content of said report. 


(Emergency Response Measures and Responsibilities for Their Implementation) 


Article 26 (1) Emergency response measures shall be implemented with regard to the following 


matters: 


(i) declaration of a nuclear emergency situation and other matters relating to the transmission of 


information regarding a nuclear disaster and a recommendation for or instruction of evacuation; 


(ii) measurement of a radiation dose and other matters relating to the collection of information 


regarding a nuclear disaster; 


(iii) salvage, rescue of disaster victims and other matters relating to their protection; 


(iv) matters relating to the development, check and emergency recovery of facilities and 


equipment; 


(v) crime prevention, traffic control and other matters relating to maintenance of the social order in 


the area affected by the relevant nuclear disaster; 


(vi) matters relating to securing emergency transportation; 


(vii) securing food, medicine and other materials, measurement of radiation exposure of residents, 


etc., removal of contamination by radioactive materials and other matters relating to the 


implementation of emergency responses; and 


(viii) in addition to what is listed in the preceding seven items, matters relating to measures to 


prevent the progression (expansion) of a nuclear disaster (including the probability of the 


occurrence of a nuclear disaster). 


(2) During the period from the issuance of a declaration of a nuclear emergency situation to the 


issuance of a declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation, the heads of 


designated administrative organs and the heads of designated local administrative organs, the 


heads of local governments and other executive organs, designated public institutions and 


designated local public institutions, nuclear operators and other parties responsible for the 


implementation of emergency response measures pursuant to the provisions of laws and 


regulations shall implement emergency response measures pursuant to the provisions of laws 


and regulations, a disaster prevention plan, Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Guideline 


or a nuclear operator emergency action plan. 


(3) A nuclear operator shall, pursuant to the provisions of laws and regulations, a disaster 


prevention plan, Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Guideline or a nuclear operator 


emergency action plan, dispatch nuclear disaster prevention staff, lend materials and equipment 
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for nuclear disaster prevention and take other necessary measures for the accurate and smooth 


implementation of emergency response measures which are implemented by the heads of 


designated administrative organs and the heads of designated local administrative organs, and 


the heads of local governments and other executive organs. 


 (Measures for Restoration from Nuclear Emergency and Responsibilities for Their Implementation) 


Article 27 (1) Measures for restoration from nuclear emergency shall be implemented with regard to 


the following matters: 


(i) investigation of the concentration or density of radioactive materials, or of the radiation dose, in 


implementation area of Measures for restoration from nuclear emergency 


(ii) medical examination of and mental and physical health consultation for residents, etc. and 


other measures relating to medical care; 


(iii) public information activities concerning the status of the emanation of radioactive materials in 


implementation area of Measures for restoration from nuclear emergency, etc. for the purpose of 


preventing the stagnation of sales, etc. of goods resulting from a situation where the status of 


contamination by radioactive materials remains unclear; 


(iv) in addition to what is listed in the preceding three items, matters relating to measures for 


preventing the progression (expansion) of a nuclear disaster (including the probability of the 


occurrence of a nuclear disaster) or promoting nuclear disaster recovery efforts. 


(2) The heads of designated administrative organs and the heads of designated local administrative 


organs, the heads of local governments and other executive organs, designated public institutions 


and designated local public institutions, nuclear operators and other parties responsible for 


measures for restoration from nuclear emergency pursuant to the provisions of laws and 


regulations shall implement measures for restoration from nuclear emergency pursuant to the 


provisions of laws and regulations, a disaster prevention plan, Measures Concerning Nuclear 


Emergency Guideline or a nuclear operator emergency action plan. 


(3) A nuclear operator shall, pursuant to the provisions of laws and regulations, a disaster 


prevention plan, Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Guideline or a nuclear operator 


emergency action plan, dispatch nuclear disaster prevention staff, lend materials and equipment 


for nuclear disaster prevention and take other necessary measures for the accurate and smooth 


implementation of measures for restoration from nuclear emergency which are implemented by 


the heads of designated administrative organs and the heads of designated local administrative 


organs, and the heads of local governments and other executive organs. 


  (Collection of Report) 


Article 31 The Prime Minister, Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Minister of Land, Infrastructure and 


Transport, the competent prefectural governor, the competent mayor of a municipality or the 


related surrounding prefectural governors may, within the limit necessary for the enforcement of 


this Act, have a nuclear operator report on its duties pursuant to the provisions of a Cabinet Order. 


  (Inspection) 


Article 32 (1) The Prime Minister, Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Minister of Land, Infrastructure 


and Transport, the competent prefectural governor, the competent mayor of a municipality or the 


related surrounding prefectural governors may, within the limit necessary for the enforcement of 
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this Act, have his/her officials enter a nuclear site, and have them inspect the facilities, books and 


documents and other necessary items of a nuclear operator pertaining to said nuclear site or 


question the persons concerned. 


(2) When an official enters a nuclear site pursuant to the provisions of preceding paragraph, he/she 


shall carry a certificate for identification and produce it to the persons concerned if requested by 


them. 


(3) The authority under the provisions of paragraph 1 shall not be construed as that recognized for 


criminal investigation. 
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the Notifications to Establish Dose Limits in Accordance with the Provisions of NRA 


Ordinance on Activity of Refining Nuclear Source or Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


Issuance: Notification from NRA No. 8 promulgated on August 31, 2015 


Final revision: Notification from NRA No.4 promulgated on July 1, 2019 


Contents of revision: Notification from NRA No.4 promulgated on July 1, 2019 


                                        


 


(Dose Limits for Radiation Workers) 


Article 5 


The Refining Ordinance Article 7-7 item (iv), The Research Reactors Ordinance Article 8 


paragraph (1) item(i), The Nuclear Fuel Materials Use Ordinance Article 2-11-4 paragraph (1) 


item(i), The Fuel Fabrication Ordinance Article 7-3 paragraph (1) item(i), The Nuclear Source 


Materials Use Ordinance Article 2 item (v) (a) and item(xi)-2 (c), The Reprocessing Ordinance 


Article 10 paragraph (1) item(i), The Commercial Reactors Ordinance Article79 paragraph (1) 


item(i), The Category 2 Waste Disposal Ordinance Article 15 paragraph (1) item(i), The Waste 


Storage Ordinance Article 28 paragraph (1) item(i), The Spent Fuel Storage Ordinance Article 


30 paragraph (1) item(i), The Research Power Reactors Ordinance  Article 74 paragraph (1) 


item(i), Ordinance for contracted storage Article 2 item (viii) (a) and The Category 1 Waste 


Disposal Ordinance Article 54 paragraph (1) item(i), the dose limits specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority are as follows for the effective dose. However, the provision of item (iv) 


shall not apply to the dose limits prescribed in Article 2, item (xi)-2 (c) of The Nuclear Source 


Materials Use Ordinance. 


(i) 100 millisieverts per five years as stipulated in Article 3 (3)  


(ii) 50 millisieverts per year 


(iii) For females, (excluding those who have been diagnosed as having infertility and those who 


have submitted written notification of having no intention of becoming pregnant to the 


licensee of refining activity (including the former licensee of refining activity, etc. as 


prescribed in Article 12-7, (1)of The Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, 


Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors (Act No. 166 of 1957, hereinafter referred to as "the 


Act")), licensee of fuel fabricating and enrichment activity (including former Licensee of 


fuel fabricating and enrichment activity, etc. as prescribed in the Act Article 22-9 (1) of the 


Act), nuclear research and test reactors, etc. establishers (including former nuclear 


research and test reactors establishers, etc. as prescribed in Article 43-3-3 (1) of the Act), 


licensee of commercial power reactors operation (including former commercial power 


reactors operation, etc. as prescribed in Article 43-3-35 (1) of the Act), licensee of interim 


storage of spent fuel activity (including former licensee of interim storage of spent fuel 


activity, etc. as prescribed in Article 43-28 (1) of the Act), licensee of spent fuel 


reprocessing activity (including former licensee of spent fuel reprocessing activity, etc. as 


prescribed in Article 51 (1) of the Act), licensee of waste disposal activity (including former 


licensee of waste disposal activity as prescribed in Article 51-26 (1) of the Act), Users 


(including former users prescribed in Article 57-6 (1) of the Act), storage contractor, users 
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of nuclear source materials and users of international controlled materials (who have 


received permission under Article 61-3 (1) of the Act, and who have received a nuclear 


source materials other than the nuclear source material set forth in Article 57-7 (1) 


Item(iii) of the Act, including those users of the former international controlled materials 


prescribed in Article 61-9-3 (1) of the Act) (hereinafter referred to as "the licensee of 


refining activity, etc. ") and the persons specified in the following Item ) in addition to the 


provisions of the preceding Item(ii), 5 millisieverts for every three months starting on 


April 1, July 1, October 1, and January 1 


(iv) For females who are pregnant, in addition to the provisions of Items(i) and (ii), from the 


time when the licensee of refining activity, etc. became aware of the fact of pregnancy from 


the applicant's notification, etc. to the childbirth, the internal exposure shall be limited to 


1 millisievert  


2  The Refining Ordinance Article 7-7 item (iv), The Research Reactors Ordinance Article 8 


paragraph (1) item(i), The Nuclear Fuel Materials Use Ordinance Article 2-11-4 paragraph (1) 


item(i), The Fuel Fabrication Ordinance Article 7-3 paragraph (1) item(i), The Nuclear Source 


Materials Use Ordinance Article 2 item (v) (a) and item(xi)-2 (c), The Reprocessing Ordinance 


Article 10 paragraph (1) item(i), The Commercial Reactors Ordinance Article79 paragraph (1) 


item(i), The Category 2 Waste Disposal Ordinance Article 15 paragraph (1) item(i), The Waste 


Storage Ordinance Article 28 paragraph (1) item(i), The Spent Fuel Storage Ordinance Article 


30 paragraph (1) item(i), The Research Power Reactors Ordinance  Article 74 paragraph (1) 


item(i), Ordinance for contracted storage Article 2 item (viii) (a) and The Category 1 Waste 


Disposal Ordinance Article 54 paragraph (1) item(i), the dose limits specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority are as follows for the equivalent dose.  


(i) For the eye lens, 150 millisieverts per year 


(ii) For skin, 500 millisieverts per year 


(iii) For the surface of females’ abdomen prescribed in item (iv) of the preceding paragraph, 2 


millisieverts per period prescribed in the said Item 








Universal Postal Convention 


 


Article 19 Items not admitted. Prohibitions 


1 General 


1.1 Items not fulfilling the conditions laid down in the Convention and the Regulations shall not be admitted. 


Items sent in furtherance of a fraudulent act or with the intention of avoiding full payment of the appropriate charges 


shall not be admitted. 


1.2 Exceptions to the prohibitions contained in this article are set out in the Regulations. 


1.3 All member countries or their designated operators shall have the option of extending the prohibitions contained in 


this article, which may be applied immediately upon their inclusion in the relevant compendium. 


2 Prohibitions in all categories of items 


2.1 The insertion of the articles referred to below shall be prohibited in all categories of items: 


2.1.1 narcotics and psychotropic substances, as defined by the International Narcotics Control Board, or other illicit 


drugs which are prohibited in the country of destination; 


2.1.2 obscene or immoral articles; 


2.1.3 counterfeit and pirated articles; 


2.1.4 other articles the importation or circulation of which is prohibited in the country of destination; 


2.1.5 articles which, by their nature or their packing, may expose officials or the general public to danger, 


or soil or damage other items, postal equipment or third-party property; 


2.1.6 documents having the character of current and personal correspondence exchanged between persons other than 


the sender and the addressee or persons living with them; 


3 Dangerous goods 


3.1 The insertion of dangerous goods as described in the Convention and Regulations shall be prohibited in all 


categories of items. 


3.2 The insertion of replica and inert explosive devices and military ordnance, including replica and inert grenades, 


inert shells and the like, shall be prohibited in all categories of items. 


3.3 Exceptionally, dangerous goods may be admitted in relations between member countries that have declared 


their willingness to admit them either reciprocally or in one direction, provided that they are in compliance with 


national and international transport rules and regulations. 


4 Live animals 


4.1 Live animals shall be prohibited in all categories of items. 


4.2 Exceptionally, the following shall be admitted in letter-post items other than insured items: 


4.2.1 bees, leeches and silk-worms; 


4.2.2 parasites and destroyers of noxious insects intended for the control of those insects and exchanged 


between officially recognized institutions; 


4.2.3 flies of the family Drosophilidae for biomedical research exchanged between officially recognized institutions. 







4.3 Exceptionally, the following shall be admitted in parcels: 


Convention 153 


4.3.1 live animals whose conveyance by post is authorized by the postal regulations and/or national legislation of the 


countries concerned. 


 


 


5 Insertion of correspondence in parcels 


5.1 The insertion of the articles mentioned below shall be prohibited in postal parcels: 


5.1.1 correspondence, with the exception of archived materials, exchanged between persons other than the sender and 


the addressee or persons living with them. 


 


 


6 Coins, bank notes and other valuable articles 


6.1 It shall be prohibited to insert coins, bank notes, currency notes or securities of any kind payable to bearer, travellers' 


cheques, platinum, gold or silver, whether manufactured or not, precious stones, jewels or other valuable articles: 


6.1.1 in uninsured letter-post items; 


6.1.1.1 however, if the national legislation of the countries of origin and destination permits this, such articles may be 


sent in a closed envelope as registered items; 


6.1.2 in uninsured parcels; except where permitted by the national legislation of the countries of origin and destination; 


6.1.3 in uninsured parcels exchanged between two countries which admit insured parcels; 


6.1.3.1 in addition, any member country or designated operator may prohibit the enclosure of gold bullion in insured 


or uninsured parcels originating from or addressed to its territory or sent in transit à découvert across its territory; it 


may limit the actual value of these items. 


 


7 Printed papers and items for the blind: 


7.1 shall not bear any inscription or contain any item of correspondence; 


7.2 shall not contain any postage stamp or form of prepayment, whether cancelled or not, or any paper representing a 


monetary value, except in cases where the item contains as an enclosure a card, envelope or wrapper bearing the printed 


address of the sender of the item or his agent in the country of posting or destination of the original item, which is 


prepaid for return. 


8 Treatment of items wrongly admitted 


8.1 The treatment of items wrongly admitted is set out in the Regulations. However, items containing articles mentioned 


in 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 3.1 and 3.2 shall in no circumstances be forwarded to their destination, delivered to the addressees or 


returned to origin. In the case of articles mentioned in 2.1.1 discovered while in transit, such items shall be handled in 


accordance with the national legislation of the country of transit. In the case of articles mentioned in 3.1 and 3.2 


discovered during transport, the relevant designated operator shall be entitled to remove the article from the 







item and dispose of it. The designated operator may then forward the remainder of the item to its destination, 


together with information about the disposal of the inadmissible article. 
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Act on the Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc. 


Promulgation: Act No. 167 of June 10, 1957 


Latest amendment: Act No. 15 of April 14, 2017 


 


(Confirmation, etc. Concerning Transport) 


Article 18 (1) An authorization user, a registration seller, a registration lessor, a license 


waste management operator and a person who has been entrusted with transport by 


any of them (hereinafter referred to as “authorization user, etc.”), in case of 


transporting radioisotopes or contaminated objects outside a factory or place of 


business (excluding transport by a vessel or an aircraft), shall take necessary 


measures to prevent radiation hazards due to radioisotopes or contaminated objects in 


accordance with technical standards provided for in the NRA Ordinance (or, for 


transport by railway, tram, cableway, trackless train, an automobile, and a light 


vehicle, excluding measures on objects to be transported, the Ordinance of the Ministry 


of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism (hereinafter referred to as “the 


Ordinance of the MLIT”)). 


(2) In the case referred to in the preceding paragraph, when falling under the case 


provided for in the Cabinet Order as being particularly necessary to prevent radiation 


hazards due to radioisotopes or contaminated objects, an authorization user, etc. shall 


be confirmed that measures concerning transport conform to technical standards 


referred to in the same paragraph (hereinafter referred to as “transport method 


confirmation”), for the measures concerning the transport by railway, tram, cableway, 


trackless train, an automobile and a light vehicle (excluding the measures on a 


package to be transported) by the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and 


Tourism (hereinafter referred to as the “Minister of LIT”) (for those provided for in the 


Ordinance of MLIT in the measures concerned, by a person registered with the 


Minister of LIT (hereinafter referred to as “registered transport method confirmation 


organization") or the Minister of LIT), or for other measures concerning transport, 


shall be confirmed by the NRA (or, for measures concerning a package to be 


transported using a container granted approval referred to in the following paragraph, 


by a person registered with the NRA (hereinafter referred to as “registered package 


confirmation organization”) or by the NRA (hereinafter referred to as “package 


confirmation”).   


(3) An authorization user, etc. may be granted approval by the NRA in advance, pursuant 


to the provisions of the NRA Ordinance, on a container used for transport. In this case, 


the container on which approval by the NRA has been already granted, is deemed to 
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conform to the standards concerning a container in technical standards referred to in 


paragraph (1).  


(4) In the case referred to in paragraph (1), the NRA or the Minister of LIT, when it finds 


that measures pertaining to transport of radioisotopes or contaminated objects fail to 


conform to technical standards referred to in the same paragraph, may order an 


authorization user, etc. to suspend the transport and take any other necessary 


measures to prevent radiation hazards due to radioisotopes or contaminated objects. 


(5) In the cases prescribed in paragraph (1), when being deemed to fall under the cases 


provided for in the Cabinet Order as being particularly necessary for ensuring public 


safety by preventing radiation hazards due to radioisotopes or contaminated objects, 


an authorization user, etc. shall notify the prefectural public safety commission of the 


transport of radioisotopes or contaminated objects, pursuant to the provision of the 


Cabinet Office Ordinance.  


(6) In cases where a notification prescribed in the preceding paragraph has been 


submitted, the prefectural public safety commission, when it deems necessary to 


ensure public safety by preventing radiation hazards due to radioisotopes or 


contaminated objects, may give necessary instructions, pursuant to the provisions of 


the Cabinet Office Ordinance, concerning the date and time of transport, the route to 


be used, and any other matters provided for in the same Ordinance.  


(7) In cases where radioisotopes or contaminated objects are transported, they shall be 


transported in accordance with the notification submitted pursuant to the provisions 


of paragraph (5) (in cases where any instruction prescribed in the preceding paragraph 


was provided, in accordance with the instruction).  


(8) In cases where a police officer deems it particularly necessary to ensure public safety 


by preventing radiation hazards due to radioisotopes or contaminated objects 


transported by an automobile or light vehicle, the police officer may stop the concerned 


automobile or light vehicle and inspect whether the transport is being conducted in 


compliance with the notification prescribed in paragraph (5) (in cases where any 


instruction referred to in paragraph (6) was provided, in compliance with the 


instruction), pursuant to the provisions of Cabinet Office Ordinance, or may order a 


change of the route of transport and/or any other appropriate measures to be taken to 


the extent necessary for enforcing the provisions of the preceding three paragraphs in 


order to prevent radiation hazards.  


(9) The authority prescribed in the preceding paragraph must not be construed as being 


granted for criminal investigation.  


(10) In cases where the transport concerns two or more prefectures, the liaison among 
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prefectural public safety commissions necessary concerning the notification referred 


to in paragraph (5) and instructions referred to in paragraph (6), are provided for in 


the Cabinet Order. 


 


(Measurement) 


Article 20 (1) An authorization user and a license waste management operator shall 


measure the quantity of radiation exposure and situation of contamination with 


radioisotopes, etc. at each site where there is a likelihood of radiation hazards, 


pursuant to the provisions of the NRA Ordinance.  


(2) An authorization user and a license waste management operator shall measure the 


quantity of radiation exposure and the situation of contamination with radioisotopes, 


etc. for any person who has entered a usage facility, a waste repacking facility, a 


storage facility, a waste storage facility or a waste management facility, pursuant to 


provisions of the NRA Ordinance. 


(3) An authorization user and a license waste management operator shall keep and store 


records of the results of measurements referred to in the preceding two paragraphs, 


and take other measures provided for in the NRA Ordinance.  


 


(Education and Training Concerning Prevention of Radiation Hazards) 


Article 22 An authorization user and a license waste management operator shall, in 


addition to take measures to thoroughly notify of their Radiation Hazards Prevention 


Programs and others, provide education and training necessary to prevent radiation 


hazards, to personnel who enter their usage facility, waste repacking facility, storage 


facility, waste storage facility or waste management facility, pursuant to the provisions 


of the NRA Ordinance.  


 


(Health Surveillance) 


Article 23 (1) An authorization user and a license waste management operator shall 


perform heath surveillance of any person who enters their usage facility, waste 


repacking facility, storage facility, waste storage facility or waste management facility, 


pursuant to the provisions of the NRA Ordinance. 


 (2) An authorization user and a license waste management operator shall keep and 


store the records of results of health surveillance referred to in the preceding 


paragraph, and take other measures provided for in the NRA Ordinance. 


 


(Revocation, etc. of License) 
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Article 26 (1) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, in cases where a licensee falls under 


any of the following items, may revoke license referred to in the main clause of Article 


3 paragraph (1) or Article 4-2 paragraph (1), or order to suspend use of radioisotopes 


or a radiation generator or the waste management of radioisotopes or contaminated 


objects for a specified period of time within one year;  


(i) in cases where the user or the operator has fallen under any of the items (ii) through 


(iv) of Article 5 paragraph (1) or items of paragraph (2) of the same Article; 


(ii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the conditions referred 


to in Article 8 paragraph (1) (including as applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to 


Article 10 paragraph (3) and Article 11 paragraph (3)); 


(iii) in cases where the user or the operator has changed any matter which shall be 


granted permission pursuant to the provisions of Article 10 paragraph (2) or Article 


11 paragraph (2), without permission; 


(iv) in cases where the user or the operator has changed any matter which shall be 


notified pursuant to the provisions of Article 10 paragraph (5) or (6), without any 


notification; 


(v) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


12-8 paragraph (1) or (2), or Article 12-9 paragraph (1) or (2); 


(vi) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


13 paragraph (1) or (3); 


(vii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 14 paragraph (1) or (3); 


(viii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated technical standards referred 


to in Article 15 paragraph (1), Article 16 paragraph (1), Article 17 paragraph (1), 


Article 18 paragraph (1), or Article 19 paragraph (1) or (2); 


(ix) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order prescribed in Article 


15 paragraph (2), Article 16 paragraph (2), Article 17 paragraph (2), Article 18 


paragraph (4), or Article 19 paragraph (3); 


(x) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


18 paragraph (2) or Article 19-2 paragraph (1); 


(xi) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


20, Article 23, Article 24, or Article 25 paragraph (1), (3), or (4); 


(xii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


25-3 paragraph (1) or Article 25-6 paragraph (1); 


(xiii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 25-3 paragraph (2); 
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(xiv) in cases where the user or the operator has not submitted a notification pursuant 


to the provision of Article 25-6 paragraph (2) or submitted a false notification; 


(xv) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the provisions of the preceding 


Article;  


(xvi) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


29 paragraph (1) or (5) or Article 30 paragraph (1) or (4); 


(xvii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of 


Article 34 paragraph (1) (including as applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 


37 paragraph (2)) or Article 37 paragraph (1);  


(xviii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 38; 


(xix) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the provisions of Article 38-


2 paragraph (1), Article 37 paragraph (1), as applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to 


Article 38-3, or the provisions of Article 34 paragraph (1), as applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to the provisions of Article 37 paragraph (2), as applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to Article 38-3; 


(xx) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 38, as applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 38-3. 


(2) In cases where a registration user, a registration seller or a registration lessor falls 


under any of the following conditions, the NRA may order to suspend use, selling or 


leasing of radioisotopes for the specified period of time within one year; 


(i) in cases where the user or the operator has made a change which shall be notified 


pursuant to the provisions of Article 3-2 paragraph (2) or Article 4 paragraph (2), 


without any notification; 


(ii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


13 paragraph (2); 


(iii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 14 paragraph (2); 


(iv) in cases where the user or the operator has violated technical standards referred 


to in Article 15 paragraph (1), Article 16 paragraph (1), Article 17 paragraph (1), 


Article 18 paragraph (1), or Article 19 paragraph (1) or (2); 


(v) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 15 paragraph (2), Article 16 paragraph (2), Article 17 paragraph 


(2), Article 18 paragraph (4), or Article 19 paragraph (3); 


(vi) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


16 paragraph (3), Article 18 paragraph (2), Article 19 paragraph (4), or Article 19-2 
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paragraph (1); 


(vii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of 


Articles 20, 23, 24 or Article 25 paragraphs (1), (2) or (4); 


(viii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of 


Article 25-3 paragraph (1) or Article 25-6 paragraphs (1); 


(ix) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 25-3 paragraph (2); 


(x) in cases where the user or the operator has not submitted a registration pursuant 


to the provisions of Article 25-6 paragraph (2) or submitted a false registration; 


(xi) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of the 


preceding Article; 


(xii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of Article 


29 paragraphs (2) through (4), or Article 30 paragraph (2) or (3); 


(xiii) in cases where the user or the operator has violated any of the provisions of 


Article 34 paragraph (1) (including as applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 


37 paragraph (2)), or Article 37 paragraph (1);  


(xiv) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 38; 


(xv) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the provisions of Article 38-2 


paragraph (1), Article 37 paragraph (1), as applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to 


Article 38-3, or the provisions of Article 34 paragraph (1), as applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to Article 37 paragraph (2), as applied mutatis mutandis 


pursuant to Article 38-3; 


(xvi) in cases where the user or the operator has violated the order pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 38, as applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 38-3. 


 


(Report to the NRA, etc.) 


Article 31-2 An authorization user (including a user of an approved device with a 


certification label), a registration seller, a registration lessor and a license waste 


management operator, in cases where, concerning radioisotopes or a radiation 


generator, or contaminated objects, any accidents which are likely to cause or actually 


has caused radiation hazards, or other events provided for in the NRA Ordinance (in 


cases pertaining to the transport of radioisotopes or contaminated objects outside a 


factory or the place of business, the NRA Ordinance or the Ordinance of MLIT, or in 


cases pertaining to notification pursuant to the provisions of Article 18 paragraph (5), 


the Cabinet Office Ordinance; hereinafter the same applies in this Article) have 
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occurred, shall report to the NRA, pursuant to the provisions of the NRA Ordinance, 


of the situation of the events and other matters provided for in the NRA Ordinance 


without delay (in case of the transport of radioisotopes or contaminated objects outside 


a factory or the place of business, the NRA or the Minister of LIT, or in cases of 


notification pursuant to the provisions of the same paragraph, prefectural public 


safety commission). 


 


(Measures in Emergency) 


Article 33 (1) An authorization user, etc., in cases where radiation hazards are likely to 


occur or have occurred concerning radioisotopes, a radiation generator or 


contaminated objects that the user possesses, shall take emergency measures 


immediately, pursuant to the provision of the NRA Ordinance (in case of emergency 


pertaining to transport of radioisotopes or contaminated objects outside a factory or 


place of business, the NRA Ordinance or the Ordinance of MLIT;. 


(2) A person who has found the situation set forth in the preceding paragraph shall notify 


a police officer or a Coast Guard officer of the fact, immediately. 


(3) The Nuclear Regulation Authority (in cases of the transport of radioisotopes or 


contaminated objects outside a factory or the place of business, the NRA or Minister of 


LIT), when it deems it as urgently necessary in order to prevent radiation hazards in 


the case referred to in paragraph (1), may order the person prescribed in the same 


paragraph to alter the place of radioisotopes or contaminated objects, remove 


contamination caused by radioisotopes, etc., or take any other necessary measures to 


prevent radiation hazards. 


 


(Collection of Reports） 


Article 42 (1) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Minister of LIT, or prefectural public 


safety commissions may request, to the extent necessary for enforcing this Act (the 


provisions of Article 18 paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) and Article 33 paragraphs (1) and 


(3) in the case of the Minister of LIT, and the provisions of Article 18 paragraph (6) in 


the case of a prefectural public safety commission), an authorization user (including a 


notification user of an approved device with a certification label), a registration seller, 


a registration lessor and a license waste management operator or persons entrusted 


to transport radioisotopes by any of these operators, to submit a report, pursuant to 


the NRA Ordinance, the Ordinance of MLIT, or the Cabinet Office Ordinance. 


(2) The Nuclear Regulation Authority or Minister of LIT, to the extent necessary for 


enforcing this Act, may request, for the NRA, a registered concentration confirmation 
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organization, a registered inspection organization, a registered periodic confirmation 


organization, a registered package confirmation organization, a registered burial 


confirmation organization, a registered concentration confirmation organization, a 


registered examination organization, a registered qualification training organization 


and a registered periodic training organization for a Radiation Protection Supervisor 


or for a Specified Radioisotopes Security Manager, and, for the Minister of LIT, a 


registered transport method confirmation organization, to submit a report, pursuant 


to the provisions of the NRA Ordinance or the Ordinance of MLIT. 


(3) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, in addition to the collection of reports 


pursuant to the provisions of preceding paragraphs (1) and (2), request any captain of 


a vessel or other people concerned to make a necessary report, to the extent necessary 


for enforcing the provisions of Article 30-2 paragraph (1). 


 


（On-site Inspection） 


Article 43-2 (1) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, Minister of LIT or prefectural public 


safety commissions, to the extent necessary for enforcing this Act (the provisions of 


Article 18 paragraphs (1), (2) and (4) and Article 33 paragraphs (1) and (3) for the 


Minister of LIT, and Article 18 paragraph (6) for a prefectural public safety 


commission), may allow an official (a radiation inspector for the NRA or a police official 


in the case of a prefectural public safety commission) to enter the business office, 


factory or place of business of any authorization user (including a notification user of 


an approved device with a certification label), registration seller, registration lessor, 


license waste management operator, or persons entrusted with transport by any of 


such operators, to inspect books, documents and any other necessary property, and to 


question the people concerned or to order the submission of radioisotopes or 


contaminated objects, to the minimum extent necessary for examination. 


(2) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, in addition to the on-site inspection, questioning, 


and submission order of radioisotopes or contaminated objects prescribed in the 


preceding paragraph, and to the extent necessary for enforcing the provision of Article 


30-2 paragraph (1), may allow an official to enter a vessel, to inspect books, documents 


and any other necessary property, and to question the people concerned or to order the 


submission of radioisotopes or any other necessary samples, to the minimum extent 


necessary for examination. 


(3) An official implementing on-site inspection pursuant to the provisions of the 


preceding two paragraphs shall carry an identification card and present it in cases 


where requested by the people concerned. 
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(4) The authority prescribed in paragraphs (1) and (2) must not be construed as being 


granted for criminal investigation. 
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Order on events, etc. pertaining to transport outside the nuclear site, 


which nuclear emergency preparedness manager should notify, 


based on Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness 
 


Extra Edition of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, and the 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism Ordinance No. 2 of September 14, 2012 
 
 (Definitions) 
Article 1 The terms used in this Ordinance shall be as prescribed in the Act on Special 
Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness. 
 


(Events to notify) 
Article 2 (1) A radiation dose shall, pursuant to the provisions of Article 4, paragraph (4) of the 
Order for Enforcement of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 
(Cabinet Order No. 195, hereinafter referred to as the Order), be detected in the even of fire, 
explosion or other similar events  
 
(2) In case a radiation dose is difficult to be measured, depending on the status of fire, 


explosion or other similar events, and it is highly probable, considering the situation, to 
detect the level of radiation dose specified in Article 4, paragraph (4), item (iv) of the Order, 
by means of radiation detection provided in the preceding paragraph, notwithstanding the 
foregoing provisions, the level of such radiation dose shall be deemed to be detected. 


 
Article 3 The events articulated by the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority and the 


Ordinance of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism under Article 4, 
paragraph (4), item (v) of the Order shall be radioactive substance leakage or have a high 
probability of such leakage from a vessel used for the transport outside the nuclear site in 
the event of and arising from fire, explosion or other similar events (Article 3 as well as 
Article 5, paragraph (1), item (i) (excluding nonexclusive liquid or gas transport) of the 
notification providing details, etc. pertaining to technical standards concerning the transport 
outside the factory or operating site of nuclear fuel materials, etc. (Public Notice of the 
Science and Technology Agency No. 5 of 1990) and Article 5, paragraph (2), item (i), Article 
4 as well as Article 10, paragraph (1), item (i) (excluding nonexclusive liquid or gas 
transport) of the notification providing details, etc. of marine transport standards of 
radioactive substances, etc. (Public Notice of the Ministry of Transport No. 185 of 1977) and 
Article 10, paragraph (2), item (i), and Article 4 as well as Article 7, paragraph (1), item (i) 
(excluding nonexclusive liquid or gas transport) of the notification providing air transport 
standards of radioactive substances (Public Notice of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism No. 1094 of 2001), excluding the transport of radioactive substance, 
etc. stipulated in Article 7, paragraph (2), item (i)). 


 
(Events indicating the occurrence of a nuclear emergency situation) 


Article 4 The events articulated by the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority and the 
Ordinance of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism under Article 6, 
paragraph (4), item (v) of the Order shall represent leakage or shall have a high probability 
of such leakage of radioactive substances of which values are listed in the 3rd column of 
Appended Table 1,the 3rd column of Appended Table 2, the 3rd column of Appended Table 
3, the 2nd column of Appended Table, the 2nd column of Appended Table 5 or the 3rd column 
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of Appended Table 6 of the public notice providing details, etc. pertaining to technical 
standards concerning the transport outside the factory or operating site of nuclear fuel 
materials, etc., the 3rd column of Appended Table, the 3rd column of Appended Table 2, the 
3rd column of Appended Table 3, the 2nd column of Appended Table 4, the 2nd column of 
Appended Table 5 or the 3rd column of Appended Table 6 of the public notice providing 
details, etc. of marine transport standards of radioactive substances, etc., and the 3rd 
column of Appended Table 2, the 3 rd column of Appended Table 3, the 3rd column of 
Appended Table 4, the 2nd column of Appended Table 5, the 2nd column of Appended Table 
6 or the 3rd column of Appended Table 7 of the public notice providing air transport 
standards of radioactive substances, etc. according to the type of radioactive substances 
(limited to those listed in the 1st column of Appended Table 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 of the public 
notice providing details, etc. pertaining to technical standards concerning the transport 
outside the factory or operating site of nuclear fuel materials, etc., the 1st column of 
Appended Table 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 of the public notice providing details, etc. of marine 
transport standards of radioactive substances, etc., and the 1st column of Appended Table 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 of the public notice providing air transport standards of radioactive 
substances, etc.), from a vessel used respectively for the off-site transportation (excluding 
LSA radioactive material or surface-contaminated objects specified in Article 3, paragraph 2 
of the rules on the transport of nuclear fuel materials, etc. outside the nuclear factory or 
operating site (Ordinance of the Prime Minister’s Office No. 57 of 1978), Article 80, 
paragraph (2) of the regulations for the carriage and storage of dangerous goods in ship 
(Ordinance of the Ministry of Transport No. 30 of 1957) and Article 194, paragraph (2), item 
(ii)(a)4. of the Ordinance for Enforcement of the Civil Aeronautics Act (Ordinance of the 
Ministry of Transport No. 56 of 1952)) in the event of and arising from fire, explosion or 
other similar events. 
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Public Notice on Designation of Explosive, Inflammable or Other Dangerous Substances under Article 12, Item (i) of 


the Postal Act (Public Notice of the Ministry of Communications No. 384 of 1947) 


 


IX. Radioactive materials, etc. 


Radioactive materials, etc. prescribed in Article 2, item (i)(g) of the Regulations for the Carriage and Storage of 


Dangerous Goods by Ships (Ministry of Transportation Order No. 30 of 1957; hereinafter referred to as the 


"Regulation"); excluding those deposited which meet all of the following conditions (excluding those that are 


explosive): 


(i) they fall under Article 4 of the Ministry of Transportation Public Notice No. 585 of 1977) (Public Notice Specifying 


Details of Standards for Transportation of Radioactive Materials, etc. by Ships) (excluding uranium hexafluoride 


prescribed in the parentheses in item (i) of the same Article); if they fall under the same item and item (ii) of the same 


Article, the amount of radioactivity does not exceed one-tenth of the amount set forth in the right-hand column of the 


table under each item (or the amounts set forth in the middle and right-hand columns in the case of the table under item 


(ii) of the same Article) according to the categories set forth in the left-hand column of each table; 


(ii) they are housed or packaged in containers in a manner that conforms to the provisions of Article 8, paragraph (4), 


Article 73, and Article 83, paragraph (1) of the Regulation; 


(iii) they are deposited as postal items bearing on their surface the characters "放射性" or "RADIOACTIVE" and the 


UN-Number, as well as the name and address or residence of the sender, as marked in a manner that conforms to the 


provisions of Article 8, paragraph (1), Article 9, and Article 93 of the Regulation; and 


(iv) they are deposited with a detailed statement of dangerous substances prescribed in Article 17 of the Regulation. 
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Public Notice on Designation of Explosive, Inflammable or Other Dangerous Substances under Article 48, Paragraph 


(1), Item (i) of the Act on Delivery of Letters by Private Businesses (Public Notice of the Ministry of Internal Affairs 


and Communications No. 203 of 2003) 


 


Substances designated by the Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications as referred to in Article 48, paragraph 


(1), item (i) of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Busineess Operators are substances specified in the 


Public Notice of the Ministry of Communications No. 384 of 1947 (Public Notice on Designation of Explosive, 


Inflammable or Other Dangerous Substances under Article 12, Item (i) of the Postal Act (Act No. 165 of 1947)). In this 


case, the term “postal items” in row IX shall be deemed to be replaced with “correspondence items.” 
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Regulation for Enforcement of the Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators (Order of the 


Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications No. 27 of 2003) 


 


(Application for Approval of Correspondence Delivery Administrative Regulations) 


Article 31 (1) A person who seeks approval referred to in Article 22, paragraph (1) of the Act must submit a written 


application prepared using Form No. 14, while attaching thereto correspondence delivery administrative regulations 


(or a table containing the former and new provisions of the correspondence delivery administrative regulations in the 


case of applying for approval of changes to the rules). 


(2) The correspondence delivery administrative regulations referred to in Article 22, paragraph (1) of the Act must state 


the following matters: 


(i) the appointment of a correspondence delivery manager for each place of business and the specific details of the 


duties thereof including the following duties: 


(a) supervision of the operations of correspondence delivery; and 


(b) management of customer information and correspondence items; 


(ii) methods of inspection and management of correspondence letter boxes, and work methods of acceptance and 


delivery of correspondence items and other operations of correspondence delivery with due care for protection of 


secrecy of correspondence items; 


(iii) reporting, recording and other measures to be taken by a correspondence delivery manager or any other persons 


engaged in the operations of correspondence delivery at the time of occurrence of an accident, criminal act, or criminal 


investigation; and 


(iv) implementation of education and training for persons engaged in the operations of correspondence delivery. 
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Guidelines for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


 
Fully revised on July 25, 2018 
(Public Notice of the Nuclear Regulation Authority No. 8 of August 13, 2018) 
 
Preamble 
<Objective> 
 The Guidelines shall be enacted in order for the nuclear operators, the head of a 
designated administrative organ, the head of a designated local administrative organ, local 
governments, designated public institutions, designated local public institutions and others to 
respond to a nuclear emergency situation easily, based on the provisions of Article 6, 
paragraph (2), item (i) of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 
Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999; hereinafter referred to as “the Nuclear Emergency Act”),  
 The objective of the Guidelines shall ensure protection measures to eliminate or 
minimize serious deterministic effects and to reduce the risk of stochastic effects of radiation 
on the residents, etc. around the nuclear facilities and in an emergency situation, considering 
that it is most important to protect the lives and bodies of citizens. 
 In order to achieve this objective, the Guidelines shall stipulate professional and 
technical matters, etc. to assist the nuclear operators, the State, local governments, etc. in 
making scientific and objective decisions when they are to formulate a plan and take such 
measures concerning nuclear emergency response, based on the following basic policy. 
 - Prepare a disaster prevention plan from the standpoint of residents 
 - Build a system which provides necessary information continuously, taking into the 
fact  
  that it might take a long time for affected area to recover.  
 - Review evaluation criteria, etc. for planning so that they can be optimal all the time by  
  taking in the latest international findings such as safety standards, etc. provided by 
the 
  International Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter referred to as “IAEA”) positively. 
 
<Definitions> 
 The terms used in these Guidelines shall be as prescribed in the Emergency Act, the 
Act on Control of Nuclear Raw Material, Nuclear Fuel and Nuclear Reactor (Act No. 166 of 
1957; hereinafter referred to as “the Reactor Regulation Act”) and the rules concerning events, 
etc. to be notified by nuclear emergency preparedness manager, based on the Act on Special 
Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (the Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology, and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and the 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism Ordinance No. 2 of 2012; hereinafter 
referred to as “the Notification Rules”). 


 
<Targets> 
 The targets of these Guidelines shall be a nuclear disaster in the nuclear facilities 
specified by the Reactor Act (limited to those covered by the Reactor Act) and a nuclear 
disaster occurred during the transport of nuclear fuel materials. 
 
<Background> 
 The Nuclear Safety Commission organized “Guidelines for Nuclear Emergency 
Preparedness at Nuclear Sites, etc.” (hereinafter referred to as “the Old Guidelines”) as 
professional and technical matters to easily implement disaster prevention activities around 
the nuclear power generators, etc.  
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 The occurrence of the accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant 
in March, 2011 has revealed various problems concerning the conventional nuclear disaster 
prevention measures.  The working group on review of guidelines for nuclear emergency 
preparedness at Nuclear Sites, etc., which is under the nuclear plant, etc. disaster prevention 
commission of the Nuclear Safety Committee, reported its “Interim Report on Review of 
‘Guidelines for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness at Nuclear Sites, etc.’ ” (hereinafter referred 
to as “Interim Report”) in March, 2012.  In addition, a number of issues were identified in 
each report made by the diet, government and private-sector accident investigation 
committees.  Numerous recommendations were made to rectify the problems; lack of 
measures from the standpoint of residents, etc., lack of education and training including 
measures to cope with complex disaster and severe events, inadequate information providing 
system in an emergency situation, lack of advance preparations for evacuation planning and 
goods and equipment, etc., unclear decision-making process of various countermeasures, etc. 
 The Nuclear Safety Commission was abolished on September 18, 2012 and the 
Nuclear Regulation Authority was created on September 19, 2012. 
 These Guidelines were developed upon examining the Old Guidelines and Interim 
Report and taking into account each report made by the above-mentioned accident 
investigation committees.   


 
 
3 Emergency Response Measures 
(6) Nuclear emergency response during the transport of nuclear fuel materials, etc. 
 In addition to an accident in a nuclear site, it may occur during the transport of 
nuclear fuel materials, etc. outside such nuclear site.  Therefore, it is necessary to take 
similar measures against such accident.  In such an accident as radioactive leakage or 
deterioration in shielding performance, etc., emergency measures including rescue, fire 
fighting, shielding, designating a restricted area, measures to prevent the spread of 
contamination and leakage,  etc. must be taken under the responsibility of nuclear operators 
and forwarders of nuclear operators based on the Reactor Act.  In that case, nuclear 
operators, forwarders of nuclear operators and the State shall actively take appropriate 
measures against such disasters, given the specific nature of transportation that a possible 
place of accident can not be identified in advance. 
 








Convention Regulations 


 


Article 19-006 


Conditions of acceptance and marking of items containing radioactive materials 


1 Items containing radioactive materials, whose contents and make-up comply with the regulations of the International 


Atomic Energy Agency shall be admitted for conveyance by post subject to prior consent from the competent authorities 


of the country of origin provided the activity does not exceed one tenth of that permitted in Table 3 – Activity Limits 


for Excepted Packages as listed in the current edition of the IAEA TS–R–1 and does not contain uranium hexafluoride. 


2 The outside packaging of items containing radioactive materials shall 


be marked by the sender with the label shown below indicating the applicable 


UN-number. It shall also bear, in addition to the name and address of the sender, a request in bold letters for the return 


of the items in the event of non-delivery. 


3 The sender shall give his name and address and the contents of the item 


on the inner wrapping. 


4 The label shown above shall be clearly crossed out, should the empty package be returned to the place of origin. 
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the Cabinet Order for Enforcement of the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, 


Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors 


Issue : Cabinet Order No. 324, November 21, 1957 


Latest Revision : Cabinet Order No. 28, promulgated on September 28, 2018 


Contents of revision : Cabinet Order No. 232, September 1, 2017 (April 1, 2019) 


 


(Specified nuclear fuel materials) 


Article 2  


Nuclear fuel material specified by a Cabinet Order provided for in Article 2 Paragraph (6) of 


Act shall be nuclear fuel materials that fall under any of the following. 


(i) plutonium (excluding that having an isotopic concentration of plutonium 238 exceeding 


80 %. the same shall apply in next Article Item (i) and Article 48 Item (ii) in table) and 


compounds of them 


(ii) uranium and compounds of them 


(iii) uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 238 exceeding the ratio of natural 


composition and compounds of them 


(iv) materials containing one or more materials of preceding three Items 


(v) uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 238 that is the ratio of natural 


composition and compounds of them  


(vi) materials containing one or more materials listed in the preceding ItemItem and can be 


used as fuel in reactors 


 


(Specified nuclear fuel materials to be protected) 


Article 3  


”Specified nuclear fuel materials to be protected” in this Cabinet Order is referred as to 


Specified nuclear fuel materials that fall under any of the following 


(i) Non-irradiated materials listed below 


(a) Plutonium, compounds of them and materials containing one or more of these materials 


and the amount of plutonium exceeding 15 gram 


(b) Uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 235 and uranium 238 that is 20% or 


more and compounds of them and materials containing one or more of these materials 


and the amount of uranium 235 exceeding 15 grams 


(c) Uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 235 and uranium 238 that is 10% or 


more and less than 20% and compounds of them and materials containing one or more of 


these materials and the amount of uranium 235 exceeding 1 kilo gram 


(d) Uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 235 and uranium 238 exceeding the 


ratio of natural composition and less than 10% and compounds of them and materials 


containing one or more of these materials and the amount of uranium 235 that is 10 kilo 


grams or more 


(e) Uranium 233, compounds of them and materials containing one or more of these 


materials and the amount of Uranium 233 exceeding 15 grams 
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(ii) Irradiated materials listed in Item above 


(iii) Irradiated materials listed below and there is at distance of 1 meter from surface 


immediately after irradiating, materials that absorbed dose rate exceeds 1 gray per hour 


of when radiation emitted from the materials is absorbed by air (Referred to as “absorbed 


dose rate” in Article 48 Item 2 in table.) 


(a) Uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 235 and uranium 238 that is the 


ratio of natural composition and compounds of them and uranium containing one or more 


of these materials and can be used as fuel in reactors  


(b) Uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 235 and uranium 238 that is less 


than the ratio of natural composition and compounds of them and uranium containing one 


or more of these materials and can be used as fuel in reactors 


(c) Thorium, compounds of them and materials containing one or more of these materials 


and can be used as fuel in reactors 


(d) Uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to uranium 235 and uranium 238 exceeding the 


ratio of natural composition and less than 10% and compounds of them and materials 


containing one or more of these materials 


 


(Specified nuclear fuel materials that requires measures for physical protection of specified 


nuclear fuel materials pertaining to transport) 


Article 47 


Specified nuclear fuel material specified by Cabinet Order provided for in Article 59 


Paragraph (1) of Act shall be the specified nuclear fuel materials to be protected. 


 


(In case required confirmation, etc. concerning shipment) 


Article 48 


In case specified by Cabinet Order provided for in Article 59 Paragraph (2) of Act, regarding 


cases listed in the upper column of the following tables, that shall be in shipment of material 


contaminated by nuclear fuel materials that fall under any of the following materials listed in 


lower column of each same table. 


 


(i) In case measures 


for operational 


safety pursuant to 


the provision of 


Article 59 


Paragraph (1) of 


Act are required 


(a) Nuclear fuel materials that measures to prevent 


radiation hazards is required in particularly or 


nuclear fuel materials or materials contaminated 


by nuclear fuel materials and materials specified 


in Nuclear Radiation Authority Ordinance 


(Ordinance of the Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism in case 


required confirmation of the Minister of Land, 


Infrastructure and Transport. Hereinafter, the 


same shall apply in this table.) 
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(b) Nuclear fuel materials that measures to prevent 


criticality is required in particularly and 


materials specified in Nuclear Radiation 


Authority Ordinance 


(ii) In case 


measures for 


operational safety 


and physical 


protection of 


specific nuclear 


fuel materials  


pursuant to the 


provision of 


Article 59 


Paragraph (1) of 


Act are required 


(a) Non-irradiated materials listed below 


(I) Plutonium, compounds of them and materials 


containing one or more of these materials and 


the amount of plutonium is 2 kilo grams or 


more 


(II) Uranium with a ratio of uranium 235 to 


uranium 235 and uranium 238 that is 20% or 


more and compounds of them and materials 


containing one or more of these materials and 


the amount of uranium 235 is 5 kilo grams or 


more  


(III) Uranium 233, compounds of them and 


materials containing one or more of these 


materials and the amount of Uranium 233 is 2 


kilo grams or more  


(b) Irradiated materials listed below and there is at 


distance of 1 meter from the surface, materials 


that absorbed dose rate is 1 gray or less per hour 


(Excluding in case the materials are solidified or 


enclosed in containers pursuant to the provisions 


of Nuclear Radiation Authority Ordinance.) 


 


(In case required notification to prefectural public safety) 


Article 49  


In case specified by Cabinet Order provided for in Article 59 Paragraph (2) of Act, regarding 


cases listed in the upper column of the following tables, that shall be in shipment of material 


contaminated by nuclear fuel materials that fall under any of the following materials listed in 


lower column of each same table. 


 


(i) In case measures 


for operational 


safety pursuant 


to the provision of 


Article 59 


Paragraph (1) of 


(a) Nuclear fuel materials that measures to prevent 


radiation hazards is required in particularly or 


nuclear fuel materials or materials contaminated 


by nuclear fuel materials and materials specified 


in the Cabinet Office Ordinance 


(b) Nuclear fuel materials that measures to prevent 
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Act are required criticality is required in particularly and 


materials specified in the Cabinet Office 


Ordinance 


(ii) In case 


measures for 


operational safety 


and physical 


protection of 


specific nuclear 


fuel materials  


pursuant to the 


provision of 


Article 59 


Paragraph (1) of 


Act are required 


Specific nuclear fuel materials to be protected 


 








(Tentative Translation) 
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Regarding the transport section, it has remained technical changes such as the change 


of the department name associated with the reorganization. Therefore, it will be 


handled flexibly with reference to the response in the nuclear power plant for the time 


being. 


Table of Contents  


  


Transportation  


1. Preparedness                                                   


(1) Reporting specific events 


(2) Information transmission and information collection in related ministries 


and agencies 


(3) Holding an accident response liaison committee for relevant ministries and 


agencies 


(4) Establishing the Prime Minister's Office, operation room for the main 


ministry in charge of safety regulation, and Cabinet Office Information 


Office 


(5) Emergency dispatch of national government officials and experts 


(6) Preparation for the establishment of the On-Site Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters 


(7) Sharing of on-site response and monitoring information 


(8) Public Relation Activities                                    


 


2. Emergency Response Measures and Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters                


(1) Issuance of Declaration of Nuclear Emergency 


(2) Establishing Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and On-Site 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


(3) Holding Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, etc. 


(4) Holding Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response 


(5) Implement Emergency Response Measures 


(6) Issuance of cancellation of Nuclear Emergency and abolition of Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters, etc. 


     


3. Measures for Restoration from Nuclear Emergency                                           


(1) Cancellation of various restrictive measures 


(2) Holding a liaison committee of measures for restoration for relevant 


ministries and agencies, and a liaison committee of measures for on-site 


restoration 


(3) Radiation exposure dose assessment and health consultation, etc.  


(4) Measures for harmful rumors, etc.                                


    


4. Reference  
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1. Preparedness   
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(1) Reporting specific events  


  Notifications and communications based on Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness are made as follows. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


*1  Here, it refers to prefectures, municipalities, prefecture police headquarters, municipal fire 


departments, and Coast Guard Departments that have jurisdiction over where accidents 


occurred.  


*2  Including communication from the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority to 


Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization and from Nuclear Safety Technology Center and 


MEXT to Japan Atomic Energy Agency, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, 


Hiroshima University, and Japan Chemical Analysis Center. 


Inspector for the Safety 
Management of 
Nuclear Installations 
Senior Specialist for 
Nuclear Emergency 
Preparedness 
 


Cabinet Secretariat 
(Cabinet Intelligence 
and Research Office) 
(Security and Crisis 
Management) 


Cabinet Office 


METI 


MEXT 


Nuclear Emergency 
Preparedness 
Manager 


Municipality *1 


Prefectures *1 


Designated Public 
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Other organization specified 


in the Nuclear Operator 


Emergency Action Plan 


The nearest Coast Guard Department *1 


Municipal Fire Department *1 


Relevant Prefectural Police 
Headquarters *1 


designated local public 
institution 


The main 


ministry in 


charge of safety 


regulation 
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Note: Based on the basic plan for disaster prevention, the Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness Manager shall contact the relevant organizations immediately 


when the Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Manager discovers a specific event or 


receives a report of discovery. 


Report based on the first part of Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Confirm receipt by telephone 


after broadcast FAX) 


Communication on the specific event occurrence information based on the 


Disaster Prevention Basic Plan (broadcast FAX) 


Contact from NRA   
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(2) Information transmission and information collection in related 


ministries and agencies  


  


① Judgement on Nuclear Emergency  


   After receiving a report based on the first part of Article 10 of the Act on Special 


Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the main ministry in 


charge of Safety Regulation immediately strives to obtain information on the status 


of transportation accidents and amount of radiation dose in the surrounding area 


and provides information to the Nuclear Regulation Authority. After obtaining the 


information, the Authority will promptly determine whether it falls under Article 15 


of the Act. 


   If it is immediately determined at this point that it falls under a nuclear 


emergency under Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear 


Emergency Preparedness, immediately establish Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters and On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters in 2. (2) 


without Holding an accident response liaison committee for relevant ministries 


and agencies in (3), and take measures 1. (4) to (7).    


 


② Inform Relevant Organizations  


• The main ministry in charge of safety regulation informs other ministries in 


charge of safety regulation, the Cabinet Secretariat, the Cabinet Office, the 


MEXT, and the local government that has jurisdiction over the location of the 


accident (hereinafter referred to as “local government”) whether it falls under a 


nuclear emergency, the outline of the event, and the prospects for future 


progress. If it falls under a nuclear emergency, request local government to start 


preparations for establishing nuclear emergency response headquarters. 


• The Cabinet Office contacts the relevant ministries and agencies regarding the 


determination of whether it falls under a nuclear emergency. 


  


③ Information Collection  


  The relevant ministries and agencies will contact the Cabinet Secretariat and the 


Cabinet Office regarding the information collection items in the attachment. The 


Cabinet Secretariat and the Cabinet Office collect information from the relevant 


ministries and agencies and contact the relevant ministries and agencies. 


(Attachment 1)  
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* Prefectures and municipalities that have jurisdiction over the location of the accident 


Inform whether the specific event falls under a nuclear emergency, the 


outline of the event, and the prospects for future progress.   


Collection and communication of information obtained by relevant designated 


public institution, local organization, and local government 


  


The main ministry in charge of safety 


regulation 
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of safety regulation
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(Attachment 1) 


Examples of Main Information Aggregation Items  
                                                    *〔 〕indicates the main ministries that collect information. 


1. Matters Concerning Accident Summary〔The main ministry in charge of safety regulation〕  


(1) Location of the Accident        


e.g.: For ground transportation：address, City, Prefecture       


For marine transportation: The point of x miles in due xx from xxx lighthouse, 


Prefecture        


For air transportation: The point of x kilometers in City, Prefecture  


(2) Overview of Transportation  


① Contents of the package (e.g.: Radioactive Material, Type B, Fissile (Spent fuel), etc.)   


② Departure / Destination  


③ Departure date and estimated arrival date 


④ Name of the nuclear operator responsible for transportation 


⑤ Status of transportation system (For ground transportation: formation of convoys. For 


marine transportation: name of the ship, shipowner, etc. For air transportation: flight 


number, airline, etc.)  


(3) Accident Summary  


① Time of the accident and the date and time of transmission of the broadcast FAX from the 


nuclear operator (Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Manager) to the NRA and the MLIT  


② Circumstances of the accident (including circumstances of the damage to the vehicle, ship, 


and aircraft, and circumstances of surrounding traffic, etc.)  


③ Information on leakage of radioactive materials, etc. (leakage of radioactive materials and 


existence of measures for leakage prevention, etc.)  


④ Monitoring value  


⑤ Existence of human and physical damage  


⑥ On-site weather and sea conditions  


⑦ Cause of the accident 


  


2. Matters Concerning the Activities of Relevant Organizations  


(1) Status of Nuclear Operator’s Response〔The main ministry in charge of safety regulation〕  


① Status of emergency measures of the accident  


② Status of cooperation with other nuclear operators 


(2) Structure of Relevant Organization (Relevant ministries and agencies, local governments, 


public institutions, and nuclear operators)  


① Status of establishment of Emergency Response Headquarters at each relevant organization


〔Each Ministry〕    


(3) National Support System  


① Preparation status of dispatching experts  


〔The main ministry in charge of safety regulation〕  


② Preparation status of emergency monitoring personnel and equipment dispatch 


〔NRA, MEXT, and relevant ministries and agencies〕  


③ Preparation status of dispatching emergency radiation medical team 〔NRA, etc.〕  


④ Status of dispatching government official and equipment〔Each Ministry〕  


⑤ Support system in relevant ministries〔Each Ministry〕  


(4) Status of Local Government's Response  


① Contact status to residents〔FDMA〕  


② Status of emergency measures of the accident〔FDMA〕  


(5) Access Restrictions and Evacuation Status of Residents around the Site  


① Protection activities such as access restrictions and evacuation 


        〔The ministry in charge of safety regulation, NPA, FDMA, and JCG〕  
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(6) On-Site Rescue and Emergency System  


① First-aid activities by the police, fire department, JCG, and Self-Defense Forces around the 


accident site〔NPA, FDMA, JCG, and MOD〕  


(7) Medical System  


① (Preparation) Status of emergency transportation systems such as ambulances and 


helicopters 〔FDMA, MOD, and JCG〕  


② (Preparation) Status of dispatching doctors and acceptance of the hospitals〔NRA, etc.〕  


(8) Status of human casualties 


① Rescued person from the accident site, gender, and other identification matter 


   〔The main ministry in charge of safety regulation, NPA, FDMA, and JCG〕  


② Number of injured people such as people who are exposed to radiation (including persons 


who may be exposed), degrees of injury severity, and hospitals they stay〔FDMA and NRA〕  


(9) Status of Traffic around the Site and Traffic Regulations〔NPA, JCG, and MLIT〕  


(10) Prevent Damage from Expanding by Removing Contaminants 


〔The main ministry in charge of safety regulation〕  


(11) Firefighting Operations〔FDMA, and JCG〕  


(12) Activity Status at the Off-site Center〔The main ministry in charge of safety regulation〕  


① (Preparation) Status of establishing the off-site center 


② Status of government officials gathering 


③ Status of expert gathering  


④ Status of cooperation with other nuclear operators   
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(3) Holding an accident response liaison committee for relevant ministries 


and agencies  


  


If it is determined that it falls under Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning 


Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the liaison committee in this section is not required. 


  


1) Holding an accident response liaison committee for relevant ministries and agencies   


 ① Procedure  


i) After receiving the notification concerning the first part of Article 10, paragraph 1 of the 


Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the main ministry 


in charge of safety regulation will hold a committee if there is no need to immediately 


establish a Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (not applicable to Article 15 of the 


Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness) unless it is not a 


specific event. 


ii) The main ministry in charge of safety regulation informs the Cabinet Office and the 


Cabinet Secretariat that the committee will be held. 


iii) The Cabinet Office will notify the relevant ministries and agencies under the format of 


Reference-1 according to 1. (2) and support the committee. 


iv) The committee will be held in the meeting room of the main ministry in charge of safety 


regulation. 


   


 ② Purpose 


  The accident response liaison committee for relevant ministries and agencies collect and 


share information on the outline of the accident and future prospects, and make adjustments 


for initial response of relevant ministries and agencies. On this occasion, items to be 


aggregated are the same as Attachment 1 in (2). 


  If the accident response committee for transporting radioactive material is held, the main 


ministry in charge of safety regulation shall explain the information on accident response 


during the accident response liaison committee for relevant ministries and agencies. 


 


 ③ Members     


Chairman Director General or Deputy Secretary-General of the main ministry in charge 


of safety regulation  


         【For ground transportation】          


Deputy Secretary-General, NRA    


【For marine transportation】         


Director-General, Maritime Bureau MLIT         


【For air transportation】         


Director-General, Civil Aviation Bureau MLIT    


Vice chairman Director General or Deputy Secretary-General of other ministries in charge of 


safety regulation  


       【For ground transportation】         


Director-General, Road Transport Bureau MLIT  


       【For marine transportation and air transportation】           


Deputy Secretary-General, NRA  


    Members  Counselor, Cabinet Secretariat (Security and Crisis Management)  


Counselor, Cabinet Intelligence and Research Office    


Counselor to Director for Disaster Response Operations, Cabinet Office     


Director, Security Division, NPA  


Director, General Affairs Division, Minister's Secretariat MOJ 
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Head of Extraordinary Disaster Management Office, Fire and Disaster 


Management Agency  


Director, International Nuclear Energy Cooperation Division, Disarmament, 


Non-Proliferation and Science Department, Foreign Policy Bureau, MOFA 


Head of Policy and Promotion Office, Policy Planning and Research Division, 


Minister’s Secretariat, MOF 


Senior Specialist for Environmental Radioactivity, Environmental Radioactivity 


Office, Radioactivity Division, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT  


Director, Health Crisis Management, Health Science Division, Minister's 


Secretariat, MHLW    


Director, Food Security Division, Minister's Secretariat, MAFF    


Head of Accident Response Office, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, 


NRA    


Counsellor for Transport Safety and Disaster Prevention, Minister's Secretariat, 


MLIT  


Director, Planning Division, Administration Department, Meteorological Agency   


Director, Marine Environment Protection and Disaster Prevention Division, 


Guard and Rescue Department, Coast Guard    


Director, Policy and Coordination Division, Environmental Management 


Bureau, MOE 


Director, Defense Operations Division, Bureau of Operational Policy, MOD  


    


Request the participation of committee members and nuclear operators as necessary. If there 


is any unavoidable reason, proxy attendance is permitted.  


  


④ Affairs  


   Affairs related to the accident response liaison committee are as follows.  


   


   NRA and MLIT (The main ministry in charge of safety regulation will take the lead)  


       ：Aggregate and organize related information, prepare documents, correspond to 


press, set up the venue, general affairs, etc.     


Fire and Disaster Management Agency: Contact and coordinate with local government 


(disaster prevention department)     


Cabinet Office: Coordinate communication with related ministries and agencies     


Each Ministry: Gathering information from related organizations  


  


  


 ⑤ Abolition 


The meeting will be abolished when the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters is 


established or when the chairperson deems it unnecessary to hold a committee depending on 


the situation of the accident. 
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(4) Establishing the Prime Minister's Office, operation room for the main 


ministry in charge of safety regulation, and Cabinet Office Information 


Office 
 


The Prime Minister's Office, operation room for the main ministry in charge of safety 


regulation, and Cabinet Office Information Office shall keep close contact with each 


other.  


  


① Cabinet Secretariat  


  Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management gathers emergency 


gathering team (executives such as the heads of relevant ministries and 


agencies) at the Prime Minister’s Office crisis management center according to 


the situation, collects information on the initial response of the government, and 


establish the Prime Minister's Office in the Crisis Management Center.  (Cabinet 


decision on November 21, 2003 “Government Initial Response System for 


Emergencies”)  


  


② The Main Ministry in Charge of Safety Regulation 


The main ministry in charge of safety regulation establishes an operation room 


to understand the situation and collect related information. There will be booths 


of relevant ministries and agencies such as the Cabinet Office in the operation 


room. 


   


○ Location 


NRA: Emergency Response Center 


MEXT: Emergency Operation Center  


MLIT: Building 3 Room 1027  


  


   


 ③ Cabinet Office  


A. Counselor to Director for Disaster Response Operations, Cabinet Office (Disaster 


Prevention) shall immediately establish the Cabinet Office Information Office. 


However, this shall not apply when the Cabinet Office Disaster Response Office is 


established. 


B. The Cabinet Office Information Office is composed of the Counselor (in charge 


of Disaster Response Operations) as the head of the office and the staff of the 


Cabinet Office. (Director-General for Policy Planning decision on July 1, 


2006. Partial revision on December 1, 2007) 
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(5) Emergency dispatch of national government officials and experts  
  


① Dispatch of national government officials  


  In the event of a specific event or a possibility of a specific event, NRA and MLIT 


shall understand the situation, obtain the cooperation of relevant ministries and 


agencies to make quick and accurate preparations for emergency response as 


necessary, and dispatch officials to the site.  Relevant ministries and agencies shall 


dispatch staff to the site as necessary.  


  


② Dispatch of experts 


  The main ministry in charge of safety regulation requests nuclear operators and 


experts of Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization, Japan Atomic Energy Agency 


(Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center), the National Institute of 


Radiological Sciences, Nuclear Safety Technology Center, and Japan Chemical 


Analysis Center to gather at the site (or On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters) and dispatch them to the site.  


  Reference-2 shows the national government officials and experts gathering at the 


site. 


 


③ Transportation support   


  In the event of a specific event or a possibility of a specific event in the ground 


transportation, marine transportation, and air transportation of nuclear materials 


(including spent fuel), the main ministry in charge of safety regulation requests 


transportation support from the MOD, NPA, FDMA, MLIT, and JCG as necessary. 


The specific transport and transport support scheme is based on the schemes in 


Attachment 2 and 3, and details are determined separately.   
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(Attachment 2)  


Specific Transportation and Transportation Support Scheme  


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


原子力規制庁又は国土交通省 


Experts of Japan Nuclear 
Energy Safety Organization, 
Japan Atomic Energy, the 
National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences, Nuclear 
Safety Technology Center, and 
Japan Chemical Analysis 
Center 


National Government Officials 


On-site 


(On-Site Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters) 


 


MOD →  


NPA → 


JCG 


FDMA →  


MLIT 


 


 


Request for dispatch of national 
government officials and experts 


 


 


 


 


 


Transportation 


Support 


Move to site 


 


The main ministry in charge of 
safety regulation   


Prefectural Police 
Headquarters 
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(Attachment 3) 


Transportation to the Site and Transportation Support 
 The main ministry in charge of safety regulation requests the relevant ministries 


and agencies to dispatch personnel. 
 The relevant ministries and agencies shall inform the main ministry in charge of 


safety regulation about the method of transportation of dispatched personnel and 
the necessity of transportation support (personnel and equipment) as necessary. 


 The main ministry in charge of safety regulation, in dispatching personnel, 
promptly discusses with the MOD, NPA, JCG, and FDMA how to transfer personnel 
to the site, considering the location and time of occurrence, and requests 
transportation support from MOD, NPA, JCG, and FDMA. 


 The main ministry in charge of safety regulation requests transportation support of 
personnel and equipment from MOD and JCG in the following format. 


 If there is not enough time to request in writing, it can be done by verbal, telegraph, 
or telephone. In this case, the document shall be submitted promptly after the fact. 


 MOD confirms with Self-Defense Forces whether transportation support is possible 
and contact the main ministry in charge of safety regulation if possible. 


 NPA confirms with relevant prefectural police department whether transportation 
support is possible and contact the main ministry in charge of safety regulation if 
possible. 


 JCG confirms whether transportation support it possible and contact the main 
ministry in charge of safety regulation if possible. 


 FDMA confirms with relevant fire department whether transportation support is 
possible and contact the main ministry in charge of safety regulation if possible. 


 When preparations for transportation support are ready, the main ministry in 
charge of safety regulation will transport personnel and equipment to the 
destination with the assistance of the Self-Defense Forces, the police and the JCG 
(Transportation support of the Self-Defense Force includes air transportation from 
the departure point to the on-site landing point). 


  


(Format)  


Attention: Director General, Ministry of Defense (Vice Commandant, Japan Coast Guard)  


Director General of main ministry in charge of safety regulation 


  


Request for Transportation Support for Personnel 


  


 Request transportation support for personnel, etc. for the subject matter as follows. 


  


 


    1.  Reason  


         e.g.: To dispatch personnel to the accident site  


  


    2.  Date and Route  


         Day/Month/Year Time: 00:00 From (place) to (place)  


  


    3.  Request for transportation support 


         (1)  Personnel  


                xx xx (describe one’s department and name)   


                xx xx (same as above) 
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         (2) Equipment and materials           


              As described in the attachment 
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(6) Preparation for the establishment of the On-Site Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters  


① When a notification of a specific event is received, the main ministry in charge of 


safety regulation determines the planned location of on-site headquarters as follows 


so that the on-site nuclear emergency response headquarters can be quickly 


established when a nuclear emergency is issued. 


 Location: Off-site center* 


The main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall consult with the 


municipalities and prefectures that have jurisdiction over the location of the 


disaster, local organizations of the country concerned with the accident response 


and nuclear operators, and determines in consideration of the location of the 


disaster. 


 Usage 


The facility manager is requested to lend the facility and is mainly used for 


“administration of affairs”, “meeting”, and “press release”. 


 Equipment and materials 


As a general rule, utilize existing equipment and materials required for 


administration of affairs, meetings, and press releases, and each user bears 


consumables. 


  


 The image of the on-site headquarters is as follows.  


 (Space)  


 ☆ Conference room with space for 20 guests 


 ☆ Conference room for press conference  


 (Equipment and materials)   


 ○ Map around the accident site 


 ○ Communication devices such as mobile phones, landlines, and fax machines 


 ○ Copy machine  


 ○ Desk, chair  


 ○ Stationery (paper, writing utensils, files, etc.) 


 ○ Whiteboard  


 ○ Power supply   


  


② The main ministry in charge of safety regulation reports the adjustment results to 


the Cabinet Secretariat, the Cabinet Office, and other ministries in charge of safety 


regulation.  


③ NRA and MLIT dispatch staff to set up the on-site headquarters and install 


equipment, and promptly prepares it as on-site headquarters. 


  


* In this manual, the facility (location of On-site Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters and Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response) determined by 


the head of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters in consideration of the 


location of the disaster is called the off-site center. 
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(7) Sharing of on-site response and monitoring information 


   


《On-Site Response》  


① The government officials and experts who arrived at the site will first go to the 


accident site and confirm the situation within an accessible range. 


② Regarding the on-site response, confirm the measures and work policies that have 


been taken so far from the nuclear operators on-site. 


③ Share information with local governments, police, fire department, etc. 


  


《Sharing Information on Monitoring Results》  


 The main ministry in charge of safety regulation compiles the monitoring results from 


nuclear operators and the status of the radioactive material release and notifies the 


Cabinet Secretariat, designated administrative agencies, local governments, etc. 


 
  


Cabinet 


Secretariat 
      


  


関係省庁事故対策連絡会 


議   


※ 


Designated 
Administrative 
Agencies 


  


  


市町村 


※ ２   


原子力規制庁   


国土交通省   


※ ３   


現地派遣の職員、専門家   


（原子力災害現地対策本部  


   


Nuclear 
Emergency 
Support and 
Training Center   


Nuclear 
Operators   


 


 


 


   


放射性物質放出状 


  
The main ministry 
in charge of safety 


regulation *3   


Accident Response Liaison 
Committee for Relevant 
Ministries and Agencies 
(Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarters *1) 


  


 
  


   


Dispatched Officials and 
Experts   


  


  


Status of the 
Radioactive Material 
Release 


  


 


Monitoring Data 


(Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarters *1) 
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*1 After the issuance of a Nuclear Emergency Situation 


*2 Prefectures and municipalities that have jurisdiction over the location of the 


accident 


*3 The main agency in charge of safety regulation shall compile. 
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(8)  Public Relation Activities                                    


  


  When conducting public relations, the related organizations will keep in close contact with 
each other about the contents of the public relations, the time and method of the 
announcement.  


  


① Public relations shall be conducted as follows.  


 The PR director of the main ministry in charge of safety regulation (Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters after the issuance of a Declaration of a Nuclear Emergency 
Situation) shall hold a press conference as necessary. 
After the insurance of the Declaration of Nuclear Emergency, the Chief Cabinet 
Secretary shall hold press conferences as necessary. (The committee member and the 
Director General of main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall be present.) 
The PR director of the main ministry in charge of safety regulation: 


【For ground transportation】 


Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 


【For marine transportation】 


Director, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT  


【For air transportation】 


Director, Flight Standards Division, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 


 On-Site 


 (From the notification of specific event under Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures 
Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness until the dispatched staff arrives and the 
immediate response ends) 


 The PR director of the main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall prepare press 
release materials, and request the prefectures and municipals that have jurisdiction 
over the location of the accident for cooperation, such as posting to the reporter club as 
necessary. 


    


(After the dispatched staff arrives and the immediate response ends)  


The PR director of the main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall conduct press 
conference as necessary. Request the nuclear operator to explain the details of the 
accident. 


The PR director of the off-site center: 


【For ground transportation】 


Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 


 【For marine transportation】 


Director for Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods, Inspection and Measurement 
Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT  


【For air transportation】 


Deputy Director, Flight Standards Division, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT  


  


The main announcement shall be made by 


【For ground transportation】Deputy Director of NRA  


【For marine transportation】 


Assistant Vice-Minister for Engineering Affairs, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT  


【For air transportation】 


Director-General, Engineering Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 
  


* Main announcement: 


e.g.: Status of radioactive materials leakage 


Content of access restrictions or evacuation measures  
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Area where emergency response measures are implemented 


Declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation, etc.  


* The PR director: Generalize press correspondence such as adjustments of press 


release and press conference 


  


② Regarding individual public relations, when posting information to the news media, 


each ministry and agency shall contact the Operation Room of the main ministry in 


charge of safety regulations, the Prime Minister's Office (Public Relations), and the 


Cabinet Office Information Office as needed, and inform the contents and status of 


the announcement as needed. 


 


③ The public relations department in charge of the competent ministry shall collect 


the public relations conducted at the relevant ministries and off-site center, post 


them to the official reporter club, and correspond to press conferences by the Chief 


Cabinet Secretary. At the press conference of the Chief Cabinet Secretary, request 


the explanation and attendance of a representative from the main ministry in 


charge of safety regulation as necessary.  


 


④ Regarding public relations activities to foreign governments such as embassies in 


Tokyo, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the main ministry in charge of safety 


regulation shall be in close contact with each other, and the main ministry in charge 


of safety regulation shall send the compiled PR materials to the MOFA as needed. 


After the declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation, the PR 


department of Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall provide necessary 


information such as press release materials to the MOFA as needed, and the MOFA shall 


provide information to the embassy in Tokyo, etc.   
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*1 Prefectures and municipalities that have jurisdiction over where the location of the 


accident 


*2 After the declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation     


  


  


 


 


 


Send materials 


posting to the reporter club 


  


* From the notification of specific event under 
Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures 
Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 
until the government official arrives 


Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations 
Division, NRA/ Director, Inspection and 
Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT/ 
Director, Flight Standards Division, Civil Aviation 
Bureau, MLIT 


 PR director 


(After the declaration of the 
cancellation of a nuclear 
emergency situation) 


 
(Deputy Secretary-General, 
NRA or Director General of 
MLIT shall be present. 


 


 


 


Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations 
Division, NRA/ Director for Safe Transport of 
Dangerous Goods, Inspection and Measurement 
Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT/ Director-
General, Engineering Department, Civil Aviation 
Bureau, MLIT 


 PR director 


 


 


 


 


 


After the dispatched staff arrives and the 


immediate response ends. 


 
(Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarter *2) 


Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations 
Division, NRA/ Director, Inspection and 
Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT/ 
Director, Flight Standards Division, Civil Aviation 
Bureau, MLIT 


Deputy Director of NRA/ Deputy 
Director for Safety, Minister's 
Secretariat, MLIT/ Director-General, 
Engineering and Safety Department, 
Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 
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2. Emergency Response Measures and Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters 
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(1) Issuance of Declaration of Nuclear Emergency  


  


① Status report and submission of a draft of instructions  


(ⅰ)  If it is determined that the nuclear emergency is under the Article 15 of the Act 


on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the main 


ministry in charge of safety regulation shall immediately send a written 


proposed announcement of the nuclear emergency (Reference-3) to the Cabinet 


Secretariat, the Cabinet Office, and the local governments, send a proposed 


instruction (Reference-4) to the head of the local government as necessary, and 


send materials regarding future prospects, etc. as necessary.   


(ⅱ) The chairman of the NRA shall submit the announcement of the Nuclear 


Emergency Declaration and the draft of instructions to local governments to 


Prime Minister in the presence of the executives of the main ministry in 


charge of safety regulation.  


  


② Procedure for issuing the nuclear emergency declaration and giving instructions to 


local governments 


  If there is not enough time for the procedure to get approval in this section, it 


shall be carried out after the fact with the verbal approval from the minimum 


necessary personnel.  


The Cabinet Office shall promptly receive the approval of the Prime Minister for 


a proposed announcement of the nuclear emergency that was sent in ①(i) and a 


proposed instruction to the local government, and take the procedures for the 


announcement of the nuclear emergency. 


  


③ Issuance of the declaration of nuclear emergency and instruction to the local 


governments 


(ⅰ) In response to the above, the Prime Minister shall announce a nuclear 


emergency declaration through a press conference. (Reference-5)  


(ⅱ) The main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall inform the instruction in 


①(i) to the local government if necessary. 
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(2) Establishing Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and On-Site 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters  
  


① Establishment procedures  


(ⅰ) The Cabinet Office shall promptly request (If there is not enough time, it can be done 
verbally, and the procedure shall be carried out after the fact) for a Cabinet meeting 
(Contact: Cabinet Affairs Office) to establish the Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarters and On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters. (Reference-7, 
Document-8) 


(ⅱ) If it is determined that it falls under Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning 
Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall 
immediately notify the Cabinet Secretariat (Contact: Cabinet Affairs Office) that prompt 
cabinet procedures are required to establish the nuclear emergency response 
headquarters by telephone or other means. The Cabinet Secretariat (Cabinet Affairs 
Office) shall carry out the necessary procedures to be able to hold a cabinet meeting 
promptly. 


(ⅲ) The main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall establish the off-site center where 
the on-site nuclear emergency response headquarters will be installed under the 
provisions of 1. (6). (Reference-23) 


(ⅳ) Since the Cabinet Decision is urgent, the system in each ministry and agency shall be 
prepared in advance for a prompt round-robin cabinet meeting including at night and on 
holidays. If there is not enough time, the procedure shall be carried out after the fact with 
the verbal approval from each minister. 


(ⅴ) The Cabinet Office shall conduct the procedure for the Cabinet Meeting and carry out the 
necessary procedures to be able to announce the establishment of the Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters and the On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 
based on the provision of Article 16(1) and Article 17(9) of the Act on Special Measures 
Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness. (Reference-9) 


 (ⅵ) The Cabinet Office shall immediately report to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications in writing after establishing the headquarters. The Cabinet Office shall 
prepare a draft of a report on the establishment of the headquarters in advance and send 
it to the MIC. (Reference-6) 


   


② Organizational structure  


 (The following appointments and nominations in (i) and (iii) shall be made immediately, and 
the procedures shall be carried out after the fact.) 


(ⅰ) In addition to 2. (1) ②, the Cabinet Office shall proceed to submit the procedure for 
appointment of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters members and the 
Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarter officials under the Article 17 (6) and (7) of the 
Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness by the Prime 
Minister. The main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall proceed to submit the 
procedure for appointment of the Director General of the On-site Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters, On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters members 
and the other officials under the Article 17 (13) of the Act on Special Measures 
Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness by the Director-General of the Nuclear 
Emergency Response Headquarters. (Reference-10, Reference-11)  


(ⅱ) The Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall be the vice 
minister of the main minister in charge of safety regulations as the ministry is 
responsible for the safety regulation. Specifically, for ground transportation, the Finance 
Affair Division, MOE is responsible. For marine transportation and air transportation, 
Financial Affairs Division, MLIT is responsible. 


(ⅲ) The main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall prepare the list of members and 
officials of the headquarters in consultation with the relevant ministries and send them 
to the Cabinet Office. The main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall prepare the 
list of the members of the on-site headquarters and other officials and proceed to submit 
the procedure for the appointment based on the list.  


(ⅳ) The organizational structure of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and the 
Onsite Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters is shown in Attachment 4 and 
Attachment 5, and the division of roles of related organizations is shown in Attachment 
6. Affairs of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall be carried out by the 
main ministry in charge of safety regulation.  
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 ③ Role of functional group 


 A functional group shall be established in the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters and the On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters. The 


section of the functional group and their activities are shown in Reference-12. The 
functional group of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and the On-Site 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall work closely together.  


  


 ④ Authority of the Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and 
the concept of its use 


 Authority of the Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters and the concept of its use are as follows. 


  


The following shall be done verbally.  


(ⅰ) Coordination of the use of authority of the officials delegated all or part of the 


authority from the head of the designated administrative agency in the area 


where emergency response measures are implemented. 


  


(ⅱ) Instructions to the competent minister for the implementation of necessary 


orders under the provision of Article 64(3) of the Act on Regulation of Nuclear 


Materials, Nuclear Fuel Materials, and Reactors 


  


(ⅲ) Necessary instructions for the head of relevant designated administrative 


agency, designated local administrative agency, staff of the designated 
administrative agency delegated authority under the provisions of Article 19 of 


the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, 


staff of the designated local administrative agency, head of local government, 
other enforcement agencies, designated public institution, and designated local 


public institutions 


  


The following matters shall be conducted through each procedure.  


(ⅳ) Request for the dispatch of troops, etc. as defined in Article 8 of the Self-


Defense Forces Act to the Minister of Defense when it is deemed necessary to 


request support from the Self-Defense Forces  


If there is not enough time to request in writing, it can be done by verbal, 
telegraph, or telephone. In this case, the document shall be submitted promptly 


after the fact.  


When the Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters decides to request the Ministry of Defense to dispatch the 


troops, etc., the main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall request in 
the document that clarifies each of the following items A to D. (Reference-1) 


The specific items that should be clarified at least for each item are as 


described below.  


A. Status of nuclear disaster and reasons for requesting dispatch  


 A request for dispatch of a nuclear disaster based on Article 20(4) of 
the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness regarding this disaster 


  Matters regarding future prospects 
B. Period of dispatch  
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 The beginning of the dispatch period  


 The end of the dispatch period 


However, if there are no certain prospect of the dispatch period, “for the 


time being” is also allowed. 


C. Areas and activities of the dispatch  


 ” Area where emergency response measures should be implemented” 


described in the Declaration of a Nuclear Emergency Situation 


 Select from the following items (multiple choices) 


Monitoring support, understanding the damage situation, access 


restrictions and evacuation support, rescue operation, firefighting 


operation, first aid and rescue, emergency transportation of personnel 


and supplies, security and removal of hazardous material, and others 


(describe specific details) 


D. Other matters to be referenced  


 Contact to coordinate the dispatch request (department, officer 


(phone number and FAX number) 


 (ⅴ) Changes to the matters listed in Article 15(2)(i) (Area where emergency 


response measures are implemented) and (iii) (Matters that should be 


notified to residents in the area where emergency response measures are 


implemented) announced in the Declaration of a Nuclear Emergency 


Situation  


 The Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


shall decide on a proposed announcement (Reference-14) at the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters.  


  


(ⅵ) Delegation of all or part of the authority to the Deputy Director-General of the 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters    


 As a general rule, delegation is not allowed.  


(ⅶ) Delegation of part of the authority to the Director-General of the On-Site 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters    


The main ministry in charge of safety regulation shall receive the approval 


of the Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters in 


accordance with Reference-15, delegates the authority of the Director-General 


of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters to the Director-General of 


the On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, and announce that 


in accordance with Reference-16.  
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(Attachment 4)  


The Organizational Structure of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 
(For ground transportation) 


 The Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (Location: Minister's Office) 
Chief: The Prime Minister 
Deputy Chief: Chief Cabinet Secretary, Minister of the Environment (Minister in charge), Chairman of NRA, Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
Members: Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Minister for Internal Affairs and Communications, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Minister of Finance, Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare, Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
Minister of Defense, Chairman of National Public Safety Commission, Minister for Science and Technology Policy, Minister for Disaster Management, Other 
Ministers of State appointed by the Prime Minister, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management, A personnel appointed by the Prime Minister 
among the heads of designated administrative organizations other than the Senior Vice-Minister or the Minister of State 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
*1 Regarding the secretariat of each group in the above functional group, it shall be registered to the Ministry of Safety 
Regulations as “Other Staff” of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness in advance.     
In addition to the above, the secretariat shall be added and mobilized as necessary.  
*2 Joint Appointment 


Director: Secretary-General, the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation 
Authority 
Deputy Secretary-General: Deputy Secretary-General, the Secretariat of 
the NRA, Senior Deputy Director-General, Road Transport Bureau, 
MLIT, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management, Deputy 
Director General for Disaster Management, Cabinet Office, Assistant 
Commissioner of the Fire and Disaster Management Agency 
 


Headquarter Secretariat 
Location: NRA Emergency 
Response Center 


Related Ministries


Secretariat(*)


(Assigned at Head Office)


(◎: person in charge, ○: group members)
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NRA Director, General Affairs Division, NRA ◎


Director, Policy Planning and Coordination Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, General Affairs Division, NRA 〇


Chief, General Affairs Division, NRA 〇


Director, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Planning Unit, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Head of Fire Prevention and Protection Office, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director to Director, Division of BWR, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, Nuclear Safety Regulatory Standard Division, NRA 〇 〇


Head of Accident Management Office, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA ◎


Deputy Head of Accident Management Office, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Chief of Nuclear Incident, Accident Management Office, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Planning Unit, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Director, Division of BWR, NRA 〇


Director, Division of Licensing for Earthquake and Tsunami Measures, NRA 〇


Deputy Director to Director,  Division of Licensing for Earthquake and Tsunami Measures, NRA (Seismic Safety Section) 〇


Deputy Director to Director of Planning Unit, NRA 〇


Director, Regulatory Standard and Research Division, NRA ◎


PIC of Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA ◎


PIC of Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


Director, International Affairs Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, International Affairs Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, General Affairs Division, NRA (Financial Stability Organizations Section) 〇


PIC to Director, Division of BWR, NRA 〇


PIC of Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


PIC to Director, Division of Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing, and Use, NRA 〇


Safety management inspector to Director, Division of Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing, and Use, NRA
〇 〇


Deputy Director, NRA 〇


METI


Head of Nuclear Waste Management Office, Nuclear Facilities Development and Nuclear Fuel Cycle Industry Division, Electricity 


and Gas Industry Department, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy
〇


Deputy Director, Nuclear Energy Policy Planning Division, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy 〇


MLIT PIC to Counsellor for Transport Safety and Disaster Management, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT 〇 〇


Deputy Director, Safety Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 〇


Deputy Director, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 〇 〇


Chief, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 〇 〇


Deputy Director, Disaster Risk Management Office, Disaster Prevention and Relief Division, Water Management and Land 


Conservation Bureau, MLIT
〇


MEXT Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT
◎ 〇


Deputy Director to Director, Advanced Medical and Radiological Science Division, Research Promotion Bureau, MEXT 〇


PIC, Office for Disaster Prevention, Facilities Planning Division, Department of Facilities Planning and Administration, Minister's 


Secretariat, MEXT
〇


PIC, Medical Education Division, Higher Education Bureau, MEXT 〇


Cabinet Secretariat Cabinet Official, Cabinet Secretariat 〇 〇


Cabinet Official, Cabinet Secretariat 〇 〇


PIC, Cabinet Intelligence and Research Center, Cabinet Intelligence and Research Office, Cabinet Secretariat 〇


Cabinet Office Deputy Director to Director for Disaster Response Operations to Director General, Cabinet Office 〇


Deputy Director, Information and Emergency Response Division, Food Safety Commission Secretariat, Cabinet Office 〇


NPA Deputy Director, Security Division, Security Bureau, NPA 〇


MIC Deputy Director, General Affairs Division, Minister's Secretariat, MIC 〇 〇


FDMA Deputy Director, Extraordinary Disaster Management Office, FDMA 〇 〇 〇


MOFA


Deputy Director, International Nuclear Energy Cooperation Division, Disarmament, Non-Proliferation and Science Department, 


Foreign Policy/Director-General, Foreign Policy Bureau, MOFA
〇


MOF Deputy Director, Policy and Promotion Office, Policy Planning and Research Division, Minister’s Secretariat, MOF 〇


MHLW Deputy Director, Health Science Division, Minister's Secretariat, MHLW ◎ 〇


Officer, Industrial Health Division, Industrial Safety and Health Department, Labour Standards Bureau, MHLW 〇


MAFF Deputy Director, MAFF 〇


JMA Chief, Planning Division, Administration Department, JMA 〇


JCG Officer, Marine Environment Protection and Disaster Prevention Division, Guard and Rescue Department, JCG 〇


MOE Deputy Director, Air Environment Division, Environmental Management Bureau, MOE 〇


MOD Member of Defense Operations Division, Bureau of Operational Policy, MOD 〇 〇
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 The Organizational Structure of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 
(For marine transportation) 


The Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (Location: Minister's Office) 
Chief: The Prime Minister 
Deputy Chief: Chief Cabinet Secretary, Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (Minister in charge), Minister of the Environment, Chairman of NRA 
Members: Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Minister for Internal Affairs and Communications, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Minister of Finance, Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare, Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
Minister of Defense, Chairman of National Public Safety Commission, Minister for Science and Technology Policy, Minister for Disaster Management, Other 
Ministers of State appointed by the Prime Minister, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management, A personnel appointed by the Prime Minister 
among the heads of designated administrative organizations other than the Senior Vice-Minister or the Minister of State 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*1 Regarding the secretariat of each group in the above functional group, it shall be registered to the Ministry of Safety 
Regulations as “Other Staff” of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness in advance.     
In addition to the above, the secretariat shall be added and mobilized as necessary.  
*2 Joint Appointment 


 


 


   


 


 


 


 
 


The Organizational Structure of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


Director: Director-General, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 
Deputy Secretary-General: Assistant Vice-Minister, Minister's 
Secretariat, MLIT, Deputy Secretary-General, the Secretariat of the 
NRA,  
Management, Deputy Director General for Disaster Management, 
Cabinet Office, Assistant Commissioner of the Fire and Disaster 
Management Agency, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis 
Management, Deputy Director General for Disaster Management, 
Cabinet Office, Assistant Commissioner of the Fire and Disaster 
Management Agency, Deputy Director General, Administration 
Department, JCG (Guard and Rescue) 
 


Headquarter Secretariat 
Location: MLIT  
                Building 3 Room 1027 


Related Ministries


Secretariat(*)


(Assigned at Head Office)


(◎: person in charge, ○: group members) G
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MLIT Director, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT ◎ ◎


Deputy Director, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇 〇


Officer, Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods Office, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇 ◎


Officer, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇


Chief, Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods Office, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇


PIC to Counsellor for Transport Safety and Disaster Management, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT 〇 〇


Deputy Director, Disaster Risk Management Office, Disaster Prevention and Relief Division, Water Management and Land


Conservation Bureau, MLIT
〇


NPA Deputy Director, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, General Affairs Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director to Director, Division of BWR, NRA 〇


Safety management inspector to Director, Division of Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing, and Use, NRA
〇 〇


Deputy Director, NRA 〇


MEXT Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT
◎ 〇


Deputy Director to Director, Advanced Medical and Radiological Science Division, Research Promotion Bureau, MEXT 〇


Deputy Director, Medical Education Division, Higher Education Bureau, MEXT 〇 ◎


Cabinet Secretariat Cabinet Official, Cabinet Secretariat 〇 〇


Cabinet Official, Cabinet Secretariat 〇


PIC, Cabinet Intelligence and Research Center, Cabinet Intelligence and Research Office, Cabinet Secretariat 〇


Cabinet Office Deputy Director to Director for Disaster Response Operations to Director General, Cabinet Office 〇


NPA Deputy Director, Security Division, Security Bureau, NPA 〇 〇


MIC Deputy Director, General Affairs Division, Minister's Secretariat, MIC 〇 〇 〇


FDMA Deputy Director, Extraordinary Disaster Management Office, FDMA 〇


MOFA
Deputy Director, International Nuclear Energy Cooperation Division, Disarmament, Non-Proliferation and Science Department,


Foreign Policy Bureau, MOFA
〇


MOF Deputy Head of Policy and Promotion Office, Policy Planning and Research Division, Minister’s Secretariat, MOF ◎ 〇


MHLW Deputy Director, Health Science Division, Minister's Secretariat, MHLW   〇


Officer, Industrial Health Division, Industrial Safety and Health Department, Labour Standards Bureau, MHLW 〇


MAFF Deputy Director, MAFF 〇


JMA Chief, Planning Division, Administration Department, Meteorological Agency 〇


JCG Officer, Marine Environment Protection and Disaster Prevention Division, Guard and Rescue Department, Coast Guard   〇


MOE Deputy Director, Air Environment Division,  Environmental Management Bureau, MOE 〇


MOD Member, Defense Operations Division, Bureau of Operational Policy, MOD 〇 〇
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(For air transportation) 


The Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (Location: Minister's Office) 
Chief: The Prime Minister 
Deputy Chief: Chief Cabinet Secretary, Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (Minister in charge), Minister of the Environment, Chairman of NRA 
Members: Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Minister for Internal Affairs and Communications, Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Minister of Finance, Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare, Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
Minister of Defense, Chairman of National Public Safety Commission, Minister for Science and Technology Policy, Minister for Disaster Management, Other 
Ministers of State appointed by the Prime Minister, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management, A personnel appointed by the Prime Minister 
among the heads of designated administrative organizations other than the Senior Vice-Minister or the Minister of State 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
*1 Regarding the secretariat of each group in the above functional group, it shall be registered to the Ministry of Safety 
Regulations as “Other Staff” of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness in advance.     
In addition to the above, the secretariat shall be added and mobilized as necessary.  
*2 Joint Appointment 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(Attachment 5)   


Director: Director-General, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 
Deputy Secretary-General: Director, Flight Safety Division, Aviation 
Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT, Deputy Secretary-
General, the Secretariat of the NRA,  
Management, Deputy Director General for Disaster Management, 
Cabinet Office, Assistant Commissioner of the Fire and Disaster 
Management Agency, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis 
Management, Deputy Director General for Disaster Management, 
Cabinet Office, Assistant Commissioner of the Fire and Disaster 
Management Agency 
 


Headquarter Secretariat 
Location: MLIT  
              Building 3 Room 


1027 


Related Ministries


Secretariat(*)


(Assigned at Head Office)


(◎: person in charge, ○: group members) G
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MLIT Principal Deputy Director, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT ◎ ◎


Deputy Director, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇 ◎
Officer, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇


Chief, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇


PIC to Counsellor for Transport Safety and Disaster Management, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT 〇 〇


NRA Deputy Director, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director, General Affairs Division, NRA 〇


Deputy Director to Director, Division of BWR, NRA 〇


Safety management inspector to Director, Division of Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing, and Use, NRA
〇 〇


Deputy Director, NRA 〇


MEXT Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT
◎ 〇


Deputy Director to Director, Advanced Medical and Radiological Science Division, Research Promotion Bureau, MEXT 〇


Cabinet Secretariat Cabinet Official, Cabinet Secretariat 〇 ◎
Cabinet Official, Cabinet Secretariat 〇 〇


PIC, Cabinet Intelligence and Research Center, Cabinet Intelligence and Research Office, Cabinet Secretariat 〇


Cabinet Office Deputy Director to Director for Disaster Response Operations to Director General, Cabinet Office 〇


NPA Deputy Director, Security Division, Security Department, NPA 〇


MIC Deputy Director, General Affairs Division, Minister's Secretariat, MIC 〇 〇


FDMA Deputy Director, Extraordinary Disaster Management Office, FDMA 〇 〇 〇


MOFA


Deputy Director, International Nuclear Energy Cooperation Division, Disarmament, Non-Proliferation and Science Department,


Foreign Policy/Director-General, Foreign Policy Bureau, MOFA
〇


MOF Deputy Head of Policy and Promotion Office, Policy Planning and Research Division, Minister’s Secretariat, MOF 〇


MHLW Deputy Director, Health Science Division, Minister's Secretariat, MHLW ◎ 〇


Officer, Industrial Health Division, Industrial Safety and Health Department, Labour Standards Bureau, MHLW 〇


MAFF Deputy Director, MAFF 〇


JMA Chief, Planning Division, Administration Department, JMA 〇


JCG Officer, Marine Environment Protection and Disaster Prevention Division, Guard and Rescue Department, JCG 〇


MOE Deputy Director, Air Environment Division, Environmental Management Bureau, MOE 〇


MOD Member of Defense Operations Division, Bureau of Operational Policy, MOD 〇 〇
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The Organizational Structure of the On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 
(For ground transportation) 


 The On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (Location: xxx (Off-Site Center)) 
Chief: Senior Vice-Minister of Environment 
Deputy Chief: Deputy Director of NRA (Minister in charge), Deputy Director-General, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 
Members: Director, NRA, (Director-General, Inspector for the Safety Management of Nuclear Installations), (Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency 
Preparedness), Director, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT, Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental 
Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office, NPA, FDMA, MHLW, (MAFF), JMA, (JCG), MOE, MOD  


 


  


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
*1 Regarding the secretariat of each group in the above functional group, it shall be registered to the Ministry of Safety 
Regulations as “Other Staff” of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness in advance.     
In addition to the above, the secretariat shall be added and mobilized as necessary.  
*2 Joint Appointment 


 


 


 


 


    


 


 


 
 


Director: Deputy Director of NRA 
Deputy Secretary-General:  


NRA 
Director, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, 


MLIT, 
Counsellor, Cabinet Secretariat,  
Cabinet Office (Security, Crisis Management) 
Planning Officer to Director-General, Cabinet Office, Director or 


Head of FDMA  
 


Headquarter Secretariat 
Location: xxx  


(Off-Site Center) 


Related Ministries


Secretariat(*)


(Assigned at Head Office)


(◎: person in charge, ○: group members) G
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NRA Director, Division of PWR, NRA ◎
PIC, Regulatory Standard and Research Division, NRA 〇


Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


PIC, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


PIC to Director, Division of Waste, Starage, and Transportation, NRA 〇


Safety Regulation Counsellor for Waste to Director, Division of Waste, Starage, and Transportation, NRA ◎
Director for Safety Examination to Director, Division of Waste, Starage, and Transportation, NRA 〇


Inspector for the Safety Management of Nuclear Installations to Director, Division of Waste, Starage, and Transportation, NRA
〇


Inspector for the Safety Management of Nuclear Installations, the Safety Management of Nuclear Installations Office, NRA 〇


Director for Safety Examination to Director, Division of Waste, Starage, and Transportation, NRA 〇


PIC, Regulatory Standard and Research Division, NRA ◎
Deputy Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


PIC, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


PIC, NRA 〇


METI Regional Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry/ Industrial Safety and Inspection Department, METI ◎ ◎
MLIT District Transport Bureaus, MLIT 〇


Deputy Director, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 〇


Chief, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT (〇) 〇


PIC, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 〇


Regional Developmen Bureau, MLIT 〇


Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT ◎


Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT
〇


(Deputy head, Office for Disaster Prevention, Facilities Planning Division, Department of Facilities Planning and Administration,


Minister's Secretariat, MEXT)
(〇)


(Officer, Medical Education Division, Higher Education Bureau, MEXT) (〇)


Cabinet Secretariat Cabinet Secretariat 〇


Cabinet Office  Cabinet Office 〇


NPA NPA 〇


FDMA FDMA (〇) 〇 〇


MHLW MHLW (〇) ◎ (〇)


(Prefectural Labour Bureau, MHLW) (〇)


MAFF (MAFF) (〇) (〇)


JMA JMA 〇


JCG (PIC, Coast Guard Department, Regional Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG) (〇)


MOE MOE 〇


Regional Environmental Office, MOE 〇


MOD MOD (〇) 〇
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The Organizational Structure of the On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 
(For marine transportation) 


 The On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (Location: xxx (Off-Site Center)) 
Chief: Senior Vice-Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
Deputy Chief: Assistant Vice-Minister for Engineering Affairs, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT (Minister in charge), Director-General for Policy Planning and 
Coordination, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT 
Members: Director for Maritime Safety Environment and Technology Affairs, Maritime Bureau, MLIT, Director for Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods, 
Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT, Director-General, District Transport Bureaus, MLIT, NRA, Head, Office of Emergency 
Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office, NPA, FDMA, MHLW, (MAFF), 
JMA, (JCG), MOE, MOD  


 


  


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
*1 Regarding the secretariat of each group in the above functional group, it shall be registered to the Ministry of Safety 
Regulations as “Other Staff” of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness in advance.     
In addition to the above, the secretariat shall be added and mobilized as necessary.  
*2 Joint Appointment 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


Director: Director-General, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT 
Deputy Secretary-General:  


Director for Maritime Safety，Environment and Technology 
Affairs, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 
Director, Department of Maritime Safety Environment, District 
Transport Bureaus, MLIT 
NRA 
Counsellor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Security, Crisis 


Management) 
Planning Officer to Director-General, Cabinet Office, Director or 


Head of FDMA  
Director, Guard and Rescue Department, Coast Guard Department, 


Regional Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG (Deputy Director in + -
Region) 


Headquarter Secretariat 
Location: xxx  


(Off-Site Center) 


Related Ministries


Secretariat(*)


(Assigned at Head Office)


(◎: person in charge, ○: group members)
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MLIT Head, Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods Office, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT ◎ ◎


Deputy Director, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇


Chief, Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods Office, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇


Senior Ship Inspector, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇 ◎


Department of Maritime Safety Environment, District Transport Bureaus, MLIT 〇 〇 〇 ◎


District Transport Bureaus, MLIT 〇 ◎


District Transport Bureaus, MLIT 〇


NRA Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


(PIC, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA) (〇)


PIC, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


NRA 〇


METI Regional Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry 〇 〇


MEXT Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT ◎
Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau,


MEXT
〇


(Officer, Medical Education Division, Higher Education Bureau, MEXT) (〇)


Cabinet Secretariat Cabinet Secretariat 〇


Cabinet Office  Cabinet Office 〇


NPA NPA 〇


FDMA FDMA (〇) 〇 〇


MHLW MHLW (〇) ◎ (〇)


(Prefectural Labour Bureau, MHLW) (〇)


MAFF (MAFF) (〇) (〇)


JMA JMA 〇


JCG PIC, Coast Guard Department, Regional Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG 〇 〇


MOE MOE 〇


Regional Environmental Office, MOE 〇


MOD MOD (〇) 〇
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The Organizational Structure of the On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 
(For air transportation) 


 The On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (Location: xxx (Off-Site Center)) 
Chief: Senior Vice-Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
Deputy Chief: Director, Aviation Safety and Security Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT, Director-General for Policy Planning and Coordination, 
Minister's Secretariat, MLIT 
Members: Director for Engineering Affairs, Flight Standards Division, Engineering Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT, NRA, Head, Office of 
Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office, NPA, FDMA, 
MHLW, (MAFF), JMA, (JCG), MOE, MOD  


 


  


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
*1 Regarding the secretariat of each group in the above functional group, it shall be registered to the Ministry of Safety 
Regulations as “Other Staff” of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness in advance.     
In addition to the above, the secretariat shall be added and mobilized as necessary.  
*2 Joint Appointment 


 


 


Director: Director, Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 
Deputy Secretary-General:  


Director for Safety of General Aviation, Flight Standards Division, 
Aviation Safety and Security Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, 
MLIT 
NRA 
Counsellor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Security, Crisis 


Management) 
Planning Officer to Director-General, Cabinet Office,  
Director or Head of FDMA  


Headquarter Secretariat 
Location: xxx  


(Off-Site Center) 


Related Ministries


Secretariat(*)


(Assigned at Head Office)


(◎: person in charge, ○: group members) G
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MLIT Deputy Director, Flight Standards Division, Aviation Safety and Security Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT ◎ ◎ 〇


Officer, Flight Standards Division, Aviation Safety and Security Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇 ◎


Chief, Flight Standards Division, Aviation Safety and Security Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇 〇


 Safety Management Department, Aviation Safety and Security Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇 〇 ◎


General Affairs Department, Aviation Safety and Security Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇 ◎


District Transport Bureaus, MLIT 〇


NRA Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


PIC, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


PIC, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA 〇


NRA 〇


Regional Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry 〇 〇


MEXT Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT ◎


Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau,


MEXT
〇


(Officer, Medical Education Division, Higher Education Bureau, MEXT) (〇)


Cabinet Secretariat Cabinet Secretariat 〇


Cabinet Office  Cabinet Office 〇


NPA NPA 〇


FDMA FDMA (〇) 〇 〇


MHLW MHLW (〇) ◎ (〇)


(Prefectural Labour Bureau, MHLW) (〇)


MAFF (MAFF) (〇) (〇)


JMA JMA 〇


JCG (PIC, Coast Guard Department, Regional Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG) (〇)


MOE MOE 〇


Regional Environmental Office, MOE 〇


MOD MOD (〇) 〇
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(3) Holding Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, etc.  
  


 The Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall hold 


the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters Meeting to implement emergency 


response measures. 


 The Secretary-General of the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority shall hold a 


meeting with the relevant Director-General, etc. as necessary and make necessary general 


coordination to coordinate the government’s response.  


  


①Holding Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters Meeting  


  


 Location 


 Minister's Office 


  


 Members 


Director: Prime Minister 


Deputy Secretary-General: 


【For ground transportation】  


 Chief Cabinet Secretary, Minister of the Environment, Chairman of the Commission, 


Ministers using nuclear energy and Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 


as necessary  


      【For marine and air transportation】        


Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Chief Cabinet Secretary, Minister of 


the Environment, Chairman of the Commission, Ministers using nuclear energy and 


Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport as necessary    


Members: All other Ministers of State, Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis 


Management, Senior Vice-Minister and Parliamentary Secretary as 


necessary, etc. 


    


 Affairs   


Main ministry in charge of safety regulation 


  


②Holding the Meeting with the Relevant Director-General, etc.  
 Location 


Minister’s Office (Crisis Management Center)  


  


 Members are based on the following.  


Chairman: The Secretary-General of the Secretariat of the NRA  


Vice chairman:  


【For ground transportation】 


The Secretary-General of the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


Director-General, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT  


     【For marine transportation】 


Director-General, Maritime Bureau, MLIT  


 The Secretary-General of the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


【For air transportation】 


Director-General, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 


The Secretary-General of the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority 
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Members:   Director General, Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management, Director of 


Cabinet Intelligence, Cabinet Public Relations Secretary, Director General 


for Disaster Management, Director General, Security Bureau, NPA, 


Director-General of Minister's Secretariat, MIC, Vice-Commissioner of the 


Fire and Disaster Management Agency, Director-General, Disarmament, 


Non-Proliferation and Science Department, Foreign Policy/Director-General, 


Foreign Policy Bureau, MOFA, Deputy Director-General of the Minister’s 


Secretariat, MOF, Director-General for Technical Affairs, Minister's 


Secretariat, MHLW, MAFF, Deputy Vice-Minister, METI, Deputy Director-


General, JMA, Vice Commandant for Operations, JCG, Director General, 


Environmental Management Bureau, MOE, Director General, Bureau of 


Operational Policy, MOD  


  


Other personnel who are deemed necessary by the chairman from the 


specific situation of the disaster  


*Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management shall attend the meeting at the 


request of the Chairman.  


  


    


  


 Affairs   


Minister’s Office Team General Affair Section (or ERC Team General Affair Section) 
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(4) Holding Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response  


  


 ① Overview  


  


   


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Designated Public 


Institution 
 


 


 


  


Dispatch 


prefectural staff 


Municipalities 


Disaster Response 


Headquarters 


Dispatch 


municipal staff 


Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response 


Personnel 


delegated authority 


from representative 


Personnel 


delegated authority 


from representative 


Implement Emergency Response Measure 
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② Organizational role 


  


   


 


 


 


   
    


  
  


      
  


 


 


 
 


  
    
  
  
  


 


 
 


 
 


 


Present Response Policy 


 
 


   
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


   
 
   
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
  


 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 


 
 


 
 
 


In the Off-Site Center 


Council for Nuclear Emergency Response Decision: Coordinate the most important matters 


 Coordinate measures to contain the accident and important matters such as evacuation, etc. 
 Proposals to the national response headquarters regarding expansion and contraction of the area 


where emergency response measures are implemented, declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear 
emergency situation, etc. 


(Disclose the proceedings to the stakeholders in the off-site center) 


 Information sharing in the off-site center 
 Confirm emergency response measures implemented by each organization. 
 Coordinate operations of related organizations for emergency response measures. 
 Notify nuclear emergency response decision to each organization. 
 Report and confirm the implementation status of emergency response policy from each 


section. 
 Confirm press release details. 


General Affairs Section Medical Section 


Radiation Section 
Accident Management 


Section 
Resident Safety Section 


Management 


Support Section 


Announcement of Council 
for Nuclear Emergency 
Response Decision 
 Response to the press 
 Public relations to 


residents 
 Responding to inquiries 


from residents 


Information management at 
off-site center 
 General Affairs 
 Prepare access 


restriction/evacuation plan. 
 Council Management  
 Communication and 


coordination between sections 
 Communication and 


coordination between national 
headquarters, prefecture and 
municipal headquarters 


Coordinate medical 
activities for disaster 
victims 
 Understand the 


damage situation 
 Examine the 


emergency transport 
for people who are 
exposed to radiation 


Evaluation and 
prediction of radiation 
effects 
 Predicting exposure dose 


 Examine access 


restriction/evacuation 


advisory 


 Instructions for emergency 


monitoring 


 Collect emergency 


monitoring data 


Understand accident 
situations and predict 
the prospect 
 Collect information on 


the release status of 
radioactive materials 


 Predict the prospect of 
the accident 


Rescue operation for 
disaster victims and 
maintenance of social 
order 


 Coordinate access 


restriction/evacuation. 


 Coordinate rescue/ 


emergency activities 


 Coordinate traffic regulation 


 Coordinate emergency 


transportation 


Management of off-site 
center 
 Procurement of food for 


participants at the off-site 


center 


 Improving the environment 


within the off-site center 


 Management of access at 


off-site center 
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Director, Division of PWR, NRA ◎


Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


PIC of Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA △ △


PIC to Director of  waste, storage and transportation, NRA △


Safety management inspector to Director, Division of Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing, and


Use, NRA
◎


Director for Safety Examination to Director of Division of Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing,


and Use, NRA
〇


Inspector for the Safety Management, Safety Management Office, NRA 〇


Director for Safety Examination to Director of  waste, storage and transportation, NRA △


PIC of Regulatory Standard and Research Division, NRA △


Deputy Director, Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA ◎


PIC of Policy Evaluation and Public Relations Division, NRA △


Director-Generalof the Safety Management, Safety Management Office, NRA 〇


NRA △


Regional Bureaus of Economy, Trade and Industry/ Industrial Safety and Inspection Department, METI ◎ ◎


District Transport Bureau, METI 〇


Deputy Director, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 〇


Chief, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT (〇) 〇


PIC, Environmental Policy Division, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT 〇


Regional Development Bureau, MLIT 〇


Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau,


MEXT
◎


Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy


Bureau, MEXT
〇


(Deputy head, Office for Disaster Prevention, Facilities Planning Division, Department of Facilities Planning and


Administration, Minister's Secretariat, MEXT)
(△)


(Officer, Medical Education Division, Higher Education Bureau, MEXT) (〇)


Cabinet Secretariat △


 Cabinet Office △


NPA 〇


FDMA (△) △ 〇


MHLW (△) ◎ (△)


(Prefectural Labour Bureau, MHLW) (△)


(MAFF) (△) (△)


JMA △


(PIC, Coast Guard Department, Regional Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG) (〇)


MOE △


Regional Environmental Office, MOE △


MOD (〇) 〇


Prefecture 


*3
〇 △ △ △ △ △


Director of Prefectural Police 〇


Municipalities　


*3
〇 △ △ △ △ △


Nuclear Operator (Deputy Director) *3 〇 〇


PIC of NRA *3 △ △2 △


Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization *3


National Institute of Radiological Sciences *3 〇


Hiroshima University *6


Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center *3 〇2 〇2 △ △ △


*1 This shall be the basis for the members of each functional group.


*3 It shall increase or decrease depending on the situation of the accident.


*5 It is limited to the case where it occurs in the target region as a tertiary exposure medical institution in western Japan.


*4 Regarding the parenthesis,  it shall be dispatched promptly as the 2nd team according to the situation of the accident.
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*2 In the list of dispatched specialists in Reference-2, those requested by the government shall provide technical support for each group.


Functional Group ((Including some members of the general meeting)(*1)


(◎: person in charge, ○: dupety director, △: group members, □: advisor)


Members:
Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear Emergency Response


Headquarters


Senior Specia l i s t for Mutual Aid Management, Civi l Protection and Disaster Management


Department, FDMA


Director-Genera l  for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, NRA (On-Si te) Disaster Response Headquarters  of prefectures  and municipa l i ties


Deputy Director-Genera l , Road Transport Bureau, MLIT Nuclear Operator (Director or Director-Genera l )


Counsel lor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Securi ty, Cris is


Management)


Other personnel who are deemed necessary by the Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear


Emergency Response Headquarters


Planning Officer to Director-Genera l , Cabinet Office


Members:
Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear Emergency Response


Headquarters
(On-Si te) Disaster Response Headquarters  of prefectures  and municipa l i ties


Director-Genera l  for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, NRA Director of the Prefectura l  Pol ice Department


Deputy Director-Genera l , Road Transport Bureau, MLIT (Senior Specia l i s t for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness  (PIC))


Director, Environmental  Pol icy Divis ion, Road Transport Bureau, MLIT


Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental  Radioactivi ty, MEXT


(Deputy Director, Office for Disaster Prevention, Faci l i ty Planning Divis ion,


Department of Faci l i ties  Planning and Adminis tration, MEXT)


(Director-Genera l , Inspector for the Safety Management of Nuclear Insta l lations),


Counsel lor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Securi ty, Cris is


Management)
Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization


Planning Officer to Director-Genera l , Cabinet Office National  Insti tute of Radiologica l  Sciences


Nuclear Emergency Ass is tance and Tra ining Center


NPA Person Concerned with Des ignated Publ ic Insti tution


Director or head of FDMA Nuclear Operator (Director or Director-Genera l )


MHLW Person in Charge, Genera l  Affa i rs  Section (Director, Nuclear Fuel  Cycle Regulation Divis ion, NISA)


(MAFF)
Person in Charge, Radiation Section (Head of Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental


Radioactivi ty)


JMA Person in Charge, Accident Management Section (NRA)


Deputy Director, Guard and Rescue Department, Coast Guard Department,


Regional  Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG
Person in Charge, Medica l  Section (MHLW)


( Director for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, Guard and Rescue


Department in + -Region)
Person in Charge, Res ident Safety Section (Regional  Bureaus  of Economy, Trade and Industry, METI)


MOE
Person in Charge, Publ ic Relations Section (Senior Specia l i s t for Nuclear Emergency Planning, Nuclear


Emergency Preparedness  Divis ion, NISA)


MOD
Person in Charge, Management Support Section, (Regional Bureaus of Economy, Trade and Industry,


METI)
Other personnel who are deemed necessary by the Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear


Emergency Response Headquarters


Emergency Response Policy Decision Meeting = Cooridnate the most important matters


General Meeting = Information sharing among stakeholders


Organizational Structure of the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response (For ground transportation)
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Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response


Information 


communication
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Members:


Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear Emergency Response


Headquarters


Deputy Director, Guard and Rescue Department, Coast Guard Department, Regional Coast Guard


Headquarter, JCG (Director for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, Guard and Rescue Department in + -


Region)
Ass is tant Vice-Minis ter for Engineering Affa i rs , Minis ter's  Secretariat, MLIT


(On-Si te) Disaster Response Headquarters  of prefectures  and municipa l i ties


Director-Genera l  for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, NRA Nuclear Operator (Director or Director-Genera l )


Counsel lor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Securi ty, Cris is


Management)


Other personnel who are deemed necessary by the Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear


Emergency Response Headquarters


Planning Officer to Director-Genera l , Cabinet Office


Senior Specia l i s t for Mutual Aid Management, Disaster Management


Divis ion, Civi l  Protection and Disaster Management Department, FDMA


Members:
Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear Emergency Response


Headquarters


Ass is tant Vice-Minis ter for Engineering Affa i rs , Minis ter's  Secretariat, MLIT (On-Si te) Disaster Response Headquarters  of prefectures  and municipa l i ties


Director　for　Maritime　Safety，Environment　and　Technology Affa i rs ,


Mari time Bureau, MLIT
Director of the Prefectura l  Pol ice Department


Director-Genera l , Dis trict Transport Bureaus , MLIT Director-Genera l , Inspector for the Safety Management of Nuclear Insta l lations


Director-Genera l  for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, NRA
Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization (Senior Specia l i s t for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness


(PIC))


NRA
Nuclear Emergency Ass is tance and Tra ining Center (Director-Genera lof the Safety Management,


Safety Management Office, NRA)


Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental  Radioactivi ty, MEXT Person Concerned with Des ignated Publ ic Insti tution


Counsel lor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Securi ty, Cris is


Management)
Nuclear Operator (Director or Director-Genera l )


Planning Officer to Director-Genera l , Cabinet Office
PIC of Genera l Affa i rs Section (Director for Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods , Inspection and


Measurement Divis ion, MLIT)


PIC of Radiation Section (Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental  Radioactivi ty, MEXT)


NPA
PIC of Accident Management Section (Senior Ship Inspector, Inspection and Measurement Divis ion,


Mari time Bureau, MLIT)


Director or head of FDMA PIC of Medica l  Section (MHLW)


MHLW PIC of Res ident Safety Section (Traffic Environment Department, Dis trict Transport Bureaus , MLIT)


(MAFF)
PIC of Publ ic Relations Section (Director for Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods , Inspection and


Measurement Divis ion, MLIT)


JMA
PIC of Management Support Section (Marine Safety and Environment Department, Dis trict Transport


Bureaus , MLIT)


Deputy Director, Guard and Rescue Department, Coast Guard Department,


Regional  Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG


( Director for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, Guard and Rescue


Department in + -Region)


Other personnel who are deemed necessary by the Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear


Emergency Response Headquarters


MOE


MOD


Emergency Response Policy Decision Meeting = Cooridnate the most important matters


General Meeting = Information sharing among stakeholders
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Organizational Structure of the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response (For marine transportation)


Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response


Information 
communication
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Head, Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods Office, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT
◎ ◎


Deputy Director, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇


Chief,  Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods Office, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT
△


Senior Ship Inspector, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, MLIT 〇 ◎


Department of Maritime Safety Environment, District Transport Bureaus, MLIT △ △ △ ◎


Director-General, District Transport Bureaus, MLIT △ ◎


Regional Development Bureau, MLIT 〇


Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


PIC to Director for Safety Examination for Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing, and Use (〇)


PIC of Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


NRA △


Regional Bureaus of Economy, Trade and Industry 〇 〇


Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau,


MEXT
◎


Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy


Bureau, MEXT
△


(Research Promotion Bureau, MEXT) (〇)


Cabinet Secretariat △


 Cabinet Office △ 〇


NPA 〇


FDMA (△) △ 〇


MHLW (△) ◎ (△)


(Prefectural Labour Bureau, MHLW) (△)


(MAFF) (△) (△)


JMA △


PIC, Coast Guard Department, Regional Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG 〇 〇


MOE △


Regional Environmental Office, MOE △


MOD (〇) 〇


Prefecture 


*3
〇 △ △ △ △ △


Director of Prefectural Police 〇


Municipalities　


*3
〇 △ △ △ △ △


Nuclear Operator (Deputy Director) *3 〇 〇


PIC of NRA *3 △ △2 △


Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization *3


National Institute of Radiological Sciences *3 〇


Hiroshima University *6 〇


Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center *3 〇2 〇2 △ △ △


*1 This shall be the basis for the members of each functional group.


*3 It shall increase or decrease depending on the situation of the accident.


*2 In the list of dispatched specialists in Reference-2, those requested by the government shall provide technical support for each group.


*4 Regarding the parenthesis,  it shall be dispatched promptly as the 2nd team according to the situation of the accident.


*5 It is limited to the case where it occurs in the target region as a tertiary exposure medical institution in western Japan.


Functional Group ((Including some members of the general meeting)(*1)


(◎: person in charge, ○: dupety director, △: group members, □: advisor)
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Members:
Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear Emergency Response


Headquarters


Senior Specia l i s t for Mutual Aid Management, Disaster Management Divis ion, Civi l Protection and


Disaster Management Department, FDMA
Director, Aviation Safety and Securi ty Department, Civi l  Aviation Bureau, 


MLIT (On-Si te) Disaster Response Headquarters  of prefectures  and municipa l i ties


Director-Genera l  for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, NRA Nuclear Operator (Director or Director-Genera l )


Counsel lor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Securi ty, Cris is


Management)


Other personnel who are deemed necessary by the Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear


Emergency Response Headquarters


Planning Officer to Director-Genera l , Cabinet Office


Members:
Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear Emergency Response


Headquarters


Director, Aviation Safety and Securi ty Department, Civi l Aviation Bureau,


MLIT
(On-Si te) Disaster Response Headquarters  of prefectures  and municipa l i ties


Director　for　Maritime　Safety，Environment　and　Technology Affa i rs ,


Mari time Bureau, MLIT
Director of the Prefectura l  Pol ice Department


Director for Safety of Genera l Aviation, Fl ight Standards Divis ion, Aviation


Safety and Securi ty Department, Civi l  Aviation Bureau, MLIT
Director-Genera l , Inspector for the Safety Management of Nuclear Insta l lations


Director-Genera l  for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, NRA Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization 


NRA Nuclear Emergency Ass is tance and Tra ining Center 


Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental  Radioactivi ty, MEXT Person Concerned with Des ignated Publ ic Insti tution


Counsel lor, Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Office (Securi ty, Cris is


Management)
Nuclear Operator (Director or Director-Genera l )


Planning Officer to Director-Genera l , Cabinet Office PIC of Genera l  Affa i rs  Section  (Deputy Director, Fl ight Standards  Divis ion, MLIT)


PIC of Radiation Section (Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental  Radioactivi ty, MEXT)


NPA PIC of Accident Management Section  (Deputy Director, Fl ight Standards  Divis ion, MLIT)


Director or head of FDMA PIC of Medica l  Section (MHLW)


MHLW PIC of Res ident Safety Section (Traffic Environment Department, Dis trict Transport Bureaus , MLIT)


(MAFF)
PIC of Publ ic Relations Section (Deputy Director, Fl ight Standards Divis ion, Civi l Aviation Bureau,


MLIT)


JMA
PIC of Management Support Section ( Safety Management Department, Aviation Safety and Securi ty


Department, Civi l  Aviation Bureau, MLIT)


Deputy Director, Guard and Rescue Department, Coast Guard Department,


Regional  Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG


( Director for Pol icy Planning and Coordination, Guard and Rescue


Department in + -Region)


Other personnel who are deemed necessary by the Director-Genera l of the On-Si te Nuclear


Emergency Response Headquarters


MOE


MOD
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Organizational Structure of the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response (For air transportation)


Emergency Response Policy Decision Meeting = Cooridnate the most important matters


General Meeting = Information sharing among stakeholders


Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response


Information 
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Principal Deputy Director, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT ◎ ◎ △


Deputy Director, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT 〇 ◎


Officer, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT △ △


Chief, Flight Safety Division, Aviation Safety Department, Civil Aviation Bureau, MLIT △ △ ◎


PIC to Counsellor for Transport Safety and Disaster Management, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT △ ◎


Director-General, District Transport Bureaus, MLIT 〇


Senior Specialist for Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


PIC to Director for Safety Examination for Research and Test Reactors, Reprocessing, Processing, and Use (〇)


PIC of Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Division, NRA 〇


NRA △


Regional Bureaus of Economy, Trade and Industry 〇 〇


Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy Bureau,


MEXT
◎


Deputy Head, Office of Emergency Planning and Environmental Radioactivity, Science and Technology Policy


Bureau, MEXT
△


(Research Promotion Bureau, MEXT) (〇)


Cabinet Secretariat △


 Cabinet Office △


NPA 〇


FDMA (△) △ 〇


MHLW (△) ◎ (△)


(Prefectural Labour Bureau, MHLW) (△)


(MAFF) (△) (△)


JMA △


(PIC, Coast Guard Department, Regional Coast Guard Headquarter, JCG) (〇)


MOE △


Regional Environmental Office, MOE △


MOD (〇) 〇


Prefecture 


*3
〇 △ △ △ △ △


Director of Prefectural Police 〇


Municipalities　


*3
〇 △ △ △ △ △


Nuclear Operator (Deputy Director) *3 〇 〇


PIC of NRA *3 △ △2 △


Japan Nuclear Energy Safety Organization *3


National Institute of Radiological Sciences *3 〇


Hiroshima University *6 〇


Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center *3 〇2 〇2 △ △ △


*1 This shall be the basis for the members of each functional group.


*3 It shall increase or decrease depending on the situation of the accident.
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*2 In the list of dispatched specialists in Reference-2, those requested by the government shall provide technical support for each group.


*4 Regarding the parenthesis,  it shall be dispatched promptly as the 2nd team according to the situation of the accident.


*5 It is limited to the case where it occurs in the target region as a tertiary exposure medical institution in western Japan.


Functional Group ((Including some members of the general meeting)(*1)


(◎: person in charge, ○: dupety director, △: group members, □: advisor)
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(5)   Emergency dispatch of national government officials and experts 


  


The coordination procedures for important matters related to emergency response 


measures are as follows:  


 Response policies for important matters related to emergency response measures 


shall be determined based on the emergency response policy decision meeting at 


the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response. 


 Director-General of the On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall 


report coordinated response policy to Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters through Deputy Chief of the Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters, and implement after the approval. 
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 ① Matters concerning access restriction/evacuation advisory or 


instruction  
  


[Case①：When the notification in the first paragraph of Article 10(1) of the Act on 


Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness falls under 


the Nuclear Emergency in Article 15, and there is not enough time for the 


implementation of restriction access/evacuation.]   


  


   


 
National Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters 


 


Main ministry in 


charge of safety 


regulation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Cabinet 
Secretariat 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Report and notify the 
status 


Minister of the Environment or Minister 
of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
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[Case②: When the notification in the first paragraph of Article 10(1) of the Act on 


Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness falls under 


the Nuclear Emergency in Article 15, and there is enough time for the 


implementation of restriction access/evacuation.]  


  


If the members of the emergency response policy decision meeting for the Joint 


Council for Nuclear Emergency Response are unable to hold the meeting due to the 


transportation, the procedure shall be the same as the decision of the draft of 


instruction in Case①. 
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Report 


 


  


Coast Guard 


Department, 


Regional Coast 


Guard 


Headquarter 


 


 
 


Warning for 


evacuation 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Technical support 


and instructions 


  


 


 Depending on the situation, after the 


Director-General of the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters  


decides to evacuate, it shall be reported 


to the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters meeting. 


Report 


 


National Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters 


General Affairs Section  


Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters Meeting 


Nearest Coast 


Guard 


Department 


Prefectural 


Police 


Prefectures 


Municipalities 
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②Matters concerning rescue and first aid of the disaster victims  
  


 Relevant organizations shall make general coordination at the Joint Council for 


Nuclear Emergency Response to ensure that rescue and emergency operations 


are carried out smoothly and efficiently as needed based on requests from 


designated administrative agencies. 


 Relevant organizations shall receive advice from radiation protection experts and 


strive to ensure the safety of staff at the site. 


 Relevant organizations shall work closely together at the site. 
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Matters Concerning Rescue and First Aid of the Disaster Victims  


 


○原子力事業者は防災関係機関に対し、 
 ・適切な情報 ＊:防災業務従事者の安全確保を 
 ・防災資機材の提供 図った上で活動を行う。 


・要員の提供を行う。 


○防災関係機関は原子力事業者に対し、 
 指導助言を行う。   


 


 


 


 
 
 


Mutual Air for Fire Department 


 


       


Joint Council for Nuclear 
Emergency Response 


      


Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters 


 


 


 


 


(Support for rescue activities) 


 


 


 


  
 


   


 


Disaster Victims 


 


 


 


(Support for rescue and 


first aid) 
 


 


Nuclear Emergency 


Assistance and Training 


Center 
 


On-Site Nuclear 
Emergency Response 


Headquarters 


N P A  


M O D  


J C G  


F D M A  


E x p e r t s  


(Support for rescue and first aid) 


(Maritime rescue and first aid) 


(Support for rescue and first aid) 


(Technical support) 


Nuclear Operator 


(Support for rescue and 


first aid) 


(Technical support) 


(Support for rescue and 


first aid) 


(Rescue activities, etc.) (Maritime rescue and first aid) 


J C G  


S D F  


Municipalities 


(Disaster prevention equipment 
and personnel cooperation) 


○ Nuclear Operator shall conduct the following for 


disaster prevention organization: 


 Appropriate information 


 Provide disaster prevention materials and 


equipment 


 Provide personnel 


○ Disaster prevention organization shall 


provide guidance and advice to nuclear 


operator. 


*: Conduct operation after ensuring the 


safety of disaster prevention workers. 
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③ Matters concerning the maintenance of social order  
The relevant organizations shall provide information on patrols and safety in the 


area where Emergency Response Measures are implemented and its surrounding 


area, and strive to ensure the security. 


 
 


  


 


  


Prefectural and Municipal Disaster 


Response Headquarters 


Municipalities 


Fire 


Department 


Prefectural 


Police 


Headquarters 


 


 


 
 


  
  


  
 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Medical Operation 


  
 


 


  
 


 


  
 


 
 


 


 
 


Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters 


Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters, etc. 


Local Governments 


On-Site Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters 


Medical Section 


Public Relations 
Section 


Resident Safety 
Section 


 Request public 


relations 


MOD 


General Affairs 
Section 


Accident 
Management 


Section 


 Ensure the 
security in the 
area where the 
emergency 
response is 
implemented. 


 Various 
information for 
on-site 
activities 


 Appropriate public relations 
activities to residents 


 Guidance and 
coordination to 
prefectural police 


 Activities to 
maintain 
maritime social 
order 


 Support the 
activities of fire 
department 


Other than the above 
 Security around 


the site 
 Prevent entry into 


restricted access 
areas 


 Enforce various 
illegal activities, 
etc. 


Cooperation 
to the above 


Support for 
various activities 
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④Emergency transportation 
 Case①: After the notification based on the first part of Article 10 of the Act on Special 
Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness is issued, if there is not enough time 
until the Declaration of a Nuclear Emergency Situation is issued and the Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters requests emergency transportation for personnel or supplies before the 
On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters is established, it shall be as follows.  
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


   


On-Site 


Request to dispatch experts 


Request the support for emergency 
transportation 


 


 


 
(Department 


concerning use of 
airports, etc.) 


 
 


 


MOD  
 


 
 


 


Evacuation support 


 


 


 
 


 
 
 


 


 
 


 
 


 Organize information 
about emergency 
transportation from each 
section in the headquarters 


National Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarters, etc. 


Support for access restrictions or 
evacuation measures, transportation 
support, traffic regulation for ships 


Headquarters General 
Affairs Section 


JCG 


 Confirm the scale of personnel and 
supplies for emergency transportation. 


Minister of Defense 


Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarters 


Main ministry in charge of safety 
regulation 


Prefectural Police 
Headquarters 


Local Government 


Director-General of the Nuclear 
Emergency Response Headquarters 


Request the dispatch of 
the SDF 


 Confirm the role of relevant ministries and 
agencies at the site. 


Local Government 


Headquarters Resident 
Safety Section 


Support for access restrictions or 
evacuation measures, 
transportation support 


Support for use of airports 
of SDF aircraft as 
necessary 


 Inform the residents and 


facility managers around 


the location where the SDF 


helicopter takes off and 


lands. 
 Support for use of airports 


of SDF aircraft as 


necessary 


 Coordinate emergency 
transportation 
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 Case ②: When the nuclear emergency response headquarters and the on-site nuclear 


emergency response headquarters have been established and requesting emergency 


transportation for personnel or supplies from the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters, it shall be as follow.  


   


 


 


 


 


 


 


Support for use of airports 
of SDF aircraft as 
necessary 


  


 


Evacuation Support 


 


 


 


 


Implementation of 
traffic regulation 
and guidance, 
evacuation support 


  


 


JCG 


NPA 


FDMA 


Local government 


Prefectural Police 
Headquarters 


Headquarters General Affairs Section 


Headquarters Resident Safety Section 


 Organize information about transportation. 
 Organize the scale of personnel and supplies 


for emergency transportation. 


National Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarters 


 Organize information about necessity of 
emergency transportation from each 
section. 


 Coordinate on-site acceptance system for 
experts and supplies, etc. 


 Coordinate the implementation of 
emergency transportation 


 Confirm the roles of relevant ministries 
and agencies 


Evacuation, transportation 
support, traffic regulation 
for ships 


 Inform the residents and 


facility managers around 


the location where the SDF 


helicopter takes off and 


lands. 
 Support for use of airports 


of SDF aircraft as 


necessary 
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⑤ Medical activities  


 For medical activities, the national government shall dispatch an emergency radiation medical 
team consisting of personnel from the medical field such as the National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences and instructs them for medical activities.  
 Provide transportation support to transport people who are exposed to radiation.  
  
(1) Dispatch of emergency radiation medical team, etc. (prepared from the stage of receiving a 


notification under Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear 
Emergency Preparedness)   


If there is an exposed patient due to an accident during transportation, the NRA, MEXT, 
and MHLW (or the medical team of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters) shall 
immediately dispatch an emergency radiation medical team from the National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences, Hospitals of National Hospital Organization, and National 
University Hospital, and request communication from the National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences to the personnel in the emergency radiation medical network. 
Request cooperation from related medical institutions with the cooperation of the 
prefecture where the nearest nuclear facility is located.  


The emergency radiation medical team conducts medical activities at the dispatch 
location designated by the medical team of the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency 
Response. 


  
(2) Request for dispatch of personnel for radiation management, etc. 


  When it is necessary to measure radioactive contamination of the person who was near 
the accident site, to decontaminate or control radiation at the medical institution and the 
institution where exposed patients are transported, and to support for personnel and 
supplies to decontaminate, the medical team of the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency 
Response shall coordinate with general section and request the dispatch of personnel to 
relevant organizations such as the Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center.  


  
(3) Request for transportation support  


 Transport of experts, supporters, etc. 
When transport support is required during the dispatch of (1) and (2) above, the 
medical section of Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall request the 
resident safety section. Upon receiving the request, the resident safety section shall 
request transportation support from the relevant organizations such as the Self-
Defense Forces and the police in cooperation with the Joint Council for Nuclear 
Emergency Response under 5. (5) ④, and implement transportation. 


 Transport of exposed patients 
When a medical institution requests transport support for people who are exposed to 
radiation to an exposed medical institution, resident safety section of Joint Council for 
Nuclear Emergency Response shall take measures to ensure that transportation is 
carried out smoothly by the relevant institution such as requesting transport support to 
the fire department or, if necessary, to the Self-Defense Forces. In that case, 
information on the exposed patient (condition, estimated dose, and number of patients, 
etc.) is notified to the medical institution where the patients are transported. 


 Transport of exposed patients 
 


(4) Instruction and advice on radiation emergency medicine  
 When there is an inquiry about radiation emergency medicine from the medical 
institution, etc., the medical section of the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response 
shall provide appropriate instruction and advice while consulting with experts such as 
commissioners of the Nuclear Emergency Response Measures.  


  
(5) Understanding the exposure status of people near the accident site 


The medical section of the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response shall strive to 
understand the exposure situation (estimated exposure dose, number of people confirmed 
with contamination, etc.) and report to the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters. 
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(Reference: NIRS Emergency Radiation Medical Implementation System) 
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* A section that is organized when the operator transports. 
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emergency radiation medical team, etc. 
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Emergency Response Headquarters as necessary. 
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⑥ Support for emergency monitoring  
  


 The Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall provide necessary support based 


on requests for emergency monitoring conducted by nuclear operators.  


(ⅰ) The Director-General of the On-Site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


shall request support for emergency monitoring to experts.  


(ⅱ)   The radiation section shall collect and evaluate the monitoring information at the 


On-site Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters.  


(ⅲ) NRA, MEXT, JNES, Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center, NIRS, 


Nuclear Safety Technology Center, and Japan Chemical Analysis Center shall 


mobilize personnel and equipment for emergency monitoring to the site and 


support emergency monitoring activities conducted by nuclear operators.  


(ⅳ) The Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall 


request the Self-Defense Force’s monitoring support to the Minister of Defense as 


necessary.  


(ⅴ) The Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (in the 


case of the prefecture where the nuclear facility is located, it shall be the Director-


General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters or the prefectural 


governor) shall request maritime monitoring support from the Head of Regional 


Coast Guard Headquarters.  


(ⅵ) If it is recognized that the release of radioactive materials will affect the monitoring 


support activities of the Self-Defense Forces, the Director-General of the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters shall promptly request the withdrawal.  


(ⅶ) If it is recognized that the release of radioactive materials will affect the monitoring 


support activities of the JCG, the Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters (in the case of the prefecture where the nuclear facility is 


located, it shall be the Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters or the prefectural governor) shall promptly request the withdrawal. 
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Director-General of the On-
site Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters 


General Meeting 


Coordinate the monitoring policy 


Instructions 


Minister of Defense 


Request support from 


the SDF as necessary 


Off-Site Center 
National Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters, etc. 


Director-General of the 
Nuclear Emergency 
Response Headquarters 


Radiation Section Headquarter 
Radiation Section 


Request monitoring 


support as necessary 


Support monitoring as 


necessary 


Submit for support request 


Nuclear Operator 


 Aggregate information on emergency 
monitoring 


 Conduct monitoring with 
support 


 Dispatch of monitoring personnel  
 Lending disaster prevention 


materials and equipment 


SDF 
Regional Coast 
Guard 
Headquarters 


JNES, Nuclear 
Emergency Assistance 
and Training Center, 
NIRS, Nuclear Safety 
Technology Center, and 
Japan Chemical Analysis 
Center 
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(6) Issuance of cancellation of Nuclear Emergency and abolition of 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, etc.  
  


① Determine to request the Prime Minister that the Nuclear Emergency Declaration 


should be lifted based on discussions at the Emergency Response Policy Decision 


Meeting.  


  


② The Prime Minister shall decide on the issuance of the Declaration of Nuclear 


Emergency and hold the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters to be 


publicized. 


  


③ The Cabinet Office shall begin the process of the issuance of a declaration of a 


nuclear emergency situation. (Approval to the Prime Minister regarding the 


proposed declaration of cancellation)  


  


④ After the decision, the Cabinet Office shall promptly proceed with the notification 


concerning the issuance of a declaration of a nuclear emergency situation. Even in 


this case, the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and the On-site Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters shall remain in place to implement post-nuclear 


disaster measures (Article 16 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear 


Emergency Preparedness). In this case, these response headquarters shall be 


abolished when their installation period expires. 


(Reference-19, Reference-20) 
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Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response 
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 Discussions at the site 
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cancellation of a nuclear emergency 
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 Confirmation of post-nuclear emergency 
measures 


 Issuance of a declaration of the 
cancellation of a nuclear emergency 
situation 


 Procedure for the issuance of a declaration 
of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency 
situation 


 Publicize a declaration of the cancellation 
of a nuclear emergency situation 


 Determine the accident prevention system 
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3．Measures for Restoration from Nuclear 


Emergency 
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Headquarters, etc. 


(1) Cancellation of Various Restrictive Measures (Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


Existence Stage) 


The Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response Policy Decision Council shall discuss with the 


director-general of the nuclear emergency response headquarters the lifting of various restrictions based 


on information from environmental monitoring, etc., and when local policies are decided, it shall report 


to the Joint Council for Nuclear Emergency Response and give instructions to the relevant ministries 


and agencies and the disaster response headquarters of local governments (locality). 


Off-Site Center National Nuclear Emergency Response 


 


Joint Council for 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 
 


 


Meeting of the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters 


○ Restriction of entry and declaration of 
cancellation of evacuation of residents in 
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Accident management 
team 
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of accident management 
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group safety group 
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around restricted access restrictions 


 
 
 
 
 


General team 
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Directions 
General Manager of Local 
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○ Decisions made in the 


field 


 
 
 


Directions 


 


Prefectural governor 
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Nuclear Regulation Authority, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 


Instructions to cancel entry restrictions and evacuation of 


residents in the vicinity 


 


     NPA Instructions to lift traffic restrictions 


 


Headquarters 


Radiation Division 


General 


Affairs 


Division 


General Manager of 


Disaster Management 


Headquarters 
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(2) Holding a liaison committee of measures for restoration for 


relevant ministries and agencies, and a liaison committee of 


measures for on-site restoration 
 
 Holding etc. 


In order to smoothly   implement   follow-up   measures   such   as   environmental   
monitoring, medical activities, and measures   against   harmful   rumors   after   
the   issuance   of   a   declaration   of   the cancellation of a nuclear emergency 
situation, relevant ministries and agencies will hold a liaison conference on 
follow-up measures and a liaison conference on on-site follow-up measures. 
Immediately  after  a  declaration  of  the  cancellation  of  a  nuclear   emergency   
situation   is   issued,   the   Nuclear  Regulation   Authority   and   the   Ministry   
of   Land,   Infrastructure,   Transport   and   Tourism   shall   hold  the  First  
Inter-Ministerial  Task   Force   for   Responses   to   Countermeasures   and   the   
Local   Task   Force  for  Responses  to  Countermeasures,  in  order  to  clarify   
the   system   and   role   sharing   of   the   relevant  organizations  and   confirm   
the   contents   of   the   follow-up   measures   to   be   taken.   Thereafter, the 
Liaison Conference shall be held as necessary.  In addition, the Local 
Countermeasures Liaison Conference will be held at the Off-site Center in order 
to share information on the investigation of   radioactive materials, etc., the 
implementation of medical examinations and health consultations for the 
residents in the vicinity, etc., and other medical treatment, measures against 
harmful rumors, etc., 
and to coordinate the measures   taken   by   the   relevant   ministries   and 
agencies   and   the   status of   their preparation. 
Furthermore,   when   various   restrictions   have   not   been   lifted   after   a   
declaration   of   the   cancellation of    a nuclear  emergency  situation  is  issued,  
the  relevant  Ministries  and  Agencies  will  consider lifting the  restrictions   at   
the   relevant   Ministries   and   Agencies   Liaison   Meeting   on   Measures   for 
Aftermath Response   or   the   Local   Council   on   Measures   for   Aftermath   
Response,   and   when   it   is determined     that  the  restrictions  may  be  lifted,   
the   relevant   Ministries   and   Agencies   will   issue instructions to that   effect. 


 Abolition 


The chairperson of the relevant Ministries and Agencies Follow-up Measures 


Liaison Council shall  consult with  the chairperson of the
 Local  Follow-up Measures Liaison Council and abolish
 the Council if it is  determined that the meetings 
of the relevant Ministries and Agencies Follow-up
 Measures Liaison Council and Local Follow-up Measures Liaison 
Council are not necessary. 
If the Inter-Ministerial Task Force   finds   it   necessary   for   the   implementation   
of   measures   after   the   fact, the   relevant   Ministries   and   Agencies    will    have    
a designated person stay at the site. 
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① Holding of a liaison conference on measures to be taken after the fact by 


relevant ministries and agencies 
 


 Location 


The ministry in charge of safety regulations 
 


 Members 


Chairman Director General of the Department in charge of safety regulations 
[For ground transportation] 
Director General of the Nuclear Regulation Authority  
[For marine transportation] 
Maritime Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism  
[For air transportation] 
Director General, Civil Aviation Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism 


Vice chairman 
[For ground transportation] 
Director General, Automobile Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 
[For marine and air transportation] 
Director General of the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 
Members 


Director, Radiation and Environmental Control Division, Radiation Control Division, Science and 
Technology Policy Bureau, MEXT 


Director, Disaster Management Office, Minister's Secretariat, METI 
Director, Nuclear Emergency Response Division, NRA 


General Manager, General Affairs Division, Small and Medium Enterprise Agency, METI  


Deputy Director-General, Minister's Secretariat, MLIT (Transport Safety and Disaster Prevention) 
(The following ministries and agencies to be added as necessary.) 


Counselor, Cabinet Secretariat (Security, Crisis Management) Counselor, Cabinet Information 
Research Office, Cabinet Secretariat 


Counselor, Policy Planning Officer, Cabinet Office (person in charge of disaster emergency 
response) Security Division, NPA 


Director, General Affairs Division, Minister's Secretariat, Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications Fire and Disaster Management Agency Special Disaster Management Office 


Director, Office of International Nuclear Cooperation Division, Disarmament, Non-Proliferation 
and Science Department, Foreign Policy Bureau, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 


Health Risk Manager, Health Science Division, Minister's Secretariat, Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare Director, Occupational Health and Safety Division, Labor Standards 
Bureau, MHLW 


Director, Food Security Division, Minister's Secretariat, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries Planning Section, General Affairs Department, Meteorological Agency 


Director, Environment and Disaster Prevention Section, Security and Rescue Department, 
Japan Coast Guard Director, Water and Atmospheric Environment Bureau, Ministry of the 
Environment 


Deputy Director-General, Minister's Secretariat, Ministry of the Environment (responsible 
for measures to prevent radioactive contamination) 


Director-General for Radiation Health Management, Ministry of the Environment 


Director, Office of Emergency Response, Operations Planning Bureau, Ministry of Defense 
 


The participation of nuclear operators, etc. to be requested as necessary. 
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 Affairs 


The affairs concerning the Liaison Conference on Follow-up Measures are 


as follows. 


The Nuclear Regulation Authority and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 


and Tourism: overall coordination, communication and coordination with the Prime 


Minister's Office, and aggregation of related information 


 


・Arrangement, preparation of documents, response to press, setting up of venues, liaison 


and coordination with relevant ministries and agencies, etc. 
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(2) Hosting of the Local Countermeasures 


Liaison Meeting 


 
In order to share information among relevant ministries and agencies, local governments, 


nuclear power operators, and experts regarding investigations of radioactive materials, etc., 


health examinations and consultations for residents in the vicinity, etc., and other medical 


treatment, measures against harmful rumors, etc., the Local Countermeasures Liaison 


Conference shall be held as necessary. 


 Members 


Chairman Chief safety regulatory agency manager 


[For ground transportation]  


Nuclear Regulation Authority management  


[For marine and air transportation] 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 


 
Vice Chairperson Managers from other safety regulatory agencies 


[For ground transportation] 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 


[For marine and air transportation] 


Nuclear Regulation Authority management 


Member: Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Ministry of 


Health, Labour and Welfare, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Small and 


Medium Enterprise Agency, and other relevant ministries and agencies 


Prefectural officials  


Municipal official nuclear operator 


An expert, such as an examiner for emergency response measures, or any other person 


whom the chairperson finds necessary. 


 


 Affairs 


The administrative work of the Local Countermeasures Liaison Council 


shall be divided as follows. 


Main ministries and agencies in charge of safety regulations:  


General affairs of meetings, collection and arrangement of related information, 


preparation of materials, setting up of venues, etc. 


Local government: Consolidation and arrangement of related information and 


cooperation with the above 


Nuclear Operator: Compilation of information on the status and progress of the accident 


and the status of implementation of follow-up measures, preparation of documents, 


explanation to residents, etc. 
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Locality 
National nuclear emergency response 
headquarters, etc. 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Local follow-up liaison meeting 


 


○ Confirmation of the content of follow-
up measures to be taken 


○ Clarification of the division of roles 
among relevant ministries and agencies, 
local governments, and businesses 


 
Responses in Monitoring 


 
Nuclear Regulation Authority, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 


Nuclear operator 


Nuclear Emergency Response Support and 


Training Center, National Institute of 


Radiological Sciences 


Nuclear Safety Technology Center, Analysis 


Center, etc. 


Exposure assessment and health 


consultation 


Nuclear Regulation Authority, Ministry of 


Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 


Tourism, Ministry of Education, Culture, 


Sports, Science and Technology 


Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare 


Prefectures, cities, towns and villages 


licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. 
 
Economic  
response 


 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and 


Industry in charge of safety regulation 


Small and Medium Enterprise Agency 


Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 


Fisheries, etc. 


◎Issuance of a Declaration of the 
    Termination of the Emergency Situation 


 


 


 
Liaison meetings of relevant 


ministries and agencies on follow-up 


measures 


 
 


○ Confirmation of the content 


of follow-up measures to be 


taken 


○ Clarification of the division 


of roles among relevant 


ministries and agencies 


 


Local follow-up liaison meeting 


Petition 
○ Decision to terminate ex 


post facto measures 


 
 
Liaison meetings of relevant ministries 
and agencies on follow-up measures 


○ Final decision on the completion 


of follow-up measures 


Reporting 
 


 


Prime Minister 
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(3) Exposure assessment, health consultation, etc. 


 
· (1) In cooperation with prefectural governments, the government will conduct radiation exposure 


assessments as soon as possible. 


· (2) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, and 


nuclear operators shall establish health consultation desks at appropriate locations to provide 


consultation on mental and physical health to residents near the accident site. 


 


 


 


 


 


xposure 


n 


Local follow-up liaison meeting 
 


Response organizations such as e 


 


Country 
Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism, Nuclear Regulation 
Authority 


Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science 


and Technology 


 
Ministry of Health, 


Labour and Welfare 


assessment and health consultatio 


○ Guidance and advice to regional medical 
institutions 


○ Guidance and advice to regional medical 
institutions 


○ Cooperation in the establishment of 
health consultation desks and the 
implementation of health consultations for 
local residents 


○ Public relations activities 


 
Prefectures, cities, towns 


and villages 


  
○ Public Relations Activities 


 


   


  


 ○ Cooperation in the establishment of health 
consultation services for residents in the 
vicinity, etc. and in the implementation of 
health consultations by the national 
government 


○ Establishment of contact points 
for residents 


○ Public relations activities 


 


 
Nuclear operator 


 


   


 


 


 


Liaison meetings of relevant 


ministries and agencies on follow-up 


measures 
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(4) Countermeasures against harmful rumors 
(1) The national government and the nuclear operator shall conduct public relations activities to 


promote appropriate distribution of agricultural, forestry and fishery products and local industrial 


products in order to prevent or mitigate the effects of harmful rumors, etc. caused by a nuclear 


disaster. 


(2) The national government and the nuclear operator shall, in cooperation with local governments, 


widely publicize aid and assistance measures for small and medium-sized enterprises, etc. affected by 


the disaster and establish a consultation office. 


(3) The national government and local public entities shall, as necessary, provide loans for equipment 


recovery funds and working capital through loans for upgrading disaster recovery, loans for equipment 


modernization of small and medium-sized enterprises, and loans for strengthening the structure of 


small and medium-sized enterprises. 


(4) Government-affiliated financial institutions for small and medium-sized enterprises, such as the 


National Life Finance Corporation, provide loans for working capital and funds for equipment 


recovery through disaster recovery loans in order to support SMEs that have suffered damage. 


(5) The State and local public entities shall monitor prices of daily necessities. 
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(Reference -1) 
(Communication form for holding the related ministries and agencies' accident countermeasures liaison conference) 


 
Office in Charge of Nuclear Disaster Risk Management 


(See Fax Number: Related Agency Contact List) 


Cabinet Secretariat 


Department in charge of safety regulation in the main department 


Counselor, Policy Planning Officer, Cabinet Office (person in 


charge of disaster emergency response) 


1. DD/MM/YY Hour: Minute ○ ○ Prefecture, ○ ○ City, △△ Office 
 
 


There was a report based on Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear 


Emergency Preparedness. 


2. Therefore, from the time of ○ ○, at the time of ○ ○, a liaison meeting will be held at the time of ○ ○ 
(The Prime Minister's Office, the conference room within the Cabinet Office, or the conference room 
within the ministries and agencies in charge of safety regulations), so please gather information. 
 
3. As of Hour: Minute, a nuclear emergency situation based on Article 15 of the Act on 
Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness has not occurred/is 
unknown 
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(Reference -2) 


Personnel to assemble at the site after notification 


pursuant to Article 10 of the Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness Act 


 


 


Transport edition 
 


<The officials of the State> 


For ground transportation 
Transport of commercial reactors, storage facilities, 


processing facilities, reprocessing facilities, and 


disposal facilities 


Transport of test reactors and facilities for 


use (Limited to those that establish safety 
regulations) 


 
Deputy Director General of the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority Director level of the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority 


Director level of the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


Disaster Prevention Coordinator, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


Division, Nuclear Regulation Authority 


Staff of Nuclear Disaster Management Division, Nuclear Regulation 


Authority 


Person in charge at the Bureau of Economy, Trade and Industry 


under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 


Industry 


Deputy Director General, Automobile Bureau, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure and Transport 


Director, Environmental Policy Division, Automobile Bureau, 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 


Deputy Director, Science and Technology Policy 


Bureau, Ministry of Education, Culture, 


Sports, Science and Technology (Director, 


Office of Science, Technology and Science 


Policy) Science, Technology and Science Policy 


Bureau, Ministry of Education, Culture, 


Sports, Science and Technology 


Office of Radiation Environmental Protection 


Science, Technology and Science Policy Bureau, 


Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science 


and Technology 


Operational Control and Inspection Manager, 


Nuclear Safety Division, Science, Technology 


and 


Cabinet   Secretariat,  Cabinet   Information  Research  Office, Science Policy Bureau, Ministry of 


Education,
Cabinet Secretariat Culture, Sports, Science and Technology Cabinet 


Office (person in charge of disaster prevention) Assistant Director, Radiation Environment 


National Police Agency Management Division 


Fire and Disaster Management Agency Deputy Director General, Automobile 


Bureau, Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Minister's Secretariat, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure 


and Transport 
Health Science Division Director, Environmental Policy Division, 


Automobile Bureau, Ministry of Land, 


Japan Meteorological Agency Infrastructure and Transport 


Ministry of the Environment Disaster Prevention Coordinator, Nuclear 


Ministry of Defense Regulation Authority 


 
Other personnel deemed necessary by relevant ministries and agencies 


The transport section is limited to technical revisions such as changes in the name of sections due to 
organizational 
restructuring. Therefore, for the time being, flexible responses will be made by referring to the 


responses in the nuclear power plant section. 
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(Reference -3) 
 


 


For marine transportation 
Transport of commercial reactors, storage 


facilities, processing facilities, 


reprocessing facilities, and disposal 


facilities 


Transport of test reactors and facilities for 


use (Limited to those that establish safety 
regulations) 


Technical Councilor, Minister's Secretariat, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure and Transport 


Safety Technology Inspector, Maritime Bureau, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 


Director, Hazardous Materials Transportation Policy Office, 


Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime Bureau, Ministry of 


Land, Infrastructure and Transport 


Ship inspector, Inspection and Measurement Division, 


Maritime Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 


Transport and Tourism Deputy Director General of the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority Director level of the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority 


Science, Technology and Science Policy Bureau, Ministry of 


Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 


Office of Radiation Environmental Protection 


Technical Councilor, Minister's Secretariat, 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 


Safety Technology Inspector, Maritime Bureau, Ministry 


of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 


Director, Hazardous Materials Transportation Policy 


Office, Inspection and Measurement Division, Maritime 


Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 


Ship inspector, Inspection and Measurement Division, 


Maritime Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 


Transport and Tourism 


Deputy Director, Science and Technology Policy Bureau, 


Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 


Technology 


Science, Technology and Science Policy Bureau, Ministry 


of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 


Office of Radiation Environmental Protection 


Disaster Prevention Coordinator, Nuclear Regulation 


Authority 
  


 


Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Information Research Office, Cabinet Secretariat 


Cabinet Office (person in charge of disaster prevention) 


National Police Agency 


Fire and Disaster Management Agency 


Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Minister's Secretariat, Health Science 


Division Japan Meteorological Agency 


Deputy Chief of Security and Rescue Department, Coast Guard Headquarters, Japan Coast Guard 


(Security and Rescue Planning and Coordinator in 11 districts), and 3 other dispatched personnel 


Ministry of the Environment 


Ministry of Defense 


Other personnel deemed necessary by relevant ministries and agencies 
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For air transportation 
Transportation of commercial reactors, 


storage facilities, processing facilities, 


reprocessing 


facilities, and disposal facilities 


Transport of test reactors and facilities for use 


(Limited to those that establish safety 


regulations) 


Director, Safety Division, Civil Aviation Bureau, 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 


Deputy Director, Operation Safety Division, Safety 


Division, Civil Aviation Bureau, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure and Transport 


Deputy Director-General, Nuclear Regulation Authority, 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, 


Flight Safety Division, Civil Aviation Bureau 


Director for Safety Regulations of the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority (person in charge of test and 


research reactors, reprocessing, processing, and use) 


Director, Radiation Environment Control Division, Science 


and Technology Policy Bureau, Ministry of Education, 


Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 


Director, Safety Division, Civil Aviation Bureau, 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport 


Small Aircraft Safety Division, Operation Safety 


Division, Civil Aviation Bureau, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 


Assistant Director, Operation Safety Section, Safety 


Division, Civil Aviation Bureau, Ministry of Land, 


Infrastructure and Transport 


Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 


Tourism, Civil Aviation Bureau, Safety Division, Flight 


Safety Division 


Deputy Director-General, Minister's Secretariat, 


Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 


Technology (Director, Office of Science, Technology and 


Science Policy) 


Science, Technology and Science Policy Bureau, 


Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 


Technology 


Office of Radiation Environmental Protection 
Disaster Prevention Coordinator, Nuclear Regulation 
Authority 


 


Cabinet Secretariat, Cabinet Information Research Office, Cabinet 


Secretariat Cabinet Office (person in charge of disaster prevention) 


National Police Agency 


Fire and Disaster Management Agency 


Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, Minister's Secretariat, Health Science 


Division Japan Meteorological Agency 


Deputy Chief of Security and Rescue Department, Coast Guard Headquarters, Japan Coast Guard 


(Security and Rescue Planning and Coordinator in 11 districts), and 3 other dispatched personnel 


Ministry of the Environment 


Ministry of Defense 


Other personnel deemed necessary by relevant ministries and agencies 
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(The main safety regulatory agency determines who will be dispatched, as needed, from the following experts) 


 


Job Title Specialization or 


duty 
Address 


Deputy Director, International Nuclear Material Management Department, 


Japan Atomic Energy Agency 


" Team Leader, Transportation Countermeasure Team, 


Safety Control Office, Tokai Research Institute 


" Director, Critical Safety Laboratory, Fuel Cycle 


Safety Engineering Division 


Director, Planning and Administration Office, Nuclear Technology 


Development Division, Nuclear Safety Technology Center Head, Special Fire 


Research Group, Basic Research Department, National Research Institute of 


Fire and Disaster National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Safety and 


Facilities Division 


Director of Radiation Safety 


 
Director, Facility Radiation Management Section II, Health Physics 


Department, Tokai Research Institute, Japan Atomic Energy Agency 


 


 


Manager, Radiation Management Section 2, Safety 
" 


Management Department, Tokai Works 


" 
Deputy Director, Department of Health Physics, 


Tokai Research Institute 


 
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Center for Radiation Therapy 


 
External Exposure Assessment 


Section, Exposure Dose Evaluation 


Department 


 


 


" 
General Manager, Safety Management Department, Tokai Works 


 
Senior Fellow, New Material Utilization Research Group, Advanced 


Transportation Research Center, National Maritime Research Institute, Japan 


 


 


 


" Director, Nuclear Safety Technology 
Research Group, Maritime Safety Research 
Group 


 
Senior Fellow, Nuclear Safety Technology 


" Group, Maritime Safety Research Area 


Design and 


structure of 


transport 


containers 


〃 


 


Criticality safety 


 
Design and 


structure of 


transport 


containers 


 


〃 


 


Radiation 


control 


 


 


 


〃 


 


 


〃 


 
Exposure 


assessment 


 


〃 


 


 


 


Exposure 


assessment 


Design of shipping 


containers for 


marine transport 


 
・Structure 


〃 


 


 


〃 


Ibaraki 


Prefectur


e 


〃 


 
〃 


 
〃 


 
〃 


 
Chiba 


Prefectur


e 


 


Ibaraki 


Prefectur


e 


 


 


〃 


 
〃 


 
Chiba 


Prefectur


e 


 


 


 


Ibaraki 


Prefectur


e 


 


Tokyo 


 


 


 
〃 


 


 
〃 


(Note) The main safety regulatory agency will respond collectively to the convening and on-site dispatch of experts to Tokyo. 


Transportation Edition 
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Emergency monitoring personnel and Equipment 


 


 
(As of July 2010) 


 


Organization Personnel 


Nuclear Emergency 
Assistance and Japan Atomic Energy 
Agency Training Center 
029-264-2681(Direct) Approximately 20 people 


 


 


 
[Support function] 


· 1. Environmental Monitoring 
(Environmental monitoring planning, implementation, data 
evaluation, etc.) 


· 2 Environmental Impact Assessment 


· (Environmental impact assessment) 


· 3 Individual exposure assessment 


· (Formulation of radiation protection plans, measurement, 
evaluation and analysis of exposure doses, etc.) 


· 4. Radiation control 


· (Planning, implementation, evaluation, etc. of radiation control 


plans) 


· 5 Criticality and shielding safety assessment 


· (Calculation, evaluation and analysis of criticality and shielding) 


· 6 Transportation 


· (Transport safety analysis, planning and evaluation of 
transport plans, etc.) 


· 7 Nuclear fuel engineering field 


· (Analysis, evaluation, progress prediction, etc. of accident 
event information at nuclear fuel processing facilities and 
reprocessing facilities) 


· 8 Nuclear reactor engineering field 


· (Analysis, evaluation, prediction of progress, etc. of accident 
event information at reactor facilities) 


· 
National Institute of 
Radiological Emergency monitoring team 
Sciences 


Director, Safety 
Planning Division, Approximately 16 people 
Safety & Facilities 
Division 


[Group composition] 


43-206-4738（Direct） ・Team 


leader 90-8591 - 0736 (Night 


hours and holidays)・Sub leader 


Equipment 


 
1. Survey meter 


 
2. Monitoring car 


 
3. Dust collector 


 
４. Iodine sampler 


 
5. Counter 


 
6. Whole body counter 


 
 


7. Body surface measuring car 


 
 


８. Field command car 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
１. Survey meter 
（Gamma ray 2, beta and gamma ray 4, alpha ray 2, neutron 


ray 


 


 


2. Portable gamma ray area monitor 


 


３. Portable alpha dust monitor 


４. Portable beta dust monitor 


５. Dust collector 


６. Portable Ge semiconductor detector 


 


 
 


200 


 
5 


 
13 


 
8 


 
13 


 
2 


 


2 


 


2 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


2） 10 


 
３ 


 


３ 


３ 


 
3 


・Sampler 
 


1 


・Measuring staff 
  


・Secretary   


・Liaison 
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Local Team for Implementation of Emergency 


Radiation Medical Care 


（As of July 2010) 
Job 


Title 
Duty Contact 


National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Incorporated Administrative 


Agency 


  


    


 
Director, Radiation Medical Center, Radiation Medical 


Center 


Guidance and cooperation 
in medical activities Team leader 


 Division of Diagnostic Disorders, Radiation Medical 
Treatment Center, Radiation Exposure Medical 
Treatment Center 


〃 
 


Sub leader 


 
Director, External Exposure Evaluation Division, 
Radiation Dose Evaluation Division, Center for 
Emergency Radiation Treatment 


〃 
 
Measurement team 


 
Senior Researcher, External Exposure Assessment 
Office, Radiation Dose Evaluation Department, 
Radiation Exposure Research Center 


 
〃 


 


Measurement team 


 
Doctor, Radiation Medicine Department, Radiation Medical 
Center for Radiation Emergency Medical Treatment 


 


〃 
 
Clinical team 


 
General Nurse Director, Nursing Section, Center for Heavy 
Particle Medicine and Science 


 


〃 
 
Clinical team 


 General Manager, Radiation Safety Division, Safety & 
Facilities Division, Core Technology Center 〃 


 


Radiation 


safety team 


 
Staff of Radiation Safety Division, Safety and Facilities 
Department, Core Technology Center 〃 


 
Radiation 


safety team 


 


Hiroshima University 
 


Director, Center for Radiation Emergency Medical Care 
Guidance and 


cooperation in medical 


activities 


 


Team leader 


 
Professor, Dosimetry and Evaluation Research Section, 
Radiation Effects Evaluation Research Division, Atomic 
Bomb Radiology Research Institute 


 
〃 


 
 


Measurement team 


Incorporated 
foundation Radiation 
Effects Laboratory 


 


Deputy Director, Department of Genetics 〃 
 


Measurement team 


Hiroshima University Director of the Advanced Critical Care Center 〃 Clinical team 


Hospital 


Head of dermatology department 〃 Clinical team 


 Chief radiologist 〃 Clinical team 


 
Director of Nursing 〃 Clinical team 


 
Head of Medical Care Support Department 〃 


Radiation safety 
team 


 Head of the Emergency Radiation Medical Promotion 


Center 
 〃 Radiation safety 


team 
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Draft publication  (Reference -3) 


DD/MM/YY Hour: Minute 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
※For different methods of transportation: For ground transportation, "○ ○, ○ ○ kilometers in ○ ○ 


City, ○ ○ Prefecture". For marine transportation "○ ○ nautical miles ○ ○ degrees from ○ ○ 


lighthouse, ○ ○ Prefecture". For air transportation, etc., ○ ○ City, ○ ○ Prefecture, ○ ○,○ ○ 


kilometers from the accident site where the accident occurred." shall be applied. 


 


(Reference -4) 


 
1. Area for which 


emergency 


response 


measures 


should be 


implemented 


 


City △ △ village ・・・※ 


(If the area name and sea area are included, the sea area within a radius of 


○ ○ m from the accident facility (scene)) Note 


 
2. Outline of a 
nuclear emergency 


 
Date and time of occurrence of the applicable emergency event 


 


Place of occurrence 


 


Status of radiation, etc. 


 


Damage situation 


 
Other special remarks 


 


3. Matters to be made 


known to residents, etc. in 


the area of 1 


 


(Example) 


・Residents and other public and private organizations, etc. 


in the area should pay attention to information on nuclear 
accidents via disaster prevention radio, radio, television, 
etc. 
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(Local Public 


Bodies) Dear 


Draft  
DD/MM/YY Hour: Minute 


 


Prime Minister ○○○○ 
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 15, paragraph 3 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning 


Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry shall give the 


following instructions with regard to an accident that has occurred    


 


 


 


 
 


 


(Example) 


・ Although there is no need to stay indoors for the time being, residents, residents 


in the area and other public or private organizations need to pay attention to 


information provided by disaster prevention radio, radio, television, etc. 


・Therefore, the Government of Japan requests the Government of the United 


States to inform residents of this. 
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(Reference -5) 


(Draft) 


 


 
Declaration of a nuclear emergency situation 


 


 


A declaration of a nuclear emergency situation shall be issued based on the provisions of Article 15, 


Paragraph 2 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Act No. 156 


of 1999), in order to recognize the need to implement emergency measures to prevent the progression of 


a nuclear disaster, when an event corresponding to the provisions of Article 15, Paragraph 1 of the said 


Act occurred on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Location *) at 00:00:00 


on D○ AY, MONTH, YEAR (YEAR Heisei) 


 
 


Read the public notice prepared by 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


 


 


 
※ For different methods of transportation: For ground transportation, "○ ○, ○ ○ kilometers in ○ ○ 


City, ○ ○ Prefecture". For marine transportation "○ ○ nautical miles ○ ○ degrees from ○ ○ 


lighthouse, ○ ○ Prefecture". For air transportation, etc., ○ ○ City, ○ ○ Prefecture, ○ ○,○ ○ 


kilometers from the accident site where the accident occurred." shall be applied. 
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(Reference -6) 


(Draft) 
 


○ ○ ○Prefectural Government No.○ ○ 


DD/MM/YY 


 


Dear    


Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications 
 


Minister of State for 
Disaster Management


 ○○○ ○ 


 
Establishment of ○ ○ ○ Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters in (○ ○ ○ Year) (consultation) 


 


 


 


 
Regarding the title, we would like to establish it as shown in the attached sheet, so we will discuss it. 
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(Reference -7) 


(Draft) 


 


○ ○Prefectural Government No.○ ○ 


DD/MM/YY 
 


Dear    


Prime Minister 


Prime Minister ○○○○ 
 


 


 


 


With regard to the establishment of the nuclear emergency response 


headquarters in ○ ○ ○ in the year ○ ○ ○ ○ , the Government of Japan requests 


a cabinet meeting as shown in the attachment. 
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(Reference-8) 


 
Establishment of ○ ○ ○ Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters in ○ ○ ○ ○ Year) 


 


 


 


Cabinet Decision Draft 


on (MM/DD/YY) 


 


 


 
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 16, Paragraph 1 of the Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), the ○ ○ ○ Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters (Hereinafter referred to as "headquarters".) shall be 


temporarily established as follows. 


 
1The name of the Headquarters and the location and period of its establishment 


shall be as follows: 


 


 


 
(1) Name : (○ ○ ○ Year) ○ ○ ○ Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


(2) Location : Tokyo (Prime Minister's Official Residence) 


(3) Installation period: Between DD/MM/YY and DD/MM/YY 


 


 
2. The Headquarters shall consist of the following; 


Director-General: Prime Minister 


Vice President : Minister of State for Safety Control 


Members of the Head Office 


(1) Persons appointed by the Prime Minister from among the Ministers of State other than the Director- 


General and the Vice Director-Generals 


(2) Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary for Crisis Management 


(3) A person appointed by the Prime Minister from among senior vice-ministers or heads of 


designated administrative organs other than the Ministers of State 
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3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article 17, paragraph 9 of the Act on Special 


Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the Local Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters shall be established as an organization that conducts part of 


the affairs of the Headquarters as follows: 


(1) Name: (○ ○ ○ Year) ○ ○ ○, Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


(2) Location: ○ ○, ○ ○, ○ ○ 


(3) Installation period: From DD/MM/YY to DD/MM/YY 


 
 


4. The general affairs of the Headquarters shall be handled by the main safety regulatory 


agency. 
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(Draft) 
(Reference -9) 


 
Cabinet Office Notification No. ○ 


 


 


 


 


Pursuant to the provisions of Article 16, paragraph 1 and Article 17, paragraph 9 of the Act on 


Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), the 


nuclear emergency response headquarters and the local nuclear emergency response 


headquarters have been established as follows. A public notice shall be given pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 16, paragraph 2 and Article 17, paragraph 10. 


 
(DD/MM/YY) 


 
Name of Prime Minister 


 


 
1. Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


 


(1) Name 


(2) Location 


(3) Installation 


period 


: (○ ○ ○ Year) ○ ○ ○ Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


: Tokyo (Prime Minister's Official Residence) 


: Between DD/MM/YY and DD/MM/YY 


 


 


2. Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 
 


(1) Name 


(2) Location 


(3) Installation 


period 


: (○ ○ ○ Year) ○ ○ ○ Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


: ○ ○Facilities in ○ ○City, ○ ○ Prefecture 


: Between DD/MM/YY and DD/MM/YY 
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(Reference -10) 


 


Appointment of Members of the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters and Personnel of the Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters in ○ ○ ○ Year 


 


DD/MM/YY 


Prime Minister ○ ○ ○ 


 


 


 
Pursuant to Article 17, Paragraph 7, Item 3 and Paragraph 8 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning 


Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), members of the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters and members of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters shall be appointed in the 


following year (○ ○ ○ Year). 


 


 


 
 


○ ○ ○ Year, Member of Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


 
As shown in the attached sheet ※ 


 
○ ○ ○ Year Staff of Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


 


As stated in the attachment sheet ※ 


 
※The Ministries and Agencies in charge of safety regulation, after consultation with the relevant 


Ministries and Agencies in advance, prepare a list of the expected positions of the Headquarters staff and 


staff. In addition, when it becomes necessary to further appoint the Members and Staff of the 


Headquarters, the NRA shall make inquiries to the relevant ministries and agencies, compile the names 


and affiliations of the persons holding the positions indicated in the list and other necessary persons, and 


submit them to the Cabinet Office. 
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(Reference -11) 


 


 


Designation of Local Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters Chairman, Local Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters Members, and Other Officials in ○ 


○ ○ Year 


 
DD/MM/YY 


 


○ ○○Director-General of the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters (Prime 


Minister) 


 


 
 


Pursuant to Article 17, paragraph 14 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), the Director-General of the Local Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters, members of the Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, and other officials 


shall be designated in the following year (○ ○ ○ Year). 


 


 


 


 
○ ○ ○ Year○ ○ ○Director-General, Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


○○○○ (Senior Vice Minister for Safety and Regulatory Affairs * 1) 


 


○ ○ ○ Year○ ○ ○Members and other officials of the local nuclear emergency response headquarters 


As shown in the attached sheet※ 


 


The Ministries and Agencies in charge of safety regulation, after consultation with the relevant 


Ministries and Agencies in advance, will prepare a list of the titles of the persons to be assigned to 


headquarters members and other officials.  In addition, when it becomes necessary to further appoint the 


Members and other officials, the NRA shall make inquiries to the relevant ministries and agencies, 


compile the names and affiliations of persons holding the positions indicated in the list and other 


necessary persons, and prepare a list to be submitted to the Cabinet Office. 
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(Reference -12) 


Transport edition 


 


(1) General team 


General coordination of various emergency response measures conducted by each functional group. 


C
o
u


n
te


rm
e
a
su


re
s 


fa
ci


li
ty


 


○ General team 


*Assistance by the Director-General of the Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, 


etc. 


*Operation and clerical work of Joint Council for Countermeasures (Compilation of 


materials, preparation of minutes, etc.) 


*Aggregation and recording of information by functional group 


*Preparation of conference materials and press release materials on the state of disaster 


prevention activities of local organizations 


*Provision of the latest information to the public relations team 


*Compilation of draft measures for restriction of entry and evacuation (Cooperation 


with the Radiation and Community Safety Groups) (Draft of joint countermeasure 


council materials) 


*Request for dispatch of SDF units to the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


and comprehensive coordination among functional groups 


*Comprehensive coordination of requests for assistance to the Nuclear Emergency Assistance 


and Training Center, and requests to the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


*Response to requests for assistance from relevant organizations 


*Comprehensive coordination of other important matters 


○ Contact Group 
*Dissemination of instructions, etc. from the director-general of the nuclear emergency response 
headquarters 


to relevant groups and relevant organizations 


*Collecting information on disaster prevention activities and damage status from various organizations 


*Communicating the decisions of the Joint Council to the relevant organizations 


*Communication and coordination with the national nuclear emergency response headquarters and 


prefectural and municipal disaster response headquarters 


N
u


cl
e
a
r 


E
m


e
rg


e
n


cy
 R


e
sp


o
n


se
 H


e
a
d


q
u


a
rt


e
rs


 


○ General group 


*Assistance by the Director-General of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters, etc. 


*the Operational Secretariat of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


(Compilation of materials, preparation of minutes, etc.) 


*Aggregation and recording of information by functional group 


*Compilation of information on the status of emergency response activities by the 


ministries and agencies, designated public institutions (Middle), etc., and reporting at the 


nuclear emergency response headquarters 


*Report on the status of emergency response activities at the nuclear emergency 


response headquarters 


*Procedures for approval by the director-general of the Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters for the dispatch of SDF units, and comprehensive coordination among functional 


groups 


*Request for assistance from the Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center 


*Response to requests for assistance from relevant organizations 


*Provision of the latest information to the public relations team 
*Support of the field management group 


○ Contact Group 
*Liaison and coordination concerning instructions, etc. from the director-general of the nuclear emergency 


response headquarters 


*Liaison and coordination with Joint Council for Countermeasures (Local Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters) 


*Communication and coordination with other relevant organizations 


*Support of local contact groups 
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(2) Radiation group 


Collect and organize emergency monitoring data in the vicinity of the accident site and predict the 


effects of radiation. 
 


O
ff


-S
it


e
 C


e
n


te
r 


*Collection and arrangement of emergency monitoring data 


*Guidance and advice for emergency monitoring conducted by nuclear operators 


*Coordination concerning personnel, materials and equipment necessary for emergency 


monitoring (Including requests to the Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Training Center) 


*Preparation of Proposed Area for Restrictions on Entry and Evacuation, etc. (Clear) 


*Communication and coordination with the radiation team of the Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters 


*Preparation of Joint Council on Emergency Monitoring 


N
u


cl
e
a


r 
E


m
e
rg


e
n


cy
 


R
e
sp


o
n


se
 H


e
a


d
q


u
a


rt
e
rs


 *Collection of on-site emergency monitoring information and reporting at the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters 


*Collection of information on entry restrictions and evacuation, etc., and reporting at 


the nuclear emergency response headquarters 


*Preparation of press release materials on emergency monitoring, etc. 


*Support of the local radiation team 


 
(3) Accident management team 


Collect and organize information on the accident site and predict the progress of the accident. 
 


O
ff


-S
it


e
 C


e
n


te
r 


*Collection, analysis and arrangement of accident site information (Including the state of 


release of radioactive materials.) 


*Ascertaining the status of response to accidents such as measures taken by nuclear operators, 


etc. in times of danger 


*Instructions to Nuclear Operators Concerning Response to the Accident 


*prediction of the progress of the accident 


*Communication and coordination with the accident management team of the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters 


*Preparation of Joint Meeting on Accident Situation and Prediction of Progress 


N
u


cl
e
a


r 
E


m
e
rg


e
n


cy
 


R
e
sp


o
n


se
 H


e
a


d
q


u
a


rt
e
rs


 *Collection and arrangement of accident site information and reporting at the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters 


*Preparation of press release materials on the accident site situation and progress prediction 


*Support of the local accident management team 
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（4)medical team 


Understanding of emergency medical care activities conducted by medical institutions (Including the 


Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the Ministry of Health, Labour and 


Welfare, the Ministry of Defense, the Fire and Disaster Management Agency, the National Institute of 


Radiological Sciences and the Japanese Red Cross Society.) and coordination of medical activities. 


 


 


l 


up) 


ining 


O
ff


-S
it


e
 C


e
n


te
r 


*Assessing the impact on local residents 


*Collecting and organizing information on medical activities at each institution 


*Coordination concerning where to send the national team for emergency radiation emergency medica 


treatment (Request for support for transportation from the resident safety team and transportation gro 


*Request for the dispatch of radiation control personnel at the Nuclear Emergency Assistance and Tra 


Center and coordination of the parties to which they are dispatched 


*Coordination regarding transportation to radiation injury hospitals, etc. 


*Understanding of information on the transport and transfer of exposed persons from first-aid stations, 


medical institutions, etc. 


*Support for selection of destinations for the transport of injured and exposed persons 


*Coordination concerning the securing of medical and sanitation equipment, etc. 


*Responding to inquiries from medical institutions, etc. concerning radiation emergency medical care 


*Communication and coordination with the medical team, etc. of the nuclear emergency response 


headquarters 
*Preparation of Joint Council on Medical Measures 


N
u


cl
e
a


r 
E


m
e
rg


e
n


cy
 


R
e
sp


o
n


se
 H


e
a


d
q


u
a


rt
e
rs


  
*Report on the impact on the surrounding residents at the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


*Collection of information from medical institutions (Existence of decontamination, radiation damage treatment, 


etc., number of empty beds, etc.) and communication to the Medical Care Unit at the Emergency Center 


*Support for selection of transport destinations for injured and exposed persons 


*Coordination with related organizations regarding transportation to radiation injury hospitals, etc., and 


communication to the Medical Care Unit at the Response Center 


*Ascertaining the degree of injury or illness of those who were transported to medical institutions, those who were 


exposed to radiation, etc. 


*Preparing press releases on health care 


*Other support from local medical teams 


*Dispatch and coordination of radiation control personnel, etc. at nuclear emergency support and training centers, 


etc. 
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(5) Resident safety group 


Assess and coordinate the status of activities to ensure the safety of residents, such as rescuing 


disaster victims and maintaining social order 


 
 


O
ff


-S
it


e
 C


e
n


te
r 


○Community Safety Group 


*Collection, arrangement and communication of information on accidents (Information on 


damage, entry restrictions, evacuation, social confusion, etc., measures already taken and 


measures to be taken in the future to ensure the safety of residents in the vicinity, etc.) 


*Understanding of situations related to rescue and emergency services 


*Understanding and coordinating measures concerning rescue and emergency activities, entry 


restriction, and evacuation carried out by rescue and emergency related organizations (Police, 


coast guard departments, and fire departments) 


*Coordination concerning the maintenance of social order 


*Liaison and coordination with resident safety groups, etc. of the nuclear emergency 


response headquarters and the nuclear emergency response headquarters of local 


governments 


*Preparation of Joint Council for Measures on Rescue, Emergency, Entry Restrictions, etc. 


○ Transportation and transportation groups 


・*Matters concerning the implementation of emergency transportation concerning national experts, 


supporters from the national government and other prefectures, and coordination concerning the 


implementation of emergency transportation concerning materials and equipment, etc. 


・ *Understanding and coordination of measures relating to emergency transportation implemented by 


the ministries and agencies concerned with emergency transportation (National Police Agency, 


Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, Japan Coast Guard, and 


Fire and Disaster Management Agency) 


・*Coordination of emergency transport priorities 


・*Coordination of the implementation of traffic regulations associated with emergency 


transportation and approach restrictions 


・*Understanding and adjusting the status of traffic regulations, etc. 


・*Transportation of the nuclear emergency response headquarters and the nuclear emergency 


response headquarters of local governments, and liaison and coordination with transportation 


groups 


・*Preparation of Joint Council on Emergency Transportation, Traffic Regulations, etc. 
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○ Community Safety Group 


・*Collection and arrangement of information on local rescue and emergency activities, and reporting 


at the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


・*Collection and arrangement of information on on-site access restrictions and evacuation, and 


reporting at the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


・*Collection of information on material procurement and supply activities, and reporting at the 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


・*Preparation of press release materials on rescue, emergency and entry restrictions 


・*Support for local community safety groups 


○ Transportation and Transportation Group 


・*Gathering and organizing information on local emergency transportation and traffic 


regulations, and reporting at the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


・*Preparation of press release materials on emergency transportation, traffic regulations, etc. 


・*Support for local transportation and transportation group activities 
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(6) Public relations team 


Collect, organize, and prepare press related materials, and respond to inquiries from residents. 


 
O
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○ Press group 
*Collection and arrangement of press information materials 


*Press release response (Response through communication with the Supervising Team) 


*Coordinating the holding of press conferences 


*Response to inquiries from reporters 


*Communication and coordination with the press groups of the nuclear emergency response 


headquarters and the disaster response headquarters of local governments 


*Preparation of Joint Council for Countermeasures concerning News Reporting, etc. 


○ Public Relations Group 
*Examination, arrangement, and preparation of matters to be publicized by residents 


*Request for public relations to relevant organizations 


*Coordination of public relations of related organizations 


*Communication and coordination with the public relations group of the nuclear 


emergency response headquarters and the disaster response headquarters of local 


governments 


*Provision of the latest information to resident response teams of local governments, etc. 


*Preparation of Joint Council on Countermeasures concerning Public Relations, etc. 
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○ Press group 
*Collecting and organizing press information 


*Compilation of press release materials (Created by each group (Includes 


information relevant to the field.)) 


*Coordinating the holding of press conferences 


*Response to inquiries from reporters 


*Support of local media groups 


○ Public Relations Group 


*Understanding of the status of local public relations and reporting at the Nuclear Emergency 


Response Headquarters 


*Coordination of publicity of citizens and embassies, etc. in Tokyo to foreign governments, etc. 


*Support of local public relations group 


 
(7) Operation support team 


Provide logistical support services at response center facilities and disaster response headquarters. 
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r *Environmental improvement of facilities for countermeasure bases 


*Procurement of food, etc. by the assembly members of off-site facilities 


*Hygiene management at the base facilities 


*Securing various communication lines 


*Liaison and coordination with the operation support teams, etc. of the nuclear emergency 


response headquarters and the disaster response headquarters of local governments 
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(Reference -13) 


 
○ Nuclear Emergency Response No. ○ ○ 


 


 


Dear    


Minister of 


Defense 


DD/MM/YY 


 


 
 


(Name of the disaster) 


Director-


General,NuclearEmergency 


Response Headquarters 
 


Request for Dispatch of Self-Defense Forces Units to a Nuclear Disaster (request) 


 
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 20, paragraph (4) of the Act on Special 


Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), the 


Government of Japan requests the dispatch of units of the Self-Defense Forces, etc. 


as follows; 


 
 


1 The status of the nuclear disaster and the grounds for requesting the dispatch 


Reference - As described in "public announcement". 


2 Desired period of dispatch 


From DD/MM/YY, for the time being or until DD/MM/YY 


3 Areas where dispatch is desired and the contents of activities 


(1) Areas where dispatch is desired 


Reference - Area in which emergency response measures 


should be implemented "public announcement" 


(2) Contents of the activities for which the dispatch is desired 


Activities necessary for the implementation of emergency 


response measures 


(Example)・Implementation of emergency response measures 


・Transportation support etc. 


 
4 Other matters for reference. 


(1) The coordination desk of the Headquarters for this dispatch request is: 


Ministries in charge of safety regulation Station Section 
 


Assigned To Manager （TEL FAX ) 


 Assistant manager （TEL FAX ) 


Local Countermeasures Headquarters；Ministries in charge of safety regulation※ Section


 ○○○ 


(2) ・・・ ・ 
（TEL FAX ） 
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Draft publication 


(Reference -14) 


 


１．Area for which 


emergency response 


measures should be 


implemented 


change the area in which emergency response measures should 


be implemented into the following areas 


 


 
(changed implementation area) ○ ○ city, △ △ village ・・・※(If the area 
name and sea area are included, the sea area within a radius of ○ ○ m from 
the accident facility (scene)) (Note) 


２．Residence in the area 1 


Matters to Be 


Publicized to 


Residents, etc. 


(Example) 


 
・Residents, residents, and other public or private organizations, etc. in 


the area should pay attention to information on nuclear accidents via 


disaster prevention radio, radio, television, etc. 


 


 
(Additional Information) 


 


・○ Residents of the district should stay 


indoors. 


 


 


※For different methods of transportation: For ground transportation, "○ ○, ○ ○ kilometers in ○ City, 
○ ○ Prefecture". For marine transportation "○ ○ nautical miles ○ ○ degrees from ○ ○ lighthouse, ○ 


○ ○ Prefecture". For air transportation, etc., ○ ○ City, ○ ○ Prefecture, ○ ○,○ ○ kilometers from the 


accident site where the accident occurred." shall be applied. 
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(Reference -15) 


 
○○Nuclear Emergency Response No.○ ○ 


 
○○○Year (Name )of the Director-General of Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters 


 


 
Partial Delegation of Authority of Director-General of Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (○ ○ ○ Year) 


 
Based on the provisions of Article 20, Paragraph 9 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness (○ ○ ○ Year), the authority of the director-general of the nuclear emergency response headquarters in ○ ○ 


○ prescribed in Paragraph 2 of the same article (Act No. 156 of 1999) is limited to the following: 


・・・・・・ 


・・・・・・ 


・・・・・・ 


shall be delegated to the Director-General of the Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (○ ○ ○ Year). 
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(Draft) 


(Reference -16) 


 


 
 


○Cabinet Office Notice No. 1 


 
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 20, paragraph 9 of the Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), within the scope of the 


authority of the director-general of the nuclear emergency response headquarters 


prescribed in paragraph 2 of said Article, 


 


○ ・・・・・ 


○ ・・・・・ 


○ ・・・・・ 


has been delegated to the Director-General of the Local Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters in ○ ○ ○ ○, and a public notice is given pursuant to the provisions of 


paragraph 10 of the same Article. 


 
DD/MM/YY 


 
Prime Minister Name 
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Draft 


publication 


(Reference -17) 


 
DD/MM/YY  H o u r : Minute 


 


１．Area for which 


emergency response 


measures should be 


implemented 


〇 City, □□ Town, △ △ Village・・・※ 


(If the area name and sea area are included, the sea area within a radius 


of ○ 


○ m from the accident facility (scene)) 


２．Outline of the 


nuclear emergency 


Date and time of occurrence of the applicable emergency event 


Place of occurrence 


Status of radiation, etc. 


Damage situation 


Other special remarks 


 
 


３．Matters to be made 


known to residents, etc. 


in the area referred to in 


1 


(Example) 


・○○ Among residents of the (area name) area, those who 


are [Infants, children, pregnant women, and adults] 


should stay indoors. 


 


 


・○○ Among the residents of the (area name) area, [Infants, 


children, pregnant women, and adults] should be evacuated to 


the inside of a concrete building or evacuated in accordance with 


instructions. 


 


 


 


 


・Ships and others within a radius of ○ ○ m from the accident 


facility (scene) should be evacuated. 


 
 


※For different methods of transportation: For ground transportation, "○ ○, ○ ○ kilometers in ○ City, 


○ ○ Prefecture". For marine transportation "○ ○ nautical miles ○ ○ degrees from ○ ○ lighthouse, ○ 


○ Prefecture". For air transportation, etc., ○ ○ City, ○ ○ Prefecture, ○ ○,○ ○ kilometers from the 


accident site where the accident occurred." shall be applied. 
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Draft 


(Reference -18) DD/MM/YY 


 
Hour: Minute 


 


(Local Public Bodies) 


Dear    


 


 


 
Prime Minister ○○○○ 


 


Pursuant to the provisions of Article 15, paragraph 2 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning 


Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry shall give the 


following instructions with regard to the accident that occurred in     


 


 


 


(Example) 


 
1. Shelter indoors at home, etc., for (area name) among ○ ○ [Infants, children, pregnant women, and 


adults] residents. 


 
2. With regard to the (area name) residents such as ○ ○ [Infants, children, pregnant women, and adults] 


District, take refuge inside a concrete building or evacuate according to the instructions. 


 


 
・Ships and others within a radius of ○ ○ m from the accident facility (scene) should be evacuated. 
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(Reference -19) 


 


 


 


 
 


Declaration of Cancellation of Nuclear Emergency Situation 


 
A declaration of the cancellation of a nuclear emergency situation shall be issued pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 15, paragraph 4 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), in order to recognize that it is no longer necessary to  implement 


emergency measures to prevent the progression (expansion) of a nuclear disaster. 
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(Reference -20) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(Draft) 
 


○ Cabinet Office Notice No. 


 


The Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters established under the provisions of 


Article 16, Paragraph 1 and Article 17, Paragraph 8 of the Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999) and the 


Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters established under the provisions of 


Article 16, Paragraph 2 and Article 17, Paragraph 10 shall be publicly notified as 


they were abolished as DD/MM/YY. 
 
 


DD/M


M/YY 
 


Prime Minister Name 
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(Reference -21) 


 


 


Site of Local Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters (○ ○ ○ Year) 


 


 


 


 


 


DD/MM/YY 


 
○ ○○○Director-General of the Nuclear 


Emergency Response Headquarters 


(Prime Minister) 


 


 


 
Pursuant to Article 17, paragraph 10 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness (Act No. 156 of 1999), the site of the local nuclear emergency response headquarters in ○ 


○ ○ 


○ (○ ○ ○ Year) shall be established as follows; 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Location ○ ○ facilities in ○ ○ City, ○ Prefecture 
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Contents of the evacuation instructions 


(Reference -22) 


 


 


 


 
(Local Public 


Bodies) Dear . 


DD/MM/YY Hour: Minute 


 


 


 
○○○Director-General of Local 


Nuclear Emergency Response 


Headquarters 


○○ ○○ 
 
 


With regard to accidents that occurred in ○○cities, □□towns, △△villages, and the vicinity, pursuant to 


Article 20, Paragraph 3 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


(Act No. 156 of 1999), the following protective measures are to be provided for residents in the vicinity. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Instructio


n 


 


 


 


As there is a possibility that the radiation dose that residents living ○ ○ m from the 


accident site are expected to receive from the results of emergency monitoring or 


prediction may exceed ○ mSv, for residents living ○ ○ m from the accident site, 


evacuate [Infants, children, pregnant women, and adults]. 


 


Ships within a radius of ○ ○ m from the accident site should be evacuated. 


Receiving time: DD/MM/YY Hour: Minute 


Reported By: (Affiliation) (Name) 
  


Recipient: (Affiliation)  (Name)  
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(Reference -23) 


 


(Reference: Disaster prevention measures for nuclear facilities (Decision of the Nuclear 


Safety Commission in 2003)) 


Hypothetical Evaluation of Nuclear Fuel Material Transport Accidents 


 
１．Assumed package 


 
The packages to be considered in the hypothetical accident assessment are Type B packages that 


contain a large amount of radioactivity in the packaging and Type A packages that contain a certain 


amount of radioactivity following Type B packages that are categorized according to the provisions of 


the Reactor Regulation Act. 


 


 
○ Examples of Type B packages: spent fuel, MOX fuel, high level vitrified 


○Examples of Type A packages: fresh fuel, enriched UO2, enriched UF6, natural UF6 


○L-type package example: low-level waste 


○Examples of IP-type packages: low-level waste (burial in six places), reprocessed uranium recovered 


 


 


 


２．Assumed events and effects on the general public 


 
A postulated event is one in which shielding and sealing performance deteriorates due to a collision 


accident, fire accident, fall accident, etc. Regarding criticality accidents, subcriticality is not covered 


because: (1) Because nuclear fuel material and other materials are stored in the transport containers 


during transport, there is no human intervention such as in nuclear facilities; and (2) water tightness 


of the containers is maintained even under conditions exceeding special test conditions, but 


subcriticality is ensured even if the containers are submerged. 


Condensed UF6 packages have not been evaluated in consideration of inundation. However, it is 


considered that subcriticality can be ensured by maintaining water tightness of transport containers, 


because (1) they have pressure-resistant performance even under conditions exceeding special test 


conditions, (2) they have fireproof performance at 2800 ° C for 4 hours, and (3) they are enveloped 


under special test conditions even when they fall from the highest elevation of 76 m in the current 


transport route. 


 
(1) Type B package 


1 Assumed event 


(a) Degradation of shielding performance 


Assuming total loss of neutron shielding (Half-Loss under special test conditions) in the event of a 


fire in which the spent fuel package exceeded the special test conditions of 800 ° C for 30 minutes 


 
(b) Deterioration of Sealing Performance 


Assuming that the spent fuel package is subjected to an impact exceeding 9 m fall on the non-


yielding surface, which is a special test condition, and that gaseous radioactive material is released 


from the transport container due to 100% damage to the fuel cladding (Wind velocity 1 m/s, 


atmospheric stability F) 
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2 Impact on the general public 


 
(a) Degradation of shielding performance 


About 4.5 mSv/h at 1 m from the surface, about 0.25 mSv/h at a distance of 15 m radius 


(Approximately 40 hours before reaching 10 mSv), and about 20 μSv/h at a distance of 50 


m radius. In the event of degradation of shielding performance (10 mSv/h 1 m from the 


surface) leading to a nuclear emergency, it would be around 5 mSv in 10 hours at a 


distance of 15 m in radius. 


 
(b) Deterioration of Sealing Performance 


About 16 μSv/h (approximately 26 days before reaching 10 mSv) at a distance of 15 m in 


radius, and about 5 μSv/h at a distance of 50 m in radius. 


In the event of a leakage of radioactive material leading to a nuclear emergency, a dose of 5 


mSv or less (discharge for 10 hours at leak rate A2/week, which is the permissible value under 


special test conditions) within a 15 meter radius. 


 


 


 
3 Protection measures 


 
(a) Degradation of shielding performance 


 
Use ropes, etc., to make a 15 m radius cordoned-off area, and shield it with sandbags, etc. 


 
(b) Deterioration of Sealing Performance 


 
The area within a radius of 15 m shall be designated as a cordoned-off area using ropes, etc., 


and preventive measures against diffusion shall be taken using sheets, etc. 


 
(2) Type A 


package 1 


Assumed event 


(a) Degradation of shielding performance 


The contents of Type A packages are not assumed because they are low-dose radioactive 


materials such as fresh fuel. (20 ~ 50 μSv on the package surface) 


 
(b) Deterioration of Sealing Performance 


Assumes that a natural UF6 package will encounter a fire at 800 ° C for more than 30 minutes, 


causing the fire protection cover to deteriorate and the contents to be released 
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2. Impact on the general public 


(b) Deterioration of 


Sealing 


Performance 100 


μSv or less, 


independent of 


distance 


3. Protection measures 


(b) Deterioration of Sealing Performance 


After initial fire extinguishing, set a 15 m radius of the cordoned-


off area using ropes, etc., and take measures to prevent leakage 


using sheets, etc. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


3．Evaluation results for the postulated events 


 


The possibility of a nuclear emergency under the Act on Special 


Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness is extremely 


low, given that there is a considerable amount of time to allow the 


exposure dose of the general public around the transport route to 


reach 10 mSv, and that the target package is being transported in 


formation and consists of a large number of transport units, and that 


the establishment of cordoned-off areas, measures to prevent the 


spread of contamination and leakage, and shielding measures, etc. by 


operators are promptly and appropriately implemented during this 


period. 


In addition, even if the general public stayed for 10 hours at a 


distance of 15 m radius in the event of shielding deterioration or 


leakage of radioactive materials leading to a nuclear emergency, the 


exposure dose would be around 5 mSv, and we believe that it is 


sufficiently possible to implement disaster prevention measures by 


ensuring a radius of around 15 m from the viewpoint of the 


exposure of the general public as a range to be dealt with in the 


event of an accident. 








(Tentative Translation) 
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the NRA Ordinance on Use of Nuclear Source Materials 


Issued: Prime Minister’s Office Order No. 46 of July 20, 1968 


Latest amendment: Nuclear Regulation 3 of the NRA, dated July 1, 2019 


 


(Technical Standards) 


Article 2 


(v) The following measures shall be taken with regard to the radiation dose, etc. of radiation 


workers. 


(a) Measures shall be taken to ensure that the radiation dose of radiation workers does 


not exceed the radiation dose limit specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(b) The concentration of radioactive materials in the air inhaled by radiation workers 


shall not exceed the concentration limit specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(xii) The transportation of nuclear source materials shall be carried out in accordance with 


the following. 


(a) In cases of transporting nuclear source materials, they shall be placed in a container; 


provided, however, that this shall not apply in cases coming under any of the following. 


 


(I) Nuclear source materials shall be set such that they will not easily scatter or leak 


during the usual state of transportation, and moreover, in cases of transportation 


inside facilities using nuclear source materials. 


(II) Nuclear source materials shall be set such that they will not easily scatter or leak 


during the usual state of transportation, and moreover, in cases of transportation of 


an exclusive load (hereinafter referred to as “exclusive load”) set forth under Item 


(vii) of Article 1 of the rules relating to transportation of nuclear source materials, 


etc. outside of a plant or business office (Prime Minister’s Office Order No. 57 of 


1978; hereinafter referred to as “outside transportation rules”). 


(b) A container shall meet the following standards; provided, however, that this shall not 


apply in cases of transportation inside facilities using nuclear source materials. 


(I) Each side of a cuboid circumscribing said container shall be 10 centimeters or more. 


(II) It can be handled easily and safely. 


(III) There shall be no risk of tearing or rupturing owing to changes in the temperature 


and pressure expected during transportation or due to vibrations. 


(IV) There are no unnecessary projections on the surface, and it is easy to remove 


contamination from the surface. 


(V) There is no risk of a dangerous physical action or chemical reaction being caused 


between source materials or between a source material and nuclear source 


materials.  


(VI) Measures will be taken to ensure that a valve will not be operated in error. 


(c) In cases of accommodating nuclear source materials in a liquid form in a container 


(except for cases of the container provided for in Item (iv) of Paragraph (1) and the tank 


(hereinafter referred to as “tank”) provided for in Item (v) of the same Article of the 


Outside Transportation Rules or a medium metal container (hereinafter referred to as 


“medium metal container”)), and not transporting them as an exclusive load, the 


container shall meet the standards provided for in Item (ii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 9 


of the Outside Transportation Rules in addition to the standards given in (b); provided, 


however, that this shall not apply to cases of transportation to a plant or business office 


inside a facility using nuclear source materials. 


(d) In cases of accommodating nuclear source materials in a container (limited to cases 


where the container is a tank or a metal medium container) and transporting them not 


as an exclusive load, the container shall meet the standards provided for in Item (ii) of 
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Paragraph (2) of Article 9 of the Outside Transportation Rules in addition to the 


standards given in (b); provided, however that this shall not apply to cases of 


transportation inside facilities using nuclear source materials. 


(e) The dose equivalent rate prescribed by the NRA on the surface of a container and an 


overpack containing nuclear source material to be transported shall not exceed 2 


mSv/h and the dose equivalent rate prescribed by the NRA at a distance of 1 m from 


the surface of the container, and the overpack shall not exceed 100 μSv/h. However, 


this shall not apply to cases where such materials are transported inside facilities 


using nuclear source materials. 


(f) The density of the radioactive materials on the surface of the containers and overpacks 


containing the nuclear source materials to be transported shall not not exceed 1/10 of 


the surface density limit set forth in Item (iii), (c);. However, this shall not apply to 


cases where such materials are transported inside facilities using nuclear source 


materials. 


(g) When transporting nuclear source materials, the following matters shall be clearly 


indicated on the surface of the container and overpack (except where the markings on 


all containers or packages are readily visible from outside the overpack) in a 


conspicuous location using a durable method. However, this shall not apply to cases 


where such materials are transported inside facilities using nuclear source materials. 


(I) Type and amount of nuclear source materials 


(II) The name and address of the consignor or consignee 


(III) The United Nations number (the United Nations number should be preceded by 


the letters "UN") prescribed in Article 9, Paragraph (2), Item (i) of the Ordinance on 


the Transport of Vehicles with Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (Ordinance of the 


Ministry of Transport No. 72 of 1978) and the Item name prescribed in Item (ii) of 


said Paragraph (except in the case of transportation within Japan only) 


(IV) For overpacks, the characters "オーバーパック" (only for transportation within 


Japan) or the letters "overpack" 


(h) When transporting nuclear source material, a document must be carried stating the 


type, quantity, handling method, measures to be taken in the event of an accident, and 


other matters to be noted with regard to the shipment, and a copy of said document 


shall be delivered to the consignee;. 


 


(Record) 


Article 3 Records under Article 57, Paragraph (6) of the Act shall be recorded for each factory 


or place of business with respect to the matters listed in the left-hand column of the following 


table, in accordance with the requirements listed in the middle column of the same table, and 


retained for the period listed in the right-hand column of the same table. 


 


 


Matter to be recorded When 


to be recorded 


Retention 


Period 


(i) The delivery volume and inventory volume by type of nuclear 


source materials. 


 


 


Once a month 10 years 


(ii) Radiation control records  


 


    


 


(a) The average daily and three-month concentration of 


radioactive materials in the exhaust outlets or exhaust gas 


Once every day 


for the average 


daily 


5 years 
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monitoring equipment and the drain outlets or waste 


water monitoring equipment for radioactive waste  


 


 


 


concentration 


and once every 


three months for 


the average 


concentration for 


three months 


(b) The dose equivalent rate in the controlled area and the 


vicinity monitoring area, the average monthly 


concentration of radioactive materials in the air in the 


controlled area, and the density of radioactive materials 


on the surface of materials contaminated by radioactive 


materials 


Once a month 5 years 


(c) The annual dose of radiation workers commencing on 


April 1; the dose of radiation workers (excluding those who 


have been diagnosed as unable to conceive and those who 


have reported in writing to nuclear source material users 


and international controlled material users, etc. (this shall 


mean international controlled material users and former 


international controlled material users, etc. who use 


nuclear source material (excluding nuclear source material 


set forth in Item (iii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 57 of the 


Act.) which is international controlled material. The same 


shall apply hereinafter) that they do not intend to 


conceive) every three months commencing on April 1, July 


1, October 1, and January 1; and the dose of radiation 


workers for one month commencing on the first day of 


each month in the period until childbirth in the case of any 


female radiation workers who the Nuclear Source Material 


User or an International Controlled Material User, etc. 


have been found to be pregnant 


Once every year 


for a one-year 


dose, once every 


three months for 


a three-month 


dose, and once 


every month for 


a one-month 


dose 


Period 


specified in 


Paragraph 


(5) 


(d) A radiation dose of radiation worker over a period of five 


years determined by the NRA including a period of one 


year in which the dose of radiation worker for a year 


beginning on April 1 exceeds 20 mSv 


 


 


 


Once every fiscal 


year for five 


years as 


determined by 


the Nuclear 


Regulation 


Authority 


(limited to one 


year or more as 


indicated in the 


left column.) 


Period 


specified in 


Paragraph 


(5) 


(e) A history of radiation exposure in the fiscal year that 


includes the day on which a radiation worker will engage 


in said work before said day, and a history of radiation 


exposure in the five years as determined by the NRA up to 


the previous fiscal year of said fiscal year. 


At the time 


when said 


person assumes 


said business 


Period 


specified in 


Paragraph 


(5) 


(f) The type of radioactive waste that has been disposed of in 


a waste facility or dumped in the oceans, the quantity of 


radioactive materials contained in the said radioactive 


waste, and if the radioactive waste is enclosed in a 


container or solidified in a container, the quantity and 


Each time of 


disposal 


Period 


until 


abolition of 


use 
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specific gravity of the container, as well as the date, time, 


place, and method of disposal. 


(g) If radioactive waste is enclosed in a container or solidified 


in a container, the method therefor. 


Each time of 


sealing or 


solidification 


Period 


until 


abolition of 


use 


(iii) Accident records of facilities using nuclear source 


materials. 


 


    


a) The time of the occurrence and recovery of the accident. Each time Period 


until 


abolition of 


use 


(b) The status of the accident and the measures taken in the 


event of the accident 


Each time Period 


until 


abolition of 


use 


(c) The cause of the accident Each time Period 


until 


abolition of 


use  


(d) Measures taken after the accident Each time Period 


until 


abolition of 


use  


(iv) The type, quantity, handling method, measures to be taken 


in the event of an accident, and any other matters to be 


noted with regard to the transported Nuclear Source 


Material 


Each time of 


transportation 


One year 


 


(2) In cases where it is difficult to directly measure the recorded matters provided for in the 


preceding Paragraph, a record which enables said matters to be indirectly estimated may be 


substituted for the record of said matters. 


(3) The dose equivalent rate set forth under Item (ii) (b) of the table set forth under Paragraph 


(1) and the radiation dose set forth under (c) and (d) of the same Item shall be recorded in 


accordance with the provisions of the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(4) In cases of recording the radiation dose set forth under Item (ii) (c) of the table set forth 


under Paragraph (1), out of the exposure due to radiation, with regard to the records 


pertaining to radiation exposure due to inhaling air that has been contaminated by 


radioactive materials, the circumstances of the exposure and the method of measurement 


shall be described in conjunction. 


(5) The period for the retention of records from (c) through (e) of Item (ii) of the table set forth 


under Paragraph (1) shall be the period until the nuclear source material user delivers said 


records to the organization specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in cases where the 


person pertaining to said records is no longer a radiation worker or in cases where the 


period of retaining the records has exceeded five years. 


(6) The nuclear source material user shall deliver a copy of said records at the time of said 


person leaving said work to the radiation worker pertaining to the records set forth under 


(c) of Item (ii) of the table set forth under Paragraph (1). 


(7) The necessary matters relating to the organization designated by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority set forth under Paragraph (5) shall be specified separately in the Regulations of 
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the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


 


(Report of Accidents and Failures, etc.) 


Article 5 In accordance with the provisions of Article 62-3 of the Act, if a nuclear source 


material user comes under any of the following Items, it must immediately be reported and 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority must be notified of the situation and the steps taken to deal 


with it within 10 days . 


(i) If nuclear source material has been stolen or its whereabouts is unknown. 


(ii) In cases where there is a failure in a facility using nuclear source materials (except 


where the impact on the use of nuclear source materials is minor). 


(iii) Nuclear source materials or things contaminated by nuclear source materials have 


leaked in an unusual way. 


(iv) The dose limit set forth under (a) of Item (v) of Article 2 with regard to radiation 


workers has been exceeded or there was exposure with a risk of exceeding this limit. 


(v) In addition to each of the preceding Items, a human hazard in relation to a facility using 


nuclear source materials (except for hazards other than radiation hazards which are 


minor) has occurred or is at risk of occurring. 


(2) In cases where a nuclear source material user disposes of radioactive waste outside of a 


plant or business office, if it comes under one of the following it must immediately be 


reported and the Nuclear Regulation Authority must be notified of the situation and the 


steps taken to deal with it within 10 days . 


(i) Contamination has taken place through radioactive waste in an unusual way. 


(ii) The dose limit set forth under (c) of Item (xi) of Article 2 with regard to persons 


engaging in disposal has been exceeded or there was exposure with a risk of exceeding 


this limit. 


(iii) In addition to the preceding two Items, a human hazard in relation to disposal (except 


for hazards other than radiation hazards which are minor) has occurred or is at risk of 


occurring. 
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Basic plan for emergency preparedness (excerpt) 
 
May 2019 
 
Part 12 Nuclear disaster 
 


Chapter 1 Disaster prevention 
 
Section 6 Prepare for prompt and smooth emergency measures against accidents during transport 
of nuclear fuel material, etc. outside the nuclear site 
 
Regarding disaster prevention measures pertaining to accidents during transport of nuclear fuel 
material, etc., in order to prevent occurrence and expansion of nuclear disaster, nuclear operators 
and persons to be entrusted transport (Referred to as "nuclear operators, etc." in this Section and 
Section 7 of Chapter 2.), Nuclear Regulation Authority, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 
Commission Office, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, Japan Coast Guard, 
police organizations and fire-fighting organs shall develop systems to promptly and appropriately 
take measures in case of danger, etc., while taking into consideration the particularity of transport, 
the safety of transport containers pertaining to specific accident assumptions, etc. In doing so, 
nuclear operators shall endeavor to cooperate with fire-fighting organs and the Japan Coast Guard 
to provide them with the necessary transport information, etc., within a range that does not cause 
problems in protecting nuclear materials. 
 
○Nuclear operators, in case accidents occur during transport of nuclear fuel materials etc., 
 
- Notify prompt to Nuclear Regulation Authority, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Commission 
Office, Cabinet Office, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, the nearest Police 
organizations, Fire-fighting organs, Coast Guard department and Self-Defense Forces 
 
- Take measures to extinguish fires, prevent the spread of fires, to move nuclear fuel packages to 
safe places, and to prohibit persons other than authorized persons concerned from entering the 
area by means of ropes or signs 
 
- Take monitoring in emergency 
 
- Evacuate persons engaged in transport and persons in the vicinity 
 
- Prevent the spread of contamination caused by nuclear fuel materials, etc. and remove 
contaminated nuclear fuel material, etc. 
 
- Take measures to rescue and evacuate, etc. of persons suffering radiation hazard 
 
- Take other necessary measures to prevent disasters caused by nuclear fuel materials 
 
In case of these danger, shall prepare emergency measures in accidents, division of roles of the 
responded organization in accidents, transportation plan described the materials and equipments to 
be carried, necessary emergency contact table, etc. to notify prompt, in addition, shall carry these 
documents, necessary emergency communication materials and equipment and disaster 
prevention materials and equipments in transporting. 
 
○In case the state (Nuclear Regulation Authority, Cabinet Office, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 
Commission Office) is notified from nuclear operators concerning occurrence of accidents during 
transport of nuclear fuel materials, etc. and judges that close contact and coordination among 
relevant ministries and agencies are necessary or relevant ministries and agencies request, shall 
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prepare systems necessary for prompt taking measures of immediately inform the relevant 
ministries and agencies, holding of radioactive materials transport accident countermeasures 
liaison meeting (in case specific events (events that should notified in accordance with provisions of 
Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Article 10 paragraph 1the 
first. hereinafter as the same.) occur, holding of the accident countermeasures liaison meeting of 
the relevant ministries and agencies), collection of accidents information, dispatch of national 
government officials and experts to the site and external announcement in case of danger. 
 
○Nuclear operators, etc., if specific events occur due to accidents during transport, shall maintain 
necessary notifying and informing systems so that documents can be immediately and 
simultaneously sent via Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Managers to Office (Cabinet 
Secretariat), Nuclear Regulation Authority, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Commission Office, 
Cabinet Office, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, Relevant Organs, such as 
the provinces, prefectures, municipalities, Police organizations, fire-fighting organs and maritime 
security departments who has jurisdiction over accident locations. 
 
○The state (Nuclear Regulation Authority, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Commission Office, 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism and Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 
Science and Technology) shall register experts in each field of Designated public institution 
(National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and Technology and Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency), etc. in advance as dispatch experts and shall be appropriate maintained and 
maintained concerning necessary materials and equipments by Designated public institution 
(National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and Technology and Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency), etc.  
 
○The state (Nuclear Regulation Authority, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Commission Office, 
Cabinet Office and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism) shall maintained 
necessary manuals etc. in advance so that can prompt perform dispatch requests, etc. to relevant 
ministries and agencies related to emergency transport concerning transport support by vehicle, 


aircraft, etc. for dispatching national government officials and experts to the site. 
 
○The nearest fire-fighting organs received notification of accidents immediately notify that effect to 
Prefecture, endeavor to grasp the situation of the accidents, as well as, according to the situation of 
the accidents, while ensuring the safety of firefighters, cooperate with nuclear operators together, 
shall maintained necessary systems to take measures fire extinguishing, lifesaving, and 
emergency. 
 
○The nearest Police organizations received notification of accidents endeavors to grasp the 
situation of the accidents, as well as, according to the situation of the accidents, while ensuring the 
safety of police officers, cooperate with nuclear operators together, shall maintain necessary 
systems to take measures of lifesaving, evacuation guidance and traffic regulations, etc. 
 
○Coast Guard department received notification of accidents immediately notify that effect to 
Prefecture, endeavor to grasp the situation of the accidents, as well as, according to the situation of 
the accidents, while ensuring the safety of Coast Guard officers, cooperate with nuclear operators 
together, shall maintain necessary systems to take measures of restricted access to sea areas and 
life-saving, etc. 
 
○The state and nuclear operators shall maintain necessary systems to take measures to officials 
training, disaster reduction drills and other measures complied with Nuclear emergency response 
measures at nuclear facilities. 
 
○The state (Nuclear Regulation Authority and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism) and nuclear operators, in case accidents occur during transport of nuclear fuel materials, 
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etc., shall endeavor to prevent nuclear disasters by conducting research on the causes and taking 
necessary recurrence prevention measures. 
 
○The state (Nuclear Regulation Authority, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Commission Office, 
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism), nuclear operators, even in case nuclear 
emergency occur, shall maintained necessary systems such as enhancing and strengthening the 
manuals for safe transportation of nuclear fuel material so that can take the initiative. 
 
Chapter 2 Emergency disaster control measures 
 
Section 10 Prompt and smooth emergency measures against accidents during transport of nuclear 
fuel material, etc. outside the nuclear site 
 
○After Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Manager has found specific events caused by accidents 
during the transport of nuclear fuel material, etc. or in case receive notifications of finding of it, 
Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Manager shall immediately send document to Office (Cabinet 
Secretariat), Nuclear Regulation Authority, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Cabinet Office, Relevant Organs, such as the provinces, 
prefectures, municipalities, Police organizations, fire-fighting organs and maritime security 
departments who has jurisdiction over accident locations. In addition, the incoming call should be 
confirmed with major organizations. Thereafter, the status of emergency measures shall be notified 
as needed. 
 
○Nuclear operators, etc. shall immediately take appropriate and prompt measures to prevent 
occurrence of nuclear disaster, establishment of restricted areas, measures to prevent the spread 
of contamination and leakage, shielding measures, emergency monitoring, fire extinguishing and 
fire spread prevention, rescue and evacuation, etc., using disaster prevention materials and 
equipments carried. In addition, Nuclear Operator shall immediately dispatch the necessary staff to 
the site and, if necessary, request other nuclear operators to dispatch staff and materials and 
equipment. 
 
○The state (Nuclear Regulation Authority and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism), in case specific events caused by accidents during the transport of nuclear fuel material, 
etc., shall immediately notify relevant ministries and agencies, relevant local governments and 
relevant designated public institutions and shall also notify any subsequent information as needed. 
In addition, shall promptly hold the accident countermeasures liaison meeting of the relevant 
ministries and agencies, in addition, dispatch national government officials and registered experts 
from National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological Science and Technology and Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency, etc. to the site and mobilize necessary materials and equipments. In case 
radioactive materials transport accident countermeasures liaison meeting is held When the Council 
for Countermeasures against Accidents Caused by the Transport of Radioactive Materials is held, 
the administrative work shall be handed over to the accident countermeasures liaison meeting of 
the relevant ministries and agencies. 
 
○Relevant ministries and agencies shall inform Designated public institutions of matters informed 
by the State (Nuclear Regulation Authority and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism). 
 
○The state (Nuclear Regulation Authority and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism) shall obtain cooperation from Emergency transportation relevant ministries and agencies, 
as necessary, in dispatching experts for monitoring in emergency and medical care, etc., staff, etc. 
of the local response headquarters, etc. 
 
○The nearest fire-fighting organs received notification of accidents immediately notify that effect to 
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Prefectural Firefighting disaster prevention control bureau, as well as, endeavor to grasp the 
situation of the accidents, according to the situation of the accidents, while ensuring the safety of 
fire defense personnel, cooperate with nuclear operators together, shall take measures fire 
extinguishing, lifesaving, and emergency. 
 
○The nearest Police organizations received notification of accidents endeavor grasp the situation of 
the accidents, as well as, according to the situation of the accidents, while ensuring the safety of 
police officers, cooperate with nuclear operators together, shall take measures of lifesaving, 
evacuation guidance and traffic regulations, etc. 
 
○Coast Guard department received notification of accidents endeavor to grasp the situation of the 
accidents, as well as, according to the situation of the accidents, while ensuring the safety of Coast 
Guard officers, cooperate with nuclear operators together, shall take measures of restricted to sea 
areas and life-saving, etc. 
 
○In case the nuclear emergency situation occurs, the state immediately shall issue Declaration of a 
Nuclear Emergency Situation as well as shall establish Nuclear Emergency Response 
Headquarters and the local response headquarters pursuant to Act on Special Measures 
Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness. 
 
○The local response headquarters and nuclear operators, etc. shall proactively implement 
emergency response measures in accordance with nuclear disaster at nuclear facilities under the 
direction of the director-general of the Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters based on 
advice of experts dispatched to accident locations. In addition, the local response headquarters 
shall take necessary measures to ensure the safety of the general public, instructing residents 
evacuation around accident locations, etc. to prefectures and municipalities that have jurisdiction 
over the accident locations, as necessary. 
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the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors  


Issuance: Act No. 166 of June 10, 1957  


Final revision: Act No. 166, promulgated on June 10, 2019  


Contents of revision: Act No. 15, promulgated on April 14, 2017 [from the day specified by 


Cabinet Order within the period not more than 3 years from the day of promulgation] 


 


Chapter 11 Supervision based on Nuclear Regulation Inspection 


Article 61-2-2 


Nuclear operator, etc. and users of Nuclear source materials, shall undergo inspections 


conducted by the Nuclear Regulation Authority on the following matters. 


(i) Implementation Status of the following Inspections 


(a) Pre-service operator's inspection prescribed in Article 16-3 (2), Article 28 (2), Article 


43-3-11 (2), Article 43-9 (2), Article 46 (2) or Article 51-8 (2) 


(b) Periodic operator's inspection prescribed in Article 16-5 (2), Article 29 (2), Article 


43-3-16 (2), Article 43-11 (2), Article 46-2-2 (2) or Article 51-10 (2) 


(c) Pre-service inspection prescribed in Article 55-2 (2) 


(ii) The compliance status of the following technical standards 


(a) Technical standards of Article 16-4, Article 28-2, Article 43-3-14, Article 43-10, Article 


46-2, or Article 51-9 


(b) Technical standards of Article 57-7 (4) 


(iii) Implementation status of necessary measures to be taken in accordance with the 


following 


(a) Operational safety programs approved in accordance with Article 12 (1), Article 22 (1), 


Article 37 (1), Article 43-3-24 (1), Article 43-20 (1), Article 50 (1), Article 51-18 (1) or 


Article 57 (1) (when a change is approved under these provisions, the one after that 


change) 


(b) Physical protection program approved in accordance with Article 12-2 (1), Article 22-6 


(1), Article 43-2 (1), Article 43-3-27 (1), Article 43-25 (1), Article 50-3 (1), Article 51-23 


(1) or Article 57-2 (1) (when a change is approved under these provisions, the one 


after that change) 


(c) Decommissioning plan approved in accordance with Article 12-6 (2), Article 22-8 (2), 


Article 43-3-2 (2), Article 43-3-34 (2), Article 43-27 (2), Article 50-5 (2), Article 51-25 


(2) or Article 57-5 (2) (When a change is approved or notified under the provisions  


Article 12-6 (3) or (5) (Including cases where it is applied mutatis mutandis in Article 


22-8 (3), Article 43-3-2 (3), Article 43-3-34 (3), Article 43-27 (3), Article 50-5 (3), 


Article 51-25 (3) and Article 57-5 (3)), the one after that change) 


(d) Decommissioning plan approved in accordance with Article 12-7 (2), Article 22-9 (2), 


Article 43-3-3 (2), Article 43-3-35 (2), Article 43-28 (2), Article 51 (2), Article 51-26 (2) 


or Article 57-6 (2) (When a change is approved or notified under the provisions  


Article 12-7 (4) or (6) (including cases where it is applied mutatis mutandis in Article 


22-9 (5), Article 43-3-3 (4), Article 43-3-35 (4), Article 43-28 (4), Article 51(4), Article 


51-26 (4) and Article 57-6 (4)), the one after that change) 
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(e) Closure plan approved in accordance with Article 51-24-2 (1) (when a change is 


approved or notified under the provisions of Article 12-6 (3) or (5) as applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to Paragraph (3) of the same Article, the one after that change) 


(f) Method of measuring and evaluating the radioactivity concentration approved in 


Paragraph (2) of the preceding Article 


(iv) Implementation status of the following measures in addition to those listed in the 


preceding Item (iii) 


(a) Physical protection measures prescribed in Article 12-2 (1), Article 21-2 (2), Article 35 


(2), Article 43-3-22 (2), Article 43-18 (2), Article 48 (2), Article 51-16 (4) or Article 56-3 


(2) 


(b) Necessary measures taken for operational safety stipulated in Article 21-2 (1), Article 


35 (1), Article 43-3-22 (1), Article 43-18 (1), Article 48 (1), Article 51-16 (1) to (3), 


Article 56-3 (1) or Article 58 (1)  


(c) Necessary measures taken for operational safety stipulated in Article 59 (1) (limited 


to the technical standards specified by the Ordinance of the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority.)  (Necessary measures for operational safety and physical protection of 


the specified nuclear fuel material, when the nuclear fuel material to be transported, 


contains the specified nuclear fuel material prescribed in Cabinet Order of the said 


Paragraph) 


(2) The Nuclear Regulation Inspection shall be conducted as prescribed in the Ordinance of the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority, with consideration given to the results of the past evaluation 


of the Paragraph (7), and other circumstances as prescribed in the Ordinance of the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


(3) When conducting a Nuclear Regulation Inspection, the relevant officials designated by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority may conduct the following Items stipulated in the Ordinance 


of the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(i) Entering an office, factory, or place of activity 


(ii) Inspection of books, documents, and other necessary properties 


(iii) Questioning the people concerned 


(iv) Submission of the nuclear source materials, nuclear fuel materials, and other necessary 


samples (limited to the minimum amount required for examination)  


(4) When the officials enter under the provisions of Item (i) of the preceding Paragraph, he/she 


must carry a certificate indicating his/her identification, and present it when requested by 


the people concerned. 


(5) The authorities in accordance with the provisions in Paragraph (3) shall not be construed as 


approved for criminal investigations.  


(6) The Nuclear Regulation Authority shall ensure when conducting Nuclear Regulation 


Inspections, inspection by nuclear operators shall be conducted under the attendance of 


officials concerned, by officials himself/herself entering the nuclear facilities for inspections 


or take other methods and strive for effective and efficient implementation.  


(7) The Nuclear Regulation Authority shall make a comprehensive evaluation of the matters 


listed in each Item of Paragraph (1), based on the results of the Nuclear Regulation 
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Inspection. 


(8) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, for the evaluation of the Items in the preceding 


Paragraph, based on the latest knowledge on safety in the utilization of nuclear energy, shall 


verify the Items listed in each Item of Paragraph (1) taken by the person who has undergone 


the nuclear regulation inspections, with consideration given to whether improvements are 


being made for the Items concerned. 


(9) The Nuclear Regulation Authority shall notify and publicize the results of the nuclear 


regulation inspection and the evaluation of Paragraph (7) to those who have undergone the 


nuclear regulation inspection. 


(10) When the Nuclear Regulation Authority finds it necessary based on the results of the 


nuclear regulation inspection, it shall notify the person who has undergone the nuclear 


regulation inspection concerned, and order or take other necessary measures under the 


provisions of Article 11-2 (2), Article 21-3, Article 36, Article 43-3-23, Article 43-19, Article 49, 


Article 51-17, Article 56-4 and Article 57-7 (5). 


 


(On-site Inspections, etc.) 


Article 68  


(1) (abbr.) 


(2) In addition to on-site inspections under the provisions of the preceding Paragraph, the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority may allow its officials to enter the office, factory, or place of 


activity, which designs or constructs nuclear facilities or manufactures equipment of nuclear 


facilities, or of other people concerned, inspect books, documents and any other necessary 


property, or question the people concerned, to the extent necessary for enforcing the 


provisions of Article 3 (1), Article 6 (1), Article 13 (1), Article 16 (1), Article 16-2 (1) and (2), 


Article 23 (1), Article 23-2 (1), Article 26 (1), Article 26-2 (1), Article 27 (1) and (2), Article 


43-3-5 (1), Article 43-3-8 (1) and (4), Article 43-3-9 (1) and (2), Article 43-3-10 (1), Article 


43-3-30 (1) and (3), Article 43-3-31 (1), Article 43-3-32 (2), Article 43-4 (1), Article 43-7 (1), 


Article 43-8 (1) and (2), Article 43-26-2 (1) and (3), Article 43-26-3 (1), Article 44 (1), Article 


44-4 (1), Article 45 (1) and (2), Article 51-2 (1), Article 51- 5 (1), Article 51-7 (1) and (2), 


Article 52 (1), Article 55 (1), Article 59 (3) and Article 61-2-2 (1). 
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the NRA Ordinance on off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


Date issued: Order of the Prime Minister’s Office No. 57, an extra of December 28, 1978 


Date last amended: Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance No. 3, an extra of July 1, 


2019 


Contents of revision: Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance No. 3, an extra of July 


1, 2019 [July 1, 2019]  


 


(Definition) 


Article 1  


The definition of the terms used in the Ordinance shall be as set forth in the following 


Items. 


(i) Vehicle transportation: Transportation outside a plant or a place of activity by 


railway, tramway, cableway, trolley car, vehicle, automobile, or light vehicle 


(ii) Simplified transportation: Transportation outside a plant or a place of activity 


by means other than vehicles (excluding transportation by sea or air) 


(iii) Nuclear fuel package: A package of nuclear fuel material or material 


contaminated with nuclear fuel material (hereinafter referred to as “Nuclear 


Fuel Material, etc.”) contained in a packaging 


(iv) Container: A shipment instrument manufactured to transport materials 


without the need for reloading during transportation that has a structure and 


sufficient strength to withstand repeated use and is equipped with a device for 


mechanical loading and unloading or equipped with a device for fastening the 


container to a vehicle. 


(v) Tank: A packaging to keep gas, liquid or solid inside 


(vi) Medium-sized metal packaging: A metal packaging compliant with the 


standards set by the Nuclear Regulation Authority that has structure and 


strength to withstand stress generated during transportation and has an 


internal volume of 3 m3 or less. 


(vii) Exclusive use: The loading condition under which vehicles operating on 


railways, trams, trackless vehicles, cableway vehicles, cars, light vehicles, or 


containers (limited to the ones with internal space exceeding 3 m3) are used 


exclusively by a consignor and handling of transported materials such as 


loading and unloading of transported materials etc. are carried out under the 


instructions of the consignor or consignee. 


(viii) Workers engaged in radiation work: Workers engaged in radiation work set 


forth in Article 1 (iv) of the Ordinance on Activity of Refining Nuclear Source 
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or Nuclear Fuel Materials (Ordinance of the Prime Minister’s Office & the 


Ministry of International Trade and Industry No. 1 of 1957); Paragraph (2) (iv) 


of Article 1 of the Ordinance on Activity of Fuel Fabricating and Enrichment 


(Ordinance of the Prime Minister’s Office No 37 of 1966); Paragraph (2) (vii) of 


Article 1-2 of Ordinance Concerning the Installation and Operation of Nuclear 


Research and Test Reactors, etc. (Ordinance of the Prime Minister’s Office No. 


83 of 1957); Paragraph (2) (vii) of Article 2 of the Ordinance Concerning the 


Installation and Operation of Commercial Power Reactors (Ordinance of the 


Ministry of International Trade and Industry No. 77 of 1978); Paragraph (2) 


(vii) of Article 2 of the Ordinance Concerning the Installation and Operation of 


Nuclear Reactors (excluding Reactors in a Research and Development Stage) 


to be Installed on Ships (Ordinance of the Ministry of Transport No. 70 of 1978); 


Paragraph (2) (vii) of Article 2 of the Ordinance on the Installation and 


Operation of Power Reactors at the Research and Development Stage 


(Ordinance of the Prime Minister’s Office No. 122 of 2000); Paragraph (2) (iv) 


of Article 1 of the Ordinance on Activity of Interim Storage of Spent Fuel 


(Ordinance of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry No. 112 of 


2000); Paragraph (2) (v) of Article 1 of the Ordinance on Activity of Spent Fuel 


Reprocessing (Ordinance of the Prime Minister’s Office No. 10 of 1971); 


Paragraph (2) (vi) of Article 2 of the Ordinance on Activity of Category 1 Waste 


Disposal of Nuclear Fuel Material and Materials Contaminated by Nuclear 


Fuel Material (Ordinance of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry 


No. 23 of 2008); Paragraph (2) (xi) of Article 1-2 of the Ordinance on Activity of 


Category 2 Waste Disposal of Nuclear Fuel Material and Materials 


Contaminated by Nuclear Fuel Material (Ordinance of the Prime Minister’s 


Office No. 1 of 1988); Paragraph (2) (v) of Article 1 of the Ordinance on Activity 


of Waste Interim Storage and Treatment of Nuclear Fuel Materials and 


Materials Contaminated by Nuclear Fuel Material (Ordinance of the Prime 


Minister’s Office No. 47 of 1988); or Paragraph (2) (iv) of Article 1 of the 


Ordinance on Use, etc. of Nuclear Fuel Materials (Ordinance of the Prime 


Minister’s Office No. 84 of 1957). 


(ix) Radiation: Radiation set forth in Article (3) (v) of the Atomic Energy Basic Act 


(Act No. 186 of 1955) of a beam of electron or X-rays having energy of less than 


1 mega-electron volts, excluding background radiation 
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(Technical standards for materials transported by vehicle) 


Article 2  


The technical standards set forth in the Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance 


(limited to those transported by vehicle) in Paragraph (1) of Article 59 of the Act on the 


Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors 


(hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) shall be as set forth in Articles 3 to 15. 


 


(Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. as a nuclear fuel package) 


Article 3  


Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. shall be transported as the type of nuclear fuel package 


specified in the relevant Item in accordance with the following classification of Nuclear 


Fuel Material, etc. 


(i) Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority as very 


low-hazard: a Type L package 


(ii) Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. (excluding the type specified in Item (i) above) having 


activity not exceeding the value specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority: a 


Type A package 


(iii) Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. (excluding the type specified in Item (i) above) having 


activity exceeding the value specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority: a 


Type BM package or a Type BU package 


(2) Notwithstanding the preceding Paragraph, material specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority as low radioactive and low-hazard Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. 


(hereinafter referred to as “Low Specific Activity Material”) and material having its 


surface contaminated with Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority as a low-hazard material (Hereinafter referred to as “Surface-


Contaminated Material”) may be transported as a Type IP-1 package, a Type IP-2 


package or a Type IP-3 package in accordance with the classification specified by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(3) A Type L package, a Type A package, a Type BM package, a Type BU package, a 


Type IP-1 package, a Type IP-2 package, and a Type IP-3 package set forth in the 


preceding two Paragraphs shall comply with the technical standards set forth in 


Article 4 to Article 10, respectively. 


 


(Technical standards for Type L packages) 


Article 4  


The technical standards for Type L packages shall be as set forth in the following Items: 
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(i) The package shall be easy and safe to handle. 


(ii) The package shall not be susceptible to damage, such as cracks and breaks, due 


to a change in temperature and internal pressure, vibration or other causes 


expected during transportation. 


(iii) The package shall have no unnecessary projections on the surface. 


Contaminants on the surface shall be easily removed. 


(iv) There shall be no possibility of a hazardous physical interaction or chemical 


reaction between the materials and between the materials and Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. contained in the package 


(v) Measures shall be taken to prevent the valve from being mistakenly opened. 


(vi) Unless otherwise specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, the package 


shall have a label indicating “RADIOACTIVE” at a location where it can be 


easily recognized when it is opened (if it is difficult to display a label in such a 


location, the label must be displayed on the surface of the nuclear fuel package). 


(vii) The maximum dose equivalent rate on the surface of the package set by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority (hereinafter referred to as “the Maximum Dose 


Equivalent Rate”) shall not exceed 5 μSv/h. 


(viii) The density of radioactive material on the surface shall not exceed the density 


specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority (hereinafter referred to as “the 


Surface Contamination Limit”). 


(ix) Where the package contains fissile material (uranium-233, uranium-235, 


plutonium-239, plutonium-241, and their compounds, and nuclear fuel material 


containing one or more of these (excluding those specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority); the same shall apply hereafter), each side of the 


circumscribing cuboid shall be 10 cm or more. 


(x) Documents and Items (limited to those that do not compromise the safety of 


nuclear fuel packages) other than those necessary for using the nuclear fuel 


materials shall not be housed in the package. 


 


(Technical standards for Type A packages) 


Article 5  


The technical standards for Type A packages shall be as set forth in the following Items: 


(i) The standards set forth in (i) to (v), (viii) and (x) of the preceding Article. 


(ii) Each side of the circumscribing cuboid shall be 10 cm or more. 


(iii) Measures, such as attaching a hard-to-break seal, shall be taken to prevent the 


package from being opened without reason and to show that the package has been 
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opened (if it has been opened). 


(iv) The components shall not be susceptible to damage, such as cracks and breaks, in 


the temperature range of 40 degrees Celsius below zero to 70 degrees Celsius, 


except if the temperature range expected during transportation can be determined. 


(v) Radioactive material shall not leak out at an ambient pressure of 60 kPa. 


(vi) The following requirements shall be met if the package contains Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. in liquid form. 


(a) There shall be an absorber capable of absorbing Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. in 


an amount more than twice the amount of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. that can 


be placed in the packaging or a sealing device consisting of double seals (a 


component of the packaging that has sealing to prevent leakage of radioactive 


material; the same shall apply hereinafter), except if a packaging (limited to 


a packaging for a Type BM package or a Type BU package) approved in 


accordance with the provision of Paragraph (3) of Article 59 of the Act is used. 


(b) There shall be an appropriate space to accommodate the temperature-induced 


change in Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. and the behavior of Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. during transportation and pouring. 


(vii) The maximum dose equivalent rate on the surface shall not exceed 2 mSv/h. 


However, the maximum dose equivalent rate on the surface shall not exceed 10 


mSv/h for a nuclear fuel package transported as an exclusive load that shall comply 


with the technical standards for transportation set forth in Paragraph (2) and (3) 


of Article 4 and (3) and (3)-(ii) of Article 19 of the Ordinance for the Vehicle 


Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. (Ordinance of the Ministry of 


Transport No. 72 of 1978) and has been approved by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority to be safe to be transported. 


(viii) The maximum dose equivalent rate at a distance of 1 m from the surface (the dose 


equivalent rate obtained by multiplying the maximum dose equivalent rate at a 


distance of 1 m from the surface by the factor specified by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority if the nuclear fuel package is transported as a non-exclusive load in a 


container or tank) shall not exceed 100 μSv/h, except for a nuclear fuel package 


that is transported as an exclusive load and has been approved by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority to be safe to be transported. 


(ix) The package shall comply with the following requirements when placed under 


normal conditions of transport for a Type A package specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


(a) Radioactive material shall not leak out. 
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(b) The maximum dose equivalent rate on the surface shall not significantly 


increase and shall not exceed 2 mSv/h (10 mSv/h if the proviso in Item (7) 


applies). 


(x) Radioactive material shall not leak out when the package is placed under 


additional test conditions for a Type A package containing Nuclear Fuel Material, 


etc. in liquid or gas form (excluding gaseous tritium and rare gases) specified by 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


 


(Technical standards for Type BM packages) 


Article 6  


The technical standards for Type BM packages shall be as set forth in the following 


Items: 


(i) The standards set forth in Items (i) to (viii) in the preceding Article, except for 


the requirement in Item (vi) (a) in the said Article 


(ii) The package shall comply with the following requirements when placed under 


normal conditions of transport for a Type BM package specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


(a) Requirement in Item (ix) (b) 


(b) The leak rate per hour of radioactive material shall not exceed the value 


specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(c) The surface temperature in the shade shall not exceed 50 degrees Celsius (85 


degrees Celsius on a surface easily accessible during transportation if the 


nuclear fuel package is transported as an exclusive load (on the surface of the 


access prevention frame, if attached to the surface of the nuclear fuel package)). 


(d) The density of radioactive material on the surface shall not exceed the Surface 


Contamination Limit. 


(iii) The package shall comply with the following requirements when placed under 


accident conditions of transport for a Type BM package specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


(a) The maximum dose equivalent rate at a distance of 1 m from the surface shall 


not exceed 10 mSv/h. 


(b) The leak rate per week of radioactive material shall not exceed the value 


specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(iv) The package shall not be susceptible to damage, such as cracks and breaks, in 


the ambient temperature range of the lowest temperature expected during 


transportation to 38 degrees Celsius. 
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(v) For a nuclear fuel package containing Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. having activity 


exceeding the value specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, the sealing 


device shall not break when the package is placed under test conditions specified 


by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, except if the package is approved by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority to be safe to be transported. 


 


(Technical standards for Type BU packages) 


Article 7  


The technical standards for Type BU packages shall be as set forth in the following 


Items: 


(i) Standards set forth in Items (i) to (iii) in Article 5, the main text of Item (iv), Item 


(v), Item(vi) (b), and Items (vii) and (viii) in Article 5, and the standards in the 


main text in Item (vi) in the preceding Article. 


(ii) The package shall comply with the requirements set forth in Items (a) to (d) of 


Item (ii) in the preceding Article when placed under normal conditions of transport 


for a Type BU package specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(iii) The package shall comply with the requirements set forth in Items (a) to (b) of 


Item (iii) in the preceding Article when placed under accident conditions of 


transport for a Type BU package specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(iv) The package shall not be susceptible to damage, such as cracks and breaks, in the 


temperature range of 40 degrees Celsius below zero to 38 degrees Celsius. 


(v) The package shall be constructed to allow filtration of the gas inside or cooling of 


Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. without the use of a filter or a mechanical cooling 


device. 


(vi) The maximum operating pressure (the maximum pressure (gauge pressure) of the 


gas generated in the sealing device of the nuclear fuel package for one year if 


venting, cooling or other special measures are not taken at the ambient 


temperature and isolations expected during transportation) shall not exceed 700 


kPa. 


 


(Technical standards for Type IP-1 packages) 


Article 8  


The technical standards for Type IP-1 packages shall be as set forth in Items (i), (ii), 


(vii), and (viii) in Article 5. 


 


(Technical standards for Type IP-2 packages) 
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Article 9  


The technical standards for Type IP-2 packages (excluding those falling under the 


following Paragraph) shall be the following: 


(i) Standards set forth in the preceding Article 


(ii) The package shall comply with the requirements set forth in Items (ix) (a) and (ix) 


(b) in Article 5 when placed under normal conditions of transport for a Type IP-2 


package specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(2) The technical standards for IP-2 packages (limited to Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. 


placed in a container (limited to Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. in solid form; the same 


in Item (2) in the following Article), a tank or medium-sized metal packaging) shall 


be as set forth in the following Items: 


(i) Standards set forth in the preceding Article 


(ii) Standard set forth in Item (2) in the preceding Article or a standard considered by 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority to be equivalent to the said standard 


 


(Technical standards for Type IP-3 packages) 


Article 10  


The technical standards for IP-3 packages (excluding those falling under the following 


Paragraph) shall be as set forth in the following Items: 


(i) Standards set forth in Items (i) to (viii) in Article 5, except for the requirements 


set forth in Item (vi) (a) in the said Article 


(ii) The package shall comply with the requirements set forth in Items (ix) (a) and (ix) 


(b) in Article 5 when placed under normal conditions of transport for a Type IP-3 


package specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(2) The technical standards for IP-3 packages (limited to Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. 


placed in a container, a tank or a medium-sized metal packaging) shall be as set forth 


in the following Items: 


(i) Standards set forth in Article 8 


(ii) Standards set forth in Items (iii) to (v) in Article 5, compliance with the 


requirement set forth in Item (vi) (b) in the said Article, and the standard set forth 


in Item (ii) in the preceding Paragraph or a standard considered by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority to be equivalent to the said standard 


 


(Technical standards for nuclear fuel packages containing fissile material) 


Article 11  


When a fissile material specified in Article 3 is transported as a nuclear fuel package 
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pursuant to the provision of Article 3, the nuclear fuel package containing the said 


fissile material (excluding packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority; 


hereinafter referred to as “fissile packages”) shall not be at any risk of reaching 


criticality during transport, shall conform to the standard set forth in Article 5, Item 


(iii) (only when transported as an IP-1-type or IP-2-type package), and conform to the 


technical standards set forth in the following Items (this shall not apply to the case 


where the package is transported as a fissile package conforming to requirements 


specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority). 


(i) The package shall comply with the following requirements when placed under 


normal conditions of transport for a Package containing fissile material specified by 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(a) Prevent the entry of a 10cm cube 10 cm cube. 


(b) Preserve the minimum overall outside dimensions of the package to at least 10 


cm. 


(ii) Sub-criticality shall be maintained in any of the following cases: 


(a) Where a package is placed under conditions for an isolated system specified by 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


(b) Where a package that has been placed under normal conditions of transport for 


a Package containing fissile material specified by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority is placed under conditions for an isolated system specified by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority 


(c) Where a package that has been placed under accident conditions of transport 


for a Package containing fissile material specified by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority is placed under conditions for an isolated system specified by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority 


(d) Where a package that is identical to the Package containing fissile material and 


has been placed under normal conditions of transport for a Package containing 


fissile material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority is loaded in an 


amount five times the limit on the number of the Package containing fissile 


materials transported (a number defined as a limit on the number of Package 


containing fissile materials loaded in a group in one place (a state in which the 


Package containing fissile materials loaded in a group are more than 6 m apart 


from each other); the same shall apply hereafter), under conditions for an 


ordered system specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority and in a state in 


which the distance between the Package containing fissile materials gives the 


highest neutron multiplication factor (the number of neutrons emitted by fission 
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per neutron emitted by fission in a chain nuclear fission reaction; the same shall 


apply hereafter). 


(e) Where a package that is identical to the Package containing fissile material and 


has been placed under accident conditions of transport for a Package containing 


fissile material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority is loaded in an 


amount two times the limit on the number of the Package containing fissile 


materials transported, under conditions for an ordered system specified by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority and in a state in which the distance between the 


Package containing fissile materials gives the highest neutron multiplication 


factor. 


(iii) The package shall not be susceptible to damage, such as cracks and breaks, in 


the ambient temperature range of 40 degrees Celsius below zero to 38 degrees 


Celsius, except if the lowest temperature expected during transportation can 


be determined. 


 


(Technical standards for nuclear fuel packages containing uranium hexafluoride) 


Article 12  


If uranium hexafluoride is transported as a nuclear fuel package in accordance with 


the provision of Article 3, the nuclear fuel package containing uranium hexafluoride 


shall comply with the following technical standards: 


(i) The volume of the uranium hexafluoride shall not exceed 95% of the internal 


volume of the packaging at the highest temperature during placement into or 


removal from the packaging. 


(ii) Under normal conditions of transportation, the uranium hexafluoride shall be in 


solid form, and measures shall be taken to keep the internal pressure of the 


packaging below atmospheric pressure. 


(2) A nuclear fuel package containing uranium hexafluoride in an amount exceeding the 


value specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority (hereinafter referred to as a 


“Uranium Hexafluoride Package”) shall comply with the standards in the preceding 


Paragraph as well as the following technical standards: 


(i) When the package is placed under pressure test conditions for a Uranium 


Hexafluoride Package specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, radioactive 


material shall not leak out and an unacceptable level of stress shall not be 


generated. 


(ii) When the package is placed under normal conditions of transport for a Uranium 


Hexafluoride Package specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, radioactive 
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material shall not leak out and the valve shall not be damaged. 


(iii) When the package is placed under accident conditions of transport for a Uranium 


Hexafluoride Package specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, the sealing 


device shall not be damaged. 


(iv) The package shall have no device to prevent over-pressurization due to discharge 


of the fluid inside the safety valve, the relief valve and other packagings. 


(3)  Notwithstanding the preceding Paragraph, the following technical standards may be 


replaced by the standards set forth in the relevant Item. 


(i) Standard set forth in Item (i) in the preceding Paragraph: When, as an alternative 


to pressure testing set forth in the same Item, the package is placed under test 


conditions for a Uranium Hexafluoride Package specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority, radioactive material shall not leak out and an unacceptable 


level of stress shall not be generated. 


(ii) Standard set forth in Item (iii) in the preceding Paragraph: A nuclear fuel package 


containing uranium hexafluoride in an amount of 9,000 kg or more in weight shall 


comply with a standard considered by the Nuclear Regulation Authority to be 


appropriate. 


 


(Transportation of low-radioactive material and surface-contaminated material that 


may not be required to be transported as a nuclear fuel package) 


Article 13  


Notwithstanding the provision of Article 3, the following low-radioactive materials and 


surface-contaminated materials may not be required to be transported as a nuclear fuel 


package set forth in Paragraphs (1) and (2) of the said Article. 


(i) Low-radioactive material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority that 


complies with the following requirements: 


(a) Measures shall be taken to prevent dispersion or leakage of radioactive material 


under normal transportation conditions. 


(b) The material shall be transported as an exclusive load. 


(ii) Surface-contaminated material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


that complies with the following requirements: 


(a) Requirement set forth in (a) in the preceding Item. 


(b) The material shall be transported as an exclusive load, except if the density of 


radioactive material on the surface is less than the density specified by the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority. 
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(Transportation with special measures taken) 


Article 14  


Material that is extremely difficult to transport in accordance with Article 3 or the 


preceding Article is not required to be transported in accordance with the Articles if 


measures required to ensure safe transportation are taken and transportation not in 


accordance with the Articles is approved by the Nuclear Regulation Authority to be safe 


to be transported. In this case, the maximum dose equivalent rate on the surface of the 


package to be transported shall not exceed 10 mSv/h. 


 


(Transportation of specified nuclear fuel material) 


Article 15  


In the transportation of nuclear fuel material that shall be transported in accordance 


with the provisions of Article 3 or the preceding Article and falls into any of the 


following specified nuclear fuel materials specified in Article 47 of the Cabinet Order 


for Enforcement of the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel 


Material and Reactors (hereinafter referred to as “the Cabinet Order”), the package 


containing the specified nuclear fuel material shall be locked and sealed, except if 


measures equivalent to or better than locking and sealing are taken, such as the use of 


a packaging with a hard-to-break seal. 


 


(Management of information on the transportation of specified nuclear fuel material) 


Article 16  


Detailed information on measures taken in accordance with the preceding Article that 


are required to protect specified nuclear fuel material shall be managed in a manner to 


prevent it from being known by other than those who are qualified to know. 


 


(Technical standards for simplified transportation) 


Article 17  


The technical standards set forth in the Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance in 


Paragraph (1) of Article 59 of the Act (limited to those for simplified transportation) 


shall be as set forth in Articles 3 to 14 as well as in the following Items: 


(i) The maximum dose equivalent rate on the surface of a transportation machine 


or apparatus (limited to those for simplified transportation; hereinafter referred 


to as “Transportation Equipment”) carrying or containing Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. (hereinafter referred to as “Package”) transported in accordance 


with Article 3, Article 13 or Article 14 shall not exceed 2 mSv/h, and the 
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maximum dose equivalent rate at a distance of 1 m from the surface shall not 


exceed 100 μSv/h. 


(ii) Package shall be loaded onto Transportation Equipment in a manner to prevent 


it from moving, falling down or falling off during transportation. 


(iii) Package shall not be loaded onto the same Transportation Equipment together 


with hazardous materials specified by the Nuclear Safety Authority. 


(iv) If Transportation Equipment in Item (i) carries or contains two or more 


Packages (limited to Packages that cause a maximum surface dose equivalent 


rate of more than 5 μSv/h and Package containing fissile materials that comply 


with the standards in Article 11; hereinafter the same shall apply in this Item), 


the number of Packages carried or contained shall be limited as provided for by 


the Nuclear Safety Authority to prevent a radiation hazard and criticality. 


(v) The following measures shall be taken when transporting Package (excluding 


Type L packages in Item (i) in Paragraph (1) of Article 3; hereinafter the same 


shall apply in this Item). 


(a) Those who engage in transport of Packages shall carry a document that 


describes important matters related to transport, such as the method for 


handling the packages and measures to be taken in response to accidents, and 


preserve such document for one year starting from the date of completing 


transport. 


(b) Those who are engaged in the transportation of Package shall carry a fire 


extinguisher, a radiation measuring instrument, personal protective equipment, 


and other equipment and devices required in the event of an accident. 


(c) In an area where people come and go, Package and the Transportation 


Equipment shall not be placed, and Package shall not be loaded or unloaded, 


except if measures are taken, such as placing a rope and a sign. 


(vi) The following measures shall be taken when transporting a Type BM package 


in Item (iii) in Paragraph (1) of Article 3. 


(a) Those with the Chief Nuclear Fuel Technician Certificate in Paragraph (1) of 


Article 22-3 of the Act, those with the Chief Reactor Engineer License in 


Paragraph (1) of Article 41 of the Act, or those with knowledge and experience 


equivalent to that of a Chief Nuclear Fuel Technician or a Chief Reactor 


Engineer shall be present during loading and unloading of the Package, and 


shall perform supervision required to perform radiation control of Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. and exposure control for workers engaged in the transportation of 


Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. and to ensure the safety of Nuclear Fuel Material, 
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etc. 


(b) Congested hours and routes shall be avoided. 


(vii) Package shall have a label or sign as provided for by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority. 


(viii) The exposure dose of workers engaged in radiation work shall not exceed the 


dose limit set by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


 


(Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. requiring confirmation) 


Article 18  


Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance 


in Table 1 (a) in Article 48 of the Cabinet Order shall be Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. set 


forth in Item (iii) in Paragraph (1) of Article 3 (excluding those transported in 


accordance with Paragraph (2) of the said Article and Article 14) and uranium 


hexafluoride set forth in Paragraph (2) of Article 12. 


(2) Nuclear fuel material set forth in the Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance 


in Table 1 (b) in Article 48 of the Cabinet Order shall be fissile material (excluding 


those specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority). 


 


(in the case where confirmation is not required) 


Article 18-2  


Nuclear fuel material immobilized or sealed in the packaging pursuant to the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority Ordinance in Table 2 (b) in Article 48 of the Cabinet Order shall 


be the one to be disposed being sealed or contained in immobilized packaging . 


 


(Application for confirmation of transportation) 


Article 19  


Those who wish to apply for confirmation of transportation in accordance with 


Paragraph (2) of Article 59 of the Act shall submit to the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


the Confirmation Application Form as per appended Form I (as per appended Form II 


when applying for confirmation of simplified transportation), accompanied with the 


documents set forth in the following Items in cases falling under Table 1 in Article 48 


of the Cabinet Order or the Confirmation Application Form as per appended Form I, 


accompanied with the documents set forth in Items (i) to (vi) and a written explanation 


of measures taken for the packaging containing specified nuclear fuel material to 


protect the specified nuclear fuel material in cases falling under Table 2 in the said 


Article. 
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(i) A written explanation of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. transported 


(ii) A written explanation of the structure and material (hereinafter referred to as 


“the Design”) of the packaging to contain the Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. in the 


preceding Item and of the safety of the nuclear fuel package in a case where the 


Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. is accommodated  in the packaging.  


(iii) A written explanation of the fabrication process of the packaging 


(iv) A written explanation showing that the packaging has been designed in 


accordance with the Design of a packaging in Item (ii) and fabricated in 


accordance with the Packaging fabrication process in the preceding Item 


(v) A written explanation showing that the packaging is maintained so that it 


complies with the Design of Item (ii) and the its fabrication process of Item (iii). 


(vi) A written explanation of inspection before shipment of the nuclear fuel package 


(vii)A written explanation of the transportation procedure for a nuclear fuel package 


and its safety in the case of simplified transportation  


(2) Submission of the documents specified in the Items in the preceding Paragraph may 


not be required if a document has been submitted showing that confirmation has been 


made by the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism in accordance 


with Paragraph (1) of Article 87 of Regulations for the Carriage and Storage of 


Dangerous Goods in Ships (Ministry of Transport Ordinance No. 30 of 1957). 


(3) Submission of the documents specified in Items (ii), (iii) and (iv) in Paragraph (1) may 


not be required if Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. is transported using a packaging 


approved in accordance with Paragraph (3) of Article 59 of the Act. 


(4) One original of the Confirmation Application Form in Paragraph (1) shall be 


submitted. 


 


(Confirmation implementation procedures for confirmation of transportation) 


Article 19-2  


Upon receipt of the Confirmation Application Form in Paragraph (1) of the preceding 


Article, the Nuclear Regulation Authority shall determine the confirmation procedures 


for the application that specify the procedure for the confirmation of compliance with 


the technical standards set forth in Articles 3 to 17 and other necessary matters. 


 


(Issuing of a Confirmation of Transportation) 


Article 20  


Upon confirmation as set forth in Paragraph (2) of Article 59 of the Act, the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority shall issue a Confirmation of Transportation. 
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(Application for packaging approval) 


Article 21  


Those who wish to apply for approval of the Packaging in accordance with Paragraph 


(3) of Article 59 of the Act shall submit to the Nuclear Regulation Authority the 


Packaging Approval Application Form as per appended Form III, accompanied with 


the documents set forth in the following Items: 


(i) A written explanation of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. to be transported in the 


packaging  


(ii) A written explanation of the Design of the Packaging and of the safety of the nuclear 


fuel package in a case where the Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. in the preceding Item 


is placed in the Packaging. 


(iii) A written explanation of the fabrication process of the Packaging 


(iv) A written explanation showing that the Packaging has been fabricated in 


accordance with the Design of a Packaging in Item (ii) and the Packaging 


fabrication process in the preceding Item 


(v) A written explanation showing that the Packaging is maintained so that it complies 


with the Design of a Packaging in Item (ii) and the Packaging fabrication process 


in Item (iii) 


(2) As provided for by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, submission of the document 


specified in Item (ii) in the preceding Paragraph may not be required if the package 


is confirmed by the Nuclear Regulation Authority to comply with the regulatory 


requirements set forth in Articles 3 to 15 for the Design of a packaging and for the 


safety of a nuclear fuel package in case of the Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. in Item (i) 


of the preceding Paragraph is accommodated in the packaging. 


(3) One original of the Application Form in Paragraph (1) for packaging approval shall 


be submitted. 


 


(Issuing of a Packaging Approval Certificate) 


Article 22  


Upon approval as set forth in Paragraph (3) of Article 59 of the Act, the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority shall issue a Packaging Approval Certificate containing the 


following information: 


(i) Personal or business name, address, and the name of the person representing 


the company, if applicable 


(ii) Name of the packaging  
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(iii) External dimensions and weight of the packaging 


(iv) Type of nuclear fuel package 


(v) Type, properties, weight and activity of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. 


accommodated  in the packaging 


(vi) Approved packaging Registration Number 


(vii) Duration of use as an approved packaging  


(viii) Matters pertaining to the maintenance of the packaging and the handling of 


the nuclear fuel package 


 


(Extension of the duration of use as an approved packaging) 


Article 23  


Those who have been delivered packaging approval certificate in accordance with the 


preceding Article may be granted an extension of the duration of use as an approved 


packaging by showing that the packaging is maintained so that it complies with the 


design and fabrication process of the packaging. 


(2) Those who intend to obtain the extension mentioned in the preceding Paragraph must 


submit the Application Form for Extension of Duration of Use of an Approved 


packaging as per Appended Form IV to the Nuclear Regulation Authority; this shall 


be accompanied by a written explanation stating that the packaging shall be 


maintained so as to conform to its design and manufacturing method as well as the 


packaging approval certificate for the approved packaging whose duration for use is 


to be extended. 


(3) Upon granting the extension specified in Paragraph (1), the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority shall renew the Packaging Approval Certificate and issue a renewed 


Packaging Approval Certificate to the applicant. 


(4) One original of the Application Form for an Extension of the Duration of Use of an 


Approved packaging in Paragraph (2) shall be submitted. 


 


(Notification of a change in the Packaging Approval Certificate, etc.) 


Article 24  


Those who have been delivered packaging approval certificate pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 22 and have made a change described in Item (i) of the same Article 


shall submit a Notification of Change to the Information in the packaging approval 


certificate as per Appended Form V to the Nuclear Regulation Authority within 30 days 


of the date of making such change. 


(2) If the use of all of the approved packaging(s) is terminated, those who have been 
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delivered the packaging approval certificate in accordance with Article 22 shall 


submit to the Nuclear Regulation Authority the Notification of Termination of the 


approved packaging as per appended Form VI, accompanied with the packaging 


approval certificate, within 30 days of the date of the termination. 


(3) If the use of part of the approved packaging(s) is terminated, those who have been 


delivered packaging approval certificate in accordance with Article 22 shall submit to 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority the Notification of Partial Termination of the 


approved packaging(s) as per appended Form VII, accompanied with the packaging 


approval certificate, within 30 days of the date of the termination, and shall have the 


certificate renewed. 


(4) One original of the Notification in the previous Paragraphs shall be submitted. 


 


(Reporting of an accident or a failure, etc.) 


Article 25  


In accordance with Article 62-3 of the Act, if any of the following Items applies to the 


transportation of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc., a nuclear operator, etc. (hereinafter 


referred to “Nuclear Operator, etc.”) defined in Article 57-8 of the Act shall so report 


immediately to the Nuclear Regulation Authority and report the status of the event 


and the actions taken within 10 days 


(i) In the event of theft or misplacement of nuclear fuel material 


(ii) In the event of extraordinary leakage of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. 


(iii) In the event of 2 above Items as well as in the event of injury or potential injury 


(excluding minor non-radiation injury) in connection with the transportation of 


Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. 


 


(Emergency actions) 


Article 26  


In accordance with Paragraph (1) of Article 64 of the Act, Nuclear Operator, etc. and 


those who are contracted by Nuclear Operator, etc. to transport Nuclear Fuel Material, 


etc. out of the premises of the site shall take the following emergency actions: 


(i) If a nuclear fuel package catches on fire or if a fire occurs that may spread to a 


nuclear fuel package, an attempt shall be made to extinguish the fire or prevent 


spread of the fire and shall so report to fire fighters immediately. 


(ii) If there is space to move nuclear fuel packages to other area, the packages shall be 


moved to a safe area as needed. To prevent entry of anyone other than those 


involved, the area shall be enclosed with a rope; signs shall be placed; and a guard 
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shall be place. 


(iii) An evacuation warning shall be issued to those who are engaged in the 


transportation of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. and those who are near the area if 


necessary to prevent radiation hazard. 


(iv) If contamination with Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. occurs, prompt action shall be 


taken to prevent spread of the contamination and to remove the contamination. 


(v) If radiation hazard has been or might have been caused to a person, prompt 


emergency actions shall be taken, such as rescuing and evacuating the person. 


(vi) Necessary actions shall be taken to prevent radiation hazard. 


(2) If the emergency actions set forth in the Items in the preceding Paragraphs are 


taken, notwithstanding Item (viii) in Article 17, those engaged in radiation work (as 


for female workers, only those who have been diagnosed to be unable to conceive and 


who have expressed in writing to Nuclear Operator, etc. and those who are 


contracted by Nuclear Operator, etc. to transport Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. that 


they have no intention to conceive) may be allowed to be engaged in the emergency 


actions as long as their dose equivalent does not exceed the dose the limits set by 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(3) Those engaged in radiation work that may be allowed to be engaged in the 


emergency actions pursuant to the provisions of the preceding Paragraph must fall 


under all of the following Items: 


(i) Those who have expressed in writing to Nuclear Operator that they have intention 


to be engaged in emergency actions and who are contracted by Nuclear Operator 


etc. to transport Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. after receiving education regarding 


the effects of radiation on living body in emergency actions. 


(ii) Those who have received training regarding to emergency actions. 


(iii) Nuclear Disaster Prevention Staff specified in Article 8, 3 of Act on Special 


Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, Nuclear Emergency 


Preparedness Manager specified in Article 9, 1 of the same Act or Deputy Nuclear 


Emergency Preparedness Manager specified in the same Article, 3, when specified 


by Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


 


(Document to identify a person) 


Article 27  


The document to identify a person in Paragraph (6) of Article 68 of the Act shall be as 


per appended Form VIII. 
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(Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. specified in the Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance in 


Paragraphs (85) and (87) in Appendix Table 1 of the Ordinance) 


Article 28  


Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority Ordinance 


in Paragraphs (85) and (87) in Appendix Table 1 of the Cabinet Order shall be uranium 


hexafluoride set forth in Paragraph (2) of Article 12. 
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Appended form No.1 (related to Article 19) 


Vehicle Transportation Confirmation Application Form 


Serial Number 


Year/Month/Date 


To Nuclear Regulation Authority 


Address (of applicant)  


Name (in the case of corporation, the name of corporation and the name of it 


representative) 


 


I apply for confirmation of vehicle transport pursuant to the provisions of Article 59, 


Paragraph (2) of Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel 


Material and Reactors and Article 19, Paragraph (1) of NRA Ordinance on Off-site 


transportation of Transport of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc.  


 


Classification of Nuclear Operators etc. (Note 1) 


Kinds, property and volume of nuclear fuel materials to be transported (Note 2) 


Purpose of transport (Note 3) 


Scheduled time for transport 


Description related to nuclear fuel package 


-Kinds of nuclear fuel package (Note 4) 


-Total weight of nuclear fuel package (Note 5) 


-Nuclear fuel materials to be stored  


-Weight(Note 5) 


-Amount of radioactivity (Note 6) 


Packaging to be used (Note 7) 


-Name and number of packaging 


-Registered number of approved packaging (Note 8) 


-Date and number of packaging approval certificate (Note 8) 


-Period of use as approved packaging (Note 8) 


-Outside dimension (Note 9) 


-Weight (Note 5) 


Limited number of package transported in case of package containing fissile material. 


Method of loading or kinds of mixed loading 
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Note 1. The kinds of the nuclear operators etc. (hereinafter referred to as “Nuclear 


Operators etc.”) specified in Article 57-8 of the Act or the person to whom transport has 


been entrusted by Nuclear Operators etc. shall be described. Regarding the person to 


whom transport has been entrusted, the name of the entrusted person and the 


classification of the said Nuclear Operator etc. shall be described therewith.  


2. Describe according to (i) to (iv). 


(i) As the kinds of nuclear fuel materials to be transported, uranium metal, 


uranium dioxide, uranium hexafluoride, plutonium dioxide, new fuel assembly 


(uranium dioxide), new fuel assembly (mixed uranium and plutonium oxide 


fuel), spent fuel or test piece shall be described. For uranium, its enrichment 


shall be described, for plutonium, the enrichment of nuclear-fissile isotope and 


for mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fuel, the fissile plutonium 


enrichment, respectively. For spent fuel, whether the air absorbed dose rates 


at the distance of 1 meter from its surface (for irradiated natural uranium, 


depleted uranium, thorium and uranium with enrichment of 10% or less, the 


air absorbed dose rates immediately after irradiation) exceeds 1gray per hour 


or not. Additionally, in the case where leakage of radioactive materials is 


found, such information shall be noted together. 


(ii) Regarding the enrichment and the fissile plutonium enrichment, the initial 


value for spent fuel and irradiated sample shall be described. 


(iii) Regarding the property, physical/chemical form shall be described. 


(iv) Regarding the volume, the total volume and the volume of the materials which 


fall under any of uranium 233, uranium 235, plutonium 239 and plutonium 


241 etc. shall be described in tons or kilograms. 


 


3. The names and addresses of the plants or the operation sites as the departure place 


and the destination related to the said transport shall be described together. 


4. The kinds as Type A package, Type BM package and Type BU package etc. of nuclear 


fuel packages shall be described. Additionally, regarding the fissile packages and 


uranium hexafluoride packages shall be described to that effect. 


5. The weight shall be described in tons and kilograms. 


6. The total volume and the volume per major nuclide shall be described in becquerels. 


7. Clear and duplicated drawing that indicates the outline of the packaging shall be 


attached. 


8. In the case of use of approved packaging, such fact shall be described. 


9. The dimensions shall be described in centimeters or meters. 
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Remarks This paper size shall be A4 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). 


 


Appended form No.2 (related to Article 19) 


Simplified Transportation Confirmation Application Form 


Serial Number 


Year/Month/Date 


To Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


Address (of Applicant ) 


Name (in the case of corporation, the name of corporation and the name of it 


representative) 


 


I apply for confirmation of simplified transport pursuant to the provisions of Article 59, 


Paragraph (2) of Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel 


Material and Reactors and Article 19, Paragraph (1) of the NRA Ordinance on Off-Site 


Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


 


Classification of Nuclear Operators etc. (Note 1) 


Kinds, property and volume of nuclear fuel materials to be transported (Note 2) 


Purpose of transport (Note 3) 


Scheduled time for transport 


Description related to nuclear fuel package 


-Kinds of nuclear fuel package (Note 4) 


-Total weight of nuclear fuel package (Note 5) 


-Nuclear fuel materials to be stored  


-Weight (Note 5)  


-Amount of radioactivity (Note 6) 


-Packaging to be used (Note 7) 


-Name and number of packaging 


-Registered number of approved packaging (Note 8) 


-Date and number of packaging approval certificate (Note 8) 


-Period of use as approved packaging (Note 8) 


-Outside dimension (Note 9) 


-Weight (Note 5) 


-Limited number of package transported as package containing fissile material  
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Description related to transport method 


-Kinds of transport instrument (Note 10) 


-Method of loading or kinds of mixed loading 


-Loading method to transport instrument (Note 11) 


-Documents and tools to be carried with 


Note 1. The kinds of the nuclear operators etc. (hereinafter referred to as “Nuclear 


Operators etc.”) specified in Article 57-8 of the Act or the person to whom transport has 


been entrusted by Nuclear Operators etc. shall be described. Regarding the person to 


whom transport has been entrusted, the name of the entrusted person and the 


classification of the said Nuclear Operator etc. shall be described therewith.  


2. Describe according to (i) to (iv). 


(i) As the kinds of nuclear fuel materials to be transported, uranium metal, 


uranium dioxide, uranium hexafluoride, plutonium dioxide, new fuel assembly 


(uranium dioxide), new fuel assembly (mixed uranium and plutonium oxide 


fuel), spent fuel or test piece shall be described. For uranium, its enrichment 


shall be described, for plutonium, the enrichment of nuclear-fissile isotope and 


for mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fuel, the fissile plutonium 


enrichment, respectively. For spent fuel, whether the air absorbed dose rates 


at the distance of 1 meter from its surface (for irradiated natural uranium, 


depleted uranium, thorium and uranium with enrichment of 10% or less, the 


air absorbed dose rates immediately after irradiation) exceeds 1gray per hour 


or not. Additionally, in the case where leakage of radioactive materials is 


found, such information shall be noted together. 


(ii) Regarding the enrichment and the fissile plutonium enrichment, the initial 


value for spent fuel and irradiated sample shall be described. 


(iii) Regarding the property, physical/chemical form shall be described. 


(iv) The weight shall be described in tons and kilograms 


3. The names and addresses of the plants or the operation sites as the departure place 


and the destination related to the said transport shall be described together. 


4. The kinds as Type A package, Type BM package and Type BU package etc. of nuclear 


fuel packages shall be described. Additionally, regarding the fissile packages and 


uranium hexafluoride packages shall be described to that effect. 


5. The weight shall be described in tons and kilograms. 


6. The total volume and the volume per major nuclide shall be described in becquerels. 


7. Clear and duplicated drawing that indicates the outline of the packaging shall be 


attached. 
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8. In the case of use of approved packaging, such fact shall be described. 


9. The dimensions shall be described in centimeters or meters. 


10. The kinds of transport instrument such as carriage shall be specifically described. 


11. The explanatory drawing that indicates the status after loading shall be attached. 


Remarks: This paper size shall be A4 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). 


 


Appended form No.3 (related to Article 21) 


Packaging Approval Application Form 


 


Serial Number 


Year/Month/Date 


To Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


Address (of applicant) 


Name (in the case of corporation, the name of corporation and the name of it 


representative) 


 


I apply for as follows, pursuant to the provisions of Article 59, Paragraph (3) of Act on 


the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors and 


Article 21, Paragraph (1) of the NRA Ordinance on off-Site Transportation of Nuclear 


Fuel Materials, etc.  


 


As mentioned below: 


1. Name of packagings  


2. Outside dimensions and weight of packaging  (Note 1) 


3. Kinds of nuclear fuel package (Note 2) 


4. Kinds, property, weight and volume of radiation of nuclear fuel materials to be 


stored (Note 3) 


5. Manufacturing number of packaging(s) to obtain approval and the number of the 


said packaging(s) to distinguish from others 


6. The scheduled period to be used as the approved packaging(s) 


Note 1. The dimensions shall be described in centimeters or meters and the weight shall 


be described in tons and kilograms. The explanatory drawing that indicates the status 


after loading shall be attached.  


2. The kinds as Type A package, Type BM package and Type BU package etc. of nuclear 


fuel packages shall be described. Additionally, regarding the fissile packages and 
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uranium hexafluoride packages shall be described to that effect. 


3. Describe according to (i) to (v). 


(i) As the kinds of nuclear fuel materials to be transported, uranium metal, 


uranium dioxide, uranium hexafluoride, plutonium dioxide, new fuel assembly 


(uranium dioxide), new fuel assembly (mixed uranium and plutonium oxide 


fuel), spent fuel or test piece shall be described. For uranium, its enrichment 


shall be described, for plutonium, the enrichment of nuclear-fissile isotope and 


for mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fuel, the fissile plutonium 


enrichment, respectively. For spent fuel, whether the air absorbed dose rates 


at the distance of 1 meter from its surface (for irradiated natural uranium, 


depleted uranium, thorium and uranium with enrichment of 10% or less, the 


air absorbed dose rates immediately after irradiation) exceeds 1gray per hour 


or not. Additionally, in the case where leakage of radioactive materials is 


found, such information shall be noted together. 


(ii) Regarding the enrichment and the fissile plutonium enrichment, the initial 


value for spent fuel and irradiated sample shall be described. 


(iii) Regarding the property, physical/chemical form shall be described. 


(iv) The weight shall be described in tons and kilograms. 


(v) The total volume and the volume per major nuclide shall be described in 


becquerels. 


Remarks: This paper size shall be A4 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) 
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Appended form No.4 (related to Article 23) 


Application Form for Extension of Duration of Use of an Approved Packaging(s) 


Number  


Year/Month/Date 


To Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


Address (of applicants) 


Name (in the case of corporation, the name of corporation and the name of it 


representative) 


 


I apply for as follows, pursuant to the provisions of Article 23, Paragraph (2) of the NRA 


Ordinance on off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


 


As mentioned below: 


l. Name of packaging  


2. Registered number of approved packaging(s) 


3. Period described in the packaging approval certificate 


4. The scheduled period to be used as the approved packaging after extension 


5. Reason for extension 


Remarks: This paper size shall be A4 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) 
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Appended form No.5 (related to Article 24) 


Notification of Change to the Information in the Packaging Approval Certificate 


Number  


Year/Month/Date 


To Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


Address (of applicant) 


Name (in the case of corporation, the name of corporation and the name of it 


representative  


 


I apply for as follows, pursuant to the provisions of Article 24, Paragraph (1) of the NRA 


Ordinance on off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc.   


 


As mentioned below: 


l. Name of packaging 


2. Registered number of approved packaging 


3. Before changes 


4. After changes 


5. Year/month/date of changes 


6. Reason of changes 


Remarks: This paper size shall be A4 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) 
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Appended form No.6 (related to Article 24) 


Notification of Termination of an Approved packaging 


Number  


Year/Month/Date 


To Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


Address (of applicant) 


Name (in the case of corporation, the name of corporation and the name of it 


representative  


 


I apply for as follows, pursuant to the provisions of Article 24, Paragraph (2) of the NRA 


Ordinance on off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


 


As mentioned below: 


l. Name of packaging 


2. Registered number of approved packaging  


3. Year/month/date of termination 


4. Reason of termination 


Remarks: This paper size shall be A4 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) 
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Appended form No.7 (related to Article 24) 


Notification of Partial Termination of an Approved Packaging 


Number  


Year/Month/Date 


To Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


Address (of applicant) 


Name (in the case of corporation, the name of corporation and the name of it 


representative  


 


I apply for as follows, pursuant to the provisions of Article 24, Paragraph (3) of the NRA 


Ordinance on off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


 


As mentioned below: 


l. Name of packaging 


2. Registered number of approved packaging to be terminated 


3. Year/month/date of termination 


4. Reason of termination 


Remarks: This paper size shall be A4 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) 
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Appended form No.8 (related to Article 27) 


（Surface）  


Pursuant to Article 68, Paragraph (6) of Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source 


Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors 


Identification Card 


 


Occupation and name 


Extruded stamp 


Born on date/month/year 


Issued on date/month/year 


Nuclear Regulation Authority   Stamp 


（Back Surface） 


Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors 


(copy) 


Article 68 Nuclear Regulation Authority, Minister of MLIT or prefectural public safety 


commission may, within the limit necessary for enforcing the Act (for NRA, Minister of 


MLIT, the provisions of the Act in accordance with the classifications for licensee of 


nuclear energy activity, etc. listed in each of the Items specified in Article 64 (3) (NRA 


for nuclear source material users, internationally controlled material users, persons 


provided in each of the Items specified in Article 61-3-(i) in the case that any of the said 


Items are applicable, persons provided in Paragraphs (5), (6), (8) and (9) of the said 


Article and internationally specified activities implementers, notwithstanding the said 


classifications in each of the Items in Article 64 (3)); for a prefectural public safety 


commission, the provision of Article 59 (6)), allow an official (police official in the case of 


a prefectural public safety commission) to enter the office, plant or place of activity of 


any licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. (including nuclear source material users, 


internationally controlled material users, persons provided in each of the Items specified 


in Article 61-3(i) in the case where any of the said Items are applicable, persons provided 


in the Paragraphs (5), (6), (8) and (9) of the said Article and internationally specified 


activities implementers), inspect books, documents and any other necessary property 


and question the people concerned or request the submission of nuclear source material, 


nuclear fuel material or any other necessary samples, limited to the minimum amount 


required for the examination. 


2 to 5. (omitted) 


6.When the official enters pursuant to the provision of each of the preceding Paragraphs, 


he/she shall carry his/her identification card and present it when requested by the people 
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concerned. 


7. The authority for on-site inspections under the provisions of Paragraphs (1) to (5) 


shall not be interpreted as that granted for criminal investigation. 


8 to 15 (omitted). 


Article 78. Any person who falls under any of the following Items shall be punished by 


imprisonment with work for not more than one year, a fine of not more than one million 


yen, or both. 


30. A person who has refused, obstructed or challenged an entrance, inspection or 


submission of the samples pursuant to the provision of Article 68 (i) (excluding the 


portion pertaining to nuclear source material users, internationally controlled material 


users, persons who fall under any of the Items under Article 61-3 (i) in the case where 


the said Items are applicable, the persons provided in Paragraphs (5), (6), (8) and (9) of 


the said Article and internationally specified activities implementers), or has not given 


a statement or has given a false statement in response to questions. 


Article 81. When a representative of a juridical person, or an agent or other employee of 


a juridical person or an individual has violated the provisions listed in the following 


Items related to the act of the said juridical person or an individual, not only the offender 


shall be punished but also the said juridical person shall be punished by the fine 


prescribed in the respective Items, and the said individual shall be punished by the fine 


prescribed in the respective Articles. 


2. Items (i), (ii) (excluding the portion pertaining to the licensees and users of research 


and test reactor etc.), Item (iii) (excluding the portion pertaining to the licensees and 


users of research and test reactor etc.), Item (iv) (excluding the portion pertaining to the 


licensees and users of research and test reactor etc.), Item (vi), (vii) and (viii) (excluding 


the portion pertaining to the licensees of research and test reactor etc.), Item (viii)-2 


(excluding the portion pertaining to the licensees and users of research and test reactor 


etc.), Item (x) (excluding the portion pertaining to the licensees of research and test 


reactor etc.), Item (xi) and (xii) (excluding the portion pertaining to the licensees of 


research and test reactor etc.), Item (xiv), (xv), (xvii), (xviii), (xx), (xxi), (xxvi)-2 (excluding 


the portion pertaining to the licensees and users of research and test reactor etc.), Item 


(xxviii) (excluding the portion pertaining to the licensees and users of research and test 


reactor etc.), Item (xxix) (excluding the portion pertaining to the licensees and users of 


research and test reactor etc.) or Item (xxx) (excluding the portion pertaining to the 


licensees and users of research and test reactor etc.) of Article 78: fine of not more than 


one hundred million yen. 


(iii) Article 77 (excluding the portion pertaining to the provision listed in Item (i)), Article 
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78 (excluding the portion pertaining to the provision listed in the preceding Item), Article 


79 or Article 80: fine prescribed in the respective Articles. 


Remarks: This paper size shall be A7 of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) 
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the Notification on the Details of Standards Concerning the Carriage of 


Radioactive Material by Ships 
 


Appended Table 1 (relevant to Article 1-2 and 4) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope with the identified and only one kind. 


Atomic 


Number 


Kind of 


Nuclide 


 Values and 


limits for special 


form (A1) 


Values and limits 


for non-special form 


(A2) 


Concentration 


of 


Radioactivity 


(Bq/g) 


Quantity  


of  


Radioactivity 


(Bq)  (TBq)  (TBq) 


1  3H  40  40  1×10６ 1×10９ 


4  7Be  20  20  1×10３ 1×10７ 


4  10Be  40  6×10－１  1×10４ 1×10６ 


6  11C  1  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


6  14C  40  3  1×10４ 1×10７ 


7  13N  9×10－１  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10９ 


9  18F  1  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


11  22Na  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


11  24Na  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


12 28Mg  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


13  26Al  1×10－１  1×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


14  31Si  6×10－１  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


14  32Si  40  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


15  32P  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10５ 


15  33P  40  1  1×10５ 1×10８ 


16  35S  40  3  1×10５ 1×10８ 


17  36Cl  10  6×10－１  1×10４ 1×10６ 


17  38Cl  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


18  37Ar  40  40  1×10６ 1×10８ 


18  39Ar  40  20  1×10７ 1×10４ 


18  41Ar  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10２ 1×10９ 


19  40K  9×10－１  9×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


19  42K  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


19  43K  7×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


20  41Ca  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10５ 1×10７ 


20  45Ca  40  1  1×10４ 1×10７ 


20  47Ca  3  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


21  44Sc  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


21  46Sc  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


21  47Sc  10  7×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


21  48Sc  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 
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22  44Ti  5×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


23  48V  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


23  49V  40  40  1×10４ 1×10７ 


24  51Cr  30  30  1×10３ 1×10７ 


25  52Mn  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


25  53Mn  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10４ 1×10９ 


25  54Mn  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


25  56Mn  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


26  52Fe  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


26  55Fe  40  40  1×10４ 1×10６ 


26  59Fe  9×10－１  9×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


26  60Fe  40  2×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


27  55Co  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


27  56Co  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


27  57Co  10  10  1×10２ 1×10６ 


27  58Co  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


27  58mCo  40  40  1×10４ 1×10７ 


27  60Co  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


28  59Ni  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10４ 1×10８ 


28  63Ni  40  30  1×10５ 1×10８ 


28  65Ni  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


29  64Cu  6  1  1×10２ 1×10６ 


29  67Cu  10  7×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


30  65Zn  2  2  1×10１ 1×10６ 


30  69Zn  3  6×10－１  1×10４ 1×10６ 


30  69mZn  3  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


31  67Ga  7  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


31  68Ga  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


31  72Ga  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


32  68Ge  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


32  71Ge  40  40  1×10４ 1×10８ 


32  77Ge  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


33  72As  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


33  73As  40  40  1×10３ 1×10７ 


33  74As  1  9×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


33  76As  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


33  77As  20  7×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


34  75Se  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


34  79Se  40  2  1×10４ 1×10７ 


35  76Br  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 
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35  77Br  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


35  82Br  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


36  79Kr  4  2  1×10３ 1×10５ 


36  81Kr  40  40  1×10４ 1×10７ 


36  85Kr  10  10  1×10５ 1×10４ 


36  85mKr  8  3  1×10３ 1×10１０ 


36  87Kr  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10２ 1×10９ 


37  81Rb  2  8×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


37  83Rb  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


37  84Rb  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


37  86Rb  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


37  87Rb  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10４ 1×10７ 


37  Rb(nat) Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10４ 1×10７ 


38  82Sr  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


38  85Sr  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


38  85mSr  5  5  1×10２ 1×10７ 


38  87mSr  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


38  89Sr  6×10－１  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


38  90Sr  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10２ 1×10４ 


38  91Sr  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


38  92Sr  1  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


39  87Y  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


39  88Y  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


39  90Y  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10３ 1×10５ 


39  91Y  6×10－１  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


39  91mY  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


39  92Y  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


39  93Y  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


40  88Zr  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


40  93Zr  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10３ 1×10７ 


40  95Zr  2  8×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


40  97Zr  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


41  93mNb  40  30  1×10４ 1×10７ 


41  94Nb  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


41  95Nb  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


41  97Nb  9×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


42  93Mo  40  20  1×10３ 1×10８ 


42  99Mo  1  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


43  95mTc  2  2  1×10１ 1×10６ 


43  96Tc  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 
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43  96mTc  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


43  97Tc  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10３ 1×10８ 


43  97mTc  40  1  1×10３ 1×10７ 


43  98Tc  8×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


43  99Tc  40  9×10－１  1×10４ 1×10７ 


43  99mTc  10  4  1×10２ 1×10７ 


44  97Ru  5  5  1×10２ 1×10７ 


44  103Ru  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


44  105Ru  1  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


44  106Ru  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


45  99Rh  2  2  1×10１ 1×10６ 


45  101Rh  4  3  1×10２ 1×10７ 


45  102Rh  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


45  102mRh  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


45  103mRh  40  40  1×10４ 1×10８ 


45  105Rh  10  8×10－１  1×10２ 1×10７ 


46  103Pd  40  40  1×10３ 1×10８ 


46  107Pd  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10５ 1×10８ 


46  109Pd  2  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10８ 


47  105Ag  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


47  108mAg  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


47  110mAg  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


47  111Ag  2  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


48  109Cd  30  2  1×10４ 1×10６ 


48  113mCd  40  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


48  115Cd  3  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


48  115mCd  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


49  111In  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


49  113mIn  4  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


49  114mIn  10  5×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


49  115mIn  7  1  1×10２ 1×10６ 


50  113Sn  4  2  1×10３ 1×10７ 


50  117mSn  7  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


50  119mSn  40  30  1×10３ 1×10７ 


50  121mSn  40  9×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


50  123Sn  8×10－１  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


50  125Sn  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


50  126Sn  6×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


51  122Sb  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10４ 


51  124Sb  6×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 
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51  125Sb  2  1  1×10２ 1×10６ 


51  126Sb  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


52  121Te  2  2  1×10１ 1×10６ 


52  121mTe  5  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


52  123mTe  8  1  1×10２ 1×10７ 


52  125mTe  20  9×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


52  127Te  20  7×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


52  127mTe  20  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


52  129Te  7×10－１  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


52  129mTe  8×10－１  0.4×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


52  131mTe  0.7×10－１  0.5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


52  132Te  0.5×10－１  0.4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10７ 


53  123I  6  3  1×10２ 1×10７ 


53  124I  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


53  125I  20  3  1×10３ 1×10６ 


53  126I  2  1  1×10２ 1×10６ 


53  129I  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10２ 1×10５ 


53  131I  3  7×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


53  132I  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


53  133I  7×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


53  134I  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


53  135I  6×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


54  122Xe  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10９ 


54  123Xe  2  7×10－１  1×10２ 1×10９ 


54  127Xe  4  2  1×10３ 1×10５ 


54  131mXe  40  40  1×10４ 1×10４ 


54  133Xe  20  10  1×10３ 1×10４ 


54  135Xe  3  2  1×10３ 1×10１０ 


55  129Cs  4  4  1×10２ 1×10５ 


55  131Cs  30  30  1×10３ 1×10６ 


55  132Cs  1  1  1×10１ 1×10５ 


55  134Cs  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10４ 


55  134mCs  40  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10５ 


55  135Cs  40  1  1×10４ 1×10７ 


55  136Cs  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


55  137Cs  2  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10４ 


56  131Ba  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


56  133Ba  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


56  133mBa  20  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


56  140Ba  5×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 
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57  137La  30  6  1×10３ 1×10７ 


57  140La  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


58  139Ce  7  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


58  141Ce  20  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10７ 


58  143Ce  9×10－１  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


58  144Ce  2×10－１  2×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


59  142Pr  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


59  143Pr  3  6×10－１  1×10４ 1×10６ 


60  147Nd  6  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


60  149Nd  6×10－１  0.5×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


61  143Pm  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


61  144Pm  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


61  145Pm  30  10  1×10３ 1×10７ 


61  147Pm  40  2  1×10４ 1×10７ 


61  148mPm  8×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


61  149Pm  2  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


61  151Pm  2  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


62  145Sm  10  10  1×10２ 1×10７ 


62  147Sm  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10１ 1×10４ 


62  151Sm  40  10  1×10４ 1×10８ 


62  153Sm  9  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


63  147Eu  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


63  148Eu  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


63  149Eu  20  20  1×10２ 1×10７ 


63  
150Eu(short 


lived) 
2  7×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


63  
150Eu(long 


lived)  
7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


63  152Eu  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


63  152mEu  8×10－１  8×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


63  154Eu  9×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


63  155Eu  20  3  1×10２ 1×10７ 


63  156Eu  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


64  146Gd  5×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


64  148Gd  20  2×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


64  153Gd  10  9  1×10２ 1×10７ 


64  159Gd  3  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


65  157Tb  40  40  1×10４ 1×10７ 


65  158Tb  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


65  160Tb  1  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 
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66  159Dy  20  20  1×10３ 1×10７ 


66  165Dy  9×10－１  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


66  166Dy  9×10－１  3×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


67  166Ho  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10３ 1×10５ 


67  166mHo  6×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


68  169Er  40  1  1×10４ 1×10７ 


68  171Er  8×10－１  5×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


69  167Tm  7  8×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


69  170Tm  3  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


69  171Tm  40  40  1×10４ 1×10８ 


70  169Yb  4  1  1×10２ 1×10７ 


70  175Yb  30  9×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


71  172Lu  6×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


71  173Lu  8  8  1×10２ 1×10７ 


71  174Lu  9  9  1×10２ 1×10７ 


71  174mLu  20  10  1×10２ 1×10７ 


71  177Lu  30  7×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


72  172Hf  6×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


72  175Hf  3  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


72  181Hf  2  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


72  182Hf  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10２ 1×10６ 


73  
178Ta(long 


lived)  
1  8×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


73  179Ta  30  30  1×10３ 1×10７ 


73  182Ta  9×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10４ 


74  178W  9  5  1×10１ 1×10６ 


74  181W  30  30  1×10３ 1×10７ 


74  185W  40  8×10－１ 1×10４ 1×10７ 


74  187W  2  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


74  188W  4×10－１  3×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


75  184Re  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


75  184mRe  3  1  1×10２ 1×10６ 


75  186Re  2  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


75  187Re  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10６ 1×10９ 


75  188Re  4×10－１  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


75  189Re  3  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


75  Re(nat) Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10６ 1×10９ 


76  185Os  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


76  191Os  10  2  1×10２ 1×10７ 


76  191mOs  40  30  1×10３ 1×10７ 
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76  193Os  2  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


76  194Os  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


77  189Ir  10  10  1×10２ 1×10７ 


77  190Ir  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


77  192Ir  1  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10４ 


77  194Ir  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10２ 1×10５ 


78  188Pt  1  8×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


78  191Pt  4  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


78  193Pt  40  40  1×10４ 1×10７ 


78  193mPt  40  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


78  195mPt  10  5×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


78  197Pt  20  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


78  197mPt  10  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


79  193Au  7  2  1×10２ 1×10７ 


79  194Au  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


79  195Au  10  6  1×10２ 1×10７ 


79  198Au  1  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


79  199Au  10  6×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


80  194Hg  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


80  195mHg  3  7×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


80  197Hg  20  10  1×10２ 1×10７ 


80  197mHg  10  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10６ 


80  203Hg  5  1  1×10２ 1×10５ 


81  200Tl  9×10－１  9×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


81  201Tl  10  4  1×10２ 1×10６ 


81  202Tl  2  2  1×10２ 1×10６ 


81  204Tl  10  7×10－１  1×10４ 1×10４ 


82  201Pb  1  1  1×10１ 1×10６ 


82  202Pb  40  20  1×10３ 1×10６ 


82  203Pb  4  3  1×10２ 1×10６ 


82  205Pb  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10４ 1×10７ 


82  210Pb  1  5×10－2  1×10１ 1×10４ 


82  212Pb  7×10－１  2×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


83  205Bi  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


83  206Bi  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


83  207Bi  7×10－１  7×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


83  210Bi  1  6×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


83  210mBi  6×10－１  2×10－2  1×10１ 1×10５ 


83  212Bi  7×10－１  6×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


84  210Po  40  2×10－2  1×10１ 1×10４ 
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85  211At  20  5×10－１  1×10３ 1×10７ 


86  222Rn  3×10－１  4×10－3  1×10１ 1×10８ 


88  223Ra  4×10－１  7×10－3  1×10２ 1×10５ 


88  224Ra  4×10－１  2×10－2  1×10１ 1×10５ 


88  225Ra  2×10－１  4×10－3  1×10２ 1×10５ 


88  226Ra  2×10－１  3×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


88  228Ra  6×10－１  2×10－2  1×10１ 1×10５ 


89  225Ac  8×10－１  6×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


89  227Ac  9×10－１  9×10－5  1×10-１ 1×10３ 


89  228Ac  6×10－１  5×10－１  1×10１ 1×10６ 


90  227Th  10  5×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


90  228Th  5×10－１  1×10－3 1×10０ 1×10４ 


90  229Th  5  5×10－4  1×10０ 1×10３ 


90  230Th  10  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


90  231Th  40  2×10－2  1×10３ 1×10７ 


90  232Th  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10１ 1×10４ 


90  234Th  3×10－１  3×10－１  1×10３ 1×10５ 


90  Th(nat) Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10０ 1×10３ 


91  230Pa  2  7×10－2  1×10１ 1×10６ 


91  231Pa  4  4×10－4  1×10０ 1×10３ 


91  233Pa  5  7×10－１  1×10２ 1×10７ 


92  230U(F)  40  1×10－１  1×10１ 1×10５ 


92  230U(M)  40  4×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  230U(S)  30  3×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  232U(F)  40  1×10－2  1×10０ 1×10３ 


92  232U(M)  40  7×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  232U(S)  10  1×10－2  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  233U(F)  40  9×10－2  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  233U(M)  40  2×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


92  233U(S)  40  6×10－3  1×10１ 1×10５ 


92  234U(F)  40  9×10－2  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  234U(M)  40  2×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


92  234U(S)  40  6×10－3  1×10１ 1×10５ 


92  235U  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  236U(F)  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  236U(M)  40  2×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


92  236U(S)  40  6×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  238U  Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10１ 1×10４ 


92  U(nat) Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10０ 1×10３ 


92  U(enriched to 20% Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10０ 1×10３ 
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orless) 


92  U(depleted) Unlimited  Unlimited  1×10０ 1×10３ 


93  235Np  40  40  1×10３ 1×10７ 


93  
236Np(short 


lived)  
20  2  1×10３ 1×10７ 


93  
236Np(long 


lived)  
9  2×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


93  237Np  20  2×10－3  1×10０ 1×10３ 


93  239Np  7  4×10－１  1×10２ 1×10７ 


94  236Pu  30  3×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


94  237Pu  20  20  1×10３ 1×10７ 


94  238Pu  10  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


94  239Pu  10  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


94  240Pu  10  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10３ 


94  241Pu  40  6×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


94  242Pu  10  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


94  244Pu  4×10－１  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


95  242mAm  10  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


95  243Am  5  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10３ 


96  240Cm  40  2×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


96  241Cm  2  1  1×10２ 1×10６ 


96  242Cm  40  1×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


96  243Cm  9  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


96  244Cm  20  2×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


96  245Cm  9  9×10－4  1×10０ 1×10３ 


96  246Cm  9  9×10－4  1×10０ 1×10３ 


96  247Cm  3  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10４ 


96  248Cm  2×10－2  3×10－4  1×10０ 1×10３ 


97  247Bk  8  8×10－4  1×10０ 1×10４ 


97  249Bk  40  3×10－１  1×10３ 1×10６ 


98  248Cf  40  6×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


98  249Cf  3  8×10－4  1×10０ 1×10３ 


98  250Cf  20  2×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


98  251Cf  7  7×10－4  1×10０ 1×10３ 


98  252Cf  5×10－2  3×10－3  1×10１ 1×10４ 


98  253Cf  40  4×10－2  1×10２ 1×10５ 


98  254Cf  1×10－3  1×10－3  1×10０ 1×10３ 


 


Appended Table 2 (relevant to Article 4) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kind of the Radioisotope is Identified 
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and Only One, and Other Than Radioisotopes Set Forth in the Appended Table 1. 


1-column 2-column 3-column 


Category Quantity in case of special 


form radioisotopes, etc. (A1 


value) 


(TBq) 


Quantity in case of a 


radioisotope, etc. other than 


special form radioisotopes, etc. 


(A2 value)       (TBq) 


(i) in cases where the kind of 


radiation is one (excluding the cases 


falling under (ii)  


(a) in cases where emitting γ ray 


or X ray (including γ ray from 


annihilation) 


(b) in cases where emitting β ray 


 


(c) in cases where inhalation or 


ingestion is likely to occur (this 


term means the cases where the 


quantity is indicated in the second 


or third column of the Appended 


Table 2 in Specifying quantities, 


etc. of radiation emitting isotopes 


(Public Notice of the STA No. 5, 


October 23, 2000) (hereinafter 


referred to as “the Appended Table 


of Public Notice on Quantity”) 


(d) in cases where exposure from 


submersion is likely to occur (this 


term means the cases where the 


chemical form described in the 1-


column of the Appended Table 2 of 


Public Notice on Quantity is 


“submersion”) 


(e) in cases where emitting α ray 


 


 


 


10-13/ept 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


 


10-12/eβ 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


－ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


－ 


 


 


 


 


 


 


5×10-1/einh 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


 


 


 


10-13/ept 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


 


2.8×10-14/hskin 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


5×10-5/einh 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.9×10-11/hsub 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


 


 


 


 


 


5×10-5/einh 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


(ii) in cases where the kind of 


radiation emitted is one, and the 


said radioisotope causes the chain 


disintegration (hereinafter referred 


to as a “parent nuclide”), and of 


which the physical half-life is 


longer than that of the nucleus that 


in accordance with the 


category in the 1-column of (i) 


for a parent nuclide and its 


daughter nuclide, the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 2-


column, respectively  


in accordance with the category 


in the 1-column of (i) for a 


parent nuclide and its 


daughter nuclide, , the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 3-


column, respectively  







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


is generated by the chain 


disintegration (hereinafter referred 


to as a “daughter nuclide (or, 


progeny)” and the physical half-life 


of the daughter nuclide is not more 


than 10 days  


(iii) in cases where the kinds of 


radiation emitted are two or more 


(excluding the cases falling under 


(iv)) 


in accordance with the 


category in the 1-column of (i) 


for respective radiation, the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 2-


column, respectively  


in accordance with the category 


in the 1-column of (i) for 


respective radiation, the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 3-


column, respectively 


(iv) in cases where the kids of 


radiation emitted are two or 


more, the physical half-life of the 


said radioisotope is longer than 


that of the daughter nuclide and 


the physical half-life of the 


daughter nuclide is not more 


than 10 days. 


in accordance with the 


category in the 1-column of (i) 


for a parent nuclide and its 


daughter nuclide relating to 


respective radiation, the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 2-


column, respectively 


in accordance with the category 


in the 1-column of (i) for a 


parent nuclide and its 


daughter nuclide relating to 


respective radiation, the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 3-


column, respectively 


Remarks) ept indicates the effective dose rate coefficient (Sv/Bq/h) of a radioisotope at a distance of 1 m, 


hskin does the dose equivalent rate coefficient of the skin (Sv/s/Bq*m2) per unit density of a radioisotope 


on the skin surface (Bq/m2), einh does the minimum value (mSv/Bq) set forth in the second or third column 


of the Appended Table 2 of Specifying the quantities of radiation-emitting isotopes and related matters 


(hereinafter referred to as “Public Notice on Quantity”) in cases where the chemical form of the said 


radioisotope is not taken into account and hsub does the effective dose coefficient (Sv/Bq/s*m3) per unit 


integrated concentration (Bq*s/m3)of the radioisotope in submersion, respectively.   


 


Appended Table 3 (relevant to Article 1-2 and 4) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kind of the Radioisotope is Identified 


and Only One, but the Quantity is not Set Forth in the Appended Table 1 or 2. 


1-column 2-column 3-column 4-column 5-column 


Category Quantity in case of 


special form 


radioisotopes, etc. 


(A1 value) 


(TBq) 


Quantity in case of a 


radioisotope, etc. 


other than special 


form radioisotopes, 


etc.(A2value) 


              (TBq) 


Concentration 


of 


Radioactivity 


(Bq/g) 


Quantity  


of  


Radioactivi


ty 


(Bq) 


(i) in cases where 


emitting β ray or γ ray 


only 


1×10-1 2×10-2 1×101 1×104 
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(ii) in cases where 


emitting α ray but not 


neutrons  


2×10-1 9×10-5 1×10-1 1×103 


(iii) in cases where not 


falling under (i) and (ii)  
1×10-3 9×10-5 1×10-1 1×103 


 


Appended Table 4 (relevant to Article 1-2 and 4) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kinds of the Radioisotopes are Two or 


More and All or a Part of the Kinds are Identified (excluding the Cases Corresponding to the Appended 


Tables 5 and 6 (limited to relating 2-column)) . 


1-column 2-column 3-column 4-column 


Category Quantity  


(TBq) 


Concentration of 


Radioactivity 


(Bq/g) 


Quantity  


of Radioactivity 


(Bq) 


in cases where all of the kinds of 


radioisotopes and all of the 


quantity for each of kinds are 


identified 


the quantities of (x1, 


x2, ・・, xn) that satisfy 


the following equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・・ 


xn/Xn = 1 


same as left same as left 


in cases where all or a part of the 


kinds of radioisotopes are 


identified but all or a part of the 


quantity for each of kinds are not 


identified 


the quantities of (x1, 


x2, ・・, xn) and y that 


satisfy the following 


equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・・ 


xn/Xn + y/Y = 1 


same as left same as left 


Remarks) (f1, f2, ・・・, fn) indicate the quantities of radioisotopes (TBq) of which the kinds and the 


quantity of each of the kinds are identified, (X1, X2,・・・, Xn) do the quantities (TBq) of radioisotopes 


set forth in the Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 relating to (f1, f2, ・・・, fn), y indicates the quantity (TBq) of 


a radioisotope of which the kind is not identified and Y does the minimum value, in cases where all of 


the kinds relating to y are identified, of the quantities (TBq) for the kinds set forth in the Appended 


Table 1, 2 or 3, or in cases where all or a part of the kinds of radioisotopes relating to y are not identified, 


of the values (TBq) for radioisotopes relating to y set forth in the Appended Table 3.    


 


Appended Table 5 (relevant to Article 1-2 and 4) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kinds of the Radioisotope are Two or 


More, All or a Part of the Kinds are Identified and the Fraction of Each of the Kinds is Identified 


(excluding the Cases Corresponding to the Appended Tables 6 (limited to relating 2-column)). 


1-column 2-column 3-column 4-column 


Category Quantity  


(TBq) 


Concentration  


of 


Radioactivity 


Quantity  


of  


Radioactivity 
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(Bq/g) (Bq) 


in cases where all of the kinds of 


radioisotopes are identified 


1/(f1/X1 + f2/X2＋…＋fn/Xn) 
same as left same as left 


in cases where a part of the 


kinds of radioisotopes is 


identified 


1/(f1/X1 + f2/X2＋…＋ fn/Xn + 


y/Y) same as left same as left 


Remarks) (f1, f2, ・・・, fn) indicate the fractions of radioisotopes of which the kinds are identified, (X1, 


X2,・・・, Xn) do the quantities (TBq) of radioisotopes relating to (f1, f2, ・・・, fn), set forth in the 


Appended Table 1, 2 or 3, and fy indicates the fraction of radioisotopes of which the kinds are not 


identified and Y does the quantity (TBq) set forth in the Appended Table 3.    


 


Appended Table 6 (relevant to Article 4) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kinds of the Radioisotope consist of a 


series of chain disintegration of nuclei and the mixing ratios of the sais nuclei are the same as natural 


ratios. 


1-column 2-column 3-column 


Category Quantity in case of special form 


radioisotopes, etc. (A1 value) 


(TBq) 


Quantity in case of a 


radioisotope, etc. other than 


special form radioisotopes, etc. 


(A2value)               (TBq) 


In cases where physical half-


lives of all radioisotopes in the 


series (excluding a parent 


nuclide) do not exceed 10 days, 


and are shorter than that of the 


parent nuclide  


the quantity for a parent nuclide 


set forth in the 2-column of the 


Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 


the quantity for a parent nuclide 


set forth in the 2-column of the 


Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 


In cases where there are any 


daughter nuclides in the series 


whose physical half-lives exceed 


10 days or are longer than that 


of the parent nuclide  


the quantities of (x1, x2, ・・, xn) 


that satisfy the following 


equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・ xn/Xn = 1 


the quantities of (x1, x2, ・・, xn) 


that satisfy the following 


equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・ xn/Xn = 1 


Remarks) (x1, x2, ・・・・, xn) indicate the quantities of radioisotopes (TBq) of which the kind and the 


quantity for each of the kinds are identified, and (X1, X2, ・・・・, Xn) indicate the quantity (TBq) set 


forth in the Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 for each of radioisotopes relating to (x1, x2, ・・・・, xn), respectively. 
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the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors 


Issuance: Act No. 166 of June 10, 1957 


Final revision: Act No. 37 of June 14, 2019 


Contents of revision: Act No. 37 of June 14, 2019 [enforced on September 14, 2019] 


 


(Rescission, etc. of the Permission)  


Article 43-3-20  


(1) When a licensee of power reactor operation fails to commence operation of his/her power reactors 


within the period specified by the Ordinance of the NRA, or suspends operation for more than one 


year continuously, without justifiable grounds, the Nuclear Regulation Authority may rescind the 


permission set forth in Article 43-3-5 (1). 


(2) When a licensee of power reactor operation falls under any of the following Items, the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority may rescind the permission set forth in Article 43-3-5 (1), or specify a period 


not exceeding one year and order suspension of operation for that period:  


(i) When a licensee of power reactor operation falls under any of Items (ii) to (iv) of Article 43-3-7,  


(ii) When he/she has changed a matter for which he/she should have obtained the permission 


pursuant to the provision of the main clause of Article 43-3-8 (1), without obtaining the 


permission,  


(iii) When he/she has violated the provision of the second sentence of Article 43-3-8 (4), or has 


violated an order pursuant to the provision of Paragraph (6) of said Article,  


(iv) When he/she has violated an order pursuant to the provision of Article 43-3-23,  


(v) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 43-3-24 (1) or (4), or has violated an order 


pursuant to the provision of Paragraph (3) of said Article,  


(vi) When he/she has violated an order pursuant to the provision of Article 43 as applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to Article 43-3-26 (2),  


(vii) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 43-3-27 (1),  


(viii) When he/she has violated an order pursuant to the provision of Article 12-2 (3) as applied 


mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 43-3-27 (2),  


(ix) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 12-2 (4) as applied mutatis mutandis 


pursuant to Article 43-3-27 (2),  


(x) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 43-3-28 (1),  


(xi) When he/she has violated an order pursuant to the provision of Article 12-5 as applied 


mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 43-3-28 (2),  


(xii) When he/she has operated a power reactor after the end of the extended period prescribed in 


Article 43-3-32 (2),  


(xiii) When he/she has operated a power reactor after the end of the period during which he/she 


is allowed to operate it as prescribed in Article 43-3-32 (1), in violation of the provision of 


Paragraph (4) of said Article,  


(xiv) When he/she has abolished a power reactor in violation of the provision of Article 43-3-34 


(1),  


(xv) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 43-3-34 (2),  


(xvi) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 58 (2), or has violated an order pursuant 


to the provision of Paragraph (3) of said Article,  


(xvii) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 59 (2), or has violated an order pursuant 


to the provision of Paragraph (4) of said Article,  


(xviii) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 59-2 (2),  


(xix) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 61-8 (1) or (4), or has violated an order 


pursuant to the provision of Paragraph (3) of said Article,  


(xx) When he/she has violated the conditions set forth in Article 62-2 (1) or (2),  


(xxi) When he/she has violated the provision of Article 6 of the Act on Compensation for Nuclear 


Damage,  


(xxii) When he/she has violated an order pursuant to the provision of Article 7 (4), Article 8 (5), 
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Article 9 (7), Article 11 (6), or Article 13-2 (2) of the Act on Special Measures Concerning 


Nuclear Emergency Preparedness. 


 


(Records) 


Article 43-3-21 


Pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA, the licensee of power reactor operation shall 


record the matters specified by the Ordinance of the NRA concerning the operation of the power 


reactors and the use of other power reactor facilities, and keep this record at the factory or place of 


activity. 


 


(Measures to Be Taken for Operational Safety and Physical Protection of Specified Nuclear Fuel 


Material) 


Article 43-3-22 


(1) Any licensee of power reactor operation shall, pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the 


NRA, take necessary operational safety measures concerning the following matters (including the 


matters concerning measures to be taken in the event of a severe accident): 


(i) Maintenance of the power reactor facilities, 


(ii) Operation of the power reactors, 


(iii) Shipment, storage or disposal of nuclear fuel material or material contaminated by nuclear fuel 


material (regarding shipment and disposal, limited to that conducted in the premises of the 


factory or place of activity where the power reactor facilities have been installed; the same 


shall apply in Paragraph (1) of the following Article). 


(2) Any licensee of power reactor operation who handles specified nuclear fuel material at a factory 


or place of activity where power reactor facilities have been installed shall, if specified by Cabinet 


Order, take physical protection measures pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA. 


 


(Notification, etc. of the Use of Nuclear Source Material)  


Article 57-7  


(1) Any person who intends to use nuclear source material shall, pursuant to the provisions of Cabinet 


Order, notify the Nuclear Regulation Authority in advance; provided, however, that this shall not 


apply to a case that falls under any of the following Items: 


(i)  Where a licensee of refining activity provides nuclear source material in the refining 


business, 


(ii) Where a person who has obtained the permission set forth in Article 61-3 (1) (“international 


controlled material user” in Article 61) uses nuclear source material, which is international 


controlled material, for the purpose of use for which said permission was obtained, 


(iii) Where nuclear source material of which the density of radioactivity or the quantity of 


uranium or thorium contained does not exceed the limits specified by Cabinet Order. 


(2) Any person who intends to make a notification pursuant to the provision of the preceding Paragraph 


shall submit a written notification containing the following matters to the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority: 


(i)  The name and address and, in the case of a juridical person, the name of its representative, 


(ii) The purpose and method of use, 


(iii) The type of nuclear source material, 


(iv) The location of use, 


(v) The estimated period of use and the estimated quantity to be used in one year (in the case 
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that the estimated period is less than one year, the estimated period of use), 


(vi) A general description of the location, structure and equipment of facilities in which the 


nuclear source material is to be used. 


(3) Any person who has made a notification pursuant to the provision of Paragraph (1) (hereinafter 


referred to as "nuclear source material user") shall notify the Nuclear Regulation Authority without 


delay when changes are made to a matter listed in any of the Items of the preceding Paragraph, 


pursuant to the provisions of Cabinet Order. 


(4) Any person who uses nuclear source material shall comply with the technical standards specified 


by the Ordinance of the NRA when using nuclear source material (excluding the use that falls under 


Item (i) or (iii) of Paragraph (1); hereinafter the same shall apply in the following Paragraph). 


(5) When the Nuclear Regulation Authority finds that the use of nuclear source material does not 


conform with the standards set forth in the preceding Paragraph, it may order the relevant person 


using nuclear source material to make rectifications so as to conform with the standards. 


(6) Any nuclear source material user shall, pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA, 


record the matters specified by the Ordinance of the NRA concerning the use of nuclear source 


material, and keep this record at the factory or place of activity. 


(7) When any nuclear source material user has abolished all use of nuclear source material pertaining 


to said notification, he/she shall notify the Nuclear Regulation Authority pursuant to the provisions 


of the Ordinance of the NRA. 


(8) When any nuclear source material user dissolves or dies, the liquidator, the bankruptcy trustee, the 


representative of a juridical person that continues to exist after a merger or is established after a 


merger, the representative of the facility in which the nuclear source material is to be used or judicial 


person succeeding nuclear source material through division, or the heir or a person who controls the 


inherited property in lieu of the heir in the case of the death of the nuclear source material user shall 


notify the Nuclear Regulation Authority pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA. 


 


(Confirmation, etc. Concerning Shipment)  


Article 59  
(1) When an licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. (including a person to which shipment has been 


entrusted from an licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc.; hereinafter the same shall apply in this 


Article) ships nuclear fuel material or material contaminated by nuclear fuel material outside of the 


factory, etc. (excluding shipment via a vessel or aircraft), he/she shall take the necessary operational 


safety measures (necessary measures for operational safety and physical protection of specified 


nuclear fuel material when specified nuclear fuel material specified by Cabinet Order is included in 


said nuclear fuel material) in compliance with the technical standards specified by the Ordinance of 


the NRA with respect to the material to be shipped, and with the technical standards specified by 


the Ordinance of the NRA (the Ordinance of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 


Tourism (hereinafter referred to as the "Ordinance of MLIT") for shipment via railway, tram, 


cableway, trackless train, vehicle and light vehicle) with respect to other matters. 


(2) In the case set forth in the preceding Paragraph, when applicable to cases specified by Cabinet 


Order as being particularly necessary for prevention of disasters resulting from nuclear fuel material 


or material contaminated by nuclear fuel material and for physical protection of specified nuclear 


fuel material, the licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. shall obtain the confirmation of the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority, pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA, with respect to the 


material to be shipped, and the confirmation of the Nuclear Regulation Authority (the Minister of 


MLIT for shipment via railway, tram, cableway, trackless train, vehicle and light vehicle), pursuant 


to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA (the Ordinance of MLIT for shipment via railway, 


tram, cableway, trackless train, vehicle and light vehicle) with respect to other matters, as to the 


compliance of the measures related to shipment with the technical standards set forth in said 


Paragraph. 


(3) The licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc., may obtain the approval of the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority in advance, pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA, concerning the 


container to be used in shipment. In this case, the container for which the approval of the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority was obtained shall be deemed as meeting, from among the technical standards 
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set forth in Paragraph (1), the standards relating to containers. 


(4) In the case set forth in Paragraph (1), when the Nuclear Regulation Authority or the Minister of 


MLIT finds that the measures relating to shipment of nuclear fuel material or material contaminated 


by nuclear fuel material do not conform with the technical standards set forth in said Paragraph, 


they may order the relevant licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc., to suspend shipment and take 


any other measures necessary for the operational safety and for the physical protection of specified 


nuclear fuel material, in accordance with the classifications for such measures prescribed in said 


Paragraph. 


(5) In the case set forth in Paragraph (1), when applicable to cases specified by Cabinet Order as being 


particularly necessary for ensuring public safety by preventing disasters resulting from nuclear fuel 


material or material contaminated by nuclear fuel material or by protecting specified nuclear fuel 


material, the licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. shall, pursuant to the provisions of the Cabinet 


Office Ordinance, notify the prefectural public safety commission and obtain a document certifying 


the notification (hereinafter referred to as "shipment certificate"). 


(6) When the notification set forth in the preceding Paragraph is made, and the prefectural public safety 


commission finds it necessary in order to ensure public safety by preventing disasters and protecting 


specified nuclear fuel material, the prefectural public safety commission may give necessary 


instructions concerning the date and time of shipment, the route to be used, and any other matters 


specified by the Cabinet Office Ordinance. 


(7) When the prefectural public safety commission gives the instructions set forth in the preceding 


Paragraph, the contents of the instructions shall be listed on the certificate of shipment. 


(8) In the case prescribed in the provision of Paragraph (1), when any licensee of nuclear energy 


activity, etc. has obtained a shipment certificate, he/she shall carry said shipment certificate and 


conduct shipment in compliance with the contents listed on said certificate of shipment. 


(9) When a change arises in the matters listed on the certificate shipment, the licensee of nuclear energy 


activity, etc. shall, without delay, notify the prefectural public safety commission that issued the 


certificate, pursuant to the provisions of the Cabinet Office Ordinance, and obtain a revised 


certificate. 


(10) When the licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. has lost or damaged the certificate of shipment, 


or has had the certificate of shipment stolen, he/she shall, pursuant to the provisions of the Cabinet 


Office Ordinance, apply to the prefectural public safety commission from which the certificate of 


shipment was issued for a reissuance of the certificate in writing, describing the reason. 


(11) When a police official finds it particularly necessary in order to ensure public safety by preventing 


disasters resulting from nuclear fuel material or material contaminated by nuclear fuel material that 


is being shipped by an vehicle or light vehicle, and by protecting specified nuclear fuel material 


contained in said nuclear fuel material, he/she may stop said vehicle or light vehicle and request the 


person shipping such materials to present the certificate of shipment and inspect whether shipment 


is being conducted in compliance with the contents listed on the certificate of shipment, pursuant to 


the provisions of the Cabinet Office Ordinance, or order the person shipping such materials to 


change the route and take any other appropriate measures within the limit necessary for 


implementing the provisions of Paragraphs (5), (6) and (8) in order to prevent disasters resulting 


from these materials and to protect specified nuclear fuel material. 


(12) The authority prescribed in the preceding Paragraph shall not be construed as one that is 


authorized for a criminal investigation. 


(13) The necessary liaison between the prefectural public safety commissions pertaining to the 


notification set forth in Paragraph (5), the instructions set forth in Paragraph (6) and issuing, revising, 


reissuing and returning a certificate shipment of in the case that the return of a certificate of shipment 


that is no longer required and shipment concern two or more prefectural public safety commissions 


shall be specified by Cabinet Order. 


 


(Report to Competent Ministers, etc.)  


Article 62-3  
If the case, at a refining facility, fuel facility, research and test reactor facility, power reactor facility, 


spent fuel interim storage facility, reprocessing facility, waste disposal facility or waste storage facility, 
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usage facility, etc., or facility pertaining to the use of nuclear source material (hereinafter referred to 


as "refining facilities, etc."), an accident that has caused impairment to a human being (including an 


accident that may cause impairment to a human being), a malfunction of the refining facilities, etc., or 


another event specified by the Ordinance of the competent ministry (order issued by the minister or 


the authority prescribed respectively in the following Items (hereinafter referred to as "competent 


minister") in accordance with the classifications for licensees of nuclear energy activity, etc. listed in 


said Items (Cabinet Order in the case that a notification pursuant to the provision of Article 59 (5) was 


made); hereinafter the same shall apply in this Article) occurs, the licensee of nuclear energy activity, 


etc. (including nuclear source material users; hereinafter the same shall apply in this Article) shall, 


pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the competent ministry, report on the state of the event 


and any other matters specified by the Ordinance of the competent ministry to the competent minister 


(or the prefectural public safety commission if a notification pursuant to the provision of said 


Paragraph is made), without delay:  


(i) A licensee of refining activity, licensee of fabricating or enrichment activity, licensee of research 


and test reactor operation, operator of a foreign nuclear vessel, licensee of power reactor 


operation, licensee of spent fuel interim storage activity, licensee of reprocessing activity, 


licensee of radioactive waste disposal or storage activity, and user (including former licensee of 


refining activity, etc., former licensee of fabricating or enrichment activity, etc., former licensee 


of research and test reactor operation, etc., former licensee of power reactor operation, etc., 


former licensee of spent fuel interim storage activity, etc., former licensee of reprocessing activity, 


etc., former licensee of radioactive waste disposal or storage activity, etc., and former user, etc.): 


The Nuclear Regulation Authority (the Nuclear Regulation Authority and the Minister of MLIT 


in cases pertaining to the shipment prescribed in Article 59 (1); the Minister of MLIT in cases 


pertaining to shipment via vessel or aircraft),  


(ii) A nuclear source material user: The Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


 


(Emergency Measures)  


Article 64  
(1) When an earthquake, fire or any other disaster occurs and threatens to cause or causes a disaster 


involving nuclear fuel material, material contaminated by nuclear fuel material, or reactors that a 


licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. possesses (including a person entrusted with shipment from 


an licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. and a storage contractor; hereinafter the same shall apply 


in this Article and Paragraphs (1) and (2) of the following Article), the licensee of nuclear energy 


activity, etc. shall take emergency measures immediately, pursuant to the provisions of the 


Ordinance of the competent ministry (order issued by the minister or the authority prescribed 


respectively in Items of Paragraph (3) in accordance with the classifications for licensees of nuclear 


energy activity, etc. listed in said Items). 


(2) Any person who discovers the situation set forth in the preceding Paragraph shall notify a police 


official or a Coast Guard Officer immediately. 


(3) In the case set forth in Paragraph (1) or in the case that there is an urgent risk of the occurrence of 


disasters resulting from nuclear fuel material, material contaminated by nuclear fuel material, or 


reactors, when the Nuclear Regulation Authority or the Minister of MLIT finds it urgently necessary 


in order to prevent disasters resulting from nuclear fuel material, material contaminated by nuclear 


fuel material, or reactors, they may order the person prescribed in said Paragraph to suspend use of 


the refining facility, fuel facility, research and test reactor facility, power reactor facility, spent fuel 


interim storage facility, reprocessing facility, waste disposal facility or waste storage facility, or 


usage facility, in accordance with the classifications for licensees of nuclear energy activity, etc. 


listed below, move the nuclear fuel material or material contaminated by nuclear fuel material, or 


take any other measures necessary for preventing disasters resulting from nuclear fuel material, 


material contaminated by nuclear fuel material, or reactors:  


(i) A licensee of refining activity, licensee of fabricating or enrichment activity, licensee of research 


and test reactor operation, operator of a foreign nuclear vessel, licensee of power reactor 


operation, licensee of spent fuel interim storage activity, licensee of reprocessing activity, 


licensee of radioactive waste disposal or storage activity, and user (including former licensee of 
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refining activity, etc., former licensee of fabricating or enrichment activity, etc., former licensee 


of research and test reactor operation, etc., former licensee of power reactor operation, etc., 


former licensee of spent fuel interim storage activity, etc., former licensee of reprocessing activity, 


etc., former licensee of radioactive waste disposal or storage activity, etc., and former user, etc.), 


and a person entrusted with shipment from such persons: The Nuclear Regulation Authority (the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority or the Minister of MLIT in cases pertaining to the shipment 


prescribed in Article 59 (1), in accordance with the classifications prescribed in said Paragraph; 


the Minister of MLIT in cases pertaining to shipment via vessel or aircraft),  


(ii) A storage contractor: The Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


 


(Collection of Reports)  


Article 67  
(1) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Minister of MLIT or the 


prefectural public safety commission may request, within the limit necessary for enforcing this Act 


(the provision of Article 59 (6) in the case of the prefectural public safety commission), any licensee 


of nuclear energy activity, etc. (including nuclear source material users, persons using international 


controlled material and international specified activities implementers) to submit a report relating 


to his/her activity, in accordance with the classifications for licensees of nuclear energy activity, etc. 


listed in the Items of Article 64 (3) (notwithstanding said classifications set forth in the Items of 


said Paragraph, the Nuclear Regulation Authority shall make this request to nuclear source material 


users, persons using international controlled material and international specified activities 


implementers, and the prefectural public safety commission shall make this request in the case that 


the notification prescribed in Article 59 (5) has been made). 


(2) In addition to the collection of reports pursuant to the provision of the preceding Paragraph, in the 


case that any licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. (excluding operators of a foreign nuclear vessel, 


and in the case of users and former users, etc., limited to those who were required to specify 


operational safety programs pursuant to the provision of Article 57 (1); hereinafter the same shall 


apply in this Paragraph) was requested to submit a report, and when the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority or the Minister of MLIT finds it particularly necessary for preventing disasters resulting 


from nuclear fuel material, material contaminated by nuclear fuel material, or reactors, they may 


request, within the limit necessary for enforcing this Act, the relevant licensee of nuclear energy 


activity, etc. who has installed and conducted maintenance and inspection of a refining facility, fuel 


facility, the nuclear reactor facility for research and testing, reactor facility for electricity generation, 


spent fuel interim storage facility, reprocessing facility, waste disposal facility, waste storage facility 


or usage facility, etc., to submit a necessary report. 


(3) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, in addition to the collection of reports pursuant to the 


provision of Paragraph (1), request a necessary report from the relevant person who has obtained 


the designation for the type of specified equipment with certified type design pursuant to the 


provision of Article 43-3-31 (1) or the relevant person who has obtained the designation for the type 


of specified container, etc. with certified type design pursuant to the provision of Article 43-26-3 


(1), within the limit necessary for enforcing the provisions of Article 43-3-31 (1) and Article 43-26-


3 (1). 


(4) The Nuclear Regulation Authority and the Minister of MLIT may, in addition to the collection of 


reports pursuant to the provisions of Paragraph (1), request the relevant captain of a vessel or other 


people concerned to make a necessary report, within the limit necessary for enforcing the provision 


of Article 62 (1). 


(5) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, in addition to the collection of reports pursuant to the 


provision of Paragraph (1), request the relevant person using international controlled material or 


other people concerned to make a report related to the matters pertaining to requests by the 


International Atomic Energy Agency and any other matters specified by Cabinet Order, within the 


limit necessary for making a report or explanation to the International Atomic Energy Agency 


pursuant to the provisions of additional protocols. 


 


(On-site Inspections, etc.)  
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Article 68  


(1) The Nuclear Regulation Authority, the Minister of MLIT or the prefectural public safety 


commission may, within the limit necessary for enforcing this Act (for the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority or the Minister of MLIT, the provisions of this Act in accordance with the classifications 


for licensees of nuclear energy activity, etc. listed in the Items of Article 64 (3) (the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority for nuclear source material users, international controlled material users, 


persons prescribed in the Items of Article 61-3 (1) in the case that any of said Items are applicable, 


and persons prescribed in Paragraphs (5), (6), (8) and (9) of said Article and international specified 


activities implementers, notwithstanding said classifications set forth in the Items of Article 64 (3)); 


for the prefectural public safety commission, the provision of Article 59 (6)), allow their official (a 


police official in the case of the prefectural public safety commission) to enter the office, factory or 


place of activity of any licensee of nuclear energy activity, etc. (including nuclear source material 


users, international controlled material users, persons prescribed in the Items of Article 61-3 (1) in 


the case that any of said Items are applicable, persons prescribed in Paragraphs (5), (6), (8) and (9) 


of said Article and international specified activities implementers), inspect books, documents and 


any other necessary property, and question the people concerned, or request the submission of 


nuclear source material, nuclear fuel material or any other necessary samples, limited to the 


minimum amount necessary for examination. 


(2) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, within the limit necessary for enforcing this Act, allow its 


official to enter the office, factory or place of activity of any person welding a facility prescribed in 


Article 16-4 (1), Article 28-2 (1), Article 43-3-13 (1), Article 43-10 (1), Article 46-2 (1), Article 51-


9 (1) or Article 55-3 (1), inspect books, documents and any other necessary property, or question 


the people concerned. 


(3) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, in addition to the on-site inspection prescribed in 


Paragraph (1), allow its official to enter the office, factory, or place of activity of a person who 


designs or constructs nuclear facilities (excluding refining facilities and usage facilities; hereinafter 


the same shall apply in this Paragraph) or manufactures equipment of nuclear facilities or of other 


people concerned, inspect books, documents and any other necessary property, or question the 


people concerned, within the limit necessary for enforcing the provisions of Article 16-2 (1), Article 


16-3 (1), Article 16-4 (1), Article 16-5 (1), Article 22 (5), Article 27 (1), Article 28 (1), Article 28-


2 (1), Article 29 (1), Article 37 (5), Article 43-3-9 (1), Article 43-3-10 (1), Article 43-3-11 (1), 


Article 43-3-12 (1), Article 43-3-13 (1), Article 43-3-15, Article 43-3-16 (1), Article 43-3-24 (5), 


Article 43-3-31 (1), Article 43-8 (1), Article 43-9 (1), Article 43-10 (1), Article 43-11 (1), Article 


43-20 (5), Article 43-26-3 (1), Article 45 (1), Article 46 (1), Article 46-2 (1), Article 46-2-3 (1), 


Article 50 (5), Article 51-7 (1), Article 51-8 (1), Article 51-9 (1), Article 51-10 (1) and Article 51-


18 (5). 


(4) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, in addition to the on-site inspection prescribed in 


Paragraph (1), and within the limit necessary for enforcing the provision of Article 62 (1), allow its 


official to enter a vessel, inspect books, documents and any other necessary property, and question 


the people concerned, or request the submission of nuclear source material, nuclear fuel material or 


any other necessary samples, limited to the minimum amount necessary for examination. 


(5) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, in addition to the on-site inspection prescribed in 


Paragraph (1), and within the limit necessary for providing an explanation to the International 


Atomic Energy Agency pursuant to the provisions of additional protocols or for ensuring the 


implementation of an on-site inspection pursuant to the provision of Paragraph (9), allow its official 


to enter the office, factory, place of activity or any other location of any international controlled 


material user, etc., inspect books, documents and any other necessary property, and question the 


people concerned, or request the submission of nuclear source material, nuclear fuel material or any 


other necessary samples, limited to the minimum amount necessary for examination. 


(6) When the official enters pursuant to the provision of each of the preceding Paragraphs, he/she shall 


carry an identification card and produce it when requested by people concerned. 


(7) The authority pursuant to the provisions of Paragraphs (1) to (5) shall not be construed as one that 


is authorized for a criminal investigation. 


(8) A person designated by the International Atomic Energy Agency or a person designated by the 
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government of the State supplying international controlled material may, under the attendance of an 


official designated by the Nuclear Regulation Authority) or a safeguards inspector who conducts 


safeguards inspections pursuant to the provision of Article 61-23-7 (2), and within the scope 


provided for in international agreements, enter the office, factory or place of activity of any 


international controlled material user, any person prescribed in the Items of Article 61-3 (1) in the 


case that any of said Items are applicable or any person prescribed in Paragraph (5), (6), (8) or (9) 


of said Article, inspect books, documents and any other necessary property, and question the people 


concerned, or request the submission of nuclear source material, nuclear fuel material or any other 


necessary samples, limited to the minimum amount necessary for examination. 


(9) A person designated by the International Atomic Energy Agency may, in addition to the on-site 


inspection prescribed in the preceding Paragraph, and under the attendance of an official designated 


by the Nuclear Regulation Authority (in cases specified by Cabinet Order, an official designated by 


the Nuclear Regulation Authority and an official designated by the Minister of Foreign Affairs; 


hereinafter the same shall apply in Paragraph (14)), enter the office, factory, place of activity of any 


international controlled material user, or any other location designated by the International Atomic 


Energy Agency and inspect books, documents and any other necessary property, or request the 


submission of nuclear source material, nuclear fuel material or any other necessary samples, limited 


to the minimum amount necessary for examination, within the scope prescribed in additional 


protocols. 


(10) The provision of Paragraph (6) shall apply mutatis mutandis to cases where an official designated 


by the Minister of Foreign Affairs pursuant to the provision of the preceding Paragraph is in 


attendance. 


(11) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, within the limit necessary for implementing safeguards 


based on safeguards agreements, and pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance of the NRA, allow 


its official to affix any seals or install any devices necessary for monitoring the movement of 


international controlled material in the premises of the factory or place of activity of any person 


using international controlled material. 


(12) The Nuclear Regulation Authority may, in addition to affixing any seals or installing any devices 


pursuant to the provision of the preceding Paragraph, and within the limit necessary for 


implementing safeguards based on additional protocols, allow its official to affix any seals or install 


any devices necessary for monitoring the movement of international controlled material and any 


other materials within the factory, place of activity, or any other location of any person using 


international controlled material. 


(13) A person designated by the International Atomic Energy Agency may, under the attendance of an 


official designated by the Nuclear Regulation Authority or a safeguards inspector who conducts 


safeguards inspections pursuant to the provision of Article 61-23-7 (2), and within the scope 


specified by safeguards agreements, affix any seals or install any devices necessary for monitoring 


the movement of international controlled material in the premises of the factory or place of activity 


of any person using international controlled material. 


(14) A person designated by the International Atomic Energy Agency may, in addition to affixing any 


seals or installing any devices pursuant to the provision of the preceding Paragraph, and under the 


attendance of an official designated by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, affix any seals or install 


any devices necessary for monitoring the movement of international controlled material and other 


material within the factory, place of activity or any other location of any person using international 


controlled material, within the scope specified by additional protocols. 


(15) No person shall remove or damage any seal or device affixed or installed pursuant to the 


provisions of Paragraphs (11) to the preceding Paragraph without justifiable grounds. 
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Nuclear Safety No. 139 of Section 18 


January 11, 2007 


To related businesses and organizations  


Science, Technology and Science Policy  


Bureau, Ministry of Education, Culture,  


Sports, Science and Technology 


Director of Nuclear Safety 


Akira Noie 


 


Partial Revision of the " the NRA Ordinance for Enforcement Regulation of the Act on 


the Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc ." and the "Public notice to set forth the details, etc. 


pertaining to the technical standards concerning the transport outside the factory or place 


of business of radioisotope-contaminated objects" 


 


 


We understand that your office and other facilities regularly strive for safety management in 


accordance with laws and regulations concerning the prevention of radiation hazards caused 


by radioisotopes. 


The "a public notice to specify the details, etc. pertaining to the technical standards for 


transport outside the factory or place of business of radioisotope-contaminated objects 


(hereinafter referred to as "notice of outside shipment.)" and the (IAEA) have been partially 


amended to incorporate the 2005 edition of the International Atomic Energy Agency " the 


NRA Ordinance for Enforcement Regulation of the Act on the Regulation of 


Radioisotopes, etc (hereinafter referred to as "enforcement regulations")" Regulations for the 


Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials. We request that all relevant procedures and 


measures to be taken in accordance with the revised provisions. 


In addition, for the sake of smooth review, we have summarized the points to be considered 


in the application for container approval under Article 18-17 of the PAL Enforcement 


Regulations as follows. 


 


1．Application for container approval as specified in Article 18-17 of the PAL Enforcement 


Regulations 


(1) Matters to be stated in the documents listed in the items of Article 18-17, Paragraph 2 


of the Enforcement Regulations that must be attached to the written application for 


container approval pursuant to the provisions of the same Paragraph shall be pursuant 


to Appended Tables 1 to 4. 
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(2) Any person who intends to omit the submission of documents listed in Article 18 (2) (ii) 


of the Ordinance for Enforcement pursuant to the provision of Article 17 (4) of the 


Ordinance shall attach a copy of the certificate of approval of design of radioactive 


package delivered by the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 


Technology to the application for approval of containers prescribed in paragraph 1 of the 


said Article.  


2．Application for renewal of the period of use of approved containers set forth in Article 


18-19 of the PAL Enforcement Regulations 


(1) In the case where a person who has received a written approval of containers pursuant 


to the provision of Article 18-18 of the Enforcement Ordinance intends to obtain a 


renewal of the period for use as an approved container pursuant to the provision of 


Article 18-19, Paragraph 1 of the Enforcement Ordinance, he/she shall submit an 


application for renewal of the period for use of approved containers prescribed in Article 


18-19, Paragraph 2 of the Enforcement Ordinance no later than 60 days prior to the 


expiration date of the relevant period. 


 (2) As "A written statement indicating that the container is maintained in conformity with 


the design of the container" set forth in Article 18-19, Paragraph 2 of the Enforcement 


Ordinance, submit the results, etc. of periodic self-inspections conducted at least once 


a year (1 time or more for every 10 times of use, for drugs that are used more than 10 


times a year) by the method specified in Appended Form 4. 


3．Application for approval of design set forth in Article 25 of the Notice of Transport outside 


Japan 


(1) Matters to be stated in the documents set forth in Article 18-17, Paragraph 2, Item 2 of 


the Enforcement Regulations that must be submitted with a written application pursuant 


to the provisions of Article 25, Paragraph 1 of the Notice of External Transport shall be 


pursuant to Appended Form 2. 


(2) In the case where a person who has received the approval for the design of radioactive 


package pursuant to the provision of Paragraph 2, Article 25 of the Notice of Outer 


Transport intends to obtain the renewal of the valid period of the approval of design 


pursuant to the provision of Paragraph 3 of the same Article, he/she shall submit an 


application for renewal of the valid period of approval of radioactive package pursuant 


to the provision of Paragraph 4 of the same Article no later than 60 days prior to the 


expiration date of the valid period. 


4．Certification of special type radioisotope, etc. 


In the case where a special form radioisotope, etc. with radioactivity exceeding the A2 


value specified in Article 2, Item 1 of the Notice of External Transport is to be transported as 
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a Type A package, a certificate stating that the package is a special form radioisotope, etc. 


may be requested in accordance with Appended Form 5. 


5．Certification of compliance with the IAEA transport standards 


When a radioactive package, for which the design approval of the Minister of Education, 


Culture, Sports, Science and Technology listed in Article 25 of the Notice of External 


Transport has been obtained, is used for international transportation, a certificate in English 


stating that the design of the radioactive package conforms to the IAEA transport standards 


may be requested pursuant to Appended Form 6.  
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Appended Table 1  


 


Matters to be stated in the description set forth in Article 18-17 (2) (i) of the Ordinance 


 


1．Specifications of stored radioisotopes 


2．Specification Determination *  


 


*  Enter the calculation method of the specifications to be calculated by calculating the amount 


of radioactivity, calorific value, etc. In the case of measurement, enter the method of measurement. 


 


Appended Table 2  


 


Matters to be stated in the description set forth in Article 18-17 (2) (ii) of the Enforcement 


Ordinance 


 


1．Structure and material of the container (Note 1) 


2．Manufacturing method of the container  


3．Description of the radioactive package 


4．Safety analysis of radioactive packages 


5．Basic policy on quality management (Note 2) 


6．Matters concerning the maintenance of containers and the handling of radioactive packages 


7．Special Safety Instructions  


 


*1 The main materials of the container should be described and a clear, reproducible drawing 


showing the outline of the container should be attached. 


* 2 Quality control shall be in accordance with (nuclear regulation) No.2 "Regulatory Guide for 


Reviewing Quality Control of the Manufacture of Nuclear Fuel Material Transport Containers" 


dated February 24 1999, Safety Bureau 11. Attention shall be paid to this point in applications. 


The selection criteria for subcontractors should also be included.  


 


Appended Table 3  


 


Matters to be stated in the description set forth in Article 18-17 (2) (iii) of the Ordinance 


 


Explanation of Inspection at the Time of Manufacture of Containers *  
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*:Inspection results and quality audit results should be attached. 


 


 


Appended Table 4  


 


Matters to be stated in the description set forth in Article 18-17 (2) (iv) of the Ordinance 


 


Explanation of Maintenance of Container Performance *）  


 


* Indicate that the container is maintained in a sound manner from the completion of the container 


to the time of application for container approval. For example, enter the results of appearance 


inspection, operation confirmation inspection, lifting inspection, etc. according to the design 


specifications of the container.  


 


Appended Table 5  


 


Special form radioisotope certification application 


Number   


Year Month Day  


Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 


To the Director General of the Science, Technology and Science Policy Bureau  


             Residence 


Name (In the case of a juridical person,  


its name and the name of its representative)  


 


We would like to apply for the following special form radioisotopes.  


 


1．Names of special form radioisotopes, etc. 


2．Explanation on special form radioisotopes 


(1) Weight 


(2) Dimensions 


(3) External view 


(4) Design specifications for radioisotopes 


(Matters to be included in the attachment) 


Explanation on the conformity of the design of special form radioisotopes, etc. with the 


technical standards of Article 2, Item 1 of the Notification (Science and Technology Agency 
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Notification No. 7 of 1990), which stipulates details, etc. pertaining to the technical standards 


for the transport outside the factory or place of business of radioisotope-contaminated 


objects 


 


Remarks The size of this form shall be JIS A4.  


 Appended Table 6 


 


Application for approval of design of radioactive package in English  


Number   


Year Month Day  


Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 


To the Director General of the Science, Technology and Science Policy Bureau  


             Residence 


Name (In the case of a juridical person,  


its name and the name of its representative)  


 


I would like to request that you certify in English that the design of the following radioactive 


packages complies with the technical standards of "IAEA Safe Transport Regulations for 


Radioactive Materials". 


 


1．Name of the radioactive package 


2．Design approval number 


Remarks The size of this form shall be JIS A4.  
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11 Safety Bureau (nuclear regulation) No. 2  


February 24, 1999 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Regulatory Guide for Reviewing Quality Control of the Manufacture of Nuclear Fuel Material 


Transport Containers  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


February 24, 1999 


Science and Technology Agency 


Nuclear Safety Administration  
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I Apply 


 


These Guidelines were developed in accordance with ISO9002 (Quality system - Quality 


assurance model in manufacturing, installation and ancillary services) (JISZ9902-1998), which 


was established by the International Organization for Standardization, for the purpose of serving 


as the basis for judging the appropriateness of the quality system (the organizational structure, 


procedures, processes, and management resources required to implement quality control. The 


same shall apply hereinafter) constructed by the applicant in the manufacture of transport 


containers in the examination of vehicle transport confirmation under Article 59 (2) and container 


approval under Article 59 (3) of the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear 


Fuel Material and Reactors (Act No. 166 of June 10, 1957. Hereinafter referred to as the "Act"). 


The applicant is responsible for taking the necessary safety measures in accordance with the 


technical standards established by laws and regulations when transporting nuclear fuel packages 


outside the factory, etc. In the manufacture of the packaging, the applicant must also establish an 


appropriate quality system. 


The quality system is established through appropriate quality control not only by the applicant 


but also by contract manufacturers of the packaging (hereinafter referred to as "container 


manufacturer"), subcontractors of the packaging manufacturer, and all other parties involved in 


the manufacture of the packaging. Therefore, the Guidelines specify the main items to be 


considered when establishing the overall quality system for the manufacture of packaging. It also 


stipulates matters related to the examination of the technical capability of the subcontractor of the 


container manufacturer. 


In addition, even if the quality system established by the applicant (this guideline assumes the 


case of ordering the manufacture of packaging) does not conform to these Guidelines, if it is 


judged to be equivalent, or if it is deemed acceptable to take into consideration the structure of 


the packaging, etc., this shall not be excluded.  


 


II Quality control review guidelines 


 


These Guidelines provide guidance for the review of the quality control of the applicant's 


packaging. 


1．Quality Policy 


The applicant's CEO should establish and document a quality policy. The quality policy 


should include quality objectives and the responsibility of the chief executive for quality. 


Applicants should ensure that this policy is understood and implemented by staff. 


2．Organization 
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(1) Clarification of responsibilities and authorities of concerned parties 


The applicant should clarify and document the responsibilities, authorities and 


interrelationships of those who manage, perform and verify quality-affecting operations in the 


manufacture of packaging. 


(2) Personnel 


The applicant has sufficient resources to manage, implement and verify quality-sensitive 


operations in the manufacture of packaging. 


(3) Manager of the quality system 


The applicant should appoint a quality system administrator with authority independent of 


other departments. 


3．Quality System 


(1) General 


The applicant shall establish a quality system to manufacture the packaging in conformity with 


the technical standards established by laws and regulations, the design specifications 


of the application for container approval (or application for design approval) and the 


method of preparing the application for container approval. 


(2) Quality manual 


The applicant should develop a quality manual that defines the organization, procedures, etc. 


to implement quality control. 


(3) Quality control plan 


The applicant shall establish a quality control plan which shall govern quality control activities 


relating to the manufacture of the packaging, including quality control for subcontractors. 


4．Evaluation and Review of Quality System 


The applicant's chief executive should review the quality system on a regular basis to meet the 


quality policy and objectives. 


5．Order for Packaging Production 


5.1 General 


When ordering the manufacture of packaging, the applicant shall document the procedures to 


ensure that the packaging conforms to the technical standards established by laws and 


regulations as well as the design specifications of the application for container approval 


(or application for design approval) and the manufacturing method of the application for 


container approval. This guideline shall also apply to cases where an applicant orders 


the manufacture of a part of the packaging from another manufacturer and supplies the 


products to the container manufacturer. 


5.2 Evaluation by Container Manufacturer 


The applicant shall: 
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(1) The ability of the container manufacturer to manufacture the packaging shall be assessed 


and selected. In assessing capabilities, the following should be considered where 


appropriate:  


a) Technology, personnel, and manufacturing equipment related to the manufacture of 


packaging 


b) Quality policy, quality control plan, and implementation status of the container manufacturer 


c) Supply performance for packaging or the like 


d) Records of the actual use and quality of the packaging or similar items 


e) Evaluation of prototypes and samples 


(2) Clarify to the container manufacturer the method and scope of control to be performed by 


the applicant.  


5.3 Requirements for Container Manufacturers for the Manufacture of Transportation 


Containers 


When placing an order for the manufacture of packaging, the applicant shall clearly 


indicate the following requirements to the packaging manufacturer in documents such 


as specifications and have the manufacturer implement them. 


(1) Quality control conforming to "III Quality Control Guidelines for Container 


Manufacturers" shall be conducted. 


(2) Applicants and regulatory officials shall be able to inspect the packaging at the time of 


manufacture and to confirm the quality control status at the manufacturer and the 


subcontractor of the manufacturer. 


(3) Measures shall be taken to enable the applicant to review and approve the selection 


criteria for subcontractors. Measures should also be taken to enable the applicant to 


confirm the selection of the subcontractor. 


(4) Measures shall be taken to clarify the relationship of responsibility between business 


operators engaged in the manufacture of transport containers through contracts, etc. 


(5) Measures shall be taken to ensure that container manufacturers and subcontractors of 


container manufacturers fully understand the meaning and importance of material 


specification values important to safety that the applicant indicates. 


(6) If special materials with high safety significance are used in the manufacture of the 


packaging, measures should be taken in advance to ensure that information is 


exchanged and technical studies are conducted among the operators involved in the 


manufacture of the packaging regarding the construction, analysis, and inspection 


methods used in the manufacturing. 


(7) In processes involving multiple companies involved in the manufacture of transport 


containers, arrangements such as work instructions and delivery dates shall be 
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clarified, and measures shall be taken to ensure close cooperation. 


(8) If a nonconforming product is found to be used for repair, etc., the applicant shall be 


notified in writing and instructed to handle it. 


(9) Any significant change in the manufacturing process of the container manufacturer 


should be promptly reported to the applicant for approval. 


(10) The container manufacturer shall take measures to ensure that the subcontractor: 


a) Assess subcontracting capabilities in accordance with 5.2. 


b) Instruct and have a subcontractor implement the matters requested by the applicant to 


the container manufacturer in accordance with 5.3.  


c) The container manufacturer shall verify the subcontractor by quality audit and 


inspection in accordance with 5.4. Provided, however, that this shall not apply in the 


following cases: 


a) In the case of subcontracts which are deemed to have nothing to do with the inspection 


items for container approval. 


b) Cases where the container manufacturer, etc. directly controls the inspection by 


conducting an inspection in the presence of the container manufacturer, etc. 


c) Cases where the product is manufactured in accordance with JIS or other official 


standards or under an official qualification system, and where it is deemed acceptable. 


d) Cases where the inspection items are simple or general-purpose, and the acceptance 


inspection at the time of acceptance is deemed to be sufficient. 


5.4 Verification of Packaging Manufacture 


(1) The applicant shall conduct a quality audit on the container manufacturer, understand the 


status of the quality audit on the subcontractor by the container manufacturer, and conduct a 


direct quality audit on the subcontractor as necessary. 


(2) The applicant shall, when inspecting the packaging, confirm the presence and records by 


taking into account the existence of official standards and qualification systems, the quality control 


status of the container manufacturer and subcontractor, etc., while giving consideration to the 


importance of safety. 


(3) The applicant shall prepare and conduct the quality audit and the inspection of the 


packaging by preparing the implementation guidelines and other documents. 


6．Management of Documents and Data 


(1) General 


The applicant shall establish written procedures for managing all documents and data related 


to the requirements of these Guidelines. 


(2) Approval and issuance of document data 


Approval by an authorized person prior to the publication of documents and data. 
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7．Schedule Control and Special Process Certification 


The applicant should establish and manage a production and inspection schedule for the 


manufacture of the packaging. Processes for which the results of the process cannot be fully 


verified through subsequent packaging inspections should be identified as special processes, and 


the methods for identifying and controlling workers and processes should be clarified. 


8．Inspection 


The applicant shall prepare and implement an inspection plan and inspection procedures 


pertaining to the manufacture of packaging. 


9．Control of Nonconforming Products 


The applicant should establish and implement procedures for the management of 


nonconforming products. 


10．Corrective and Preventive Actions 


The applicant should establish and implement procedures for the control of corrective (actions 


taken to eliminate the cause of nonconformity and to prevent recurrence. The same shall apply 


hereinafter) and preventive (actions taken to eliminate potential causes of nonconformity. The 


same shall apply hereinafter) actions to be taken by the applicant, the container manufacturer 


and the subcontractor. 


11．Management of Quality Records 


The applicant should establish and implement procedures for the use, storage, maintenance 


and disposal of quality records. The retention period for quality records should be determined 


taking into account the validity period of container and design approvals. Quality records should 


include quality records submitted by container manufacturers, etc. All quality records should be 


properly maintained. 


12．Internal Quality Audits 


The applicant shall establish and implement an internal quality audit plan. An internal quality 


audit shall be conducted by an independent person from the division subject to the quality audit. 


If deficiencies are found as a result of the quality audit, appropriate corrective actions should be 


taken. Internal quality audit results shall be reported when the quality system is evaluated and 


reviewed. 


13．Education and Training 


The applicant shall establish and implement an education and training plan for personnel 


engaged in activities affecting quality in the manufacture of packaging. 


 


III Quality Control Guidelines for Container Manufacturers 


 


These Guidelines establish requirements for packaging manufacturers when an 
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applicant places an order for the manufacture of a packaging, as described in II. 5.3(1)). 


1．Quality Policy 


The CEO of the container manufacturer shall establish and document the quality policy. 


The quality policy should include quality objectives and the responsibilities of the chief executive 


for quality. The container manufacturer should ensure that this policy is understood and 


implemented by personnel. 


2．Organization 


(1) Clarification of responsibilities and authorities of concerned parties 


The packaging manufacturer should clarify and document the responsibilities, authorities, 


and interrelationships of those who control, perform, and verify quality-affecting operations in the 


manufacture of the packaging. The personnel responsible for supervising the subcontractor shall 


also be identified. 


(2) Personnel 


The container manufacturer shall have sufficient personnel to manage, implement and 


verify work affecting the quality of the manufacturing of the packaging. 


(3) Manager of the Quality System 


The container manufacturer shall appoint a quality system manager with authority 


independent of other departments. 


3．Quality System 


(1) General 


The container manufacturer shall establish a quality system to ensure that the packaging 


complies with the manufacturing requirements. 


(2) Quality Manual 


The container manufacturer should develop a quality manual that defines the 


organization, procedures, etc. for implementing quality control. 


(3) Quality Control Plan 


The container manufacturer shall establish a quality control plan that specifies the quality 


control operations related to the manufacture of the packaging, including the quality control of the 


subcontractor. In order to satisfy the requirements for the manufacture of packaging, the container 


manufacturer shall give due consideration to the following matters as appropriate: 


a) Ensure that all controls, processes, apparatuses (including inspection devices), 


equipment, resources and technology are in place to meet requirements. 


b) Manufacturing processes, inspection procedures, and documentation should be 


consistent. 


c) Quality control and inspection techniques should be updated as necessary. 


d) The method of verification in the packaging manufacturing process should be 
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specified. 


e) Criteria for acceptance or rejection should be specified. 


f) Create quality records. 


4．Evaluation and Review of Quality System 


The chief executive of the container manufacturer should periodically review the quality 


system to meet quality policies and objectives. 


5．Confirmation of Contract Contents 


(1) General 


The container manufacturer should document the procedures for confirming the contract. 


(2) Confirm Contents 


The container manufacturer shall check the contents of the estimate before the submission 


of the estimate specification or prior to the contract to confirm that it has the capability 


to meet the requirements of the contract. 


6．Management of Documents and Data 


(1) General 


The packaging manufacturer shall document procedures for managing all documentation 


and data related to the requirements for the manufacture of the packaging. 


(2) Approval and issuance of document data 


Approval by an authorized person prior to the publication of documents and data. 


7．Purchasing 


(1) General 


The container manufacturer should establish written procedures for meeting the 


requirements for purchased items (including services. The same shall apply 


hereinafter). 


(2) Evaluation of subcontractor 


The container manufacturer shall carry out the following matters: 


a) Criteria for selecting subcontractors shall be established and evaluated to determine 


whether the subcontractor is capable of meeting the requirements of the subcontract. 


b) The method and scope of control to be performed by the container manufacturer to the 


subcontractor shall be clarified. 


(3) Purchasing data 


The container manufacturer shall prepare a purchase document describing the 


requirements for the subcontract and shall instruct the subcontractor to implement it. 


(4) Verification of purchased goods 


a) The container manufacturer shall verify the purchased goods through quality audits and 


inspections. 
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b) The container manufacturer shall prepare and have the quality audit and inspection of 


purchased goods conducted in writing such as implementation guidelines.  


8．Customer Supplies Management 


The container manufacturer shall document the procedures for the verification, storage 


and control of the goods supplied by the applicant for incorporation into the packaging 


to be manufactured or for related operations. Lost or damaged supplies and other 


supplies unfit for use should be recorded and reported to the applicant. 


9．Identification and Traceability 


The packaging manufacturer shall document the procedures for identifying the packaging 


at all stages from receipt to production. The container manufacturer should document 


procedures to enable the tracking of individual packaging quality records. 


10．Process Control 


(1) The container manufacturer shall plan and control the manufacturing process of the 


transport containers while giving consideration to the following matters: 


a) Procedures have been prepared that specify the manufacturing methods that may affect 


quality. 


b) Appropriate equipment is used and an appropriate working environment is ensured in 


each process. 


c) All processes should be conducted in accordance with quality control plans, procedures, 


etc. 


d) Process and product characteristics are monitored. 


e) Equipment is properly maintained to maintain process capability on an ongoing basis. 


(2) The container manufacturer shall, after consultation with the applicant, recognize as a 


special process any process for which the results of the process cannot be sufficiently 


verified by the subsequent inspection of the packaging, and shall clearly identify the 


operator and the process and the method of management. Records shall be 


maintained for approved processes, equipment, and personnel, as appropriate. 


11．Inspection 


(1) General 


The container manufacturer shall specify the inspection procedures in writing. Necessary 


inspections and records shall be specified in the quality control plan or procedures. 


(2) Acceptance inspection 


The container manufacturer shall not use or process the purchased product until it has 


been confirmed that it conforms to the requirements or has been verified by other 


means. 


(3) Inspection in the process 
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The container manufacturer shall carry out the following matters: 


a) Carry out inspection of the packaging in accordance with the provisions of the quality 


control plan and procedures. 


b) Reserve the packaging until the prescribed inspection has been completed or the 


necessary reports have been received and verified. 


(4) Final inspection 


The container manufacturer shall conduct a final inspection in accordance with the quality 


control plan and procedures to verify that the packaging complies with the 


requirements. 


(5) Record of the inspection 


The container manufacturer shall keep a record of the packaging inspected. These records 


should indicate whether the inspection has passed in accordance with acceptance 


criteria. If the inspection is not successful, procedures for the control of non-


conforming items should be applied. 


12．Control of Inspection, Measurement and Test Equipment 


(1) General 


The container manufacturer should establish written procedures for the control and 


calibration of inspection, measurement and testing equipment (hereinafter referred to 


as "Measurement equipment, etc."). These devices should be used according to their 


measurement capabilities. The container manufacturer shall determine the scope and 


frequency of the inspection and keep records. 


(2) Administrative procedures 


The container manufacturer shall carry out the following matters: 


a) The measurement items and necessary accuracy should be clarified, and appropriate 


measuring equipment should be selected. 


b) Calibrate and adjust measuring equipment, etc., periodically or before use. If there are 


no international or national standards for calibration and adjustment, the standards 


used for calibration should be documented. 


c) Calibration of measuring devices, etc. 


d) The calibration status of the measuring device, etc. shall be identified by appropriate 


signs, etc. 


e) Keep calibration records of measuring devices, etc. 


f) If the measuring equipment is found to be out of calibration standards, the validity of the 


results of past inspections should be evaluated and documented. 


g) Calibration, inspection, measurement and testing should be conducted under 


appropriate environmental conditions. 
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h) Accuracy and suitability for use should be maintained when handling and storing 


measuring devices, etc.  


13．Status of Inspection 


The inspection status of the packaging shall be identified by appropriate means of indicating 


conformance or nonconformance. Such identification shall be maintained throughout the 


manufacturing process in accordance with the provisions of the quality control plan and 


procedures in order to ship only containers that have passed inspection. 


14．Control of Nonconforming Products 


The container manufacturer shall establish procedures to prevent the use of packaging which 


does not conform to the requirements. This control procedure should include provisions for the 


identification, documentation, evaluation, isolation, treatment and notification of non-conformant 


items to relevant departments. The responsibility for checking the content of nonconforming 


products and the authority to take action should be clearly defined. Nonconforming items should 


be handled according to procedures. Packagings that have been repaired or altered as a result 


of nonconformity should be re-inspected in accordance with the quality control plan and 


procedures. 


15．Corrective and Preventive Actions 


(1) General 


The container manufacturer should document procedures for implementing corrective and 


preventive actions. Changes in procedures associated with corrective and preventive actions 


should be documented. 


(2) Corrective action 


Corrective action procedures should include the following: 


a) Effective handling of the applicant's complaints and nonconforming product reports 


b) Investigation of the causes of nonconformances relating to the packaging, process and 


quality system and recording of the results of the investigation 


c) Determining corrective actions necessary to eliminate the cause of the nonconformity 


d) Implementation and management of corrective actions 


(3) Preventive action 


Preventive action procedures should include the following: 


a) Use of information on processes, operations, quality audit results, quality records, applicant 


complaints, etc., to detect, analyze, and eliminate potential causes of nonconformities 


b) Determining measures to address issues requiring preventive action 


c) Implementation and management of preventive measures 


d) Information on actions taken should be provided during the assessment and review of the 


quality system. 
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16．Management of Quality Records 


The container manufacturer should establish and implement procedures for the use, storage, 


maintenance, and disposal of quality records. The retention period of quality records shall be 


determined and recorded. Quality records should include those submitted by subcontractors. All 


quality records should be properly maintained. 


17．Internal Quality Audits 


The container manufacturer shall establish and implement an internal quality audit plan. An 


internal quality audit shall be conducted by an independent person from the division subject to 


the quality audit. If deficiencies are found as a result of the quality audit, appropriate corrective 


actions should be taken. Internal quality audit results shall be reported when the quality system 


is evaluated and reviewed. 


18．Education and Training 


The container manufacturer shall establish and implement an education and training plan for 


personnel engaged in activities affecting quality in the manufacture of packaging. Those who are 


engaged in specified duties shall be certified based on appropriate education/training history and 


experience as necessary. 
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Attached Table 2 Inspection procedures before shipment･･･････････････････････････････････････43 


 


For convenience of explanation, in the case of changing the order of description items in 


the explanation documents, the comparison tables with the items of these description ones 


shall be attached. 


 


1. The explanatory documents regarding nuclear fuel materials etc. to be transported (the Item(i) of 


Paragraph (1) of Article 19 and Item (i) of Paragraph (1) of Article 21 of the Ordinance) 


 


        Items 


 


          Contents 


 


Chapter (i)  


 


 


Chapter (ii) 


 


 


 


Chapter (iii) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Specifications of 


Nuclear Fuel Materials 


Etc. to be restored 


Method to decide the 


specifications 


 


 


Comparison with the 


design specifications 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Specifications of nuclear fuel materials etc. to be 


restored for each packaging shall be described. 


 The calculation method for the specifications that 


were calculated by burnup, quantity of radioactivity, 


thermal power etc. shall be described. When actually 


measuring, the measurement method shall be 


described. 


  In the case where packaging is approved, the 


comparison between design specifications of nuclear 


fuel substances etc. that were approved to be restored 


in the approved packaging and the ones of nuclear fuel 


substances etc. to be restored shall be described (the 


explanation documents of the Item (i) of Paragraph (1) 


of Article 19 only). 
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2. The explanatory documents regarding packaging design and safety of nuclear fuel packages in the case 


of restoring nuclear fuel packages in the said packaging (the Item (ii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 19 


and Item (ii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 21 of the Ordinance, and Paragraph (1) of Article 41 of the 


Notice) 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


 


Chapter (i)  


 


 


(i)-A     


 


 


(ii)-B     


 


 


 (i)-C     


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(i)-D     


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Explanation for nuclear 


fuel packages 


 


Purpose and conditions 


 


 


Kinds of packages 


 


 


Packaging 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Contents of packaging 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The intended purpose of packages, the type name of 


packaging, the effect in the case of fissile materials, 


and comprehensive matters of transport index etc. shall 


be described.  


 The type of packaging (distinction among IP type, A 


type, BM type and BU type),and the effect in the case 


where the packages are fissile material packages or 


packages containing uranium hexafluoride shall be 


described.  


  The basic design required for analysis of packages, 


such as gross weight, structural materials, neutron 


absorber, neutron moderator, shielding material, 


dimensions and structure of main parts, welding 


method, method for heat removal, kinds and quantity 


of coolant, opening and pipes of valves and sampling 


tap etc., internal and outer excrescence, lifting device, 


lashing device, pressure relief valve, gaskets, sealing 


boundaries, flooding area and sealing device etc. 


shall be explained by using outline drawing, cross-


sectional drawing, bill of materials etc. 


  The quantity of radioactive materials of major 


nuclide (radiation intensity), physical form, chemical 


property, sealability of contents, the form required for 


evaluation of nuclear safety, maximum amount 


quantity of decay heat, maximum pressure of sealing 


device, other loading restrictions and radiation 


intensity as a whole shall be explained.  


  In the case where the contents are low specific 


activity materials (LSA) or surface contaminated 


objects (SCO),the fact that such contents are in 
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Chapter (ii)  


 


(ii)-A     


  A.1    


   A.1.1  


 


 


 


 


 


Safety analysis for 


nuclear fuel packages 


Structure analysis 


Structure design 


Outline 


 


compliance with the Regulations and the Notice shall 


be explained. 


 The outline of safety analysis shall be described. 


  


 


 


Basic structure and system required for safe treatment 


of the packages such as sealing device, absorbing 


device for mechanical shock (cushioning body), 


covering, basket and valve etc. shall be described and 


the structure design etc. shall be explained after 


illustrating such structure and system.  


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


 


 


 


     A.1.2  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     A.2  


 


 


 


     A.3  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Design criteria 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Weight and center of 


gravity 


 


 


Mechanical property of 


materials 


 


 


 


Design standards that is used for structure analysis 


shall be organized and described for the following 


items. 


1) The kinds and their combination of loading under 


various conditions for each part of packaging 


2) Evaluation standards for stress, distortion, 


deformation etc. that are used for each part of 


packaging under various conditions 


3) Definition of safety ratio or actual rate used for 


evaluation 


4) List of design conditions (quality of materials, 


temperature and loading conditions), analysis 


method and evaluation standards 


Gross weight of packages and contents, list of 


weight of each component part and gravity of 


packaging etc. shall be described.  


  Normal shipment conditions for major materials 


used for structure evaluation and mechanical property 


under temperature conditions (yield point, tensile 


strength, modulus of longitudinal elasticity, thermal 


expansion coefficient, and density etc.) compressive 
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     A.4  


      


     A.4.1  


 


 


 


 


 


 


     A.4.2 


 


 


 


 


 


Requirements for 


packages 


Chemical and electrical 


reaction 


 


 


 


 


 


Low-temperature 


strength 


 


 


 


 


stress-strain curve of cushioning body, decision 


method for properties of materials (testing conditions, 


measurement method etc.) shall be described. 


  The chemical, electrical and other similar reactions 


between packaging components and packaging 


contents shall be explained. The list of different 


materials that contact each other shall be described. 


  The special measures and their effect that were 


taken to prevent dangerous response due to such 


contact shall be explained. 


  The low temperature characteristics and 


performance of component materials of packages on 


the assumption of the maximum ambient temperature 


that can be expected during shipment (-40℃ in BU 


type), and liquid freezing shall be explained. 


Additionally, the low-temperature strength such as 


low-temperature fracturing of the main materials that 


are used for structural evaluation shall be explained.  


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


     A.4.3 


 


 


 


     A.4.4 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     A.4.5 


 


 


 


Sealing device 


 


 


 


Lifting device 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Lashing device 


 


 


 


  The measures that prevent opening the parts 


(covering and valve etc.) that must not be open 


during normal shipment, due to malfunction etc., 


shall be explained.  


  The structure analysis or test for lifting device 


(trunnion etc.) and its accessories of packages shall 


be explained. 


Additionally, the drawings that show the location and 


structure of such device shall be attached. The location 


of lifting device on the surface of packages shall be 


explained. 


  The structure analysis or test for lashing device shall 


be explained. 
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     A.4.6 


 


     A.4.7 


 


     A.5  


 


     A.5.1  


     A.5.1.1  


 


 


     A.5.1.2  


 


 


     Ａ.5.1.3  


 


 


 


 


     Ａ.5.1.4  


 


     Ａ.5.2  


 


 


 


     Ａ.5.3  


 


 


 


 


Pressure 


 


Vibration 


 


General testing 


conditions 


Thermal test 


Summary of 


temperature and 


pressure 


Thermal expansion 


 


 


Stress calculation 


 


 


 


 


Comparison with 


allowable stress 


Water spray 


 


 


 


Free fall 


 


The drawings that show the location and structure of 


such device shall be attached. The location of lashing 


device on the surface of packages shall be explained. 


The impact on packages by outside pressure shall be 


explained. 


 The impact on packages by vibration during normal 


shipment shall be explained 


 In this section, the status of packages under general 


testing conditions shall be described. 


 Full pressure and all temperatures used to carry out 


the calculation required in A.5.1.2～A.5.1.4 shall be 


described by summarizing the results of Chapter (ii). 


   


Deformation and stress in the circumferential and axial 


direction due to thermal expansion to a normal state 


shall be explained by calculation. 


  Stress by temperature gradient, pressure and loading 


shall be calculated and explained. 


Explanation by drawings that indicate shapes and 


dimensions and calculation, and analysis of fatigue and 


deformation due to repetitions of loading (evaluation 


shall be carried out as other loading also coexists) shall 


be described.  


  Stress evaluation shall be carried out according to 


the design standard of A.1.2. 


  The impact on packages by water spray test shall be 


explained. 


  The impact on packaging upon free fall following 


the test of A.5.2 shall be explained. 


The examination method (analysis, prototype test and 


(or) model test) shall be explained. The explanation 


can be contained in A.6.1. 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 
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             (a) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


             (b) 


 


 


 


 


 


             (c) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     A.5.4  


 


     A.5.5  


 


   A.5.6   


 


 


 


 


 


 


     A.5.7  


 


 


Analysis model 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Prototype test 


 


 


 


 


 


Model test 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Stacking test 


 


Penetration 


 


Corner drop or edge 


drop 


 


 


 


 


 


Summary of results and 


its evaluation 


  By comparing the difference between the real thing 


and analysis model, validity of the model shall be 


explained. 


  The calculation that explains the results, absorption 


of energy, local deformation and impact force in case 


of impact, responsiveness of packages to stress and 


distortion in strength members and impact by the 


combination of temperature gradient, thermal 


expansion, stress and other loading etc. shall be 


explained.  


  The method, procedure and drop directions of 


packages to the target of drop testing shall be 


explained. The alternatives of contents shall be 


explained. Internal and external damages shall be 


explained. The photos of packaging status after this 


test shall be attached. 


  The drawings that indicates dimensions and 


materials shall be attached. The differences between 


the model and prototype quantitively shall be 


compared and explained. The scale factor, scaling 


law, impact speed, dropping energy, maximum 


impact acceleration and maximum deformation etc. 


shall be explained. 


  The impact on packages by stacking test shall be 


explained 


  The impact on packages by penetration test shall be 


explained 


  Regarding the rectangular parallelepiped packages 


made of fiber plates or wood with the weight equal to 


or less than the one prescribed by the Regulations or 


the Notice, or cylinder type one made of fiber plates, 


the impact on the packaging upon corner drop or edge 


drop by the test specimen other than the one used in 


the test ofＡ.5.3、Ａ.5.4 andＡ.5.5 shall be explained. 


  The status of packages under general testing 


conditions shall be summarized and explained. 
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     Ａ.6  


 


Specific testing 


conditions 


 


  In this section, the status of packages under specific 


testing conditions shall be described. 


   


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


     Ａ.6.1  


 


 


 


 


 


             (a) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


             (b) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


             (c) 


 


 


 


 


Strength test/drop test I 


(in the case of drop of 


9m) or strength 


test/drop test Ⅲ(in the 


case of dynamic crash) 


 


Analysis model 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Prototype test 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Model test 


 


 


 


 


  Analysis, prototype test and (or) model test etc. shall 


be explained. The materials, structure and finishing 


etc. of the target of drop test shall be explained. In the 


case of drop test III, the materials , structure and 


dimensions of the dropping objects shall also be 


explained. 


  By comparing the difference between the real thing 


and analysis model, validity of the model shall be 


explained. 


  The calculation that explains the results, absorption 


of dropping energy, local deformation and impact 


force in case of impact, responsiveness of packaging to 


stress and distortion in strength members and impact 


by the combination of temperature gradient, thermal 


expansion, stress and other loading etc. shall be 


explained. 


  The method, procedure and drop directions of 


packaging to the target of drop testing shall be 


explained. In the case of drop test III, the posture of 


packaging on the table for drop test shall be 


explained. The alternatives of contents shall be 


explained. The test results such as deformation status 


shall be explained, and the photos thereof shall be 


attached. 


  The drawings that indicates dimensions and 


materials shall be attached. The differences between 


the model and prototype quantitively shall be 


compared and explained. The scale factor, scaling law, 


impact speed, dropping energy, maximum impact 
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     Ａ.6.1.1  


 


     Ａ.6.1.2 


  


     Ａ.6.1.3  


 


 


     Ａ.6.1.4  


 


 


 


     Ａ.6.1.5  


 


 


 


Vertical drop 


 


Horizontal drop 


 


Corner drop 


 


 


Sloping drop 


 


 


 


Summary of results 


 


acceleration and maximum deformation etc. shall be 


explained. 


  The impact on packages upon vertical dropping 


shall be explained. 


  The impact on packaging upon horizontal dropping 


shall be explained. 


The impact on packages upon corner dropping shall be 


explained (the dropping point shall be on the line that 


connect the corner and the center of gravity). 


  The evaluation shall be conducted by the test or the 


results of Ａ.6.1.1 to Ａ.6.1.3 mentioned above. In 


the case of long packages, the secondary impact 


caused by falling shall be explained. 


  The status of packages after each drop test shall be 


explained. The damage in each dropping direction 


shall be summarized and described and evaluated as 


the status of maximum damage and the conditions that 


cause maximum damages.  


 


 


        Items 


 


          Contents 


     Ａ.6.2  


 


 


 


 


 


       


 


     Ａ.6.2.1 


 


 


 


 


     Ａ.6.3  


 


Strength test/drop test Ⅱ 


(in the case of drop of 


1m) 


 


 


 


 


 


Summary of results 


 


 


 


 


Thermal test 


 


  Analysis, prototype test and (or) model test etc. shall 


be explained. The impact (locally and entirely) on 


packages by drop test shall be explained. Especially, 


the devices such as valves etc. required for sealing 


shall be explained. The materials, structure and 


finishing of test board or the round bar vertically fixed 


on the board shall be explained. The test conditions 


shall be the same with the ones ofＡ.6.1.1 to Ａ.6.1.4. 


The status of packages after drop test shall be 


explained. The damage in each dropping direction 


shall be summarized and described and evaluated as 


the status of maximum damage and the conditions that 


cause maximum damages.  


  The thermal test shall be conducted following drop 


tests. 
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     Ａ.6.3.1  


 


 


     Ａ.6.3.2  


 


 


 


 


 


     Ａ.6.3.3  


 


 


 


 


     Ａ.6.4  


 


 


 


 


     Ａ.6.5  


 


     Ａ.7 


 


 


 


     Ａ.8  


 


Summary of 


temperature and 


pressure 


Thermal expansion 


 


 


 


 


 


Comparison with 


allowable stress 


 


 


 


Immersion 


 


 


 


 


Summary of results and 


its evaluation 


Strengthening 


immersion test 


 


 


Radioactive contents 


 


  B.5.3 and B.5.4 shall be summarized and explained. 


 


   


Deformation and stress in the circumferential and axial 


direction due to thermal expansion and stress, 


maximum stress and temperature gradient, differential 


expansion, stress due to fire and other stress due to 


other mechanical loading shall be explained by 


calculation in a steady state and in a non-steady state. 


 The drawings that indicate dimensions and shapes 


and the ones that indicate the results of stress 


calculation shall be attached.  


 Stress evaluation shall be carried out according to 


the design standard of A.1.2. 


  The result that the contents of the packages suffer 


no damage even if it is immersed under a head of 


water or receives external pressure prescribed in the 


Regulations and the Notice shall be proved by tests 


and analysis and then be explained. 


  The safety of packages after testing under specific 


testing conditions shall be explained. 


 The fuel packages with activities of 100,000 times 


ofA2 value shall be evaluated as having no damage 


in its sealing device under a head of water 


prescribed in the Regulations and the Notice. 


  The structural design related to radioactive contents 


and tests or analysis results by sham test specimen 


shall be described. 


 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


     Ａ.9   


 


 


 


Fissile package 


 


 


 


 In this section, the fact that the packages comply 


with the technical standards of fissile packages 


prescribed in the Regulations and the Notice shall be 


described.  
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     Ａ.9.1  


 


 


 


 


 


     Ａ.9.2  


 


 


 


 


 


Chapter (ii)-B     


     B.1  


 


 


 


 


     B.2  


 


     B.3  


 


 


 


     B.4  


 


 


 


     B.4.1  


     B.4.1.1  


 


 


 


     B.4.1.2  


 


 


 


General testing 


conditions related to 


fissile package 


 


 


 


Specific testing 


conditions related to 


fissile packages 


 


 


 


Thermal analysis 


Outline 


 


 


 


 


Thermal properties of 


materials 


Specifications of 


components 


 


 


General testing 


conditions. 


 


 


Thermal analysis model 


Analysis model 


 


 


 


Testing model 


 


 


 


  The test procedures under the general testing 


conditions related to fissile packages shall be 


explained and the evaluation methods of damages and 


their results shall be described.  


  The changes in the shapes etc. that impact on 


criticality analysis of Chapter (ii) E shall be explained. 


  The test procedures under the specific testing 


conditions related to fissile packages shall be 


explained and the evaluation methods of damages and 


their results shall be described.  


  The changes in the shapes etc. that impact on 


criticality analysis of Chapter (ii) E shall be explained. 


  The thermal design of packages shall be explained 


and the thermal analysis of packages under general 


testing conditions and specific testing conditions shall 


be explained. The treating method for auxiliary 


cooling system and thermal expansion tank etc. shall 


be described. 


  Thermal properties of materials shall be described.  


 


  The maximum working pressure and maximum 


working temperature, and the specifications of thermal 


insulation and painting etc. of  valves, relief valves 


and gaskets shall be explained. 


  In this section, the fact that the packages comply 


with the technical standards prescribed in the 


Regulations and the Notice under general testing 


conditions shall be explained.  


  The thermal analysis model of the gaskets, valves, 


contents and the packaging as a whole shall be 


explained. The differences between the real object 


and model shall be explained and the validity of the 


model upon analysis shall be explained. 


  The items and methods of the tests and the test 


results and thermal conditions shall be explained. 


The thermal records of the sealing device of the 


gaskets and valves shall also be described together. 
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        Item 


 


          Contents 


     B.4.2  


 


 


 


     B.4.3  


 


 


 


 


 


 


     B.4.4  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     B.4.5  


 


 


 


     B.4.6  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     B.5  


 


     B.5.1  


Maximum temperature 


 


 


 


Minimum temperature 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Maximum internal 


pressure 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Maximum thermal 


stress 


 


 


Summary of results and 


its evaluation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Specific testing 


conditions. 


Thermal analysis model 


  The maximum temperature distribution etc. under 


general testing conditions including the contents, 


sealing device , shielding materials and gaskets shall 


be explained.  


  The minimum temperature of packages shall be 


described. In this evaluation, minimum decay heat of 


the contents shipped shall be considered. 


  The temperature of the major equipment of the 


gaskets and valves etc. shall be described. 


  However, in the case where the decay heat is 


required for safety, such decay heat shall be described. 


  The relationship with maximum internal pressure 


under general testing conditions or maximum decay 


heat shall be explained. 


  The phase change, generation of gas, chemical 


degradation, liquid expansion and compression effects 


etc. shall be considered. In the case where fuel rod 


failure can occur during shipment, the pressure 


increase thereby shall be considered. 


  The maximum thermal stress under general testing 


conditions and the conditions thereof shall be 


explained. The list of temperature distribution shall 


also be described together. 


  Based on thermal analysis or test results, the 


performance of the packages under general testing 


conditions shall be evaluated including auxiliary 


cooling system. In this evaluation, ranging from the 


maximum to the minimum of ambient temperature and 


decay heat shall be considered. These results shall be 


compared with permissive conditions of packages and 


then explained.  


  In this section, the status of packages under specific 


testing conditions shall be described. 
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     B.5.1.1 


 


 


 


  


 


    B.5.1.2  


 


 


Analysis model 


 


 


 


 


 


Testing model 


 


 


The thermal analysis model of the gaskets, valves, 


contents and the packaging as a whole shall be 


explained. 


  The differences between the real object and model 


shall be explained and the validity of the model upon 


analysis shall be explained.  


  The items and methods of the tests and the test 


results and thermal conditions shall be explained. 


The thermal records of the sealing device of the 


gaskets and valves shall also be described together. 


   


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


     B.5.2  


 


 


 


 


 


     B.5.3  


 


 


 


 


 


 


     B.5.4  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Evaluation conditions 


for packages 


 


 


 


 


Temperature of 


packages 


 


 


 


 


 


Maximum internal 


pressure 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  The major damages caused to the packages by 


strength test shall be described. In this evaluation, the 


conditions and reasons by which the packages receive 


maximum damages shall be explained from thermal 


point of view. The impact on thermal performance of 


the packages by such damages shall be evaluated. 


  The changes in temperature in thermal analysis or 


tests shall be described. The temperatures of essential 


parts for safety evaluation such as contents, neutron 


absorber, gaskets, valves and lead shielding materials 


etc. shall be described. Regarding the changes in 


temperatures, the one that reaches the maximum to the 


one that starts declining shall be clearly indicated. 


  The maximum internal pressure during fire-


resistance test and cooldown shall be described (the 


increase in pressure due to damages of fuel rod etc. 


during shipment shall be considered.).  


  The conditions used for stress calculation shall be 


described. However, in the case of having possibility 


that chemical reaction or phase reaction occurs, the 


mechanism of such reaction, the reactant and products 


shall be described.  
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     B.5.5  


 


 


     B.5.6  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Chapter      


     C.1 


 


 


 


   C.2  


     C.2.1  


 


Maximum thermal 


stress 


 


Summary of results and 


its evaluation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Sealing Analysis 


Outline 


 


 


 


Sealing device 


Sealing device 


 


  The changes in temperatures and maximum thermal 


stress during the fire-resistance test and cooldown after 


such test shall be described.  


Based on thermal analysis or test results, the 


performance of packages under specific testing 


conditions shall be evaluated including auxiliary 


cooling system. The results and the allowable 


temperature and stress of components of packages 


shall be compared. Based on the thermal analysis or 


test results, the damages of packages shall be 


evaluated.  In this evaluation, damages on structure, 


the fracture on sealing device and degradation of 


shielding performance shall also be considered. 


 


  The sealing design of packages shall be explained 


and sealing analysis of packages under general testing 


conditions and specific testing conditions shall be 


explained.  


 


  The structure and design specifications of the 


sealing device shall be described. 


 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


     C.2.2  


 


     C.2.3  


 


 


     C.2.4  


 


 


 


 


 


Penetration of sealing 


device 


Gasket and welding part 


of sealing device 


 


Closure 


 


 


 


 


  All the penetration part of sealing device and its 


functional specifications shall be described. 


  The gaskets and welding parts that impact on the 


sealing device and their sealability shall be described 


by considering temperature and pressure etc. 


  The closure used for the sealed packaging shall be 


described. 


The mechanism required to maintain sealability under 


general testing conditions and specific testing 


conditions shall be described. 
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     C.3  


 


 


 


 


 


 


     C.3.1  


 


 


     C.3.2  


 


 


 


     C.3.3  


 


     C.3.4  


 


 


 


     C.4 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     C.4.1  


 


 


     C.4.2  


 


General testing 


conditions 


 


 


 


 


 


Leakage of radioactive 


materials 


 


Pressurizing of sealing 


device 


 


 


Coolant contamination 


 


Coolant loss 


 


 


 


Specific testing 


conditions 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fission product gases 


 


 


Leakage of radioactive 


materials 


 


  In this section, the fact that the packages comply 


with the technical standards prescribed in the 


Regulations and the Notice under general testing 


conditions shall be explained. Additionally, the results 


of Chapter (ii) A and (ii) B shall be summarized and 


described in order to explain sealability under general 


testing conditions.  


  The fact that the leakage amount of radioactive 


materials from the sealing device etc. is a prescribed 


reference value and lower shall be explained. 


  All the mixture of gases that has the possibility to be 


generated within the sealing device shall be 


described. The fact that these gases never impair 


sealability of packages shall be explained. 


  Coolant contamination due to radioactive materials 


shall be evaluated. 


  The fact that there is no coolant loss shall be 


indicated. 


  The fact that there is no vent (air vent) that directly 


releases the gases to the air shall be indicated. 


  In this section, the fact that the packages comply 


with the technical standards prescribed in the 


Regulations and the Notice under specific testing 


conditions shall be explained. Additionally, 


Additionally, the results of Chapter (ii) A and (ii) B 


shall be summarized and described in order to explain 


sealability under general testing conditions.  


 Under specific testing conditions, the maximum 


amount of fission product gases that can be released 


from the sealing device shall be described.  


The fact that the leakage amount of radioactive 


materials from the sealing device etc. is a prescribed 


reference value and lower shall be explained. 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 
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     C.5  


 


 


 


Chapter (ii)-D     


   D.1  


 


 


 


     D.2  


 


     D.2.1  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     D.2.2  


 


 


 


 


 


 


     D.3  


     D.3.1 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Summary of results and 


its evaluation 


 


 


Shielding analysis 


Outline 


 


 


 


Radiation source 


specifications 


Gamma-ray source 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Neutron source 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Model specifications 


Analysis model 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  Under general testing conditions and specific testing 


conditions, sealing analysis and test results shall be 


summarized and sealability of packages shall be 


evaluated. 


 


  The shielding design of packages shall be explained 


and shielding analysis of packages under general 


testing conditions and specific testing conditions shall 


be explained. 


  Radiation source and neutron source of the contents 


used for shielding analysis shall be explained. 


  Regarding the radioactive materials contained in the 


contents, the amount of activity per major radionuclide 


and the total amount of radioactive of all kinds of 


radionuclide shall be described and energy spectrum of 


gamma-ray line intensity shall be tabulated. The 


procedures and conditions used to find energy 


spectrum shall be described. Additionally, the 


irradiation history shall be explained. 


  Activation source strength shall also be described.放 


  The reaction that generates neutron shall be 


described and energy spectrum of neutron shall be 


tabulated. The procedures and conditions used to find 


energy spectrum shall be described. Additionally, the 


irradiation history and calculation method and 


conditions for neutron effective multiplication factor 


shall be explained. 


 


  Upon normal shipment, regarding the packages 


under general testing conditions and specific testing 


conditions, the differences between the real object and 


model shall be explained and the validity of the model 


upon analysis shall be explained (the drawing of model 


shall be attached.). The differences of models under 


each testing condition shall be described. 
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    D.3.2  


 


 


 


 


 


Density of number of 


atoms in each area of 


analysis model 


 Additionally, in the case where occurrence of 


radiation streaming is predicted, the part there of 


shall be explained and the impact thereof shall be 


evaluated.  


  For each analysis model, density of shielding 


materials etc. per region, density of number of atoms 


and the volume ratio of substances that constitute each 


region shall be tabulated. Upon calculation of density 


and density of number of atoms, temperature shall be 


considered. 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


     D.4  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     D.5  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Shielding evaluation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Summary of results and 


its evaluation 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  Upon normal shipment, regarding the packages 


under general testing conditions and specific testing 


conditions, gamma-ray dose equivalent rate (including 


secondary gamma-ray.) and neutron dose equivalent 


rate per analysis model shall be evaluated and also, the 


procedures and conditions (calculation program, 


constant, each data etc.) per analysis model shall be 


described. In the case where actually measured 


equivalent rates are used, measurement instrument, 


measurement accuracy and measurement conditions 


shall be explained. 


  Additionally, under general testing conditions, the 


fact that the maximum dose equivalent rate on the 


surface of packages does not increase significantly 


shall be explained.  


  Through organization of major properties of 


shielding design of the packaging and analysis results 


of shielding evaluation per each testing condition and 


description by the table, the fact that the packages 


comply with the technical standards prescribed in the 


Regulations and the Notice upon normal shipment 


under general testing conditions and specific testing 


conditions shall be explained.  
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Chapter (ii)-E     


   E.1  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     E.2  


     E.2.1 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Criticality analysis 


Outline 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Analysis objects 


Contents 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  Criticality safety design of packages shall be 


explained, and regarding the packages upon normal 


shipment, the packages in isolation prescribed in the 


Regulations and the Notice, and the ones in isolation 


and in ordered system relate to fissile packages under 


general testing conditions and specific testing 


conditions, analysis conditions and methods for 


criticality analysis (calculation program etc. used) and 


the evaluation thereof shall be explained.  


 


  The throughput of nuclear fuel materials, uranium 


enrichment, plutonium enrichment degree, plutonium 


isotonic composition, quantity of fissile materials, 


burn-up, covering materials and burnable poison etc. 


shall be described, and the shapes of contents and 


changes in characteristics upon normal shipment and 


related to fissile materials under general testing 


conditions and specific testing conditions shall also be 


explained.  


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


     E.2.2  


 


 


 


     E.2.3  


 


 


 


 


 


     E.3  


     E.3.1 


 


Packaging 


 


 


 


Neutron absorber 


 


 


 


 


 


Model specifications 


Analysis model 


 


  The shapes of packages and kinds and shapes of 


materials upon normal shipment and related to fissile 


materials under general testing conditions and specific 


testing conditions shall be described. 


  The kinds, quantity and components etc. shall be 


explained and the shapes of contents and changes in 


characteristics of neutron absorber upon normal 


shipment and related to fissile packages under general 


testing conditions and under specific testing conditions 


of the packages shall be described. 


 


  Regarding the packages upon normal shipment and 


related to fissile packages under general testing 
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     E.3.2  


 


 


 


 


    E.4  


 


     E.4.1  


 


 


     E.4.2  


 


 


 


 


 


     E.4.3  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


     E.4.4  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Density of number of 


atoms in each area of 


analysis model 


 


 


Non-criticality 


evaluation 


Calculation conditions 


 


 


Water invasion to 


packages etc. 


 


 


 


 


Calculation method 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Calculation results 


conditions and specific testing conditions, the 


differences between the real objects and model shall 


be compared and the validity of model shall be 


explained (the model drawing that clarifies the 


reflection conditions etc. of dimensions, shapes and 


regions shall be attached.).  


  Regarding each analysis model, density of materials, 


density of number of atoms in each area and volume 


ratio of the area shall be indicated in the table. In that 


case, the temperatures upon analysis shall be 


considered. 


 


   


The fact that modelling of contents, packaging and 


neutron absorber is safe upon criticality analysis shall 


be explained. 


  The impact on nuclear safety such as water 


invasion to packages or leakage of water from 


packages, approach due to changes in arrangement of 


packages, rearrangement of contents, immersion into 


water (or snow), changes in temperatures shall be 


described.  


  Regarding the packages upon normal shipment, the 


packages in isolation and the ones in isolation and in 


ordered system relate to fissile packages under general 


testing conditions and specific testing conditions, the 


method and conditions used for calculation of neutron 


effective multiplication factor shall be described. 


  In the case of conducting the experiment to confirm 


the existence and distribution of neutron poison, such 


experiment shall be described.   


Regarding the packages upon normal shipment, the 


packages in isolation and the ones in isolation and in 


ordered system relate to fissile packages, the neutron 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 
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     E.5 


 


 


     E.6 


 


Chapter (ii) -F 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Chapter (iii) 


 


 


(iii) -A 


 


 


 


 


 


(iii)-B  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Benchmark test 


 


 


Summary of results and 


its evaluation 


Compatibility 


evaluation against rules 


and notices 


 


 


 


 


 


Basic policy for quality 


management 


 


Quality management 


system 


 


 


 


 


Responsibilities of the 


applicant 


 


 


 


 


 


 


effective multiplication factor calculated for each 


testing condition shall be organized in the table and 


indicated therein. However, among the above-


mentioned conditions, in the case where there is an 


apparent condition that evaluates the neutron effective 


multiplication factor most highly, such condition may 


be representative by indicating the reason clearly.   


 Benchmark test and its analysis results shall be 


indicated, and accuracy of calculation program shall be 


evaluated. 


 Characteristics of major criticality safety design of 


packages and criticality analysis results shall be 


described and subcriticality shall be evaluated. In order 


to confirm that the design of packages meet the 


technical standards prescribed in the Regulations and 


the Notice, the table (see appended table 1) shall be 


prepared for each provision. Additionally, in the case 


where there is no item applicable, “not applicable” 


shall be specified. 


 


  Basic policies of quality management in general, 


such as design, production, treatment and maintenance 


etc. by the applicants shall be described.  


  Quality management in general, such as design, 


production, treatment and maintenance of fuel 


packages etc. by the applicants shall be explained. In 


such explanation, the description about quality policies 


and quality targets, and quality manual and quality 


management plan shall be contained.  


 Quality policies including responsibilities of chief 


executive for quality shall be prescribed. 


 By using the drawings that clarify responsibility-


taking system regarding the applicants related to 


implementation of quality management system and the 


organizations of packaging manufacturers etc. such 


system shall be described. Additionally, the personnel 
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(iii)-C  


 


 


Education/training 


 


and chief executive of quality management system 


shall be described. 


 Plans for education/training for personnel shall be 


described.  


 


 


        Items 


 


          Contents 


(iii)-D  


 


 


(iii)-E  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(iii)-F 


 


 


 


Chapter (iv)      


         


 


 


(ii)-A 


 


   Ａ.1 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Design management 


 


 


Manufacturing/order of 


packaging 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Treatment and 


maintenance 


 


 


Maintenance of 


packaging and 


treatment method for 


nuclear fuel packages 


Treatment method for 


packages 


Loading method 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  In order to confirm compatibility of design of fuel 


packages with the requirements, design management 


shall be described. 


  Quality management policies related to 


manufacturing of packaging by the applicant shall be 


described including the following matters. 


① Evaluation of manufacturers of the packaging. 


② Requirements for quality management system for 


manufacturers of the packaging. 


③ Examination by tests and quality audit related to 


manufacturing of packaging. 


Policies related to inspection for fuel packages 


prior to shipment, quality management of 


maintenance of packages and management method 


for packages shall be described.  


  Standardized treatment method that is in conformity 


with safety design of packages shall be described and 


their maintenance conditions shall also be described. 


 


 


 


  Inspection for contents loading, tests and specific 


preparations shall be described. Additionally, 


operation equipment such as crane etc. shall also be 


described. The fact that the liquid such as shielding 


water and coolant etc. shall be filled in conformity 


with the specifications shall be described.  
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   A.2 


 


   A.3  


 


   A.4  


 


 


 


 


(iv)-B   


 


 


 


 


Inspection for packages 


prior to shipment 


Emptying method 


 


Preparation for empty 


package 


 


 


 


Maintenance conditions 


 


  The method to empty remaining vapor of space 


within packages designed as dry type shall be 


explained. 


  The test of packages for every shipment and 


inspections shall be described. 


  Emptying method for contents and measures 


required for safety etc. shall be described. 


  Inspections, tests and specific preparations 


(preparation not to impair the following shipment, 


such as sealing, prevention of spread of contamination 


etc. and consideration of freezing of remaining vapor 


etc.) shall be described. 


 The maintenance conditions that can warrant the 


specifications of packages for a long time shall be 


described. Each item of regular inspections, frequency 


of part replacement, replacement of auxiliary system 


of packages, repair standards and records shall be 


explained.  


 


 


        Items 


 


          Contents 


     B.1 


 


   B.2  


 


   B.3 


 


   B.4 


 


 


   B.5  


 


   B.6 


 


   B.7  


 


Appearance inspection 


 


Pressure residence 


inspection 


Airtightness leakage 


inspection 


Shielding inspection 


 


 


Non-criticality 


inspection 


Thermal inspection 


 


Lifting inspection 


 The methods and frequency etc. of inspections shall 


be explained. 


  Frequency, instrumentation and accuracy of 


inspections shall be explained.  


As above. 


   


Regarding shielding performance, regular inspection 


plan shall be described. Both gamma-ray and neutron 


shall be considered. 


 The method to confirm soundness of neutron 


absorber etc. shall be explained. 


 The method, frequency etc. of inspections shall be 


explained. 


As above. 
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   B.8 


 


     B.9 


 


 


 


 


     B.10 


 


 


     B.11 


 


 


     B.12 


 


 


     B.13 


 


 


Chapter (v)     


 


 


Reference 


            


 


Operation confirmation 


inspection 


Maintenance of 


auxiliary system 


 


 


 


Maintenance of valves, 


gaskets of sealing 


device 


Storage of packaging 


 


 


Storage of recordings 


 


 


Others 


 


 


Special notes related 


to safety design and 


safety transport 


Explanation related to 


outline of 


manufacturing method 


for packaging 


As above. 


 


 Inspections and replacement plan for auxiliary 


system that impacts on associated cooling system, 


neutron shielding tank and others as a whole shall be 


described. 


 


  Replacement plan of components and their 


inspection methods shall be described by examining 


based on demonstration test and manufacturing data. 


 Management upon storage and inspections and 


maintenance after completion of storage shall be 


explained. 


  Storage of inspection recordings upon 


manufacturing and recordings of regular inspections 


shall be explained.  


 Additional inspections that are conducted regularly 


for components and auxiliary system shall be 


explained. 


  Other special notes related to safety design and 


safety shipment that does not fall under Chapter (i) to 


(ii) shall be specified if any. 


  Manufacturing method of packages and tests and 


outline of inspection method shall be described. 


 


  


3．The explanatory documents about the method of manufacturing of the packaging (the Item (iii) of 


Paragraph (1) of Article 19 and Item (iii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 21 of the Ordinance) 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


Chapter (i)      


 


 


 


 


Manufacturing method 


for packaging 


 


 


 


 The fact that packaging shall be manufactured in 


accordance with design conditions as described in 2 


shall be explained. Especially, in the case where new 


technologies are introduced, manufacturing methods 


and construction methods shall be described in detail. 
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(i)-A  


 


 


 


 


 


 


(i)-B  


 


     B.1  


 


 


 


 


 


 


     B.2  


     B.3  


 


 


 


     B.4  


 


 


 


 


     B.5  


 


 


 


 


 


     B.6  


 


Outline 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Explanation for 


materials 


Plate materials 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Tubing materials etc. 


Casting and bolts and 


nuts etc. 


 


 


Welding 


electrode/rod/wire 


 


 


 


Special materials 


 


 


 


 


 


Mill Sheet 


 


  Through general description by the flow chart of 


manufacturing method as a whole, and disassembling 


the contents of manufacturing, manufacturing process 


and procedures for each content shall be explained 


and the contents mentioned from the following 


chapter shall be described.  


 


 


 


  Applicable standards (JIS, ASTM etc.) shall be 


mentioned, and intensity, corrosiveness etc. required 


for materials shall be described. The fact that the 


materials meet use conditions and such materials can 


be processed without losing the properties even for 


manufacturing methods such as welding and bending, 


holing etc. shall be explained.  


  As above. 


  Applicable standards (JIS, ASTM etc.) shall be 


mentioned, and intensity, corrosiveness etc. required 


for materials shall be described. The fact that the 


materials meet use conditions shall be explained. 


  Applicable standards (JIS, ASTM etc.) shall be 


mentioned, and intensity, corrosiveness etc. required 


for materials shall be described. The fact that the 


materials meet use conditions and weldability with 


base material is good shall be explained. 


  Shielding materials such as lead and its alloy, and 


uranium and its alloy etc., critical control materials 


such as cadmium, boron and their alloy and special 


materials that have high importance for safety such as 


various composite materials etc. but have no public 


standards shall be explained.  


  The contents of description etc. of mill sheet of 


materials shall be explained. 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 
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     B.7  


 


     B.8  


 


 


 


     B.9  


 


(i)-C  


     C.1  


 


 


 


     C.2  


 


 


     C.3  


 


 


 


 


 


     C.4  


 


 


     C.5  


 


     C.6 


 


 


     C.7 


 


 


 


(i)-D  


 


 


Repair for defective 


part of materials 


Material cutting 


 


 


 


Material molding 


 


Welding 


Welding method and 


materials 


 


 


Management of welding 


machine and 


qualification of welder 


Explanation related to 


key issues for welding 


 


 


 


 


Repair for welding 


defect 


 


Heat treatment after 


welding 


Specialized welding 


 


 


Construction 


management for 


welding, others 


 


Manufacturing method 


for shielding 


 


  Small defective pars within the range prescribed by 


standards etc. and their reference shall be explained. 


  Material cutting methods such as gas cutting, 


plasma cutting, machine cutting and treatment method 


for cutting parts shall be described. 


  Various methods related to material molding such as 


pressing shall be explained. 


 


  By categorizing welding methods in the 


combination of steel-steel, steel-carbon steel, carbon 


steel-carbon steel etc., their welding methods and 


welding materials shall be explained.  


  By quoting applicable standards and qualification 


etc., management of welding machine and 


qualification of welder shall be explained. 


 Key matters of welding such as 1) maximum 


working temperature, 2) major dimensions, shapes of 


groove etc., 3) cleaning of welding surface, 4) 


tolerance of welding position after welding, 5) 


finishing of welding parts (after welding) etc. shall be 


explained.  


  Allowable repair method related to welding defect 


such as crack, pinhole, lack of joint penetration etc. 


shall be described.  


 


  Heat treatment after welding shall be described. 


 


  Specialized welding method (pressure welding, 


soldering etc.) shall be described and by quoting 


performance etc., its validity shall be explained.。 


  Other than quoting and explaining applicable 


standards etc. regarding construction management for 


welding, specific notes related to welding shall be 


described if any. 


  Manufacturing method for shielding shall be 


explained by using the drawings etc. regarding 


manufacturing method for shielding body.。 
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(i)-E  


 


 


(i)-F  


 


 


Manufacturing method 


for ancillary equipment 


such as valve etc. 


Other manufacturing 


method such as 


assembly 


 


 


  The manufacturing method for ancillary equipment 


attached to valves and other packaging shall be 


described. 


  General manufacturing method such as and other 


major manufacturing methods bolting, assembly and 


shaving of materials, polishing and finishing etc. shall 


be described.  


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


 


Chapter (ii)     


 


 


 


 


(ii)-A 


 


 


 


(ii)-B  


(ii)-C 


 


 


(ii)-D  


(ii)-E  


 


 


(ii)-F  


 


 


(ii)-G  


 


(ii)-H  


 


 


Test and inspection 


method for packaging 


 


 


 


Material inspection 


 


 


 


Dimensional inspection 


Welding inspection  


 


 


Appearance inspection 


Pressure test 


 


 


Leak tightness test 


 


 


Shielding performance 


inspection 


Shielding dimensional 


inspection 


 


  By clearly indicating the packaging being in the 


middle of manufacturing or the time of completion of 


manufacturing the packaging, tests of packaging, 


inspection items, methods and determination criteria 


shall be described.  


 Inspection related to materials shall be described. 


  Regarding of specific materials of (I)-B.5, detailed 


inspection items and inspection methods shall be 


described per material. 


  Inspection related to dimensions shall be described. 


  Appearance, groove dimensions, liquid penetrant 


examination, radiographic examination etc. shall be 


described. 


  Appearance inspection shall be described. 


  Pressure test shall be described. 


 


 


  Leak tightness test including associated equipment 


such as sealing device and shielding tank etc. shall be 


described. 


  Shielding inspection related to gamma-ray and 


neutron shall be described. 


  Dimensional inspection of parts used to shield 


gamma-ray and neutron shall be described. 
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(ii)-I 


 


(ii)-J  


 


(ii)-K 


 


(ii)-L  


 


 


 


(ii)-M  


 


 


(ii)-N  


 


 


Chapter (iii) 


 


Heat-transfer inspection 


 


Lifting load inspection 


 


Weight inspection 


 


subcriticality inspection 


 


 


 


Operation test 


 


 


Handling inspection 


 


 


Manufacturing schedule 


of packaging 


  Inspection to confirm temperature distribution of 


each part of packaging shall be described. 


  Inspection to confirm abnormalities by adding load 


to trunnion etc. shall be described. 


  Inspection to confirm total weight of packaging 


shall be described. 


  Regarding neutron absorber, inspection for the 


content , distribution of neutron poison and 


dimensional inspection required for critical safety 


shall be described.  


  Regarding valves, safety equipment for emergency 


etc., inspection to confirm if such equipment works 


normally or not shall be described. 


  Inspection related to Handling of package to 


simulate production of packaging by loading contents 


shall be described. 


  By disassembling manufacturing process of package 


into each process by manufacturing contents such as 


member unit etc., each process(including tests and 


inspections) shall be drawn according to time line 


(roughly and monthly basis).  


 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


Chapter (iv) 


 


(ii)-A 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  A.1  


 


Explanation related to 


quality management 


Quality management 


system 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Quality manual 


 


  Quality management related to manufacturing 


package by the applicant shall be described. 


  Quality management that confirms that the 


packaging complies with technical standards 


prescribed in the law and design specifications of 


application form for design approval and 


manufacturing method of application form for 


approval for packaging shall be explained. In the 


explanation, description related to establishment of 


quality policies and quality objectives shall be 


contained. 
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  A.2 


 


 


    A.3 


 


 


 


 


(iv)-B 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(iv)-C     


 


 


(iv)-D  


 


    


Document control 


 


 


Management of quality 


records 


 


 


 


Responsibilities of the 


applicant 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Education/training 


 


 


Manufacturing/order of 


packaging 


 


 


 Establishment of quality manual and quality 


management plan shall be described. 


 Document control such as all the directions, main 


points and drawings etc. related to quality shall be 


described. 


 Summary of quality management records and their 


storage, such as documents of instruction manual 


related to manufacturing and inspection, qualification 


for workers, inspection records including records and 


material certification etc. shall be described. 


  To define the quality policy including the chief 


executive’s responsibilities for quality. 


 The organization such as the applicant and 


packaging manufacturer related to implementation of 


quality management system shall be described by 


using the chart that clarifies responsibility-taking 


system. Additionally, personnel and managers of 


quality management system shall be described.  


  The applicant’s evaluation and review for quality 


management system by the chief executive shall be 


described. 


 Education/training for the persons engaged in the 


works that impact on the quality for manufacturing of 


the packaging shall be described. 


  Quality management policies related to 


manufacturing of packaging by the applicant shall be 


described including the following matters. 


① Evaluation of manufacturers of packaging 


 


 


        Item 


 


          Content 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


②Requirements for quality management system for 


manufacturers of the packaging. 


③Examination by tests and quality audit related to 


manufacturing of packaging. 
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   D.1  


         


 


 


 


   D.2  


 


 


   D.3  


 


    D.4  


 


 


(iv)-E   


 


     E.1  


 


    E.2  


 


   E.3  


 


Chapter (v) 


 


 


 


 


Status of measures for 


quality management by 


manufacturer of 


packaging 


 


Standards for selecting 


suppliers 


 


Inspection 


 


Qualification for 


schedule management 


and special process 


Measurement, analysis 


and improvement 


Internal quality audit          


 


Management for 


nonconforming product 


Corrective actions and 


preventative actions 


Special notes related to 


manufacturing method 


 


   Confirmation method for inspections described in 


Chapter (ii) “Test and inspection method for 


packaging” shall be described. 


 Explanation related to the status of measures for 


quality management of manufacturer of packaging 


related to the requirements of (iv)-D② shall be 


attached.  


 Explanation related to standards for selecting 


suppliers established by manufacturer of the packaging 


shall be attached. 


  The inspection related to manufacturing of the 


packaging by the applicant shall be described.  


 The qualification for schedule management and 


special process related to manufacturing of the 


packaging by the applicant shall be described. 


 


 


  The main points of the internal quality audit by the 


applicant shall be described. 


 The main points of management for nonconforming 


product shall be described. 


  The main points of corrective actions and 


preventative actions shall be described. 


  Other special notes related to the manufacturing 


method that does not fall under Chapter (i) to (ii) shall 


be specified if any.  
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4． The explanation documents that indicate packaging is manufactured in compliance with the method 


for design and manufacturing of packaging (the Item (iv) of Paragraph (1) of Article 19 and Item (iv) of 


Paragraph (1) of Article 21 of the Ordinance) 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


 


Chapter (i) 


 


 


 


(i)-A 


 


 


 


 


 


(i)-B 


 


 


(i)-C 


 


 


 


Explanation related to 


the inspection upon 


manufacturing 


packaging 


Inspection schedule 


 


 


 


 


 


Inspection results of 


packaging 


 


Quality audit results 


related to 


manufacturing of 


packaging 


 


 


 


 


   


 


By disassembling manufacturing process of packaging 


into each process by manufacturing contents such as 


member unit etc., each test item and each inspection 


item shall be drawn according to time line (roughly 


and monthly basis). In this case, the locations of tests 


and inspections shall be additionally remarked. 


 The inspection results of packaging based on the test 


method and inspection method of the packaging in 3. 


Chapter (ii) shall be attached. 


  The quality audit results related to manufacturing of 


packaging conducted based on 3. Chapter (ii) shall be 


attached. 
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5. The explanation documents that indicate packaging is maintained in compliance with the method for 


design and manufacturing of packaging (the Item (v) of Paragraph (1) of Article 19 and Item (v) of 


Paragraph (1) of Article 21 of the Ordinance) 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


 


Chapter (i) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Explanation related to 


maintaining 


performance of 


packaging 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 Upon application for vehicle transport confirmation, 


from completion of packaging to at the time of 


application for vehicle transport confirmation, the 


matters that such packaging is soundly maintained 


shall be described.  


  Upon application for approval of the packaging, from 


completion of packaging to at the time of approval of 


the packaging, the matters that such packaging is 


soundly maintained shall be described.  
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6. The explanation documents related to inspection before shipment of nuclear fuel packaging (the Item (vi) 


of Paragraph (1) of Article 19) 


 


        Item 


 


          Contents 


 


Chapter (i) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Chapter (ii) 


 


 


Chapter (iii) 


 


 


 


Explanation related to 


inspection before 


shipment of nuclear fuel 


packages 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Scheduled date to 


conduct inspection prior 


to shipment 


Places to conduct 


inspection prior to 


shipment 


 


 


  The detailed method and acceptance standard for 


inspection implemented prior to shipment shall be as 


shown in attached table 2 in principle.  


 However, this applies to the case where the package 


both for shipment and storage is used to conduct 


spent fuel storage or to conduct storage within 


nuclear facility. In the case where it is apparent that 


the quantity of nuclear fuel materials and storage 


position of basket is not changed after the first work 


for packaging production and necessary monitoring 


and maintenance/inspection is surely conducted 


during storage after the work for packaging 


production, the inspection items that cannot be 


conducted without opening the package (non-


criticality inspection, contents inspection and 


pressure measurement inspection) shall be substituted  


by specifying the inspection method that can 


substitute for such items respectively.  


  The scheduled date to conduct inspection prior to 


shipment shall be described. 


 


  The places to conduct inspection prior to shipment 


shall be described. 
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7. Application form 


    A Dimensions: A4 paper size (the dimensions of the drawing shall be A 4 paper size in principle; 


however, in the case of folding one, it is permissible up to two times size of A4 paper size.）  


    B Number of copies: 1 original copy and 1 duplicate copy. 


    C Number of pages: the pages of each chapter and section with a series of numerals. (for example･･


･･(i)-15, (ii)-B-16). 


    D Figures: On the figures and tables, a series of numbers and titles as well as the pages (for example


････(i)- Figure 15, (ii)-B, Table 16) shall be described for each chapter and section. 


The figures made to scale are permissible. They shall be as clear as possible and their 


lines and letters shall be black. The figures and tables shall be inserted into the closest 


part of the relevant text. 


    E Photos: The size of the photos shall be cabinet half cutting size or bigger. On such photos, a series 


of photo numbers (for example････(i)- Photo (i)-15, Photo (ii)-B. 16) and titles as well 


as the pages for each chapter and section. The colored ones are permissible. Such 


photos shall be clear. As long as they are clear, the copied ones (in the case of color 


photos, color copies) are permissible. Such photos shall be inserted into the closest part 


of the relevant text.  


    F Printing: Black typography (the printing type size shall not be too small.) or copied one. However, 


in the case where both type printing and copy are used for the application form to be 


submitted, there shall not be significant difference in their type sizes etc.  


    G Book binding: The application form shall be bound on the left side and a loose-leaf type. The 


headline page shall be inserted for each chapter. 


    H Others: In the case where the figures, tables and photos are quoted in the text for the first time,


図、the relevant numbers shall be underlined (for example･･･the three-dimensional 


analysis model at the time of horizontal dropping shall be shown in Figure (ii)-A. 28.).  
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(Attached Table 1） 


 


Evaluation for compliance with technical standards prescribed in rules and notices 


 


 Item of the 


Ordinance 


 


 


 Item of the 


Notice  


 


 


          Explanation 


 


 


 Corresponding 


item described 


in the 


application 


 


 


Article 11 


Paragraph (1), 


Item (i) (a) 


 


 


 


 


・ 


・ 


・ 


     


 


 


 


Article 24  


Appendix 11   


 


 


 


 


・ 


・ 


・ 


 


 


 


 


 This package meets the following requirement 


under general testing conditions. 


 This package shall not make a cavity that 


contains a cube ten inch on each side as a 


result of structure analysis and on the package 


structure.  


・ 


・ 


・ 


 


 


 


 


(ii)-E.1 


 


(ii)-A.9.1 


 


 


 


・ 


・ 


・ 
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                                                                   (Attached Table 2) 
                                   Inspection procedures before shipment 
 


Inspection Item Inspection 


Object 


Inspection Method Criteria for Success 


Appearance 


Inspection 


 


BM, BU 


AF, IF  


Appearance of the packaging shall 


be visually inspected. 


 


There is no abnormal flaw or crack on the 


shape and painting etc. of the package.   


Leak tightness test 


 


BM, BU 


 


 


The leakage rate shall be inspected 


by helium leakage test, 


pressurization leakage test or 


vacuum test etc. 


The leakage rate is the value or lower that is 


described in the application. 


 


Pressure 


measurement 


inspection 


 


BM, BU 


 


The internal pressure of packaging 


shall be inspected by a pressure 


gage. 


The pressure value is the one or lower that is 


described in the application. 


Dose rate 


inspection 


 


 


 


 


BM, BU 


AF, IF 


 


 


 


The gamma dose equivalent rate and 


neutron dose equivalent rate on the 


surface of the package and at the 


distance of 1m from the surface shall 


be measured by survey meter. 


 


The total value of the gamma dose 


equivalent rate and neutron dose equivalent 


rate shall be: 


Surface: 2mSv/h 


The distance of 1m from the surface: 


100μSv/h 


shall not be exceeded respectively. 


Subcriticality 


inspection* 


BM, BU 


AF, IF 


The appearance of the basket etc. 


shall be visually inspected. 


There is no abnormal deformation or 


damage on the basket etc. 


Temperature 


measurement 


inspection 


 


 


BM, BU 


 


 


 


By measuring the surface 


temperature of the package by 


thermometer, such temperature shall 


be corrected to the one in the case of 


38℃ of the ambient temperature. 


The temperature where people can easily 


approach to the package during shipment 


does not exceed 50℃ (in the case of 


shipment by exclusive mounting, 85℃.). 


Lifting inspection 


 


 


BM, BU 


AF, IF 


 


In the case of lifting the package, the 


appearance of trunnion and other 


lifting parts etc. shall be visually 


inspected. 


There is no abnormal deformation or 


damage on the trunnion and other lifting 


parts etc. 


 


Weight inspection BM, BU 


AF, IF 


The total weight of the packaging 


and contents shall be inspected. 


Such weight is the one or lower described in 


the application. 


Contents 


inspection 


 


 


 


BM, BU 


AF, IF 


 


 


 


The specifications, quantity and 


storing arrangement etc. shall be 


inspected. 


The fact that there is no abnormal 


deformation or damage on the 


contents shall be inspected. 


The specifications, quantity and storing 


arrangement etc. shall comply with the 


conditions as described in the application. 


There is no abnormal deformation or 


damage on the contents.  


Surface 


contamination 


density inspection


  


 


 


 


BM, BU 


AF, IF 


 


 


The surface density of the packages 


shall be measured by smear method 


etc. 


 


The radioactive materials that emit αray 


shall : 


：not exceed 0.4Bq/cm2. 


The radioactive materials that do not emit 


αray shall not: 


：not exceed 4.0Bq/cm2. 


  Note: BM: Packaging for Tyep BM packages (including BM type fissile packages.). 


   BU: Packaging for Type BU packages (including BU type fissile packages.). 


   AF: Packaging for Type A type fissile packages. 


   IF: Packaging for Type IP type fissile packages. 


   ＊ :Non-criticality inspection is targeted only at fissile packages. 
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  Additionally, the packaging related to uranium hexafluoride packages, the inspection items in compliance with AF and 


IF inspection items shall be inspected. 
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the Notification on Technical Details for Off-Site Transportation of 


Radioisotopes, etc. 
(Public Notice of the Science and Technology Agency No.7 of 1990) 


Amended: March 29, 2013 (Public Notice of MEXT No. 58) 


Final Amendment: December 10, 2014 (Public Notice of the NRA No. 6) 


 


Pursuant to the provisions of Articles 18-3, 18-4, 18-5, 18-6, 18-7, 18-9, 18-10, 18-11, 18-12 and 18-13 of the 


Enforcement Regulation of the Act on the Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc.(Prime Minister Office Order 


No.56 of 1960), the Public Notice amending the whole of the Public Notice to provide the particulars, etc. 


relating to transport of radioisotopes or objects contaminated with radioisotopes outside a factory or the 


place of business is provided as follows and applies as of January 1, 1991. 


 


(Terms) 


Article 1 The terms used in this Public Notice are governed by the terms used in the Enforcement 


Regulation of the Act on the Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc. (hereinafter referred to as “the 


Regulation”). 


 


(Radioisotopes, etc. That Are Able to be Transported as Type L Packages) 


Article 2 The radioisotopes provided by the NRA as with the least danger referred to in Article 18-3 


paragraph (1) item (i) of the Regulation are to be those corresponding to one of the following items; 


  (i) radioisotopes that, in accordance with the category set forth in the upper column of the following 


table, have radioactivity not exceeding the respective value set forth in the right column of the same 


table;  


Category of Radioisotopes, etc. Radioactivity 


Solid Solid radioisotopes, etc. or capsules enclosing 


radioisotopes, etc. (hereinafter referred to as a 


“capsule”), that conform to the following 


standards (hereinafter referred to as a “special 


form radioisotope”) 


 (a) at least one side of the circumscribed 


rectangular parallelepiped is to be not less 


than 0.5 cm 


 (b) pursuant to the Appendix I, radioisotopes, 


etc. that are not damaged in cases of ballistic test 


and impact test (for radioisotopes, etc. with the 


length of not less than 10 cm, and with the ratio 


of the length to the width of not less than 10, 


ballistic test, impact test and bending test), not 


dissolved nor dispersed in case of heating test, 


and, in case of immersion test, of which the 


leakage quantity in water does not exceed 2 kBq; 


provided, however, that the following tests may 


be substituted by the tests approved by the NRA, 


in accordance with the kind or the category of 


radioisotopes set forth in the 1-column of the 


Appended Tables 1 through 4 and the Appended 


Table 6, one-thousandth of the quantity 


(hereinafter referred to as a “A1 value”) set forth 


in the 2-column of the said respective tables. 
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ballistic test and impact test for capsules, etc. 


with the weight of less than 200 gram and 


capsules with the weight of 200 gram to less than 


500 gram, and heating test.  


materials other than special form radioisotopes, 


etc. 


in accordance with the kind or the category of 


radioisotopes set forth in the 1-column of the 


Appended Tables 1 through 6, one-thousandth of 


the quantity (hereinafter referred to as a “A2 


value”) set forth in the 3-column of the said 


respective tables (in Appended Tables 4 and 5, 


the 2-column). 


Liquid one ten- thousandth of A2 value 


Gas Tritium 0.8 TBq 


 


Others    


          


special form radioisotopes, etc. one thousandth of A1 value  


 


radioisotopes, etc. other than 


special radioisotopes, etc.  


one thousandth of A2 value 


(ii) radioisotopes, etc. contained in a watch or other devices or instruments (excluding objects having only 


the function to enclose radioisotopes, etc.; hereinafter referred to as “devices”), that conform to the following 


requirements; 


(a) in accordance with the category of radioisotopes, etc. set forth in the left column of the following table, 


the radioactivity of radioisotopes, etc. contained in one of devices does not exceed the value set forth in the 


middle column of the same table, respectively, and the radioactivity of radioisotopes, etc. contained in one 


radioactive package enclosing or wrapping the said devices does not exceed the value set forth in the right 


column of the same table, respectively; 


Category of Radioisotopes, etc. Radioactivity in One of 


Devices 


Radioactivity in One 


Radioactive Package 


Solid Special form radioisotopes, etc. one-hundredth of A1 value A1 value 


Radioisotopes, etc. other than special form 


radioisotopes, etc. 


one-hundredth of A2 value A2 value 


Liquid one thousandth of A2 value one-tenth of A2  


value 


Gas Tritium 0.8 TBq 8 TBq 


 


 


Others             


special form radioisotopes, etc. one-thousandth of A1 value 


 


one-millionth of A1  


value 


radioisotopes, etc. other than 


special form radioisotopes, etc. 


one-thousandth of A2 value one-millionth of A2  


value 


 


   (b) the maximum 1 cm dose equivalent rate at a distance of 10 cm from the surface of the said devices 


that are enclosed or wrapped does not exceed 100 μSv/h.; 


   (c) the label “radioactive” in Japanese or “RADOIACTIVE” is to be posted on the devices (excluding 
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those using radiation emitting paint); 


  (ii) the devices are to be of the structure that is able to perfectly seal radioisotopes, etc.; 


  (iii) radioisotopes, etc. adhering on the inner surface of a vacant container in which radioisotopes, etc. 


have ever enclosed, that conform to the following requirements; 


   (a) the densities of the radioisotopes, etc. are not to exceed 100 times the density specified in Article 


7; 


   (b) radioisotopes, etc. are to be enclosed in the said container; 


   (c) the container is to be without any crack or damage, and are to be closed; 


 


(Limits of Radioisotopes, etc. That Are Able to be Transported as Type A Packages) 


Article 3 The quantity specified by the NRA referred to in Article 18-3 paragraph (1) item (ii) of the 


Regulation, in accordance with the category of radioisotopes, etc. set forth in the left column of the 


following table, is to be the quantity set forth in the right column of the same table, respectively. 


Category of Radioisotopes, etc. Radioactivity 


special form radioisotopes, etc. A1 value 


radioisotopes, etc. other than special form radioisotopes, etc. A2 value 


 


(Low Specific Activity Radioisotopes, etc. and Surface Radioactively Contaminated Objects) 


Article 4 The low specific activity radioisotopes specified by the NRA referred to in Article 18-3 paragraph 


(2) of the Regulation are to be radioisotopes, etc. falling under any of the following items, and the 


maximum 1 cm dose equivalent rate at a distance of 3 m from the surface thereof is to not exceed 10 


mSv/h, in cases where those are enclosed in a container; provided, however, that shielding effect of the 


container is not to be taken into account; 


  (i) radioisotopes, etc. in the following matters (hereinafter referred to as “LSA-I”); 


   (a) there is no limitation on A2 value; 


   (b) radioisotopes, etc. distribute overall, and the average radioactivity concentration (this means 


radioactivity concentration averaged for all radioisotopes, etc.; hereinafter the same applies) does not exceed 


30 times the exemption concentration specified in Article 1-2 paragraph (1) of the Public Notice to provide 


particulars on the standard for transport of radioactive materials by means of a vessel (Public Notice of the 


Ministry of Transport No. 585 of 1977); 


  (ii) radioisotopes, etc. other than those set forth in the preceding item, that conform to the following 


requirements (hereinafter referred to as “LSA-II”); 


   (a) radioisotopes, etc. of which radioactivity distributes overall therein; 


   (b) radioisotopes, etc. that, in accordance with the category set forth in the right column of the following 


table, conform to the requirement set forth in the right column of the same table; 


Category of Radioisotopes, etc. Requirement 


Solid Flammable 


 


radioactivity does not exceed a 100 times A2 value, and the average 


radioactivity concentration per 1 gram does not exceed one- millionth 


of A2 value 


Other radioisotopes, 


etc. 


the average radioactivity concentration per 1 gram does not exceed one- 


millionth of A2 value 
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Liquid Tritium water 


 


radioactivity does not exceed a 100 times A2 value, and the average 


radioactivity concentration per 1 cm3 does not exceed 0.8 GBq 


Other liquid 


radioisotopes, etc. 


radioactivity does not exceed a 100 times A2 value, and the average 


radioactivity concentration per 1 gram does not exceed one hundred-


thousandth of A2 value 


Gas radioactivity does not exceed a 100 times A2 value, and the average 


radioactivity concentration per 1 gram does not exceed one ten-


thousandth of A2 value 


  (iii) solid radioisotopes, etc. other than those set forth in the preceding two items, that conform to the 


following requirements (hereinafter referred to as “LSA-III”); 


   (a) radioactivity is to distribute overall the said radioisotopes, etc.; 


   (b) the average radioactivity concentration per 1 gram does not exceed one five-hundredth of A2 value; 


   (c) in cases where immersion test pursuant to the Appendix II is conducted, the leakage quantity of 


radioisotopes in water does not exceed one-tenth of A2 value; 


   (d) for flammable radioisotopes, etc., radioactivity does not exceed 100 times A2 value; 


(2) Surface radioactively contaminated objects provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-3 paragraph 


(2) of the Regulation are the objects of which the surface is contaminated with radioisotopes (hereinafter 


referred to as “radioactively contaminated objects” in this paragraph) falling under any of the following 


items. Radioactivity of the objects is to not exceed a 100 times A2 value, and the maximum 1 cm dose 


equivalent rate at a distance of 3 m from the surface of the said objects is to not exceed 10 mSv/h, in 


cases where those are enclosed in a container; provided, however, that shielding effect of the container 


is not to be taken into account; 


(i) in accordance with the category of the surface radioactive contamination set forth in the left column 


of the following table, objects of which the surface density of radioisotopes, etc. does not exceed the density 


set forth in the right column of the same table (hereinafter referred to as “SCO-I”); 


Category of Surface Radioactive contamination Radioactivity Density 


Surface radioactive contamination 


that, in usual handling, there is likely 


for a person to come into direct 


contact, and that there is likely to 


peel off (hereinafter referred to as 


“non-fixed contamination of 


accessible surface”) 


α ray emitters other than less dangerous 


α ray emitters (this term means α ray 


emitting radioisotopes with half-lives 


less than 10 days; hereinafter the same 


applies) 


0.4 Bq/cm2 


radioisotopes not emitting α rays and  


less dangerous α ray emitters  


4 Bq/cm2 


Other radioactive contamination α ray emitters other than less dangerous 


α ray emitters 


4 kBq/cm2 


radioisotopes not emitting α rays and  


less dangerous α ray emitters 


40 kBq/cm2 


(ii) in accordance with the category of the surface radioactive contamination set forth in the left column of 


the following table, objects of which the surface density of radioisotopes, etc. does not exceed the density set 


forth in the right column of the same table (excluding those prescribed in the preceding item; hereinafter 


referred to as “SCO-II”); 
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Category of Surface Radioactive contamination Radioactivity Density 


Non-fixed contamination of the 


accessible surface 


α ray emitters other than less dangerous 


α ray emitters  


40 Bq/cm2 


radioisotopes not emitting α rays and  


less dangerous α ray emitters  


400 Bq/cm2 


Other radioactive contamination α ray emitters other than less dangerous 


α ray emitters 


80 kBq/cm2 


radioisotopes not emitting α rays and  


less dangerous α ray emitters 


800 kBq/cm2 


 


(Categories of Radioactive Packages Relating to Low Specific Activity Radioisotopes or Surface Radioactively 


Contaminated Objects) 


Article 5 The category provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-3 paragraph (2) of the Regulation is, 


in accordance with the category of low specific activity radioisotopes or surface radioactively contaminated 


objects set forth in the left column of the following table, to be that of radioactive packages set forth in the 


right column of the same table, respectively.  


Category of Low Specific Activity Radioisotopes 


or Surface Radioactively Contaminated Objects 


Category of Radioactive Packages 


In cases where 


transported as exclusive 


loading 


In cases where transported 


as not exclusive loading 


LSA-I  Solid Type IP-1 package  Type IP-1 package 


Liquid or gas Type IP-1 package Type IP-2 package 


LSA-II Solid Type IP-2 package Type IP-2 package 


Liquid or gas Type IP-2 package Type IP-3 package 


LSA-III Type IP-2 package Type IP-3 package 


SCO-I Type IP-1 package Type IP-1 package 


SCO-II Type IP-2 package Type IP-2 package 


 


(Type L Packages not Requiring Signs) 


Article 6 The cases provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-4 item (vi) of the Regulation are to be 


those where transporting radioisotopes, etc. prescribed in Article 2 items (ii) and (iii). 


 


(Surface Radioactivity Density of Packages) 


Article 7 The density provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-4 item (viii) of the Regulation is, in 


accordance with the category of radioisotopes set forth in the left column of the following table, to be 


that set forth in the right column of the same table, respectively; provided, however, that this does not 


applies to the density of radioisotopes that there is no likelihood of peeling off in usual handling. 


Category of Radioisotopes Density 


α ray emitters 0.4 Bq/cm2 


Radioisotopes not emitting α ray  4 Bq/cm2 
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(Application Form for Approval Relating to the Maximum 1 cm Dose Equivalent Rates on the Surface or at 


a Distance of 1 m from the Surface of Packages) 


Article 8 The application for approval pursuant to the provisions of the provisos of Article 18-5 items (vii) and 


(viii) of the Regulation is to be made by a written application describing the matters of the following items;  


  (i) the name and address, and, if the applicant is a corporation, the name of the representative; 


  (ii) the kind, the quantity and properties of radioisotopes, etc. transported; 


  (iii) for the application for approval pursuant to the provisions of the proviso of Article 18-5 item (vii) of 


the Regulation, the maximum 1 cm dose equivalent rate at the surface of a package; for the application 


for approval pursuant to the provisions of the proviso of item (vii) of the same Article, the maximum 1 cm 


dose equivalent rate at a distance of 1 m from the surface of a package; 


  (iv) the reason of intending to be granted approval; 


  (v) measures to be taken for preventing radiation hazards upon transport; 


 


(Coefficients Multiplied to the Maximum 1 cm Dose Equivalent Rate) 


Article 9 The coefficient specified by the NRA referred to in Article 18-5 item (viii) of the Regulation is, in 


accordance with the category of the maximum cross section of a container or a tank set forth in the left 


column of the following table, to be the value set forth in the right column of the same table, respectively. 


Category of the Maximum Cross Section of a Container or a Tank Coefficient 


Not more than 1 m2 1 


From more than 1 m2 to not more than 5 m2 2 


From more than 5 m2 to not more than 20 m2 3 


Exceeding 20 m2 10 


 


(General Test Conditions for Type A Packages and Additional Test Conditions for Type A Packages Enclosing 


or Wrapping Liquid or Gaseous Radioisotopes, etc.) 


Article 10 General test conditions for Type A packages provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-5 item 


(x) of the Regulation and additional test conditions for Type A packages enclosing or wrapping liquid or 


gaseous radioisotopes, etc. provided by the NRA referred to in item (xi) of the same Article are to be those 


set forth in the Appendix III. 


 


(General Test Conditions for Type BM Packages) 


Article 11 General test conditions for Type BM packages provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-6 


item (ii) of the Regulation are to be those set forth in the Appendix IV. 


 


(Leakage Amount under General Test Conditions for Type BM Packages) 


Article 12 The leakage amount specified by the NRA referred to in Article 18-6 item (ii) (b) of the Regulation 


is to be one per million of A2 value. 


 


(Special Test Conditions for Type BM Packages) 


Article 13 Special test conditions for Type BM packages provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-6 item 


(iii) of the Regulation are to be those set forth in the Appendix V. 
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(Leakage Amount under Special Test Conditions for Type B Packages) 


Article 14 The leakage amount specified by the NRA referred to in Article 18-6 item (iii) (b) of the 


Regulation is to be A2 value; provided, however, that the amount is to be 10 times A2 value for Kr-85. 


 


(Test for Radioactive Packages Enclosing Radioisotopes, etc. with Radioactivity Exceeding a Certain Specified 


Quantity) 


Article 15 (1) The quantity specified by the NRA referred to in Article 18-6 item (v) of the Regulation is to 


be 100, 000 times A2 value. 


 (2) The test conditions provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-6 item (v) of the Regulation are to 


be those set forth in the Appendix V-2. 


 


(General Test Conditions for Type BU Packages) 


Article 16 General test conditions for Type BU packages provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-7 


item (ii) of the Regulation are to be those set forth in the Appendix VI. 


 


(Special Test Conditions for Type BU Packages) 


Article 17 Special test conditions for Type BU packages provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-7 item 


(iii) of the Regulation are to be those set forth in the Appendix VII. 


 


(General Test Conditions for Type IP-2 Packages) 


Article 18 General test conditions for Type IP-2 packages provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-9 


paragraph (1) item (ii) of the Regulation are to be those set forth in the Appendix VIII. 


 


(Standards for Metal Medium-sized Containers) 


Article 18-2 The standards for metal IBC containers of the class I or II that encloses hazardous materials, 


which are prescribed in Article 25-5 paragraph (2) item (i) of the Public Notice to prescribe the standards 


for transporting hazardous materials by means of a vessel (Public Notice of the Ministry of Transport 


No. 549 of 1979), are to apply to the standards provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-9 paragraph 


(1) of the Regulation. 


  


(General Test Conditions for Type IP-3 Packages) 


Article 19 General test conditions for Type IP-3 packages provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-10 


paragraph (1) item (ii) of the Regulation are to be those set forth in the Appendix IX. 


 


(Low Specific Activity Radioisotopes and Surface Radioactively Contaminated Objects That Can Be 


Transported as Non-Radioactive Packages) 


Article 20 (1) A low specific activity radioisotope provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-11 item (i) of 


the Regulation is to be as LSA-I. 


 (2) A surface radioactively contaminated object provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-11 item (ii) 


of the Regulation is to be as SCO-I. 
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 (3) The density specified by the NRA referred to in the proviso of Article 18-11 item (ii) (b) of the 


Regulation is, in accordance with the category of radioisotopes set forth in the left column of the 


following table, to be that set forth in the right column of the same table, respectively; 


Category of Radioisotopes Density 


α ray emitters 0.4 Bq/cm2 


Radioisotopes not emitting α ray  4 Bq/cm2 


 


(Application Form for Approval Relating to Special Measures) 


Article 21 The application for approval pursuant to the provisions of Article 18-12 of the Regulation is to be 


made by a written application describing the matters of the following items; 


  (i) the name and address, and, if the applicant is a corporation, the name of the representative; 


  (ii) the kind, the quantity and properties of radioisotopes, etc. transported; 


  (iii) the maximum 1 cm dose equivalent rates at the surface and at a distance of 1 m from the surface 


of a package; 


  (iv) the measures extremely difficult to be taken and the reason of the difficulty; 


  (v) measures to be taken for preventing radiation hazards upon transport; 


 


(Hazardous Materials) 


Article 22 Hazardous materials provided by the NRA referred to in Article 18-13 item (iii) of the 


Regulation are those in the following items; 


  (i) Explosives provided for in Article 2 paragraph (1) of Explosives Control Act (Act No. 149 of 1950) and 


toy fireworks provided for in paragraph (2) of the same Article; 


  (ii) high pressure gas (excluding gas enclosed in a fire extinguisher) provided for in Article 2 of High 


Pressure Gas Safety Act (Act No. 204 of 1951); 


  (iii) volatile oil, alcohol, carbon disulfide and other flammable liquid, of which flash point is not more 


than 85 ℃; 


  (iv) hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, nitric acid and other strong acids, of which acid content exceeds 


10 % in the volume ratio; 


  (v) beyond what is set forth in the preceding four items, materials that are likely to impair the safety 


of transport of the radioisotopes, etc.; 


 


(Restriction of the Number of Packages) 


Article 23 Pursuant to the provisions of Article 18-13 item (iv) of the Regulation, in cases where 


transporting more than two packages by loading or enclosing them in one transporting device, the 


number of packages loaded or enclosed in the said transporting device is to be restricted, as the sum of 


the respective transport index (this means a 100 times the maximum 1 cm dose equivalent rate at a 


distance of 1 m from the surface of a package, in terms of mSv/h; hereinafter the same applies) of each 


of packages loaded or enclosed in the said transporting device, or the transport index determined by 


direct measurement of the packages loaded or enclosed in the said transporting device is not more than 


50. 
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(Signs or Labels) 


Article 24 Attaching signs or labeling pursuant to the provisions of Article 18-13 item (vii) of the Regulation 


is to be done as prescribed in the following items; 


  (i) in accordance with the category of packages set forth in the left column of the following table, 


respective signs set forth in the middle column of the same table are to be attached at the places set 


forth in the right column of the same table, respectively; provided, however, that this does not apply to 


Type L packages; 


Category of Packages Sign Place 


(i) packages of which the 


maximum 1 cm dose 


equivalent rate at the surface 


does not exceed 5 μSv/h 


Class 1 white sign (Appendix I0) Two place at the surface of a 


radioactive package 


 


(ii) packages of which the 


maximum 1 cm dose 


equivalent rate at the surface 


exceeding 5 μSv/h but not 


more than 500 μSv/h, and 


whose transport indexes do 


not exceed unity  


Class 2 yellow sign (Appendix I1) Two place at the surface of a 


radioactive package 


 


(iii) packages other than those 


set forth in the preceding two 


items 


Class 3 yellow sign (Appendix I2) Two place at the surface of a 


radioactive package 


  (ii) the matters set forth in the following (a) through (h) are to be labeled clearly at a visible place of the 


respective package set forth in the said (a) through (h); 


   (a) radioactive packages: the names and addresses of a consignor and a consignee; 


   (b) radioactive packages with the total weight of exceeding 50 kg: the total weight 


   (c) Type A packages: characters “Type A” in Japanese or “TYPE A”  


   (d) Type BM packages: characters “Type BM” in Japanese or “TYPE B(M)”  


   (e) Type BU packages: characters “Type BU” in Japanese or “TYPE B(U)”  


   (f) Type IP-1 packages: characters “IP-1” in Japanese or “TYPE IP-1”  


   (g) Type IP-2 packages: characters “IP-2” in Japanese or “TYPE IP-2”  


   (h) Type IP-3 packages: characters “IP-3” in Japanese or “TYPE IP-3”  


  (iii) for Type BM packages and BU packages, three-leaves mark (as set forth in the Appendix XIII) 


indicating “fire-resistant” and “water-proof” is to be labeled clearly on the outermost surface of the 


container of the said radioactive package that is fire-resistant and water proof; 


 


(Application for Approval of Design, etc.) 


Article 25 (1) A person intending to be granted application of the provisions of Article 18-17 paragraph (4) 


of the Regulation, must submit a written application in the Appended Form 1 (in cases where changing 


the design that has already been granted application referred to in the same paragraph, in the Appended 


Form 2) to the NRA, appending the documents referred to in paragraph (2) item (ii) of the same Article. 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


 (2) The NRA, when it applies the provisions of Article 18-17 paragraph (4) of the Regulation, issues a 


certificate of approval of design for radioactive package describing the matters in the following items; 


  (i) the name and address, and, if the applicant is a corporation, the name of the representative; 


  (ii) the name of a container; 


  (iii) the number of a certificate of approval of design; 


  (iv) the kind of a radioactive package; 


  (v) external dimensions, the weight and other speciation of a radioactive package; 


  (vi) the matters relating to the airtightness of enclosed objects; 


  (vii) for a BM package, in design standards for BU packages, the standard that the BM package does not 


conform to;  


  (viii) the matters relating to maintenance of containers and handling of radioactive packages; 


  (ix) the validity of a certificate of approval of design for radioactive packages; 


(3) a person who has been granted approval of design for radioactive packages pursuant to the provisions 


of the preceding paragraph, may be granted renewal of the validity, by clarifying there are no changes in the 


design for the said radioactive package. 


(4) A person intending to be granted renewal of the validity referred to in the preceding paragraph, must 


submit a written application in the Appended Form 3 for renewal of the validity of a certificate of approval 


of design for radioactive packages to the NRA. 


(5) A person who has been granted the renewal referred to in paragraph (iii), must submit a certificate 


of approval of design for radioactive packages and must be granted a rewritten certificate by the NRA. 


(6) A person who has been issued a certificate of approval of design for radioactive packages pursuant to 


the provisions of paragraph (2), when having changed the matters set forth in item (i) of the same paragraph, 


must submit a written application in the Appended Form 4 to the NRA within the period of 30 days from the 


date of the change, appending the said certificate of approval of design for radioactive packages to the 


application, and must be granted a rewritten certificate.  


(7) A person who has been issued a certificate of approval of design for radioactive packages pursuant to 


the provisions of paragraph (2), when having discontinued the approved design for radioactive packages, 


must submit a written application in the Appended Form to the NRA within the period of 30 days from the 


date of discontinuance, appending the said certificate of approval of design for radioactive package to the 


application. 


 


(Application of regulations when transporting specific radioisotopes) 


Article 26  In accordance with the provisions of Article 25-5 of the Act on Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc. 


(Act No. 167 of 1957), regarding the application of the provisions of Article 21 and the preceding article when 


the provisions of Article 18 of the Act are read and applied, the lexical terms listed in the middle column of 


the table in the provisions listed in the upper column of the following table shall be those listed in the lower 


column of the table. 


Rules to replace Lexical that shall be 


replaced 


Lexical to replace 


Article 21 item 5 Prevention of radiation 


damage 


Prevention of radiation 


damage and protection of 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


specific radioisotopes 


Paragraph 1 of the 


previous article 


Article 18-17, Paragraph 4 


of the Regulations 


Article 18-17, Paragraph 4 


of the Regulations to be 


applied in accordance with 


the provisions of Article 


24-2-7 of the Regulations 


Paragraph 2, Item 2 of the 


same Article 


Article 18-17, Paragraph 2, 


Item 2 of the Regulations 


to be applied in accordance 


with the provisions of 


Article 24-2-7 of the 


Regulations 


Parts other than those 


listed in paragraph 2 of the 


preceding article 


Article 18-17, Paragraph 4 


of the Regulations 


Article 18-17, Paragraph 4 


of the Regulations to be 


applied in accordance with 


the provisions of Article 


24-2-7 of the Regulations 


 


 


Supplementary Provisions (Public Notice of the STA No. 20, December 27, 2000)  


This Public Notice comes into effect as from the date of enforcement (January 6, 2001) of the Act partially 


amending the Cabinet Law (Act No. 88 of 1999). 


 


Amendment sentence (Public Notice of MEXT No. 107, June 15, 2001) (Extract) 


This amendment sentence comes into effect as of July 1, 2001. 


 


Amendment sentence (Public Notice of MEXT No. 168, December 25, 2003) (Extract) 


This amendment sentence comes into effect as of January 1, 2004. 


 


Amendment sentence (Public Notice of MEXT No. 178, December 24, 2004) (Extract) 


This amendment sentence comes into effect as of January 1, 2005. 


 


Supplementary Provisions (Public Notice of MEXT No. 154, December 26, 2006) (Extract) 


(Effective Date)  


1 This Public Notice comes into effect as of January 1, 2008. 


 


Supplementary Provisions (Public Notice of MEXT No. 5, February 1, 2011)  


(Effective Date)  


1 This Public Notice comes into effect as of February 1, 2011. 


 


(Transitional Measures) 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


2 Prior lows continue to govern radioisotopes, etc. that are actually being transported upon enforcement 


of this Public Notice, until completion of the said transport. 


 


Amendment sentence (Public Notice of MEXT No. 58, March 28, 2012) (Extract) 


This amendment sentence comes into effect as of April 1, 2012. 


 


Supplementary Provisions (Public Notice of MEXT No. 58, March 29, 2013)  


This Public Notice comes into effect as of April 1, 2013. 


 


  







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


Appendix I (relevant to Article 2) Test for special form radioisotopes, etc. 


  (i) ballistic test: to drop an object that simulates radioisotopes, etc. to be tested as much as possible 


(hereinafter referred to as a “sample”) from a height of 9 m; 


  (ii) impact test: to place a sample on a lead plate with a smooth surface and to strike the sample by a 


flat face of a steel rod as to cause the maximum damage with the same impact force as in the case of 


free fall of an object with the weight of 1.4 kg from a height of 1 m. In this case, the width of the lead 


plate is to be not more than 2.5 cm and the steel rod having a flat face with a diameter of 2.5cm of which 


radius of the corner is to be 0.3 cm; 


  (iii) bending test: to fix a sample horizontally at the half-length from a clamp face and to strike the 


sample by a flat face of a round bar of steel as to cause the maximum damage with the same impact 


force as in the case of free fall of an object with the weight of 1.4 kg from a height of 1 m. In this case, 


the a diameter of a flat face of a round bar of steel is to be 2.5cm and a radius of the corner of the rod is 


to be 0.3 cm; 


  (iv) heating test: to place a sample in the air of 800 ºC; 


  (v) immersion test:  


   (a) in cases of solid radioisotopes, etc. (excluding those sealed in capsules), the following tests for a 


sample are to be implemented in the following order; 


    (1) to immerse a sample in water at normal temperature; 


    (2) to heat a sample in the state of dipping in water at normal temperature to 50 ºC and to maintain 


the state during 4 hours; 


    (3) to place a sample during the period of 7 days in the air with the temperature higher than 30 ºC 


and the humidity of higher than 90 %; 


    (4) to heat a sample in the state of dipping in water at normal temperature to 50 ºC and to maintain 


the state during 4 hours; 


   (b) in cases of capsules sealing radioisotopes, etc., the following tests for a sample are to be 


implemented in the following order; 


    (1) to heat a sample in the state of dipping in water at normal temperature to 50 ºC and to maintain 


the state during 4 hours; 


    (2) to place a sample during the period of 7 days in the air with the temperature higher than 30 ºC 


and the humidity of higher than 90 %; 


    (3) to heat a sample in the state of dipping in water at normal temperature to 50 ºC and to maintain 


the state during 4 hours; 


 


Appendix II (relevant to Article 4) Immersion test for LSA-III. 


to immerse a sample during the period of 7 days in water at normal temperature. 


 


Appendix III (relevant to Article 10) General Test Conditions for Type A Packages and Additional Test 


Conditions for Type A Packages Enclosing or Wrapping Liquid or Gaseous Radioisotopes, etc. 


  (i) general test conditions for Type A packages; 


   (a) apply water equivalent to rainfall of 50 mm/h during the period of one hour; 


   (b) after placing under the condition (a), to place a sample under the following condition; provided, however, 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


that for the condition (2), to use other samples different from those under the conditions (1), (3) and (4); 


    (1) to drop a sample as to cause the maximum damage, from a height of 1.2 m for a sample with the 


weight of less than 5,000 kg, from a height of 0.9 m for a sample with the weight of not less than 5,000 


kg to less than 10,000 kg, from a height of 0.6 m for a sample with the weight of not less than 10,000 kg 


to less than 15,000 kg, from a height of 0.3 m for a sample with the weight of not less than 15,000 kg, 


respectively; 


    (2) to drop a sample, in the form of a rectangular parallelepiped of fiber-board or of wood with the 


weight of not more than 50 kg, as to cause the maximum damage to its any corner, and in the form of a 


cylinder of fiber-board with the weight of not more than 100 kg, as to cause the maximum damage to 


every quarter of both edges, respectively, from a height of 0.3 m; 


(3) to apply the larger one of the loads corresponding to five times its weight and corresponding to 


the value obtained by multiplying 13 kPa to the vertical projection area, during the period of 24 hours; 


    (4) to drop a rod to the weakest part of the said radioactive package from a height of 1 m, which is 


not easily damaged, with a diameter of 3.2 cm and the weight of 6 kg, and of which the top is spherical; 


  (ii) additional test conditions for Type A packages enclosing or wrapping liquid or gaseous radioisotopes, 


etc. (excluding gaseous tritium or rare gases)  


 In addition to putting a radioactive package enclosing or wrapping liquid or gaseous radioisotopes, etc. 


under the conditions referred to in the preceding item, to put the package under the condition to cause the 


maximum damage in the following conditions (a) and (b); 


   (a) to drop a sample from a height of 9 m as to cause the maximum damage; 


   (b) to drop the rod provided for in the preceding item (b) (4) to the weakest part of the said radioactive 


package from a height of 1.7 m; 


 


Appendix IV (relevant to Article 11) General Test Conditions for Type BM Packages 


  (i) to place a sample under the condition of 38 ºC during the period of one week. In this case, in 


accordance with the category of the shape of the surface and the place of the said radioactive package 


set forth in the left column of the following table, to apply radiant heat set forth in the right column of 


the same table, respectively, 12 hours per day; 


Category of Shape the Surface and the Place Radiant Heat (W/m2) 


Surface plane transported 


being horizontally 


downward surface null 


upward surface 800 


Surface transported being vertically and downward surface 


transported not being horizontally 


200 


Other surfaces 400 


  (ii) to place a sample under the condition referred to item (i) of the Appendix III; 


Remarks) the same sample is to be used under conditions referred to in items (i) and (ii). 


 


Appendix V (relevant to Article 13) Special Test Conditions for Type BM Packages 


  (i) under the condition referred to in item (ii), to place a radioactive package in the order of causing 


the maximum damage to the package and in the order of the conditions in the following (a) and (b); 


   (a) to drop a sample from a height of 9 m; provided, however, that, in cases where the package is of 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


the weight of not more than 500 kg, its specific gravity is not more than unity, and radioisotopes, etc. 


enclosed or wrapped therein are those other than special form radioisotopes, etc. and the radioactivity 


of the said radioisotopes, etc. exceeds 1,000 times A2 value, to horizontally drop a mild steel plate with 


the weight of 500 kg and with the length and the width of 1 m in lieu of the package from a height of 9 


m, as to cause the maximum damage to the said radioactive package; 


   (b) to drop a sample onto a mild steel round bar with the length of 20 cm fixed vertically that has a 


diameter of 15 cm and a smooth horizontal surface; 


  (ii) to place a sample under the following conditions in order; 


   (a) following placing a sample under the condition of 38 ºC until the surface temperature becomes 


constant, to place it during the period of 30 minutes under the condition of the temperature of 800 ºC 


and radiant heat of the flame of the average thermal emissivity of 0.9 at the minimum. In this case, 


radiant heat pursuant to Appendix IV item (i) and the maximum internal heat generation in design are 


to be loaded and the surface absorptivity of the said radioactive package is to be 0.8 or the substantiated 


value; 


   (b) to cool a sample, under the condition of 38 ºC loading radiant heat pursuant to Appendix IV item 


(i) and the maximum internal heat generation in design; provided, however, that it must not be 


artificially cooled; 


  (iii) to immerse a sample in water at the depth of 15 m during the period of 8 hours; 


  Remark) the same sample is to be placed under conditions referred to in items (i) and (ii) in this order. 


 


Appendix V-2 (relevant to Article 15) Test Conditions for Radioactive Packages Enclosing or Wrapping 


Radioisotopes, etc. with Radioactivity Exceeding a Certain Specified Quantity) 


To immerse a sample in water at the depth of 200 m during the period of one hour.  


 


Appendix VI (relevant to Article 16) General Test Conditions for Type BU Packages 


To place a sample under the conditions referred to in the Appendix IV.  


 


Appendix VII (relevant to Article 17) Special Test Conditions for Type BU Packages 


To place a sample under the conditions referred to in the Appendix V.  


 


Appendix VIII (relevant to Article 18) General Test Conditions for Type IP-2 Packages 


To place a sample under the conditions referred to in item (i) (b) (1), (2) and (3) of the Appendix III; 


provided, however, that in cases where a sample is placed under the conditions approved by the NRA, 


this does not apply.  


 


Appendix IX (relevant to Article 19) General Test Conditions for Type IP-3 Packages 


To place a sample under the conditions referred to in item (i) of the Appendix III.  
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Appendix X (relevant to Article 24) Class-1 white sign 


  


 


Remarks) 


1 Three-leaves mark is to be as the Appendix XIII 


2 In the column of “enclosed materials”, the name of radioisotopes, etc. enclosed or wrapped therein 


(in cases where the said radioisotopes, etc. correspond to low specific activity radioisotopes or surface 


radioactively contaminated objects, the name (excluding names of those corresponding to LSA-I) and 


category of low specific activity radioisotopes or surface radioactively contaminated objects) is to be 


described. In this case, if plural radioisotopes, etc. are enclosed or wrapped therein, the representative 


name is described as much as possible. 


  3 In the column of “radioactivity”, the sum of radioactivity of radioisotopes, etc. enclosed or wrapped 


therein is described in terms of Bq. 


  4 Only the part written in Japanese in a sign for packages transported outside Japan, and that written 


in English for packages transported only in Japan, may be omitted to be described. 


  5 The color of the mark is to be as the following table. 


Part Color 


Background of the upper half  White 


Three-leaves mark Black 


Background of the lower half White 


Characters Black 


Part indicated with oblique lines Red 


Edge parts White 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


Lines at the inner edges Black 


Section lines Black 


 


 


 


Appendix XI (relevant to Article 24) Class-2 yellow sign 


 


 


 


Remarks) 


1 Three-leaves mark is to be as the Appendix XIII 


2 In the column of “enclosed materials”, the name of radioisotopes, etc. enclosed or wrapped therein 


(in cases where the said radioisotopes, etc. correspond to low specific activity radioisotopes or surface 


radioactively contaminated objects, the name (excluding names of those corresponding to LSA-I) and 


category of low specific activity radioisotopes or surface radioactively contaminated objects) is to be 


described. In this case, if plural radioisotopes, etc. are enclosed or wrapped therein, the representative 


name is described as much as possible. 


  3 In the column of “radioactivity”, the sum of radioactivity of radioisotopes, etc. enclosed or wrapped 


therein is described in terms of Bq. 


  4 In the column of “transport index”, transport index is to be described. 


  5 Only the part written in Japanese in a sign for packages transported outside Japan, and that written 


in English for packages transported only in Japan, may be omitted to be described. 


  6 The color of the mark is to be as the following table. 


Part Color 


Background of the upper half  Yellow 


Three-leaves mark Black 


Background of the lower half White 


Characters Black 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


Part indicated with oblique lines Red 


Edge parts White 


Lines at the inner edges Black 


Section lines Black 


 


Appendix XII (relevant to Article 24) Class-3 yellow sign 


 


 


Remarks) 


1 Three-leaves mark is to be as the Appendix XIII 


2 In the column of “enclosed materials”, the name of radioisotopes, etc. enclosed or wrapped therein 


(in cases where the said radioisotopes, etc. correspond to low specific activity radioisotopes or surface 


radioactively contaminated objects, the name (excluding names of those corresponding to LSA-I) and 


category of low specific activity radioisotopes or surface radioactively contaminated objects) is to be 


described. In this case, if plural radioisotopes, etc. are enclosed or wrapped therein, the representative 


name is described as much as possible. 


  3 In the column of “radioactivity”, the sum of radioactivity of radioisotopes, etc. enclosed or wrapped 


therein is described in terms of Bq. 


  4 In the column of “transport index”, transport index is to be described. 


  5 Only the part written in Japanese in a sign for packages transported outside Japan, and that written 


in English for packages transported only in Japan, may be omitted to be described. 


  6 The color of the mark is to be as the following table. 


Part Color 


Background of the upper half  White 


Three-leaves mark Black 


Background of the lower half White 


Characters Black 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


Part indicated with oblique lines Red 


Edge parts White 


Lines at the inner edges Black 


Section lines Black 


 


 


 


Appendix XIII (relevant to Article 24) Three-leaves Mark 


 


 


Remarks) 


  λ：minimum 0.4 cm. 


 


Appended Forms 1 through 5 are omitted. 


 


Appended Table 1 (relevant to Article 2) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope with the identified and only one kind. 


Atomic 


Number 


Kind of 


Nuclide 


 Values and limits for 


special form (A1) 


Values and limits for non-


special form (A2) 


 (TBq)  (TBq) 


1 H-3 40 40 


4 Be-7 20 20 


4 Be-10 40 0.6 


6 C-11 1 0.6 


6 C-14 40 3 
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7 N-13 0.9 0.6 


9 F-18 1 0.6 


11 Na-22 0.5 0.5 


11 Na-24 0.2 0.2 


12 Mg-28 0.3 0.3 


13 Al-26 0.1 0.1 


14 Si-31 0.6 0.6 


14 Si-32 40 0.5 


15 P-32 0.5 0.5 


15 P-33 40 1 


16 S-35 40 3 


17 Cl-36 10 0.6 


17 Cl-38 0.2 0.2 


18 Ar-37 40 40 


18 Ar-39 40 20 


18 Ar-41 0.3 0.3 


19 K-40 0.9 0.9 


19 K-42 0.2 0.2 


19 K-43 0.7 0.6 


20 Ca-41 Unlimited Unlimited 


20 Ca-45 40 1 


20 Ca-47 3 0.3 


21 Sc-44 0.5 0.5 


21 Sc-46 0.5 0.5 


21 Sc-47 10 0.7 


21 Sc-48 0.3 0.3 


22 Ti-44 0.5 0.4 


23 V-48 0.4 0.4 


23 V-49 40 40 


24 Cr-51 30 30 


25 Mn-52 0.3 0.3 


25 Mn-53 Unlimited Unlimited 


25 Mn-54 1 1 


25 Mn-56 0.3 0.3 


26 Fe-52 0.3 0.3 


26 Fe-55 40 40 


26 Fe-59 0.9 0.9 


26 Fe-60 40 0.2 


27 Co-55 0.5 0.5 


27 Co-56 0.3 0.3 


27 Co-57 10 10 
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27 Co-58 1 1 


27 Co-58m 40 40 


27 Co-60 0.4 0.4 


28 Ni-59 Unlimited Unlimited 


28 Ni-63 40 30 


28 Ni-65 0.4 0.4 


29 Cu-64 6 1 


29 Cu-67 10 0.7 


30 Zn-65 2 2 


30 Zn-69 3 0.6 


30 Zn-69m 3 0.6 


31 Ga-67 7 3 


31 Ga-68 0.5 0.5 


31 Ga-72 0.4 0.4 


32 Ge-68 0.5 0.5 


32 Ge-71 40 40 


32 Ge-77 0.3 0.3 


33 As-72 0.3 0.3 


33 As-73 40 40 


33 As-74 1 0.9 


33 As-76 0.3 0.3 


33 As-77 20 0.7 


34 Se-75 3 3 


34 Se-79 40 2 


35 Br-76 0.4 0.4 


35 Br-77 3 3 


35 Br-82 0.4 0.4 


36 Kr-79 4 2 


36 Kr-81 40 40 


36 Kr-85 10 10 


36 Kr-85m 8 3 


36 Kr-87 0.2 0.2 


37 Rb-81 2 0.8 


37 Rb-83 2 2 


37 Rb-84 1 1 


37 Rb-86 0.5 0.5 


37 Rb-87 Unlimited Unlimited 


37 Rb(nat) Unlimited Unlimited 


38 Sr-82 0.2 0.2 


38 Sr-85 2 2 


38 Sr-85m 5 5 
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38 Sr-87m 3 3 


38 Sr-89 0.6 0.6 


38 Sr-90 0.3 0.3 


38 Sr-91 0.3 0.3 


38 Sr-92 1 0.3 


39 Y-87 1 1 


39 Y-88 0.4 0.4 


39 Y-90 0.3 0.3 


39 Y-91 0.6 0.6 


39 Y-91m 2 2 


39 Y-92 0.2 0.2 


39 Y-93 0.3 0.3 


40 Zr-88 3 3 


40 Zr-93 Unlimited Unlimited 


40 Zr-95 2 0.8 


40 Zr-97 0.4 0.4 


41 Nb-93m 40 30 


41 Nb-94 0.7 0.7 


41 Nb-95 1 1 


41 Nb-97 0.9 0.6 


42 Mo-93 40 20 


42 Mo-99 1 0.6 


43 Tc-95m 2 2 


43 Tc-96 0.4 0.4 


43 Tc-96m 0.4 0.4 


43 Tc-97 Unlimited Unlimited 


43 Tc-97m 40 1 


43 Tc-98 0.8 0.7 


43 Tc-99 40 0.9 


43 Tc-99m 10 4 


44 Ru-97 5 5 


44 Ru-103 2 2 


44 Ru-105 1 0.6 


44 Ru-106 0.2 0.2 


45 Rh-99 2 2 


45 Rh-101 4 3 


45 Rh-102 0.5 0.5 


45 Rh-102m 2 2 


45 Rh-103m 40 40 


45 Rh-105 10 0.8 


46 Pd-103 40 40 
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46 Pd-107 Unlimited Unlimited 


46 Pd-109 2 0.5 


47 Ag-105 2 2 


47 Ag-108m 0.7 0.7 


47 Ag-110m 0.4 0.4 


47 Ag-111 2 0.6 


48 Cd-109 30 2 


48 Cd-113m 40 0.5 


48 Cd-115 3 0.4 


48 Cd-115m 0.5 0.5 


49 In-111 3 3 


49 In-113m 4 2 


49 In-114m 10 0.5 


49 In-115m 7 1 


50 Sn-113 4 2 


50 Sn-117m 7 0.4 


50 Sn-119m 40 30 


50 Sn-121m 40 0.9 


50 Sn-123 0.8 0.6 


50 Sn-125 0.4 0.4 


50 Sn-126 0.6 0.4 


51 Sb-122 0.4 0.4 


51 Sb-124 0.6 0.6 


51 Sb-125 2 1 


51 Sb-126 0.4 0.4 


52 Te-121 2 2 


52 Te-121m 5 3 


52 Te-123m 8 1 


52 Te-125m 20 0.9 


52 Te-127 20 0.7 


52 Te-127m 20 0.5 


52 Te-129 0.7 0.6 


52 Te-129m 0.8 0.4 


52 Te-131m 0.7 0.5 


52 Te-132 0.5 0.4 


53 I-123 6 3 


53 I-124 1 1 


53 I-125 20 3 


53 I-126 2 1 


53 I-129 Unlimited Unlimited 


53 I-131 3 0.7 
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53 I-132 0.4 0.4 


53 I-133 0.7 0.6 


53 I-134 0.3 0.3 


53 I-135 0.6 0.6 


54 Xe-122 0.4 0.4 


54 Xe-123 2 0.7 


54 Xe-127 4 2 


54 Xe-131m 40 40 


54 Xe-133 20 10 


54 Xe-135 3 2 


55 Cs-129 4 4 


55 Cs-131 30 30 


55 Cs-132 1 1 


55 Cs-134 0.7 0.7 


55 Cs-134m 40 0.6 


55 Cs-135 40 1 


55 Cs-136 0.5 0.5 


55 Cs-137 2 0.6 


56 Ba-131 2 2 


56 Ba-133 3 3 


56 Ba-133m 20 0.6 


56 Ba-140 0.5 0.3 


57 La-137 30 6 


57 La-140 0.4 0.4 


58 Ce-139 7 2 


58 Ce-141 20 0.6 


58 Ce-143 0.9 0.6 


58 Ce-144 0.2 0.2 


59 Pr-142 0.4 0.4 


59 Pr-143 3 0.6 


60 Nd-147 6 0.6 


60 Nd-149 0.6 0.5 


61 Pm-143 3 3 


61 Pm-144 0.7 0.7 


61 Pm-145 30 10 


61 Pm-147 40 2 


61 Pm-148m 0.8 0.7 


61 Pm-149 2 0.6 


61 Pm-151 2 0.6 


62 Sm-145 10 10 


62 Sm-147 Unlimited Unlimited 
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62 Sm-151 40 10 


62 Sm-153 9 0.6 


63 Eu-147 2 2 


63 Eu-148 0.5 0.5 


63 Eu-149 20 20 


63 
Eu-150(short 


lived) 
2 0.7 


63 
Eu-150(long 


lived) 
0.7 0.7 


63 Eu-152 1 1 


63 Eu-152m 0.8 0.8 


63 Eu-154 0.9 0.6 


63 Eu-155 20 3 


63 Eu-156 0.7 0.7 


64 Gd-146 0.5 0.5 


64 Gd-148 20 0.002 


64 Gd-153 10 9 


64 Gd-159 3 0.6 


65 Tb-157 40 40 


65 Tb-158 1 1 


65 Tb-160 1 0.6 


66 Dy-159 20 20 


66 Dy-165 0.9 0.6 


66 Dy-166 0.9 0.3 


67 Ho-166 0.4 0.4 


67 Ho-166m 0.6 0.5 


68 Er-169 40 1 


68 Er-171 0.8 0.5 


69 Tm-167 7 0.8 


69 Tm-170 3 0.6 


69 Tm-171 40 40 


70 Yb-169 4 1 


70 Yb-175 30 0.9 


71 Lu-172 0.6 0.6 


71 Lu-173 8 8 


71 Lu-174 9 9 


71 Lu-174m 20 10 


71 Lu-177 30 0.7 


72 Hf-172 0.6 0.6 


72 Hf-175 3 3 


72 Hf-181 2 0.5 
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72 Hf-182 Unlimited Unlimited 


73 
Ta-178 (long 


lived) 
1 0.8 


73 Ta-179 30 30 


73 Ta-182 0.9 0.5 


74 W-178 9 5 


74 W-181 30 30 


74 W-185 40 0.8 


74 W-187 2 0.6 


74 W-188 0.4 0.3 


75 Re-184 1 1 


75 Re-184m 3 1 


75 Re-186 2 0.6 


75 Re-187 Unlimited Unlimited 


75 Re-188 0.4 0.4 


75 Re-189 3 0.6 


75 Re(nat) Unlimited Unlimited 


76 Os-185 1 1 


76 Os-191 10 2 


76 Os-191m 40 30 


76 Os-193 2 0.6 


76 Os-194 0.3 0.3 


77 Ir-189 10 10 


77 Ir-190 0.7 0.7 


77 Ir-192 1 0.6 


77 Ir-194 0.3 0.3 


78 Pt-188 1 0.8 


78 Pt-191 4 3 


78 Pt-193 40 40 


78 Pt-193m 40 0.5 


78 Pt-195m 10 0.5 


78 Pt-197 20 0.6 


78 Pt-197m 10 0.6 


79 Au-193 7 2 


79 Au-194 1 1 


79 Au-195 10 6 


79 Au-198 1 0.6 


79 Au-199 10 0.6 


80 Hg-194 1 1 


80 Hg-195m 3 0.7 


80 Hg-197 20 10 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


80 Hg-197m 10 0.4 


80 Hg-203 5 1 


81 Tl-200 0.9 0.9 


81 Tl-201 10 4 


81 Tl-202 2 2 


81 Tl-204 10 0.7 


82 Pb-201 1 1 


82 Pb-202 40 20 


82 Pb-203 4 3 


82 Pb-205 Unlimited Unlimited 


82 Pb-210 1 0.05 


82 Pb-212 0.7 0.2 


83 Bi-205 0.7 0.7 


83 Bi-206 0.3 0.3 


83 Bi-207 0.7 0.7 


83 Bi-210 1 0.6 


83 Bi-210m 0.6 0.02 


83 Bi-212 0.7 0.6 


84 Po-210 40 0.02 


85 At-211 20 0.5 


86 Rn-222 0.3 0.004 


88 Ra-223 0.4 0.007 


88 Ra-224 0.4 0.02 


88 Ra-225 0.2 0.004 


88 Ra-226 0.2 0.003 


88 Ra-228 0.6 0.02 


89 Ac-225 0.8 0.006 


89 Ac-227 0.9 0.00009 


89 Ac-228 0.6 0.5 


91 Pa-230 2 0.07 


91 Pa-231 4 0.0004 


91 Pa-233 5 0.7 


93 Np-235 40 40 


93 
Np-236 


((short lived) 
20 2 


93 
Np-236 (long 


live)) 
9 0.02 


93 Np-237 20 0.002 


93 Np-239 7 0.4 


95 Am-241 10 0.001 


95 Am-242m 10 0.001 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


95 Am-243 5 0.001 


96 Cm-240 40 0.02 


96 Cm-241 2 1 


96 Cm-242 40 0.01 


96 Cm-243 9 0.001 


96 Cm-244 20 0.002 


96 Cm-245 9 0.0009 


96 Cm-246 9 0.0009 


96 Cm-247 3 0.001 


96 Cm-248 0.02 0.0003 


97 Bk-247 8 0.0008 


97 Bk-249 40 0.3 


98 Cf-248 40 0.006 


98 Cf-249 3 0.0008 


98 Cf-250 20 0.002 


98 Cf-251 7 0.0007 


98 Cf-252 0.1 0.003 


98 Cf-253 40 0.04 


98 Cf-254 0.001 0.001 


 


 


Appended Table 2 (relevant to Article 2) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kind of the Radioisotope is Identified 


and Only One, and Other Than Radioisotopes Set Forth in the Appended Table. 


1-column 2-column 3-column 


Category Quantity in case of special form 


radioisotopes, etc. (A1 value) 


(TBq) 


Quantity in case of a 


radioisotope, etc. other than 


special form radioisotopes, 


etc. (A2 value)       (TBq) 


(i) in cases where the kind of 


radiation is one (excluding the cases 


falling under (ii)  


(a) in cases where emitting γ ray or 


X ray (including γ ray from 


annihilation) 


(b) in cases where emitting β ray 


(c) in cases where inhalation or 


ingestion is likely to occur (this term 


means the cases where the quantity 


is indicated in the second or third 


column of the Appended Table 2 in 


 


 


 


10-13/ept 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


 


10-12/eβ 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


10-13/ept 


（for cases exceeding 40, 


40） 


2.8×10-14/hskin 


（for cases exceeding 40, 


40） 


 


5×10-5/einh 


（for cases exceeding 40, 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


Specifying quantities, etc. of 


radiation emitting isotopes (Public 


Notice of the STA No. 5, October 23, 


2000) (hereinafter referred to as “the 


Appended Table of Public Notice on 


Quantity”) 


(d) in cases where exposure from 


submersion is likely to occur (this 


term means the cases where the 


chemical form described in the 1-


column of the Appended Table 2 of 


Public Notice on Quantity is 


“submersion”) 


(e) in cases where emitting α ray 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


5×10-1/einh 


（for cases exceeding 40, 40） 


40） 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


1.9×10-11/hsub 


（for cases exceeding 40, 


40） 


 


 


 


 


 


 


5×10-5/einh 


（for cases exceeding 40, 


40） 


(ii) in cases where the kind of 


radiation emitted is one, and the said 


radioisotope causes the chain 


disintegration (hereinafter referred 


to as a “parent nuclide”), and of 


which the physical half-life is longer 


than that of the nucleus that is 


generated by the chain 


disintegration (hereinafter referred 


to as a “daughter nuclide (or, 


progeny)” and the physical half-life of 


the daughter nuclide is not more 


than 10 days  


in accordance with the category 


in the 1-column of (i) for a 


parent nuclide and its daughter 


nuclide, the minimum value of 


the quantities set forth in the 2-


column, respectively  


in accordance with the 


category in the 1-column of 


(i) for a parent nuclide and 


its daughter nuclide, , the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 3-


column, respectively  


(iii) in cases where the kinds of 


radiation emitted are two or more 


(excluding the cases falling under 


(iv)) 


in accordance with the category 


in the 1-column of (i) for 


respective radiation, the 


minimum value of the 


in accordance with the 


category in the 1-column of 


(i) for respective radiation, 


the minimum value of the 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


quantities set forth in the 2-


column, respectively  


quantities set forth in the 3-


column, respectively 


(iv) in cases where the kids of 


radiation emitted are two or more, 


the physical half-life of the said 


radioisotope is longer than that of 


the daughter nuclide and the 


physical half-life of the daughter 


nuclide is not more than 10 days. 


in accordance with the category 


in the 1-column of (i) for a 


parent nuclide and its daughter 


nuclide relating to respective 


radiation, the minimum value 


of the quantities set forth in the 


2-column, respectively 


 


in accordance with the 


category in the 1-column of 


(i) for a parent nuclide and 


its daughter nuclide relating 


to respective radiation, the 


minimum value of the 


quantities set forth in the 3-


column, respectively 


 


Remarks) ept indicates the effective dose rate coefficient (Sv/Bq/h) of a radioisotope at a distance of 1 m, 


hskin does the dose equivalent rate coefficient of the skin (Sv/s/Bq*m2) per unit density of a radioisotope 


on the skin surface (Bq/m2), einh does the minimum value (mSv/Bq) set forth in the second or third column 


of the Appended Table 2 of Specifying the quantities of radiation-emitting isotopes and related matters 


(hereinafter referred to as “Public Notice on Quantity”) in cases where the chemical form of the said 


radioisotope is not taken into account and hsub does the effective dose coefficient (Sv/Bq/s*m3) per unit 


integrated concentration (Bq*s/m3)of the radioisotope in submersion, respectively.   


 


Appended Table 3 (relevant to Article 2) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kind of the Radioisotope is Identified 


and Only One, but the Quantity is not Set Forth in the Appended Table 1 or 2. 


1-column 2-column 3-column 


Category Quantity in case of special form 


radioisotopes, etc. (A1 value) 


(TBq) 


Quantity in case of a 


radioisotope, etc. other than 


special form radioisotopes, etc. 


(A2value)               (TBq) 


(i) in cases where emitting β ray 


or γ ray only 


0.1 0.02 


(ii) in cases where emitting α 


ray but not neutrons  


0.2  9×10-5 


 


(iii) in cases where not falling 


under (i) and (ii)  


0.001  9×10-5 


 


Appended Table 4 (relevant to Article 2) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kinds of the Radioisotopes are Two or 


More and All or a Part of the Kinds are Identified (excluding the Cases Corresponding to the Appended 


Tables 5 and 6). 


1-column 2-column 


Category Quantity (TBq) 


in cases where all of the kinds of radioisotopes and all of the quantities of (x1, x2, ・・, xn) that 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


the quantity for each of kinds are identified satisfy the following equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・・ xn/Xn = 1 


in cases where all or a part of the kinds of radioisotopes 


are identified but all or a part of the quantity for each of 


kinds are not identified 


the quantities of (x1, x2, ・・, xn) and y that 


satisfy the following equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・・ xn/Xn + y/Y = 1 


Remarks) (f1, f2, ・・・, fn) indicate the quantities of radioisotopes (TBq) of which the kinds and the 


quantity of each of the kinds are identified, (X1, X2,・・・, Xn) do the quantities (TBq) of radioisotopes 


set forth in the Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 relating to (f1, f2, ・・・, fn), y indicates the quantity (TBq) of 


a radioisotope of which the kind is not identified and Y does the minimum value, in cases where all of 


the kinds relating to y are identified, of the quantities (TBq) for the kinds set forth in the Appended 


Table 1, 2 or 3, or in cases where all or a part of the kinds of radioisotopes relating to y are not identified, 


of the values (TBq) for radioisotopes relating to y set forth in the Appended Table 3.    


 


Appended Table 5 (relevant to Article 2) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kinds of the Radioisotope are Two or 


More, All or a Part of the Kinds are Identified and the Fraction of Each of the Kinds is Identified 


(excluding the Cases Corresponding to the Appended Tables 6). 


1-column 2-column 


Category Quantity (TBq) 


in cases where all of the kinds of radioisotopes are identified 1/(f1/X1 + f2/X2＋…＋fn/Xn) 


in cases where a part of the kinds of radioisotopes is identified 1/(f1/X1 + f2/X2＋…＋fn/Xn + y/Y) 


Remarks) (f1, f2, ・・・, fn) indicate the fractions of radioisotopes of which the kinds are identified, (X1, 


X2,・・・, Xn) do the quantities (TBq) of radioisotopes relating to (f1, f2, ・・・, fn), set forth in the 


Appended Table 1, 2 or 3, and fy indicates the fraction of radioisotopes of which the kinds are not 


identified and Y does the quantity (TBq) set forth in the Appended Table 3.    


 


Appended Table 6 (relevant to Article 2) 


The Limit of the Quantity of a Radioisotope in Cases Where the Kinds of the Radioisotope consist of a 


series of chain disintegration of nuclei and the mixing ratios of the sais nuclei are the same as natural 


ratios. 


1-column 2-column 3-column 


Category Quantity in case of special form 


radioisotopes, etc. (A1 value) 


(TBq) 


Quantity in case of a 


radioisotope, etc. other than 


special form radioisotopes, etc. 


(A2value)               (TBq) 


In cases where physical half-


lives of all radioisotopes in the 


series (excluding a parent 


nuclide) do not exceed 10 days, 


and are shorter than that of the 


parent nuclide  


the quantity for a parent nuclide 


set forth in the 2-column of the 


Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 


the quantity for a parent nuclide 


set forth in the 2-column of the 


Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 







 


(Tentative Translation) 


 


In cases where there are any 


daughter nuclides in the series 


whose physical half-lives exceed 


10 days or are longer than that 


of the parent nuclide  


the quantities of (x1, x2, ・・, xn) 


that satisfy the following 


equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・ xn/Xn = 1 


the quantities of (x1, x2, ・・, xn) 


that satisfy the following 


equation 


x1/X1 +x2/X2 +・・・ xn/Xn = 1 


Remarks) (x1, x2, ・・・・, xn) indicate the quantities of radioisotopes (TBq) of which the kind and the 


quantity for each of the kinds are identified, and (X1, X2, ・・・・, Xn) indicate the quantity (TBq) set 


forth in the Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 for each of radioisotopes relating to (x1, x2, ・・・・, xn), respectively. 








(Tentative Translation) 


Act on Japan Post Co., Ltd. (Act No. 100 of 2005) 


 


(Report and Inspection) 


Article 16 (1) When the Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications finds it especially necessary for enforcing 


this Act and the Acts set forth in the items of paragraph (1) of the preceding Article, the minister may request that the 


Company submit a report on its services or have ministerial officials enter business offices, establishments or other 


workplaces of the Company to inspect books, documents, and other articles. 


(2) An official who conducts an on-site inspection pursuant to the provisions of the preceding paragraph must carry a 


certificate of identification and show it to any person concerned. 


(3) The authority to conduct an on-site inspection pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (1) must not be construed as 


having been vested for criminal investigation. 








(Tentative Translation) 


1  


Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials (December 26, 2000) (Public 


Notice of the Ministry of Health and Welfare No. 399)* [Extract] 


 


Standards for Activities of Radioactive Materials 


 (Activities or Concentrations of Radioactive Materials Exempted from Application of 


the Regulation on Prevention of Radiation Hazards) 


 


 (Dose Limits Pertaining to Persons Engaging in Transport of Radioactive Materials) 


Article 9 The dose limits pertaining to persons other than the radiation workers 


prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (1), item (v) of the Regulation on Manufacture 


and Handling who engage in transport of radioactive materials, etc. are to all be the 


effective dose of 1 mSv for a period of one year starting from April 1. 


 


 


                                                
 








(Tentative Translation) 


 


Order regarding notification procedures, etc. for events  involved in transport outside 


the nuclear site that nuclear emergency preparedness manager should notify based on 


the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


[Ordinance of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the 


Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and 


Transport No.3 of September 14, 2012 extra edition]  


 


(Definitions) 


Article 1  The terms used in this Ministry Ordinance are governed by the examples used 


in the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


(Hereinafter referred to as “the Act”.) 


 


(Notification Procedure) 


Article 2  The notification in case when events involved in transport outside the nuclear 


site according to the first sentence of Article 10, paragraph (1) of the Act occur shall be 


according to Appended Form 1. In this case, the method of notification that shall be 


simultaneously transmission to the multiple persons using facsimile devices or other 


means of communication mentioned in Article 4, paragraph (1) of Ordinance on 


Nuclear Operator Emergency Action Plan, etc (Ordinance of the Ministry of Education, 


Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 


No.4) to be prepared by a nuclear operator, based on the Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness, must be implemented by immediately 


contacting notification destinations about that transmission has been done. 


 


(Certificate for identification) 


Article 3  Certificate for identification mentioned in Article 32, paragraph (2) of the Act 


that is involved in transport outside the nuclear site shall be according to Appended 


Form 2. 
 


 


  







(Tentative Translation) 


 


Appended Form 1 (Re: Article 2) 


Specific Event Occurrence Notification 


                                                                                            Date                           


Mr. the Prime Minister, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Minister of Land, 


Infrastructure and Transport, prefectural governors, mayors of municipalities 


Notification of Article 10 


Notifier Name                  


Contact Address                                


 


The occurrence of specific event involved in transport outside the nuclear site is 


notified based on the provision of Article 10, paragraph (1) of the Act on Special 


Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness. 


 


Name and place of nuclear site  


Occurrence location of specific event  


Occurrence time of specific event (24-hour notation) 


Outline 


of 


occurred 


specific 


event 


Type of specific event  


Possible causes  


Status of detected radiation dose, status of 


detected radiation materials, status, etc. of 


facilities and equipment 


 


Other information of reference to grasp specific event  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







(Tentative Translation) 


 


Appended Form 2 (Re: Article 3) 


(front side) 


                                                                                                                                    No.     
Identification Card Mentioned in The Provision of Article 32, Paragraph (2) of the Act on 


Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


Job Title and Name 


   


                                              (Extrusion stamp tally impression) 


 


 


                                                              Birthday 


 


                                                              Date of issuance 


 


                                                              Issuer                                                      Seal 


(back side) 


the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


(Extract) 


Article 32  the Prime Minister, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Minister of 


Land, Infrastructure and Transport, the competent prefectural governor, the 


competent mayor of a municipality or the related surrounding prefectural 


governors may, within the limit necessary for the enforcement of this Act, have 


his/her officials enter a nuclear site, and have them inspect the facilities, books 


and documents and other necessary items of a nuclear operator involved in said 


nuclear site or question the persons concerned. 


(2) When an official enters a nuclear site according to the provisions of preceding 


paragraph, he/she shall carry his/her identification card and produce it to the 


persons concerned if requested by them. 


(3) The authority under the provisions of paragraph 1 shall not be construed as 


having been granted for criminal investigation. 


Article 41  Article 41 A person falling under any of the following items shall be 


punished by a fine of not exceeding three hundred thousand yen. 


(vi) a person who has refused, obstructed, or avoided an entry or an inspection 


under the provisions of Article 32, paragraph 1, or has failed to make a statement 


or has made a false statement in response to the questioning. 


 


P 


h 


o 


t 


o 


g 


r 


a 


p 


h 








(Tentative Translation) 


the Notification to Specify Standards for Amount of Radioisotopes 


 


(Effective Dose Limit) 


Article 5 The dose limit for a radiation worker within a certain period of time specified in 


Article 1 item (x) of the Regulation is to be as follows; 


(i) 100 mSv for every period of time separated by 5 years since April 1, 2001; 


(ii) 50 mSv for a period of one-year beginning on April 1;  


(iii) for a female worker (excluding the female worker who has notified in writing a user 


who holds the permission and a user who has notified or a licensed (radioactive?) 


waste management operator of the fact that she has been diagnosed as unable to 


become pregnant or has no intention of becoming pregnant, and a female worker 


prescribed in the following item), beyond what is specified in the preceding two items, 


5 mSv for each of the periods of three-months beginning on April 1, July 1, October 1, 


and January 1, respectively; 


(iv) for a pregnant worker, beyond what is specified in items (i) and (ii), 1 mSv in terms 


of the dose due to radiation from radioisotopes taken into her body (hereinafter 


referred to as the “internal exposure”) during the period from the time when a user 


who holds the permission and a user who has notified or a licensed (radioactive?) 


waste management operator was notified by a female worker of her pregnancy until 


the time of her delivery. 


 








 


 


(Tentative Translation) 
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the NRA Ordinance Concerning the Installation and Operation of Commercial Power 


Reactors 


Order：December 28th, 1978, Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Decree 


Number 77 


Last Revision：September 13th, 2019, Nuclear Reactor Regulation Committee, 


Decree Number 4  


Revision Content: September 13th, 2019, Nuclear Reactor Regulation Committee, 


Decree Number 4 [September 14th, 2019] 


 


(Records) 


Article 67  


(1) The records stipulated in Article 43-3-21 of the Act must be made pursuant to what 


is listed in the middle column of the following table in regard to the information listed 


in the left column of the same table for each nuclear power reactor, and the records 


must be stored during the periods listed in the corresponding portion of the right 


column of the same table. 


Information to Be 


Recorded 


Events of Recording Storage Period 


(v) Radiation control 


records 


(a) The dose equivalent 


rate at a sidewall of a 


radiation shielding 


object such as the 


nuclear reactor’s main 


unit (except for a case in 


which permission as per 


Article 43-3-34 (2) of the 


Act is obtained), storage 


facility for spent fuel 


(except for a case in 


which permission as per 


Article 43-3-34 (2) of the 


Act is obtained and all 


the nuclear fuel 


materials are carried out 


 


 


Once per daily operation; 


provided, however, that the 


recording for the storage 


facility for spent fuel in 


cases in which permission 


as per Article 43-3-34 (2) of 


the Act is obtained (limited 


to a Decommissioned 


Facility) shall be once a 


day, and the recording for a 


facility other than the 


storage facility for spent 


fuel (limited to a 


Decommissioned Facility) 


shall be once a week. 


 


 


10 years 







 


 


(Tentative Translation) 
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from the 


Decommissioned 


Facility) and the 


disposal facility for 


radioactive waste 


(b) Average concentration 


of radioactive materials, 


per day or for every 3-


month period, at the 


exhaust outlet or 


exhaust monitoring 


equipment and the drain 


outlet or drainage 


monitoring equipment 


for radioactive waste 


For average concentration 


per day, once a day; for 


average concentration over 


a 3-month period, once 


every 3 months 


10 years 


(c) Dose equivalent of 


external radiation per 


week in a controlled 


area, average 


concentration of 


radioactive materials 


per week in the air and 


concentration of 


radioactive materials on 


the surface of an object 


contaminated by 


radioactive materials 


Once per week 10 years 


(d) The dose of a radiation 


worker for a 1-year 


period beginning on 


April 1, the dose of a 


female radiation worker 


(excluding female 


radiation workers who 


have been diagnosed as 


unable to achieve 


For dose for a 1-year 


period, once every year; for 


dose for a 3-month period, 


once every 3 months, and 


for dose for a 1-month 


period, once every month 


For the period specified in 


Paragraph (5) 







 


 


(Tentative Translation) 
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pregnancy or who have 


submitted to a licensee of 


a nuclear power reactor 


a written document to 


indicate her intention 


not to get pregnant) for 


every 3-month period 


beginning on April 1, 


July 1, October 1 and 


January 1, respectively, 


as well as the dose of a 


female radiation worker 


with respect to whom a 


licensee of a nuclear 


power reactor learns of 


pregnancy through 


notification to such effect 


by the worker herself or 


otherwise for a every 1-


month period until 


childbirth beginning on 


the first day of every 


month 


(e) The dose for a 5-year 


period, as specified by 


the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority, of a radiation 


worker whose dose over 


a 1-year period 


beginning on April 1 


exceeded 20 mSv, with 


such 1-year period 


included 


Once per year for every 5-


year period specified by the 


Nuclear Regulation 


Authority (only after the 1-


year period stated in the 


left column) 


For the period specified in 


Paragraph (5) 


(f) The start and end of the 


period in which the 


radiation workers 


When Necessary For the period specified in 


Paragraph (5) 







 


 


(Tentative Translation) 
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worked on emergency 


activities, and the dose of 


such period for the 


radiation workers 


(g) A radiation worker’s 


history of exposure to 


radiation before the date 


of his engagement in the 


work for the year 


covering the date of his 


engagement in the work, 


and his history of 


exposure to radiation up 


the previous year of the 


5-year period specified 


by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority 


At the time of the worker’s 


engagement in the work 


For the period specified in 


Paragraph (5) 


(h) Volume of the nuclear 


fuel materials that are 


transported outside a 


plant/business place, or 


the quantity by type of 


objects contaminated by 


the nuclear fuel 


materials, the types of 


the containers used in 


the transportation and 


the date and route of the 


transportation 


Each time of 


transportation 


1 year 


(i) The type of the 


radioactive waste that 


was disposed of in a 


disposal facility or in the 


sea, volume of 


radioactive materials 


contained in the 


Each time of disposal For the period stipulated in 


Paragraph (7) 







 


 


(Tentative Translation) 
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radioactive waste, and if 


the radioactive waste 


was encapsulated in a 


container or solidified in 


a container in an 


integrated manner and 


quantity and specific 


gravity of such 


container, and the date, 


location, and method of 


the disposal 


(j) If the radioactive waste 


is encapsulated in a 


container or solidified in 


a container, the method 


used 


Each time of encapsulation 


or solidification 


For the period stipulated in 


Paragraph (7) 


(k) If prevention or 


elimination of 


contamination by 


radioactive materials is 


implemented, the 


condition as well as the 


name of the person in 


charge 


Each time of prevention/ 


elimination of spreading 


1 year 


 


(2) In cases in which it is difficult to directly measure information to be recorded as 


stipulated in the preceding Paragraph, records that contain estimates of such Items 


may be used in place of the records for such Items. 


(3) The dose equivalent rate in accordance with Item (v) (a) of the table in Paragraph (1), 


the dose equivalent in accordance with the same Item (v) (c), and the doses of the same 


Item (v) (d) and (e) shall be respectively recorded as prescribed by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


(4) In the case of recording the dose in accordance with Item (v) (d) and (f) of the table in 


Paragraph (1), records pertaining to radiation exposure due to breathing in air 


contaminated by radioactive materials must also indicate the conditions of the 


exposure and the measurement method. 







 


 


(Tentative Translation) 
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(5) The storage period for records pertaining to Items (v) (d) through (g) of the table in 


Paragraph (1) shall be until the time at which the person who is the subject of the 


records ceases to be a radiation worker or until, in cases in which the period for storing 


such records exceeds 5 years, a licensee of a nuclear power reactor delivers the records 


to an institution designated by the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(6) A licensee of a nuclear power reactor must issue to a radiation worker who is the 


subject of the records in accordance with Items (v) (d) through (f) of the table in 


Paragraph (1) a copy of the records when the person leaves such work. 


(7) The storage period for the records in accordance with Items (v) (i) and (j), Item (vi), 


Item (ix), and Item (xii) of the table in Paragraph (1) shall be until the confirmation of 


Article 12-6 (8) of the Act applied mutatis mutandis to Article 43-3-34 (3) is obtained. 


 


(Measures for Dose, etc.) 


Article 79  


Pursuant to the provisions prescribed in Article 43-3-22 (1) of the Act, the nuclear power 


reactor installer shall implement the following measures, with regard to the dose of the 


radiation workers: 


(i) The dose of the radiation workers shall not exceed the dose limit prescribed by the 


Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


(ii) The concentration of radioactive materials in the air breathed by the radiation 


workers shall not exceed the concentration limit prescribed by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


(2) Regardless of the regulation of the previous Paragraph, if there is a disaster or a 


possibility of a disaster, if there is damage at the Practical Power Nuclear Reactor 


Plant that could cause significant hinderance to the operation of the Practical Power 


Nuclear Reactor, or in case of any other sorts of emergency, the radiation workers 


(Regarding to the Female workers, this applies only to the ones that have signed a 


document and has submitted it in writing to the practical power nuclear reactor 


installer stating that they either cannot become pregnant or do not have any plans to 


do so) may be put to work in the emergency work within the time parameters approved 


by the Nuclear Regulation Committee. 


(3) The radiation workers that are allowed to work in the emergency work stated in the 


previous Paragraph must meet all of the following requirements: 


(i) The worker must be educated in the dangers that radiation may have on the body 


during emergency work and the protection measures against radiation, and must 
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have submitted a written document to the practical power nuclear reactor installer 


stating that they are willing to do the emergency work. 


(ii) The worker must be trained in the emergency work.  


(iii) In case the Nuclear Regulation Committee decides, the worker must be a nuclear 


disaster prevention personnel as stated in the Act on Special Measures Concerning 


Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (1999, Act number 156) Article 8 (3) , a nuclear 


disaster prevention manager or sub-manager as stated in the same Act, Article 9 (1). 
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the Notification on Technical Details for Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


Issuance: [The Public Notice of the Science and Technology Agency No. 5, an extra of November 


28, 1990] 


Latest revision : The public Notice of the Nuclear Regulation Authority No.4, an extra of July 1, 2019 


Contents of the revision: The public Notice of the Nuclear Regulation Authority No.4, an extra of July 


1, 2019 (July 1, 2019)  


 


(Terms) 


Article 1 


The terms used in this Notice shall be as per the examples of terms used in the NRA Ordinance on Off-Site 


Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (hereinafter referred to as “the Ordinance”). 


 


(Standards for medium-sized metal packaging) 


Article 2  


The standards set by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (vi) in Article 1 of the Ordinance shall be the 


standards for Type I or II metal IBC packaging to keep hazardous materials specified in Item (i) in Paragraph 


(2) of Article 25-5 of the Notice Concerning the Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Ships (the Public Notice 


of the Ministry of Transport No. 549 of 1979) 


 


(Nuclear fuel material, etc. that can be transported as a Type L package) 


Article 3  


Nuclear fuel material, etc. specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority as having an extremely low risk in 


Article 3, Paragraph (1), Item (i) of the Ordinance shall fall under one of the following Items. However, this 


shall apply only to the following nuclear fuel materials among those falling under Items (i) to (iii): if the 


nuclear fuel materials contain fissile materials, they shall be capable of being transported in the form of 


nuclear fuel packages specified in Article 23, and if the nuclear fuel materials contain uranium hexafluoride, 


its weight must not exceed the weight specified in Article 28. 


(i) Nuclear fuel material, etc. having activity not exceeding the amount in the right column of the table 


below in accordance with the classification in the left column of the table 


 


Classification of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. Amount of Activity 


Solid A sealed capsule (hereinafter referred to as 


“Capsule, 


etc.”) that contains hard-to-scatter solid nuclear 


fuel 


material, etc. or nuclear fuel source material and 


meets 


the following requirements (hereinafter referred 


to as 


“Special Form Nuclear Fuel Material, etc.”) 


1/1,000 of the quantity 


(hereinafter referred to as “the 


A1 value”) listed in Column 2 


in Appendix Tables 1 to 4 and 


Appendix Table 6 in 


accordance with the type or 


classification of radioactive 


material shown in Column 1 


in the Tables mentioned 
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(a) At least one side of the circumscribing 


cuboid shall be 0.5 cm or more. 


(b) The material shall not fail when impact 


and hammer tests (impact, hammer and 


bending tests for nuclear fuel material, etc. 


with a length of 10 cm or more and with a 


length-to-width ratio of 10 or more) are 


conducted in accordance with Appendix 1; the 


material shall not melt or disintegrate when a 


heating test is conducted,; and the leakage of 


radioactive material into water shall not 


exceed 2 kBq when an immersion test is 


conducted. However, the impact and hammer 


tests of Capsule, etc. with a weight of less 


than 200 g may be replaced by tests approved 


by the Nuclear Regulation Authority and 


those of Capsule, etc. with a weight of 200 g 


or more and less than 500 g may be replaced 


by tests approved by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority. The heating test may be replaced 


by a test approved by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority. 


above 


Other than Special Form Nuclear Fuel Material, 


etc. 


1/1,000 of the quantity 


(hereinafter referred to as “the 


A2 value”) listed in Column 3 


(Column 2 in Appendix 


Tables 4 and 5) in Appendix 


Tables 1 to 6 in accordance 


with the type or classification 


of radioactive material shown 


in Column 1 in the Tables 


mentioned above Liquid 


1/10,000 of the A2 value 


Liquid 1/10,000 of the A2 value 


Gas Tritium 0.8 TBq 


Other Special Form Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. 


1/1,000 of the A1 value 


Other than Special Form Nuclear 1/1,000 of the A2 value 
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Fuel Material, etc. 


(ii) Nuclear fuel material, etc. contained in equipment or a system (excluding those with the only function 


of containing nuclear fuel material, etc.; hereinafter referred to as “equipment, etc.”) that meet the 


following requirements: 


(a) In accordance with the classification of nuclear fuel material, etc. in the left column of the table 


below, the activity of nuclear fuel material, etc. contained in a piece of Equipment, etc. shall not 


exceed the amount in the middle column of the table, and the activity of nuclear fuel material, etc. 


contained in one nuclear fuel package in which the Equipment, etc. is placed shall not exceed the 


amount in the right column of the table. 


 


Classification of Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. 


Amount of Activity 


Contained in a Piece of 


Equipment etc. 


Amount of Activity 


Contained in One 


Nuclear Fuel Package 


Solid Special Form Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. 


1/100 of the A1 value A1 value 


Nuclear fuel material other 


than Special 


Form Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. 


1/100 of the A2 value A2 value 


Liquid 1/1,000 of the A2 value 1/10 of the A2 value 


Gas Tritium 0.8 TBq 8 TBq 


Other Special Form 


Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. 


1/1,000 of the A1 value 1/10 of the A1 value 


Nuclear fuel 


material other than 


Special Form 


Nuclear Fuel 


Material, etc. 


1/1,000 of the A2 value 1/10 of the A2 value 


(b) With the Equipment, etc. not being contained in the package, the maximum value of the dose 


equivalent rate (hereinafter referred to as “the Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate”) at a distance of 10 


cm from the surface of the package set forth in Article 8 shall not exceed 100 μSv/h. 


(c) The Equipment, etc. (excluding equipment for which radiation-emitting paint is used; the same 


shall apply hereinafter in this Item) shall be provided with labels displaying the word 


“RADIOACTIVE.” However, this shall not apply if it is difficult to display such labels due to the 


size of the equipment, etc. 


(d) The Equipment, etc. shall have a mechanism to completely seal off nuclear fuel material, etc. 
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(iii) Unirradiated natural uranium, depleted uranium or natural thorium contained in Equipment, etc. or a 


compound or mixture of these materials that meets the following requirements: 


(a) Other radioactive materials shall not be contained in the Equipment, etc. 


(b) The surface shall be clad with a corrosion-free metal. 


(iv) Nuclear fuel material, etc. deposited on the inner surface of an empty packaging that has been used to 


keep nuclear fuel material, etc. that meets the following requirements: 


(a) The density shall not exceed 100 times the value set forth in Article 9. 


(b) The material shall be placed in the packaging. 


(c) The packaging shall be free of cracks and damage and shall be closed. 


(d) If uranium or thorium is contained in the packaging structure, the surface shall be clad with a metal 


hard to corrode, etc. 


 


(Limits to the amount of activity of nuclear fuel material, etc. that can be transported as a Type A package) 


Article 4 


The amount of activity specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (ii) in Paragraph (1) of Article 


3 of the Ordinance specified shall be the amount of activity shown in the right column of the table below in 


accordance with the classification of nuclear fuel material, etc. listed in the left column of the table 


Classification of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc.  Amount of radioactivity 


Special Form Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. A1 value 


Other than Special Form Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. A2 value 


 


(Low-specific activity material and surface-contaminated material) 


Article 5  


If low-specific activity material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Paragraph (2) of Article 3 


of the Ordinance is nuclear fuel material, etc. falling under one of the following Items and if it is placed in a 


packaging, the Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate at a distance of 3 m from the surface of the nuclear fuel 


material, etc. shall not exceed 10 mSv/h. The shielding effect of the packaging shall not be considered. 


(i) Those that meet one of the following requirements (hereinafter referred to as “LSA-I”) 


(a) Unirradiated natural uranium, depleted uranium or natural thorium or a solid or liquid compound or 


mixture of these materials 


(b) Nuclear fuel materials, etc. other than fissile materials (if fuel fissile materials are transported 


pursuant to the provision of the Ordinance, Article 13, the case in which the weight of uranium-233, 


uranium-235, plutonium-239, or plutonium-241 [hereinafter referred to as “fissile materials”] is 45 g 


or less is excluded) and that have no limit with respect to A2 value. 


(ii) Those other than the nuclear fuel material, etc. in Item (1) above that meet the following requirements 


(hereinafter referred to as “LSA-II”): 


(a) Radioactive material is uniformly distributed over the nuclear fuel material, etc. 


(b) In accordance with the classification of nuclear fuel material, etc. in the left column of the table 


below, the requirements in the right column of the table shall be met. 
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Classification of Nuclear Fuel Material, etc. Requirements 


Solid Combustible The amount of activity shall not exceed 


100 times the A2 value, and the activity 


concentration averaged over all of the 


nuclear fuel material, etc. (hereinafter 


referred to as “the Average Activity 


Concentration”) per gram shall not 


exceed 1/10,000 of the A2 value. 


Non-combustible The Average Activity Concentration per 


gram shall not exceed 1/10,000 of the A2 


value. 


Liquid Tritium water The amount of activity shall not exceed 


100 times the A2 value and the Average 


Activity Concentration per cubic 


centimeter shall not exceed 0.8 GBq. 


Non-tritium water The amount of activity shall not exceed 


100 times the A2 value, and the Average 


Activity Concentration per gram shall not 


exceed 1/100,000 of the A2 value. 


Gas The amount of activity shall not exceed 


100 times the A2 value, and the Average 


Activity Concentration per gram shall not 


exceed 1/10,000 of the A2 value. 


(iii) Those other than the nuclear fuel material, etc. in Item (2) above that meet the following requirements 


(hereinafter referred to as “LSA-III”): 


(a) Radioactive material shall be uniformly distributed over the nuclear fuel material, etc. 


(b) The Average Activity Concentration per gram shall not exceed 1/500 of the A2 value. 


(c) When the immersion test set forth in Appendix 2 is conducted, the leakage of radioactive material 


into water shall not exceed 1/10 of the A2 value. 


(d) The amount of activity of combustible nuclear fuel material, etc. shall not exceed 100 times the A2 


value. 


(2) For surface-contaminated material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Paragraph (2) of 


Article 3 of the Ordinance, with its surface being contaminated with nuclear fuel material, etc. (hereinafter 


referred to as “Contaminated Material”), that falls under one of the following Items, and if the material has 


activity not exceeding 100 times the A2 value and is placed in a packaging, the Maximum Dose 


Equivalent Rate at a distance of 3 m from the surface of the Contaminated Material shall not exceed 10 


mSv/h. The shielding effect of the packaging shall not be considered. 
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(i) Surface contamination with a density not exceeding the value in the right column of the table below in 


accordance with the classification of surface contamination in the left column of the table (hereinafter 


referred to as “SCO-I”) 


 


Classification of Surface Contamination Density 


Surface contamination 


that may be touched 


and separated from the 


surface in normal 


handling (hereinafter 


referred to as “Non-


Fixed 


Alpha-emitting radioactive materials 


other than alpha-emitting, less 


hazardous radioactive materials 


(natural uranium, depleted uranium, 


natural thorium, uranium-235, 


uranium-238, thorium-232, thorium-


228 or thorium-230 contained in ore 


concentrate, or alpha-emitting 


radioactive materials with a physical 


half-life of less than 10 days; the 


same applies hereinafter) 


0.4 Bq/cm2 


Non-alpha-emitting radioactive 


materials and alpha-emitting, less 


hazardous radioactive materials 


4 Bq/cm2 


Other contaminations Alpha-emitting radioactive materials 


other than alpha-emitting, less 


hazardous radioactive materials 


4 kBq/cm2 


Non-alpha-emitting radioactive 


materials and alpha-emitting, less 


hazardous radioactive materials 


40 kBq/cm2 


(ii) Surface contamination with a density not exceeding the value shown in the right column of the table 


below in accordance with the classification of surface contamination in the left column of the table 


(excluding those set forth in Item (i); hereinafter referred to as “SCO-II”) 


 


Classification of Surface Contamination Density 


Non-Fixed 


Contamination of an 


Accessible Surface 


Alpha-emitting radioactive materials 


other than 


alpha-emitting, less hazardous 


radioactive materials 


40 Bq/cm2 


Non-alpha-emitting radioactive 


materials and alpha-emitting, less 


hazardous radioactive materials 


400Bq/cm2 
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Other contaminations Alpha-emitting radioactive materials 


other than alpha-emitting, less 


hazardous radioactive materials 


80 kBq/cm2 


Non-alpha-emitting radioactive 


materials and alpha-emitting, less 


hazardous radioactive materials 


800 kBq/cm2 


 


(Classification of nuclear fuel packages for low-specific activity material or surface-contaminated material) 


Article 6  


The classification specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Paragraph (2) of Article 3 of the 


Ordinance shall be the classification of nuclear fuel packages shown in the right column of the table below in 


accordance with the classification of low-specific activity material or surface-contaminated material in the 


left column of the table. 


 


Classification of Low-Specific 


Activity Material or Surface-


Contaminated Material 


Classification of Nuclear Fuel Packages 


Transported as an 


exclusive load 


Transported as an non-


exclusive load 


LSA-I Solid IP-1 IP-1 


Type package Type package 


Liquid or gas IP-1 IP-2 


Type package Type package 


LSA-II Solid IP-2 IP-2 


Type package Type package 


Liquid or gas IP-2 IP-3 


Type package Type package 


LSA-III IP-2 IP-3 


Type package Type package 


SCO-I IP-1 IP-1 


Type package Type package 


SCO-II IP-2 IP-2 


Type package Type package 


 


(Type L packages requiring no labeling) 
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Article 7  


The cases specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in the proviso to Item (vi) of Article 4 shall be the 


cases in which nuclear fuel materials, etc. specified in Items (ii) to (iv) of Article 3 are transported 


(excluding the cases specified in the proviso to Item (ii) (c) in the same Article). 


 


(Dose equivalent rate) 


Article 8 


The dose equivalent rate specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (vii) in Article 4 of the 


Ordinance shall be a one-centimeter dose equivalent rate, except when otherwise approved by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


 


(Surface density limits) 


Article 9 


The density specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (viii) in Article 4 of the Ordinance shall 


be the density shown in the right column of the table below in accordance with the classification of 


radioactive material in the left column of the table, except for the density of radioactive material that is 


unlikely to be separated from the surface in normal handling. 


 


Classification of Radioactive Material Density 


Alpha-emitting radioactive material 0.4 Bq/cm2 


Non-alpha-emitting radioactive material 4 Bq/cm2 


 


(Nuclear fuel material that does not transform into fissile material) 


Article 10  


Nuclear fuel materials specified in the Ordinance, Article 4, Item (ix) by the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


shall fall under either of the following Items. However, this does not apply to the case in which two or more 


nuclear fuel materials (limited to those containing fissile nuclides) are contained in the same nuclear fuel 


package or are loaded onto the same vehicle or onto the same shipment equipment before being transported 


under Article 13 or 17 of the Ordinance. 


(i) Natural uranium or depleted uranium (among uranium irradiated in a nuclear reactor specified in 


Article 2, Paragraph (4) of the Act for the Regulation of Nuclear Source Materials, Nuclear Fuel 


Materials and Reactors [1957 Act No. 166; referred to as the “Act” in Article 38], those irradiated in a 


reactor other than one where a nuclear fission chain reaction is achieved mainly by means of thermal 


neutrons are excluded.) 


(ii) Nuclear fuel materials that contain fissile nuclides whose weight does not exceed 0.25g. 


 


(An application form for approval of the Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate at the surface or at a distance of 1 


m from the surface) 


Article 11 
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An application for approval under the proviso in Item (vii) or Item (viii) in Article 5 of the Ordinance shall 


be made on the application form complete with the following information: 


(i) Name and address of the applicant and, in the case of a juridical person, the name of its representative 


(ii) Type, quantity and properties of nuclear fuel material, etc. to be transported 


(iii) The Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate at the surface of the nuclear fuel package if the application for 


approval is under the proviso in Item (vii) in Article 5 of the Ordinance; the Maximum Dose Equivalent 


Rate at a distance of 1 m from the surface of the nuclear fuel package if the application for approval is 


under the proviso in Item 8 in the said Article 


(iv) Reasons for obtaining approval 


(v) Measures to be taken to prevent problems in the transportation of the material 


 


(A factor multiplied to the Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate) 


Article 12  


The factor specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (viii) in Article 5 of the Ordinance shall be 


the value shown in the right column of the table below in accordance with the classification of the maximum 


cross-sectional area of a container or tank in the left column of the table. 


 


Classification of Maximum Cross-Sectional Area of a Container 


or Tank 


Factor 


1 m2 or less 1 


More than 1 m2 and 5 m2 or less 2 


More than 5 m2 and 20 m2 or less 3 


More than 20 m2 10 


 


(General test conditions for Type A packages and additional test conditions for Type A packages containing 


liquid or gaseous nuclear fuel material, etc.) 


Article 13  


The general test conditions for Type A packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (ix) 


in Article 5 of the Ordinance and the additional test conditions for Type A packages containing liquid or 


gaseous nuclear fuel material, etc. (excluding gaseous tritium and rare gases) specified by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority in Item (x) in the said Article shall be as per Appendix 3. 


 


(General test conditions for Type BM packages) 


Article 14  


The general test conditions for Type BM packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (ii) 


in Article 6 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 4. 


 


(Leakage from Type BM packages under general test conditions) 
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Article 15  


The leakage specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (ii) (b) in Article 6 of the Ordinance shall 


be 1/1,000,000 of the A2 value. 


 


(Special test conditions for Type BM packages) 


Article 16  


The special test conditions for Type BM packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (iii) 


in Article 6 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 5. 


 


(Leakage from Type BM packages under special test conditions) 


Article 17  


The leakage specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (iii) (b) in Article 6 of the Ordinance 


shall be the A2 value, and shall be 10 times the A2 value for krypton-85. 


 


(Test conditions for nuclear fuel packages containing nuclear fuel material, etc. having activity exceeding the 


amount specified the Nuclear Regulation Authority) 


Article 18  


The amount specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (v) in Article 6 of the Ordinance shall be 


100,000 times the A2 value. 


(2) The test conditions specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (v) in Article 6 of the 


Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 6. 


 


(General test conditions for Type BU packages) 


Article 19  


The general test conditions for Type BU packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (ii) 


in Article 7 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 7. 


 


(Special test conditions for Type BU packages) 


Article 20  


The special test conditions for Type BU packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (iii) 


in Article 7 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 8. 


 


(General test conditions for Type IP-2 packages) 


Article 21  


The general test conditions for Type IP-2 packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item 


(ii) in Paragraph (1) of Article 9 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 9. 


 


(General test conditions for Type IP-3 packages) 


Article 22  


The general test conditions for Type IP-3 packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item 


(ii) in Paragraph (1) of Article 10 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 10. 
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(A nuclear fuel package that does not transform into a fissile package) 


Article 23  


Nuclear fuel packages for fissile materials specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Article 11 of the 


Ordinance shall fall under one of the following Items (excluding nuclear fuel packages mixed and loaded 


[mixed loading] together with Items falling under the Items and also other Items onto the same vehicle or 


shipment equipment by the consigner in the case in which the consigner transports two or more nuclear fuel 


packages). 


(i) A package containing fissile material (except when uranium-235 is present in the form of metal, oxide 


or carbide and the fissile nuclide forms a lattice structure) with uranium-235 enrichment equal to or less 


than 1%, as well as having the total weight of plutonium and uranium-233 equal to or less than 1% of 


the weight of uranium-235 and with uniformly distributed Fissile Nuclides 


(ii) A package containing a uranyl nitrate solution that meets the following requirements: 


(a) The concentration of uranium-235 shall be equal to or less than 2%. 


(b) Fissile material containing plutonium and uranium-233 with the total weight of these nuclides equal 


to or less than 0.002% of the weight of uranium 


(c) The ratio of the number of uranium atoms to that of nitrogen shall be equal to or more than 2. 


(iii) A nuclear fuel package containing uranium (limited to a package containing uranium-235 with an 


enrichment level of 5% or less) that satisfies the following requirements when the consigner transports 


one or more nuclear fuel packages. However, the weight of fissile nuclides contained in the entire fuel 


package(s) shall be 45 g or less. 


(a) The weight of uranium-235 shall be 3.5 g or less. 


(b) The total weight of plutonium and uranium-233 shall not exceed 1% of the weight of uranium-235. 


(iv) When the consigner transports one or more nuclear fuel packages, the weight of fissile nuclides in 


each package shall not exceed 2 g. However, this shall apply only when the weight of fissile nuclides 


contained in the entire nuclear fuel package(s) does not exceed 15 g. 


(v) When the consigner transports one or more nuclear fuel packages under the condition of exclusive use, 


the weight of fissile nuclides contained in the entire package(s) shall not exceed 45 g. 


(vi) Other than those specified in the preceding Items, nuclear fuel packages designated by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority as being incapable of reaching criticality during transport. 


 


(Packages Containing Fissile Material to Which the Technical Standards for Nuclear Fuel Package 


Containing Fissile Material Are Partly Inapplicable) 


Article 23-2  


Packages containing fissile material (fissile packages) specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in 


Article 11 of the Ordinance shall fall under one of the following Items: 


(i) Packages conforming to all of the following requirements: 


(a) The total weight of beryllium, hydrogen and its compounds, materials containing them (limited to 


those containing non-natural deuterium), and materials combined only with graphite and other 


carbon atoms (hereinafter referred to as “beryllium, etc.”) shall not exceed the weight of fissile 


nuclides (this shall apply only to the case in which the concentration of beryllium, etc. relative to the 
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fissile nuclide concentration exceeds 1 g per arbitrary 1 kg). 


(b) The weight of plutonium-241 must not exceed that of plutonium-240. 


(c) One of the following requirements shall be satisfied: 


(I) The criticality safety index (value obtained through the following formula notwithstanding the 


calculation method specified in Article 36, Paragraph (2)) shall not exceed 10. 


250 × (uranium-235 [g] / Z + other fissile nuclides [g] / 280) 


Where, Z is determined based on the following table: 


 


Enrichment level of uranium-235 Z 


1.5% or less 2,200 


More than 1.5% and 5% or less 850 


More than 5% and 10% or less 660 


More than 10% and 20% or less 580 


More than 20% 450 


(II) All of the following requirements shall be satisfied: 


(A) Each side of the circumscribing cuboid shall be 30 cm or longer. 


(B) The criticality safety index (value obtained through the following formula notwithstanding 


the calculation method specified in Article 36, Paragraph (2)) shall not exceed 10. 


100 × (uranium-235 [g] / Z + other fissile nuclides [g] / 280) 


Where, Z is determined based on the table in (1). 


(C) When a fissile package specified in the following Article is put under test conditions, the 


package must not suffer a dent comprising a 10 cm × 10 cm cube, and each side of the 


circumscribing cuboid shall be 30 cm or longer. 


(III) All of the following requirements must be met. Here, the criticality safety index refers to the 


value obtained from the following formula notwithstanding the calculation method specified in 


Article 36, Paragraph (2). 


100 × (uranium-235 (g) / 450 + other fissile nuclides (g) / 280) 


(A) The weight of fissile nuclides must not exceed 15 g. 


(B) When a fissile package is put under the general test conditions for fissile packages specified 


in the following Article, the packaging structure must not suffer a dent circumscribing a cube 


having sides of 10 cm, and each side of the cuboid circumscribing the package shall be 10 cm 


or longer. 


(ii) It shall be a fissile package that houses plutonium whose weight does not exceed 1 kg and conform to 


all of the following requirements. In this case, the criticality safety index specified in Article 36, 


Paragraph (2) shall be the value obtained by dividing the weight (g) of plutonium by 10, 


notwithstanding the calculation method specified in said Paragraph. 


(a) The weight of fissile nuclides shall not exceed 20% of the weight of the plutonium. 


(b) The weight of the uranium shall not exceed 1% that of the plutonium. 
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(General test conditions for fissile packages) 


Article 24  


The general test conditions for fissile packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Items (i), 


(ii) (b) and (ii) (d) in Article 11 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 11. 


 


(Conditions for an isolated system of fissile packages) 


Article 25  


The conditions for isolated systems specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority inItems (ii) (a), (ii) (b) 


and (ii) (c) in Article 11 of the Ordinance shall be as follows: 


(i) The fissile package shall be filled with water, except for the portions where special measures are in 


place to prevent water from entering and leaking. 


(ii) Nuclear fuel material, etc. to be contained shall be arranged to achieve the highest neutron 


multiplication factor and shall be moderated. 


(iii) Neutrons shall be reflected by a 20 cm thick layer of water placed around the sealing device. 


 


(Special test conditions for fissile packages) 


Article 26  


The special test conditions for fissile packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Items (ii) (c) 


and (ii) (e) in Article 11 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 12. 


 


(Conditions for an arranged system of fissile packages) 


Article 27  


The conditions for arranged systems specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Items (ii) (d) and (ii) 


(e) in Article 11 of the Ordinance shall be such that neutrons are reflected by a 20 cm thick layer of water 


placed around the fissile packages arranged in a desired pattern. 


 


(Uranium hexafluoride in quantities specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority) 


Article 28  


The amount specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Paragraph (2) of Article 12 of the Ordinance 


shall be 0.1 kg of uranium hexafluoride to be contained. 


 


(Pressure test conditions for uranium hexafluoride packages) 


Article 29  


The pressure test conditions for uranium hexafluoride packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority in Item (i) in Paragraph (2) of Article 12 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 13. 


 


(General test conditions for uranium hexafluoride packages) 


Article 30  


The general test conditions for uranium hexafluoride packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation 


Authority in Item (ii) in Paragraph (2) of Article 12 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 14. 
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(Special test conditions for uranium hexafluoride packages) 


Article 31  


The special test conditions for uranium hexafluoride packages specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


in Item (iii) in Paragraph (2) of Article 12 of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 15. 


 


(Alternative pressure test conditions for uranium hexafluoride packages) 


Article 32  


The test conditions specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (i) in Paragraph (3) of Article 12 


of the Ordinance shall be as per Appendix 16. 


 


(Low-specific activity material and surface-contaminated material that can be transported as a non-nuclear 


fuel package) 


Article 33  


Low specific activity material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Article 13, Item (i) of the 


Ordinance shall be LSA-I (in which the weight of fissile nuclides does not exceed 45 g). 


(2) Surface-contaminated objects specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Article 13, Item (ii) of the 


Ordinance shall be SCO-I (in which the weight of fissile nuclides does not exceed 45 g). 


(3) The density specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in the proviso in Item (ii) (b) in Article 13 of 


the Ordinance shall be the density in the right column of the table below in accordance with the 


classification of radioactive material in the left column of the table. 


 


Classification of Radioactive Material Density 


Alpha-emitting radioactive material 0.4 Bq/cm2 


Non-alpha-emitting radioactive material 4 Bq/cm2 


 


(An application form for approval of special measures) 


Article 34  


An application for approval under Article 14 of the Ordinance shall be made on the application form 


complete with the following information: 


(i) Name and address of the applicant and, in the case of a juridical person, the name of its representative 


(ii) Type, quantity and properties of nuclear fuel material, etc. to be transported 


(iii) Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate at the surface and at a distance of 1 m from the surface of the 


material to be transported 


(iv) Measures that are extremely difficult to take and the reason 


(v) Measures to be taken to prevent problems in the transportation of the material 


 


(Hazardous material) 


Article 35  
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The hazardous material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (iii) in Article 17 of the 


Ordinance shall be as follows: 


(i) Explosives specified in Paragraph (1) of Article 2 of the Gunpowder Control Law (Act No. 149 of 


1950) and toy fireworks specified in Paragraph (2) of the said Article 


(ii) High-pressure gases (excluding those filled in fire extinguishers) specified in Article 2 of the High 


Pressure Gas Safety Law (Act No. 204 of 1951) 


(iii) Volatile oil, alcohol, carbon bisulfide, and other flammable liquids with a flash point below 85°C 


(iv) Hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and other strong acids with an acid content of more than 


10% by volume ratio 


(v) Materials in addition to those shown in Items 1 to 4 above that may compromise the safe 


transportation of the nuclear fuel material, etc. 


 


(Limits to the number of packages) 


Article 36  


When two or more packages are loaded onto or into a transportation vehicle and transported in accordance 


with Item (iv) in Article 17 of the Ordinance, the number of packages to be loaded onto or into the 


transportation vehicle shall be limited so that the sum of the transport index (a value 100 times the value of 


the Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate in mSv/h at a distance of 1 m from the surface of the package; the same 


applies hereinafter) of each package loaded onto or into the transportation vehicle or the transport index 


obtained by directly measuring a group of two or more packages loaded onto or into the transportation 


vehicle is equal to or less than 50. 


(2) When two or more packages containing fissile material (fissile packages) are loaded into or housed in 


shipment equipment and transported pursuant to the provision of Article 17, Item (iv) of the Ordinance, in 


addition to the provision of the preceding Paragraph, they shall be loaded so that the total criticality safety 


index (the value obtained by dividing 50 by the limit number of packages obtained based on the Ordinance, 


Article 11, Item (ii), (d) or (e), whichever is larger, or the value obtained pursuant to Article 23-2, Item (i), 


(c) (I) to (III) or Item (ii)) for each fissile package does not exceed 50, or the number of fissile packages 


housed in each shipment equipment shall be limited. 


 


(Sign or display) 


Article 37  


The installation and display of the sign set forth in Item (vii) in Article 17 of the Ordinance shall be as 


follows: 


(i) In accordance with the classification of nuclear fuel packages in the left column of the table below, the 


sign specified in the middle column of the table shall be installed at the locations specified in the right 


column of the table, except for Type L packages. 


 


Classification of Nuclear Fuel 


Packages 


Sign Location 


1. Nuclear fuel packages with the Type 1 white sign (as Two locations on the 
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Maximum Dose Equivalent Rate 


on the 


surface exceeding 5 μSv/h 


specified in Appendix 


17) 


surface of a nuclear fuel 


package 


2. Nuclear fuel packages with the 


Maximum Dose Equivalent rate 


on the surface exceeding 5 μSv/h 


and equal to 500 μSv/h or less 


and with the transport index less 


than 1 


Type 2 yellow sign (as 


specified in Appendix 


18) 


Two locations on the 


surface of a nuclear fuel 


package 


3. Nuclear fuel packages other than 


those shown in Items 1 and 2 


above 


Type 3 yellow sign (as 


specified in Appendix 


19) 


Two locations on the 


surface of a nuclear fuel 


package 


(ii) The information specified in Items (a) to (h) below shall be clearly displayed at locations easily visible 


on the surface of the nuclear fuel packages specified in Items (a) to (h) below. 


(a)  Name and address of the sender or receiver of the nuclear fuel packages 


(b) Total weight of the nuclear fuel packages exceeding 50 kg total weight 


(c) Type A package: letters “TYPE A” 


(d) Type BM package: letters “TYPE B (M)” 


(e)  Type BU package: letters “TYPE B (U)” 


(f)  Type IP-1 package: letters “TYPE IP-1” 


(g) Type IP-2 package: letters “TYPE IP-2” 


(h) Type IP-3 package: letters “TYPE IP-3” 


(iii) The fire- and water-resistant three-leaf mark (as specified in Appendix 20) shall be clearly displayed 


on the fire- and water-resistant outermost surface of  packaging for Type BM and Type BU packages. 


(iv) For fissile packages, the sign specified in Appendix 21 shall be installed next to the sign specified in 


Item (i). 


 


(Dose limits for radiation workers) 


Article 38 The dose limits specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (viii) in Article 17 of the 


Ordinance shall be as follows regarding the effective doses: 


(i) 100 mSv per five years (every five years after April 1, 2001; the same applies hereinafter) 


(ii) 50 mSv per one year (one year starting on April 1; the same applies hereinafter) 


(iii) In addition to the provision of the preceding Item 2, 5 mSv for each 3-month period starting from 


April 1, July 1, October 1, and January 1 for women (excluding the case in which a woman has 


provided a written notification to the effect that she has been diagnosed as unable to become pregnant 


or she does not ever wish to become pregnant to the licensee of nuclear energy-related activities, etc. 


specified in the Act, Article 58, Paragraph (1) [hereinafter abbreviated as “licensee, etc.”] and to the 


person to whom the shipment has been entrusted by the licensee, etc.) 


(2) The dose limits specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (viii) in Article 17 of the 
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Ordinance shall be as follows regarding the equivalent doses: 


(i) 150 mSv per year for crystalline lens of the eye 


(ii) 500 mSv per year for the skin 


(iii) 2 mSv for the abdomen of pregnant women for the duration from when Nuclear Operators, etc. and 


those contracted by nuclear operators, etc. to transport packages have been informed by themselves that 


they are pregnant and to when they deliver a baby 


 


(Calculation of effective doses, etc.) 


Article 39  


The effective doses specified in the preceding Article shall be one-centimeter dose equivalent. 


(2) The equivalent doses specified in the preceding Article shall be as follows: 


(i) The equivalent dose for the skin shall be 70-micrometer dose equivalent. 


(ii) The equivalent dose for crystalline lens of the eye shall be either one-centimeter dose equivalent or 


70-micrometer dose equivalent, whichever appropriate. 


(iii) The equivalent dose for the abdomen of pregnant women specified in Item (iii) in Paragraph (2) of 


Article 38 shall be one-centimeter dose equivalent. 


(3) Exposure from medical examinations shall be excluded from the calculation of the effective doses or 


equivalent doses specified in the preceding Article. 


(4) Paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not preclude other methods of calculation if approved by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority. 


 


(Fissile material not requiring confirmation) 


Article 40  


The fissile material specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Paragraph (2) of Article 18 of the 


Ordinance shall be a fissile material transported as a nuclear package specified in Article 23 and Article 23-2 


 


(Application, etc. for design approval) 


Article 41  


Any person who intends to obtain the approval set forth in Paragraph (2) of Article 21 of the Ordinance shall 


submit an application using Appendix Form I (Appendix Form II to change a design that has been approved 


of in accordance with the Paragraph), accompanied by the documents shown in Item (ii) in Paragraph (1) of 


the said Article, to the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


(2) When Paragraph (2) of Article 21 of the Ordinance is applied, the Nuclear Regulation Authority shall 


issue the Approval of a Nuclear Fuel Package Design containing the following information: 


(i) Design Approval Number 


(ii) Name and address of the applicant and, in the case of a juridical person, the name of its representative 


(iii) Name of the nuclear fuel package 


(iv) Type of the nuclear fuel package 


(v) External dimensions, weight and other specifications of the nuclear fuel package 


(vi) Information on the immersion area in the criticality safety assessment 


(vii) Information on the air and water tightness of the material contained 
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(viii) Portions of the design standards for Type BU packages with which a Type BM package does not 


comply 


(ix) Information on the maintenance of the packaging and the handling of the nuclear fuel package 


(x) Expiration date of the approval for the nuclear fuel package design 


(3) Those who have obtained the Approval of a Nuclear Fuel Package Design in accordance with the 


preceding Paragraph may receive an extension of the validity of the approval by showing that there is no 


change in the nuclear fuel package design. 


(4) Those who intend to obtain the extension specified in the preceding Paragraph shall submit an 


Application for Extension of the Validity of Approval of a Nuclear Fuel Package Design (Appended Form 


No. 3) to the Nuclear Regulation Authority and attach the nuclear fuel package design acceptance 


confirmation. 


(5) Upon approving the extension specified in Paragraph (3), the Nuclear Regulation Authority shall provide 


the licensee with a renewed nuclear fuel package design acceptance confirmation. 


(6) If those who have obtained a nuclear fuel package design acceptance confirmation pursuant to Paragraph 


(2) have made changes to the matters specified in Item (ii), they shall submit a document notifying the 


Nuclear Regulation Authority of the changes to the nuclear fuel package design acceptance confirmation 


by means of Appended Form No. 4 within 30 days of the date of such changes. 


(7) If an approved nuclear fuel package design has been discontinued, those who have obtained the Approval 


of a Nuclear Fuel Package Design in accordance with Paragraph (2) shall submit a Notice of 


Discontinuation of the Approval of a Nuclear Fuel Package Design using Appendix Form V, accompanied 


by the Approval of a Nuclear Fuel Package Design, to the Nuclear Regulation Authority within 30 days 


from the date of discontinuation. 


(8) One original of the following documents shall be submitted: the Application for Approval of a Nuclear 


Fuel Package Design in Paragraph (1), the Application for an Extension of the Validity of the Approval of 


a Nuclear Fuel Package Design in Paragraph (4), the Notice of Change in Information in the Approval of a 


Nuclear Fuel Package Design in Paragraph (6), and the Notice of Discontinuation of the Approval of a 


Nuclear Fuel Package Design in Paragraph (7). 


 


(Dose Limit in Emergency Work) 


Article 42  


The dose limit specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Article 26, Paragraph (2) of the Ordinance 


shall be 100mSV in the case of the effective does, 300mSV in the case of the equivalent dose to which the 


eye lens will be exposed, and 1 Sv in the case of the equivalent dose to which the skin will be exposed. 


 


(2) In the case where the radiation dose specified in Item (iv) of Article 4, Paragraph (4) or Item (iii) of 


Article 6, Paragraph (3) of the Cabinet Order for Enforcement of the Nuclear Emergency Act (Act No. 


195 of 2000) in accordance with type of classification set forth in the relevant Items is detected or where 


any event listed in Article 3 or 4 of Order on events, etc. pertaining to transport outside the nuclear site, 


which nuclear emergency preparedness manager should notify, based on Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (Ministerial Orede No.2 by MEXT/METI/MLIT) the dose 


limit specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Article26, Paragraph (2) of the Ordinance shall be 
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250mSV in the case of the effective dose, 300mSV in the case of the equivalent dose to which the eye lens 


will be exposed, and 1 Sv in the case of the equivalent dose to which the skin will be exposed 


notwithstanding the previsions of the preceding Paragraph.  


 


(3) The cases specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority in Item (iii) of Article 26, Paragraph (3) of the 


Ordinance shall be any event listed below:  


 


Appended Table 1 (Concerning Article 3)  


Activity concentration limit for radioactive material consisting of one type of radionuclide which identity is 


known 


Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 


Atomic 


Number  


Name of Radionuclide  Amount in the case of 


Special form Nuclear 


fuel materials in  (A1  


Value  ) 


Amount in the case of 


Nuclear fuel materials 


other than Special Form 


Nuclear Fuel 


Material,(A1  Value ) 


Unit: TBq Unit: TBq 


1 3H 40 40 


4 7Be 20 20 


4 10Be 40 0.6 


6 11C 1 0.6 


6 14C 40 3 


7 13N 0.9 0.6 


9 18F 1 0.6 


11 22Na 0.5 0.5 


11 24Na 0.2 0.2 


12 28Mg 0.3 0.3 


13 26Al 0.1 0.1 


14 31Si 0.6 0.6 


14 32Si 40 0.5 


15 32P 0.5 0.5 


15 33P 40 1 
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16 35S 40 3 


17 36Cl 10 0.6 


17 38Cl 0.2 0.2 


18 37Ar 40 40 


18 39Ar 40 20 


18 41Ar 0.3 0.3 


19 40K 0.9 0.9 


19 42K 0.2 0.2 


19 43K 0.7 0.6 


20 41Ca unlimited unlimited 


20 45Ca 40 1 


20 47Ca 3 0.3 


21 44Sc 0.5 0.5 


21 46Sc 0.5 0.5 


21 47Sc 10 0.7 


21 48Sc 0.3 0.3 


22 44Ti 0.5 0.4 


23 48V 0.4 0.4 


23 49V 40 40 


24 51Cr 30 30 


25 52Mn 0.3 0.3 


25 53Mn unlimited unlimited 


25 54Mn 1 1 


25 56Mn 0.3 0.3 


26 52Fe 0.3 0.3 


26 55Fe 40 40 


26 59Fe 0.9 0.9 


26 60Fe 40 0.2 
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27 55Co 0.5 0.5 


27 56Co 0.3 0.3 


27 57Co 10 10 


27 58Co 1 1 


27 58mCo 40 40 


27 60Co 0.4 0.4 


28 59Ni unlimited unlimited 


28 63Ni 40 30 


28 65Ni 0.4 0.4 


29 64Cu 6 1 


29 67Cu 10 0.7 


30 65Zn 2 2 


30 69Zn 3 0.6 


30 69mZn 3 0.6 


31 67Ga 7 3 


31 68Ga 0.5 0.5 


31 72Ga 0.4 0.4 


32 68Ge 0.5 0.5 


32 71Ge 40 40 


32 77Ge 0.3 0.3 


33 72As 0.3 0.3 


33 73As 40 40 


33 74As 1 0.9 


33 76As 0.3 0.3 


33 77As 20 0.7 


34 75Se 3 3 


34 79Se 40 2 


35 76Br 0.4 0.4 
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35 77Br 3 3 


35 82Br 0.4 0.4 


36 79Kr 4 2 


36 81Kr 40 40 


36 85Kr 10 10 


36 85mKr 8 3 


36 87Kr 0.2 0.2 


37 81Rb 2 0.8 


37 83Rb 2 2 


37 84Rb 1 1 


37 86Rb 0.5 0.5 


37 87Rb unlimited unlimited 


37 Rb (natural mixing ratio) unlimited unlimited 


38 82Sr 0.2 0.2 


38 85Sr 2 2 


38 85mSr 5 5 


38 87mSr 3 3 


38 89Sr 0.6 0.6 


38 90Sr 0.3 0.3 


38 91Sr 0.3 0.3 


38 92Sr 1 0.3 


39 87Y 1 1 


39 88Y 0.4 0.4 


39 90Y 0.3 0.3 


39 91Y 0.6 0.6 


39 91mY 2 2 


39 92Y 0.2 0.2 


39 93Y 0.3 0.3 
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40 88Zr 3 3 


40 93Zr unlimited  unlimited 


40 95Zr 2 0.8 


40 97Zr 0.4 0.4 


41 93mNb 40 30 


41 94Nb 0.7 0.7 


41 95Nb 1 1 


41 97Nb 0.9 0.6 


42 93Mo 40 20 


42 99Mo 1 0.6 


43 95mTc 2 2 


43 96Tc 0.4 0.4 


43 96mTc 0.4 0.4 


43 97Tc unlimited unlimited 


43 97mTc 40 1 


43 98Tc 0.8 0.7 


43 99Tc 40 0.9 


43 99mTc 10 4 


44 97Ru 5 5 


44 103Ru 2 2 


44 105Ru 1 0.6 


44 106Ru 0.2 0.2 


45 99Rh 2 2 


45 101Rh 4 3 


45 102Rh 0.5 0.5 


45 102mRh 2 2 


45 103mRh 40 40 


45 105Rh 10 0.8 
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46 103Pd 40 40 


46 107Pd unlimited unlimited 


46 109Pd 2 0.5 


47 105Ag 2 2 


47 108mAg 0.7 0.7 


47 110mAg 0.4 0.4 


47 111Ag 2 0.6 


48 109Cd 30 2 


48 113mCd 40 0.5 


48 115Cd 3 0.4 


48 115mCd 0.5 0.5 


49 111In 3 3 


49 113mIn 4 2 


49 114mIn 10 0.5 


49 115mIn 7 1 


50 113Sn 4 2 


50 117mSn 7 0.4 


50 119mSn 40 30 


50 121mSn 40 0.9 


50 123Sn 0.8 0.6 


50 125Sn 0.4 0.4 


50 126Sn 0.6 0.4 


51 122Sb 0.4 0.4 


51 124Sb 0.6 0.6 


51 125Sb 2 1 


51 126Sb 0.4 0.4 


52 121Te 2 2 


52 121mTe 5 3 
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52 123mTe 8 1 


52 125mTe 20 0.9 


52 127Te 20 0.7 


52 127mTe 20 0.5 


52 129Te 0.7 0.6 


52 129mTe 0.8 0.4 


52 131mTe 0.7 0.5 


52 132Te 0.5 0.4 


53 123I 6 3 


53 124I 1 1 


53 125I 20 3 


53 126I 2 1 


53 129I unlimited unlimited 


53 131I 3 0.7 


53 132I 0.4 0.4 


53 133I 0.7 0.6 


53 134I 0.3 0.3 


53 135I 0.6 0.6 


54 122Xe 0.4 0.4 


54 123Xe 2 0.7 


54 127Xe 4 2 


54 131mXe 40 40 


54 133Xe 20 10 


54 135Xe 3 2 


55 129Cs 4 4 


55 131Cs 30 30 


55 132Cs 1 1 


55 134Cs 0.7 0.7 
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55 134mCs 40 0.6 


55 135Cs 40 1 


55 136Cs 0.5 0.5 


55 137Cs 2 0.6 


56 131Ba 2 2 


56 133Ba 3 3 


56 133mBa 20 0.6 


56 140Ba 0.5 0.3 


57 137La 30 6 


57 140La 0.4 0.4 


58 139Ce 7 2 


58 141Ce 20 0.6 


58 143Ce 0.9 0.6 


58 144Ce 0.2 0.2 


59 142Pr 0.4 0.4 


59 143Pr 3 0.6 


60 147Nd 6 0.6 


60 149Nd 0.6 0.5 


61 143Pm 3 3 


61 144Pm 0.7 0.7 


61 145Pm 30 10 


61 147Pm 40 2 


61 148mPm 0.8 0.7 


61 149Pm 2 0.6 


61 151Pm 2 0.6 


62 145Sm 10 10 


62 147Sm unlimited unlimited 


62 151Sm 40 10 
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62 153Sm 9 0.6 


63 147Eu 2 2 


63 148Eu 0.5 0.5 


63 149Eu 20 20 


63 150Eu (short half-life) 2 0.7 


63 150Eu (long half-life) 0.7 0.7 


63 152Eu 1 1 


63 152mEu 0.8 0.8 


63 154Eu 0.9 0.6 


63 155Eu 20 3 


63 156Eu 0.7 0.7 


64 146Gd 0.5 0.5 


64 148Gd 20 0.002 


64 153Gd 10 9 


64 159Gd 3 0.6 


65 157Tb 40 40 


65 158Tb 1 1 


65 160Tb 1 0.6 


66 159Dy 20 20 


66 165Dy 0.9 0.6 


66 166Dy 0.9 0.3 


67 166Ho 0.4 0.4 


67 166mHo 0.6 0.5 


68 169Er 40 1 


68 171Er 0.8 0.5 


69 167Tm 7 0.8 


69 170Tm 3 0.6 


69 171Tm 40 40 
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70 169Yb 4 1 


70 175Yb 30 0.9 


71 172Lu 0.6 0.6 


71 173Lu 8 8 


71 174Lu 9 9 


71 174mLu 20 10 


71 177Lu 30 0.7 


72 172Hf 0.6 0.6 


72 175Hf 3 3 


72 181Hf 2 0.5 


72 182Hf  unlimited unlimited 


73 178Ta(long half-life) 1 0.8 


73 179Ta 30 30 


73 182Ta 0.9 0.5 


74 178W 9 5 


74 181W 30 30 


74 185W 40 0.8 


74 187W 2 0.6 


74 188W 0.4 0.3 


75 184Re 1 1 


75 184mRe 3 1 


75 186Re 2 0.6 


75 187Re unlimited unlimited 


75 188Re 0.4 0.4 


75 189Re 3 0.6 


75 Re(natural mixing ratio) unlimited unlimited 


76 185Os 1 1 


76 191Os 10 2 
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76 191mOs 40 30 


76 193Os 2 0.6 


76 194Os 0.3 0.3 


77 189Ir 10 10 


77 190Ir 0.7 0.7 


77 192Ir 1 0.6 


77 194Ir 0.3 0.3 


78 188Pt 1 0.8 


78 191Pt 4 3 


78 193Pt 40 40 


78 193mPt 40 0.5 


78 195mPt 10 0.5 


78 197Pt 20 0.6 


78 197mPt 10 0.6 


79 193Au 7 2 


79 194Au 1 1 


79 195Au 10 6 


79 198Au 1 0.6 


79 199Au 10 0.6 


80 194Hg 1 1 


80 195mHg 3 0.7 


80 197Hg 20 10 


80 197mHg 10 0.4 


80 203Hg 5 1 


81 200Tl 0.9 0.9 


81 201Tl 10 4 


81 202Tl 2 2 


81 204Tl 10 0.7 
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82 201Pb 1 1 


82 202Pb 40 20 


82 203Pb 4 3 


82 205Pb unlimited unlimited 


82 210Pb 1 0.05 


82 212Pb 0.7 0.2 


83 205Bi 0.7 0.7 


83 206Bi 0.3 0.3 


83 207Bi 0.7 0.7 


83 210Bi 1 0.6 


83 210mBi 0.6 0.02 


83 212Bi 0.7 0.6 


84 210Po 40 0.02 


85 211At 20 0.5 


86 222Rn 0.3 0.004 


88 223Ra 0.4 0.007 


88 224Ra 0.4 0.02 


88 225Ra 0.2 0.004 


88 226Ra 0.2 0.003 


88 228Ra 0.6 0.02 


89 225Ac 0.8 0.006 


89 227Ac 0.9 0.00009 


89 228Ac 0.6 0.5 


90 227Th 10 0.005 


90 228Th 0.5 0.001 


90 229Th 5 0.0005 


90 230Th 10 0.001 


90 231Th 40 0.02 
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90 232Th unlimited unlimited 


90 234Th 0.3 0.3 


90 Th (natural mixing ratio) unlimited No  limitation 


91 230Pa 2 0.07 


91 231Pa 4 0.0004 


91 233Pa 5 0.7 


92 230U(F) 40 0.1 


92 230U(M) 40 0.004 


92 230U(S) 30 0.003 


92 232U(F) 40 0.01 


92 232U(M) 40 0.007 


92 232U(S) 10 0.001 


92 233U(F) 40 0.09 


92 233U(M) 40 0.02 


92 233U(S) 40 0.006 


92 234U(F) 40 0.09 


92 234U(M) 40 0.02 


92 234U(S) 40 0.006 


92 235U unlimited unlimited 


92 236U(F) unlimited unlimited 


92 236U(M) 40 0.02 


92 236U(S) 40 0.006 


92 238U unlimited unlimited 


92 U (natural mixing ratio) unlimited  unlimited 


92 U (Unirradiated and 


enriched to 20% or less) 


unlimited  unlimited 


92 U (Depleted)  unlimited unlimited 


93 235Np 40 40 
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93 236Np (short half-life) 20 2 


93 236Np (long half-life) 9 0.02 


93 237Np 20 0.002 


93 239Np 7 0.4 


94 236Pu 30 0.003 


94 237Pu 20 20 


94 238Pu 10 0.001 


94 239Pu 10 0.001 


94 240Pu 10 0.001 


94 241Pu 40 0.06 


94 242Pu 10 0.001 


94 244Pu 0.4 0.001 


95 241Am 10 0.001 


95 242mAm 10 0.001 


95 243Am 5 0.001 


96 240Cm 40 0.02 


96 241Cm 2 1 


96 242Cm 40 0.01 


96 243Cm 9 0.001 


96 244Cm 20 0.002 


96 245Cm 9 0.0009 


96 246Cm 9 0.0009 


96 247Cm 3 0.001 


96 248Cm 0.02 0.0003 


97 247Bk 8 0.0008 


97 249Bk 40 0.3 


98 248Cf 40 0.006 


98 249Cf 3 0.0008 
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98 250Cf 20 0.002 


98 251Cf 7 0.0007 


98 252Cf 0.1 0.003 


98 253Cf 40 0.04 


98 254Cf 0.001 0.001 


Notes:  (F) shall apply limited to the uranium compounds which chemical form is UF6, UO2F2 and 


UO2(NO3)2 , (M) shall apply limited to the uranium compounds which chemical form is UO3, UF4, 


UCI4 and 6 divalent uranium, and (S) shall apply to all the uranium compounds not falling under 


(F) and (M).  


 


Appended Table 2 (Concerning Article3) 


Activity Concentration Limit for radioactive material consisting of only one type of radionuclide which 


identity is known, and not included in Appended Table 1  


 


Column 1 Column 2  Column 3 


 Classification  Amount in the case of 


Special form Nuclear fuel 


materials in  (A1  Value) 


Amount in the case of 


Nuclear fuel materials other 


than Special Form Nuclear 


Fuel Material,(A1  Value) 


Unit :TBq Unit :TBq 


(i) Single radiation emitter  


 (excluding any case falling 


under the condition of (ii) 


    


(a)  Only beta or gamma 


emitting nuclides are 


known to be present 


(including positron 


annihilation 


gamma-ray) 


 


1×10-13/ept 


(40 if it exceeds 40)  


1×10-13/ept 


 (40 if it exceeds 40)  


(b) Only Beta emitting 


nuclides are known to be 


present  


1×10-12/eβ 


 (40 if it exceeds 40)  


2.8×10-14/hskin 


 (40 if it exceeds 40)  


(c)A risk of inhaling or 


ingesting radioactive 


― 5×10-5/einh 


 (40 if it exceeds 40)  
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materials exists (The 


case where activities is 


listed in the Column 2 


or Column 3 of the 


Appended Table 1 of 


the Notification 


prescribing the dose 


limit etc. pursuant to 


the Act on refining 


Nuclear fuel materials 


or nuclear source 


material etc. (Act No.8 


of 2015 by the Nuclear 


Regulation Authority:  


hereinafter “The 


notification of the does 


limit”)  


 (d) A risk of submersion 


exposure exists (when 


the chemical form 


displayed in the 


Column 1 of 


Appended Table 1 of 


the Notification of 


dose limit is 


“submersion”.  


― 1.9×10-14/hsub 


(40 if it exceeds 40)  


 


(e) Only alpha emitting 


nuclides  are known to 


be present  


5×10-1/einh 


(40 if it exceeds 40)  


5×10-5/einh 


 (40 if it exceeds 40)  


(ii). Radionuclide with only 


one type of emission, and 


is in a process of  


“decay” (“parent 


nuclide” hereinafter) 


which physical half-life 


is longer than the 


counterpart of 


 radionuclide generated 


 


The lowest value among 


those that are listed in the 


Column 2 in accordance 


with type of the 


classification of parent 


nuclide and daughter 


nuclide in Column 1 


 


The lowest value among 


those that are listed in the 


Column 3 in accordance 


with type of the 


classification of parent 


nuclide and daughter 


nuclide in Column 1 
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during the decay 


(“daughter nuclide(s)” 


hereinafter) and the 


physical half-lives of the 


daughter nuclides are no 


longer than 10 days.  


(iii) Multiple radiation 


emitters 


 (excluding the case falling 


under (iv).  


The lowest value among 


those that are listed in the 


Column 2 in accordance 


with type of the radio 


emission in Column 1 


The lowest value among 


those that are listed in the 


Column 3 in accordance 


with type of the radio 


emission in Column 1 


(iv) Multiple radiation 


emitter which has a 


longer physical half-life 


than the counterparts of 


daughter nuclides, and 


the physical half-lives of 


the daughter nuclides are 


no longer than 10 days  


The lowest value among 


those that are listed in the 


Column 2 in accordance 


with type of  parent and 


daughter nuclide concerning 


each radio emission in 


Column 1 of (i) 


 The lowest value among 


those that are listed in the 


Column 3 in accordance 


with type of  parent and 


daughter nuclide concerning 


each radio emission in 


Column 1 of (i) 


Notes: eptindicates the effective dose coefficients (Sv･Bq-1･h-1) of radionuclides at a distance of 1 meter, e


β indicates the equivalent dose coefficients(Sv･Bq-1･h-1) of beta emission from radionuclides 


absorbed through the skin at a distance of 1 meter from the self-shielded material,  hskin indicates the 


equivalent dose coefficients (Sv･s-1･Bq-1･m2) of radionuclides  per unit density absorbed through the 


skin, einh indicates the lowest value among the values(mSv･Bq-1) shown in the Column 1, 2 or 3  of 


Appended Table of the Notification of the dose limit when a chemical form of the said radioactive 


material is not considered, and hsub indicates the effective dose coefficients(Sv･s-1･Bq-1･m3) of 


submersion.  


 


Appended Table 3 (Concerning Article 3)  


Activity concentration limit for radioactive material which identity is unknown, or radioactive material 


consisting of single type of radionuclide which activities is not included either in Appended Table 1 or 2.  


 


Column 1  Column 2  Column 3 


 Classification Amount in the case of 


Special form Nuclear fuel 


materials in  (A1  Value) 


Amount in the case of 


Nuclear fuel materials other 


than Special Form Nuclear 


Fuel Material,(A1  Value) 


Unit :TBq Unit :TBq 
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(i)Only beta or gamma 


emitting nuclides are 


known to be present 


 


0.1 0.02 


(ii) Alpha emitting 


nuclides, but no 


neutron emitters are 


known to be present 


0.2 9×10-5 


(iii) The cases not falling 


under (i) and (ii) 


0.001 9×10-5 


 


Appended Table 4 (Concerning Article 3)  


Activity concentration limit for radioactive material consisting of more than 2 types of radionuclides when 


the identity of each radionuclide or some radionuclides are known (excluding the case falling under 


Appended Table 5 and 6).  


 


 Column 1 Column 2 


Classification Activity  


Unit : TBq 


 


When individual identity and activities 


of each  radionuclides are known  


 


 


 


activities of x1,x2,…,xn which meets the 


following formula:  


(x1/X1)+(x2/X2)+…+(xn/Xn)=1 


When identities of some radionuclides 


are known but individual activities of 


some or all of the radionuclides are not 


known 


 


 


 


activities of x1,x2,…,xn and y which meets 


the following formula:  


(x1/X1)+(x2/X2)+…+(xn/Xn)+(y/Y)=1 


Notes: x1,x2,…,xnindicates activities (terra becquerel) of each radionuclide which identity and activities 


are known, X1,X2,…,Xnindicates activities (terra becquerel) shown in Appended Table 2 or 3 of each 


radionuclide comprising  x1,x2,…,xn, y indicates activities (terra becquerel) of radionuclide either 


whose identity or activities are not known, Y indicates the lowest value among the values (terra 


becquerel) shown in Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 when the identity of each radionuclide composing y is 


known, or indicates activities (terra becquerel) shown in Appended Table 3 when identities of some 


or all of the radionuclides composing y are unknown.  
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Appended Table 5 (Concerning Article 3)  


Activity concentration limit for radioactive material consisting of more than 2 types of radionuclides when 


the identity of each radionuclide or some of the radionuclides are known, and a mixture ratio of each 


radionuclide is known (excluding the case falling under Appended Table 6).  


 


Column 1 Column 2 


Classification   Amount (A2 Value) 


Unit : TBq 


When identity of each radionuclide is 


known 


1/((f1/X1)+(f2/X2)+…+(fn/Xn)) 


 


When identity of some radionuclides are 


not known 


1/((f1/X1)+(f2/X2)+…+(fn/Xn)+(fy/Y)) 


Note: f1,f2,…,fn indicates a mixture ratio of each radionuclide whose identity is known, 


X1,X2,…,Xnindicates activities (terra becquerel) shown in Appended Table 2 or 3 for each 


radionuclide composing f1,f2,…,fn, f indicates a mixture ratio of radionuclide whose identity is not 


known, and Y indicates activities (terra becquerel) shown in Appended Table 3 


 


Appended Table 6 (Concerning Article 3)  


Activity concentration limit for radioactive material consisting of radionuclides produced through a series of 


radioactive decay, and the mixing ratio is equivalent to the naturally occurring radioactive material 


 


Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 


Classification Amount in the case of 


Special form Nuclear fuel 


materials in  (A1  Value  ) 


Amount in the case of 


Nuclear fuel materials other 


than Special Form Nuclear 


Fuel Material,(A1  Value ) 


Unit :TBq Unit :TBq 


Physical half-lives of all the 


decay products(excluding 


parent nuclide)   


are either not longer than 10 


days or that of the parent 


nuclide 


The value shown in the 


Column 2 of  Appended 


Table 1, 2 or 3 in 


accordance with type 


classification of parent 


nuclide  


The value shown in the 


Column 3 of Appended 


Table 1, 2 or 3 in 


accordance with type 


classification of parent 


nuclide  
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Any of daughter nuclides 


has the physical half-life 


longer than 10 days or that 


of the parent nuclide  


 


activities of x1,x2,…,xn 


which meets the following 


formula:  


x1/X1+x2/X2+…+xn/Xn=1 


activities of x1,x2,…,xn 


which meets the following 


formula:  


x1/X1+x2/X2+…+xn/Xn=1 


 Notes: x1,x2,…,xn indicates activities (terra becquerel) of each radionuclide whose identity and activities 


are known, X1,X2,…,Xnrespectively indicates activities (terra becquerel) shown in Appended Table 1, 


2 or 3 for each radionuclide comprising x1,x2,…,xn.  


 


Appendix 1 (Concerning Article 3)  


Test for special form Nuclear fuel material 


(i) Shock test  


A sample material which simulates nuclear fuel material etc. to be tested as closely as practicable 


(hereinafter referred to as “sample”) shall be made fall from a hight of 9 meters. 


(ii) Impact test 


A sample shall be placed on a smooth face of lead plate and stricken by a flat end surface of a steer bar 


so as to cause an impact equivalent to that resulting from a free drop of 1.4kg from a hight of 1 meter. 


The thickness of the lead plate shall not exceed 2.5 cm, and the flat end surface of the steer bar shall be 


2.5 cm in diameter with the edge rounded off to a radius of 0.3 cm.  


(iii) Bending test  


A sample shall be fixed in a horizontal position so that one half of its length protrudes from a clamp 


surface and stricken by a flat end surface of a steer bar so as to cause an impact equivalent to that 


resulting from a free drop of 1.4kg from a hight of 1 meter. The thickness of the lead plate shall not 


exceed 2.5 cm, and the flat end surface of the steer bar shall be 2.5 cm in diameter with the edge 


rounded off to a radius of 0.3 cm.  


(iv) Heating test 


A sample shall be exposed for 10 minutes to the air at a temperature of 800 degree Celsius.  


(v) Immersion test  


(a) In the case of solid nuclear fuel material etc. (excluding the capsuled material), the following tests 


shall be performed in the order as provided:  


(I) A sample shall be immersed for 7 days in water at ambient temperature;  


(II) The water and the sample shall be then be heated to a temperature of 50 degree Celsius and 


maintained at this temperature for 4 hours;  


(III) The sample shall be then kept in the air for 7 days at a temperature is 30 degree Celsius or 


higher and humidity is 90 % or higher; 


(IV) The water at ambient temperature and the sample shall be then heated to 50 degree Celsius, and 


maintained at this temperature for 4 hours. 


(b) In the case of nuclear fuel material etc. sealed in capsule, the following tests shall be performed in 


the order as provided:  


(I) The water at ambient temperature and a sample shall be heated to 50 degree Celsius, and 
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maintained at this temperature for 4 hours;  


(II) The sample shall be then kept in the air for 7 days at a temperature is 30 degree Celsius or 


higher and humidity is 90 % or higher; 


(III) The water at ambient temperature and the sample shall be then heated to 50 degree Celsius, and 


maintained at this temperature for 4 hours. 


 


Appendix 2 (Concerning Article 5)  


Immersion test for LSA-III A sample shall be immersed for 7 days in water at ambient temperature  


 


Appendix 3 (Concerning Article 13)  


General test conditions for Type A package and the additional test conditions for Type A package containing 


nuclear fuel material etc. in liquid or gaseous state 


(i) General test conditions for Type A package : 


(a) A sample shall be subjected to a water spray test that stimulates exposure to rainfall of  50mm per 


hour  for 1 hour;  


(b) A sample shall be subjected to the following tests preceded by the test as per (a). However, a 


different sample should be used for (II) than the sample subjected to (III) and (IV):  


(I) A sample shall be made free-fall so as to suffer a maximum damage from a hight of 1.2 meters in 


the case of a sample with a mass of 5000kg or less, from a hight of 0.9 meters in the case of a 


sample with a mass of 5000kg - 10000kg, from a hight of 0.6 meters in the case of a sample with 


a mass of 10000kg-15000kg, and from a height of 0.3 meters in the case of a sample with a mass 


of 15000kg or more;  


(II) The sample shall be made free-fall from a hight of 0.3 meters so as to suffer the maximum 


damage to each corner in the case of a rectangular shaped fiber plate or wooden material with a 


mass of 50kg or less, or to each quarter circle of the both ends in the case of a cylindrical shaped 


fiber plate material;  


(III)The sample shall be applied a compressive load for 24 hours which is the greater of the 


equivalent of 5 times of its weight and the equivalent of 13kilopascal multiplied by its vertically 


projected area; 


(IV) A solid bar, 3.2cm in diameter with semi-spherical tip and a mass of 6 kg, shall be dropped and 


directed to fall onto the weakest part of the sample from a height of 1 meter.  


(ii) Additional test conditions for Type A package containing nuclear fuel material in liquid or gaseous 


state (excluding gaseous tritium and rare gas) 


In the case of package containing nuclear fuel material in liquid or gaseous state, A sample shall be 


subjected to either (a) or (b) below which gives greater damage as well as the tests set forth in the 


preceding Item:  


(a) A sample shall be made free-fall from a hight of 9 meters so as to suffer the maximum damage;  


(b) The bar specified in the preceding Item (b) – (vi) shall be dropped from a height of 1.7 meters 


directed to fall onto the weakest part of the sample.  


 


Appendix 4 (Concerning Article 14)  
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General test conditions for Type BM package 


(i) A sample shall be kept for 1 week in the air at a temperature is 38 degree Celsius. In this case, the 


sample shall be applied radiant heat for 12 hours per day specified in the right column of the following 


table in accordance with type of classification of the surface shape and the position:  


 


 Classification of surface shape and position  Radiant heat (W per square meter) 


Plane surface transported in a 


horizontal position  


 Downward 


Plane 


 None 


 Upward 


Plane  


 800 


Surface transported in a vertical position and 


downward surface transported not in a 


horizontal position 


 200 


 Other surfaces  400 


(ii) The sample shall be subjected to the tests as per Item (1) of Appendix 3. 


Notes: The same sample may be used for the tests as per Item (1) and (2).  


 


Appendix 5 (Concerning Article 16)  


Special test conditions for Type BM package 


(i) Under the condition as per Item (2), a package shall be subjected to the following tests in the order that 


provides the maximum damage to the said package:  


(a) A sample shall be made fall from a height of 9 meters. However, in the case of a sample that 


weighs more than 500kg, has a specific gravity smaller than 1 and contains nuclear fuel material etc. 


other than the special forms nuclear fuel material etc. amount of whose activity exceeds the 


equivalent to the A２ value multiplied by 1000, a mild steel plate, a 500kg mass and 1m x1m, which 


lower face has edges and corners rounded off to a radius of no more than 6mm, shall be dropped in a 


horizontal position from a height of 9 meters so as to give the maximum damage to the said sample 


instead.  


(b) A mild steel round bar, 15cm in diameter when fixed in a vertical direction and 20cm in length, 


whose upper surface is a smooth horizontal plane and whose end part is rounded off to a radius of no 


more than 6mm shall be dropped from a height of 1 meter onto the sample.  


(ii) A sample shall be subjected to the following tests in the same order as provided:  


(a) A sample shall be kept in the air at a temperature of 38 degree Celsius until the surface temperature 


becomes constant, and then exposed to the thermal radiation from the fire that has average flame 


emissivity coefficient of 0.9 or higher for 30 minutes. In this case, the thermal radiation specified in 


Item (1) of Appendix 4 and the design maximum rate of internal heat generation within the package 


from the radioactive contents shall be applied to the sample, surface absorptivity coefficient of the 


sample shall be either 0.8 or the verified value;  
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(b) The sample shall be then cooled in the air at a temperature of 38 degree Celsius while being applied 


the thermal temperature specified in Item (1) of Appendix 4 and the design maximum rate of internal 


heat generation within the package from the radioactive contents. However, it shall not be cooled 


artificially. 


(iii) A sample shall be immersed for 8 hours in water at a depth of 15 meters.  


Notes: A sample shall be subjected to (i) and (ii) in the same order. 


 


Appendix 6 (Concerning Article 18)   


Test conditions for package containing nuclear fuel materials etc. having the larger activity than the limit 


defined by the Nuclear Regulation Authority 


A sample shall be immersed for 1 hour in water at the depth of 200 meters.  


 


Appendix 7 (Concerning Article 20)   


General test conditions for Type BU package 


A sample shall be subjected to the tests as per Appendix 4. 


  


Appendix 8 (Concerning Article 20)  


Special test conditions for Type BU package 


 A sample shall be subjected to the tests as per Appendix 5.  


 


Appendix 9 (Concerning Article 21)  


General test conditions for Type IP-2 package 


A sample shall be subjected to the tests of (a)-(i), (ii) and (iii) of Appendix 3. However, it shall not apply 


where it is replaced with the test approved by the Nuclear Regulation Authority.  


 


Appendix 10 (Concerning Article 22)  


General test conditions for Type IP-2 package 


A sample shall be subjected to the test as per Item (1) of Appendix 3.  


 


Appendix 11 (Concerning Article 24)   


General test conditions for fissile package 


(i) A sample shall be subjected to the test as per Item (i)-(a) of Appendix 3.  


(ii) The sample shall be subjected to the test as per Item (i)-(b)-(I) of the Appendix 3. 


(iii) The sample shall be subjected to the test as per Item(i)- (b)-(III) and (IV) of  Appendix 3. 


Notes: The sample shall be subjected to the tests following the order as prescribed in Item (i) and (ii).  


 


Appendix 12 (concerning Article 26)  


Special test conditions for fissionable package  


A sample shall be subjected to one of the tests of (1) or (2) which gives greater damage. 


(i) A sample shall be subjected to the following tests in the order as provided:  
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(a) The sample shall be subjected to the tests as per Appendix 11; 


(b) Under the condition as per (c), the sample shall be subjected to the following tests in a order which 


gives the maximum damage to the sample;  


(I) The sample shall be dropped from a height of 9 meters. When its weight is 500kg or less and 


specific gravity is smaller than 1, however, a mild steel plate, a 500kg mass and 1m x1m, which 


lower face has edges and corners rounded off to a radius of no more than 6mm, shall be dropped 


in a horizontal position from a height of 9 meters so as to give the maximum damage to the said 


sample instead.  


(II) The sample shall be subjected to the test as per Item (1)-(b) of Appendix 5;  


(c) The sample shall be subjected to the test as per Item (2) of Appendix 5;  


(d) The sample shall be immersed for 8 hours in water at the depth of 0.9 meter. It shall not apply, 


however, when a flooding or water leakage has been assumed in criticality assessment.  


(ii) The sample shall be subjected to the following tests in the order as provided:  


(a) The sample shall be subjected to the tests as per Appendix 11;  


(b) The sample shall be immersed for 8 hours in water at the depth of 15 meters.  


 


Appendix 13 (Concerning Article 29)  


Pressure test conditions for uranium hexafluoride package  


(i) A water pressure grater than 2,76 MPa shall be applied to a sample;   


(ii) The sample shall be applied the pressure which is the equivalent of 2 times of the maximum pressure 


that can arise during transport, and the pressure then shall be lowered to the equivalent of 1.5 times of 


the said maximum pressure;  


(iii) The sample shall be provided with the valves, and shall be then applied an air pressure of 0.69 MPa.  


 


Appendix 14 (Concerning Article 30) 


General test conditions for uranium hexafluoride package  


A sample shall be subjected to the tests as per (b)-(i) and -(ii) of Appendix 3.  


 


Appendix 15 (Concerning Article 31)  


Special test conditions for uranium hexafluoride package  


A sample shall be subjected to the test as per Item (2) of Appendix 5.  


 


Appendix 16 (Concerning Article 32)    


Conditions for alternative pressure test for uranium hexafluoride package  


(i) A water pressure greater than 1.38 MPa shall be applied to a sample.  


(ii) The sample shall be subjected to the tests as per Item (2) and (3) of Appendix 13 


 


Appendix 17 (Concerning Article 37)  


Type 1 White sign  
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Appendix 18 (Concerning Article 37)  


Type 2 Yellow sign  
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Appendix 19 (Concerning Article 37) Type 3 Yellow Sign 
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Appendix 20 (Concerning Article 37)  


Trefoil Mark  
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Appendix 21 (Concerning Article 37) Criticality Safety Index 
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Appended Form 1 (Concerning Article 41)  


Application for Approval of Nuclear Fuel Package Design  


No.  


Date (Year/Month/Date) 


 


 To the Nuclear Regulation Authority  


address 


name (In the case of a juridical person, a cooperate name and a name of its representative)  


 


 According to the provision of Article 41, Paragraph (1) of the Notification on Technical Details for 


Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (The Public Notice of the Science and Technology 


Agency No. 5, an extra of November 28, 1990),  I will apply for the approval as follows:  
 


1. Name of the nuclear fuel package 


2. External dimensions, weight and principal material of the packaging (See Note 1) 


3. The type of nuclear fuel package (See Note 2) 


4. The type, properties, weight and activity amount of nuclear fuel material etc. to be contained (See Note 3) 


5. The maximum number of Items to be transported 


6. Information on immersion area in the criticality safety assessment 


7. Information on the air and water tightness of the material contained 


8. Portions of the design standards for Type BU package with which a BU package does not comply 


9. Information on the maintenance of the packaging and handling of nuclear fuel package 


 


Note 1: Length shall be expressed in centimeter or metric units, weight shall be in ton or kilogram units, and 


the principal material of the packaging shall be included, accompanied with a image clearly demonstrating 


the outline which can be copied.  


 


Note 2 : Type of nuclear fuel package shall be stated by the distinction such as Type A, Type-BM, Type-BU, 


etc.. In the case of fissile package or uranium hexafluoride package, a statement to that effect shall be 


included.  
 


Note 3: The matters specified in the following (a) to (e) shall be included:  


(a) Type shall be described by the distinction such as metallic uranium, uranium dioxide, uranium 


hexafluoride, plutonium dioxide, new fuel assemblies (uranium dioxide fuel), new fuel assemblies (uranium-


plutonium mixed oxide fuel), spent fuel,  test piece etc.. Enrichment shall be included in the case of uranium, 


and fissile plutonium enrichment shall be included in the case of  uranium-plutonium mixed oxide fuel. In 


the case of spent fuel, it shall be stated whether the air absorbed dose rate at a distance of 1 meter from the 


surface exceeds 1 gy/hr (in the cases of irradiated natural uranium, depleted uranium, thorium and uranium 


enriched to 10% or less, the air absorbed dose rate immediately after being irradiated), and when  a radiation 


leakage is present from the surface coating of spent fuel, a statement to that effect shall be entered in the 


application;  


 


(b) In the case of spent fuel and irradiated sample, enrichment and fissile plutonium enrichment shall be the 


initial value; 


 


(c) Properties shall include physical and chemical form; 


 


(d) Weight shall be expressed in ton or kilogram units; 


 


(e) Activity amount shall be the total amount and respective amount for each principal nuclide expressed in 


becquerel units.  


 


Remark 1: The following matters shall be stated by means of Appended form provided for in Item (2) of 
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Article 21, Paragraph (1) of the Ordinance: 


(a) The details of nuclear fuel package; 


(b) The safety assessment on nuclear fuel package;   


(c) The basic policies for the quality management; 


(d) Information on the maintenance of packaging and the handling of nuclear fuel package; 


(e) Special remarks for the safety 


 


2. The document shall be prepared on a sheet which size is A4 in Japanese Industrial Standard. 
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Appended form 2 (Concerning Article 41)  


 


Application for Approval to change a Nuclear Fuel Package Design  


No.  


Date (Year/Month/Date) 


 


To the Nuclear Regulation Authority  


address 


name (In the case of a juridical person, a cooperate name and a name of its representative) 


 


 According to the provision of Article 41, Paragraph (1) of the Notification on Technical Details for 


Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (The Public Notice of the Science and Technology 


Agency No. 5, an extra of November 28, 1990),  I will apply for the approval as follows:  


 


 


  


1. Name of nuclear fuel package; 


2. Design Approval Number 


3. Detailed contents of the change; 


4. Reasons for the change. 


Note: Matters concerning the change shall be stated in the application fields.  


 


Remark 1: The following matters shall be stated by means of Appended Form provided for in Item (2) of 


Article 21, Paragraph (1) of the Ordinance: 


(a) The details of nuclear fuel package; 


(b) The safety assessment on nuclear fuel package;   


(c) The basic policies for the quality management; 


(d) Information on the maintenance of packaging and the handling of nuclear fuel package; 


(e) Special remarks for the safety 


 


2. The document shall be prepared on a sheet which size is A4 in Japanese Industrial Standard. 
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Appended form 3 (Concerning Article 41)  


Application for Extension of the Validity of Approval of a Nuclear Fuel Package Design 


 


 


No.  


Date (Year/Month/Date) 


 


To the Nuclear Regulation Authority  


address 


name (In the case of a juridical person, a cooperate name and a name of its representative)  


 


 According to the provision of Article 41, Paragraph (4) of the Notification on Technical Details for 


Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (The Public Notice of the Science and Technology 


Agency No. 5, an extra of November 28, 1990),  I will apply for the approval as follows:  


 


1. Name of nuclear fuel package; 


2. Design Approval Number; 


3. Reasons for the renewal 


 


Note: The document shall be prepared on a sheet which size is A4 in Japanese Industrial Standard. 
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Appended form 4 (Concerning Article 41)  


Notice of changes to any of the matters stated in the written authorization for Nuclear Fuel Package Design  


No.  


Date (Year/Month/Date) 


 


To the Nuclear Regulation Authority  


address 


name (In the case of a juridical person, a cooperate name and a name of its representative)  


 


 According to the provision of Article 41, Paragraph (6) of the Notification on Technical Details for 


Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc.[The Public Notice of the Science and Technology 


Agency No. 5, an extra of November 28, 1990],  I will notify the changes as follows:  
 


1. Name of nuclear fuel package; 


2. Design Approval Number; 


3. Originally stated matter; 


4. Changed matter; 


5. The date of the change; 


6. Reasons for the change; 


Note: The document shall be prepared on a sheet which size is A4 in Japanese Industrial Standard. 
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Appended form 5 (Concerning Article 41)  


Notice of Discontinuation of the Approval of Nuclear Fuel Package Design  


No.  


Date (Year/Month/Date) 


 


To the Nuclear Regulation Authority  


 


address 


name (In the case of a juridical person, a cooperate name and a name of its representative)  


 


 According to the provision of Article 41, Paragraph (7) of the Notification on Technical Details for 


Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (The Public Notice of the Science and Technology 


Agency No. 5, an extra of November 28, 1990),  I will notify the discontinuation as follows:  
 


1. Name of nuclear fuel package; 


2. Design Approval Number; 


3. The date of the discontinuation 


4. Reasons for the discontinuation 


Note: The document shall be prepared on a sheet which size is A4 in Japanese Industrial Standard. 
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Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 


                    


                                                               


GENERIC LETTER ON GUIDELINES FOR QUALITY MANAGEMENT OF 


MANUFACTURING METHOD OF THE PACKAGING 


 


Generic Letter No. 5 by NISA, June 10, 2008 


June 20, 2008 


 


Issued by Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency  


Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 


NISA-316a-08-2 


                   


 


 


 


 Regarding the confirmation of materials to be transported based on Paragraph (2) of 


Article 59 of the Act on the Regulations of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel 


Material, and Reactors (Act No. 166, 1957), and the approval of packaging used for 


transportation based on Paragraph (3) of the said Article, the Nuclear and Industrial 


Safety Agency has decided to require nuclear operators to respond in accordance with 


the appended guidelines for matters concerning quality management of the packaging 


described in the explanatory document about the method of manufacturing of the 


packaging specified in Item (iii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 19 and Item (iii) of 


Paragraph (1) of Article 21 of the NRA Ordinance on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear 


Fuel Materials, etc. (Order No. 57 by the Prime Minister's Office, 1978).  


 The “Guidelines for Quality management of Manufacturing Method of the Packaging” 


(Generic letter No.5 by NISA, June 7, 2002, as of July 19, 2002) shall be revoked 


accordingly.  
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APPENDIX 


 


Guidelines for Quality Management of Manufacturing Method of the Packaging 


 


Ⅰ Purpose of This Guidelines 


 


 This guideline has been developed in accordance with the ISO 9001 (Quality 


Management Systems - Requirements ) (JIS Q 9001:2000) established by the 


International Organization for Standardization to provide a basis for the applicant to 


properly establish a quality management system (A system that directs an organization 


for quality, sets policies and goals for management to achieve the goals. The same shall 


apply hereinafter).  


 The applicant is responsible for taking necessary measures for safety under the 


technical requirements stipulated by laws and regulations when transporting nuclear 


fuel packages Off-Site. The applicant is also required to establish an appropriate quality 


management system in the manufacturing of the packaging. (This guideline assumes 


the case of ordering the manufacturing the packaging.)  


 As the quality system should be constructed by implementing quality management 


appropriately by all persons engaged in manufacturing of the packaging including not 


only the applicant but also those persons who are entrusted with manufacturing of 


packaging (hereinafter referred to as the "packaging manufacturer") and persons who 


supply packaging materials to the packaging manufacturer (hereinafter referred to as 


“supplier”), this guidelines defines the essential matters that should be taken into 


consideration at the construction of the whole quality system for manufacturing of the 


packaging. Moreover, this guideline defines matters concerning examination on the 


technical capability of the packaging manufacturer's subcontractor. Moreover, this 


guideline defines matters concerning examination on the technical capability of the 


packaging manufacturer's supplier. 


 Also, even when the quality management system does not conform to this guideline, it 


is not eliminated when it is judged to be equivalent or when it is recognized not 


interfering safe transport in consideration of the structure of the packaging. 
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Ⅱ Quality Management by the Applicant 


 


1.   Quality Management System 


1.1 General requirements 


The applicant shall establish, document, implement and maintain a quality 


system to manufacture the packaging in conformity with the technical standards 


stipulated by laws and regulations and the design specification and 


manufacturing method shown in the application for confirmation of 


transportation or the application for packaging approval. 


1.2 Documentation Requirements 


(1) General 


The document of the quality management system shall include a documented 


statement of quality policy and quality objectives, and (2) to (4) below. 


(2) Quality Manual 


The applicant shall create and maintain a quality manual that includes a 


description of the scope of the quality management system, the documented 


procedures established for the quality management system, and the 


interrelationships between the processes of the quality management system. 


(3) Document Management 


The applicant shall manage the documents required by the quality 


management system. Establish documented procedures that specify the 


necessary management for document approval, review, and identification. 


(4) Quality Record Management 


The applicant shall create and maintain quality records that are easy to read, 


identifiable, and retrievable. Establish documented procedures that specify the 


necessary management for quality record identification, storage, protection, 


retrieval, storage period, and disposal. The quality record shall include the 


quality record submitted by the packaging manufacturer. The storage period of 


quality records shall be determined in consideration of the effective period of 


packaging approval and design approval.  


 


2.   Responsibilities of the Applicant 


2.1 Chief Executive’s Commitment 


The chief executive for the manufacturing of the packaging shall set the quality 


policy, ensure that quality objectives are set, provide evidence of commitment to 


the development and implementation of the quality management system, and 


continuously improve its effectiveness by conducting a management review.  


2.2   Authority and Responsibility 


(1) Authority and Responsibility 


   The chief executive for the manufacturing of the packaging shall ensure that 


responsibility and authority are defined and the entire organization is 


informed of the work that affects the quality of manufacturing of the 


packaging.  


(2) Person in Charge 
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   The chief executive for the manufacturing of the packaging shall appoint a 
person in charge with responsibility and authority from the management to 
implement the quality management system. 


2.3  Management Review 
The chief executive for the manufacturing of the packaging shall review the 
quality management system regularly to ensure the quality management system 
is effective. 
 


3.   Resource Management 
3.1  Providing Personnel 


The applicant shall implement and maintain a quality management system, 
clarify and provide the personnel necessary to improve their effectiveness 
continually.  


3.2  Education and Training 
The applicant shall clarify the ability required for personnel engaged in work 
that affects the quality of manufacturing of the packaging, educate and train 
them to have the required ability, and maintain the records.  


 
4.   Order for Manufacturing of the Packaging 
4.1  Quality Management Program 


The applicant shall develop a quality management program that defines quality 
management work related to manufacturing the packaging, including the quality 
management of packaging manufacturers and suppliers and document the 
quality management program. 


4.2  Ordering Process 
When ordering the manufacturing of the packaging, the applicant shall comply 
with the technical standards stipulated by laws and regulations, design 
specifications described in the application documents for approval of the 
packaging (or application documents for approval of packaging design) and 
manufacturing method described in the application documents for approval of 
the packaging. In addition, this guideline shall also be applied with necessary 
modification, when the applicant places an order for manufacturing a part of the 
packaging to other manufacturers and the packaging manufacturer is supplied 
with the product. 


4.3  Evaluation by the Packaging Manufacturer 
     The applicant shall conduct the following matters: 


(1) Evaluation on capability of the packaging manufacturer for manufacturing of 
the packaging. The following matters shall be taken into consideration in 
evaluation of the capability, as required: 
a) The technology, personnel and production equipment for manufacturing of 


the packaging; 
b) Packaging manufacturer's quality policy, quality management program, 


and the status of implementation thereof; 
c) Supply achievements of the packaging or similar ones; 
d) Use achievements and quality records of the packaging or similar ones; 


and 
e) Evaluation results on the trial product, samples etc. 


(2) Identification of the method and extent of control of the packaging 
manufacturer by the applicant 


4.4  Requirements for the Packaging Manufacturer in Manufacturing of the Packaging 
The applicant shall, at the order of manufacturing of the packaging, make sure 
that the following requirements are followed by the packaging manufacturer by 
clearly showing them in documents containing such information as technical 
specifications: 


(1) The quality management that comply with "III. Contents of requirement on the 
quality management for the packaging manufacturer" should be carried out; 
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(2) Measures shall be taken so that applicant and the personnel of regulatory 
bodies can confirm the status of inspection and quality management during 
manufacturing of the packaging at the packaging manufacturer's and the 
packaging manufacturer’s supplier’s factories etc.; 


(3) Measures shall be taken so that the applicant can examine and approve the 
criteria for selection of the packaging manufacturer's suppliers. Moreover, the 
applicant shall take measures to enable him to confirm the status of selecting 
suppliers;  


(4) Measures shall be taken to clarify the divisions in responsibilities among the 
enterprisers engaged in manufacturing of the packaging by contracts etc.; 


(5) Measures shall be taken to make the packaging manufacturer and the 
packaging manufacturer's suppliers understand sufficiently the importance of 
the technical specifications of materials that are important to safety defined by 
the applicant; 


(6) Prior to undertaking manufacturing of the packaging, measures shall be taken, 
when special materials are used that are important to safety, to ensure enough 
information exchange and technical study among enterprisers engaged in 
manufacturing of the packaging about the methods for construction, analysis 
and inspection during the manufacturing; 


(7) Concerning the process that involves two or more enterprisers engaged in 
manufacturing of the packaging, measures shall be taken for their close 
cooperation by agreements of workmanship instructions, time for delivery etc.; 


(8) Measures shall be taken, when a nonconforming material occurs and it is 
intended to use by rework etc., to report the fact in written form to the 
applicant and to receive his instruction for the necessary actions; and 


(9) Measures shall be taken to report the fact promptly to the applicant and to 
receive his approval, when there is an essential change in the manufacturer's 
manufacturing process of the packaging; 


4.5   Verification of Manufacturing of the Packaging 
(1) The applicant shall not only conduct quality audit to the packaging 


manufacturer but also follow the status of the quality audit by the packaging 
manufacturer to the suppliers.  The applicant shall confirm the status of 
quality management directly with the suppliers as necessary. 


(2) The applicant shall, at the inspection of the packaging, conduct the witness 
confirmation and record confirmation, taking considerations of the safety 
significance etc., the public standards and public qualification system, and the 
status of quality management of the packaging manufacturer and his 
subcontractors etc. 


(3) The applicant shall prepare and follow documents such as inspection plans, 
inspection procedures, and implementation procedures for quality audits 
related to the manufacturing of the packaging and inspection of the packaging. 


4.6  Schedule Control and Qualification of Special Processes 
The applicant shall create and manage the manufacturing schedule and 
inspection schedule concerning manufacturing of the packaging. Moreover, the 
process of which results cannot be verified enough by the subsequent inspection 
of the packaging shall be qualified as a special process, and methods of 
qualification of workers and management of the process shall be clarified. 


 
5.   Measurement, Analysis and Improvement 
5.1  Internal Audit 


 The applicant shall conduct internal audits regularly to clarify whether the 


quality management system is effectively implemented and maintained. The 


audit plan and implementation shall be specified in a documented procedure. 


Auditors should not audit their work. 
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 The person in charge in the audited area shall ensure that action is taken 


without delay to eliminate the detected nonconformities and their causes. The 


results of internal audits shall be input to management reviews. 


5.2  Control of Nonconforming Materials 


The applicant shall ensure to identify and manage nonconforming materials. The 


control for disposal of nonconforming materials and related responsibilities and 


authorities shall be defined in the documented procedures.  


5.3  Improvement 


(1) Corrective Action 


The applicant shall take measures to eliminate the cause of nonconformity to 


prevent a recurrence. The documented procedures shall be established to 


specify requirements for nonconformity confirmation, cause identification, 


measures for recurrence prevention, a record of results of actions, etc. 


(2) Preventive Actions 


The applicant shall establish a procedure to remove the cause to prevent 


potential nonconformities. The documented procedures shall be established to 


specify requirements for potential nonconformities, cause identification, 


preventive action, and a record of results of actions. 


 


Ⅲ Contents of requirement on the quality management for the packaging manufacturer 


 


This chapter stipulates the requirements for the packaging manufactures when the 


applicant places an order for the manufacturing of the packaging based on II. 4.4 (1).   


 


1.   Quality Management System 


1.1  General Requirements 


The packaging manufacturer shall establish, document, implement and maintain 


the quality management system to manufacture by conforming to the 


requirements concerning manufacturing of the packaging.  


1.2  Documentation Requirements 


(1) General 


The quality management system documentation shall include a documented 


statement of quality policy and quality objectives and (2) to (4) below.  


(2) Quality Manual 


The packaging manufacturer shall develop and maintain a quality manual that 


includes a description of the scope of the quality management system, the 


documented procedures established for the quality management system, and 


the interrelationships between the processes of the quality management 


system. 


(3) Document Management 


The packaging manufacturer shall manage the documents required for the 


quality management system. The documented procedures that define the 
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necessary management for document approval, review, and identification shall 


be established. 


(4) Management of Quality Records 


The applicant shall create and maintain quality records that are easy to read, 


identifiable, and retrievable. Establish documented procedures that specify the 


necessary management for quality record identification, storage, protection, 


retrieval, storage period, and disposal. The quality record shall include the 


quality record submitted by the supplier. 


 


2.   Responsibilities of Packaging Manufacturer 


2.1  Chief Executive’s Commitment 


The chief executive for the packaging manufacturer shall set the quality policy, 


ensure that quality objectives are set, provide evidence of commitment to the 


development and implementation of the quality management system, and 


continuously improve its effectiveness by conducting a management review.  


2.2  Authority and Responsibility 


(1) Authority and Responsibility 


   The chief executive for the packaging manufacturer shall ensure that 


responsibility and authority are defined and the entire organization is 


informed of the work that affects the quality of manufacturing of the 


packaging.  


(2) Person in Charge 


   The chief executive for the packaging manufacturer shall appoint a person in 


charge with responsibility and authority from the management to implement 


the quality management system. 


2.3  Management Review 


The chief executive for the packaging manufacturer shall review the quality 


management system regularly to ensure the quality management system is 


effective. 


 


3.   Resource Management 


3.1  Providing Personnel 


The packaging manufacturer shall implement and maintain a quality 


management system, clarify and provide the personnel necessary to improve 


their effectiveness continually.  


3.2  Education and Training 


 The packaging manufacturer shall clarify the ability required for personnel 


engaged in work that affects the quality of manufacturing of the packaging, 


educate and train them to have the required ability, and maintain the records. 


 Those persons who are engaged in the particularly defined work shall be 


qualified based on their history of appropriate education, training and their 


experiences, as necessary. 


 


4.   Manufacturing the Packaging 


4.1  Quality Management Program 
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 The packaging manufacturer shall develop a quality management program that 
defines quality management work related to manufacturing the packaging, 
including the quality management of suppliers and document the quality 
management program. 
 The packaging manufacturer shall consider about the following items according 
to circumstances in order to satisfy the requirements concerning manufacturing 
of the packaging: 


a) To ensure all of the management tools, processes, devices (including 
inspection devices), equipment, management resources and technologies 
that are considered necessary to fulfill the requirements; 


b) To provide the consistency of production processes, inspection procedures, 
and the documents; 


c) To renew techniques of the quality management and inspection, as 
necessary; 


d) To clarify the verification method at the manufacturing processes of the 
packaging; 


e) To clarify the acceptance/rejection criteria; and 
f)  To prepare quality records. 
 


4.2  Confirmation of Contents of Contract 
The packaging manufacturer shall define the procedures for confirming 


contents of contract. 
The packaging manufacturer shall, before submission of estimation 


specifications or closing the contract, confirm those contents to confirm that the 
manufacturer himself has the capability to satisfy the requirements of the 
contract. 


4.3  Purchasing 
(1) General 


The packaging manufacturer shall define the procedures for conforming to the 
purchasing articles (including services, which is applicable throughout this 
document) to the requirements. This does not apply to items that are 
manufactured based on official standards such as JIS, items for which the 
verification of the inspection is simple, or commercial products that can be 
confirmed for conformity at the time of acceptance inspection. 


 (2) Evaluation of Suppliers 
The packaging manufacturer shall conduct the following items: 
a) To develop criteria for selection of suppliers, to evaluate whether the 


suppliers have capabilities to satisfy the requirements described in the 
supply contract in the selection of suppliers; and 


b) To clarify the method and scope of the management to be conducted by 
the packaging manufacturer to his suppliers. 


(3) Procurement data 
The packaging manufacturer shall develop a procurement document that 
describes requirements for the supply and instruct the supplier to observe the 
contents thereof. 


(4) Verification of Purchasing Articles 
a)  The packaging manufacturer shall, at the inspection of the purchasing 


articles, develop documents such as implementation procedures. 
b)  The packaging manufacturer shall verify the purchasing articles by 


necessary inspections or other activities.  
4.4   Process Control 


(1) The packaging manufacturer shall construct the process of manufacturing of 
the packaging and carry out the following items for management. 


a)  The procedures shall be developed that identified the methods of 
manufacturing that could affect the quality of products; 
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b) Each process shall be provided with the appropriate equipment with 


appropriate work environment maintained; 


c) All processes shall be operated in accordance with the documents of 


quality management program, procedures, etc.; 


d)  Properties of processes or products shall be monitored; and 


e)  The equipment shall be preserved appropriately to maintain the process 


capability continuously. 


f)  In the event of nonconformity at the supplier or any significant change in 


the production process, it shall be promptly documented, and appropriate 


action taken. 


(2) The packaging manufacturer shall qualify the process of which results cannot 


be verified enough by the subsequent inspection as a special process upon 


talking with the applicant, and shall clarify the methods of the qualification of 


workers and processes, and management thereof. Data of the process, 


equipment and personnel qualified shall be recorded and stored, as necessary. 


4.5  Identification and Traceability 


 The packaging manufacturer shall define procedures for identification of the 


status of the packaging at the whole processes of the manufacturing from 


acceptance of materials. 


 The packaging manufacturer shall define procedures for tracing the quality 


records of each packaging. 


4.6  Control of Customer Supplies 


 The packaging manufacturer shall define procedures in a document for 


verification, storage and control of articles supplied by the applicant to incorporate 


those in the packaging to be manufactured or for related works. For supplies lost 


or damaged, and unsuitable for usage shall be recorded and reported to the 


applicant. 


4.7  Inspection 


(1) General 


The packaging manufacturer shall define procedures of inspection activities. 


The inspection and record required shall be specified in the quality 


management program or in the procedures. 


(2) Acceptance Inspection 


The packaging manufacturer shall not use or process the purchased articles 


until those conformances to the requirements are confirmed or verified by other 


methods. 


(3) In-process Inspection 


 The packaging manufacturer shall conduct the following items: 


a)  To inspect the packaging according to the provisions of quality 


management program and the procedures; and 


b)  Not to proceed to the next process until the specified inspection is 


completed or required reports are obtained and verified. 


(4) Final Inspection 


The packaging manufacturer shall conduct final inspection to confirm the 


compliance with the packaging to the requirements in accordance with the 


quality management program and the procedures. 


(5) Records of the Inspection 
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 The packaging manufacturer shall prepare and keep a record of the inspection 


of the packaging. These records shall clearly identify whether the inspection 


was passed in accordance with the judging standard. When the packaging does 


not pass the inspection, the procedures for control of nonconforming materials 


shall apply to it. 


4.8  Management of inspection, measurement and test devices 


(1) General 


 The packaging manufacturer shall define procedures in a document to manage and 


calibrate inspection, measurement and test devices (hereinafter referred to as 


"measuring devices etc."). The measuring devices etc. shall be used according to 


those measurement capabilities. 


The packaging manufacturer shall define the scope and frequency of the 


calibration and keep the records. 


 (2) Management Procedures 


The packaging manufacturer shall conduct the following items: 


a)  To clarify items for measurement and the required precision, and select 


appropriate measuring devices etc.; 


b)  To define a procedure for the calibration of measuring devices etc.; 


c)  To calibrate and adjust measuring devices etc. periodically or before use. In 


case where there is no international or domestic standard for calibration and 


adjustment, the criteria used for the calibration shall be documented; 


d) To identify the calibration status of measuring devices etc. with appropriate 


labels etc.; 


e) To keep the calibration record of measuring devices etc.; 


f) When it is discovered that a measuring device etc. deviates from the 


calibration criteria, the adequacy of the results of past inspection shall be 


evaluated and documented; 


g) The calibration, inspection, measurement and test shall be conducted under 


appropriate environmental conditions, and 


h) Protect the measuring devices etc. from damage and deterioration during 


handling, maintenance and storage.  


4.9  Status of Inspection 


 The packaging manufacturer shall identify the status of inspection of the 


packaging throughout the whole process in accordance with the provision of the 


quality management plan and procedures to deliver only packaging that passed 


the inspection. 


 


5.   Measurement, Analysis and Improvement 


5.1  Internal Audit 


 The packaging manufacturer shall conduct internal audits regularly to clarify 


whether the quality management system is effectively implemented and 


maintained. The audit plan and implementation shall be specified in a documented 


procedure. Auditors should not audit their work. 


 The person in charge in the audited area shall ensure that action is taken without 


delay to eliminate the detected nonconformities and their causes. The results of 


internal audits shall be input to management reviews. 


5.2  Control of Nonconforming Materials 


 The packaging manufacturer shall ensure to identify and manage materials that 


do not meet the requirements. The control for disposal of nonconforming materials 


and related responsibilities and authorities shall be defined in the documented 


procedures.  
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 The nonconforming packaging repaired or reworked shall be re-inspected to 


demonstrate conformity to requirements 


5.3  Improvement 


(1) Corrective Action 


The applicant shall take measures to eliminate the cause of nonconformity to 


prevent a recurrence. The documented procedures shall be established to 


specify requirements for: 


a)  Confirm the contents of the applicant’s complaints and reports on 


nonconforming materials; 


b)  Identify the causes of nonconformities related to packaging, processes, 


and quality management system; 


c)  Assess the necessity of action to ensure the prevention of 


nonconformities;  


d)  Determine and implement necessary actions; and 


e)  Record the results of actions taken. 


(2) Preventive Action 


 The packaging manufacturer shall establish a procedure to remove the cause 


to prevent potential nonconformities.  


 The documented procedures shall be established to specify requirements for 


following items.  


a) Identify potential nonconformities and their causes; 


b) Assess the necessity of action to prevent the occurrence of nonconformities. 


c) Determine and implement necessary actions; and 


d) Record the results of actions taken. 
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Act on Securing Quality, Efficacy and Safety of Products Including 


Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices (Act No. 145 of August 10, 1960) 


 [Extract] 


 


(Licenses for Establishment) 


Article 4 (1) No one may establish a pharmacy without a license from the 


governor of the prefecture in which the locality of the pharmacy is located 


(or, if the place is a city with established health centers or a special ward, 


the mayor of the city or the head of the special ward; hereinafter the same 


applies in the following paragraph, Article 7, paragraph (3), Article 10, 


paragraph (1) (including cases where applied mutatis mutandis pursuant 


to the provisions of Article 38, paragraph (1), Article 40, paragraphs (1) and 


(2)) and Article 10, paragraph (2) (including cases where applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to the provisions of Article 38, paragraph (1))). 


(2) [Omitted]  


(3) [Omitted]  


(4) The license prescribed in paragraph (1) ceases to be effective upon the 


expiration of such period unless it is renewed every six years. 


(5) [Omitted] 


 


(Matters to Be Observed by Proprietors of Pharmacies) 


Article 9 (1) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may specify matters 


which the proprietors of a pharmacy are to observe with respect to the 


following items and other duties related to the operation of the pharmacy: 


(i) [Omitted]; 


(ii) [Omitted].  


(2) [Omitted] 


 


(Marketing Licenses) 


Article 12 (1) In accordance with the criteria for pharmaceuticals (excluding 


in-vitro diagnostics; hereinafter the same applies in this Chapter), quasi-


pharmaceutical products or cosmetics set forth in the left-hand columns of 


the following table, no person other than one who has obtained a license 


from the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare specified in the right-hand 


columns of the same table, respectively, may engage in the business of 


marketing pharmaceuticals, quasi-pharmaceutical products or cosmetics. 


Criteria for pharmaceuticals, quasi-


pharmaceutical products or cosmetics 


Criteria for license 
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Pharmaceuticals designated by the 


Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare 


provided in Article 49, paragraph (1)* 


First-class marketing license for 


pharmaceuticals 


Pharmaceuticals other than 


pharmaceuticals falling under the 


preceding paragraph 


Second-class marketing license 


for pharmaceuticals 


Quasi-pharmaceutical products Marketing license for quasi-


pharmaceutical products 


Cosmetics Marketing license for cosmetics 


(2) The license prescribed in the preceding paragraph expires when a period 


specified by Cabinet Order of not less than three years passes, unless the 


license is renewed within each specified period. 


 


(Licenses for Manufacturing) 


Article 13 (1) Any person who has not obtained a license for manufacturing 


pharmaceuticals, quasi-pharmaceutical products or cosmetics must not 


engage in the business of manufacturing pharmaceuticals, quasi-


pharmaceutical products or cosmetics respectively.  


(2) [Omitted]  


(3) The license prescribed in paragraph (1) expires when a period specified by 


Cabinet Order of not less than three years passes, unless the license is 


renewed within each specified period. 


(4) [Omitted]  


(5) [Omitted]  


(6) [Omitted]  


(7) [Omitted]  


 


(Matters to Be Observed by Holders of Marketing Authorization for 


Pharmaceuticals, Quasi-Pharmaceutical Products and Cosmetics) 


Article 18 (1) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may specify 


methods of manufacturing control, quality control or post-marketing safety 


control over pharmaceuticals, quasi-pharmaceutical products or cosmetics, 


matters concerning responsibilities assumed by a marketing director of 


pharmaceuticals, quasi-pharmaceutical products or cosmetics; and other 


matters to be observed by holders of marketing authorization for 


                                                      


* Prescription pharmaceuticals, including radiopharmaceuticals 
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pharmaceuticals, quasi-pharmaceutical products or cosmetics during the 


course of practice by Order of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare. 


(2) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may specify methods of tests 


and inspections of pharmaceuticals at manufacturing facilities, matters 


concerning assuming responsibilities as manufacturing supervisors of 


pharmaceuticals; and other matters to be observed by manufactures of 


pharmaceuticals and foreign manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, quasi-


pharmaceutical products or cosmetics by Order of the Ministry of Health, 


Labour and Welfare.  


(3) [Omitted]  


 


(Marketing Licenses) 


Article 23-2 (1) In accordance with the criteria for medical devices or in-vitro 


diagnostics set forth in the left hand columns of the following table, no 


person other than one who has obtained a license from the Minister of 


Health, Labour and Welfare specified in the right hand columns of the same 


table respectively may engage in the business of marketing medical devices 


or in-vitro diagnostics†. 


Criteria for medical devices or in-


vitro diagnostics 


Criteria for license 


Specially-controlled medical devices First-class marketing license for 


medical devices 


Controlled medical devices Second-class marketing license for 


medical devices 


General medical devices Third-class marketing license for 


medical devices 


In-vitro diagnostics Marketing license for in-vitro 


diagnostics 


(2) The license prescribed in the preceding paragraph expires when a period 


specified by Cabinet Order of not less than three years passes, unless the 


license is renewed within each specified period. 


 


(Matters to Be Observed by Holders of Marketing Authorization for Medical 


Devices and In-Vitro Diagnostics) 


Article 23-2-15 (1) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may specify 


                                                      


† Including radiopharmaceuticals for in-vitro diagnosis 
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methods for providing manufacturing control, quality control or post-


marketing safety control for medical devices or in-vitro diagnostics, matters 


concerning responsibilities assumed by a marketing director of medical 


devices or in-vitro diagnostics; and other matters to be observed by a holder 


of marketing authorization for medical devices or in-vitro diagnostics ‡ 


during the course of operations by Order of the Ministry of Health, Labour 


and Welfare. 


(2) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may specify methods of tests 


and inspections of medical devices or in-vitro diagnostics at manufacturing 


facilities, matters concerning assuming responsibilities as a technical 


supervisor of medical devices or a manufacturing supervisor of in-vitro 


diagnostics, and other matters to be observed by manufactures of medical 


devices or in-vitro diagnostics §  and foreign manufacturers of medical 


devices by Order of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare. 


(3) [Omitted]  


 


(Licenses for Selling Pharmaceuticals) 


Article 24 (1) No person other than a proprietor of a pharmacy or one who has 


obtained a license for selling pharmaceuticals may engage in the business 


of selling or providing pharmaceuticals, or storing or displaying (including 


household arrangement; hereinafter the same) pharmaceuticals for the 


purpose of the sale or provision thereof; provided, however, that this does 


not apply where a holder of marketing authorization for pharmaceuticals 


manufactures or imports pharmaceuticals, and sells or provides them, or 


stores or displays them for the purpose of the sale or provision thereof to 


proprietors of pharmacies, or holders of marketing authorization, 


manufacturers or sellers of pharmaceuticals; or where a manufacturer of 


pharmaceuticals manufactures pharmaceuticals, and sells or provides 


them, or stores or displays them for the purpose of the sale or provision 


thereof to holders of marketing authorization or manufacturers of 


pharmaceuticals.  


(2) The license prescribed in the preceding paragraph ceases to be effective 


upon the expiration of a period of six years unless renewed at each six-year 


period. 


 


                                                      


‡ Including radiopharmaceuticals for in-vitro diagnosis 


§ Including radiopharmaceuticals for in-vitro diagnosis 
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(Criteria of License for Selling Pharmaceuticals)  


Article 25 Licenses for selling pharmaceuticals are to be provided for the 


operations specified in any of the items in accordance with the following 


criteria: 


(i) [Omitted] 


(ii) [Omitted] 


(iii) wholesale distribution: operations to sell or provide pharmaceuticals to 


proprietors of pharmacies, holders of marketing authorization, 


manufacturers or sellers of pharmaceuticals, or proprietors of hospitals, 


clinics, or clinics for domesticated animals, and others specified by Order 


of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (referred to as "proprietor 


of a pharmacy, etc." in Article 34, paragraph (3)). 


 


(Matters to Be Observed by Wholesale Distributors)  


Article 36-2 (1) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may specify the 


matters to be observed by wholesale distributors regarding methods of tests 


and inspections of pharmaceuticals at business offices and other operations 


at the business office by Order of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 


Welfare.  


(2) [Omitted]  


 


(On-Site Inspections)  


Article 69 (1) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare or the governor 


of the prefecture (prefectural governor) may, when marketing authorization 


holders or manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, quasi-pharmaceutical 


products, cosmetics, medical devices, or regenerative medicine products, or 


persons engaged in repairing medical devices, persons entrusted pursuant 


to the provisions of Article 18, paragraph (3), Article 23-2-15, paragraph (3), 


Article 23-35, paragraph (3), Article 68-5, paragraph (4), Article 68-7, 


paragraph (6) or Article 68-22, paragraph (6), or persons registered 


pursuant to the provisions of Article 80-6, paragraph (1) (hereinafter 


referred to as "marketing authorization holders" in this paragraph) find it 


necessary in order to confirm whether or not the following provisions and 


orders are observed, have such marketing authorization holders make 


necessary reports, pursuant to the provisions of Order of the Ministry of 


Health, Labour and Welfare, or have the persons in charge enter the factory, 


office, and other place where the marketing authorization holders 


concerned are engaged in the business of dealing with pharmaceuticals, 
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quasi-pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, medical devices or regenerative 


medicine products, or inspect the structure and equipment thereof, books 


and documents, and any other articles, or ask questions to employees and 


other persons concerned: the provisions of Article 12-2, Article 13, 


paragraph (4) (including cases applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to 


paragraph (7) of the same Article), Article 14, paragraph (2), paragraph (9) 


or paragraph (10), Article 14-3, paragraph (2), Article 14-9, Article 17, 


Article 18, paragraph (1) or paragraph (2), Article 19, Article 23, Article 23-


2-2, Article 23-2-3, paragraph (4), Article 23-2-5, paragraph (2), paragraph 


(11) or paragraph (12), Article 23-2-8, paragraph (2), Article 23-2-12, Article 


23-2-14 (including cases where applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to 


Article 40-3), Article 23-2-15, paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) (including 


cases applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 40-3), Article 23-2-16 


(including cases where applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 40-3), 


Article 23-2-22 (including cases where applied mutatis mutandis pursuant 


to Article 40-3), Article 23-21, Article 23-22, paragraph (4) (including cases 


where applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to paragraph (7) of the same 


Article), Article 23-25, paragraph (2), paragraph (9) or paragraph (10), 


Article 23-28, paragraph (2), Article 23-34, Article 23-35, paragraph (1) or 


paragraph (2), Article 23-36, Article 23-42, Article 40-2, paragraph (4) 


(including cases where applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to paragraph 


(6) of the same Article), Article 40-4, Article 46, paragraph (1) or paragraph 


(4), Article 58, Article 68-2, paragraph (1) or paragraph (2), Article 68-5, 


paragraph (1) or paragraph (4) to paragraph (6), Article 68-7, paragraph (1) 


or paragraph (6) to paragraph (8), Article 68-9, Article 68-10, paragraph (1), 


Article 68-11, Article 68-14, paragraph (1), Article 68-16, Article 68-22, 


paragraph (1) or paragraph (6) to paragraph (8), Article 68-24, paragraph 


(1), Article 80, paragraph (1) to paragraph (3) or paragraph (7), Article 80-


8 or Article 80-9, paragraph (1), or the orders based upon Article 71, Article 


72, paragraph (1) to paragraph (3), Article 72-4, Article 73, Article 75, 


paragraph (1) or Article 75-2, paragraph (1).  


(2) The governor of the prefecture (for pharmacies, store-based distributors, 


or sellers or leasers of specially-controlled medical devices or controlled 


medical devices (excluding specially-designated medical devices requiring 


maintenance) the pharmacy; if the locality of stores or business offices is a 


city with established health centers or a special ward, the mayor of the city 


or the head of the special ward; hereinafter the same in applies in Article 


70, paragraph (1), Article 72, paragraph (4), Article 72-2, paragraph (1), 
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Article 72-4, Article 72-5, Article 73, Article 75, paragraph (1), Article 76 


and Article 81-2) may, when finding it necessary in order to confirm 


whether or not the proprietors of pharmacies, sellers of pharmaceuticals, 


sellers or leasers of medical devices prescribed in Article 39, paragraph (1) 


or Article 39-3, paragraph (1), or sellers of regenerative medicine products 


(hereinafter referred to as "sellers, etc." in this paragraph) observe the 


following provisions and orders, have such sellers, etc. make necessary 


reports, pursuant to the provisions of Order of the Ministry of Health, 


Labour and Welfare, or have the persons in charge enter the pharmacy, 


hospital, clinic or veterinary clinic factory, office, and other place where 


those sellers, etc. are engaged in the business of dealing with 


pharmaceuticals, medical devices or regenerative medicine products, or 


inspect the structure and equipment thereof, books and documents, and 


other articles, or ask questions to employees and other persons concerned: 


the provisions of Article 5, Article 7, Article 8 (including cases applied 


mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 40, paragraph (1), and Article 40-7, 


paragraph (1)), Article 9, paragraph (1) (including cases applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to Article 40, paragraph (1) to paragraph (3) and Article 


40-7, paragraph (1)) or Article 9, paragraph (2) (including cases applied 


mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 40, paragraph (1) and Article 40-7, 


paragraph (1)), Article 9-2 to Article 9-4, Article 10, paragraph (1) 


(including cases applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 38, Article 


40, paragraph (1) and paragraph (2), and Article 40-7) or Article 10, 


paragraph (2) (including cases applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to 


Article 38, paragraph (1)), Article 11 (including cases applied mutatis 


mutandis pursuant to Article 38, Article 40, paragraph (1) and Article 40-


7), Article 26, paragraph (4), Article 27 to Article 29-3, Article 30, 


paragraph (2), Article 31 to Article 33, Article 34, paragraph (2) or 


paragraph (3), Article 35 to Article 36-6, Article 36-9 to Article 37, Article 


39, paragraph (3), Article 39-2, Article 39-3, paragraph (2), Article 40-4, 


Article 40-5, paragraph (3) or paragraph (5), Article 40-6, Article 45, Article 


46, paragraph (1) or paragraph (4), Article 49, Article 57-2 (including cases 


applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 65-5), Article 68-2, Article 


68-5, paragraph (3), paragraph (5) or paragraph (6), Article 68-7, paragraph 


(2), paragraph (5) or paragraph (8), Article 68-9, paragraph (2), Article 68-


10, paragraph (2), Article 68-22, paragraph (2), (5) or (8), or Article 80, 


paragraph (7), or the order based upon Article 72, paragraph (4), Article 72-


2, Article 72-4, Article 73, Article 74, Article 75, paragraph (1) or Article 75-
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2, paragraph (1).  


(3) [Omitted]  


(4) [Omitted]  


(5) [Omitted]  


(6) [Omitted]  


(7) [Omitted]  


 


Article 72-4 (1) Beyond what is provided in the preceding three Articles, when 


the marketing authorization holder or manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, 


quasi-pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, medical devices or regenerative 


medicine products, or repairers of medical devices violate this Act or any 


order based thereon, the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may, if 


finding it necessary to prevent the occurrence or spread of hazards in health 


and hygiene, order the marketing authorization holders, manufacturers, 


repairers to take necessary measures for the improvement of the 


operations; or, when proprietors of pharmacies, sellers of pharmaceuticals, 


sellers or leasers of medical devices prescribed in Article 39, paragraph (1) 


or Article 39-3, paragraph (1), or sellers of regenerative medicine products 


violate this Act or any order based thereon, the governor of the prefecture 


may, if finding it necessary to prevent the occurrence or spread of hazards 


in health and hygiene, order the proprietors of pharmacies, sellers or 


leasers to take necessary measures for the improvement of the operations. 


(2) [Omitted]  


 


(Rescindment of Licenses)  


Article 75 (1) When holders of marketing authorization for pharmaceuticals, 


quasi-pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, medical devices or regenerative 


medicine products, manufacturers of pharmaceuticals (excluding in-vitro 


diagnostics), quasi-pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, regenerative 


medicine products, repairers of medical devices, proprietors of pharmacies, 


sellers of pharmaceuticals, sellers or leasers of medical devices prescribed 


in Article 39, paragraph (1) or Article 39-3, paragraph (1), or sellers of 


regenerative medicine products violate this Act or other pharmaceutical 


laws and regulations specified by Cabinet Order or disposition based upon 


such matters, or when these persons (in case where such persons are 


corporations, including those engaged in the operation as officers) fall 


under the provisions of Article 5, item (iii), Article 12-2, item (iii), Article 


13, paragraph (4), item (ii) (including cases applied mutatis mutandis 
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pursuant to paragraph (7) of the same Article), Article 23-2-2, item (iii), 


Article 23-21, item (iii), Article 23-22, paragraph (4), item (ii) (including 


cases applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (7) 


of the same Article), Article 26, paragraph (4), item (iii), Article 30, 


paragraph (2), item (ii), Article 34, paragraph (2), item (ii), Article 39, 


paragraph (3), item (ii), Article 40-2, paragraph (4), item (ii) (including 


cases applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (6) 


of the same Article), or Article 40-5, paragraph (3), item (ii), the Minister of 


Health, Labour and Welfare may rescind the license of holders of marketing 


authorization for pharmaceuticals, quasi-pharmaceutical products, 


cosmetics, medical devices or regenerative medicine products, 


manufacturers of pharmaceuticals (excluding in-vitro diagnostics), quasi-


pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, regenerative medicine products, or 


repairers of medical devices, or order them to suspend all or part of the 


operations for a specific period the Minister designates; or, the governor of 


the prefecture may rescind the license of proprietors of pharmacies, sellers 


of pharmaceuticals, sellers or leasers of medical devices prescribed in 


Article 39, paragraph (1) or Article 39-3, paragraph (1), or sellers of 


regenerative medicine products, or order them to suspend all or part of the 


operations for a specific period the governor specifies. 


(2) [Omitted]  


(3) [Omitted]  


 


(Rescindment of Registration) 


Article 75-2 (1) The Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare may rescind 


registration or order the suspension of all or part of the operations for a 


specific period the Minister specifies, when manufacturers of medical 


devices or in-vitro diagnostics** violate this Act or other pharmaceutical 


laws and regulations specified by Cabinet Order, or dispositions based 


thereon, or when such manufacturers obtain registration prescribed in 


Article 23-2-3, paragraph (1) by unlawful means, or when the persons 


(including officers engaged in the operations in cases where such persons 


are corporations) come to fall under the provisions of paragraph (4) of the 


same Article. 


(2) [Omitted]  


 


                                                      


** Including radiopharmaceuticals for in-vitro diagnosis 
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the NRA  Ordinance for Enforcement Regulation of the Act on the 


Regulation of Radioisotopes, etc. 


Prime Minister Office Order No.56 of 1960 


Final amendment: January 5, 2018 (the NRA Regulation No. 1 of 2018) 


amended 


 


(Definitions of Terms) 


Article 1 In this Regulation, the definition of the term set forth in the following items is 


as prescribed in those items, respectively: 


(i) controlled area: an area where the dose from external radiation is likely to exceed 


the dose specified by the Nuclear Regulation Authority (hereinafter, referred to as 


“NRA” in some cases), the concentration of a radioisotope in the air (including a 


radiation emitting isotope produced by radiation from a radiation generator; 


hereinafter the same applies to this item, items (iv), (xii) and (xiii), Article 14-7 


paragraph (1) items (iv) and (v), as applied mutatis mutandis to Article 14-8, Article 


14-9 item (iv) (c), as applied mutatis mutandis to Article 14-10, Article 14-11, Article 


15 paragraph (1) items (iv) and (x), Article 17 paragraph (1) item (vii) and paragraph 


(2), Article 18 paragraph (1) items (i) (a) and (iii), Article 18-3 paragraph (2), Article 


18-4 item (viii), Article 18-5 (excluding item (ix)) ,Article 18-6, Article 18-11 items (i) 


(a) and (ii) (b), Article 19 paragraph (1) (excluding items (xiii) (d) and (xvi)), 


paragraph (3) and paragraph (5) item (ii), Article 20 (excluding paragraph (1) items 


(iv) (b) and (c)), Article 21 paragraph (1) item (vi), Article 22 paragraph (1) item (iii), 


Article 22-3 paragraph (1), Article 24 paragraph (1) item (i) (q), item (iv) (a) and item 


(v), Article 24 paragraph (1) item (iii) and item (vii) (d) and paragraph (2) item (ii) , 


Article 29 paragraph (1) item (iv), Article 29-4 item (i), Article 29-7 and Article 39 


paragraph (1)), is likely to exceed the concentration specified by the NRA, or the 


density of a radioisotope on the surface of the object contaminated with a 


radioisotope is likely to exceed the density specified by the NRA; 


(ii) workroom: a room where unsealed radioisotopes are used or repacked, or where 


unsealed objects contaminated with radioisotopes or radiation emitting isotopes 


produced by radiation from  radiation generators (hereinafter referred to as 


“radioactively contaminated objects”) are repacked; 


(iii) workroom for radioactive waste management: a room for conducting the 


operations to remove the residue of radioisotopes or radioactively contaminated 


objects (hereinafter referred to as “radioisotopes, etc.”) after being incinerated in an 


incinerator or to solidify the residue with concrete or other solidification materials 
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(including processes for solidification; the same applies hereinafter); 


(iv) contamination inspection room: a room for conducting the inspection of 


contamination due to radioisotopes on human bodies or on the surfaces of work wear, 


footwear, protective equipment, and other the matters worn by persons; 


(v) exhaust equipment: equipment that purifies gaseous radioisotopes or exhausts 


purified air, including exhaust air purifier, exhaust fan, exhaust pipe, exhaust outlet, 


etc.  


(vi) drainage equipment: equipment that purifies liquid radioisotopes or releases 


drainage, including a waste liquid treatment equipment (this means devices or 


equipment such as concentrator, separator, ion exchange device, etc.), a drainage 


purification tank (this means the structure such as a storage tank, dilution tank, 


sedimentation tank, filtration tank, etc. ), a drainage pipe, a drainage outlet, etc. ; 


(vii) solidification treatment equipment: equipment that solidifies radioisotopes, etc. 


with concrete or other solidification materials, including a crusher, a compactor, a 


mixer, a filler, etc. ; 


(viii) radiation worker: a person who is engaged in handling, management or other 


relevant works of radioisotopes, etc. or radiation generators (hereinafter referred to 


as “operation of handling, etc. ”) and who enters a controlled area; 


(ix) radiation facilities: usage facilities, radioactive waste repacking facilities, storage 


facilities, radioactive waste storage facilities or radioactive waste management 


facilities; 


(x) effective dose limit: the limit of dose during a fixed period of time specified by the 


NRA in term of an effective dose to a radiation worker; 


(xi) equivalent dose limit: the limit of dose during a fixed period of time specified by 


the NRA in term of an equivalent dose to each tissue or organ of a radiation worker. 


(xii) concentration limit in the air: the limit of concentration specified by the NRA in 


term of the concentration of a radioisotope in the air that a person inhales in places 


where a person may regularly enter within radiation facilities; 


(xiii) surface density limit: the limit of the density specified by the NRA in term of the 


density of a radioisotope on the surface of objects that a person comes into direct 


contact in places where a person may regularly enter within radiation facilities. 


(xiv) the rooms where using radioisotopes, etc.: the room where using radioisotopes, 


the room where repacking for waste management of radioisotopes, the storage box 


or storage container, the container referred to in Article 14-9 item (ii) (including as 


applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to Article 14-10), the predisposal equipment, 


the container referred to in Article 14-11 paragraph (1) item (viii) (c) or the place to 
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temporally use radioisotopes, etc. (hereinafter referred to as “the place of temporal 


use”) pursuant to the provisions of Article 10 paragraph (6) of the Act on the 


regulation of radioisotopes, etc. (Act No. 167; hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) 


(xv) security area: the place where is subject to the measures to be taken for the 


security of specified radioisotopes, including the rooms where using radioisotopes, 


etc.; 


(xvi) security personnel: persons engaged in the operation of the security of specified 


radioisotopes (including a specified radioisotopes security manager) 


 


(Transport of Radioisotopes, etc. as Radioactive Packages) 


Article 18-3 (1) Radioisotopes, etc. (excluding those which do not fall under the provisions 


of Article 2 item (i) (g) (1) of the Regulation for the Carriage and Storage of Dangerous 


Goods by Ship (Order of the Transport Ministry No. 30 of 1957) (excluding those 


provided by the NRA); hereinafter the same applies to Articles until Article 18-13) 


must be transported as the kind of radioactive packages (this term means the packages 


enclosing or packaging radioisotopes, etc. therein; the same applies hereinafter) in the 


following items, respectively, in accordance with the following categories of 


radioisotopes, etc.: 


(i) radioisotopes, etc. which the NRA specifies as being extremely less dangerous: Type 


L package;  


(ii) radioisotopes, etc. with radioactivity not exceeding the quantity specified by the 


NRA (excluding those set forth in the preceding item): Type A package; 


(iii) radioisotopes, etc. with radioactivity exceeding the quantity specified by the NRA 


in the preceding item (excluding those set forth in item (i)): Type BM or Type BU 


package; 


 


(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, radioisotopes, etc. of low 


radioactivity concentration that the NRA specifies as being less dangerous (hereinafter 


referred to as “low specific activity radioisotopes”), and an object of which surface is 


contaminated with radioisotopes and that the NRA specifies as being less dangerous 


(hereinafter referred to as “surface radioactively contaminated objects”) may be 


transported as a Type IP-1, Type IP-2 or Type IP-3 package in accordance with 


categories provided by the NRA. 


(3) The Type L, Type A, Type BM, Type BU, Type IP-1, Type IP-2 and Type IP-3 packages 


set forth in the preceding two paragraphs must conform to technical standards 


prescribed in the following Article through Article 18-10, respectively. 
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(Technical Standards Relating to Type L Packages) 


Article 18-4 Technical standards relating to Type L packages are as set forth in the 


following items; 


(i) a Type L package is to be easily and safely handled; 


(ii) crack or breakage due to anticipated changes in temperature and internal pressure, 


vibratory motion, etc.  during transport is to be unlikely to occur; 


(iii) there is no unnecessary protuberances on its surface and surface contamination is 


to be easily removed; 


(iv) a hazardous physical interaction or chemical reaction between materials or 


between the material and radioisotopes, etc. enclosed or packaged therein, is to be 


unlikely to occur; 


(v) measures are to be taken to ensure that valves would not be mistakenly operated; 


(vi) a label “RADIOACTIVE” (in Japanese or English) is to be attached at a position 


which is clearly visible if the package is opened; provided, however, that this does 


not apply to the case provided by the NRA; 


(vii) the maximum value of 1-cm dose equivalent rate (identical to the “ambient dose 


equivalent rate” defined by ICRU at d = 10 mm) on its surface is not to exceed 5 


μSv/h; 


(viii) the densities of radioisotopes on its surface are not to exceed the densities 


specified by the NRA (hereinafter referred to as “surface density of package”). 


 


(Technical Standards Relating to Type A Packages) 


Article 18-5 Technical standards relating to Type A packages are as set forth in the 


following items: 


(i) standards prescribed in items (i) through (v) and (vii) of the preceding Article; 


(ii) each side of the circumscribed rectangular parallelepiped is to be not less than 10 


cm; 


(iii) measures such as attachment of hardly broken seals, etc.  are to be taken so that 


a package is not opened without good reason and, if the package has been opened, it 


is easily perceived that the package is opened; 


(iv) crack, breakage or others on the components of the package is to be unlikely to 


occur at a temperature ranging -40°C through 70 °C; provided, however, that this 


does not apply to the cases where anticipated temperature range during transport 


may be specified; 


(v) there is no leak of radioisotopes under the ambient pressure of 60 kPa; 
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(vi) in cases where liquid radioisotopes, etc. are enclosed in a package, the package is 


to conform to the following requirements; 


(a) the package is to be installed with absorbent materials capable of absorbing more 


than twice the quantities of radioisotopes, etc. that may be enclosed in a container 


or a sealing equipment (this means a component part of a container for which 


measures for sealing to prevent leakage of radioisotopes are taken; the same 


applies hereinafter) consisting of twofold sealing parts; provided, however, that 


this does not apply to the cases where using a container granted approval 


pursuant to the provisions of Article 18 paragraph (3) of the Act (limited to the 


container relating to Type BM packages or Type BU packages); 


(b) the package is to have an appropriate space capable to respond to the change due 


to the temperature and the behavior during transport or at the time of 


introduction into the container, of radioisotopes, etc.. 


(vii) the maximum value of 1-cm dose equivalent rate (identical to the “ambient dose 


equivalent rate” defined by ICRU at d = 10 mm) on the surface of a package is not 


to exceed 2 mSv/h; provided, however, that the maximum value of 1-cm dose 


equivalent rate on the surface is not exceed 10 mSv/h for a radioactive package that 


is transported as exclusive loading (this means the means of loading by which a 


vehicle of railway, tram or trolley, bucket of cableway, vehicle, light vehicle or a 


container with each side of the circumscribed rectangular parallelepiped being not 


less than 1.5 m (limited to that having internal volume exceeding 3 m3) is 


exclusively used by a single consignor and loading and unloading of a package are 


carried out under the direction of a consignor or consignee; the same applies 


hereinafter) and that has been granted approval by the NRA that there is no 


hindrance to safety and conforms to technical standards for transport prescribed in 


Article 4 paragraph (2) and Article 18 paragraphs (3) items (i) and (ii) of Vehicle 


Transport Regulation; 


(viii) for a radioactive package using a container or a tank (this means a container 


enclosing gas, liquid or solid; the same applies hereinafter) as a transport container 


which is transported as not exclusive loading, the dose equivalent rate obtained by 


multiplying the maximum value of 1-cm dose equivalent rate (identical to the 


“ambient dose equivalent rate” defined by ICRU at d = 10 mm) at a distance of 1 m 


from the surface by the factor specified by the NRA is not to exceed 100 μSv/h; 


provided, however, that this does not apply to the cases where a radioactive package 


is transported as exclusive loading and has been granted approval by the NRA that 


there is no likelihood of impairing the safety. 
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(ix) in cases where a package is put under general inspection conditions relating to 


Type A packages provided by the NRA, the package is to conform to the following 


requirements; 


(a) there is no leak of any radioisotopes; 


(b) the maximum value of 1-cm dose equivalent rate (identical to the “ambient dose 


equivalent rate” defined by ICRU at d = 10 mm) at the surface of the package is 


not to increase significantly nor to exceed 2 mSv/h (in cases where falling under 


the proviso of item (vii), 10 mSv/h). 


(x) in cases where a package is put under additional inspection conditions relating to 


Type A packages in which liquid or gaseous radioisotopes, etc. provided by the NRA 


(excluding gaseous tritium and rare gas) are enclosed or packaged, there is no leak 


of any radioisotopes. 


 


(Technical Standards Relating to Type BM Packages) 


Article 18-6 Technical standards relating to Type BM packages are as set forth in the 


following items; 


(i) standards prescribed in items (i) through (ix) of the preceding Article; provided, 


however, that requirements prescribed in item (vi) (a) of the same Article do not 


apply. 


(ii) in cases where a package is put under general inspection conditions relating to a 


Type BM package provided by the NRA, the package is to conform to the following 


requirements; 


(a) requirements in item (x) (b) of the preceding Article; 


(b) the quantity of leakage of radioisotopes per one hour is not to exceed the quantity 


specified by the NRA; 


(c) the surface temperature of a package in the shade is not to exceed 50°C (for a 


radioactive package transported as exclusive loading, the temperature of the 


surface (for a radioactive package installed with the access prevention frame on 


its surface, the surface of the frame) that may be easily accessed by a person 


during transport is 85 °C ); 


(d) The surface density of radioisotopes of the package is not to exceed the surface 


density of a package. 


(iii) in cases where a package is put under special inspection conditions relating to 


Type BM packages provided by the NRA, the package is to conform to the following 


requirements; 


(a) the maximum value of 1-cm dose equivalent rate (identical to the “ambient dose 
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equivalent rate” defined by ICRU at d = 10 mm) at a distance of 1 m from the 


surface of the package is not to exceed 10 mSv/h; 


(b) the quantity of leakage of radioisotopes per one week is not to exceed the quantity 


specified by the NRA. 


(iv) crack, breakage or others of a package is to be unlikely to occur in the ambient 


temperature range from the lowest possible temperature anticipated during 


transport to 38 °C. 


(v) in cases where a radioactive package enclosing or packaging radioisotopes and 


other of the quantities of radioactivity exceeding those specified by the NRA is put 


under the inspection condition provided by the NRA, there is to be no damage in 


sealing equipment; provided, however, that this does not apply to the cases where a 


package has been granted approval by the NRA that there is no likelihood of 


impairing the safety. 


 


(Technical Standards Relating to Type BU Packages) 


Article 18-7 Technical standards relating to Type BU packages are as set forth in the 


following items; 


(i) standards prescribed in Article 18-5 items (i) through (iii), the main clause of item 


(iv), item (v), item (vi) (b) and items (vii) through (ix) and the main clause of item (v) 


of the preceding Article; 


(ii) in cases where a package is put under general inspection conditions relating to 


Type BU packages provided by the NRA, the package is to conform to the 


requirements prescribed in item (ii) (a) through (d) of the preceding Article; 


(iii) in cases where a package is put under special inspection conditions relating to 


Type BU packages provided by the NRA, the package is to conform to the 


requirements prescribed in item (iii) (a) and (b) of the preceding Article; 


(iv) crack, breakage or others of the package is to be unlikely to occur in the ambient 


temperature range from -40 °C to 38 °C; 


(v) a package is to be of such structure that enables filtration of internal gas or cooling 


of radioisotopes, etc. without using any filter or mechanical cooling device; 


(vi) the maximum operating pressure (this means the maximum pressure (this means 


the gauge pressure) of gas annually generated inside the sealing equipment of the 


radioactive package in cases where special measures such as exhausting, cooling or 


others are not taken under the conditions of the ambient temperature and direct 


sunlight anticipated during transport) is not to exceed 700 kPa. 
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(Transport by Means of Special Measures) 


Article 18-12 In cases where the transport pursuant to the provisions of Article 18-3 or 


the preceding Article is extremely difficult, measures necessary for ensuring safe 


transport are taken, and the NRA has4 granted approval that there is no likelihood of 


impairing the safety even if the package is transported without complying with these 


provisions, the package may be transported without complying with these provisions. 


In this case, the maximum value of 1-cm dose equivalent rate (identical to the “ambient 


dose equivalent rate” defined by ICRU at d = 10 mm) on the surface of the transported 


package must not exceed 10 mSv/h. 


 


(Application for Confirmation of Transport) 


Article 18-15 (1) Any person intending to be granted package confirmation pursuant to 


the provisions of Article 18 item (ii) of the Act (excluding confirmation by a NRA-


registered package confirmation organization) must submit a written application for 


confirmation to the NRA in the Appended Form 18, appending the following documents 


to the application; 


(i) instruction documents on radioisotopes, etc. transported; 


(ii) instruction documents on the structure, material and means of manufacturing 


(hereinafter referred to as “container design”) of a container that encloses 


radioisotopes, etc. referred to in the preceding item (hereinafter referred to as 


“container” in this Article and Articles 18-17 through 18-20) as well as the safety of 


a radioactive package in cases where the radioisotopes, etc. are enclosed in the 


container; 


(iii) instruction documents proving that the container has been manufactured in 


accordance with the container design; 


(iv) instruction documents proving that the container is maintained to conform to the 


container design; 


(v) instruction documents on inspection of a radioactive package prior to transport; 


(vi) for simplified transport, instruction documents on the means of transport of a 


radioactive package and its safety. 


(2) in cases where the document that proves the confirmation by Minister of Land, 


Infrastructure and Transport, pursuant to the provisions of Article 87 paragraph (1) 


of the Regulation for the Carriage and Storage of Dangerous Goods by Ship (Order of 


the Transport Ministry No. 30 of 1957) has been submitted, submission of the 


document set forth in each of items of the preceding paragraph may be omitted. 


(3) In cases where radioisotopes, etc. are transported using the container that has been 
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granted approval referred to in Article 18 paragraph (3) of the Act, submission of 


documents referred to in items (ii) and (iii) of paragraph (1) may be omitted. 


(4) Any person intending to be granted package confirmation by a NRA-registered 


package confirmation organization referred to in Article 18 paragraph (2) of the Act 


must submit a written application for confirmation in the Appended Form 18 to the 


NRA-registered package confirmation organization, appending the document set forth 


in each of items of paragraph (1) to the application. 


 


(Issuance of a Confirmation of Transport Certificate) 


Article 18-16 The NRA or a NRA-registered package confirmation organization, when it 


has performed confirmation prescribed in Article 18 paragraph (2) of the Act, issues a 


confirmation of transport certificate. 


 


(Application for Approval of a Container) 


Article 18-17 (1) The application for approval pursuant to the provisions of Article 18 


paragraph (3) of the Act, must be made by submission of a written application for 


approval of a container in the Appended Form 19. 


(2) The following documents must be appended to the application referred to in the 


preceding paragraph; 


(i) instruction document on radioisotopes, etc. that are planned to be transported using 


a container; 


(ii) instruction document on the design of a container and the safety of a radioactive 


package in cases where radioisotopes, etc. are enclosed in the container  


(iii) instruction document proving that the container is manufactured to conform to 


the container design; 


(iv) instruction document proving that the container is maintained to conform to the 


container design referred to in item (ii). 


(3) For a container from which a part separated can be used, a written application 


referred to in paragraph (1) for each part of the container may be submitted. In this 


case, instruction documents referred to in items (iii) and (iv) of the preceding 


paragraph are to be those for the part of the container relating to the application. 


(4) As for the document set forth in paragraph (2) item (ii), submission of the documents 


may be omitted as provided by the NRA, in cases where the NRA deems that a 


radioactive package conforms to technical standards prescribed in Articles 18-3 


through 18-12, concerning the design of a container and the matters relating to the 


safety of the radioactive package upon radioisotopes, etc. referred to in paragraph (2) 
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item (i) enclosed therein. 


 


(Issuance of a Container Approval Certificate) 


Article 18-18 The NRA, when it has granted approval for a container prescribed in Article 


18 paragraph (3) of the Act, issues a container approval certificate describing the 


matters set forth in the following items; 


(i) the name and address of the applicant and, if the applicant is a corporation, the 


name of a representative; 


(ii) the name of the container; 


(iii) number of notification of the approved container;  


(iv) dimensions of outline and weight of the container; 


(v) kind of a radioactive package; 


(vi) specification of radioisotopes, etc. enclosed; 


(vii) expiration period for use as approved container; 


(viii) the matters on maintenance of the container and handling of a radioactive 


package. 


 


(Renewal of the Expiration Period for Use as an Approved Container) 


Article 18-19 (1) A person who has been issued a container approval certificate pursuant 


to the provisions of the preceding Article may be granted renewal of the expiration 


period for use of the approved container, proving that the container is maintained to 


conform to the container design. 


(2) Any person intending to be granted renewal of the expiration period referred to in the 


preceding paragraph must submit a written application for renewal of the expiration 


period for use as the approved container in the Appended Form 20, appending 


instruction documents proving that the container is maintained to conform to the 


container design to the NRA to the application. 


(3) A person who has been granted renewal of the expiration period referred to in 


paragraph (1) must submit the container approval certificate without delay, for 


receiving the rewritten certificate. 


 


(Notification of the Change in Container Approval Certificate, etc. ) 


Article 18-20 (1) A person who has been issued a container approval certificate pursuant 


to the provisions of Article 18-18, if having made any change in the matters set forth 


in item (i) of the same Article, must submit a written notification in the Appended 


Form 21 to the NRA within 30 days from the date of the change, appending the 
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container approval certificate to the notification, for receiving the rewritten certificate. 


(2) A person who has been issued a container approval certificate pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 18-18, if having discontinued the use of the approved container, 


must submit a written notification in the Appended Form 22 to the NRA within 30 


days from the date of discontinuance of use, appending the container approval 


certificate to the notification. 


 


(Measurements) 


Article 20 (1) Measurements pursuant to the provisions of Article 20 paragraph (1) of the 


Act are performed as prescribed in the following provisions; 


(i) the measurement of the quantity of radiation is to be performed for the 1-cm dose 


equivalent rate or 1-cm dose equivalent (identical to the “ambient dose equivalent” 


defined by ICRU at d = 10 mm); provided, however, that at places where the 70-μm 


dose equivalent rate (identical to “directional dose equivalent” defined by ICRU at d 


= 0.07 mm) is likely to exceed ten times the 1-cm dose equivalent rate or at places 


where 70-μm dose equivalent is likely to exceed ten times the 1-cm dose equivalent, 


the measurement of the quantity of radiation is to be performed for 70-μm dose 


equivalent rate or 70-μm dose equivalent, respectively. 


(ii) measurements of the quantity of radiation and the conditions of contamination due 


to radioisotopes are to be performed by using a radiation measurement instrument; 


provided, however, that, in cases where the measurement using the instrument is 


extremely difficult, the values of these quantities may be determined by calculation. 


(iii) the measurement referred to in the preceding item is to be performed, in 


accordance with the item set forth in the left column of the following Table, at most 


appropriate locations to clarify the quantity of radiation or the condition of 


contamination due to radioisotopes in places set forth in the right column, 


respectively;  


(iv) the measurement referred to in item (ii) is to be performed once prior to 


commencement of the operation and as prescribed in the following provisions after 


the commencement of the operation; 


(a) the measurement of the quantity of radiation (excluding measurements in (b) 


and (c)) and the conditions of  radioactive contamination in a workroom, a 


workroom for radioactive waste management, a contamination inspection room 


and the boundary of a controlled area are to be performed once each period not 


exceeding one month; provided, however, that the measurement of the quantity of 


radiation at the boundary of the place of business to conduct radioactive waste 
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management accompanying a site for the burial of radioactive waste is to be 


performed once each period not exceeding one week until the whole of the site for 


the burial of radioactive waste is covered with earth and sand, etc. ; 


(b) the measurement of the quantity of radiation at places where sealed 


radioisotopes or radiation generator, being fixed and placed, are used under the 


condition of the constant operational procedure and the fixed positions of shields 


including shielding walls, is to be performed (excluding the measurement in (c)) 


once each period not exceeding 6 months; 


(c) in cases where using only sealed radioisotopes with the quantity less than or 


equal to the value of 1,000 times the lower bound quantity (as with “exemption 


level”), the measurement of the quantity of radiation is to be performed once each 


period not exceeding 6 months; 


(d) the measurements of condition of contamination due to radioisotopes at an 


exhaust port of exhaust equipment, a draining port of drainage equipment and 


the places where exhaust monitoring equipment and drainage monitoring 


equipment are installed are to be performed each time when the exhaust or drain 


water is discharged (the measurement is to be performed continuously if the 


exhaust or drain water is discharged continuously). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Item Place 


The quantity 


of radiation 


a) usage facilities 


b) radioactive waste repacking facilities 


c) storage facilities 


d) radioactive waste storage facilities 


e) radioactive waste management facilities 


f) boundary of a controlled area 


g) area for residence inside of a factory or the place 


of business, etc.   


h) boundary of the place of business, etc.  


Measurement 


of the 


conditions of 


contamination 


due to 


radioisotopes 


a) workroom 


b) workroom for radioactive waste management 


c) contamination inspection room 


d) exhaust port of exhaust equipment 


e) drain port of drainage equipment 


f) place where exhaust monitoring equipment is 


installed 


g) place where drainage monitoring equipment is 


installed 


h) boundary of a controlled area 
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(2) The measurement of the radiation dose referred to in Article 20 paragraph (2) of the 


Act is to be performed for doses from external exposure and internal exposure (this 


means being exposed to radiation from radioisotopes that are ingested into human 


body; the same applies hereinafter) as prescribed in the following provisions; 


(i) the measurement of the radiation dose from external exposure is to be performed 


as prescribed in the following provisions; 


(a) on the chest (for a female worker, on the abdomen (excluding a female worker 


who has notified to a user who holds the permission and a user who has notified,. 


or a licensed radioactive waste management operator in documents that she has 


been diagnosed as unable to become pregnant or has no intention to become 


pregnant; provided, however, that this does not apply to the case where there is 


any reasonable reason)), to measure the 1-cm dose equivalent and 70-μm dose 


equivalent (for neutrons, only 1-cm dose equivalent); 


(b) in cases where, among the head and neck region, the chest and upper arm region 


and the abdomen and thigh region of the body, the region where the radiation dose 


from external exposure is likely to be largest is that other than the chest and upper 


arm region (for a female worker whose dose is to be measured on the abdomen in 


(a), the body portion consisting of abdomen and thighs), the measurement of the 


1-cm dose equivalent and 70-μm dose equivalent (for neutrons, only 1-cm dose 


equivalent) is to be performed on the region where the radiation dose from the 


external exposure is considered to be largest, in addition to the region referred to 


in (a); 


(c) in cases where, among body portions, the body portion where the radiation dose 


from external exposure is likely to be largest is the region other than head, neck, 


chest, upper arms, abdomen and thighs, the measurement of the 70-μm dose 


equivalent is to be performed on the region, in addition to the regions referred to 


in (a) and (b); provided, however, that this does not apply to the measurement on 


neutrons; 


(d) measurements are to be performed using a radiation measurement instrument; 


provided, however, that, in cases where the measurements using a radiation 


measurement instrument are extremely difficult, the values of these quantities 


may be determined by calculation; 


(e) measurements on persons who regularly enter a controlled area are to be 


continuously performed during the period of their entry; provided, however, that 


this does not apply to the persons who temporarily enter the controlled area and 


are not radiation workers if their radiation doses from external exposure in the 
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controlled area are unlikely to exceed the dose limit specified by the NRA. 


(ii) measurements of the radiation dose from internal exposure are to be performed as 


provided for by the NRA, if a person who has inhaled or orally ingested radioisotopes 


by mistake, or for a person who enters a workroom or other places where there is a 


likelihood of inhalation or ingestion of radioisotopes once each period not exceeding 


3 months (for a female radiation worker whose pregnancy has become known to a 


user who holds the permission and a user who has notified,. or a licensed radioactive 


waste management operator through notification by herself or others, once each 


period not exceeding one month until her delivery); provided, however, that this does 


not apply to a person who temporarily enters a workroom or other places where 


there is a likelihood of inhalation or ingestion of radioisotopes, but is not a radiation 


worker, if the radiation dose from internal exposure is unlikely to exceed the dose 


limit specified by the NRA. 


(3) The measurement of the conditions of contamination with radioisotopes referred to 


in Article 20 paragraph (2) of the Act is to be performed by using a radiation 


measurement instrument as prescribed in the following provisions; provided, however, 


that if the measurement using the instrument is extremely difficult, the values of the 


conditions may be determined by calculation: 


(i) the measurement is to be performed for the surface of hand, foot and other body 


portions that are likely to be contaminated with radioisotopes and the surface of 


objects worn over body such as work wear, shoes, protector and other objects that 


are likely to be contaminated with radioisotopes; 


(ii) the measurement is to be performed if a person who enters radiation facilities 


where unsealed radioisotopes are used, repacked, incinerated or solidified with 


concrete and other solidification materials, exits from the facilities. 


(4) Measures pursuant to the NRA Regulation referred to in Article 20 paragraph (3) of 


the Act are to be as follows: 


(i) the results of the measurement referred to in paragraph (1) are to be recorded on 


the following the matters at each time of measurements and are to be kept for 5 


years: 


(a) date and time of the measurement; 


(b) location of the measurement; 


(c) the name of a person who performed the measurement; 


(d) kind and model of a radiation measurement instrument; 


(e) means of the measurement; 


(f) results of the measurement. 
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(ii) the results of the measurement of the radiation dose from external exposure for 


each period of 3 months beginning on April 1, July 1, October 1 and January 1, 


respectively, and for the period of one year beginning on April 1, and, for a female 


worker whose pregnancy has become known to a user who holds the permission and 


a user who has notified,. or a licensed radioactive waste management operator 


through notification by herself, for the period of each one month beginning on the 


first day of each month until her delivery, are to be summed on the basis of the period, 


and the following the matters are to be recorded each time of summation: 


(a) the name of a subject person of the measurement; 


(b) the name of a person who performed the measurement; 


(c) kind and model of a radiation measurement instrument; 


(d) means of the measurement; 


(e) body portion measured and results of the measurement. 


(iii) for the results of the measurement of the radiation dose from internal exposure, 


the following the matters are to be recorded each time when the measurement is 


performed: 


(a) date and time of the measurement; 


(b) the name of a subject person of the measurement; 


(c) the name of a person who performed the measurement; 


(d) kind and model of a radiation measurement instrument; 


(e) means of the measurement; 


(f) results of the measurement. 


(iv) in cases where the surfaces of hand, leg and other body portions are contaminated 


with radioisotopes exceeding the surface density limit and radioactive 


contamination cannot be easily removed, the results of the measurement referred to 


in the preceding paragraph are to be recorded on the following the matters; 


(a) date and time of the measurement; 


(b) the name of a subject person of the measurement; 


(c) the name of a person who performed the measurement; 


(d) kind and model of a radiation measurement instrument; 


(e) conditions of radioactive contamination; 


(f) means of the measurement; 


(g) body portion measured and the results of the measurement. 


(v) the effective dose and the equivalent dose for each period of 3 months beginning on 


April 1, July 1, October 1 and January 1, respectively, and for the period of one year 


beginning on April 1, and, for a female worker whose pregnancy has become known 
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to a user who holds the permission and a user who has notified,. or a licensed 


radioactive waste management operator through notification by herself, for the 


period of one month beginning on the first day of each month until her delivery, are 


to be assessed on the basis of the period from the measurement results referred to 


in item (ii) through the preceding item, as provided for by the NRA, and the following 


the matters are to be recorded each time of the assessment: 


(a) date and time of the assessment; 


(b) the name of a subject person of the measurement; 


(c) the name of a person who performed the dose assessment; 


(d) period for the assessment;  


(e) effective dose; 


(f) equivalent dose and the name of the tissue or organ. 


(v)-2 after assessing the effective dose referred to in the preceding item, in cases where 


the effective dose for one year beginning on April 1 has exceeded 20 mSv, after the 


year the cumulative effective dose (this means the sum of effective doses assessed 


for each one-year beginning on April 1 as prescribed in the preceding item) for the 


period of time specified by the NRA, including the one year, is to be summed up for 


the period each year, and the following the matters are to be recorded each time of 


the summation; 


(a) date of the summation; 


(b) the name of a subject person of the measurement; 


(c) the name of a person who performed the summation; 


(d) period for the summation; 


(e) cumulative effective dose. 


(vi) the copy of records referred to in item (ii) through the preceding item is to be 


delivered to the subject person of the measurement each time recording takes place. 


(vii) the records referred to in items (ii) through (v)-2 (including the records to be kept 


in the case of proviso of Article 26 paragraph (1) item (ix)) are to be kept; provided, 


however, that this does not apply to the cases where the subject person of the record 


has ceased to be the employee of the user who holds the permission and the user 


who has notified, or the licensed radioactive waste management operator or where 


the records, after being kept for 5 years or longer, are transferred to an organization 


designated by the NRA. 


(viii) necessary the matters on the organization designated by the NRA referred to in 


the proviso of the preceding item are to be separately provided pursuant to the NRA 


Regulation. 
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(Education and Training Concerning the Prevention of Radiation Hazards) 


Article 21-2 (1) Education and training pursuant to the provisions of Article 22 of the Act 


are as prescribed in the following items; 


(i) education and training are to be provided to a person who enters a controlled area 


(including a person who enters the area deemed as not to be a controlled area 


pursuant to the provisions of Article 22-3 paragraph (1)) and a person who is 


engaged in handling operations as prescribed in the following item through item (v); 


(ii) education and training for a radiation worker must be provided before the worker 


enters a controlled area for the first time, and, after the worker has entered a 


controlled area, within one year from the beginning day of the fiscal year following 


the fiscal year of the day on which previous education and training were provided; 


(iii) education and training for a person who is engaged in handling operations but 


does not enter a controlled area must be provided before the person commences the 


operation, or, after its commencement, within one year after the beginning day of 


the fiscal year following the fiscal year of the day on which previous education and 


training were provided; 


(iv) education and training for a person prescribed in the preceding two items are to 


be provided on the matters prescribed in the following; 


(a) effect of radiation on human body; 


(b) safe handling of radioisotopes, etc. or radiation generators; 


(c) laws and regulations on the prevention of radiation hazards and a radiation 


hazards prevention program;.  


(v) education and training for a person other than those prescribed in the preceding 


item (including a person who enters the area deemed as not to be a controlled area 


pursuant to the provisions of Article 22-3 paragraph (1)) are to be provided on the 


matters required to prevent the occurrence of radiation hazards in radiation 


facilities where the person enters. 


(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, for a person who is 


deemed to have sufficient knowledge and skill for all or a part of items or the matters 


set forth in item (iv) or (v) of the same paragraph, education and training on the items 


or the matters may be omitted. 


(3) The NRA specifies the number of hours for education and training and other the 


matters required for implementation of education and training, beyond what is 


prescribed in the preceding two paragraphs. 
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(Health Surveillance) 


Article 22 (1) Health surveillance pursuant to the provisions of Article 23 paragraph (1) 


of the Act is as prescribed in the following items: 


(i) health surveillance of a radiation worker (excluding a worker temporarily entering 


a controlled area) is to be performed before the worker enters a controlled area for 


the first time. 


(ii) for a radiation worker referred to in the preceding item, health surveillance is to 


be performed once every period of time not exceeding one year after the worker 


enters a controlled area; 


(iii) notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding item, if a radiation worker falls 


under any of the following conditions, health surveillance of the worker is to be 


performed without delay: 


(a) if the worker has mistakenly inhaled or ingested radioisotopes; 


(b) if the worker’s skin is contaminated with radioisotopes to a degree exceeding the 


surface density limit and radioactive contamination cannot be easily removed; 


(c) if the wounded surface of the worker’s skin has been contaminated or is likely to 


have been contaminated with radioisotopes; 


(d) if the worker has been exposed or is likely to have been exposed to radiation 


exceeding the effective dose limit or the equivalent dose limit. 


(iv) the means of health surveillance is to be an interview, and inspections or medical 


examination. 


(v) an interview is to be performed for the following the matters: 


(a) whether the worker has the history of exposure to radiation (including electrons 


and X rays of the energy less than 1 MeV; hereinafter the same applies to (b) in 


the this item and Article 23 item (i)) or not; 


(b) for a radiation worker having the history of exposure to radiation, place, contents 


and period of time of operation, radiation dose of exposure, occurrence of radiation 


hazards and other situations of exposure to radiation. 


(vi) inspections or medical examination are to be performed for the following body 


portions and the matters; provided, however, that for portions or the matters from 


(a) through (c) (for health surveillance relating to item (i), excluding portions or the 


matters referred to in the following (a) and (b)), inspections or medical examination 


are to be performed only if a physician deems it necessary: 


(a) hemoglobin content or hematocrit value, erythrocyte count, leukocyte count, and 


leukocyte percentage in peripheral blood; 


(b) skin; 
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(c) eyes; 


(d) other body portions and the matters provided by the NRA. 


 


(2) Measures pursuant to the NRA Regulation referred to in Article 23 paragraph (2) of 


the Act, are as prescribed in the following items; 


(i) on the result of health surveillance, the following the matters are to be recorded 


each time of health surveillance; 


(a) date of health surveillance; 


(b) the name of a subject person; 


(c) the name of the physician who performed health surveillance; 


(d) result of health surveillance; 


(e) measures taken in accordance with the result of health surveillance. 


(ii) the copy of the record referred to in the preceding item is to be issued to the person 


who had health surveillance each time of the surveillance. 


(iii) the records referred to in item (i) (including the records to be kept in cases where 


falling under the proviso of Article 26 paragraph (1) item (ix)) are to be kept; 


provided, however, that this does not apply to cases where the person who had health 


surveillance has ceased to be the employee of a user who holds the permission and 


a user who has notified,. or a licensed radioactive waste management operator or 


where the records, after being kept for 5 years or longer, are transferred to an 


organization designated by the NRA. 


(iv) the matters required for an organization designated by the NRA referred to in the 


proviso of the preceding item are to be separately provided pursuant to the NRA 


Regulation. 


 


(Entry into Books Concerning the Prevention of Radiation Hazards) 


Article 24 (1) The particulars that a user who holds the permission and a user who has 


notified,, a seller who has notified, a lessor who has notified or a licensed radioactive 


waste management operator must describe in the books prepared pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 25 paragraph (1), (2) or (3) of the Act, are as prescribed in the 


following items: 


(i) for a user who holds the permission and a user who has notified,., the matters are 


to be as follows: 


(a) kind and quantities of radioisotopes, etc. relating to acceptance or delivery; 


(b) date of acceptance or delivery of radioisotopes, etc. and the name of the 


counterparty; 
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(c) kind and quantities of radioisotopes, etc. relating to the use (excluding repacking; 


hereinafter the same applies to this item); 


(d) kind of radiation generators relating to the use; 


(e) date, purpose, method and place of the use of radioisotopes or radiation 


generators; 


(f) the name of a person who is engaged in the use of radioisotopes or radiation 


generators (including a person who has confirmed the quantities of unsealed 


radioisotopes in cases prescribed in Article 15 paragraph (2)); 


(g) kind and quantities of radioisotopes to be kept in storage facilities and activated 


objects to be kept in activated object storage equipment; 


(h) period of time, method and place for storage of radioisotopes in storage facilities 


and activated objects in activated object storage equipment; 


(i) the name of a person who is engaged in storage of radioisotopes in storage 


facilities and activated objects in activated object storage equipment; 


(j) date, method, and the name of consignee or consignor of transport of radioisotopes, 


etc. out of a faactory or te place of business, and the name of a person who is 


engaged in transport or the name of the contractor of transport; 


(k) kind and quantities of radioisotopes, etc. relating to management of the 


radioactive waste; 


(l) date, method and location of management of the waste of radioisotopes, etc.; 


(m) the name of a person who is engaged in management of the waste of 


radioisotopes, etc.. 


(n) in cases where radioisotopes, etc. are to be disposed of at sea, and if radioisotopes, 


etc. are sealed or solidified in a container, the number and specific gravity of the 


container and the means of sealing or solidification; 


(o) date and the result of inspection of radiation facilities (in cases where a user who 


has submitted a written notification of using radioisotopes uses sealed 


radioisotopes or manages the waste of sealed radioisotopes or objects 


contaminated with radioisotopes, a controlled area), contents of measures 


associated therewith, and the name of a person who implemented the inspection; 


(p) date of implementation, items, the number of hours for each of items of education 


and training provided to a person who enters radiation facilities (limited to the 


education and training provided before a person enters a controlled area for the 


first time pursuant to the provisions of Article 21-2 paragraph (1) item (ii) or 


before a person commences handling operations, etc. pursuant to the provisions of 


item (iii) of the same paragraph) and the name of a person who had education and 
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training;  


(q) at the place prescribed by Article 22-3 paragraph (1), the means to confirm the 


dose due to external radiation, the concentrations of radioisotopes in the air or 


densities of radioisotopes on the surface of an object contaminated with 


radioisotopes and the name of a person who has confirmed them, and the name of 


a person who has entered the area deemed as not to be a controlled area pursuant 


to the provisions of the same paragraph. 


(ii) for a seller who has notified and a lessor who has notified, the particulars are to be 


as follows; 


(a) kind and quantities of radioisotopes relating to acquiring (including recovery and 


renting; hereinafter the same applies to this item), transfer as selling, etc. 


(including return; hereinafter the same applies to this item), or leasing; 


(b) date of acquiring, transfer as selling, etc. , or leasing of radioisotopes, and the 


name of the counterparty; 


(c) date, method and the name of consignee or consignor of transport of radioisotopes 


or objects contaminated with radioisotopes, and the name of a person who is 


engaged in transport or the name of the contractor of the transport; 


(d) kind and quantities of radioisotopes of which storage is entrusted; 


(e) date, period of entrusted storage of radioisotopes, and the name of the contractor; 


(f) kind and quantities of radioisotopes or objects contaminated with radioisotopes 


of which management of the waste is entrusted; 


(g) date of entrusted management of the waste of radioisotopes or objects 


contaminated with radioisotopes and the name of the contractor. 


(iii) for a licensed radioactive waste management operator (excluding a person who 


conducts the burial of the radioactive waste), the particulars are to be as follows; 


(a) kind and quantities of radioisotopes, etc. relating to acceptance or delivery; 


(b) date of acceptance or delivery of radioisotopes, etc. and the name of the 


counterparty; 


(c) kind and quantities of radioisotopes, etc. relating to storage; 


(d) period of time, method and place of storage of radioisotopes, etc.; 


(e) the name of a person who is engaged in storage of radioisotopes, etc.; 


(f) date, the means and the name of consignee or consignor of transport of 


radioisotopes, etc. outside the place of business to conduct management of the 


radioactive waste, and the name of a person who is engaged in transport or the 


name of the contractor of transport; 


(g) the matters set forth in items (i) (k) through (p). 
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(iv) for a licensed radioactive waste management operator who conducts the burial of 


the radioactive waste, the particulars are to be as follows; 


(a) kind and quantities of the radioactive waste buried in a site for the burial of the 


radioactive waste and concentration and quantity of each kind of radioisotopes 


contained in the buried radioactive waste; 


(b) date and location that radioactive waste is buried in a site for the burial of the 


radioactive waste; 


(c) the name of a person who is engaged in the burial of the radioactive waste; 


(d) date of implementation of monitoring or measurement prescribed in Article 19 


paragraph (1) items (xvii) (c) (3) and (4), results of the monitoring or measurement 


and contents of measures associated therewith, and the name of a person who 


performed monitoring or measurement; 


(e) date and results of inspection of a radiation facility, and contents of measures 


associated therewith, and the name of a person who performed inspection; 


(f) the matters set forth in items (i) (k) through (n) and (p) (provided, however, that 


in items (i) (k) through (m), excluding the matters relating to the buried 


radioactive waste); 


(g) the matters set forth in items (iii) (a) through (f). 


(v) for a person intending to be granted radioactivity concentration confirmation 


pursuant to the provisions of Article 33-3 paragraph (1) of the Act, beyond what is 


prescribed in each of the preceding items, the particulars are to be as follows; 


(a) kind, date and time of occurrence and location of objects for radioactivity 


concentration confirmation (this means radioactively contaminated objects to be 


granted radioactivity concentration confirmation pursuant to the provisions of 


Article 33-3 paragraph (1) of the Act; the same applies hereinafter); 


(b) weight of each mass unit for evaluation (in cases where the measurement and 


evaluation of radioactivity concentration for each of assemblies that are prepared 


by dividing the object into two or more assemblies or for one assembly of the whole 


of the object, this term means the said assembly, respectively; hereinafter the 


same applies) and the concentration of each kind of radioisotopes subject to 


evaluation (this term means radioisotopes contained in the mass unit for 


evaluation that are measured and evaluated by means of measurement and 


evaluation of radioactivity concentration that have been granted approval 


pursuant to the provisions of Article 33-3 paragraph (2) of the Act; the same 


applies hereinafter); 


(c) in cases where using the composition ratios of radioisotopes for determining 
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radioactivity concentration, results of measurement of the composition ratios; 


(d) in cases where radioactivity concentration has been determined by calculation, 


the conditions and the result of the calculation; 


(e) in cases where decontamination of the object for radioactivity concentration 


confirmation has been carried out in order to determine radioactivity 


concentration, the result of measurement of radioactivity concentration after 


decontamination; 


(f) radiation measurement devices and measurement conditions used for the 


measurement of radioactivity concentration; 


(g) the result of inspection and calibration of radiation measurement devices; 


(h) means and location of storage of objects for radioactivity concentration 


confirmation. 


(2) Pursuant to the provisions of Article 25 paragraph (1), (2) or (3) of the Act, a user who 


holds the permission and a user who has notified,., a seller who has notified, a lessor 


who has notified or a licensed radioactive waste management operator must close the 


books prescribed in the preceding paragraph, on March 31 of each year or the day of 


revocation of the permission or the license, on the day of discontinuation of use, selling, 


leasing or the business of managing the radioactive waste, or on the day of death, 


dissolution or split (limited to cases where succession pursuant to the provisions of 


Article 26-2 paragraph (1) or (2) or paragraphs (4) through (7) of the Act or Article 26-


3 paragraph (1) did not take place). 


(3) The period to keep the books pursuant to the provisions of Article 25 paragraph (4) of 


the Act is 5 years after closing of the books prescribed in the preceding paragraph; 


provided, however, that the period to keep the books relating to the provisions of 


paragraph (1) item (iv) (a) through (d) and (e)  (limited to the part relating to a site 


for the burial of the radioactive waste), and the books relating to the provisions of item 


(v) of the same paragraph, is the period until discontinuation of the business of 


managing the radioactive waste and 5 years after the said objects have been carried 


outside the place of business, etc. , respectively. 


 


(Collection of Reports) 


Article 39 (1) A user who holds the permission and a user who has notified,. or a licensed 


radioactive waste management operator (excluding the person deemed to be a user 


who holds the permission and a user who has notified,. or a licensed radioactive waste 


management operator pursuant to the provisions of Article 28 Paragraph 7 of the Act), 


if the person has abolished their radiation facilities, must report measures to be taken 
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as removal of contamination due to radioisotopes, etc. to the NRA, in the Appended 


Form 54 within 30 days from the abolition of the facilities. 


(2) A user who holds the permission and a user who has notified,., a seller who has 


notified, a lessor who has notified or a licensed radioactive waste management 


operator (excluding the person deemed to be a user who holds the permission and a 


user who has notified,., a seller who has notified, a lessor who has notified or a licensed 


radioactive waste management operator pursuant to the provisions of Article 28 


paragraph (7) of the Act) must prepare a report in the Appended Form 55 for the period 


from April 1 of each year to March 31 of the following year and submit the report to 


the NRA within 3 months after the period has progressed. 


(3) Beyond what is prescribed in the preceding two paragraphs, a user who holds the 


permission and a user who has notified,., a notifier of using approved devices with 


certification a label, a seller who has notified, a lessor who has notified or a licensed 


radioactive waste management operator, or a person who has been entrusted transport 


by any of those persons, if the NRA requests them to report on the following the 


matters within a defined period of time, must report on the matters to the NRA within 


the time limit;  


(i) situation of radiation management and the security of specified radioisotopes; 


(ii) stock of radioisotopes and situation of increase and decrease in stock; 


(iii) situation of waste management and transfer of radioisotopes, etc. performed out 


of a factory or the place of business. 
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Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials (November 24, 2005) 


(Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare No. 491)* 


 


Based on the provisions of Article 2, paragraph (6), items (i), (iii), (v) and (ix), and 


Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i) of the Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of 


Radiopharmaceuticals (Order of the Ministry of Health and Welfare No. 4 of 1961), 


the Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials are established as follows and 


come into effect as of December 1, 2005. 


 


Standards for Transport of Radioactive Materials 


 


Table of Contents 


Chapter I General Provisions (Article 1) 


Chapter II Transport within Manufacturing Sites (Article 2 to Article 5) 


Chapter III Transport Outside Manufacturing Sites 


Section 1 Standards for Radioactive Packages (Article 6 to Article 11) 


Section 2 Standards for Vehicle Transport (Article 12 to Article 29) 


Section 3 Standards for Simple Transport (Article 30) 


 


Chapter I General Provisions 


 


 (Terms) 


Article 1 In this Public Notice, the meanings of the terms set forth in the following 


items are as specified respectively therein: 


 (i) A vehicle: a railway, tram or trackless train, cableway carrier, automobile or 


light vehicle;  


 (ii) Freight container: a vehicle or other machinery or equipment made for 


transporting packages without requiring en-route reloading that has a structure 


and accordingly sufficient strength to be suitable for repeated use and is 


equipped with a device for loading and unloading packages using machinery or 


a device for fixing packages on a vehicle; 


 (iii) A radioactive package: the radioactive package prescribed in Article 2, 


paragraph (7), item (i), (a) of the Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of 


Radiopharmaceuticals (Order of the Ministry of Health and Welfare No. 4 of 


1961; hereinafter referred to as the "Regulation"); 


 (iv) Exclusive use: a method of loading and unloading packages in accordance 


                                                
* Last amendment by Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare No. 108 


of 2016, applied from March 28, 2016 
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with the directions of a consignor or a consignee using a large freight container 


(meaning a freight container that has an internal volume of more of 3.0 m3; the 


same applies hereinafter) or a vehicle exclusively used by a single consignor; 


 (v) A tank: a packaging containing gas, liquid or solid substances that is used for 


transport; 


 (vi) An overpack: an enclosure that one or more radioactive packages are 


contained or packed by a consignor in a box or a bag, etc. (excluding equipment 


made for transporting packages without en-route reloading that has a structure 


and sufficient strength to be suitable for repeated use and is equipped with a 


device for loading and unloading packages using machinery or a device for fixing 


packages on a vehicle); 


 (vii) A radioactive package, etc.: a radioactive package, overpack, or freight 


container containing a radioactive package. 


 (Partial amendment by Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 


Welfare No. 500 of 2014) 


 


Chapter II Transport within Manufacturing Sites 


 


 (Activity Concentrations of Materials Contaminated with Radioactive Substances 


not Needing to be Contained in Packaging) 


Article 2 The activity concentrations specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and 


Welfare set forth in Article 2, paragraph (6), item (i) of the Regulation are one-


10,000th of the value respectively set forth in Column 2 of Attached Tables 1 to 6 


(hereinafter referred to as the "A2 value") per gram in accordance with the type or 


category of radioactive materials set forth in Column 1 of Attached Tables 1 to 6. 


 


 (Dose Rates Pertaining to Packages and Vehicles) 


Article 3 The dose rates specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare set 


forth in Article 2, paragraph (6), item (iii) of the Regulation are as follows 


regarding 1-cm dose equivalent rates: 


 (i) Regarding the dose rate on the external surface of a package (meaning the 


package prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (6) of the Regulation; hereinafter the 


same applies in this Chapter), 2 mSv/h; 


 (ii) Regarding the dose rate at one meter from the external surface of a package, 


100 μSv/h; 


 (iii) Regarding the dose rate on the external surface of a vehicle (for an open type 


vehicle, the vertical surface on its outer frame and the bottom surface), 2 mSv/h; 


 (iv) Regarding the dose rate at one meter from the external surface of a vehicle 
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(for an open type vehicle, from the vertical surface on its outer frame), 100 μSv/h; 


 (v) Regarding the dose rate on the external surface of a freight container, 2 mSv/h; 


 (vi) Regarding the dose rate at one meter from the external surface of a freight 


container, 100 μSv/h. 


 


 (Dangerous Goods) 


Article 4 The dangerous goods specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and 


Welfare set forth in Article 2, paragraph (6), item (v) of the Regulation are as 


follows: 


 (i) The explosives prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (1) of the Explosives Control 


Act (Act No. 149 of 1950) and the toy fireworks prescribed in paragraph (2) of 


the same Article; 


 (ii) The high pressure gas prescribed in Article 2 of the High Pressure Gas Safety 


Act (Act No. 204 of 1951) (excluding high pressure gas in fire extinguishers; the 


same applies in Article 15, paragraph (2), item (ii)); 


 (iii) Volatile oil, alcohol, carbon disulfide or any other flammable liquid whose 


flash point is 85 °C or lower; 


 (iv) Hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, nitric acid or any other strong acid that 


contains acid more than 10 % by volume; 


 (v) The nuclear fuel package prescribed in Article 1, item (iii) of the Regulation 


on Transport Outside Factories or Sites of Nuclear Fuels and Materials (Prime 


Minister's Office Order No. 57 of 1978; hereinafter referred to as the "Outside 


Transport Regulation") (hereinafter simply referred to as a "nuclear fuel 


package"); 


 (vi) Beyond what is set forth in the preceding items, anything that may hinder 


safe transport of radioactive materials, etc. 


 


 (Placards) 


Article 5 The placards specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare set 


forth in Article 2, paragraph (6), item (ix) of the Regulation are to be as prescribed 


in Form 1. 


 


Chapter III Transport Outside Manufacturing Sites 


 


Section 1 Standards for Radioactive Packages 


 


 (Radioactive Materials that Must be Transported as Radioactive Packages) 


Article 6 The radioactive materials, etc. specified by the Minister of Health, Labour 
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and Welfare set forth in parts other than 1. to 3. in Article 2, paragraph (7), item 


(i), (a) of the Regulation are those other than the following radioactive materials, 


etc.: 


 (i) The low specific activity (LSA) materials prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (7), 


item (i), (a), 3. of the Regulation (limited to those set forth in Article 9, paragraph 


(1), item (i)) that satisfy the following requirements: 


 (a) Measures are taken to prevent radioactive materials from easily scattering 


or leaking under routine transport conditions; 


 (b) Transport is performed under exclusive use; 


 (ii) The surface contaminated objects prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (7), item 


(i), (a), 3. of the Regulation (limited to those set forth in Article 9, paragraph (2), 


item (i)) that satisfy the following requirements: 


 (a) The requirements set forth in (a) of the preceding item are satisfied; 


 (b) Transport is performed under exclusive use; provided, however, that this 


does not apply for surface contaminated objects on whose external surface the 


density of radioactive materials does not exceed the value respectively set 


forth in the right-hand column of the following table in accordance with the 


category of radioactive materials set forth in the left-hand column of the same 


table: 


Category of radioactive materials Density 


Radioactive materials that emit α-


rays 


0.4 Bq/cm2 


Radioactive materials that do not 


emit α-rays 


4 Bq/cm2 


 


 (Radioactive Materials, etc. that May be Transported as Excepted Packages) 


Article 7 The radioactive materials, etc. specified by the Minister of Health, Labour 


and Welfare set forth in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (a), 1. of the Regulation 


are those falling under either of the following items: 


 (i) Radioactive materials, etc. with activity not exceeding the activity respectively 


set forth in the right-hand column of the following table in accordance with the 


category of radioactive materials, etc. set forth in the left-hand column of the 


same table: 


Category of radioactive materials, etc. Activity 


Solid One-1,000th of the A2 value 


Liquid One-10,000th of the A2 value 


Gas Tritium 0.8 TBq 


 Others One-1,000th of the A2 value 
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 (ii) Radioactive materials, etc. adhered to the inner surface of an empty packaging 


that has previously contained radioactive materials, etc., which satisfy the 


following requirements: 


 (a) The density of the radioactive materials does not exceed 100 times the 


surface density limit for packages (meaning the density of radioactive 


materials relating to the non-fixed contamination (meaning contamination on 


a surface that may contact with human body and may become detached, in 


routine handling; the same applies hereinafter) respectively set forth in the 


right-hand column of the table of item (ii), (b) of the preceding Article in 


accordance with the category of radioactive materials set forth in the left-hand 


column of the same table; the same applies hereinafter); 


 (b) The radioactive materials, etc. are contained in the relevant packaging; 


 (c) The packaging is free from cracks and damage, etc. 


 


 (Activity Limit of Radioactive Materials, etc. that May be Transported as Type A 


Packages) 


Article 8 The activity specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare set 


forth in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (a), 2. of the Regulation is to be the A2 


value. 


 


 (Radioactive Materials, etc. that May be Transported as Type IP-1 Packages, Type 


IP-2 Packages or Type IP-3 Packages) 


Article 9 (1) The LSA materials specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and 


Welfare set forth in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (a), 3. of the Regulation 


(hereinafter simply referred to as "LSA materials") are radioactive materials, etc. 


falling under any of the following items, which satisfy the requirement that when 


collected at one location, the 1-cm dose equivalent rate at three meters from the 


external surface of that collection does not exceed 10 mSv/h: 


 (i) Radioactive materials, etc. that satisfy the following requirements (hereinafter 


referred to as "LSA-I"): 


 (a) Activity is distributed throughout the relevant radioactive materials, etc.; 


(b) The average specific activity of the entirety of the relevant radioactive 


materials, etc. (hereinafter referred to as the "average specific activity") does 


not exceed 30 times the exempt concentrations prescribed in Article 1-2, 


paragraph (1), item (i) of the Public Notice to Specify Details of the Standards 


for Shipping of Radioactive Materials (Public Notice of the Ministry of 


Transport No. 585 of 1977); 


 (ii) Radioactive materials, etc. other than those set forth in the preceding item 
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that satisfy the following requirements (hereinafter referred to as "LSA-II"): 


 (a) Activity is distributed throughout the relevant radioactive materials, etc.; 


 (b) The requirements respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the 


following table are satisfied in accordance with the category of radioactive 


materials, etc. set forth in the left-hand column of the same table: 


Category of radioactive 


materials, etc. 


Requirements 


Solid Combustible The activity does not exceed 100 times the A2 


value and the average specific activity does not 


exceed one-10,000th of the A2 value per gram. 


 Non combustible The average specific activity does not exceed one-


10,000th of the A2 value per gram. 


Liquid Tritiated water The activity does not exceed 100 times the A2 


value and the average specific activity does not 


exceed 0.8 GBq/cm3. 


 Other than 


tritiated water 


The activity does not exceed 100 times the A2 


value and the average specific activity does not 


exceed one-100,000th of the A2 value per gram. 


Gas The activity does not exceed 100 times the A2 


value and the average specific activity does not 


exceed one-10,000th of the A2 value per gram. 


 (iii) Solid radioactive materials, etc. other than those set forth in the preceding 


two items that satisfy the following requirements (hereinafter referred to as 


"LSA-III"): 


 (a) Activity is distributed uniformly throughout the relevant radioactive 


materials, etc.; 


 (b) The average specific activity does not exceed one-500th of the A2 value per 


gram; 


 (c) When conducting an immersion test as specified in Appendix 1, the activity 


of radioactive materials leaked into the water does not exceed one-tenth of the 


A2 value; 


 (d) Regarding combustible materials, the activity does not exceed 100 times the 


A2 value. 


 (2) The surface contaminated objects specified by the Minister of Health, Labour 


and Welfare set forth in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (a), 3. of the Regulation 


(hereinafter simply referred to as "surface contaminated objects") are objects 


whose external surface is contaminated with radioactive materials, etc. 


(hereinafter referred to as "contaminated objects" in this paragraph) that fall 
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under either of the following items, which satisfy the requirements that the 


activity does not exceed 100 times the A2 value, and when collected at one location, 


the 1-cm dose equivalent rate at three meters from the external surface of that 


collection does not exceed 10 mSv/h: 


 (i) Surface contaminated objects whose density does not exceed the value 


respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the following table in 


accordance with the category of surface contamination set forth in the left-hand 


column of the same table (hereinafter referred to as "SCO-I"): 


Category of surface contamination Density 


Non-fixed 


contamination 


When the radioactive materials, etc. 


adhered to the external surface (hereinafter 


referred to as the "contaminant sources") 


are radioactive materials that emit α-rays 


other than low toxicity alpha emitters 


(meaning radioactive materials that emit α-


rays whose physical half-lives are less than 


10 days; the same applies hereinafter), 


0.4 Bq/cm2 


 When the contaminant sources are 


radioactive materials that do not emit α-


rays and low toxicity alpha emitters, 


4 Bq/cm2 


Other 


contamination 


When the contaminant sources are 


radioactive materials that emit α-rays other 


than low toxicity alpha emitters, 


4 kBq/cm2 


 When the contaminant sources are 


radioactive materials that do not emit α-


rays and low toxicity alpha emitters, 


40 kBq/cm2 


 (ii) Surface contaminated objects whose density does not exceed the value 


respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the following table in 


accordance with the category of surface contamination set forth in the left-hand 


column of the same table (excluding those in the preceding item, hereinafter 


referred to as "SCO-II"): 


Category of surface contamination Density 


Non-fixed 


contamination 


When the contaminant sources are 


radioactive materials that emit α-rays 


other than low toxicity alpha emitters, 


40 Bq/cm2 


 When the contaminant sources are 


radioactive materials that do not emit α-


rays and low toxicity alpha emitters, 


400 Bq/cm2 
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Other 


contamination 


When the contaminant sources are 


radioactive materials that emit α-rays 


other than low toxicity alpha emitters, 


80 kBq/cm2 


 When the contaminant sources are 


radioactive materials that do not emit α-


rays and low toxicity alpha emitters, 


800 kBq/cm2 


 (3) When intending to transport LSA materials or surface contaminated objects as 


Type IP-1 packages, Type IP-2 packages or Type IP-3 packages, they are to be 


considered as radioactive packages respectively set forth in the right-hand column 


of the following table in accordance with the category of LSA materials or surface 


contaminated objects set forth in the left-hand column of the same table: 


Category of LSA 


materials or surface 


contaminated objects 


Radioactive packages 


 In the case of transport 


under exclusive use, 


In the case of transport 


by means other than 


exclusive use, 


LSA-I Solid Type IP-1 packages Type IP-1 packages 


 Liquid or gas Type IP-1 packages Type IP-2 packages 


LSA-II Solid Type IP-2 packages Type IP-2 packages 


 Liquid or gas Type IP-2 packages Type IP-3 packages 


LSA-III Type IP-2 packages Type IP-3 packages 


SCO-I Type IP-1 packages Type IP-1 packages 


SCO-II Type IP-2 packages Type IP-2 packages 


 


 (Technical Standards for Radioactive Packages) 


Article 10 The technical standards specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and 


Welfare set forth in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (b) of the Regulation are as 


respectively specified in the following items for radioactive packages set forth 


therein: 


 (i) Excepted Packages: the requirements set forth in (a) to (i) below are satisfied: 


 (a) They can be handled easily and safely; 


 (b) They are free from risk of cracks or damage, etc. being caused by vibration 


or changes in temperature and inner pressure expected during transport; 


 (c) They have no unnecessary protrusions on their external surface and surface 


contamination can be easily removed; 


 (d) There is no risk of any dangerous physical or chemical action taking place 


mutually among raw materials of the packaging and between those raw 
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materials and radioactive materials, etc. contained or packed therein; 


 (e) Measures are taken to prevent erroneous operation of packaging valves; 


 (f) A marking stating "放射性" or "RADIOACTIVE" is attached on an internal 


surface which is easily visible when the packaging or package is opened (when 


it is impractical to mark an internal surface, the outside of the package); 


provided, however, that this does not apply in the case of transporting the 


radioactive materials, etc. prescribed in Article 7, item (ii); 


 (g) The 1-cm dose equivalent rate at any point on the external surface does not 


exceed 5 μSv/h; 


 (h) The density of radioactive materials on the external surface does not exceed 


the surface density limit for packages; 


 (i) Nothing other than documents or other items necessary for the use, etc. of 


radioactive materials (limited to those unlikely to reduce the safety of the 


relevant radioactive packages) is contained or packed therein; 


 (ii) Type A packages: the requirements set forth in (a) to (j) below are satisfied: 


 (a) The requirements set forth in (a) to (e), (h) and (i) of the preceding item are 


satisfied; 


 (b) Each side of the circumscribed cuboid is 10cm or longer; 


 (c) Measures are taken to prevent the packages from being unsealed without 


reason and to easily detect unsealing, such as affixing adhesive seal that is 


not easily breakable to the packages; 


 (d) All components of the packaging are free from risk of cracks and damage, 


etc. within a temperature range between -40 °C and 70 °C; provided, however, 


that this does not apply when an expected temperature range during 


transport can be identified; 


 (e) Under a reduction of ambient pressure to 60 kPa, there is no leakage of 


radioactive materials; 


 (f) When liquid radioactive materials, etc. are contained, the following 


requirements are satisfied: 


1. The packaging is equipped with a containment system consisting of 


sufficient absorbent material that can absorb more than double the volume 


of radioactive materials, etc. of the capacity of the packaging or of a double 


containment part (meaning system to prevent leakage of radioactive 


materials from all components of the packaging); 


2. The packaging has appropriate empty space so as to be able to accommodate 


variations in the temperature of radioactive materials, and their dynamic 


effect during transport and injection;  


 (g) The 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the external surface does not exceed 2 
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mSv/h; provided, however, that with regard to radioactive packages 


transported under exclusive use that conform to the standards set forth in 


Article 14, paragraph (2) and Article 29, paragraph (3), items (i) and (ii), which 


have been approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare as causing 


no problem in terms of safety, the 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the external 


surface does not exceed 10 mSv/h; 


 (h) The 1-cm dose equivalent rate at one meter from the external surface (with 


regard to radioactive packages for which a freight container or a tank is used 


as a packaging and which are transported other than under exclusive use, the 


value obtained by multiplying the 1-cm dose equivalent rate at one meter from 


the external surface by the coefficient respectively set forth in the right-hand 


column of the following table in accordance with the category of the largest 


cross-section area of the freight container or the tank set forth in the left-hand 


column of the same table) does not exceed 100 μSv/h; provided, however, that 


this does not apply in the case of transport under exclusive use and when it 


has been approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare as causing 


no problem in terms of safety: 


Category of the largest cross-section area Multiplication factor 


1 m2 or smaller 1 


Over 1 m2 but 5 m2 or smaller 2 


Over 5 m2 but 20 m2 or smaller 3 


Over 20 m2 10 


 (i) When intending to place a radioactive package under conditions specified in 


item (i) of Appendix 2, the following requirements are satisfied: 


1. There is no leakage of radioactive materials; 


2. The 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the external surface does not increase 


significantly and does not exceed 2 mSv/h (or 10 mSv/h when falling under 


the proviso to (g)); 


 (j) When intending to place a radioactive package under conditions specified in 


item (ii) of Appendix 2, there is no leakage of radioactive materials; 


 (iii) Type IP-1 packages: the requirements set forth in (a), (b), (g) and (h) of the 


preceding item are satisfied: 


 (iv) Type IP-2 packages: the requirements set forth in (a) to (c) of the following 


are satisfied: 


 (a) The requirements set forth in the preceding item are satisfied; 


 (b) When intending to place a radioactive package under conditions specified in 


Appendix 3, the requirements set forth in item (ii), (j), 1. and 2. are satisfied; 


 (c) Notwithstanding the provisions of (b), when using a freight container 
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(limited to the case where contained radioactive materials, etc. are solid), a 


tank or an intermediate bulk container (meaning a metal packaging that has 


a structure and strength to withstand stress that may arise during transport 


and whose internal volume is 3m3 or less, which is prescribed in Article 25-5, 


paragraph (2), item (i) of the Public Notice to Specify the Standards for 


Shipping of Dangerous Goods (Public Notice of the Ministry of Transport No. 


549 of 1979) and conforms to the standards for Grade I or II metal IBC to 


contain dangerous goods; the same applies hereinafter) as a packaging, the 


requirements set forth in (b) or other equivalent standards approved by the 


Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare are satisfied; 


 (v) Type IP-3 packages: the requirements set forth in (a) to (c) of the following are 


satisfied: 


 (a) The requirements set forth in item (ii), (a) to (h) (excluding (f), 1. of the same 


item) are satisfied; 


 (b) When intending to place a radioactive package under conditions specified in 


Appendix 4, the requirements set forth in item (ii), (j), 1. and 2. are satisfied; 


 (c) Notwithstanding the provisions of (a) and (b), when using a freight container 


(limited to the case where contained radioactive materials, etc. are solid), a 


tank or an intermediate bulk container as a packaging, the requirements set 


forth in 1. and 2. below are satisfied: 


1. The requirements set forth in item (ii), (c) to (e), and (f), 2. and item (iii) are 


satisfied; 


2. The requirements set forth in (b) or other equivalent standards approved 


by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare are satisfied. 


 (Partial amendment by Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 


Welfare No. 500 of 2014) 


 


 (Special Arrangement) 


Article 11 The approval of the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare set forth in 


Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (a) of the Regulation is to be given when the 


following requirements are satisfied: 


 (i) It is extremely difficult to transport the relevant package in line with the 


provisions of Article 6, items (i) and (ii) and Articles 7 to 9; 


 (ii) Measures necessary for ensuring safe transport are taken and it does not 


cause any problem in terms of safety to transport the relevant package not in 


line with the provisions of Article 6, items (i) and (ii) and Articles 7 to 9; 


 (iii) The 1-cm dose equivalent rate of the radioactive package on its external 


surface does not exceed 10 mSv/h. 
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Section 2 Standards for Vehicle Transport 


 


 (Standards for Vehicle Transport) 


Article 12 The standards specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare set 


forth in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (b) of the Regulation (limited to those 


pertaining to radioactive materials, etc. (including those contained or packed in a 


packaging) to be transported by vehicle transport (meaning transport by vehicle 


outside manufacturing sites; the same applies hereinafter) are as provided for in 


this Section, beyond what is provided for in the preceding Section. 


 


 (Handling Places) 


Article 13 Radioactive packages, etc. (excluding Excepted Packages, overpacks 


containing or packed with only Excepted Packages, and a freight container 


containing only Excepted Packages (hereinafter referred to as "Excepted Packages, 


etc."); the same applies in Article 18, paragraph (1) and Articles 21 to 24) must not 


be loaded, unloaded or otherwise handled at places people other than those 


concerned routinely access; provided, however, that this does not apply when 


certain measures are taken, such as roping off the relevant place or setting up a 


label. 


 


 (Loading Method, etc.) 


Article 14 (1) Loading and unloading of radioactive packages, etc. must be performed 


in a manner that does not undermine the safety of the radioactive packages. 


 (2) Radioactive packages, etc. must be loaded in a manner that the safety of the 


radioactive packages is not undermined as a result of move, fall or drop thereof 


during transport. 


 (3) Radioactive packages, etc. must not be loaded at places people other than those 


concerned routinely access. 


 


 (Restrictions on Consolidated Loading) 


Article 15 (1) Radioactive packages, etc. that their average surface heat flux from 


their external surface at a rate exceeding 15 W/m2 on average must not be loaded 


with other cargoes unless installing a device to remove heat or otherwise taking 


special measures. 


 (2) Radioactive packages, etc. must not be loaded with the following materials: 


 (i) The explosives prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (1) of the Explosives Control 


Act and the toy fireworks prescribed in paragraph (2) of the same Article; 
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 (ii) The high pressure gas prescribed in Article 2 of the High Pressure Gas Safety 


Act; 


 (iii) Volatile oil, alcohol, carbon disulfide or any other flammable liquid whose 


flash point is 50°C or lower (or 85°C or lower in the case of exclusive use); 


 (iv) Hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, nitric acid or any other strong acid that 


contains acid at 10% or over by volume; 


 (v) Nuclear fuel packages; 


 (vi) Beyond what is set forth in the preceding items, anything that may damage 


safe transport of radioactive packages. 


 


 (Dose Rates, etc. Pertaining to Freight Containers or Overpacks) 


Article 16 (1) Dose rates of a freight container or an overpack containing radioactive 


packages must not exceed the value respectively specified in the following items 


for the places set forth therein: 


 (i) The external surface: the 1-cm dose equivalent rate of 2 mSv/h; 


 (ii) At one meter from the external surface: the 1-cm dose equivalent rate of 100 


μSv/h. 


 (2) The density of radioactive materials on the external surface of a freight 


container or an overpack containing radioactive packages must not exceed the 


surface density limit for packages. 


 


 (Transport Index) 


Article 17 (1) Transport index is to be set for radioactive packages (including the 


radioactive packages prescribed in Article 18-3, paragraphs (1) and (2) of the 


Regulation for Enforcement of the Act on Prevention of Radiation Hazards due to 


Radioisotopes, etc. (Prime Minister's Office Order No. 56 of 1960; hereinafter 


referred to as the "Enforcement Regulation of the Radiation Hazards Prevention 


Act"); hereinafter the same applies in Article 19, paragraph (3) and Article 28, 


paragraphs (5), (10) and (13)), overpacks (including those containing or packed 


with the radioactive packages prescribed in Article 18-3, paragraphs (1) and (2) of 


the Enforcement Regulation of the Radiation Hazards Prevention Act; hereinafter 


the same applies in this Article, Article 19, paragraph (3) and Article 28, 


paragraphs (5) and (10)) and a freight container containing radioactive packages 


(excluding a freight container containing the contaminated objects, etc. prescribed 


in Article 28, paragraph (4)); provided, however, that this does not apply to 


Excepted Packages (including the Excepted Packages set forth in Article 18-3, 


paragraph (1), item (i) of the Enforcement Regulation of the Radiation Hazards 


Prevention Act; hereinafter the same applies in this paragraph and Article 28, 
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paragraph (13)), overpacks containing or packed with only Excepted Packages, and 


a freight container containing only Excepted Packages. 


 (2) The transport index set forth in the preceding paragraph is the values decided 


as prescribed in the following items: 


 (i) Regarding a radioactive package, the value obtained by multiplying by 100 the 


1-cm dose equivalent rate at one meter from the external surface of the 


radioactive package indicated by the unit of millisieverts per hour (regarding a 


radioactive package that uses a freight container or a tank as a packaging, the 


value obtained by multiplying the calculation result of multiplying by 100, by 


the multiplication factor respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the 


table of Article 10, item (ii), (h) in accordance with the category of the largest 


cross-section area of the freight container or the tank set forth in the left-hand 


column of the same table); in this case, if the final calculation result is 0.05 or 


lower, the value may be set as zero; 


 (ii) Regarding an overpack, the value obtained by summing up the values 


calculated under the preceding item for each radioactive package contained or 


packed in the overpack; provided, however, that regarding an overpack that has 


a structure whose outer shape does not deform easily, the value obtained by 


multiplying the calculation result of multiplying by 100 the 1-cm dose equivalent 


rate at one meter from the external surface of the overpack indicated by the unit 


of millisieverts per hour, by the multiplication factor respectively set forth in the 


right-hand column of the table of Article 10, item (ii), (h) in accordance with the 


category of the largest cross-section area of the overpack set forth in the left-


hand column of the same table; in this case, if the final calculation result is 0.05 


or lower, the value may be set as zero; 


 (iii) Regarding a freight container containing radioactive packages, the value 


obtained by multiplying the calculation result of summing up the values 


calculated under the preceding two items for radioactive packages and 


overpacks packed in the freight container or the calculation result of multiplying 


by 100 the 1-cm dose equivalent rate at one meter from the external surface of 


the freight container indicated by the unit of millisieverts per hour, by the 


multiplication factor respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the table 


of Article 10, item (ii), (h) in accordance with the category of the largest cross-


section area of the freight container set forth in the left-hand column of the same 


table; provided, however, that if the final calculation result is 0.05 or lower, the 


value may be set as zero. 


 


 (Labeling or Marking) 
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Article 18 (1) The label respectively set forth in the middle column of the following 


table must be affixed to radioactive packages, etc. at the relevant places set forth 


in the right-hand column of the same table in accordance with the category of 


radioactive packages set forth in the left-hand column of the same table. 


Category of radioactive packages, etc. Label Places 


(i) A radioactive package (excluding a 


radioactive package that uses a 


freight container or a tank as a 


packaging; the same applies in the 


following item and item (iii)) or an 


overpack, for which the 1-cm dose 


equivalent rate on the external 


surface is 5 μSv/h or lower and the 


transport index is 0 


A label in Form 2 


(hereinafter 


referred to as a 


"Category I white 


label") 


Two opposite sites 


on the external 


surface of the 


radioactive 


package or the 


overpack 


(ii) A radioactive package or overpack 


other than those set forth in the 


preceding item, for which the 1-cm 


dose equivalent rate on the external 


surface is 500 μSv/h or lower and the 


transport index is 1 or lower. 


A label in Form 3 


(hereinafter 


referred to as a 


"Category II 


yellow label") 


Two opposite sides 


on the external 


surface of the 


radioactive 


package or the 


overpack 


(iii) A radioactive package or overpack 


other than those set forth in the 


preceding two items 


A label in Form 4 


(hereinafter 


referred to as a 


"Category III 


yellow label") 


Two opposite sides 


on the external 


surface of the 


radioactive 


package or the 


overpack 


(iv) Freight container or a tank used as 


a packaging of radioactive packages 


(excluding a freight container or a 


tank used as a packaging in the case 


prescribed in Article 28, paragraph 


(1); hereinafter the same applies in 


this item to item (vi)) or a freight 


container containing radioactive 


packages, for which the 1-cm dose 


equivalent rate on the external 


surface is 5 μSv/h or lower and the 


transport index is 0 


A Category I white 


label 


Four sides of the 


freight container 


or four places on 


the external 


surface of the tank 
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 (v) Freight container or a tank used as 


a packaging of radioactive packages 


or freight container containing 


radioactive packages other than those 


set forth in the preceding item, for 


which the 1-cm dose equivalent rate 


on the external surface is 500 μSv/h 


or lower and the transport index is 1 


or lower 


A Category II 


yellow label 


Four sides of the 


freight container 


or four places on 


the external 


surface of the tank 


 (vi) Freight container or a tank other 


than those set forth in the preceding 


two items 


A Category III 


yellow label 


Four sides of the 


freight container 


or four places on 


the external 


surface of the tank 


 (2) With regard to the radioactive packages set forth in the following items, the 


matters respectively specified therein must be marked at a clearly visible place on 


their external surface: 


 (i) All radioactive packages: the name and address of the consignor or the 


consignee, and after "UN," marking respectively set forth in the right-hand 


column of the table of paragraph (5) in accordance with the category of the 


radioactive materials, etc. contained or packed in the relevant radioactive 


package (excluding any cargo transported only within Japan) as set forth in the 


left-hand column of the same table; 


 (ii) Radioactive packages (excluding Excepted Packages): the indication in 


Japanese (provided, however, that the part "に収納され又は包装されている放射


性物質等" is to be excluded) or the indication in English set forth in the column 


of the table of paragraph (5) corresponding to the category of the radioactive 


materials, etc. contained or packed in the relevant radioactive package; 


 (iii) Radioactive packages whose gross mass exceeds 50 kg: gross mass 


 (iv) Type A packages: marks "A 型" or "TYPE A"; 


 (v) Type IP-1 packages: marks "IP-1 型" or "TYPE IP-1"; 


 (vi) Type IP-2 packages: marks "IP-2 型" or "TYPE IP-2"; 


 (vii) Type IP-3 packages: marks "IP-3 型" or "TYPE IP-3"; 


 (viii) Radioactive packages set forth in items (iv), (vi) and (vii): the name of the 


country where the packaging of the relevant radioactive package was designed 


and the name of the manufacturer of the packaging. 


 (3) With regard to a large freight container or tanks used as a packaging of 


radioactive packages (excluding Excepted Packages) or large freight container 
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containing radioactive packages (excluding a large freight container containing 


only Excepted Packages; the same applies in paragraph (5)), a placard in Form 5 


(hereinafter referred to as the "container placard") must be affixed to four sides of 


the relevant large freight container or at four places on the external surface of the 


relevant tank. 


 (4) It is allowed to affixed the label set forth in item (iv), (v) or (vi) of the table of 


paragraph (1) or the label set forth in Article 29, paragraph (4), in lieu of the freight 


container placard set forth in the preceding paragraph, by enlarging the relevant 


label to the size of the freight container placard. In this case, it is not required to 


affix the label set forth in item (iv), (v) or (vi) of the same table or the label set 


forth in Article 29, paragraph (4), notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) 


or Article 29, paragraph (4). 


 (5) When transporting by a large freight container containing radioactive packages 


wherein only radioactive materials, etc. that belong to a single category of those 


set forth in the left-hand column of the following table are contained (excluding 


any large freight container transported only within Japan) under exclusive use, 


the UN number respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the same table 


must be indicated in accordance with the category of radioactive materials, etc. set 


forth in the left-hand column of the same table, in black digits not less than 65 


mm, on the container placard of the relevant large freight container or on a placard 


in Form 6 immediately adjacent to the container placard (including a label 


enlarged and affixed pursuant to the provisions of the preceding paragraph; 


hereinafter the same applies in this paragraph) (hereinafter a placard in Form 6 


is referred to as a "sub-sign for the UN number"). 


Category of radioactive materials, etc. UN number 


In Japanese In English  


L 型輸送物（空容器）に収納


され又は包装されている放射


性物質等 


RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


EXCEPTED PACKAGE-


EMPTY PACKAGING 


2908 


L 型輸送物に収納され又は包


装されている放射性物質等


（少量の放射性物質等） 


RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


EXCEPTED PACKAGE-


LIMITED QUANTITY OF 


MATERIAL 


2910 


低比放射性物質（LSA-Ⅰ） RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


LOW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 


(LSA-I) 


2912 


表面汚染物（SCO-Ⅰ又は


SCO-Ⅱ） 


RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


SURFACE CONTAMINATED 


2913 
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OBJECTS (SCO-I or SCO-II) 


A 型輸送物に収納され又は包


装されている放射性物質等 


RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


TYPE A PACKAGE 


2915 


特別措置により運搬される放


射性輸送物に収納され又は包


装されている放射性物質等 


RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


TRANSPORTED UNDER 


SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT 


2919 


低比放射性物質（LSA-Ⅱ） RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


LOW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 


(LSA-II) 


3321 


低比放射性物質（LSA-Ⅲ） RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL, 


LOW SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 


(LSA-III) 


3322 


 (6) With regard to overpacks containing or packing radioactive packages, the 


matters set forth in the following items must be marked clearly and durably at an 


easily visible place on their external surface in a durable manner; provided, 


however, that this does not apply when all indications for radioactive packages 


contained or packed therein can be easily confirmed: 


 (i) The matters set forth in paragraph (2), item (i) and the name of the goods; 


 (ii) Letters "オーバーパック" or "OVERPACK". 


 (Partial amendment by Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 


Welfare No. 500 of 2014) 


 


 (Loading Limit) 


Article 19 (1) Overpacks whose transport index exceeds 10 must not be loaded on a 


vehicle; provided, however, that this does not apply in the case of transport under 


exclusive use. 


 (2) A freight container containing radioactive packages whose transport index 


exceeds 50 must not be loaded on a vehicle; provided, however, that this does not 


apply in the case of transport under exclusive use (limited to exclusive use 


exclusively using a certain vehicle; the same applies in the following paragraph 


and Article 28, paragraphs (10) and (12)). 


 (3) When loading radioactive packages, etc., the sum of the transport indices of 


radioactive packages (excluding those contained or packed in an overpack and 


those contained in a freight container), overpacks (excluding those contained in a 


freight container) and freight containers containing radioactive packages to be 


loaded on a single vehicle (when two or more automobiles or light vehicles are 


coupled, loaded on these two or more automobiles or light vehicles; the same 


applies hereinafter) must not exceed 50; provided, however, that this does not 
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apply in the case of transport under exclusive use. 


 (4) When loading Type IP-1 packages, Type IP-2 packages or Type IP-3 packages, 


the total activity of contaminated objects, etc. contained in Type IP-1 packages, 


Type IP-2 packages and Type IP-3 packages, and in the Type IP-1 packages, Type 


IP-2 packages and Type IP-3 packages prescribed in Article 18-3, paragraph (2) of 


the Enforcement Regulation of the Radiation Hazards Prevention Act (hereinafter 


referred to as "Type IP packages") (the relevant contaminated objects, etc. means 


LSA materials, surface contaminated objects, and the LSA radioisotopes and 


surface contaminated objects prescribed in Article 18-3, paragraph (2) of the 


Enforcement Regulation of the Radiation Hazards Prevention Act; hereinafter the 


same applies in this paragraph and Article 28, paragraph (11)) to be loaded on a 


single vehicle must not exceed the activity respectively set forth in the right-hand 


column of the following table in accordance with the category of contaminated 


objects, etc. set forth in the left-hand column of the same table. 


Category of contaminated objects, etc. Activity 


(i) LSA-I or the LSA-I prescribed in Article 5, paragraph (1), 


item (i) of Public Notice of the Science and Technology 


Agency No. 7 of 1990 (Details of the Technical Standards for 


Transport Outside Factories or Places of Business of 


Radioisotopes or Objects Contaminated with Radioisotopes 


Based on the Provisions of Article 18-3, etc. of the Regulation 


for Enforcement of the Act on Prevention of Radiation 


Hazards due to Radioisotopes, etc.; hereinafter referred to as 


the "Public Notice of the Science and Technology Agency on 


Radioisotopes") 


No restrictions 


(ii) LSA-II, etc. (meaning LSA-II or the LSA-II prescribed in 


Article 5, paragraph (1), item (ii) of the Public Notice of the 


Science and Technology Agency on Radioisotopes; the same 


applies hereinafter) or LSA-III, etc. (meaning LSA-III or the 


LSA-III prescribed in Article 5, paragraph (1), item (iii) of 


the Public Notice of the Science and Technology Agency on 


Radioisotopes; the same applies hereinafter) that are non-


combustible solids 


No restrictions 


(iii) LSA-II, etc. or LSA-III, etc. other than those set forth in 


the preceding item 


100 times the A2 


value 


(iv) SCO-I or the SCO-I prescribed in Article 5, paragraph (2), 


item (i) of the Public Notice of the Science and Technology 


Agency on Radioisotopes, or SCO-II or the SCO-II prescribed 


100 times the A2 


value 
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in Article 5, paragraph (2), item (ii) of the Public Notice of 


the Science and Technology Agency on Radioisotopes 


 


 (Dose Rates, etc. Pertaining to Vehicles) 


Article 20 (1) The dose rate under the situation where radioactive packages, etc. are 


loaded on a vehicle must not exceed the value respectively specified in the 


following items for the places set forth therein: 


 (i) The external surface of a vehicle (for an open type vehicle, the vertical surface 


on its outer frame and the bottom surface): the 1-cm dose equivalent rate of 2 


mSv/h; 


 (ii) At one meter from the external surface of a vehicle (for an open type vehicle, 


from the vertical surface on its outer frame): the 1-cm dose equivalent rate of 


100 μSv/h; 


 (iii) A place where persons engaging in vehicle transport are routinely seated: the 


1-cm dose equivalent rate of 20 μSv/h. 


 (2) With regard to vehicles transporting radioactive packages, etc., it must be 


ensured that the level of their surface contamination due to radioactive materials, 


etc. at the time of completing loading or unloading does not exceed the standard 


respectively specified in the following items for each type of contamination set 


forth therein: 


 (i) Non-fixed contamination: the density of radioactive materials on the external 


surface of a vehicle does not exceed the surface density limit for packages; 


 (ii) Other type of contamination: the 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the external 


surface of a vehicle at the time of completing unloading does not exceed 5μSv/h. 


 


 (Restrictions on Coupling) 


Article 21 (1) A railway or tram train car loaded with radioactive packages, etc. must 


be coupled with another train car loaded with the materials set forth in Article 4, 


items (i) to (iii) (for the materials set forth in item (iii), limited to those whose flash 


point is 25°C or lower) at least three cars apart from each other. In this case, one 


bogie car is to be deemed as two cars. 


 (2) A railway or tram train car loaded with radioactive packages, etc. must be 


coupled with another train car loaded with radioactive packages, etc., the 


radioactive packages, etc. prescribed in Article 3 of the Regulation on Vehicle 


Transport of Radioisotopes (Order of the Ministry of Transport No. 33 of 1977), or 


the nuclear fuel packages, etc. prescribed in Article 12, paragraph (1) of the 


Regulation on Vehicle Transport of Nuclear Fuels and Materials (Order of the 


Ministry of Transport No. 72 of 1978) at least one car apart from each other. 
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 (Carrying of Documents Stating Handing Methods, etc.) 


Article 22 When transporting radioactive packages, etc., a person engaging in the 


transport of the relevant radioactive packages, etc. must be made to carry 


documents stating the types, activities and handling methods of the radioactive 


packages to be transported, as well as other matters to note in transporting them 


and measures to be taken in the event of an accident. 


 


 (Co-drivers, etc.) 


Article 23 When transporting radioactive packages, etc. by automobile for a distance 


or at night time and if there is a risk that a driver may not be able to continue safe 


driving due to fatigue or other reasons, measures necessary for ensuring safe 


driving of the relevant automobile must be taken, such as deploying co-drivers. 


 


 (Watchkeepers) 


Article 24 When parking (meaning parking as prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (xviii) of the Road Traffic Act (Act No. 105 of 1960)) a train on shared track 


or a trackless train, automobile or light vehicle loaded with radioactive packages, 


etc. on a road or any other place where the general public can easily approach, a 


watchkeeper must be deployed; provided, however, that this does not apply in the 


case where certain measures are taken, such as locking the relevant freight 


container or closed-type vehicle, or where otherwise people other than those 


concerned cannot easily approach radioactive packages to be transported. 


 


 (Restrictions on Co-boarding) 


Article 25 When transporting the radioactive packages, etc. set forth in item (ii), (iii), 


(v) or (vi) of the table of Article 18, paragraph (1), any person other than those 


concerned must not be allowed to get on board where persons engaging in 


transport are routinely seated in the relevant automobile or light vehicle loaded 


with the radioactive packages, etc. 


 


 (Radiation Protection Programme) 


Article 26 A consignor or a consignee must establish a radiation protection 


programme stating the following matters so that radiation hazards may be 


prevented appropriately upon transporting radioactive packages, etc.: 


 (i) The matters concerning the system for performing transport; 


 (ii) The matters concerning measurement methods and evaluation of radiation 


doses; 
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 (iii) The matters concerning contamination on the external surface of radioactive 


packages, etc.; 


 (iv) The matters concerning segregation and protection from radioactive packages, 


etc.; 


 (v) The matters concerning emergency responses; 


 (vi) The matters concerning the training for emergency response; 


 (vii) The matters concerning quality assurance for the radiation protection 


programme; 


 (viii) Other necessary matters. 


 


 (Education and Training) 


Article 27 A consignor or a consignee must provide persons engaging in transport 


with education and training concerning the matters set forth in the following items 


so that they acquire knowledge and skills necessary for engaging in transport: 


 (i) The matters concerning methods of handling radioactive packages, etc.; 


 (ii) The matters concerning specific training depending on their respective duties; 


 (iii) The matters concerning safety training assuming possible radiation hazards; 


 (iv) Other necessary matters. 


 


 (Transport of LSA materials, etc. that may be Transported not as Radioactive 


Packages) 


Article 28 (1) When transporting the LSA materials set forth in Article 6, item (i) 


and the surface contaminated objects set forth in item (ii) of the same Article not 


as radioactive packages, the provisions of the following paragraph to paragraph 


(14) must be followed. 


 (2) The dose rate of a freight container or a tank containing the LSA materials set 


forth in Article 6, item (i) or the surface contaminated objects set forth in item (ii) 


of the same Article (hereinafter referred to as "LSA materials, etc." in this Article, 


paragraph (4) of the following Article, and Article 30, item (vi)) must not exceed 


the value respectively specified in the following items for the places set forth 


therein: 


 (i) The external surface: the 1-cm dose equivalent rate of 2 mSv/h; 


 (ii) At one meter from the external surface: the 1-cm dose equivalent rate of 100 


μSv/h. 


 (3) The density of radioactive materials on the external surface of a freight 


container or a tank containing LSA material, etc. must not exceed the surface 


density limit for packages. 


 (4) Transport indices are to be set for contaminated objects, etc. (meaning the LSA 
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materials set forth in Article 6, item (i) and the surface contaminated objects set 


forth in item (ii) of the same Article, and the LSA radioisotopes set forth in Article 


18-11, item (i) of the Enforcement Regulation of the Radiation Hazards Prevention 


Act and the surface contaminated objects set forth in item (ii) of the same Article; 


hereinafter the same applies in this Article (excluding paragraph (11))) and for a 


freight container or tanks containing contaminated objects, etc. 


 (5) The transport indices set forth in the preceding paragraph are the values 


decided as prescribed in the following items: 


 (i) Regarding contaminated objects, etc. (excluding those contained in a freight 


container or a tank) and tanks containing contaminated objects, etc., the value 


obtained by multiplying the calculation result of multiplying by 100 the 1-cm 


dose equivalent rate at one meter from the external surface of the relevant 


contaminated objects, etc. or the tank indicated by the unit of millisieverts per 


hour, by the multiplication factor respectively set forth in the right-hand column 


of the table of Article 10, item (ii), (h) in accordance with the category of the 


largest cross-section area of the contaminated objects, etc. or the tank set forth 


in the left-hand column of the same table; provided, however, that if the final 


calculation result is 0.05 or lower, the value may be set as zero; 


 (ii) Regarding a freight container containing contaminated objects, etc., the value 


obtained by multiplying the calculation result of summing up the values 


calculated under the preceding item for the contaminated objects, etc. contained 


in the freight container and the relevant tank containing contaminated objects, 


etc. (when radioactive packages are contained in the relevant freight container, 


the sum of this calculation result and the values calculated under Article 17, 


paragraph (2), items (i) and (ii) for the radioactive packages (excluding those 


contained or packed in an overpack) and overpacks contained in the relevant 


freight container) or the calculation result of multiplying by 100 the 1-cm dose 


equivalent rate at one meter from the external surface of the freight container 


indicated by the unit of millisieverts per hour, by the multiplication factor 


respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the table of Article 10, item 


(ii), (h) in accordance with the category of the largest cross-section area of the 


freight container set forth in the left-hand column of the same table; provided, 


however, that if the final calculation result is 0.05 or lower, the value may be set 


as zero. 


 (6) With regard to freight containers or tanks containing LSA materials, etc., the 


label respectively set forth in the following items must be affixed to four sides of 


the relevant freight container or at four places on the external surface of the 


relevant tank for each radioactive package, etc. set forth therein: 
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 (i) Freight containers or tanks containing LSA materials, etc. whose transport 


index is 0: a Category I white label; 


 (ii) Freight containers or tanks containing LSA materials, etc. whose transport 


index exceeds 0 but does not exceed 1: a Category II yellow label; 


 (iii) Freight containers or tanks containing LSA materials, etc. whose transport 


index exceeds 1: a Category III yellow label. 


 (7) With regard to large freight containers or tanks containing LSA materials, etc., 


the placard must be affixed to four sides of the relevant large freight container or 


at four places on the external surface of the relevant tank. 


 (8) Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the label set forth 


in paragraph (6) or paragraph (4) of the following Article may be affixed, in lieu of 


the placard, by enlarging the relevant label to the size of the placard. In this case, 


the label set forth in paragraph (6) or paragraph (4) of the following Article does 


not need to be affixed, notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (6) or 


paragraph (4) of the following Article. 


 (9) When transporting a large freight container or a tank containing only the LSA 


materials, etc. that belong to a single category of those set forth in the left-hand 


column of the table of Article 18, paragraph (5) (excluding those transported only 


within Japan), the UN number respectively set forth in the right-hand column of 


the same table must be displayed in accordance with the category of radioactive 


materials, etc. set forth in the left-hand column of the same table, in black digits 


not less than 65 mm, on the freight container placard affixed to the relevant large 


freight container or the relevant tank or on a sub-sign for the UN number affixed 


close to the freight container placard (including a label enlarged and affixed 


pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (8) or Article 18, paragraph (4)). 


 (10) When loading LSA materials, etc. or freight containers or tanks containing LSA 


materials, etc., the sum of the transport indices of contaminated objects, etc. 


(excluding those contained in a freight container or a tank), tanks containing 


contaminated objects, etc. and a freight container containing all of these to be 


loaded on a single vehicle (when loading radioactive packages on the relevant 


vehicle, the value obtained by adding this sum and the transport indices of 


radioactive packages (excluding those contained or packed in an overpack and 


those contained in a freight container), overpacks (excluding those contained in 


freight container), and a freight container containing radioactive packages that 


are to be loaded on the relevant vehicle) must not exceed 50; provided, however, 


that this does not apply in the case of transport under exclusive use. 


 (11) When loading the surface contaminated objects set forth in Article 6, item (ii), 


the total activity of the relevant surface contaminated objects and the surface 
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contaminated objects set forth in Article 18-11, item (ii) of the Enforcement 


Regulation of the Radiation Hazards Prevention Act to be loaded on a single 


vehicle (when loading Type IP packages on the relevant vehicle, the sum of this 


total activity and the activity of the contaminated objects, etc. contained in Type 


IP packages that are to be loaded on the relevant vehicle) must not exceed the 


activity respectively set forth in the right-hand column of the table of Article 19, 


paragraph (4) in accordance with the category of contaminated objects, etc. set 


forth in the left-hand column of the same table. 


 (12) With regard to vehicles transporting LSA materials, etc. or freight containers 


or tanks containing LSA materials, etc., it must be ensured that the level of their 


surface contamination due to radioactive materials, etc. at the time of completing 


loading or unloading does not exceed the standard respectively set forth in the 


items of Article 20, paragraph (2). 


 (13) A railway or tram train car loaded with LSA materials, etc. or freight containers 


or tanks containing LSA materials, etc. must be coupled with another train car 


loaded with radioactive packages (excluding Excepted Packages; hereinafter the 


same applies in this paragraph), overpacks containing or packed with radioactive 


packages, nuclear fuel packages (excluding the Excepted Packages set forth in 


Article 3, paragraph (1), item (i) of the Outside Transport Regulation; hereinafter 


the same applies in this paragraph), overpacks containing or packed with nuclear 


fuel packages, contaminated objects, etc. (including the LSA materials set forth in 


Article 12, item (i) of the Outside Transport Regulation and the surface 


contaminated objects set forth in item (ii) of the same Article; hereinafter the same 


applies in this paragraph), tanks containing contaminated objects, etc. and freight 


containers containing all of these, at least one car apart from each other. 


 (14) The provisions of Articles 13 to 15, Article 19, paragraph (2), Article 20, 


paragraph (1), Article 21, paragraph (1), and Articles 22 to 25 apply mutatis 


mutandis when transporting LSA materials, etc. In this case, the phrases 


respectively set forth in the middle column of the following table in the provisions 


set forth in the left-hand column of the same table are to be deemed to be replaced 


with the phrases set forth in the right-hand column of the same table. 


Article 13 Radioactive packages, etc. 


(excluding Excepted 


Packages, overpacks 


containing or packed with 


only Excepted Packages, 


and freight container 


containing only Excepted 


LSA materials, etc. or 


freight containers or tanks 


containing LSA materials, 


etc. 
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Packages (hereinafter 


referred to as "Excepted 


Packages, etc."); the same 


applies in Article 18, 


paragraph (1) and Articles 


21 to 24) 


Articles 14 and 15, 


Article 20, paragraph 


(1), Article 21, 


paragraph (1) and 


Articles 22 to 24 


radioactive packages, etc. LSA materials, etc. or 


freight containers or tanks 


containing LSA materials, 


etc. 


Article 14, paragraphs 


(1) and (2), Article 15, 


paragraph (2), item 


(vi), Article 19, 


paragraph (2) and 


Articles 22 and 24 


radioactive packages LSA materials, etc. 


Article 25 item (ii), (iii), (v) or (vi) of 


the table of Article 18, 


paragraph (1) 


paragraph (6), item (ii) or 


(iii) 


 radioactive packages, etc. LSA materials, etc. or 


freight containers or tanks 


containing LSA materials, 


etc. 


 


 (Special Arrangements) 


Article 29 (1) When it is extremely difficult to perform transport in line with the 


provisions of Article 16, Article 19 (including the case where Article 19, paragraph 


(2) is applied mutatis mutandis pursuant to paragraph (14) of the preceding 


Article), Article 20 (including the case where Article 20, paragraph (1) is applied 


mutatis mutandis pursuant to paragraph (14) of the preceding Article), and 


paragraphs (2), (3) and (10) to (12) of the preceding Article, and when measures 


necessary for ensuring safe transport are taken and transport not in line with 


these provisions has been approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare 


as causing no problem in terms of safety, transport may be performed not in line 


with these provisions. 


 (2) When transport not in line with the provisions of Article 16, paragraph (1), 


Article 20, paragraph (1), item (ii) (including the case as applied mutatis mutandis 
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pursuant to paragraph (14) of the preceding Article), and paragraph (2) of the 


preceding Article has been approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and 


Welfare as causing no problem in terms of safety, transport may be performed not 


in line with these provisions. In this case, when performing transport not in line 


with the provisions respectively set forth in the left-hand column of the following 


table, the requirements set forth in the right-hand column of the same table must 


be satisfied. 


(i) Article 16, paragraph (1), item (i) (a) Transport is performed under exclusive 


use. 


 (b) Measures are taken to prevent people 


other than those concerned from 


approaching the relevant overpack or 


freight container. 


 (c) Loading or unloading is not performed 


during transport. 


 (d) The 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the 


external surface does not exceed 10 


mSv/h. 


(ii) Article 16, paragraph (1), item 


(ii) 


Transport is performed under exclusive 


use. 


(iii) Article 20, paragraph (1), item 


(ii) (including the case as applied 


mutatis mutandis pursuant to 


paragraph (14) of the preceding 


Article) 


The 1-cm dose equivalent rate at two 


meters from the front, back and both side 


surfaces of the vehicle (in the case of an 


open type vehicle, from the vertical surface 


on its outer frame) does not exceed 100 


μSv/h. 


(iv) Paragraph (2), item (i) of the 


preceding Article 


(a) Transport is performed under exclusive 


use. 


 (b) Measures are taken to prevent people 


other than those concerned from 


approaching the relevant freight 


container or tanks. 


 (c) Loading or unloading is not performed 


during transport. 


 (d) The 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the 


external surface does not exceed 10 


mSv/h. 


(v) Paragraph (2), item (ii) of the Transport is performed under exclusive 
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preceding Article use. 


 (3) When intending to transport radioactive materials, etc. or radioactive packages 


by obtaining approval of the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare under Article 


10, item (ii), (g) or (h), item (iii), item (iv), (a) or item (v), (a), or pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 11, measures necessary for ensuring safe transport (when 


intending to transport radioactive packages for which the 1-cm dose equivalent 


rate on the external surface is over 2 mSv/h but 10 mSv/h or lower, by obtaining 


approval of the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare under these provisions 


(excluding Article 10, item (ii), (h) and Article 11), the measures set forth in the 


following items) must be taken and approval as causing no problem in terms of 


safety must be obtained from the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare: 


 (i) Measures are taken to prevent people other than those concerned from 


approaching the relevant radioactive packages; 


 (ii) Loading and unloading is not performed during transport. 


 (4) When transporting radioactive materials, etc., radioactive packages, etc., LSA 


materials, etc. or freight containers or tanks containing LSA materials, etc. 


pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (1) or the preceding paragraph, they must 


be transported under exclusive use, and a Category III yellow label must be affixed 


at two opposite sides on the external surface thereof (excluding the external 


surface of radioactive materials, etc. and LSA materials, etc.) (for freight 


containers or tanks, on all four sides of the freight container or at four sides on the 


external surface of the relevant tank), notwithstanding the provisions of Article 


18, paragraph (1) or paragraph (6) of the preceding Article. 


 


Section 3 Standards for Simple Transport 


 


Article 30 The standards specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare set 


forth in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (b) of the Regulation (limited to the 


standards pertaining to simple transport (meaning transport other than vehicle 


transport outside manufacturing sites (excluding transport by ship or airplane); 


the same applies hereinafter)) are as provided for in the following items, beyond 


what is provided for in Section 1: 


 (i) It must be ensured that the 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the external surface 


of the machinery or equipment loaded with or containing radioactive materials, 


etc. (including those contained or packed in a packaging; hereinafter referred to 


as "transported materials") that are to be transported by simple transport 


(limited to machinery or equipment used for simple transport; hereinafter 


referred to as "transport equipment") does not exceed 2 mSv/h, and the 1-cm 
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dose equivalent rate at one meter from the external surface does not exceed 100 


μSv/h; 


 (ii) Consignments (excluding Excepted Packages; hereinafter the same applies in 


this item, the following item and item (v)) must be loaded on transport 


equipment in a manner that the safety of the consignments is not damaged as a 


result of move, fall or drop thereof during transport; 


 (iii) Consignments must not be loaded together with the dangerous goods set forth 


in the items of Article 4 on the same transport equipment; 


 (iv) When transporting two or more consignments (limited to those for which the 


1-cm dose equivalent rate on the external surface exceeds 5μSv/h; hereinafter 


the same applies in this item) by loading or containing them within a single unit 


of transport equipment, the number of consignments to be loaded or contained 


within the relevant transport equipment must be limited so that the sum of the 


transport index (the transport index means the value obtained by multiplying 


by 100 the 1-cm dose equivalent rate at one meter from the external surface of 


the relevant consignments indicated by the unit of millisieverts per hour; 


hereinafter the same applies in this Article) of those consignments or the 


transport index obtained by directly measuring the collection of those two or 


more consignments to be loaded or contained within the relevant transport 


equipment becomes 50 or lower; 


 (v) When transporting consignments, a consignor or a consignee must take the 


following measures; provided, however, that this does not apply when the 


transporting time is extremely short and there is no risk of radiation hazards: 


 (a) A person engaging in transport of the relevant consignments must carry 


documents stating the handling methods of the consignments, measures to be 


taken in the event of an accident, and other matters to note in transporting 


them; 


 (b) A person engaging in transport of the relevant consignments must carry a 


fire extinguisher, radiation measuring instrument, protective equipment or 


other equipment and devices, etc. necessary in the event of an accident; 


 (c) Consignments or transport equipment must not be placed, or consignments 


must not be loaded, unloaded or otherwise handled, at places people routinely 


access; provided, however, that this does not apply when certain measures are 


taken, such as roping off the relevant place or setting up a label; 


 (vi) A label must be affixed or a marking must be attached to consignments 


(excluding LSA materials, etc. not contained in a freight container or a tank; 


hereinafter the same applies in this item) as specified as follows: 


 (a) The label respectively set forth in the middle column of the following table 
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must be affixed to the place set forth in the right-hand column of the same 


table in accordance with the category of consignments set forth in the left-


hand column of the same table; provided, however, that this does not apply to 


Excepted Packages: 


Category of consignments Label Places 


(i) Consignments for which the 1-cm 


dose equivalent rate on the external 


surface does not exceed 5 μSv/h 


A Category I 


white label 


Two opposite sides 


on the external 


surface of the 


consignments 


(ii) Consignments for which the 1-cm 


dose equivalent rate on the external 


surface exceeds 5 μSv/h but is 100 


μSv/h or lower, and the transport 


index does not exceed 1 


A Category II 


yellow label 


Two opposite sides 


on the external 


surface of the 


consignments 


(iii) Those other than the 


consignments set forth in the 


preceding two items 


A Category III 


yellow label 


Two opposite sides 


on the external 


surface of the 


consignments 


 (b) With regard to the consignments set forth in 1. to 6. below, the matters 


respectively set forth therein shall be clearly indicated at an easily visible 


place on their external surface: 


1. All consignments: the name and address of the consignor or the consignee; 


2. Consignments whose gross mass exceeds 50 kg: gross mass 


3. Type A packages: marks "A型" or "TYPE A"; 


4. Type IP-1 packages: marks "IP-1 型" or "TYPE IP-1"; 


5. Type IP-2 packages: marks "IP-2 型" or "TYPE IP-2"; 


6. Type IP-3 packages: marks "IP-3 型" or "TYPE IP-3"; 


 (vii) It must be ensured that exposure doses of radiation workers do not exceed 


the effective dose limit and the equivalent dose limit. 


 


Amendment (Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare No. 


115 of March 27, 2009) [Extract] 


This Public Notice is applied from June 1, 2009. 


 


Supplementary Provisions (Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour 


and Welfare No. 500 of December 26, 2014) 


 (Effective Date) 


Article 1 This Public Notice is applied from January 1, 2015. 
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 (Transitional Arrangement) 


Article 2 Prior laws continue to govern radioactive packages (meaning the 


radioactive packages prescribed in Article 2, paragraph (7), item (i), (a) of the 


Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals) being 


transported upon the commencement of the application of this Public Notice until 


the relevant transport is completed, notwithstanding the provisions after 


amendment by this Public Notice.Appended Table 1 (related to Article 2) 


(Partial amendment by Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 


Welfare No. 108 of 2016) 


 


 


Appended Table 1 (related to Article 2) 


 


Activity limit in the case of radioactive materials whose type is clear and which 


consist of a single type 


Column 1 Column 2 


Atomic number Type Activity (A2 value) (unit: TBq) 


1 3H 40 


6 11C 0.6 


6 14C 3 


7 13N 0.6 


9 18F 0.6 


11 22Na 0.5 


11 24Na 0.2 


15 32P 0.5 


15 33P 1 


16 35S 3 


19 42K 0.2 


19 43K 0.6 


20 45Ca 1 


20 47Ca 0.3 


24 51Cr 30 


25 52Mn 0.3 


26 52Fe 0.3 


26 55Fe 40 


26 59Fe 0.9 


27 57Co 10 
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27 58Co 1 


27 60Co 0.4 


28 63Ni 30 


29 64Cu 1 


30 65Zn 2 


31 67Ga 3 


31 68Ga 0.5 


31 72Ga 0.4 


32 68Ge 0.5 


33 74As 0.9 


33 76As 0.3 


34 75Se 3 


35 82Br 0.4 


36 85Kr 10 


37 81Rb 0.8 


37 86Rb 0.5 


38 85Sr 2 


38 87mSr 3 


38 89Sr 0.6 


38 90Sr 0.3 


39 87Y 1 


39 90Y 0.3 


42 99Mo 0.6 


43 99mTc 4 


44 106Ru 0.2 


46 103Pd 40 


47 111Ag 0.6 


49 111In 3 


49 113mIn 2 


50 113Sn 2 


50 117mSn 0.4 


52 132Te 0.4 


53 123I 3 


53 125I 3 


53 131I 0.7 


53 132I 0.4 


54 133Xe 10 
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55 131Cs 30 


55 137Cs 0.6 


56 133Ba 3 


62 153Sm 0.6 


64 153Gd 9 


70 169Yb 1 


71 177Lu 0.7 


73 182Ta 0.5 


75 186Re 0.6 


77 192Ir 0.6 


79 198Au 0.6 


79 199Au 0.6 


80 197Hg 10 


80 203Hg 1 


81 201TI 4 


86 222Rn 0.004 


88 223Ra 0.007 


88 226Ra 0.003 


 


 


Appended Table 2 (related to Article 2) 


 


Activity limit in the case of radioactive materials whose type is clear and which 


consist of a single type, other than those set forth in Appended Table 1 


Column 1 Column 2 


Category Activity (A2 value) (unit: TBq) 


(i) When the radioactive materials emit only one 


type of radiation (excluding the case falling 


under (ii)) 


 


(a) When emitting γ-rays or X-rays (including 


γ-rays that are generated as a result of 


positron annihilation) 


10－13/ept 


(or 40, when exceeding 40) 


(b) When emitting β-rays 2.8 ×10－14/hskin 


(or 40, when exceeding 40) 
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(c) When there is a risk of inhalation or oral 


ingestion (meaning the case where an 


activity is stated in Column 2 or 3 of 


Appended Table 2 of the Standards 


Concerning Activities of Radioactive 


Materials (Public Notice of the Ministry of 


Health and Welfare No. 399 of 2000; 


hereinafter referred to as the "Public Notice 


on Activity") 


5 ×10－5/einh 


(or 40, when exceeding 40) 


(d) When there is a risk of exposure due to 


submersion (meaning the case where the 


chemical form of the nuclide stated in 


Column 1 of Appended Table 2 of the Public 


Notice on Activity is submersion) 


1.9 ×10－14/hsub 


(or 40, when exceeding 40) 


(e) When emitting α-rays 5 ×10－5/einh 


(or 40, when exceeding 40) 


(ii) When the radioactive materials emit only one 


type of radiation and cause the decay chain of 


the nuclei (hereinafter referred to as the 


"parent nuclides), and their physical half-lives 


are longer than those of the radioactive 


materials generated as a result of their 


nuclear decay (hereinafter referred to as the 


"progeny nuclides") and the physical half-lives 


of the progeny nuclides are 10 days or shorter 


The smallest of the activities of 


the parent nuclides and 


progeny nuclides respectively 


set forth in Column 2 of (i) in 


accordance with their category 


set forth in Column 1 of (i) 


(iii) When the radioactive materials emit two or 


more types of radiation (excluding the case 


falling under (iv)) 


The smallest of the activities of 


respective types of radiation set 


forth in Column 2 of (i) in 


accordance with their category 


set forth in Column 1 of (i) 


(iv) When the radioactive materials emit two or 


more types of radiation, and their physical 


half-lives are longer than those of the progeny 


nuclides and the physical half-lives of the 


progeny nuclides are 10 days or shorter 


The smallest of the activities of 


the parent nuclides and 


progeny nuclides for respective 


types of radiation set forth in 


Column 2 of (i) in accordance 


with their category set forth in 


Column 1 of (i) 


Remarks: "ept" represents the effective dose rate coefficient of the radioactive 
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materials at a distance of one meter (Sv・Bq－1・h－1), "hskin" represents the 


equivalent dose rate coefficient on the skin per unit density (Bq・m－ 2) of 


radioactive materials on the skin (Sv・s－1・Bq－1・m2), "einh" represents the 


smallest of the values set forth in Column 2 or 3 of Appended Table 2 of the 


Public Notice on Activity (mSv・Bq－1) when ignoring chemical forms of the 


relevant radioactive materials, and "hsub" represents the effective dose 


coefficient per unit integrated concentration (Bq・s・m－3) under submersion (Sv・


Bq－1・s－1・m3). 


 


 


Appended Table 3 (related to Article 2) 


 


Activity limit in the case of radioactive materials whose types are not clear or 


radioactive materials whose type is clear and which consist of a single type, and 


for which the activity is not set forth in Appended Table 1 or 2 


Column 1 Column 2 


Category Activity (A2 value) (unit: TBq) 


(i) When it is clear that there are no 


radioactive materials that emit 


radiation other than β-rays or γ-rays 


0.02 


(ii) When it is clear that there are only 


radioactive materials that emit α-rays 


9 ×10－5 


(iii) The case not falling under (i) and (ii) 9 ×10－5 


 


 


Appended Table 4 (related to Article 2) 


 


Activity limit in the case of radioactive materials which consist of two or more 


types and all or part of those types are clear (excluding the case falling under 


Appended Tables 5 and 6) 


Column 1 Column 2 


Category Activity (A2 value) (unit: TBq) 


When all types of radioactive 


materials and all activities of 


respective types are clear 


Activities of x1, x2, …, xn that satisfy the 


following formula 


(x1/X1) + (x2/X2) + … + (xn/Xn) = 1 


When all or part of the types of 


radioactive materials are clear and 


Activities of x1, x2, …, xn and y that satisfy 


the following formula 


(x1/X1) + (x2/X2) + … + (xn/Xn) + (y/Y) = 1 
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all or part of the activities of 


respective types are not clear 


Remarks: "x, x2, …, xn" represents the activities (TBq) of radioactive materials 


whose types and the activities of respective types are clear, "X1, X2, …, Xn" 


represents the activities (TBq) set forth in Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 for 


radioactive materials pertaining to "x1, x2, …, xn" respectively, "y" represents 


the activities (TBq) of radioactive materials whose types and the activities of 


respective types are not clear, and "Y" represents the smallest of the activities 


(TBq) set forth in Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 for radioactive materials pertaining 


to "y" when their types are all clear and the activities (TBq) set forth in 


Appended Table 3 for radioactive materials pertaining to "y" when all or part of 


their types are not clear. 


 


 


Appended Table 5 (related to Article 2) 


 


Activity limit in the case of radioactive materials which consist of two or more 


types and all or part of those types and the percentages of respective types are 


clear (excluding the case falling under Appended Table 6) 


Column 1 Column 2 


Category Activity (A2 value) (unit: TBq) 


When types of radioactive materials are 


all clear 


1/(f1/X1＋f2/X2＋…＋fn/Xn) 


When part of the types of radioactive 


materials are clear 


1/(f1/X1＋f2/X2＋…＋fn/Xn＋fy/Y) 


Remarks: "f1, f2, …, fn" represents percentages of radioactive materials whose types 


are clear, "X1, X2, …, Xn" represents the activities (TBq) set forth in Appended 


Table 1, 2 or 3 for radioactive materials pertaining to "f1, f2, …, fn" respectively, 


"fy" represents percentages of radioactive materials whose types are not clear, 


and "Y" represents the activities (TBq) set forth in Appended Table 3. 


 


 


Appended Table 6 (related to Article 2) 


 


Activity limit in the case of radioactive materials whose types are in a series of 


decay chain of the nuclei and which contain those types at a mixing ratio equal to 


that of naturally occurring ones 
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Column 1 Column 2 


Category Activity (A2 value) (unit: TBq) 


When the physical half-lives of all radioactive 


materials in that series (excluding the parent 


nuclides) do not exceed 10 days and are 


shorter than those of the parent nuclides 


The activities set forth in Column 


2 of Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 for 


the parent nuclides 


When some of the progeny nuclides in that 


series have physical half-lives over 10 days or 


physical half-lives longer than those of the 


parent nuclides 


Activities of x1, x2, …, xn that 


satisfy the following formula 


(x1/X1) + (x2/X2) + … + (xn/Xn) = 1 


Remarks: "x1, x2, …, xn" represents the activities (TBq) of radioactive materials 


whose types and activities of respective types are clear, and "X1, X2, …, Xn" 


represents the activities (TBq) set forth in Appended Table 1, 2 or 3 for 


radioactive materials pertaining to "x1, x2, …, xn" respectively. 


 


Appendix 1 (related to Article 9) 


Immersion test pertaining to LSA-III 


LSA-III is to be immersed in water at ambient temperature for seven days. 


 


Appendix 2 (related to Article 10) 


General test conditions for Type A packages and additional test conditions for Type 


A packages wherein liquid or gaseous radioactive materials, etc. are contained or 


packed 


 (i) General test conditions for Type A packages 


 (a) To continue spraying water at an amount equivalent to rain precipitation of 


50 mm/h for one hour; 


 (b) To place the relevant specimen under the conditions set forth in (a) and then 


place it under the following conditions; provided, however, that a sample 


different from those used for the conditions set forth in 1., 3. and 4. is to be 


used for the conditions set forth in 2.: 


1. To drop a specimen whose weight is less than 5,000 kg from a height of 1.2 


m, a specimen whose weight is 5,000 kg or over but less than 10,000 kg from 


a height of 0.9 m, a specimen whose weight is 10,000 kg or over but less 


than 15,000 kg from a height of 0.6 m, and a specimen whose weight is 


15,000 kg or over from a height of 0.3 m, so as to suffer maximum damage 


respectively; 


2. To drop a cuboid package made of fiber board or wood whose weight is 50 
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kg or less from a height of 0.3 m so as to suffer maximum damage to each of 


its corners, and drop a cylindrical package made of fiber board whose weight 


is 100 kg or less from a height of 0.3 m so as to suffer maximum damage to 


a quarter of both its rims; 


3. To apply the load equivalent to five times the weight of the relevant package 


or the load equivalent to the value obtained by multiplying the vertically 


projected area of the relevant package by 13 kPa, whichever is the larger, 


for 24 hours; 


4. To drop a 6-kg bar with a diameter of 3.2 cm that does not break easily and 


has hemispherically shaped tips from a height of 1m onto the most 


vulnerable part of the radioactive package; 


 (ii) Additional test conditions for Type A packages wherein liquid or gaseous 


radioactive materials, etc. (excluding gaseous tritium and rare gas) are 


contained or packed 


A radioactive package wherein liquid or gaseous radioactive materials, etc. 


are contained or packed is to be placed under the conditions set forth in the 


preceding item and under either of the conditions set forth in (a) or (b), 


whichever will cause maximum damage: 


 (a) To drop the relevant specimen from a height of 9 m so as to suffer maximum 


damage; 


 (b) To drop the bar prescribed in (b), 4. of the preceding item from a height of 


1.7 m onto the most vulnerable part of the radioactive package. 


 


Appendix 3 (related to Article 10) 


General test conditions for Type IP-2 packages 


The relevant package is to be placed under the conditions set forth in item (i), 


(b), 1. to 3. of Appendix 2; provided, however, that this does not apply when placing 


it under other conditions approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare. 


 


Appendix 4 (related to Article 10) 


General test conditions for Type IP-3 packages 


The relevant package is to be placed under the conditions set forth in item (i) of 


Appendix 2. 


 


Form 1 (related to Article 5) 


 (Partial amendment by Public Notice of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 


Welfare No. 115 of 2009) 
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Label for transport within manufacturing facilities 


 


Notes: 


1. "l" is to be 0.5cm or longer. 


2. "n" is to be 0.2cm or longer. 


3. A label attached to a vehicle is to be of a size with each side being 15cm or 


longer. 


4. Colors are to be as indicated in the following table. 


Part Color 


Background White 


Trefoil symbol Black 


Letters Black 


Edge White 


Line inside the edge Black 


5. Letters "製造所" are to be replaced with "薬局" in the case of transport within 


a pharmacy, "店舗" in the case of transport within a store of a retailer, and "営


業所" in the case of transport within a place of business of a wholesaler; 


provided, however, that letters "事業所" may be used for a manufacturing site, 


pharmacy or store wherein the transport set forth in Article 17, paragraph (1) 
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of the Act on Prevention of Radiation Hazards Due to Radioisotopes, etc. (Act 


No. 167 of 1957) is performed. 
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Form 2 (related to Articles 18, 28 and 30) 


 


Category I white label 


 


Notes: 


1. The trefoil symbol is to be as prescribed in Form 1. 


2. In the column "CONTENTS," enter the names of the contained or packed 


radioactive materials, etc. (when the radioactive materials, etc. fall under 


contaminated objects, etc., their names (excluding the names of those falling 


under LSA-I) and their categories); provided, however, that when multiple 


types of radioactive materials, etc. are contained or packed, enter the names 


of as many representative materials as possible. 


3. In the column "ACTIVITY," enter the total activity of the contained or packed 


radioactive materials, etc. in units of becquerels. 


4. With regard to an overpack and a freight container wherein two or more 


radioactive packages containing different types of radioactive materials, etc. 


are contained or packed, a note "携行書類を見ること  (See Transport 


Documents)" may be indicated. 


5. With regard to packages transported outside Japan, indications in Japanese 


may be removed, and with regard to packages transported only within Japan, 


indications in English may be removed. 


6. Colors are to be as indicated in the following table. 


Part Color 


0.5cm 


0.4cm or longer 


10cm or longer 10cm or longer 
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Background (upper half) White 


Trefoil symbol Black 


Background (lower half) White 


Letters Black 


Shaded part Red 


Edge White 


Line inside the edge Black 


Dividing line Black 
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Form 3 (related to Articles 18, 28 and 30) 


 


Category II yellow label 


 


Notes: 


1. The trefoil symbol is to be as prescribed in Form 1. 


2. In the column "CONTENTS," enter the names of the contained or packed 


radioactive materials, etc. (when the radioactive materials, etc. fall under 


contaminated objects, etc., their names (excluding the names of those falling 


under LSA-I) and their categories); provided, however, that when multiple 


types of radioactive materials, etc. are contained or packed, enter the names 


of as many representative materials as possible. 


3. In the column "ACTIVITY," enter the total activity of the contained or packed 


radioactive materials, etc. in units of becquerels. 


4. With regard to an overpack and freight container wherein two or more 


radioactive packages containing different types of radioactive materials, etc. 


are contained or packed, a note "携行書類を見ること  (See Transport 


Documents)" may be indicated. 


5. In the column "TRANSPORT INDEX," enter a transport index. 


6. With regard to packages transported outside Japan, indications in Japanese 


may be removed, and with regard to packages transported only within Japan, 


0.5cm 


0.4cm or longer 


10cm or longer 10cm or longer 
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indications in English may be removed. 


7. Colors are to be as indicated in the following table. 


Part Color 


Background (upper half) Yellow 


Trefoil symbol Black 


Background (upper half) White 


Letters Black 


Shaded part Red 


Edge White 


Line inside the edge Black 


Dividing line Black 
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Form 4 (related to Articles 18, 28, 29 and 30) 


 


Category III yellow label 


 


 


Notes: 


1. The trefoil symbol is to be as prescribed in Form 1. 


2. In the column "CONTENTS," enter the names of the contained or packed 


radioactive materials, etc. (when the radioactive materials, etc. fall under 


contaminated objects, etc., their names (excluding the names of those falling 


under LSA-I) and their categories); provided, however, that when multiple 


types of radioactive materials, etc. are contained or packed, enter the names 


of as many representative materials as possible. 


3. In the column "ACTIVITY," enter the total activity of the contained or packed 


radioactive materials, etc. in units of becquerels 


4. With regard to an overpack and freight container wherein two or more 


radioactive packages containing different types of radioactive materials, etc. 


are contained or packed, a note "携行書類を見ること  (See Transport 


Documents)" may be indicated. 


5. In the column "TRANSPORT INDEX," enter a transport index. 


6. With regard to packages transported outside Japan, indications in Japanese 


may be removed, and with regard to packages transported only within Japan, 


0.5cm 


0.4cm or longer 


10cm or longer 10cm or longer 
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indications in English may be removed. 


7. Colors are to be as indicated in the following table. 


Part Color 


Background (upper half) Yellow 


Trefoil symbol Black 


Background (lower half) White 


Letters Black 


Shaded part Red 


Edge White 


Line inside the edge Black 


Dividing line Black 
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Form 5 (related to Articles 18 and 28) 


 


Container placard 


 


Notes: 


1. The trefoil symbol is to be as prescribed in Form 1. 


2. "l" is to be 0.5cm or longer. 


3. The height of the number "7" is to be 2.5cm or higher. 


4. With regard to a freight container transported outside Japan, indications in 


Japanese may be removed, and with regard to freight containers transported 


only within Japan, indications in English may be removed. 


5. When marking the UN number, it is to be marked at the white part in the 


lower half. In this case, letters "放射性 (RADIOACTIVE)" may be removed. 


6. Colors are to be as indicated in the following table. 


Part Color 


Background (upper half) Yellow 


Trefoil symbol Black 


Background (lower half) White 


Letters Black 


Edge White 


0.5cm 
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Line inside the edge Black 


Dividing line Black 
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Form 6 (related to Articles 18 and 28) 


 


Placard for separate display of UN number 


 


Note: Colors are to be as indicated in the following table. 


Part Color 


Background Orange 


Edge Black 


 


 


 


12cm or longer 


1cm 


30cm or longer 


1cm 
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Virtual Accident Evaluation Concerning Trnasport of Nucelar Fuel Materials etc. 


 


1. Shipment to be assumed  


Shipments targeted for hypothetical accident evaluation are B-type shipment with the 


highest amount of radioactivity in the shipment containers, and A-type shipment with a 


certain amount of radioactivity following the B-type shipments, among those classified under 


the provisions of the Act on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material 


and Reactors.  


○ Examples of B-type shipment: Spent fuel, MOX fuel, high-level vitrified radioactive waste 


○ Examples of A-type shipment: New fuel, concentrated UO2, concentrated UF6, natural 


UF6 


○ Examples of L-type shipment: Low-level waste 


○ Examples of IP-type shipments: Low-level waste (Rokkasho Disposal Center), uranium 


recovered after reprocessing 


 


2. Assumed events and impact on general public  


An assumed event shall be an event that would deteriorate shielding and sealing 


performances due to collision accidents, fire accidents, drop accidents, etc. A criticality 


accident is not included in the assumed event due to following two reasons: (1) there is no 


human intervention such as that in nuclear facilities because nuclear fuel materials, etc. are 


stored in shipment containers during transport; (2) water tightness of containers can be 


maintained even under conditions exceeding special test conditions. Even if it is submerged, 


subcriticality is ensured. 


Concentrated UF6 shipments have not been evaluated in consideration of inundation, 


because their water tightness of the transport container can be maintained and subcriticality 


can be ensured due to following three reasons: (1) they have pressure resistance even under 


conditions exceeding special test conditions; (2) they have four-hours fire resistance at 800℃; 


(3) even if the shipment falls from the highest 75 m overhead along with the current transport 


route, it shall be enveloped in special test conditions. 


 


(1) B-type shipment  


① Assumed event 


i) Degradation of shielding performance 


Assumes that the spent fuel shipment is released to a fire exceeding the special test 


conditions that shall be at 800℃ for 30 minutes and the neutron shielding material is totally 


damaged (half-damaged under special test conditions).  
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ii) Degradation of sealing performance 


Assumes that the spent radioactive fuel is subjected to the impingement of a non-yield 


surface, exceeding nine-meter drop under the special test conditions, and the fuel cladding 


tube is totally broken, causing gaseous radioactive material to be exposed from the shipment 


container (wind speed 1 m / s, atmospheric instability F). 


 


② Impact on general public 


i) Degradation of shielding performance 


About 4.5 mSv / h at 1 m from the surface, about 0.25 mSv / h at a radius of 15 m (about 


40 hours to reach 10 mSv), about 20 μSv / h at a radius of 50 m. 


When there is deterioration in shielding performance (10mSv / h at 1m from the surface) 


leading to a nuclear emergency, about 5mSv in 10 hours at a radius of 15m. 


 


ii) Degradation of sealing performance 


About 16μSv / h at a radius of 15m (about 26 days to reach 10mSv), about 5μSv / h at a 


radius of 50m. 


 


If there is a leak of radioactive material leading to a nuclear emergency situation, about 5 


mSv or less at a radius of 15m (released for 10 hours at a leak rate A2 value / week, which is 


an allowable value under special test conditions). 


 


③ Protective measures 


i) Degradation of shielding performance 


Using ropes, etc., establish a prohibited entry area with a radius of 15 m, and take shielding 


measures with sandbags, etc. 


ii) Deterioration of sealing performance 


  Using ropes, etc., establish a prohibited entry area with a radius of 15 m, and take 


containment measures with a sheet, etc. 


 


(2) A-type shipment 


① Assumed event 


i) Degradation of shielding performance 


The stored object of the A-type shipment itself is not assumed because it is a low-dose 


radioactive material such as new fuel, etc. (20-50μSv on the surface of stored objects) 


ii) Degradation of sealing performance 


Assumes that natural UF6 transports encounter a fire that exceeds 800℃ for more than 30 
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minutes, the fireproof protective cover deteriorates, and the stored objects are released. 


 


② Impact on general public 


i) Degradation of sealing performance 


100μSv or less regardless of a distance 


 


③ Protective measures 


i) Degradation of sealing performance 


After the initial fire extinguishment, use ropes, etc., establish a prohibited entry area with 


a radius of 15 m, and take measures to prevent leakage with a sheet, etc. 


 


3. Evaluation results for assumed events 


Even if an event that exceeds the legal standards is assumed for the target shipment, the 


possibility of leading to a nuclear emergency situation under the Act on Special Measures 


Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness is extremely low. Because there is a 


considerable time until the exposure dose for the general public around the transport route 


reaches 10 mSv, and the target shipment is transported in a row, which is composed of a large 


number of transport corps, etc., allowing operators to establish prohibited entry areas, and 


take measures to prevent contamination and leakage expansion, and shielding measures, etc. 


immediately and accurately during the period.  


If there is general public at a radius of 15 m for 10 hours in the event of shielding 


deterioration or leakage of radioactive materials leading to a nuclear emergency, the exposure 


dose will be about 5 mSv. In addition, disaster prevention measures should be sufficient by 


securing a distance of a 15-meter radius, with a view of general public exposure as a range to 


be dealt with in the event of an accident. 
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the NRA Ordinance on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. 


【Amendment proposal in public comment】 


Issuance: Order of the Prime Minister's Office No. 57 of December 28, 1978 


 


 (Measures Concerning Quality Control Relating to Transportation of Nuclear Fuel 


Materials, etc.) 


Article 17-2  


For measures taken based on Article 3 to the preceding Article, the methods of quality 


control and the organization to implement the methods (hereinafter referred to as 


“quality control methods”) shall be arranged and the record shall be stored, and 


furthermore implementation of measures shall be confirmed before transportation.  


 


(Application for Confirmation Related to Transport)  


Article 19  


A person who intends to receive confirmation regarding transports pursuant to the 


provisions of Article 59-2 of the Act shall submit the following documents to NRA:  


when item (i) of the table under Article 48 of the Reactor Regulation Enforcement 


Cabinet Order is applicable, the Application for Confirmation under the appended 


form 1 (in case of application for confirmation relating to simple transportation, 


appended form 2) with documents listed in the following items; when item (i) of the 


table is applicable, the application for confirmation under the appended form (i) with 


the documents listed item (i) to (vi) and (viii), and explanatory documents on measures 


for protection of specific nuclear fuel material taken for the containers containing 


specified nuclear fuel material. 


 [(i) – (vii) omitted] 


 (8) Description of Methods of Quality Control Relating to Transportation of Nuclear 


Fuel Materials, etc. 


 [(2) – (4) omitted] 


 


Article 20  


NRA issues transportation certificate when it confirms that the transportation 


measures pertaining to the application under the provisions of paragraph (1) of the 


preceding Article comply with the technical standards stipulated in Article 3 to Article 


17-2 through nuclear regulatory inspection stipulated in Article 2 (11) of the Act (in 


the case of a specified nuclear facility prescribed in Article 64-2 (1) of the Act, 


inspection under Article 64-3 (7) of the Act) or individual confirmation. 
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 (Application for Container Approval) 


Article 21  


Pursuant to the provisions of Article 59 (3) of the Act, those who intend to be delivered 


the approval of packaging shall submit application for approval of packaging(s) in 


accordance with the appended form 3 with documents listed in the following items to 


NRA.  


 [(i) – (v) omitted] 


 (vi) Explanatory documents regarding methods of quality control relating to the 


transport packaging 


(2) Documents listed in item (ii) of the preceding paragraph can be extempted from 


submission if NRA find that transport of nuclear fuel materials complies with the 


technical standard stipulated in Article 3 to 12 and Article 14 with regard to the design 


of packaging and the safety of e nuclear fuel package when the nuclear fuel materials 


described in item (i) of the said paragraph are stored in the packaging, pursuant to the 


provisions of NRA. 


(3) [omitted] 


 


 (Certificates of Packaging Approval) 


Article 22  


NRA issues certificates of packaging approval described in the following items when 


it has been confirmed that packaging relating to the application in accordance with 


the preceding Article (1) comply with the requirements stipulated from Article 3 to 


12 and Article 14 (limited to the standards relating to packaging). 


[(i) – (viii) omitted] 
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Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals 


(February 1, 1961) (Order of the Ministry of Health and Welfare No. 4)* 


[Extract] 


 


Based on the provisions of Article 16 of the Pharmaceutical Affairs Act† (Act No. 145 


of 1960), the Regulation on Manufacture of Radiopharmaceuticals are established as 


follows. 


 


Regulation on Manufacture and Handling of Radiopharmaceuticals 


 (Order of the Ministry of Health and Welfare No. 11 of 1989, renamed) 


 


 (Definitions) 


Article 1 In this Ministerial Order, the meanings of the terms set forth in the following 


items are as specified respectively therein: 


 (i) radiopharmaceuticals: pharmaceuticals emitting radiation (meaning the radiation 


prescribed in Article 3, item (v) of the Atomic Energy Basic Act (Act No. 186 of 1955); 


the same applies hereinafter) that are set forth in Appended Table 1; 


 (ii) radioactive materials: isotopes emitting radiation and compounds thereof, as well 


as materials containing those isotopes or compounds; 


 (iii) controlled area: an area where the doses of external radiation may exceed the 


dose levels specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare, the concentrations 


of radioactive materials in the air may exceed the concentration levels specified by the 


Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare, or the densities of radioactive materials on 


the surface of objects contaminated with radioactive materials may exceed the density 


levels specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare; 


 (iv) a radiation worker: a person who handles or manages radioactive materials or 


objects contaminated with radioactive materials (hereinafter referred to as 


"radioactive materials, etc.") or engages in accompanying duties and enters into 


controlled areas on a steady basis; 


 (v) effective dose limits: limits of effective doses over a certain period of time specified 


by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare for radiation workers; 


 (vi) equivalent dose limits: limits of equivalent doses over a certain period of time 


specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare respectively for each type of 


                                                
*  Last amendment by Order of Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare No. 46 of 2016, applied 


from March 28, 2016 
†  Currently, based on the provisions of Article 9, paragraph (1), Article 18, paragraph (1) and 


(2), Article 23-2-15, paragraph (1) and (2), and Article 36-2, paragraph (1) of the Act on 


Securing Quality, Efficacy and Safety of Products including Pharmaceuticals and Medical 


Devices 
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tissue of radiation workers; 


 (vii) concentration limits in the air: limits specified by the Minister of Health, Labour 


and Welfare regarding concentrations of radioactive materials in the air that a person 


inhales at a place where people enter on a steady basis in a work facility handling 


radiopharmaceuticals; 


 (viii) surface density limits: limits specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and 


Welfare regarding densities of radioactive materials on the surface of objects touched 


by people at a place where people enter on a steady basis in a work facility handling 


radiopharmaceuticals. 


  


 (Matters to be Observed by Manufacturers) 


Article 2 (1) [Omitted] 


(2) [Omitted]  


(3) [Omitted] 


(4) [Omitted] 


(5) [Omitted] 


(6) A manufacturer must strictly observe the matters set forth in the following items 


when transporting radioactive materials, etc. in the manufacturing site (or the 


matters set forth in item (iv) and item (v) in the case of transport within the 


controlled areas); provided, however, that this does not apply when a manufacturer 


transports radioactive materials, etc. within the work facility, etc., when the time of 


transporting radioactive materials, etc. is extremely short and radiation hazards 


are unlikely to occur, or when a manufacturer takes measures necessary for 


preventing radiation hazards in compliance with what is set forth in item (i) of the 


following paragraph; and when it is extremely difficult to take the measures set 


forth in item (ii) or item (iii) in full or in part, a manufacturer may take measures 


approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare in lieu of the measures set 


forth in item (ii) or item (iii) only if the 1-cm dose equivalent rate on the surface of 


a container wherein radioactive materials, etc. are enclosed (or when transporting 


objects contaminated with radioactive materials without enclosing them in a 


container pursuant to the provisions of the proviso to item (i), those objects 


contaminated with radioactive materials; hereinafter referred to as the "package" 


in this paragraph) does not exceed 10 mSv/h: 


 (i) to transport radioactive materials, etc. by enclosing them in a container; provided, 


however, that this does not apply when a manufacturer transports objects 


contaminated with radioactive materials (limited to objects containing radioactive 


materials whose concentrations are below the concentration levels specified by 


the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare) for which the manufacturer takes 
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the following measures to prevent radiation hazards, or when a manufacturer 


transports an object contaminated with radioactive materials that is extremely 


difficult to be enclosed in a container by taking measures to prevent radiation 


hazards approved by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare: 


 (a) to ensure that radioactive materials do not scatter or leak out easily while 


being transported under routine transport conditions; 


 (b) to ensure that rainwater, etc. does not penetrate easily; 


 (c) to ensure that each side of the circumscribed cuboid is 10 cm or longer; 


 (ii) to ensure that the container referred to in the preceding item conforms to the 


following standards: 


 (a) each side of the circumscribed cuboid is 10 cm or longer; 


 (b) the container can be handled easily and safely; 


 (c) the container is free from risks of cracks or damage, etc. due to changes in 


temperatures and inner pressures, and shaking, etc. anticipated during 


transport; 


 (iii) to ensure that the dose rates on the surface and at a distance of 1 m from the 


surface of the packages as well as a vehicle loading or housing them and other 


machinery or equipment to transport radioactive materials (hereinafter referred 


to as a "vehicle, etc." in this paragraph) do not exceed the dose rate levels specified 


by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare and that the densities of 


radioactive materials on the surface of the packages do not exceed one-tenth of 


the surface density limits; 


 (iv) to load the packages on a vehicle, etc. in a manner that the safety of the 


packages is not undermined as a result of move, fall or drop thereof during 


transport; 


 (v) not to load the packages on the same vehicle, etc. together with any dangerous 


goods specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare; 


 (vi) along the transport route of the packages, to limit access of people other than 


those engaging in the transport and vehicles other than those used for the 


transport by setting up signs, deploying watches or by other methods; 


 (vii) when transporting the packages by vehicle, to have the vehicle run at reduced 


speed; 


 (viii) to have a person with considerable knowledge and experience concerning the 


handling of radioactive materials, etc. accompany and supervise the transport as 


necessary for preventing radioactive hazards; 


 (ix) to attach the sign specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare to an 


appropriate place of the packages (or in the case of packages contained in a freight 


container (meaning a vehicle, etc. made for transporting packages without 
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requiring en-route reloading that has a structure and accordingly sufficient 


strength to be suitable for repeated use and is equipped with equipment for 


loading and unloading packages using machinery or a device for fixing packages 


on a vehicle), that freight container) and the vehicle, etc. used for the transport. 


(7) A manufacturer must strictly observe the matters set forth in the following items 


when transporting radioactive materials, etc. (excluding those not falling under 


Article 2, item (i), (g) of the Regulation on Carriage and Storage of Dangerous Goods 


by Ships (Order of the Ministry of Transport No. 30 of 1957) (excluding those 


specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare); hereinafter the same 


applies in this paragraph) outside the manufacturing site (excluding transport by 


ship or airplane): 


 (i) to abide by what is set forth as follows: 


 (a) with regard to radioactive materials, etc. specified by the Minister of Health, 


Labour and Welfare, to consider them as types of radioactive packages 


(meaning radioactive materials, etc. that are contained in a container or are 


packed; the same applies hereinafter) as respectively set forth in 1., 2., or 3. 


below in accordance with the category of radioactive materials, etc. set forth in 


1. to 3. below, or as radioactive packages other than the radioactive packages 


set forth in 1. to 3. below by obtaining approval of the Minister of Health, 


Labour and Welfare; in this case, radioactive materials, etc. set forth in 1. or 2. 


that fall under the radioactive materials, etc. set forth in 3. may be considered 


to be the radioactive packages set forth in 3. in lieu of those set forth in 1. or 2.: 


1. radioactive materials, etc. specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and 


Welfare as those posing extremely small risks: excepted packages 


2. radioactive materials, etc. having radioactivity not exceeding the levels 


specified by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare (excluding those set 


forth in 1.): Type A packages; 


3. low specific activity (LSA) materials (meaning radioactive materials, etc. 


with low radioactivity concentrations that are specified by the Minister of 


Health, Labour and Welfare as those posing small risks) or surface 


contaminated objects (meaning solids other than radioactive materials whose 


surface is contaminated with radioactive materials, etc. and that are specified 


by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare): Type IP-1 packages, Type 


IP-2 packages or Type IP-3 packages; 


 (b) to abide by the technical standards concerning radioactive packages specified 


by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare and other standards specified 


by the Minister of Health, Labour and Welfare; 


 (ii) to record the date and method of the transport, and matters concerning the 
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consignor or the consignee and persons engaging in transport, and preserve the 


record for five years; 


 (iii) when outsourcing transport to a third party, to have the outsourcee observe the 


matters referred to in the preceding two items, and also make arrangements for 


the matters necessary therefor and preserve them in writing. 


  


 (Prevention Program) 


Article 6 A manufacturer must establish a program to prevent hazards due to 


radioactive materials regarding the following matters in order to prevent the 


occurrence of hazards due to radioactive materials: 


 (i) matters concerning duties and organization of persons engaging in work at the 


work facility, etc.; 


 (ii) matters concerning duties and organization of the chief in charge of prevention 


of radiation hazards and other persons in charge of safety management of 


handling of radioactive materials, etc.; 


 (iii) matters concerning the maintenance and management of the buildings and 


facilities prescribed in Article 9, paragraph (1) of the Regulation on Structure and 


Equipment for Pharmacies (or in the case of radioactive in-vitro diagnostics, the 


business operation bases prescribed in Article 80, paragraph (1) of the Ministerial 


Order on the Standards for Manufacturing Control, etc.); 


 (iv) matters concerning the manufacturing and testing of radiopharmaceuticals, 


and the storage, disposal, and transport of radioactive materials, etc.; 


 (v) matters concerning the measurements and records under Article 5; 


 (vi) matters concerning education and training necessary for preventing the 


occurrence of hazards due to radioactive materials on persons who enter the work 


facility, etc.; 


 (vii) matters concerning measures necessary for detecting whether any hazard due 


to radioactive materials has occurred; 


 (viii) matters concerning health measures necessary for a person who has been 


victimized or may have been victimized by any hazard due to radioactive 


materials; 


 (ix) matters concerning the work records and preservation thereof prescribed in 


Article 11; 


 (x) matters concerning measures in emergency; 


 (xi) other matters necessary for the prevention of radiation hazards. 


 


 (Chief in Charge of Prevention of Radiation Hazards) 


Article 12 A manufacturer must select a chief in charge of prevention of radiation 
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hazards from among the persons set forth in the following items and have that chief 


supervise the prevention of hazards due to radioactive materials: 


 (i) pharmacists; 


 (ii) persons who hold the first-class radiation protection supervisor certificate 


prescribed in Article 35, paragraph (1) of the Act on Prevention of Radiation 


Hazards due to Radioisotopes, etc. (Act No.167 of 1957). 


 


 (Mutatis Mutandis Application) 


Article 15 The provisions of Article 1, item (vii) and item (viii), Article 2, Article 3, 


paragraph (1), and Article 4 to Article 14 (excluding Article 11, paragraph (1), item 


(ii), item (iv), item (viii), and item (ix)) apply mutatis mutandis to pharmacy 


proprietors. In this case, the phrases respectively set forth in the middle column of 


the following table in the provisions set forth in the left-hand column of the same 


table are to be deemed to be replaced with the phrases set forth in the right-hand 


column of the same table. 


Article 1, item (vii) and 


item (viii) 


work facility handling 


radiopharmaceuticals 


place handling 


radioactive materials in a 


pharmacy handling radio-


pharmaceuticals 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(3), Article 5, paragraph 


(1), item (iii) and 


paragraph (2), item (ii), 


(a) 


work facility place handling radioactive 


materials in a pharmacy 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(4), item (i), Article 5, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) 


storage facility storage room 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(6), Article 6, item (i) and 


item (vi), Article 8, Article 


10, paragraph (1), item 


(ii) 


work facility, etc. place handling radioactive 


materials in a pharmacy 


and the like 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (vi), Article 5, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) 


and paragraph (2), item 


(i), (f) 


work room dispensary 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (vi) to item (xi) 


work room, etc. dispensary, etc. 


Article 2, paragraph (2) manufactures dispenses or sells 


Article 11, paragraph (1), 


Article 13, paragraph (2) 


manufacturing dispensing or sale 
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Article 2, paragraph (2) always conduct testing conduct testing or 


confirmation as necessary 


Article 2, paragraph (3), 


item (i) and item (iii), 


Article 6, item (iv) 


manufacturing and 


testing 


dispensing and testing 


Article 2, paragraph (3), 


item (i) 


the work room and testing 


room, respectively 


the dispensary 


Article 2, paragraph (3), 


item (ii) 


manufacturing or testing dispensing or testing 


Article 2, paragraph (4), 


item (ii) 


the storage facility 


prescribed in Article 9, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) of 


the Regulation on 


Structure and Equipment 


for Pharmacies (Order of 


the Ministry of Health and 


Welfare No. 2 of 1961) (or 


in the case of radio-


pharmaceuticals that are 


in-vitro diagnostics 


(hereinafter referred to as 


"radioactive in-vitro 


diagnostics"), in Article 80, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) of 


the Ministerial Order on 


the Standards for 


Manufacturing Control 


and Quality Control for 


Medical Devices and In-


Vitro Diagnostics (Order of 


the Ministry of Health, 


Labour and Welfare No. 


169 of 2004; hereinafter 


referred to as the 


"Ministerial Order on the 


Standards for 


Manufacturing Control, 


etc.")) 


the dispensary prescribed 


in Article 1, paragraph (2) 


Article 2, paragraph (6) approved by the Minister 


of Health, Labour and 


Welfare 


approved by the governor 


of the prefecture where 


the pharmacy is located 


(or when that location is in 


a city specified by Cabinet 


Order set forth in Article 


5, paragraph (1) of the 


Community Health Act 


(Act No. 101 of 1947) 


(hereinafter referred to as 


a "city where a health 


center is established") or 
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in an area of a special 


ward, approved by the city 


mayor or the mayor of the 


special ward) 


 measures to prevent 


radiation hazards 


approved by the Minister 


of Health, Labour and 


Welfare 


measures to prevent 


radiation hazards 


approved by the governor 


of the prefecture where 


the pharmacy is located 


(or when that location is 


in a city where a health 


center is established or in 


an area of a special ward, 


approved by the city 


mayor or the mayor of the 


special ward) 


Article 2, paragraph (7), 


item (i), (a) 


approval of the Minister of 


Health, Labour and 


Welfare 


approval of the governor 


of the prefecture where 


the pharmacy is located 


(or when that location is in 


a city where a health 


center is established or in 


an area of a special ward, 


approval of the city mayor 


or the mayor of the special 


ward) 


Article 6, item (iii) the buildings and facilities 


prescribed in Article 9, 


paragraph (1) of the 


Regulation on Structure 


and Equipment for 


Pharmacies (or in the case 


of radioactive in-vitro 


diagnostics, the business 


operation bases prescribed 


in Article 80, paragraph 


(1) of the Ministerial 


Order on the Standards for 


Manufacturing Control, 


etc.) 


the buildings and facilities 


prescribed in Article 1, 


paragraph (2) to 


paragraph (5) 


Article 10, paragraph (3), 


Article 13 


the Minister of Health, 


Labour and Welfare 


the governor of the 


prefecture where the 


pharmacy is located (or 


when that location is in a 


city where a health center 


is established or in an 


area of a special ward, the 


city mayor or the mayor of 


the special ward) 


Article 11, paragraph (1), the dates to commence and the date to purchase the 
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item (iii) end manufacturing and 


the quantity 


manufactured 


preparations and the 


quantity purchased 


Article 11, paragraph (1), 


item (v) 


testing testing or quality 


confirmation 


Article 13, paragraph (1), 


item (vii) 


manufacturing dispensing, selling 


 (2) The provisions of Article 1, item (vii) and item (viii), Article 2 (excluding paragraph 


(2) and paragraph (3)), Article 3, paragraph (1), and Article 4 to Article 14 (excluding 


(b) in the row of the status of contamination with radioactive materials in the table 


of Article 5, paragraph (1), item (iii), and Article 11, paragraph (1), item (ii), item 


(iv), item (v), and item (vii) to item (ix)) apply mutatis mutandis to marketing 


authorization holders. In this case, the phrases respectively set forth in the middle 


column of the following table in the provisions set forth in the left-hand column of 


the same table are to be deemed to be replaced with the phrases set forth in the 


right-hand column of the same table. 


Article 1, item (vii) and 


item (viii) 


work facility handling 


radiopharmaceuticals 


place handling radioactive 


materials in an office 


handling radio-


pharmaceuticals 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii), Article 5, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) 


and paragraph (2), item 


(ii), (a) 


work facility place handling radioactive 


materials in an office 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(4), item (i), Article 5, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) 


storage facility storage room 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(6), Article 6, item (i) and 


item (vi), Article 8, Article 


10, paragraph (1), item 


(ii) 


work facility, etc. place handling radioactive 


materials in an office and 


the like 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (vi) 


work room, testing room work room 


Article 2, paragraph (4), 


item (ii) 


the storage facility 


prescribed in Article 9, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) of 


the Regulation on 


Structure and Equipment 


for Pharmacies (Order of 


the Ministry of Health and 


Welfare No. 2 of 1961) (or 


in the case of radio-


pharmaceuticals that are 


the storage room 


prescribed in Article 1, 


paragraph (2) 
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in-vitro diagnostics 


(hereinafter referred to as 


"radioactive in-vitro 


diagnostics"), in Article 80, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) of 


the Ministerial Order on 


the Standards for 


Manufacturing Control  


and Quality Control for 


Medical Devices and In-


Vitro Diagnostics (Order of 


the Ministry of Health, 


Labour and Welfare No. 


169 of 2004; hereinafter 


referred to as the 


"Ministerial Order on the 


Standards for 


Manufacturing Control, 


etc.")) 


Article 2, paragraph (6) approved by the Minister 


of Health, Labour and 


Welfare 


approved by the governor 


of the prefecture where 


the office is located 


Article 2, paragraph (7), 


item (i), (a) 


approval of the Minister of 


Health, Labour and 


Welfare 


approval of the governor 


of the prefecture where 


the office is located 


Article 6, item (iii) the buildings and facilities 


prescribed in Article 9, 


paragraph (1) of the 


Regulation on Structure 


and Equipment for 


Pharmacies (or in the case 


of radioactive in-vitro 


diagnostics, the business 


operation bases prescribed 


in Article 80, paragraph 


(1) of the Ministerial 


Order on the Standards for 


Manufacturing Control, 


etc.) 


the buildings and facilities 


prescribed in Article 1, 


paragraph (2) to 


paragraph (4) 


Article 6, item (iv) the manufacturing and 


testing of radio-


pharmaceuticals, and the 


storage, disposal, and 


transport of radioactive 


materials, etc. 


the storage, disposal, and 


transport of radioactive 


materials, etc. 


Article 10, paragraph (3), 


Article 13 


Minister of Health, Labour 


and Welfare 


governor of the prefecture 


where the office is located 


Article 11, paragraph (1), 


Article 13, paragraph (1), 


item (vii) and paragraph 


manufacturing marketing 
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(2) 


Article 11, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) 


the dates to commence and 


end manufacturing and 


the quantity 


manufactured 


the date to receive the 


preparations and the 


quantity received 


 (3) The provisions of Article 1, item (vii) and item (viii), Article 2, Article 3, paragraph 


(1), and Article 4 to Article 14 (excluding Article 11, paragraph (1), item (ii), item 


(iv), and item (viii) and item (ix)) apply mutatis mutandis to wholesale distributors. 


In this case, the phrases respectively set forth in the middle column of the following 


table in the provisions set forth in the left-hand column of the same table are to be 


deemed to be replaced with the phrases set forth in the right-hand column of the 


same table. 


Article 1, item (vii) and 


item (viii) 


work facility handling 


radiopharmaceuticals 


place handling radioactive 


materials in a business 


office handling radio-


pharmaceuticals 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(3), Article 5, paragraph 


(1), item (iii) and 


paragraph (2), item (ii), 


(a) 


work facility place handling radioactive 


materials in a business 


office 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(4), item (i), Article 5, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) 


storage facility storage room 


Article 2, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) and paragraph 


(6), Article 6, item (i) and 


item (vi), Article 8, Article 


10, paragraph (1), item 


(ii) 


work facility, etc. place handling radioactive 


materials in a business 


office and the like 


Article 2, paragraph (2) manufactures sells 


Article 11, paragraph (1), 


Article 13, paragraph (1), 


item (vii) and paragraph 


(2) 


manufacturing sale 


Article 2, paragraph (2) always conduct testing conduct testing or 


confirmation as necessary 


Article 2, paragraph (3), 


item (i) and item (iii), 


Article 6, item (iv) 


manufacturing and 


testing 


packaging and testing 


Article 2, paragraph (3), 


item (ii) 


manufacturing or testing testing 


Article 2, paragraph (4), 


item (ii) 


the storage facility 


prescribed in Article 9, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) of 


the storage room 


prescribed in Article 1, 


paragraph (2) 
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the Regulation on 


Structure and Equipment 


for Pharmacies (Order of 


the Ministry of Health and 


Welfare No. 2 of 1961) (or 


in the case of radio-


pharmaceuticals that are 


in-vitro diagnostics 


(hereinafter referred to as 


"radioactive in-vitro 


diagnostics"), in Article 80, 


paragraph (1), item (iii) of 


the Ministerial Order on 


the Standards for 


Manufacturing Control  


and Quality Control for 


Medical Devices and In-


Vitro Diagnostics (Order of 


the Ministry of Health, 


Labour and Welfare No. 


169 of 2004; hereinafter 


referred to as the 


"Ministerial Order on the 


Standards for 


Manufacturing Control, 


etc.")) 


Article 2, paragraph (6) approved by the Minister 


of Health, Labour and 


Welfare 


approved by the governor 


of the prefecture where 


the business office is 


located 


Article 2, paragraph (7), 


item (i), (a) 


approval of the Minister of 


Health, Labour and 


Welfare 


approval of the governor 


of the prefecture where 


the business office is 


located 


Article 6, item (iii) the buildings and facilities 


prescribed in Article 9, 


paragraph (1) of the 


Regulation on Structure 


and Equipment for 


Pharmacies (or in the case 


of radioactive in-vitro 


diagnostics, the business 


operation bases prescribed 


in Article 80, paragraph 


(1) of the Ministerial 


Order on the Standards for 


Manufacturing Control, 


etc.) 


the buildings and facilities 


prescribed in Article 1, 


paragraph (2) to 


paragraph (4) 


Article 10, paragraph (3), 


Article 13 


Minister of Health, Labour 


and Welfare 


governor of the prefecture 


where the business office 
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is located 


Article 11, paragraph (1), 


item (iii) 


the dates to commence and 


end manufacturing and 


the quantity 


manufactured 


the date to purchase the 


preparations and the 


quantity purchased 


Article 11, paragraph (1), 


item (v) 


testing testing or quality 


confirmation 


 


 


Appended Table 1 (related to Article 1) 


 


Hydrogen 3 (3H) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Carbon 11 (11C) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Carbon 14 (14C) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Nitrogen 13 (13N) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Oxygen 15 (15O) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Fluorine 18 (18F) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Sodium 22 (22Na) compounds, and preparations of these 


Sodium 24 (24Na) compounds, and preparations of these 


Phosphorus 32 (32P) compounds, and preparations of these 


Sulfur 35 (35S) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Potassium 42 (42K) compounds, and preparations of these 


Potassium 43 (43K) compounds, and preparations of these 


Calcium 45 (45Ca) compounds, and preparations of these 


Calcium 47 (47Ca) compounds, and preparations of these 


Chromium 51 (51Cr) compounds, and preparations of these 


Manganese 52 (52Mn) compounds, and preparations of these 


Iron 52 (52Fe) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Iron 55 (55Fe) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Iron 59 (59Fe) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Cobalt 57 (57Co) compounds, and preparations of these 


Cobalt 58 (58Co) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Cobalt 60 (60Co) compounds, and preparations of these 


Copper 64 (64Cu) compounds, and preparations of these 


Zinc 65 (65Zn) compounds, and preparations of these 


Gallium 67 (67Ga) compounds, and preparations of these 


Gallium 68 (68Ga) compounds, and preparations of these 


Gallium 72 (72Ga) compounds, and preparations of these 


Germanium 68 (68Ge) compounds, and preparations of these 
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Arsenic 74 (74As) s compounds, and preparations of these 


Arsenic 76 (76As) compounds, and preparations of these 


Selenium 75 (75Se) compounds, and preparations of these 


Bromine 82 (82Br) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Krypton 81m (81mKr) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Krypton 85 (85Kr) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Rubidium 81 (81Rb) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Rubidium 86 (86Rb) compounds, and preparations of these 


Strontium 85 (85Sr) compounds, and preparations of these 


Strontium 87m (87mSr) compounds, and preparations of these 


Strontium 89 (89Sr) compounds, and preparations of these 


Strontium 90 (90Sr) compounds, and preparations of these 


Yttrium 87 (87Y) compounds, and preparations of these 


Yttrium 90 (90Y) compounds, and preparations of these 


Molybdenum 99 (99Mo) compounds, and preparations of these 


Technetium 99m (99mTc) compounds, and preparations of these 


Silver 111 (111Ag) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Indium 111 (111In) compounds, and preparations of these 


Indium 113m (113mIn) compounds, and preparations of these 


Tin 113 (113Sn) compounds, and preparations of these 


Tellurium 132 (132Te) compounds, and preparations of these 


Iodine 123 (123I) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Iodine 125 (125I) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Iodine 131 (131I) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Iodine 132 (132I) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Xenon 133 (133Xe) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Cesium 131 (131Cs) compounds, and preparations of these 


Dysprosium 157 (157Dy) compounds, and preparations of these 


Ytterbium 169 (169Yb) compounds, and preparations of these 


Lutetium 177 (177Lu) compounds, and preparations of these 


Tantalum 182 (182Ta) compounds, and preparations of these 


Iridium 192 (192Ir) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Gold 198 (198Au) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Gold 199 (199Au) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Mercury 197 (197Hg) compounds, and preparations of these 


Mercury 203 (203Hg) compounds, and preparations of these 


Thallium 201 (201Tl) and its compounds, and preparations of these 


Radon 222 (222Rn) and its compounds, and preparations of these 
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Radium 223 (223Ra) compounds, and preparations of these 


Radium 226 (226Ra) compounds, and preparations of these 
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Act on Correspondence Delivery by Private Business Operators (Act No. 99 of 2002) 


 


(Reports and Spot Inspections) 


Article 37 (1) The Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications may, to the extent necessary for the enforcement 


of this Act, Order a general correspondence carrier or a special correspondence carrier to report on their business, 


pursuant to the provisions of Order of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications. 


(2) The Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications may, to the extent necessary for the enforcement of this Act, 


Order an official of the Ministry to enter the offices or other places of business of a general correspondence carrier or 


a special correspondence carrier, to inspect the conditions of its business or accounting, or its facilities, books, 


documents and other items for its business, or to question the persons concerned. 


(3) Any official who conducts a spot inspection under the provisions of the preceding paragraph must carry an 


identification card and present it whenever requested by a person concerned. 


(4) The authority to conduct a spot inspection under paragraph (2) must not be construed to have been vested for 


criminal investigations. 


 


Article 48 (1) Any person who has deposited an article falling under any of the following items as a correspondence 


item with a general correspondence carrier or a special correspondence carrier is punished by a fine of not more than 


500,000 yen: 


(i) explosive, inflammable, or other dangerous substance as defined by the Minister of Internal Affairs and 


Communications; 


(ii) poisonous or powerful drugs or other poisonous or powerful substances (excluding those deposited by government 


or public offices, medical doctors, dentists, veterinarians, pharmacists, or persons approved to deal in poisonous or 


powerful substances); 


(iii) living disease organisms, or articles considered as containing or carrying such disease organisms (excluding those 


deposited by government or public offices, institutes for bacteriological examination, doctors, or veterinarians); 


(iv) articles of which the transport or transmission is prohibited by laws and regulations. 


(2) In the cases set forth in the preceding paragraph, any articles deposited by a criminal as correspondence items are 


confiscated. 
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Order for Enforcement of Act on Special Measures Concerning 


Nuclear Emergency Preparedness 


 
Extra Edition of Cabinet Order No. 195 of May 5, 2000 
 


(Events to notify) 
Article 4 (1) The standard prescribed in the Cabinet Order under Article 10, paragraph (1) of 


the Act shall be a radiation dose of 5 micro Sv/h. 
 
(2) A radiation dose specified by Article 10, paragraph (1) of the Act shall be detected by 


measuring gamma radiation dose per unit time (within two minutes) at one or more points in 
a radiation measurement facility established in accordance with Article 11, paragraph (1) of 
the Act respectively, converting them to numerical values per hour and assessing whether 
said numerical values are above the numerical values stated in the preceding paragraph.  
If, however, such numerical values were obtained due to a lightning strike, such values shall 
be deemed to have not been detected in accordance with the rules of the Nuclear 
Regulation Authority. 


 
(3) Where a radiation dose detected according to the preceding paragraph is under the dose 


specified in the first paragraph as to all the figures at a radiation measurement facility 
established in accordance with Article 11, paragraph (1) of the Act, and numerical values at 
one or more points in such radiation measurement facility are more than 1micro Sv/h, a 
radiation dose prescribed in Article 10, paragraph (1) of the Act, notwithstanding the 
provision of the preceding paragraph, shall be detected as a total of a radiation dose at 
each radiation measurement facility detected in accordance with the preceding paragraph 
and a neutron dose measured in the vicinity of a reactor plant pursuant to the provisions of 
the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority. 


 
(4) The events prescribed in the Cabinet Order under Article 10, paragraph (1) of the Act shall 


be any of the following items; 
(i) A radiation dose beyond the level prescribed in paragraph (1) was detected pursuant to 
the provisions of paragraph (2) and the preceding paragraph. 
 
(ii) Radioactive material beyond the level articulated by the rules of the Nuclear Regulation 
Authority was detected according to the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority  
as corresponding to the radiation dose specified in the first paragraph, in case the radiation 
level reaches the boundary of the nuclear site, in an exhaust pipe, water discharging 
opening or other similar places for the operation of the reactor, etc, at said nuclear site. 
 
(iii) The following radiation dose or radioactive material was detected pursuant to the 
provisions of the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority, in an area (excluding the areas 
stated in the preceding item) outside a radiation controlled area established in a facility for 
the operation of the reactor (the areas designated by the rules of the Nuclear Regulation 
Authority as ones to control individual dose for radiation workers within said controlled 
area). 


(a) A radiation dose above 50micro Sv/h 
(b) The radioactive level in such area exceeds the limit specified by the rules of the 
Nuclear Regulation Authority as corresponding to a radiation dose above 50micro Sv/h. 
 


(iv) A radiation dose of 100 micro Sv/h or over was detected in a place one meter away 
from a vessel to transport outside the nuclear site in accordance with the rules of the 
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Nuclear Regulation Authority and with the Ordinance of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism. 


 
(v) In addition to what is listed in the preceding items, the following cases shall be relevant: 
nuclear reactor coolant leakage which necessitates the activation of emergency cooling 
system while a commercial power reactor (prescribed in Article 43-4, paragraph 1 of the Act 
on the Regulation of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors; the 
same shall apply in this Chapter, Article 6, paragraph (4), item (iv)) is running, and the 
matters specified by the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority (the rules of the Nuclear 
Regulation Authority and the ordinance of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism as for transport outside the nuclear power site) as events possibly lead to a nuclear 
emergency situation according to the type of vessel used in other reactor operation facilities 
or to transport outside the nuclear power site. 


 
(vi) In addition to what is listed in the items mentioned above, the events stated in Article 6, 
paragraph (4), item (iii) or (iv). 
 


(Request procedures for dispatch of expert officials) 
Article 5 (1) Dispatch of expert officials shall be requested, pursuant to the provisions of Article  


10, paragraph (2), in writing of the reason for such request and other required information.  
However, under urgent circumstances, such dispatch shall be requested orally, by cable or 
by telephone. 


 
(2)  Under urgent circumstances stated in the preceding paragraph, the relevant document  


shall be submitted subsequently and without delay. 
 


(Nuclear Emergency Situation) 
Article 6 (1) A radiation measurement facility, pursuant to the provisions of Article 15, 


paragraph (1), item (i) of the Act, shall be established by the competent prefectural governor 
or the related neighboring prefectural governors within the area of the prefecture and   
shall have the performance corresponding to the one articulated in Article 11, paragraph (1) 
of the Act. 


 
(2) According to the measuring method specified by the Cabinet Order under Article 15, 


paragraph (1), item (i) of the Act, a gamma radiation dose shall be measured per unit time 
(within 10 minutes) and shall be converted to a numerical value per hour.  If, however, 
such numerical value was obtained due to a lightning strike, such value shall be deemed to 
have not been detected. 


 
(3) The standards prescribed in the Cabinet Order under Article 15, paragraph (1), item (1) of  


the Act shall be a radiation dose prescribed in the following items according to the type of 
detected radiation dose specified in said items.  
(i) a radiation dose stipulated in Article 4, paragraph (4), item (i), or a radiation dose 
detected in a radiation measurement facility specified in paragraph (1) and by a measuring 
method in the preceding paragraph (limited to the cases where any of these radiation doses 
were detected at more than two points or for 10 minutes or more continuously): 5 micro 
Sv/h. 


 
 (ii) a radiation dose detected, pursuant to the provisions of Article 4, paragraph (4), item  
 (iii)-(a): 5mSv/h 
 


(iii) a radiation dose detected, pursuant to the provisions of Article 4, paragraph (4), item 
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(iv): 10mSv/h 
 
(4) An event specified by a Cabinet Order as one that indicates the occurrence of a  


nuclear emergency situation shall, pursuant to the provisions of Article 15, paragraph (1), 
item (ii) of the Act, be any of the following items.  
(i) Radiation reaches the boundary of said nuclear site and exceeds the level articulated by 
the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority in the designated place, pursuant to the 
provisions of Article 4, paragraph (4), item (ii), as corresponding to the radiation dose 
specified in the first item of the preceding paragraph. 


 
(ii) In the designated place, pursuant to the provisions of Article 4, paragraph (4), item (iii),  
the radioactivity level in such place, which exceeds the limit specified by the rules of the 
Nuclear Regulation Authority, was detected in accordance with the rules of the Nuclear 
Regulation Authority as corresponding to a radiation dose of 500 micro Sv/h. 


 
(iii) Nuclear fuel material shall be in a critical state (this refers to continuous nuclear fission 


chain reactions) inside the facility for the operation of the reactor, etc. (excluding the 
inside of the reactor body). 


 
(iv) In addition to what is listed in the preceding item (iii), the following is also included: the 


fact that the operation of commercial power reactor is unable to be halted by injecting 
conventional neutron absorber, and the matters specified by the rules of the Nuclear 
Regulation Authority (the rules of the Nuclear Regulation Authority and an ordinance of 
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism as for transport outside the 
nuclear power site) as events possibly lead to a nuclear emergency situation according to 
the type of vessel used in other reactor operation facilities or to transport outside the 
nuclear power site. 


 
(Report) 


Article 9 (1) The matters which the Prime Minister, the Nuclear Regulation Authority, the  
Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, the competent prefectural governor, 
the competent mayor of a municipality and the related neighboring prefectural governors 
have nuclear operators report to them shall, pursuant to the provisions of Article 31 of the 
Act, include the following. 
(i) Matters concerning the preparation of a nuclear operator emergency action plan or its  
amendment 
(ii) Status of on-site organization for nuclear emergency preparedness, nuclear disaster 
prevention staff, a nuclear emergency preparedness manager, a vice-nuclear emergency 
preparedness manager, a radiation measurement facility, materials and equipment for 
nuclear disaster prevention 


 


(iii) Matters concerning record and announcement of the numerical values of a radiation 
dose  detected in a radiation measurement facility 


 
(iv) Matters concerning notifications under the provisions of the first sentence of Article 10,  
paragraph (1) of the Act 


 
(v) Status of a nuclear emergency situation 


 
(vi) Matters concerning implementation of emergency response measures or restoration 
measures from nuclear emergency 
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Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry  


 


                         Generic Letter No. 7 by NISA, March 7, 2011                             


June 1, 2011   


 


Administrative Procedure Guide for Confirmation, Etc. of Nuclear Fuel Packages for 


Off-Site Transportation 


 


 


 


 


                                     METI NISA         


                                                   NISA-316a-11-1    


 


 


 With regard to confirmation by the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry (hereinafter referred 


to as the “Minister”) on materials to be transported based on Article 59, Paragraph (2) of the Act 


on the Regulations of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material and Reactors (Act No. 166 


of 1957; hereinafter referred to as the "Act"), approval by the Minister concerning packaging used 


for transportation under Paragraph (3) of the same Article, application for confirmation of 


transportation based on Article 19 of the Ordinance on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel 


Materials, etc.(Ministerial Ordinance issued by the Prime Minister’s Office No. 57 of 1978; 


hereinafter referred to as the "Ordinance"), and application for design approval based on Article 41 


of the Notification on Technical Details for Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc.   


(Notice issued by the Science and Technology Agency No. 5 of 1990; hereinafter referred to as 


the "Notice"), the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (hereinafter referred to as “NISA”) has 


established matters related to their administrative procedures in order to process applications and 


notifications from nuclear operators, etc.  (as defined in Article 59, Paragraph (1) of the Act; the 


same shall apply hereinafter.) more smoothly and appropriately; therefore, actions according to 


these new matters shall be required from now on. 


 Generic Letter on "Administrative Procedure for Confirmation, Etc. on Off-Site Transportation 


of Nuclear Fuel Materials, Etc. " (Generic Letter No. 2 by NSB, dated on February 27, 2007) shall 


be abolished accordingly. 


Also, matters related to quality control of packaging and the criteria for Items to be included in 


documents to be attached to confirmation application, etc. shall be provided for separately.  


 


 


(Description) 


 


1. The application for confirmation by the Minister regarding materials to be transported under 
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Paragraph (2) of Article 59 of the Act shall be as follows. 


Since Article 59 of the Act requires that all nuclear operators, etc., who take responsibility for 


all safety preservation regarding the transport among nuclear power operators, etc. must  take 


necessary measures for ensuring safety in accordance with the technical standards defined in the 


Ordinance, it shall be noted that an application for confirmation of materials to be transported 


must be made by all persons who take the above-mentioned responsibility. 


 In this case, “all persons” includes not only nuclear operators, etc., but also persons who are 


entrusted with transportation by those persons, in accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 


(1) of Article 59 of the Act. 


(i) In principle, the application shall be made early so that confirmation can be received by 


midnight (0:00) on the scheduled date that the nuclear fuel package as specified in Item (iii) 


of Article 1 of the Ordinance (hereinafter referred to as the “nuclear fuel package”) is 


transported. 


(ii) The document, certifying that the confirmation by the Minister of Land, Infrastructure,  


Transport and Tourism stipulated in Paragraph (2) of Article 19 of the Ordinance has been 


received, refers to the safety confirmation for radioactive packages issued by the Minister of 


Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (including those issued by the Director of the 


Regional Transport Bureau (including the senior director of transport control)) under Article 


87 of the Regulations for the Carriage and Storage of Dangerous Goods by Ship  (Ministry 


of Transportation Ordinance No. 30 of 1957) .  


(iii) The person who intends to be exempted from the submission of the documents descri bed in 


Items (ii) through (iv) of Paragraph (1) of Article 19 of the Ordinance in accordance with the 


provisions of Paragraph (3) of said Article shall attach a copy of the certificate for approval 


of the packaging issued by the Minister in accordance with the provisions of Article 22 of the 


Ordinance to the confirmation application provided in Paragraph (1) of Article 19 of the 


Ordinance. 


 


2. The application for approval by the Minister for packaging used for transportation based on 


Article 59, Paragraph (3) of the Act shall be as follows. 


  The person who intends to obtain the approval of the packaging based on Article 59, Paragraph 


(3) of the Act and Article 21, Paragraph (1) of the Ordinance may apply for packaging approval, 


etc. using the name of the person who is entrusted with transportation by a nuclear power 


operator, etc. 


(i) The inspections of the packaging to intend to be approved shall be carried out in accordance 


with the inspection procedure described in the annexed table  in principle, and the inspection 


result described the above and the result of the quality assurance audit concerning the 


packaging manufacturing shall be attached with the explanatory document specified in Article 


21, Paragraph (1), Item (iv) of the Ordinance 


(ii) The person who intends to be exempted from the submission of the documents described in 


Paragraph (1), Item (ii) of the Article of the Ordinance based on the provisions of Article 21,  


Paragraph (2) of the Ordinance shall attach a copy of the certificate for the nuclear fuel package 
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design issued by the Minister (hereinafter referred to as the “design approval”) to the 


application for approval of the packaging provided in Artic le 21, Paragraph (1) of the 


Ordinance in accordance with Article 41 of the Notice. 


 


3.  Measures associated with the issue of the certificate for packaging approval shall be as follows. 


(i) The person who was delivered the packaging approval shall, prior to transport, attach the 


registration label of the approved packaging to each packaging in accordance with the form 


of Paragraph (1). 


(ii) The person who was delivered the certificate of the packaging approval shall, in principle, 


perform the periodical self-controlled inspection of each packaging once or more per year 


(once or more for each ten times of the use of the packaging used in excess of ten times per 


year) in accordance with the method described in the appended documents of the application 


for the packaging approval (or the appended documents of the application for approval of the 


nuclear fuel package design (safety analysis report)) and also keep the proper performance 


of each packaging. 


In a case where the said packaging is used as the spent fuel storage installation stipulated in 


Article 43-4, Paragraph (1) of the Act, inspection may be substituted by the said inspection if 


the contents of the inspection are equivalent to contents of the periodical self-controlled 


inspection of the facility conducted by the spent fuel storage operator based on the provisions 


of Article 43-11, Paragraph (1) of the Act or are equivalent to the contents of the periodical 


self-controlled inspection of the facility conducted based on Article 32 of the Regula tions on 


spent fuel storage activity (Ordinance of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry No. 


112 of 2000). 


(iii) Records of the periodical self-controlled inspection of the packaging shall be retained for the 


period to use the said packaging as the approved packaging, together with records of inspection 


during its manufacturing. 


In case where the result of the inspection conducted by the spent fuel storage operator in ( ii) 


is applied to this, its copy shall be promptly obtained from the operator at each inspection. 


 


4.  Application, etc. for design approval shall be as follows.  


The person who intends to receive the application of Article 21 Paragraph (2) of the Ordinance 


and Article 41, Paragraph (1) of the Notice may apply for design approval, etc., using the name 


of the person who is entrusted with transportation by the nuclear power operator, etc. 


(i) "The maximum dose equivalent rate does not increase significantly” in Subparagraph (b) of 


Item (iv) of Article 5 of the Ordinance means the state where the increase rate does not exceed 


20 percent when the maximum dose equivalent rate before the test is not sufficient for 2 


mSv/hour and does not exceed 2 mSv/hour per hour after the test. Contrarily, if the maximum 


dose equivalent rate before the test is sufficient for 2 mSv/hour, it means that the outer surface 


of the nuclear fuel package is not significantly damaged.  


(ii) In “6. Matters Related to Flooded Areas in Criticality Safety Evaluation” in the Form 1 of 


the Notice, areas where flood is predicted by the criticality analysis and configuration for 
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maintaining criticality safety of the contents in the area shall be explained. In “7 . Matters 


Related to Tightness of Radioactive Contents”, the configuration of the tightness boundary 


of the packaging shall be explained. The number of the main drawing written in the safety 


analysis report shall be written as well as the number written in the attached drawing 


according to the Note 1 of the same Form. 


(iii)  If the person who received issuance of the design approval pursuant to the provisions of  


Article 41, Paragraph (2) of the Notice transports a nuclear fuel package pertaining to the 


design approval report to overseas destination and intends to receive issuance of a certificate 


by NISA in English that the design conforms to the technical standards of the IAEA 


Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials 2009  Edition (hereinafter 


referred to as “IAEA Transport Regulations 2009  Edition”), the application shall be made 


using the Form 2 "Application for the English Certificate of the Design Approval of the 


Nuclear Fuel Package" by attaching a copy of the design approval report.  


 


5. Other applications shall be as follows. 


(i) The person who intends to obtain the approval by the Minister in accordance with the provision 


of proviso of Item (vii) of Article 5 of the Ordinance shall submit the application in the Form 


3, and the person who intends to obtain the approval by the Minister in accordance with the 


provision of proviso of Item (viii) of the said Article shall submit the application in the Form 


4. 


(ii) The person who intends to apply the "standards that  the competent minister approves 


as the equivalent  to those" as the technical  standards in ac cordance with the 


provision of Item (i i)  of Paragraph (2)  of Article 9 or Item (i i)  of Paragraph (2) of 


Article 10 of the Ordinance shall  submit the application in the Form 5.   


And also, as the provisions concerned were provided in order to incorporate the  


intention described in Paragraph 625 to Paragraph 628 of the IAEA Transport  


Regulations 2009 Edition, this point  shall be noted for the submission of the 


application.  


(iii) The person who intends to obtain the approval by the Minister in accordance with the 


provision of Article 14 of the Ordinance shall submit the application in the Form 6. 


  (iv) The person who seeks the application of the provision of proviso of Item (i) of Article 3, 


Table (b) of the Notice shall submit the application in the Form 7. 


And also, as the provisions concerned were provided in order to incorporate the intention  


described in Paragraph 709 and Paragraph 711 of the IAEA Transport Regulations 2009 


Edition, this point shall be noted for the submission of the application.  


(v)  The person who seeks the application of  the provision of  proviso of Appendix 9  of  


the Notice shall  submit the application in the Form 8.  


And also, as the provisions concerned were provided in order to incorporate the 


intention described in Paragraph 624 of the IAEA Transport  Regulations 2009 


Edition, this point  shall  be noted for the submission of the application.  
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Annexed Table Inspection Procedure for Packaging 


 
 
Inspection 


 Item 


 
Inspection


 object 


 
Inspection method 


 
Pass criterion 


 
Material  
inspection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
BM, BU 
AF, IF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Check the main materials used for the packaging using mill 
sheet, etc. or check the material properties such as yield stress 
and tensile strength by tensile test, etc. For special materials with 
no official standards such as resin, inspection method will be 
determined after considering each material. 
 In the case of resin, the following shall be checked. 
① If the ingredients and mixing ratio of each raw material are 
clarified, check that the material specification values are satisfied 
using highly reliable measurement data. 
②If the ingredients and mixing ratio of each raw material are not 
clarified, check that the material specification values set in 
consideration of errors at the design stage are satisfied by 
chemical analysis using original data, etc. 


 
The design conditions 
described in the application 
for approval of the design 
(hereinafter referred to as the 
“application”) must be 
satisfied.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Dimensional 
inspection 


 
BM, BU 
AF, IF 
 


 
Check the major dimensions with measuring instruments. 
 


 
The dimensions must be 
within the tolerances shown in 
the application. 


 
Welding 
inspection 


 
BM, BU 
 


 
1) Appearance 2) Groove dimensions 3) Non-destructive 
inspection 
Check the soundness of the welding through inspections related 
to the above 1-3, etc. 


 
The design conditions 
described in the application 
must be satisfied. 


 
Visual  
Inspection  
 


 
BM, BU 
AF, IF 
 


 
Visually check the appearance of the packaging. 


 
No abnormal condiions such 
as scratches and cracks in the 
paint and the shape 


 
Pressure 
proof  
inspection 


 
BM, BU 
 


 
Apply atmospheric pressure or water pressure, and check  
whether the packaging is deformed or not. 


 
No abnormal deformation, 
cracks, etc. 


 
Leaktightnes 
Inspection 


 
BM, BU 
 


 
Check the leakage rate by helium leak test, pressurization leakage 
test, vacuum test, etc. 


 
The leakage rate must be 
below the value described in 
the application. 


 
Shielding  
performance 
inspection 
 


 
BM, BU 
 
 
 


 
Install a radiation source such as 60Co in the packaging, and 
check the shielding performance. For resins, etc., check that they 
conform to the design conditions according to shielding 
dimensions, material components, etc. 


 
(1) No defect on the shielding. 
(2)The design conditions 


described in the application 
must be satisfied. 


 
Shielding  
dimension  
inspection 


 
BM, BU 
 


 
Check the dimensions of the parts used for shield gamma rays 
and neutrons. 


 
The design conditions 
described in the application 
must be satisfied. 


 
Heat  
transfer  
inspection 
 


 
BM, BU 
 
 


 
Install a heat source such as an electric heater equivalent to 
the decay heat of the stored fuel in the packaging and check the 
maximum temperature and temperature distribution of each part 
of the packaging. 


 
After correcting the outside air 
conditions, the temperature 
must be below the temperature 
described in the application. 


 
Lifting load 
inspection 


 
BM, BU 
 


 
Add load to trunnion by hydraulic pressure, etc., and check 
whether an abnormality occurs or not. 


 
It can withstand twice the 
lifting load. 


 
Weight 
Inspection 


 
BM, BU 
AF, IF 
 


 
Check the weight of the finished packaging or the total weight of 
each part. 


 
The weight must be below the 
weight described in the 
application. 


 
Sub-
criticality   
inspection＊ 


 
BM, BU 
AF, IF 
 


 
Check the dimensions and appearance of basket, etc.  
If a neutron absorber is used, check its content, distribution, etc. 


 
The design conditions 
described in the application 
must be satisfied. 


 
Operational 
inspection 


 
BM, BU 
AF, IF 
 


 
For packaging equipped with valves, emergency safety devices, 
etc., check whether they are operating normally. 


 
The design conditions 
described in the application 
must be satisfied. 
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Handling  
inspection 
 


 
BM, BU 
AF, IF 
 
 


 
For handling baskets, detachment of cover plate, 
loading/unloading of contents, lifting, etc., check whether there is 
an abnormality or not. 
 


 
No abnormality even if the 
handling described in the 
application is performed. 


 
Note:   
BM: Packaging for Type BM package (including Type BM package containing fissile material) 
BU: Packaging for Type BU package (including Type BU package containing fissile material) 
AF: Packaging for Type A package containing fissile material  
IF: Packaging for Type IP package containing fissile material  
*: Sub-criticality inspection shall be conducted only for package containing fissile material . 
 
For packages related to uranium hexafluoride package, not only welding inspection, pressure proof inspection, and airtightness 
inspection, but also inspection according to AF and IF inspection Items shall be conducted.  
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Form 1 


承認容器登録票  


Registration Label of the Approved Packaging 


 


承認容器登録票（記載例）  


Registration Label of the Approved Packaging (Description example)  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


   


Registration Label of Packaging 


 


 承認容器登録者                 


 Name of Registrant                


 


 


 輸送容器の名称  


 Name of Packaging                                 CASK -300 


 


 承認容器登録番号  


 Serial Number of Packaging                        S123B2000  


 


 設計承認番号  


 Competent Authority Identification Mark           J/2000/B(M)F-96 


 


 承認した日                                     平成19年9月16日  


 Date of Approval                                  Sep.16,2007  


 


 有効期限                                      平成24年9月15日  


 Date of Expiry                                    Sep.15,2012 


 


 承認を与えた者                                   経済産業大臣  


 Approved by                 Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry  


 


   


 
10cm or more 


 


  


 


Note 1: This label shall be displayed on the conspicuous place in the manner not easily erasable. 


Note 2: The English parts on the registration Label of the approved packaging may be deleted when 


it is used for shipment only in Japan.  


1
0


 c
m
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r 


m
o
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Form 2 


 
Application for the English Certificate  
of the Design Approval of the Nuclear Fuel Package  


 


                                                           Number:          


                                                           Date:    -  -      


 To: Director, Division of Nuclear Fuel Transport  and Storage Regulation  
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 
Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency  


 


                  From:                         Seal 
(For a juridical person, the name and the representative's name)  


                                             
Address:                                


                               


 


The English certificate that certifies the conformity of the design of the following nuclear 
fuel package to the technical standards of "IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport  of 
Radioactive Material (2009 Edition)" is applied. 


 


 1. Name of the nuclear fuel package  


 2. Competent Authority Identification Mark  


 
3. Reasons for application of the English certificate 


4. Matters related to design to be approved (Note)  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Note: Write in English based on the example below.  
Remark: The size of this paper shall be JIS A4.   
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(Description sample in English for matters related to design to be approved for Form 2)  


 


 1. The Competent Authority Identification Mark : J/2000/B(M)F-96 


 


 2. Name of Package : CASK-300 


 


 3. Type of Package : Type A Package containing Fissile Uranium Hexafluoride  


 


 4. Specification of Package 


  (1) Materials of Packaging : See the attached Table-1 


  (2) Total Weight of Packaging : 1,703 kg or less  


  (3) Outer Dimensions of Packaging 


     (i) Length  : Approximately  2.5 m  


     (ii) Width  : Approximately  1.3 m  


     (iii) Height : Approximately  1.3 m  


  (4) Total Weight of Package : 3,980 kg or less  


  (5) Illustration of Package : See the attached Figure (Bird's -eye view) 


             Refer to Drawings No. A-001, No. A-002, etc. for more detail


s 


 


 5. Specification of Radioactive Contents : See the attached Table -2 


 


 6. Description of Containment System  


Containment system consists of 30B cylinder, valve and plug.  


Teflon rubber is used for valve gaskets. 


 


 7. For Package containing Fissile Materials,  


  (1) Restrictions on Package 


     (i) Restriction Number "N" : No restriction  


     (ii) Array of Package : No restriction  


     (iii) Criticality Safety Index (CSI) : 0  


  (2) Description of Confinement System 


Confinement system consists of a mass of uranium hexafluoride and 30B cylinder.  


  (3) Assumptions of Leakage of Water into Package  


No water will leak into or out of any void spaces of 30B cylinder not only during 


routine transport but also under normal and accident conditions even if the protectiv


e overpack is fractured and deformed.  


  (4) Special Features in Criticality Assessment  


Quality control of 30B cylinder including its valve and plug should be performed so 


as to prevent any leakage of water thereinto. 
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 8. For Type B(M) Packages, a statement regarding prescriptions of Type B(U) Package th


at do not apply to this Package 


Ambient temperature up to -40℃ is not considered. 


 


 9. Assumed Ambient Conditions  


(i) Ambient Temperature Range : 38℃ 


(ii) Insolation Data : Table XI of IAEA Regulation  


 


 10. Handling, Inspection and Maintenance  


  (1) Handling Instructions 


(i) Package should be handled carefully in accordance with the schedule and procedur


es established properly taking all possible safety  measures. 


(ii) Package should be handled using appropriate lifting devices such as forklift or cra


ne. 


(iii) When packaging is stored outdoors, it should be covered with an appropriate wa


terproof sheet, avoiding the situation where it is placed directly on  the ground. 


  (2) Inspections and Maintenance of Packaging  


The following inspections should be performed not less than once a year (once for e


very ten times in a case where the packaging is used not less than ten times a year)


 and defect of packaging should be repaired, if any, in order to maintain the integrit


y of packaging. 


i) Visual inspection for protective overpack  


ii) Visual and Subcriticality inspection for 30B Cylinder  


  (3) Actions prior to Shipment  


The following inspections should be performed prior to shipment. 


(i) Visual Inspection                    (ii) Contents Inspection  


(iii) Surface Contamination Inspection     (iv) Dose Rate Inspection  


(v) Subcriticality Inspection              (vi) Weight Inspection  


(vii) Lifting Inspection  


  (4) Precautions for Loading of Package for Shipment  


Package should be securely loaded to the conveyance at the designated tie -down porti


on of the packaging so as not to move, roll down or fall down from the loading pos


ition during transport.  


 


 11. Issue Date and Expiry Date 


     (i) Issue Date         : Sep.16, 2007 


     (ii) Expiry Date       : Sep.15, 2012 
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Form 3 


 
Application for Approval of the Maximum Dose  
Rate on the Surface of the Nuclear Fuel Package 
  


 


                                                           Number:          


                                                           Date:    -  -      


 To:                            
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry  
 
 


 


                  From:                         Seal 
(For a juridical person, the name and the representative's name)  


                                             
Address:                                


                               


 


 


The approval described in the proviso of the provision of Subparagraph (vii) of Article 5 of the 


Ordinance on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, Etc. is applied as follows:  


                                      


 1. Type, quantity, and property of the nuclear fuel materials, etc. to be shipped  


 2. Maximum dose rate at the surface of the nuclear fuel package  


 3. Reason for application of the approval  


 4. Measures to be taken to prevent hazards in this shipment  (Note) 


Note: Describe concrete measures taken, such as the loading method, lashing method and access 
control measures for the vehicles loaded with the radioactive packages during the shipment, and 
explain that these measures can ensure the safety.  
 


Remark: The size of this paper shall be JIS A4.  
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Form 4 


Application for Approval of the Maximum Dose Rate  
at a Distance of One Meter from the Surface of the Nuclear Fuel Package 
  


 


                                                           Number:          


                                                           Date:    -  -      


 To:                            
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry  
 
 


 


                  From:                         Seal 
(For a corporation, the name and the representative's name) 


                                             
Address:                                


                               


 


 


The approval described in the proviso of the provision of Item(viii) of Article 5 of the Ordinance 


on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, Etc. is applied as follows:  


                                      


 1. Type, quantity, and property of the nuclear fuel materials etc. to be stored  


 2. Maximum dose rate at a distance of one meter from the surface of the nuclear fuel package  


 3. Reason for application of the approval  


 4. Measures to be taken to prevent hazards in this shipment (Note)  


 


 


Note: Describe concrete measures taken, such as the loading method, lashing method and access 
control measures for the vehicles loaded with the radioactive packages during the shipment, and 
explain that these measures can ensure the safety.  
 


Remark: The size of this paper shall be JIS A4.  
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Form 5 


 
Application for Approval of the Standards for the Type IP Package   


 


                                                           Number:          


                                                           Date:    -  -      


 To:                            
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry  


 


                  From:                         Seal 
(For a corporation, the name and the representative's name) 


                                             
Address:                                


                              


                                                           


In accordance with the provision of Item(ii) of Paragraph (2) of Article 9 or Article 10 of  
the Ordinance on Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, Etc. the effect that the 
following standards are equivalent to the standards of Item (ii) of Paragraph (1) of the same 
Article is applied as follows: 


 


 1. Name of the package  


 2. Description of the package  


  (1)  Weight  


  (2)  Outside dimensions  


  (3)  Visual appearance  


  (4)  Design specification of the package  


 3. Standards to be applied  (Note)  


 


(Matters to be described in the attached sheets)    


Explanation that the standards to be applied are equivalent to the standards of Article 


9 or Article 10 of the Ordinance. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Note: When the "standards that the competent minister approves as the equivalent to those" 
described in Item (ii) of Paragraph (2) of Article 9 or Article 10 of the Ordinance is going to be 
applied, state explicitly the standards to be applied as follows: 


1. For a tank  


(1) The tank shall conform to the standards defined in the "General Recommendations for Tank 


Transport in Many Modes" recommended by the UN.  


(2) The tank shall withstand the pressure test of 265 kPa. 


(3) The tank shall satisfy the following requirements under the routine handling and transport 
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conditions:  


(a) The added shied st ructure shall  withstand the static and dynamic stress.  


(b) The dose rate on the surface shall  not increase in excess of 20 per cent.  


 2. For a container 


The container shall conform to the requirements defined in ISO1496 -1: 1990, "Series 1, 


Transport Container - Technical Standards and Test - Part I: General Cargo Container" except 


for the dimensions and the maximum gross weight, and there shall be no leakage of 


radioactive materials and the dose rate on the surface shall not increase in excess of 20 percent 


under the test conditions defined in the ISO standards concerned,  


 


Remark: The size of this paper shall be JIS A4.   
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Form 6 


 
Application for Approval of the Special Arrangement  


 


                                                           Number:          


                                                           Date:    -  -      


 To:                            
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry  


 


                  From:                         Seal 
(For a corporate, the name and the representative's name)  


                                             
Address:                                


                               


 


 The approval described in the proviso of the provision Article 14 of the Ordinance on Off-
Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, Etc. is applied as follows:  


                                      


1. Type, quantity, and property of the nuclear fuel materials, etc. to be transported  


2. Dose rate on the surface of the nuclear fuel package and at a distance of one meter from 
the surface of the nuclear fuel package 


3. Measures that are extremely difficult to be taken and their reasons  


4. Measures to be taken to prevent hazards in this transportation (Note)  


 


 


Note: Detailed measures taken, such as the loading method, tying down method and access control 


measures for the vehicles loaded with the radioactive packages during the transportation shall be 


described, and explain that these measures can ensure the safety shall be explained.  


 


Remark: The size of this paper shall be JIS A4.  
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Form 7 


 
Application for Approval Concerning Application Criteria of Special Form Nuclear 
Fuel Materials, Etc. 


 


                                                           Number:          


                                                           Date:    -  -      


 To:                            
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry  


 


                  From:                         Seal 
(For a corporation, the name and the representative's name) 


                                             
Address:                                


                              


 


Regarding special form nuclear fuel materials, etc. , the approval described in the proviso 
of Item (i) of Article 3, Table (b) of the Notification on Technical Details for Off -Site 
Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (Notice issued by the Science and Technology 
Agency No. 5 of 1990) is applied as described in the attached sheet.  


  1. Name of the special form nuclear fuel material s, etc.  


 2. Description of the special form nuclear fuel materials , etc.   


  (1)  Weight  


  (2)  Outside dimensions  


  (3)  Visual appearance  


  (4)  Design specification of the nuclear fuel materials, etc.  


 3. Tests to be applied (Note)  


 


Note: For an example, state explicitly the standards to be applied as follows:  


(1) The Class 4 Impact Test (less than 200 grams) defined in the ISO2919: 
1999 "Radiological Protection - Sealed Radiation Sources - General Requirements and 
Classification" or the Class 5 Impact Test (less than 500 grams) to be substituted for the 
impact test and the percussion test and 


(2) The Class 6 Temperature Test defined in the ISO2919: 1999 "Radiological Protection 
- Sealed Radioactive Sources - General Requirements and Classification" to be substituted 
for the heating test 


Remark: The size of this paper shall be JIS A4.    
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Form 8 


 
Application for Approval of the Test Conditions  
to Normal Conditions of Transport of the Type IP-2 Package 
 


                                                           Number:          


                                                           Date:    -  -      


 To:                             
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry  


 


                  From:                         Seal 
(For a corporation, the name and the representative's name) 


                                             
Address:                                


                              


 


In accordance with the provision of proviso of Appendix 9 of the Notification on Technical 


Details for Off-Site Transportation of Nuclear Fuel Materials, etc. (Notice issued by the 


Science and Technology Agency No. 5 of 1990), application for approval that the following 


conditions are applied as general test conditions is made as follows: 


 


  1. Name of the package  


 2. Description of the package  


  (1)  Weight  


  (2)  Outside dimensions  


  (3)  Visual appearance  


  (4)  Design specification of the package  


 3. Conditions to be applied (Note)  


 


(Matters to be described in the attached sheets)    


Explanation that the conditions to be applied are equivalent to the conditions  of Article


 9 of the Ordinance. 


 


Note: For an example, state explicitly the conditions to be applied as follows:  


The conditions shall be the test conditions for the packing of the Packaging Grade I or II defined 


in the "Recommendations for Transport of Dangerous Goods" developed by the UN.  


 


Remark: The size of this paper shall be JIS A4.  
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Established on February 26, 2014 Gen Kan Hai Hatsu No. 1402263  


Decided by Secretary-General of Secretariat of Nuclear Regulation Authority 


 


 Operational Guide for Confirmation of Nuclear Fuel packages for Off-Site Transportation 


shall be provided as follows. 


 


February 26, 2014 


 


The secretariat of Nuclear Regulation Authority      


 


The establishment of Operational Guide for Confirmation of 


Nuclear Fuel Packages for Off-Site Transportation  


 


The secretariat of Nuclear Regulation Authority sets the Operational Guide for Confirmation 


of Nuclear Fuel Packages for Off-Site Transportation as provided in Appendix. 


 


Supplementary Provisions 


These rules shall take effect on March 1, 2014. 
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（Appendix） 


 


OPERATIONAL GUIDE FOR CONFIRMATION OF NUCLEAR FUEL PACKAGES 


FOR OFF-SITE TRANSPORTATION  


 


1. Purpose 


This guide provides necessary matters for operation for confirmation of Paragraph (2) 


of Article 59 of Act on the Regulations of Nuclear Source Material, Nuclear Fuel Material 


and Reactors (Act No. 166, 1957, hereinafter referred to as "the Act") 


 


2. Application for confirmation 


  Documents listed in Item (vi) of Paragraph (1) of Article 19 of the NRA Ordinance on 


Off-Site Transportation Nuclear Fuel Materials Etc. (Ministerial Ordinance issued by the 


Prime Minister’s Office No. 57 of 1978, hereinafter referred to as the "Ordinance”) 


(Explanatory document on inspection before shipment of the nuclear fuel package) shall 


include the records of the inspection. The records can be submitted after the submission of 


the confirmation application. In this case, it shall be described that inspection records are 


submitted promptly after the inspection shall be completed in the documents listed in Item 


(vi) of Paragraph (1) of Article 19 of the Ordinance which should be submitted with the 


confirmation application. 


 


3. Implementation of confirmation 


When the confirmation described in Paragraph (2) of Article 59 of the Act is conducted, 


as a general rule, document confirmation (document review) shall be carried out for all 


packages. For the Type B(M) and Type B(U) packages which depart from Japan and 


packages which are deemed particularly necessary, on-site confirmation (confirmation 


conducted on the site) shall be conducted as necessary, in addition to document 


confirmation. On-site confirmation shall be performed by at least two NRA staff. 


 


4. Issue of transportation certificate  


(1) The transportation certificate described in Article 20 of the Ordinance shall contain 


the following items. Among these, as a general rule, the validity period of the 


transportation certificate is the planned period of transportation, and add 10 days for land 


transportation, 20 days for transportation including domestic sea transportation, and 30 


days for transportation including overseas sea transportation, respectively. 


 


(i) Name and address, and for a corporation, the representative's name 


(ii) Type, property, and amount of the nuclear fuel materials etc. to be transported 


(iii) Type of the nuclear fuel package 
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(iv) Total weight of the nuclear fuel package 


(v) The nuclear fuel materials etc. to be contained 


(vi) The packaging to be used 


(vii) In case of packages containing fissile material, limited number of the packages for 


transport 


(viii) The loading method or distinction of mixed load (Note) 


(ix) The valid period of transportation certificate 


 (Note) In case of simple transportation, the type of shipment equipment to be used 


and methods of loading to the shipment equipment 


(2) In case of on-site confirmation is conducted, the transportation certificate can be 


delivered on the site by carrying out necessary formalities before conducting the 


confirmation. 
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Postal Act (Act No. 165 of 1947) 


 


(Postal Contraband) 


Article 12 The following items must not be deposited as postal items: 


(i) Explosive, inflammable, or other dangerous substances as defined by the Minister of Internal Affairs and 


Communications; 


(ii) Poisonous or powerful drugs or other poisonous or powerful substances (excluding those deposited by government 


or public offices, medical doctors, dentists, veterinarians, pharmacists, or persons approved to deal in poisonous or 


powerful substances); 


(iii) Living disease organisms, or articles considered as containing or carrying such disease organisms (excluding those 


deposited by government or public offices, institutes for bacteriological examination, doctors, or veterinarians); 


(iv) Articles of which the transport or transmission is prohibited by laws and regulations. 





